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PREFACE.

The present volume finishes my account of the cage-birds imported into the European bird markets, and is, so far as I have been able to make it, complete up to the end of the year 1908. In the case of the Doves and some other groups, I believe it to be complete up to the end of 1909. It represents, in fact, a series of monographs of known cage-birds, any one of which, if printed in large type and illustrated fully by scientifically correct coloured plates, would form a handsome volume.

In the preparation of the present work I have spared no trouble in indicating the affinities of the various groups, as worked out by systematic ornithologists, feeling that hitherto aviculturists generally have given technical workers too much cause to accuse them of apathy respecting what has been regarded by many as the scientific side of ornithological study. As a matter of fact, the study of bird-life is every whit as scientific as that of the classification of birds, and for one section of workers to look down upon and ignore the labours of the other is the height of folly, and exposes all who indulge in such an attitude to the charge of wilful ignorance. Before leaving this subject, I feel bound to call attention to the in calculable mischief which is being done to science by the misguided efforts being continually made by short-sighted agitators to hinder the work of aviculturists under the cloak of humanitarianism.

Bird protection, in so far as it puts a stop to the shooting down of every rare bird which approaches our shores, or to the wicked slaughter of sea-birds by trippers with guns, and more particularly in its efforts to put a stop to the iniquitous traffic in bird skins and plumes for the adornment of hate and bonnets, is an excellent institution; but when, not content with this good work, it strives to do away with the study of birds in cage and aviary, it becomes at once an evil thing for which posterity will have just cause to curse its advocates.

Bird-life can only be partially studied by the field naturalist owing to the skulking nature of many birds, and their amazing cunning in, not only concealing their nests, but in enticing the investigator from the neighbourhood of the same; of such birds the habits can only be studied in aviaries, and any seeker after self-advertisement who strives to prevent such means of acquiring knowledge is an offender both against God and man, and deserving of the severest punishment.

In the twenty chapters I have treated of the following groups of birds:—New- and Old-world Starlings, Bower-birds, Paradise-birds, Manucoes, Crows, so-called Piping Crows or Crow-Shrikes, Larks, Pittas, Tyrants, Chatterers, Oven-birds, Woodpeckers, Colies, Kingfishers, Motmots, Bee-eaters, Tucans, Barbets, Toucans, Parrots, and Doves. The last two groups have been so extensively imported that they occupy no less than thirteen of the twenty chapters in the volume.

As before, I have endeavoured in each group to give an account of the wild life, and of the food generally regarded as most suitable for rendering the lives of its members healthy and happy in captivity. I now proceed to give, as before, for the benefit of those who desire to study aviculture more intimately, a list of the works quoted in the present volume, most of which are in my own library.

In this and the preceding volume I have described about a thousand species of cage-birds.

A. G. Butler.

André, E.: A Naturalist in the Guianas.
Beebe, C. W.: Two Bird Lovers in Mexico.
Brenchley, J.: Cruise of the “Curacao.”
Buller, Sir Walter: Birds of New Zealand.
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Burmeister, Dr. H.: Systematische Uebersicht der Thiere Braziliens (Part 3, Vol. II.).

Butler, Dr. A. G.:

Foreign Bird-Keeping (Part 2).

How to Sex Cage-birds:


Catalogue of the Birds in the British Museum (Vols. III., VI., VIII., XIII., XIV., XVII., XVIII., XIX., XX, and XXI.).


Crawshay, R.: The Birds of Tierra del Fuego.

Gosse, P. H.: Birds of Jamaica.


Grandidier, History of Madagascar.


Gundlach: Beitrage zur Ornithologie Cubas.


Stray Feathers (Vol. VI.).

Ibis, The (Journal of the British Ornithological Union).

Jerdon, Dr. T. E.: Birds of India (Vols. I., II., and III.).

Journal für Ornithologie for 1895 and 1899.

Keartland: Report of the Horn Expedition to Central Australia.

Layard, Consul E. L., and Sharpe, Dr. R. B.: Birds of South Africa.

Legge, Colonel W. N.: Birds of Ceylon (Vols. I. and II.).

Miller, Mrs. Olive Thorne: Bird Ways.


Ridgway, Professor R.: Birds of North and Middle America (Vols. II., III., and IV.).

Russ, Dr. Karl:

Die Gefederte Welt for 1885.

Handbuch für Vogeliebhaber.

Die Fremdländischen Stubenvögel (Vols. I. and II.).

Salvin, O., and Godman, F.D.: Biologia Central-Americana (Aves).


Seth-Smith, D.: Parrakeets.

Sheiley, Captain G. E.: The Birds of Africa (Vol. V.).

Stark, Dr. A. C., and Scclater, W. L.: The Birds of South Africa (Vols. I., II., III., and IV.).

Taczanowski, L.: Ornithologie du Pérou (Vols. II. and III.).

Timehri (Vols. IX. and X.).

Transactions of the Connecticut Academy (Vol. VIII.).

United States Geological and Geographical Survey (Vol. IV.).


Wiener, A.: Cassell's Cage-Birds.

Zoo logical Society of London:

List of the Animals in the Collection of the (Sixth to Ninth editions)

Proceedings of the Meetings of the
Amazons. See Parrots.

BARBETS (Capitonidae): Blue-cheeked, 118; Crimson-breasted, 120; Golden-throated, 118; Great, 116; Green, Common or Jungle, 119; Green, Small, 119; Hodgson's, 119; Purple, 121.

BEE-EATERS (Meropidae): Australian, 111; Common Indian, 111.

Bell Birds. See Chatterers.

BOWER-BIRDS (Philornithidae): Australian Catbird, 55; Great Bower-bird, 55; Regent Bird, 55; Satin Bower-bird, 51; Spotted Bower-bird, 54.

CAIKES: Black-headed, 186; White-bellied, 187; Yellow-thighed, 187.

CASSIQUES (Cassieinae): Black, 25; Crested, 27; Mexican, 26; Red-rumped, 27; Yellow, 26.

CHATTERERS (Cotingidae): Banded Chatterer, 94; Cock of the Rock, 95; Naked-throated Bell-bird, 94; Pied Bell-bird, 95; Snowy Bell-bird, 94; Tricolorunculated Bell-bird, 95.

Chough. See Crow-like Birds.

COCKATOOS (Cacatuidae): Banks', 140; Bare-eyed, 146; Black, Great, 139; Black, Great-billed, 140; Black, Western, 140; Blue-eyed, 144; Cockatoo, 149; Dampier, 149; Ducorps', 146; Funereal, 139; Gang or Gang-Gang, 142; Goffin's, 146; Greater White-crested, 144; Greater Sulphur-crested, 142; Leadbeater's, 144; Lemon-crested, 145; Lesser Sulphur-crested, 143; Red-vented, 146; Rose-breasted, 148; Rose-crested, 144; Slinger-billed, 148; Triton, 143.

COLIES (Coliidae): Black-necked, 105; Blue-naped, 106; Cape, 107; Chestnut-backed, 106; Red-cheeked, 105; Striated or Speckled, 104; White-eared, 105.

CONURES: Atene, 158; Black-headed, 157; Black-crowned, 155; Blue-winged, 163; Brown-throated, 159; Cactus, 159; Caroline, 160; Chilian, 161; Golden, 155; Golden-crowned, 159; Golden-headed, 157; Green, 158; Mexican, 158; Patagonian, Greater, 162; Patagonian, Lesser, 162; Pearly, 164; Peta's, 160; Red-bellied, 165; Red-collared, 159; Red-eared, 163; Red-headed, 157; Sharp-tailed, 155; St. Thomas', 159; Slight-billed, 162; Wagler's, 158; White-eared, 163; Yellow, 156; Yellow-headed, 157.

Cowbirds. See Meadow Starlings.

CROW-LIKE BIRDS (Corvidae).

Cough, White-winged, 77.

Crows: Abyssinian, 64; American, 65; Australian, 54; Hunting, 70; Indian, 63; Large-billed, 61; White-necked, 62.

Crows, Piping: Common, 78; Long-billed Butcher Crow, 79; Pied Butcher Crow, 79; White-backed, 78.

Crow-Shrikes: Grey, 66; Hill, 65; Pied, 65; Sooty, 66.

Jackdaw, Black-and-white, 63.

Jays: Azure, 75; Beechey's, 76; Black-headed, 75; Blue, 72; Blue-headed, 74; Canada, 72; Crowned, 75; Crested, Long, 73; Hartlaub's, 76; Himalayan, 71; Mexican, 75; Lanceolated, 71; Peruvian, 75; Pileated, 74; Swainson's Long-tailed, 71; Tricoloured, 77; Yucatan, 76.

Magnes: Chinese Blue, 66; Moorish, 66.

Pies, Blue: Chinese, 67; Occipital, 67; Pipec, 68; Siamese, 67; Yellow-billed, 68.

Pies, Tree: Chinese, 70; Himalayan, 70; Wandering, 69.

Raven, White-necked, 62.

DOVES, GROUND (Geotrygoninae): Bronze-naped, 294; Cuban Partridge, 296; Mountain Witch, 297; Moustache, 296; Orange-winged, 294; Red, 295; Red-underwinged, 295; Rufous, 295; Rufous-necked, 293; Wells', 295; White-fronted, 294; Venezuelan, 297.

Eccletes. See Parrots.

GRACKLES or TYPICAL Mynaes (Eulabeidae): Ceylon, 49; Greater Hill, 48; Javan Hill, 48; Southern Hill, 47.

HANGNESTS (Icterinae): Baltimore, 28; Bare-faced, 33; Black-sided, 28; Black-spotted, 33; Black-throated, 33; Black-winged, 30; Brazilian, 32; Chestnut-shouldered, 29; Common, 31; Golden, 30; Orchard, 29; Yellow-backed, 53; Yellow-crowned, 30; Yellow-shouldered, 30; Wagler's, 30.
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Jays. See Crow-like Birds.

KA-KAS (Nectaridae): Common, 128; Kea or Mountain, 127.

KINGFISHERS (Alcedinidae): Buff Laughing or Fawn-breasted, 106; Laughing, 107; Leach's Laughing, 108; New Zealand, 110; Red-rumped, 108; Sacred, 109.

LARKS (Alaudidae) Algerian Shore-Lark, 90; Black, 82; Bar-tailed, 83; Calandra, 81; Clothey, 80; Crested, 84; Indian Skylark, 83; Short-toed, 83; Thick-billed, 84; Tien-sin or Mongolian, 82; White-bellied Shore-Lark, 81; Madras Bush - Lark, 83; Desert - Lark, Lichtenstein's, 84; Bullfinch-Lark, White-headed, 85; Bullfinch-Lark, White-cheeked, 85.

LORIES (Lorididae): Black, 129; Blue-streaked, 129; Blue-tailed, 130; Blue-thighed, 132; Chattering, 132; Green-tailed, 132; Kuhl's, 132; Louisaide, 130; Purple-capped, 132; Red, 130; Red-fronted, 129; Three-coloured, 131; Violet-necked, 130; Whitish-rumped, 130; Yellow-backed, 132.

LORIKEETS: Black-throated, 134; Blue-faced, 134; Forsten's, 134; Green-naped, 134; Mitchell's, 135; Mrs. Johnstone's, 136; Musky, 136; Ornamental, 135; Perfect, 136; Red-collared, 135; Red-crowned or Varied, 138; Sealy-breasted, 136; Swainson's, 135.
CONTENTS.

LOVEBIRDS:

(Agapornis): Abyssinian, 216; Black-cheeked, 217; Madagascar or Grey-headed, 214; Red-faced, 216; Rosy-faced, 216.

(Loriculus): Hanging, Blue-crowned, 219; Hanging, Ceylonese, 218; Hanging, Golden-backed, 218; Hanging, Slaters, 219; Hanging, Vernal, 218.

MACAWS: Blue and Yellow, 152; Glamous, 151; Hahn’s, 155; Hyacinthine, 151; Illiger’s, 154; Lear’s, 151; Military, 155; Red and Blue, 152; Red and Yellow, 152; Spi’s, 151; Severe, 154.

Magpies. See Crow-like Birds.

Maize-Eaters. See Meadow Starlings.

MYNAHS, STARLING-LIKE:

Mynahs: Bald-headed, 47; Black-necked, 44; Black-winged, 45; Brown, 46; Brown, Southern, 46; Common, 45; Crested, 46; Indian, 45; Jalla, 42; Malabar, 41; Mandarin, 43; Pied, 42.

Starlings: Andaman, 40; Blyth’s, 42; Grey, 40; Pagoda, 44; Silky, 40; Wattled, 43.

MOTMOTS (Momotidae): Brazilian, 110; Cartaginian, 111.

OVEN- BIRDS (Dendrocolapidae) .... 55

PARADISE BIRDS (Paradisaeidae): Great, 58; Green Manucode, 61; King, 60; Lesser, 58; Red, 60; Rifle-bird, 57; Twelve-wired, 57.

PARRAKEETS:


(Barnardiis): Barnard’s, 226; Bauer’s, 227; Yellow-naped, 227.

(Cyanoramphus): Alpine, 237; Antipodes Island, 235; Golden-crowned, 256; New Zealand, 256; Saisset’s, 256.

(Myopipithecus): All-green, 165; Canary-winged, 165; Golden-fronted, 165; Golden-winged, 170; Grey-breasted or Quaker, 164; Guiana, 168; Linedated, 166; Orange-flanked, 169; Paserine or Blue-winged, 166; Tovi, 169; Tui, 170; White-winged, 169.

(Noepbma)—Grass P arrakeets: Blue-winged, 255; Bourke’s, 252; Elegant, 253; Orange-bellied, 254; Rock, 254; Splendid, 255; Turquoise, 255.

(Vympicus)—Horned Parrakeets: Horned, 237; Uyuan, 237.

(Palauromn): Alexandrine, Cinghalese, 198; Alexandrine, Indo-Burmese, 200; Alexandrine, Great-billed, 200; Alexandrine, Nepales, 200; Andaman, 203; Banded or Moustache, 204; Blossom-headed, 222; Derivan, 204; Javan, 206; Long-tailed, 206; Lucian, 206; Malabar, 203; Nicobar, 206; Nicobar, Blyth’s, 206; Ring-necked, African, 201; Ring-necked, Indian, 201; Ring-necked, Mauritius, 201; Rose-headed, 202; Slaty-head, 203; Slaty-headed, Burmese, 203.

(Platycercus): Adelaide, 220; Blue-cheeked, 222; Brown’s, 224; Masters, 220; Pileated, 226; Rosella, 224; Rosella, Mealy, 222; Stanley, 226; Yellow-bellied, 222; Yellow-mantled, 224; Yellow-rumped, 221.

(Polytelis): Barra Band, 208; Black-tailed, 209.

(Psephotus): Beautiful, 226; Blue-bonnet, Red-ventured, 227; Blue-bonnet, Yellow-ventured, 227; Golden-shonkered, 230; Many-coloured, 230; Red-rumped, 230.

(Psittinuus): Blue-rumped, 213.

(Pitres): Crimson-winged, 210; Prince of Wales’, 206.

(Pyrhulopus): Masked, 212; Red-shining, 212; Tabuan, 212.

(Tanygnathus): Blue-crowned, 197; Everett’s, 198; Great-billed, 198; Mueller’s, 198.

Budgerigar (Melopsittacus) .... 239

Ground or Swamp (Pezoporus) .... 239

Swift .... 237

PARROTS:

(African Pionina)—TYPICAL PARROTS: Brown-headed, 188; Brown-necked, 187; Jardine’s, 186; Levilant’s, 187; Meyer’s, 189; Ruepell’s, 190; Senegal, 189; Yellow-fronted, 189.

(Palauornithina)—ECLECTUS: Ceram, 196; Corelia’s, 197; Grand, 196; Red-sided, 194; Westermann’s, 197.

(Pionina)—AMAZONS: Active, 182; August, 171; Bahama, 181; Blue-faced, 171; Blue-fronted, 173; Bouquet’s, 172; Bodinus, 179; Diademated, 175; Double-fronted, 176; Dufresne’s, 177; Festive, 179; Finsch’s, 178; Golden-naped, 175; Green-crowned, 178; Guatemala, 172; Guilding’s, 170; Mealy, 172; Mercenary, 173; Natther’s, 176; Orange-winged, 175; Pretre’s, 180; Red-fronted, 179; Red-tailed, 179; Red-throated, 177; Red-tipped, 176; Sahle’s, 180; Salvin’s, 176; Vincaceus, 171; White-browed, 180; White-fronted, 181; Yellow-bellied, 179; Yellow-billed, 175; Yellow-crowned, 173; Yellow-fronted, 174; Yellow-shouldered, 174.

(Mosius): Bronze-winged, 184; Coral-billed, 185; Dusky, 184; Hawk-headed, 184; Maximilian’s, 185; Red-capped, 185; Red-vented, 183; Short-tailed, 182; Sordin, 183; Violet-bellied, 186; White-headed, 185.

(Psittaceina): Grey, 191; Pradin, 194; Vasa, 195; Vasa, Lesser, 194; Tinume, 192.

(Stringaporide)—Night Parrots: Kakapo, 240.

Racket-tailed Parrot ...

PIES, Blue and Tree. See Crow-like Birds.

PIGEONS:

Bronze-winged (Pabina): Blue-spotted, 234; Bronze-winged, 235; Bronze-winged, Brush, 239; Bronze-winged, Harlequin, 239; Bronze-winged, Partridge, 239; Bronze-winged, Smith’s, 240; Cape or Harlequin, 228; Crested, Australian, 228; Emerald, 224; Green-winged, Australian, 225; Green-winged, Christmas Island, 236; Green-winged, Indian, 236; Ground, Plumed, 231; Ground, White-bellied, 221; Maiden, 234; Tambourine, 235.

Crow (Gourier) ...

302

(Ectopistina): Passenger, 262.

FRUIT (Treronina): Banded, 247; Bare-faced, 243; Beautiful, 249; Black-headed, 249; Blue-tailed, 251; Bronze, 251; Brown-tailed, 251; Delalande’s, 244; Double-banded, 245; Double-crested, 256; Jamo, 247; Nepal Thick-billed, 245; Nicobar Imperial, 250; Nutmeg, 252; Pacific, 249; Painted, 245; Parrot, 246; Purple-crowned, 248; Purple-shouldered, 245; Red-browed, 249; Red-naped, 251; Southern, 245; Spotted, 255; Superb, 249; Thick-billed, 243; Vinous-throated, 220; Waalia, 243; Wedge-tailed, 242; Wharton’s, 250; White, 252.
CONTENTS.

GROUND (Geotrygoninae): Bartlett’s, 298; Bleeding-heart, 297; Blue-headed, 302; Stair’s Ground, 298; Wonga-Wonga, 300.

HACKLED (Cathæridae): Nicobar, 302.

(Macropygiade): Dorey Cuckoo, 262; Emilian, 262; Narrow-banded, 261; Pheasant-tailed, 262.

LITTLE DODOS: Tooth-billed Pigeon, 303.

TYPICAL (Columbidae): Araucanian, 259; Banded, 259; Bolle’s, 260; Canarian, 260; Cuban, 257; Indian Stock, 253; Madeiran, 260; Mayer’s, 261; Naked-eyed, 254; Olive, 255; Picauro, 255; Porto Rico, 256; Ring-tailed, 258; Rufous, 258; Spectious, 257; Spotted, 255; Triangular-spotted, 254; Vinaceous, 261; White-backed, 253; White-crowned, 256; White-naped, 259; White-throated Violet, 261.

PITTA (Pittidae): Indian, 86; Noisy, 86; Green-breasted or Hooded, 87.

Raven, White-necked... ... ... ... ... 62

Shrikes, Crow. See Crow-like Birds.

STARLINGS:

CROWBIRDS (Molothrus): Argentine or Silky, 18; Bay, 19; Common, 17; Glossy, 19; Greater, 17; Purple, 19.

GLOSSY (Sturninae): Beautiful Spreo, 38; Green, 35; Long-tailed, 37; Long-tailed, Mews’, 38; Nordman’s, 36; Purple-banded, 37; Purple-headed, 35; Red-shouldered, 35; Shining Calornis, 34; Wedge-tailed, 38; Western Splendid, 35; White-bellied Amethyst, 34.

MAIZE-EATERS (Pseudoleistes): Dark Green, 16; Green or Yellow-bellied, 17.

MARP-BIRDS (Agelenidae): Guiana, 13; Red-breasted, 12; Yellow-headed, 13.

MEADOW (Agelenidae): Bobolink, 12; Brown-headed, 14; Red-headed, 15; Red-shouldered, 14; Yellow, 15.

TYPICAL: Unspotted, 40.

TOUCANS (Rhamphastidae): Ariel, 114; Banded, 115; Cayenne, 115; Cuvier’s, 114; Great-billed or Toco, 112; Green-billed, 115; Keel-billed, 114; Lettered, 116; Maximilian’s, 115; Red-billed, 114; Short-billed, 113; Spot-billed, 116; Sulphur-breasted, 113; Sulphur and White-breasted, 115; Swainson’s, 114.

TOURACOUS (Musophagidae): Buffon’s, 122; Great-billed or Frazier’s, 125; Livingstone’s, 122; Purple-crested, 123; Red-crested, 125; Senegal, 122; Schalow’s, 122; Variegated, 127; Vio
daceous, 126.

TROUPIALS:

GLOSSY BLACK (Quiscalinae): Black, 25; Black, Rich, 22; Boat-tailed, 23; Changeable, 22; Chopi, 25; Long-tailed, 24.

MARSH (Agelantidae): Chilian, 19; Flame-shouldered, 15; Red-headed, 20; Yellow-shouldered, 15.

TYPICAL (Sturniinae): Common Military, 21; De Filippi’s Military, 22; Louisiana, 20.

TURTLE DOVES (Peristeridae):

ABERRANT (Geopeleinae): Bar-shouldered, 275; Diamond, 277; Mauge’s, 277; Peaceful, 276; Scaly, 278; Zebra, 276.

METAL-SPOTTED (Peristerinae): Ashy, 280; Black-winged, 281; Cinnamon or Talpacoti, 280; Geoffroy’s, 281; Passerine, 279; Pigmy, 280; Steel-barred, 278.

(Paratruninae): Aladaran, 269; Ashy, 268; Barbary, 267; Burmese Collared, 271; Cambayan, 275; Cape, 270; Chinese, 272; Damara, 271; Deceptive, 270; Dwarf or Ruddy, 272; Double-ringed, 270; Eastern, 268; Half-collared, 269; Madagascar, 268; Necklaced, 273; Senegal, 274; Spotted, 273; Vinaceous, 271.

(Zenaida): Bronze-necked, 265; Carolina, 264; Galapagan, 266; Martinican, 264; Zenaida, 264; Zenaida, White-winged, 266.

TYRANTS (Tyrannidae): American King-bird, 91; Black-capped, 90; Fork-tailed, 93; Melancholy, 92; Pepoza, 87; Pitangua or Broad-billed, 89; Short-winged, 88; Sulphury, 88.

WOODPECKERS (Picidae): Banded, 100; Golden-winged, 97; Hair, 100; Pigmy Barred, 103; Pileated or Larger Red-crested, 103; Red-headed, 99; Santa-Cruz, 100; Striped or Rayed, 98; White-headed, 100; Yellow-headed, 102.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Illustrations</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amazon, Levaillant's or Double-fronted</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbet, Levaillant's</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budgerigars</td>
<td>241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cockateel</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cockatoo</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Leadbeater's</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Slender-bill</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cockatoos, Group of</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conure, Yellow</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Yellow or Sun</td>
<td>251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Lesser Patagonian</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dove, White Barbury</td>
<td>267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Peaceful</td>
<td>276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Australian Green-winged</td>
<td>285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doves, Indian Green</td>
<td>287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eclectus, Red-sided</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hangnest, Brazilian</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King Bird, American</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lory, Purple-capped</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Black-winged</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lorikeets, Scaly-breasted</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Love-birds, Black-faced</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macaw, Illiger's</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macaws (2)</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paradise, Bird of, Hunstein's</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Blue</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; King</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parrakeet, Alexandrine</td>
<td>199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Barraband</td>
<td>207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Many-coloured</td>
<td>231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Pennant's</td>
<td>221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parrakeets, Blossom-headed, Quaker, and Ring-necked</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Derbyan</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; King and Masked</td>
<td>211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Malabar, and Many-coloured</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Masked</td>
<td>213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Passerine</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Red-vented, and Blue-bonnet</td>
<td>229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Stanley</td>
<td>226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pigeon, Bronze-wing (Hen)</td>
<td>238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Bronze-wing (Cock)</td>
<td>299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pigeon, Bleeding-heart</td>
<td>297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Barranquilla</td>
<td>297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pigeons, Bronze-wing (Young)</td>
<td>269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Nicobar</td>
<td>301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Rufous (Young)</td>
<td>293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Wonga-Wonga</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parrot, Hawk-headed</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Meyer's</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parrots, Hanging</td>
<td>219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regent Bird</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosellas, Mealy</td>
<td>223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starling, Andaman</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Long-tailed</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starlings, Green Glossy</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toucan, Senegal</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree-Pie (Common), Wandering</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodpecker, White-headed</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEADS ONLY.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon, Yellow-fronted</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budgerigar</td>
<td>238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dove, Cape</td>
<td>232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Neck-laced</td>
<td>273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Steel-barred</td>
<td>273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hangnest</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jay, Pileated</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Blue-bearded</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lark, Tien-tsin</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Love-bird, Madagascar</td>
<td>214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marsh Bird, Red-breasted</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mynah, Crested</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Greater Hill</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parrakeet, Rose-headed</td>
<td>203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parrot, Grey</td>
<td>191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pigeon, Australian Crested</td>
<td>292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piping Crow, White-backed</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starling, Purple-headed Glossy</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toucans</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troumall, Military</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; De Filippi's</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrant, Sulphury</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INTRODUCTION.

I commence this portion of my work with less confidence and satisfaction than when I started upon Volume I., because, in some of the groups to be dealt with, I have not been brought into personal contact with any of the species, and in fact I have only kept one or two; nevertheless, since I wrote Part II. of "Foreign Bird-Keeping," a good deal of additional information has been published respecting the habits of these birds, both at liberty and in captivity; and, when one can quote the experiences of other trustworthy observers, it is almost as satisfactory to oneself, and certainly quite as much so to one's readers, as if one described what one had personally observed.

Small birds, formerly regarded as of extreme rarity in private collections have been much more freely imported; so that, in a general way, upon the imported Foreign Cage-birds, it is no longer possible or advisable to pass them over. In the case of the Humming Birds, though a good many have been imported, none have lived long enough to render them popular, and the general opinion seems to be that they will never be suited to aviary-life in this bleak and often sunless country. I think myself that a judicious selection of those species which occur at great altitudes, where cold and snow are by no means unknown, might readily be acclimatised here, provided that the birds could be induced to feed upon some rational soft food, instead of the quaint combination of beef-tea and syrup hitherto provided for them. Anyhow, as matters stand, I see no utility in including Humming Birds in the present work; but the Bower Birds, Paradise Birds, Crows, Pittas, Woodpeckers, Colies, Kingfishers, Toucans, Barbets, and Touracous can no longer be ignored.

The question is whether it is correct to regard any of the Game-birds, however small, as cage-birds; that they have been exhibited in cages at bird-shows cannot be accepted as evidence, because the same is true of Rails, Plovers, and various birds of prey. I think myself that it would be more correct for the smaller Game-birds to be included with the larger, and the Rails, Plovers, etc., in a separate work prepared by someone specially qualified to write upon them. It seems to me to be absurd to regard those birds as cage-birds which nobody ever keeps in a cage. It may be argued that, as a general rule, Doves are kept in aviaries; this is undoubtedly true, but it is by no means unusual to see a pair in a large cage, and some of them may even be bred in such a manner.

As in Vol. I. the Finches occupied the greater portion of the text, so in Vol. II. the lion's share falls to the Parrots. Most of the species described are of large size, and therefore (excepting in the case of the Doves, which sometimes scare, but never injure, birds of other orders) are for the most part more suitable for cages or moderate sized flights than for aviaries; unless a man be wealthy enough to devote an aviary to each type.

In the case of the Starlings, they become much tamer and are far more engaging when kept in cages than in aviaries; in the latter, with smaller birds, some of them are inclined to be aggressive, as the Crows always are; the Rails, if kept in their song, are far better caged; the Sulphur Tyrant can only be trusted with birds as powerful as himself; the Parrots, unless intended to breed, should all be kept in separate cages.

As with the species treated of in Vol. I., the insectivorous feeders are undoubtedly the most interesting, but they also occupy the bulk of the time which can be devoted to one's pets, owing to the necessity of daily preparing fresh soft food for them; the Parrots are perhaps the most popular, on account of their startling colours and the power of speech which many of them possess; but, until acclimatised, they are liable to go off with lung trouble, cramp, or inflammation of the liver or bowels, the latter being usually due to improper feeding upon sloppy messes and animal food. It is true that one group of Parrots (the Lories and Lorikeets) appears to thrive, at any rate for a year or two, upon a diet which would speedily prove fatal to most other Parrots, but I am not at all sure that even these would not be far better if they could be confined to a less sloppy diet with the addition of plenty of soft fruit; Canon Dutton suggests scalded fig mashed up with bun.

For anyone not particularly anxious for song, but with a keen eye for colour, the Doves are by far the best birds to take up. I must have both, and therefore it has been necessary for me to keep all kinds of cage-birds. Nevertheless, I find Doves very charming, not because they are reputed to be harmless, and are to other birds—for among themselves, with the exception of the African Bronzewings, which are always amiable, they are the most vindictive of all birds, not only plucking out feathers wholesale, but doing their utmost to pull out one another's eyes if pairs of several species are kept together. This, however, happens chiefly during the breeding season, for at other times most of these birds are absolutely apathetic.

In the case of illness, prevention is better than cure; treat your birds properly; feed them correctly, and as the rusties say, "they'll live till they die, if nobody don't kill 'em"; but if you begin to take up with fads, and reject certain excellent foods because, under certain conditions, they may be suitable for the cultivation of injurious micro-organisms, you will only have yourselves to thank if your birds die young. One thing cannot be too often repeated, and that is, in the case of any indisposition in an insectivorous bird, the finest medicine consists of two or three garden spiders; if you cannot get these, look in boxes and pots for hunting spiders.
CHAPTER I.

NEW-WORLD STARLINGS (Icteridae).

These birds are a link between the Plucone Weavers and the Old-World or typical Starlings. Professor Ridgway, however, does not agree with this view of their affinities, but observes: "The absence of obvious rictal bristles is the only external character that I am able to discover which will serve to distinguish the Icteridae, as a group, from the Fringillidae." As usual, he makes a great point of the possession of only nine obvious primary tufts, though I would venture to say that if all the primary-coverts were removed from a series of Fringillidae, Ploceida, and Icteridae, the tenth primary would be as obvious in one group as another, this little quill being always well marked in Passer and other genera of the Fringillidae, as well as in every Icterid bird which I have examined, though shorter than its coverts.

Ridgway correctly says ("Birds of North and Middle America," Vol. II., p. 172): "The Icteridae comprise birds of most varied habits. Some are strictly arboreal, and if placed upon the ground are almost incapable of progression; others are terrestrial (though more or less frequently alighting on trees and sometimes nesting there) and walk upon the ground with the grace and dignity of a Crow or Starling." Many inhabit reedy marshes, and these usually nest in large colonies. The Oropendolas (genera Ocyalus, Cylpieterus, Zarynches, Gymnostomus, and Osteopus) and Caciques (genera Cacicus and Cisticola) also nest in colonies, but instead of building an open, cup-shaped nest attached to the upright stems of aquatic plants, attach their long, pencil nests to the extremities of branches, always treetops. The "American Orioles" (genus Icterus) also build pencil nests, but, usually at least, are not gregarious. Many species are remarkable either for the fulness and richness or other remarkable character of their notes, some of them being songsters of high merit, while others utter only the most harsh and discordant sounds. Some genera (Mohothrus, Calothrus, and Cassida) are parasitic, like the European Cuckoo, always laying their eggs in the nests of other birds. He does not mention, at this point, that the Bobolink (which possesses a very Finch-like outline of bill in both sexes) has distinct summer and winter plumages, after the fashion of the Whydahs and Weavers among the Ploceida. Some of the glossy Troupials (the American Grackles) nest occasionally, the Chopi usually, in holes, like our European Starling.

Meadow Starlings and Marsh-Troupials (Ageleniidae).

Bobolink (Dolichonyx oryzivorus).

The male in breeding plumage is black, the nape sandy-buff, a patch on the side of the breast, the scapulars and rump white, the latter shading into pale ash on the lower mantle and upper tail-coverts; the outer primaries edged with yellowish-white, the tips of the tail feathers edged with pale brownish-ash. In the winter plumage it is buffish-brown, mottled and broadly streaked with black, chiefly on the head and mantle; wing and tail-feathers blackish, with buffish-brown borders, the primaries, however, narrowly edged externally with sordid white; under surface brownish-buff, with lateral blackish stripes; centre of abdomen whiter; beak and feet fleshy horn-brown; iris brown. Female very like the male in winter plumage, but smaller: yellowish-brown, with blackish markings above; yellowish-buff, with blackish streaks on the flanks below; her bill is weaker, more truly conical (less swollen at the sides) when viewed from above, and of a reddish-brown colour. Hab., North and Central America and the West Indies, extending southwards as far as the Argentine Republic, whence I imported a male example in July, 1883.

This bird, in its change of plumage, vaguely resembles the Fire Weavers of Africa, but is larger and altogether feeble in colouring.

When it first arrives in North America in the spring it wanders about in small flocks, apparently consisting of males only, the females probably being concealed in the herbage. Even when paired these birds appear to be gregarious, many pairs building in the same meadow. The nest is built on the ground, generally concealed by grass and wild flowers in meadow-land; it is strongly formed of flexible bents, is shallow, and contains from five to six dull whitish eggs, marked with reddish-brown and lavender spots and blotches.

Ridgway says that the song of the Bobolink is "exquisitely musical," and Mrs. Olive Thorne Miller observed: "Even the most execrable with its best characterizing this bird's incomparable song, but no one has fully expressed it, for words are not capable of it." I am faint to believe that these excellent observers were convinced of the truth of what they wrote, and yet it is hardly conceivable that the same bird should sing deliciously when at liberty and excruciating in captivity; it is not so with our British birds.

One of the most popular varieties in North America, the Bobolink yet has little to recommend it as a cage-bird, being neither gorgeous in plumage nor remarkable in captivity for its vocal acquirements; the boasted beauty of its song is, I believe, based upon the patriotic fancy of those who love it—indeed, it belongs to a group of birds barely equal, as singers, to our English Starling.

My bird always sang as follows: "Toong-toong took toong," and then went off into a rattling gabble of the most exexcitering stopper-screwing, uttered (as Audubon rightly states) "with a volubility that even border- Upon the burlesque and the ludicrous." The Bobolink, when freshly imported, is not happy in a cage, and is rather nervous, though less so than most of the Meadow Starlings in an aviary; it naturally feeds on seeds of weeds and insects; in captivity, canary, millet, paddy rice or oats and insects keep it in health. My bird unfortunately died from inflammation of the lungs during its change to summer plumage in March, 1894.

Red-breasted Marsh-Bird (Leistes supercilioris).

In its summer plumage it is glossy black, with pale brown eyebrow stripe extending back to the nape; the bend of the wing and body below, from the chin to the middle, crimson; the beak black; the feet horn-brown; the iris brown. In the winter the feathers of the upper parts are mostly bordered with golden brown, but the outer wing-coverts and flank-feathers with ash; all the feathers of the underparts are brownish; and in the beak brown; it thus becomes a little more like the female, which is pale brown above, varied with black below, with the breast stained with red, the flanks and posterior half of abdomen streaked with black; the tail ashy-brown, barred with black; bill brown, and more slender than in the male, if viewed in profile. Hab., Brazil, Bolivia, and the Argentine.
Republic, whence I imported a male in 1893. Like
the Bobolink, it is a migratory bird, and in its method
of nesting and the colouring of its eggs, of which, how-
ever, four seems to be the normal number, it seems
nearly to approach that bird, as also in the rapid part
of its song: excepting when paired, also, the males and
females travel in different small flocks. Hudson
describes the song as follows:—"At intervals of two
or three minutes he soars vertically up to a height of
twenty or twenty-five yards to utter his song, com-
posed of a single long, powerful, and rather musical
note, ending with an attempt at a flourish, during which
the bird flutters and turns about in the air; then, as
if discouraged at his failure, he drops down, emitting
harsh guttural chirps, to resume his stand."

The flourish described by Mr. Hudson consists of a
number of short, rapid, stopper-screwing, and scissor-
grinding notes, which are anything but musical; hap-
pily they do not last long. The best part of the song,
which I noted as my bird sang, was as follows:—
"Teter-ur-ching, teter-ur-ching, tik-tik-richard; the
ching was very metallic, as is the toong-toong in the
song of the Bobolink.

At first sight one would take this bird for a Military
Troupial, of which it is almost an exact copy, only the
form of the beak is Weaver-like.

When alarmed in an aviary, I noticed that both this
bird and the Military Starling crouched low down on the
earth, evidently trying to conceal the brilliant crimson
on their throats and breasts. The Red-breasted Marsh-
bird seems to be essentially a ground species, very rarely
perching, and only flying up to sing or when suddenly
startled.

Yellow-headed Marsh-bird (Xanthocephalus xanthocephalus).*
Black; a conspicuous white patch on the upper wing-
coverts; head all round, fore-neck and breast, orange-
yellow; lores, orbital region, front of cheeks and chin,
black; anal tuft yellow; irides brown; whole length 9
inches. Female much smaller; sooty-brown; no white
wing patch; the yellow on head duller buffish, and con-
flined to the eyebrow; sides of head and breast, the
latter part ochraceous; chin and throat whitish; breast
behind; breast mottled brownish, yellow at sides; chest
and abdomen brown, streaked with whitish; anal tuft
yellowish; bill smaller and more slender; irides brown.
"Hab., Prairies of North America, from California and
the Saskatchewan down to Southern Mexico" (P. L.
Sclater). "Florida, Cuba, and even to Greenland." (Ridgway.)

J. G. Cooper observes ("Ornithology of California," p. 269): "They associate in flocks with the other Black-
birds, but also keep in separate bands, and fly with such uniformity that their yellow heads often show all
at once as they wheel in their aerial evolutions. Some-
times also the sexes fly in separate flocks before the
pairing season. They are very gregarious even in spring
and summer, and seem to build in company. The only
song the male attempts consists of a few hoarse,
chuckling notes and comical squeakings, uttered as if
with a great effort to make any noise at all. Though
some kept about the marsh at Santa Barbara, in which
were the nests of the Red-wings, I could not find theirs.
According to Heermann, the nest is composed of dry
reeds and grasses, attached to the upright stalks of

THE RED-BREASTED MARSH-BIRD.
(Male in Winter Plumage.)

In a cage the Red-breasted Marsh-bird is a misery to
himself and a source of irritation to the owner, for he
is the wildest and most nervous bird I ever had. In an
aviary, however, he is far happier, especially if supplied
with plenty of cockroaches, of which he is inordinately
fond. He should have the same seeds as the Bobolink.

Guiana. Marsh-bird (Leistes guianensis).
Male brownish-black; bend of wing and under-surface
of body to the middle of the abdomen scarlet. Female
above pale brown, varied with black; tail ash-brown,
with black transverse bands; below pale brown; the
middle of breast and abdomen washed with scarlet;
flanks, lower abdomen and vent streaked with black.
Hab., Veragua and southward over Colombia, Vene-
zuela, Trinidad, Guiana, and Amazonia. (P. L. Sclater.)

Between the years 1879 and 1884 Mr. Henry Whiteley
obtained this species on Mount Roraima at an elevation
of 3,500 feet (cf. The Ibis, 1885, p. 218).

Dr. Emil A. Goeldi (The Ibis, 1897, p. 164, says:—"In
the low campos-grass behind the ‘sito’ I was much
pleased to meet with the splendid Leistes guianensis,
with its bright crimson breast-cloth; it is called “Têm-
tém do Espírito santo” or “Policia Ingleza,” alike, over
all Lower Amazonia."

Mr. W. L. S. Loat (The Ibis, 1898, p. 562) observes:—
"The Robin (Leistes guianensis) is common in the fields
and pastures of the colony. It has a peculiar habit of flying up into the air to the height of about
twenty-five feet; then, drawing its wings close to its
side, it shoots obliquely downward, uttering a loud,
chirping kind of song, whether done from exuberance
of spirits or to charm its mate, which is generally some-
where near, I cannot say. The crimson breast of an
adult male is of a most beautiful tint, and is well shown
when he performs this aerial movement."

That is all that I can discover respecting the wild life,
but it probably corresponds pretty closely with that of
L. supercilialis, which has been very fully described by
Mr. Hudson in the "Argentine Ornithology.

Mr. E. W. Harper imported specimens of this species
in 1906, and presented two to the London Zoological
Society; a third became the property of Mr. W. T.
Page, and there were probably others. These specimens
were spoken of under the same trivial name as the
Argentine bird, which is confusing; I have therefore
omitted the words Red-breasted, and included the word
Guiana. (In the Zoological Society’s List the name
stands “Red-breasted Guiana Marsh-bird,” which is
too long.)

* This is the name first given to the species, and Professor Ridgway has rightly restored it; Dr. Sclater disapproved of
the duplication and called the species longipes.
the reeds, and firmly fixed by pieces twisted around them. The eggs, four in number, were pale ashy-green, thickly covered and minutely dotted with points and spots of light amber brown. Nuttall describes the eggs as nearly similar, bluish-white, covered all over with minute specks of brownish-purple, largest and most numerous at the greater end. He says, however, that the nest found by Townsend near the Platte River, on the edge of a grassy margin, was on the ground, under a tussock formed of fine grasses and canopied over like that of the Meadow Lark (Sturnella). "As there are no reeds there, the bird may vary its mode of building to suit circumstances."

Russ says that this is a beautiful bird, but has little significance for us because it is too rare in the trade and only arrives singly. He, however, appears to have secured a pair in 1892, which he only possessed for a short time. It has been exhibited at the London Zoological Gardens.

**Red-shouldered Meadow-Starling (Agelaeus phoeniceus).**

Male glossy black; lesser wing-coverts crimson, more or less bordered with black; rump, crown and nape black; bill and feet black; iris, brown. Female much smaller; brown, with conspicuous black shaft-streaks; eyebrow white; under surface pale buffish, the abdomen white, all the feathers conspicuously streaked with black; chin buff or reddish; bill smaller and shorter than in the male. Hab., North and Central America, down to Costa Rica. (P. L. Sclater.)

Ridgway splits up this species into eight sub-species on slight local modifications of size, and length of bill, for the most part.

This is the so-called "Blackbird" of the United States. In its natural state this Meadow-Starling is a marsh-frequenting species; it invariably nests either on the borders of streams or in low, swampy places, such as submerged meadows; low bushes among thick reedy tussocks are usually selected as the site for the nest, but occasionally it is placed on the ground, or, again, rarely, in trees at a height of as much as 20 ft. from the ground. Like that of the Baltimore Oriole, it is suspended; the outer framework is usually composed of rushes and stout iris leaves, carefully and firmly interwoven with or fastened round the adjacent twigs; within the framework a mass of coarse materials, such as broken twigs, "seed-grass," etc., is packed, and this again is lined with fine grasses or reeds. The eggs are oval, light bluish in colour, lined, blotched, and marbled with markings of light and dark purple and black. This species is much persecuted in America on account of the mischief which it does to the fields of grain, which is attacked at its unripe stage whilst still soft. After it has hardened, the Red-shouldered Starling is less eager for it; in the old rice, buckwheat, or grain fields he finds abundance of food. According to Ridgway, the notes of this bird "are very varied, the most common one sounding like con-cur-ee, but there is also an almost endless mingling of guttural, creaking, or clear utterances that defy description." He quotes an interesting account from Wilson, who, when passing through the lower counties of Virginia in January, frequently witnessed the aerial evolutions of local bodies of this Starling. "Sometimes they appeared as if driven about like an enormous black cloud carried before the wind, varying every moment in shape. Sometimes they rose up suddenly from the fields with a noise like thunder, while the glittering of innumerable wings of the brightest vermilion amid a black cloud occasioned a very striking effect. At times the whole congregated multitude would suddenly alight in some detached grove and commence one general concert, that he could plainly distinguish at the distance of more than two miles, and when listened to at a distance of a quarter of a mile the flow of its cadences were grand, and even sublime."

A charming account of the habits of this bird is given by that fascinating American writer, Mrs. Olive Thorne Miller, in her book entitled "Bird Ways," pp. 95-108. As is well known, it is a bird of the marsh; indeed, one of its American names is "Swamp Blackbird." Its nest, according to Mrs. Miller, is placed low among the reeds; she describes its sidling method of moving along a branch and its heavy jump to the next bough, which at once indicates its Starling affinities. The song, which is usually ridiculed, Mrs. Miller rather admires; she describes it as "'ha-ker! chick, chick!' (scream) 'ë-ë-ë! chick, chick! 'ë-ë-ë! ha-ker-ë-ë!' (scream), and so on for fifteen minutes or more without pause." A very amusing account is given of a caged bird which was quite tame in the presence of its owner, but became wild at the approach of gentlemen.

According to Russ, "one of the most abundantly, annually, and regularly seen of Starlings in the market," yet I have never saw a single living specimen for sale. I suspect, therefore, that it was formerly imported into this country, but proved intrac-itable, was priced too high, and consequently its sale was so small as to discourage its importation.

In captivity I should certainly feed this bird on seeds, or on insectivorous food, mixed with stale bread-crumbs, and potato, passed through a masher. I should also feed mealworms or any other small insects, for I know of no Starling which does not eat some insect food.

**Brown-headed Meadow-Starling (Agelaeus frontalis).**

The male is glossy blue-black, the crown and throat chestnut, beak and feet black, iris chestnut. The female is olivaceous brown, with blackish shaft-streaks, beneath paler, the streaks more slender, the throat and breast buffish, beak smaller and rather weaker. Hab., Cayenne and Eastern Brazil. According to Burmeister ("Systematische Ueber-richt." III., p. 257), this bird "keeps in the bush on the banks of rivers, and feeds not only on insects, but also on seeds."

I have come across no other field-notes relating to A. frontalis, but it is probable that it nests on the ground in moist localities. It is in fact, often called "Brown-headed Marsh Troupial."

In outline both of body and beak it closely resembles the Silky Cow-bird, and I do not think it ought to be placed in the same genus with the Yellow-shouldered Troupial, which is considerably more like a true Starling.

This bird is not rare, but only appears in the market spasmodically, when it can sometimes be purchased for a few shillings. Like its allies, it is intolerably wild, even in a fair-sized aviary—indeed, I have found it become tamer in a cage, although the want of free movement undoubtedly shortened its life. I have had two specimens, and, although it is rather a pretty bird and by no means spiteful towards other and weaker associates, I shall never purchase another. It, however, has merits, for it is always in perfect plumage excepting when moulting, never has anything the matter with it, lives for years upon millet and canary alone, and has a comical (if not exactly pleasing) song, which I took down as follows:—"'Twinck, twinck, tetti, tetti cherrrr. Chee, chee, cheerrrr. Cheen-cheen, chee, chee, cheerrrr.'" The song thus has three breaks, each ending in the same rattling note—something like a clock-spring giving way suddenly. A variation of the song runs "Ching-
chirp, chee-chee, urrrr," repeated at intervals of two or three minutes. In both utterances the first two notes are somewhat metallic.

**Red-headed Meadow-Starling (Agelaeus ruficapillus).**

Male similar to *A. frontalis*, but blue-black; the chestnut on head and throat browner, more restricted on the latter. Female said to resemble the male, but sure to have a weaker bill. Hab., Argentina and Paraguay.

Hudson ("Argentine Ornithology," Vol. I., pp. 99, 100) observes:—"The beauty of the bird and its delicate, plaintive voice would no doubt make it a favourite with man if he saw more of it, only it lives and breeds in marshes, and does not come near his habitations. The Red-heads are gregarious and migratory. The flock can scarcely be said to break up in the breeding season, as the birds all make their nests near together in the reeds. The nest is placed about one or two feet above the water, is about six inches in depth, and made of leaves and aquatic grasses woven together. The eggs are four, pointed, with a white or pale bluish ground, and spotted with black at the larger end."

"The song of the Red-head is quite unique in character. It begins with a low, hollow-sounding note, then the voice changes to a clear, sorrowful tone, rising in a rapid succession of short notes, and falling again in longer ones.

"After the breeding season the birds fly about in flocks of two or three hundred individuals, and sing in concert on the trees."

"Their chirp has a peculiar metallic sound, and can be imitated by tapping on the edge of a copper bell with the finger-nail."

Graham Kerr (The Ibis, 1892, p. 127) says:—"Occasionally met with in flocks feeding amongst the tall grass, etc., by the edges of marshes."

"It is tolerably certain that dealers have confounded this species with the preceding; it must have come in mixed consignments from La Plata. It has been exhibited at the London Zoological Gardens."

**Yellow Meadow-Starling (Agelaeus flavus).**

Black above; head, bend of wing, rump, and under surface bright yellow; bill and feet black. Female above brown, slightly streaked; eyebrow-stripe, rump, and under surface yellowish; bill and feet brown; bill shorter than in male. Hab., Paraguay, Uruguay, and Argentina.

Eitelson says ("Argentine Ornithology," Vol. I., pp. 98, 99): "The dull-plumaged birds are always very much more numerous than the bright-coloured males, though Azara strangely asserts that the sexes are alike. In Buenos Ayres, where it is called "Naranjo" by the country people, in allusion to its orange tints, it is very well known on account of its yellow plumage, which looks so wonderfully brilliant in the sunshine, and its partiality for cultivating districts, where it follows the plough to pick up worms, and frequents the orchard to sing, associating with the common Cowbird and Yellow-breast. It remains all the year, and is very sociable, going in flocks of from twenty to fifty individuals, which, when they settle on the trees, all sing in concert, pouring out their few peculiar notes with great power and emphasis."

"Even in the breeding season these companies do not always break up, and frequently several pairs have nests near together. The nest is usually built in a cardoon thistle, two or three feet above the ground, and is made of dry grass. The eggs are four, pointed, white or with a bluish tinge, and speckled irregularly with deep brown, the spots being closer and sometimes confluent at the broad end."

This bird first arrived at the London Zoological Gardens in 1873, and Russ tells us that E. von Schlechtendal became possessed of specimens in 1876, and states that both males and females industriously and joyfully repeated their *dit, dit, dazzrrrrrr*. Prince Ferdinand of Bulgaria acquired it in 1878, and Russ himself received a male from Miss Hagenbeck and two females from Messrs. Fockelmann in 1892. He considered them innocent birds, but very greedy for mealworms and all kinds of insects, snatching them away from before the very bills of other birds, and especially of the Bulbuls.

**Yellow-shouldered Marsh-Troupial (Agelaeus thiliius).**

The adult male is blue-black, with the lesser wing-coverts bright daffodil yellow, the bill and feet black, the iris brown; the female and young male are brown streaked with black, the eyebrow white, beneath ashy white streaked with black; the female is smaller and has a shorter bill than the male. Hab., S. Peru, Chili, Paraguay, and Argentina.

The Yellow-shouldered Troupial is gregarious, being seen in flocks throughout the year; and it feeds upon the ground, upon insects and seeds of weeds.

The nest is neatly made of dry grass, and is attached to rushes growing in the water. The eggs are white, spotted at the larger end with dull brown and black; they are four in number and pointed at the small end.

The song is curiously like the sound made by an old iron pump—*Chink-chink-thing-thing*—the last note representing the rush of water; but Hudson (who seems to hear melody in the most ludicrous performances) says that, though limited in its range, it is very sweet, some of the notes being remarkable for their purity and expression. They are undoubtedly "remarkable for their expression" and for the expression which they produce upon the faces of those who listen to them; but, as for the purity, if a Corn Bunting's *zweez* is pure, then this Troupial's *tscheec* (which is probably a foreign version of the same note) is entrancing. Like its allies, it is imported from time to time in small batches, and (not being a general favourite) is usually obtainable at a moderate cost. I purchased a supposed pair of this bird in 1894, but subsequently discovered that I had secured adult and young males; one of these birds I exhibited later on at the Crystal Palace. I found them very cunning, dashing for the door when I renewed their food. They walk and look like true Starlings, open their bills wide in the seed pan, scattering the grains far and wide, and (unlike the Military Troupials) they roost on a perch at night. They require plenty of insects, soft food and fruit may be given if they will eat it. I did not find this a long-lived species, but I never tried it in an aviary. It ought to be easily captured in abundance, yet it is not always cheap in the market, though I paid no excessive price for my specimens. It is a more graceful-looking bird than the more typical Meadow-Starlings of the genus *Agelaeus*, and its more slender bill gives it a greater resemblance to the Starlings of the Old World.

**Flame-shouldered Marsh-Troupial (Agelaeus eurialis).**

Male glossy-black; wing-coverts ruddy yellowish-brown, with a paler edging below; back of thighs partly yellow. Female rather smaller and more elen-
FOREIGN BIRDS FOR CAGE AND AVIARY.

Mr. Page secured his supposed pair (the hen was probably that sex of *Agelaius francolinus*, which I have had offered to me once and seen several times) early in 1906, when there were others in the market; he published an account of it in "Bird Notes" for that year, pp. 203-206. The fact that his cock bird showed off to its companion is not surprising, as mine also used to show off to a cock Hang-nest in a cage close by. Mr. Underwood, the traveller, recognised my bird as a "Fire-shouldered Troupial," and Russ calls A. *humeralis* "The Hang-nest with fire-red wing-coverts."

**DARK GREEN MAIZE-EATER** (*Pseudocolis virens*).—Deep olive-brown; lesser upper wing-coverts, under wing-coverts, and middle of abdomen yellow; bill black; feet dark brown. Female rather paler and more olive-green; bill longer and more tapering than in the male. Hab., South Brazil, Paraguay, Uruguay, and Argentina.

Hudson says of this bird ("Argentine Ornithology," Vol. 1., pp. 102, 103):—"It is active, strong on the wing, sociable and noisy; and being, moreover, a pretty and elegant bird, very common in settled districts, and with a preference for man's neighbour, it is familiar to everyone, and has won among many connoisseurs the vernacular name of *Pecho-amarillo* (Yellow-breast), for with us yellow-breasted species are somewhat numerous. It remains all the year, invariably going about in flocks of from twenty to thirty birds, and feeds on the ground in the fields or on the open plain. While they are feeding, one bird taketh up a position on a stalk or thistle-top to keep guard, when the flocks down another bird taketh its place; if a person approaches, the sentinel gives the alarm, and all the birds fly off in a very close flock, making the air resound with their loud ringing notes. After feeding, they repair to the trees, where they join their robust voices in a spirited concord, without any set form or melody such as other songsters possess, but all together, ringing out their notes at random, as if mad with joy. In this delightful hubbub there are some soft, silvery sounds. Where they are never persecuted they have little fear of man, but they invariably greet his approach with a loud, vigorous remonstrance.

In October the birds break up their companies to pair. Sometimes they breed on the open plain in a picturesque corner of a thick bush or low tree is preferred. The nest is like that of a jay, being deep, compactly made of dry grass and slender sticks, plastered inside with mud, and lined with hair or soft, dry grass. It is, however, deeper and more symmetrical than the Thrush's nest, and it is sometimes plastered with cow-dung instead of with mud. The eggs are four, very long, white, and abundantly spotted with deep red, the spots becoming confluent at the large end.

"The Yellow-breast is never seen to quarrel with its fellows or with other birds, and it is possibly due to its peaceful disposition that it is more victimised by the parasitical *Motiothrus* than any other bird. I have frequently found their nests full of parasitical eggs, as many as fourteen, and in one case sixteen, eggs in one nest. In some seasons all the nests I found and watched were eventually abandoned by the birds on account of the number of parasitical eggs dropped in them. I have also so frequently found parasitical eggs on the ground under the nest that I believe the Yellow-breast throws out some of these foreign eggs, and in one instance I was quite sure that this had happened. The nest was in a cartoon bush, and contained five eggs—two of the Yellow-breast, and by the birds on account of the variety most thickly mottled with red, and consequently close resembling the eggs of the
Yellow-breast. I was surprised to find five more eggs of the Cow-bird on the ground, close together, and about three feet from the bush; and these five eggs were all pure white and unspotted. Naturally I asked, How came these eggs in such a position? They had not fallen from the nest, which was very deep, contained few eggs, and was scarcely thirty inches above the ground. Then they were all white, while those in the nest were mottled. That the eggs had been laid in the nest I felt certain; and the only way I can account for their being in the place where I found them is that the Yellow-breast itself removed them, taking them up in its bill, and flying with them to the ground.

This species appears to have been first imported into Germany by Gudera, who received a single specimen in 1875 and a second in 1876. The London Zoological Gardens first secured it in 1877; Charles Jamrach first imported it in 1879, and in 1882 it first reached the Amsterdam Gardens.

Why so common a bird, and one which could be easily obtained, so rarely appears in the European bird-markets it would be hard to say, unless its very abundance makes the Argentine catchers consider it not worth the trouble of trapping.

**Green or Yellow-bellied Maize-eater (Pseudoleistes guirauro).**

Deep olive-brown; the lesser upper wing-coverts, lower back, abdomen and under tail and wing-coverts bright yellow; bill black; feet dark brown. Female said to be similar, but it probably differs as in the preceding species, as Burmeister indeed states. Hab., South Brazil, Paraguay, and Corrientes.

“'To be met with in the interior of Brazil, by ponds and lakes, in the reeds, in small companies here and there and pretty generally; the birds are watchful and cautious, usually quiet until one gives a sign, whereupon the whole simultaneously burst out shrieking and fly off.”' "The very spherical bluish-white red-spotted egg is figured by D'Orbigny." (Burmeister, "Systematische Uebersicht," III., p. 265.)

This species was first represented in the Amsterdam Zoological Gardens in 1866, and in 1886 was imported by Ruhe, of Alfeld, and was claimed by Messrs. Dariot, of Beaune.

**Common Cow-bird (Melothrus pecoris).**

Male black shot with purplish-blue; the head and body below as far as the middle of the breast smoky or pale chocolate brown; remainder of under surface black shot with green; bill and feet black. Female smaller; brown, mottled with black; paler and with darker shaft-spots on under surface; throat, ash whitish; bill smaller and narrower. Hab., North America, southward through Mexico to Vera Cruz and Oaxaca.

J. G. Cooper ("Ornithology of California," pp. 253, 259) observes:—'The remarkable habit of this bird of laying its eggs in the nests of other birds, instead of building for itself, relieves it from the usual necessity of pairing in the spring, and it remains gregarious at all seasons, though generally the flocks are not large, except in autumn. They seemed to be migrating northward through the Colorado Valley early in April, and on the 19th of that month I found an egg of this bird in a nest of the Yellowbreasted Chat (Icteria), showing that some of them are raised in the lat. of 35 deg., as well as northward and winter.'

'According to Nuttall, the sexes are polygamous, not even pairing like other small birds for one year. In the East he found their eggs oftenest in the nests of the Vireo olivaceus, Geothlypis trichas, Spizella socialis, Dendraca estiva, Poliopitla corulea, and other species corresponding to our Vireo Huttoni, Sialia mexicana, Cyanospiza aenea, Melospiza Heermann, Sayornis nigricans, and Turdus nana, all of which may be supposed to act as nurses for this foundling bird in California. Though all much smaller than the Cow-bird, and building in very different situations, the foster-parents usually take good care of the large egg found in their nest, especially if laid after one of their own, and frequently begin to sit immediately, although their own number is not complete. The Vireo evidently sometimes does not lay an egg, and then the bird is taken. The Dendraca, however, is not so easily deceived, as it sometimes builds a new floor or entire nest over the strange egg, burying it completely. Larger birds have been known to throw the egg out, but small ones are unable to do this. The Icteria, whose own egg is nearly as large, and quite differently coloured, seemed, in the instance I saw, a willing dupe, though probably quite able to eject the egg.'

"The colour of the Cow-bird's egg is nearly pure white, thickly sprinkled with points and blotches of olive-brown, of two shades, most numerous near the large end. Sometimes the egg is nearly pure white, with very dark spots. It is small for the size of the bird, obtuse, measuring about 0.71 x 0.56 inch, and is supposed to be hatched in about twelve days, developing sooner than the smaller eggs, perhaps because it obtains more warmth by contact with the body of the bird. When the legitimate eggs are hatched, the young are soon stifled by the larger and stronger foundling, which gets most of the food brought by the old birds, and fills up the small nest in a few days. The parents then carry off their own dead offspring, and drop them at a distance, while the foundling, receiving their whole attention, grows rapidly, and after becoming fully fledged deserts its debiud foster-parents for the society of its own species."

"The name of Cow-bird is derived from the partiality of this species for the society of cattle and horses. In the districts they inhabit they may almost always be found among herds of cattle, walking after them to pick up the insects distributed by their feet, and often alighting on their backs and heads. They also associate with their relatives, the other Blackbirds, especially in fall and winter."

"The males, especially in spring, utter a few guttural croaking notes, either from the top of a tree, or occasionally on the ground, sounding as if they tried to imitate the more musical Redwings. They are at all times watchful and suspicious, and the female, when desirous of laying, shows much artfulness in searching for a suitable nest through the thickets, watching until the owner is absent, and then taking the opportunity to deposit her egg. Two eggs have been found in one nest, but Nuttall thinks that in these cases one is always abortive."

Russ says that at times this Cow-bird is quite common in the German bird market, but doubtless this state of things is now at an end. He says that he made several attempts to breed the species by turning them loose with many birds that were nesting, but they laid no eggs; he says that Messrs. Lieben and Wiener made similar attempts with like results. It has been exhibited in the London Zoological Society's collection.

**The Greater Cow-bird (Melothrus aeneus).**

Black glossed with golden green; wings and tail purplish; bill and feet black. Females smaller, blackish-glossed on the back and strongly on wings and
tail with purplish. Hab., Mexico, Yucatan, Guatemala and southward to Veragua.

Dr. Frantzius says: "This beautiful bird occurs in companies, especially at the commencement of the dry season in Costa Rica, and disappears as soon as the rainy season commences; at the same time it may often be met with even in the middle of the rainy season if, owing to continuous north-east wind, dry weather prevails for some weeks. I have discovered nothing respecting its nidification. In Costa Rica one notices these birds perching in thickly foliaged trees, where they chatter together after the manner of Starlings, or they sit in long rows on the ridges of roofs. They find plenty of food in the market-place, where they busily pick up the fallen grains of maize and rice, and then show very little nervousness." (Russ, "Fremididiens Stubenvögel," II., p. 569.)

It is possible that this may be the species of which Mr. Beebe writes ("Two Bird-lovers in Mexico," p. 117): "Cow-birds with red eyes chased grasshoppers and other insects."

Boucard ("Proceedings of the Zoological Society," 1883, pp. 445, 446) observes: "This bird is very abundant in all parts of Yucatan. It lives in flocks, and generally frequents barn-yards and cow-pens. I have frequently seen it perched upon the back of a horse or cow, in order to pick maggots out of old sores. These sores are very prevalent among draught horses in Yucatan, and wherever there is a sore the flies soon populate it with their larvae; the sores then spread, and hundreds of maggots may be extracted from a single sore. In the intolerable laziness and neglect of these people to attend to wounded animals, it seems as if God had sent this bird as a merciful surgeon to clean the foul ulcers of poor helpless brutes."

Russ spoke of this as one of the rarest birds in the European trade, and one which, so far as he knew, had only been once seen at the Berlin Zoological Gardens; but, coming from Mexico and Central America, it is far more likely to be imported now than North American species.

Argentine or Silky Cow-bird (Meloltherus bonariensis).

Uniform shining purplish blue-black; less lustrous on wings and tail; bill and feet black; irides brown; length 7½ in. Female slightly smaller, deep ashy or mouse-brown, mottled with black; paler below; bill smaller and narrower than in male. Hab., Argentina, Patagonia, Paraguay, Uruguay, Bolivia, and Brazil.

Hudson devotes nearly fourteen pages to an account of the habits of this species, but it seems to have much in common with other Cow-birds; I quote the following from p. 73 of his "Argentine Ornithology": "They feed on the ground, where in their movements and in the habit the male has of craning out its neck when disturbed they resemble Starlings. The male has always a crest, the tail raised vertically while feeding. They follow the domestic cattle about the pastures, and frequently a dozen or more birds may be seen perched along the back of a cow or horse. When the animal is grazing they group themselves close to its mouth, like chickens round a hen when they scratch up the ground, eager to snatch up the small insects exposed where the grass is cropped close. In spring they are following the plough to get worms and beetles."

"The song of the male, particularly when making love, is accompanied with gestures and actions somewhat like those of the domestic pigeon. He swells himself out, beating the ground with his wings, and uttering a series of deep internal notes, followed by others loud and clear; and occasionally, when uttering them, he suddenly takes wing and flies directly away from the female to a distance of fifty yards, and performs a wide circuit about her in the air, singing all the time. The homely object of his short-lived passion always appears indifferent to this curious and pretty performance; yet she must be even more impressionable than most female birds, since she continues scattering about her parasitical and often wasted eggs during four months in every year. The language consists of a long note with a spluttering sound, to express alarm or curiosity, and she occasionally chatters in a low tone, as if trying to soothe the distress of the birds. They congregate on the trees to roost they often continue singing in concert until it is quite dark; and when disturbed at night the males frequently utter their song while taking flight, reminding one of the Icterus pyrrhopterus, which has only its usual melody to express fear and other painful emotions. On rainy days, when they are driven to the shelter of trees, they will often sing together for hours of association, the blending of innumerable voices producing a rumbling, assonating, scraping noise. At the end of summer they congregate in flocks of tens of thousands, so that the ground where they are feeding seems carpeted with black, and the trees when they alight appear to have a black foliage."

Respecting the eggs, Mr. Hudson says (pp. 78, 79): "There is an extraordinary diversity in the colour, form, and disposition of markings, etc., of the eggs of M. bonariensis; and I doubt whether any other species exists laying eggs so varied. About half the eggs one finds, or nearly half, are pure unspotted white, like the eggs of birds that breed in dark holes. Others are sparsely sprinkled with such exceedingly minute specks of pale pink or grey as to appear quite spotless until closely examined. After the pure white, the most common variety is an egg with a white ground, densely and uniformly spotted or blotched with red. Another not uncommon variety has a very pale flesh-coloured ground, uniformly marked with fine characters, that look as if inscribed on the shell with a pen. A much rarer variety has a pure white shell with a few large or variously-sized chocolate spots. Perhaps the rarest variety is an egg entirely of a fine deep red; but between this lovely marked egg and the white one with almost imperceptible specks there are varieties without number; for there is no such thing as characteristic markings in the egg of this species. As we have said before, the eggs of the same individual show a family resemblance."

Russ says that this is one of the commonest birds in the German market, and generally finds purchasers on account of its cheap price.

The Silky Cow-bird is not a pleasant aviary pet, for although not aggressive, extremely easy to keep, and very long-lived, it never becomes tame, but, after years of association with its owner, remains as wild and nervous, if not altogether more so, than when first turned out; even in a cage it can never be called a confiding bird. I must confess that I was thankful when my friend, Mr. Pool, took a fancy to my pair and chose them as part of an exchange. I hope he never repented. Mr. Page did not hold my opinion of the species, as he seems to have possessed a pair which became tolerably confiding. I had previously had a slightly larger male from Brazil, but it was just as wild and nervous as the Argentine birds.

I am satisfied, from the fact that I have kept this species for years in perfect health and plumage upon seed alone, that Cow-birds pick up quite as many seeds of weeds as they do insects and grubs.

Neither of the males which I kept ever uttered a note
Purple Cow-bird (Molothrus purpureascens).

Male nearly resembling the preceding species, but with rather stronger bill and feet. Female pale dust-brown with dusky motting; browner above and paler below than that sex of *M. bonariensis*. Hab., Lima (Peru).

This is probably only a local race of the Silky Cow-bird; it is, however, apparently less numerous, as Taczanowski speaks of it as usually forming small companies in which the number of females and young greatly exceeds that of the males. These birds, like their relatives, accompany troops of cattle and horses, especially the latter. He describes the song as very varied and pleasing. This species has been exhibited at the London Zoological Gardens.

Glossy Cow-bird (Molothrus atronitans).

Male very similar to *M. bonariensis*, but more shot with violet blue, and with more metallic-green gloss on wings and tail; it appears to be a trifle smaller. Female dark brown, with a faint purplish tinge; below paler. Hab.: Guiana, Venezuela, and Trinidad.

Another local form of the Silky Cow-bird, which I am satisfied has been offered to me on at least one occasion. Russ says that Miss Hagenbeck received it, and also C. Reiche.

Bay Cow-bird (Molothrus boudius).

Brownish ash; wings chestnut or cinnamon; the tips of primaries, inner portions of secondaries, and the tail blackish; under surface rather paler; bill black, feet black; irides brown. Female slightly smaller and duller. Hab.: Argentina, Paraguay, and Bolivia.

Hudson ("Argentine Ornithology," pp. 96, 97) says: "The bay-wings usually go in small flocks, numbering from ten to thirty individuals, and are not migratory, but in winter they travel about a great deal from place to place, without any strong inclination to remain more than a few miles in any direction. They are fond of coming about houses, and are frequently seen pecking at the fresh meat hanging out of doors; and, like other birds of the same tribe, feed chiefly on the ground. They spend a great portion of their time on trees, are familiar with man, and inactive, and in their motions singularly slow and deliberate. Their language is varied. Curiosity or alarm is expressed by trilling notes, and before quitting a tree all the birds of a flock ceremoniously invite each other to fly, with long clear notes, powerful enough to be heard a quarter of a mile away. "They also sing a great deal in all seasons, the song being composed of soft, clear, rather sweet notes, variously modulated, uttered in a leisurely manner, and seeming to express a composed frame of mind, all the birds in a flock singing in concert. During the cold season the flock always finds some sheltered sunny spot on the north side of a wood-pile or hedge, where they spend several hours every day, sitting still and singing in their usual quiet, soft, style.

"Their extreme sociability affects their breeding habits, for sometimes the flock does not break up in spring, and several females lay in one nest together; but whether the birds are paired or practice a promiscuous intercourse I have not been able to discover. They have a great partiality for the large domed nests made by the *Anumbus acuticaudatus*, called Leñatero in the vernacular. One summer a flock of about ten Bay-wings took possession of a Leñatero's nest on one of my trees, and after a few days I took fourteen eggs from it. Though the birds hopped, chirping round me, manifesting great solicitude, the eggs were quite cold, and had I left them many more would have been laid, no doubt; but as they were piled up three or four deep in the nest they could never have been hatched. "As a rule, however, the flock breaks up into pairs; and then a nest, well-made nest is built in the fork of a branch, lined with horsehair; or, oftener still, a Leñatero's nest is seized, the Bay-wings fighting with great spirit to get possession, and in it, or on it, their own nest is made. Like their relation, the Common Cow-bird, they seem strongly attracted by domed nests, and yet shrink from laying in the dark interior; as a rule, when they have captured a Leñatero's nest, they break a hole in the side, and so admit the light, and form an easy entrance. One summer a pair of Bay-wings attacked a Leñatero's nest on one of my trees; the fighting was kept up for three or four days, and then at the foot of the tree I found five young Leñateros, fully fledged, which had been pecked to death and thrown out of the nest.

"The eggs of the Bay-wing are five in number, nearly round, and densely marked with dusky reddish brown.

"Once I observed two young Bay-wings following a Yellow-breast (*Pseudolestes virescens*) with their usual peculiar hunger-cry, and while I watched them they were fed several times by their foster-parents. Naturally, I concluded that the Bay-winged Cow-bird is sometimes parasitical on other species, but I never saw anything afterwards to confirm me in this belief, and I believe now that I was mistaken, and that the young Bay-wings were not real Bay-wings, but the young of *Molothrus rufossillaris*.

Dr. Russ does not seem to have thought much of the song of this bird; he calls it "more wonderful than agreeable"; and Alexander von Homeyer says that "the powerful strophe sounds admirably like something between the confused chirping of many small birds and the shrieking song of New Holland Parrots." Dr. Russ gives it the name of *M. rufossillaris*. He speaks of it as one of the birds which arrives regularly in the market; but I cannot say that I have ever seen it in any English bird-shop, possibly for the very reasons which Russ gives for its general rejection by the initiated, who are aware of its malicious disposition towards other birds and anything but melodious song,* for which reasons, he says, we hardly ever see it excepting in zoological gardens. It first reached those of Amsterdam in 1838, and those of London in 1860.

Chilian Marsh-Troupial (Curraeus aterrinus).

Sooty black, sometimes with slight greenish reflections and paler shaft-stripes on upper surface; feathers of head lanceolate and somewhat rigid; bill and feet black; irides dark brown. Female not differentiated, but with a greyish indigo gloss, and with shorter and less tapering bill. Hab.: Chili and Western Patagonia to the Magellan Straits.

In his handsome work on the "Birds of Tierra del Fuego," pp. 56, 57, Captain Crawshay says: "The Black Starling is a common bird in the scrub-covered, well-watered slopes of the Sierra Carmen Sylva, also in similar country elsewhere. It is resident the entire season, and is frequently heard to sing a song resembling that of the Common Starling, but is very sparing in its exhibition; his notes, however, are frequently heard at dawn and dusk."

* His actual words, spoken satirically, are "its nothing less than melodious song"; his later statement show that he was not in earnest.
year. I was surprised to find some British settlers eating it in the belief that it is a 'Blackbird'—as, of course, it is, in colour at any rate. Usually it is met with in companies of half a dozen or more. It perches freely on bushes, and is a vociferous songster. If one of a company takes wing, all follow; and again congregate closely, singing vigorously. They have a habit of coming to one from a distance, and sometimes follow one in this way again and again. This is nothing more than friendly curiosity; for they alight quite close in the most confiding manner, and at once burst out into song—one bird leading off and all joining in.

"On one occasion, I remember sitting down amongst scattered bushes in a steep grassy valley to get my hand camera into position to take a picture; and, as I was waiting for the light to improve, a flock came and perched quite close all round me—some on bushes, some on the ground—and remained while I was there, singing lustily.

"Principally this Starling seeks its subsistence in moist, spongy ground. Larvae and mature insects are its food."

Mr. Ambrose A. Lane (The Ibis, 1897, pp. 27, 28) gives a more complete account of the species: "This species is abundant throughout central and southern Chili, and is generally known as the 'Tordo' (Thrush).

"The sexes are similar in colour, and differ little in size. These birds prefer agricultural districts, and in winter time are usually seen in flocks. They feed chiefly, if not altogether, on the ground, eating insects, grain, and fruit, and are very rapacious. I had one alive for some time in an outhouse in Rio Bueno; it was much like a specimen of the Corvidae, being rather familiar and cunning; it did not appear afraid of other birds, and could defend itself ably with its powerful bill and claws. The rats did not take it, although I believe only for its strength and pluck they would have done so, as it had been winged slightly, and could fly little in consequence. However, one day it got out and made its escape into some dense covert in spite of determined pursuit.

"They nest in thick shrubs or bushes about 6 to 8 feet from the ground. I found only one clutch of eggs, which were broken. The average number is four or five; they are of a light bluish ground, with a few black patches or specks.

"Of the three Chilian Icteride, this is the most vivacious and familiar, as it is more frequent around dwellings. It is extremely volatile, having some notes not unlike those of our Starling, and a somewhat similar method of singing. In this respect, however, these birds almost excel the latter, and their performance is pleasing and frequently heard. In Arauco they commenced singing early in August. They have some pretty notes, and individuals develop capital variations in their song, as they have considerable ability in mimicking the notes of other birds. I once heard one imitate exactly the call-notes of Colaptes pittius. They are very sociable among themselves, and keep up a good deal of chattering and chuckling when together.

"In winter I have watched a flock on ploughed land grubbing busily in the clay for worms, etc.

"They are frequently kept in cages in the central provinces."

If Mr. Lane had only described the character of the nest this account would have been all that could be desired. Dr. Russ publishes no field-notes respecting the sparrow. Two examples were in the London Zoological Gardens in 1856, and two arrived in 1871. In 1891 the dealer Fockelmann imported two more.

Red-headed Marsh-Tkoupial (Amblyramphus holosericeus).

Black; the entire head, neck and upper breast and thighs scarlet or orange-vermilion; bill and feet black. Female not differentiated in scientific works; she has a smaller and more slender bill than the male. Habit: Paraguay, Argentina, and Uruguay.

Hudson says ('Argentina Ornithology,' Vol. I., pp. 101, 102): "Azara named this species 'Tordo negro cordobés;' it is also called 'Boyero' (ox-herd) by country people, from its note resembling the long whistle of a drover; and sometimes Chistel-bill, from the peculiar conformation of the beak, which is long, straight, and has a broad, fine point, like a chisel."

"These birds are lively, active, and sociable, going in flocks of from half a dozen to thirty individuals; they remain all the year, and inhabit the marshes, from which they seldom wander very far, but seek their insect food in the soft decaying rushes. They are common on the swampy shores of the Plata, and when seen at a distance, perched in their usual manner on the summits of the tall rushes, their flame-coloured heads shine with a strange glory above the sere, sombre vegetation of the marshes. The long whistling note above mentioned is their only song, but it varies considerably, and often sounds as voluble and sweet as the whistle of the proper Blackbird.

"The nest is an ingenious structure of dry grasses, fastened to the upright stems of an aquatic plant, 3 or 4 feet above the water. The eggs are four, in size and form like those of the English Song-Thrush, spotted somewhat sparsely with black on a light-blue ground. The young birds are entirely black at first, and afterwards assume on the head and neck a pale terracotta red, which gradually deepens to vivid scarlet."

Russ says: "With us this Starling is not so rare in the trade; but we usually find it only in zoological gardens. It was also present in the collections of E. von Schlechtendal and A. F. Wiener, but, unhappily, very trivial observations were made. The latter possessed a pair in 1875; he stated that in July, 1876, a pair in the London Zoological Gardens built a nest in a box near the edge of the water. The eggs, however, were developed great delight in chewing away the bark of trees, and as a short time ago I saw one of these birds at a dealer's, the bill of which, in the course of six months, had become entirely distorted, I should advise all aviculturists to give them plenty of gravel, and twigs with the bark on, whereby the bill may receive the proper amount of work. My Marsh-Starlings ate soft fruit and mealworms with pleasure. In England this bird appears occasionally at bird shows, and, considering its beauty, it is a wonder that we do not see more of it than we do."

Typical Troupials (Sturnellina).

Louisianian Troupiial (Sturnella magna).

Above brown, streaked with black and buffish; head blackish, with a pale buff or buffy-white median streak; eyebrow-stripe yellow in front, buffy-white behind; bend of wing yellow; lesser coverts broadly edged with grey; rump and upper tail-coverts more buff in tint than the back, broadly streaked with black; both flights and tail-feathers more or less barred; central tail-feathers black in the middle, greyish at the sides, as also are those next to them; the three outermost largely white, the outermost is yellow; feather next pair almost wholly white; under-surface bright yellow; chin whitish; a broad crescentic black patch on chest, joining a black spot behind the cheeks; sides of breast
white, streaked with black; sides of body otherwise similar, but more buffish; anal tuft pale buff; under wing-coverts white; upper mandible black, with paler edges, lower pale greyish-blue; feet flesh-greyish; irides brown. Female much smaller; the crown more streaked at the sides with brown; sides of head and neck more buffish; black patch on chest smaller; yellow of under-parts duller. Hab.: Plains of N. America from Saskatchewan southward to California and Guiana; also Cuba (the S. hippocrepis of Wagler).

Professor Ridgway recognises five local forms or sub-species of this bird, differing chiefly in size and slight modifications of plumage: two other forms regarded by Dr. Schlegel as sub-species—S. neglecta and S. hippocrepis—he raises to the rank of species. J. G. Cooper ("Ornithology of California," Vol. I., pp. 271, 272) says: "This bird is very abundant, and resident throughout nearly the entire State, though probably leaving the high mountains in winter. I think they build in the Colorado Valley, as well as all other districts not quite waterless, including all the islands except one or two."

"In fact, the vast grassy plains and hills of California are the most favourable nurseries of this species that could be imagined. Their abundance and large size force them on the attention of everyone, while their lively, sweet, and varied songs make them general favourites. They sing at all seasons, early and late; from the ground, the tree-top, fence, or flying in the air, and when unmolested become so tame as to make the house-top a favourite perch. Their time in spring seems equally divided between an industrious search for food and musical contests with their neighbours. Even the female has considerable musical power, and cheers her mate by singing while he relieves her in sitting on the eggs. She then also has a harsh, petulant chirp, frequently repeated as it in anger."

"Their flight is usually slow and laborious, partly sailing, and they furnish pretty good game for the sportsman when no other is to be found. Their flesh, though rather dry and insipid, is white and much eaten, especially by foreigners, who consider every bird, however small, a great delicacy."

"Their nest is made in a slight depression under a bunch of grass, and usually more or less arched over by blades bent down. It is quite artfully concealed, and the female, if on it, generally skulks off some distance before flying. They have a nest made of fine, measuring 1.15 by 0.85 inch, very obtuse, white, with a few large purplish-brown blotches and dots towards the large end."

"They feed chiefly on insects, grass-seeds, and grain, but do no damage in the fields, while they destroy many noxious insects. They walk rather awkwardly, but quickly, and have great ingenuity in concealing themselves when wounded."

A rarely imported bird, which first reached the London Zoological Gardens in 1864. Russ says: "Its price stands tolerably high with us—15 to 20 marks apiece."

**Common Military Troupial (Trupials militaris).**

Above brown, streaked, especially on head and back, with black; a broad stripe from above eye to back of crown, red just in front of eye, white behind and edged with black below; throat, middle of neck, breast and front of abdomen scarlet; rest of under-surface black, the feathers at sides of abdomen and at vent edged with brown; bend of wing scarlet; under wing-coverts white; bill horn-colour; feet brown; irides brown. Female much smaller; browner above, with paler edges to the feathers; more sandy and more regularly marked from bill backwards; tail regularly barred with black; throat buff-whitish; sides of neck, front of breast, and ear-coverts ashy, ticked with black; sides and flanks ashy olive-brown, with dusky streaks; scarlet restricted to centre of breast, back of chest, and abdomen; bill shorter, weaker, and less curved than in the male. Hab.: Chili, Patagonia, and Falkland Islands.

Durnford observed that this was a common bird at Chupat. He took a nest from a tuft of pampas-grass near the river banks at the beginning of November. It is resident, and is seen in small parties of four or five, or in small flocks seldom exceeding twenty or thirty in number. It feeds and lives on the ground, and only occasionally is it seen to perch on a low bush. Its flight is strong, and it flies about a great deal, and usually utters its song when on the wing. The song is continued all the year, and is heard even on the coldest days in winter; the notes are few, and not highly melodious, but are cheerful and vigorous."

"The nest is made of dry grass and rootlets attached to the rushes in moist ground, and placed close to or resting on the surface. The eggs are five, the ground-colour white spotted or blotched with reddish brown."

Captain Crawshay ("Birds of Tierra del Fuego," p. 58) says: "The Military Starling is a conspicuous bird, large and bright, but is—such is the interlude in colouring in a world where all else is generally so subdued in tone. Scrub-covered hills and valleys and the outskirts of forest are its haunt. The scarlet breast is visible two hundred yards away. The ordinary number seen is a pair, or at most four or five together. It is very much a Starling in its ways, also in its limited song. It runs hither and thither on the ground, nodding and bobbing, feeding for dear life. The flight is powerful, but somewhat heavy. The song—if song it can be called—is extraordinarily laboured. It is usually uttered from a tree-top or bush, especially towards evening."

*1 first of all translated this account from Russ, but had to erase it on account of the freeness of his translation.*
and may be imitated by inflating the lungs with air and expelling it through pursed-up lips in a long-drawn, expiring whistle, ‘W-h-i-i; y-o-o-o.’ It takes some effort on the part of the bird to deliver it; the throat can be seen expanding thirty yards away.’

This species is common in the bird market, but turns up in batches spasmodically; it is generally confounded by dealers with the next species—indeed, even the late Mr. Abrahams did not know how they differed until I pointed out to him that the Argentine bird had black under-wing-coverts. I have never had typical T. militaris, but have seen living specimens in my friend Mr. Housden’s collection, at bird-shops and bird-shows.

**DE FILIPPI’S MILITARY STARLING (Trupialis deliipii).**

Male like that sex of T. militaris, but smaller, and with the under-wing-coverts black. Female like that sex of T. militaris, but showing less scarlet on the under parts. Hab. Argentina and Uruguay.

Hudson says (‘Argentine Ornithology,’ Vol. I., p. 105): — ‘In size, form, gait, flight, language, and colour the present bird closely resembles the Patagonian Starling, but the crimson on the breast is brighter, and the upper parts are darker. Its nesting habits are also

---

**Glossy Black Troupials (Quiscalina).**

**Rich-Black Troupials (Dives sumichrasti).**

Uniform blue-black, slightly glossy, bill and feet black. Female a little smaller and less glossed with blue; bill a trifle narrower towards the base. Hab., Mexico, and Guatemala.

Mr. A. Boucard observes (‘Proceedings of the Zoological Society,’ 1883, p. 446): — ‘Native name “Pich” (pronounced “peach”). This is the commonest of all Yucatan birds, being very abundant in all the towns, as well as in the forests. I have seen this bird walking about the busiest streets of Merida, apparently without fear, and it often enters houses in search of food.’

Common as this species is, the above is all that I can discover respecting its wild life, and it seems to have only been imported once, a specimen having reached the London Zoological Gardens in 1876.

**Changeable Troupial (Quiscalus versicolor).**

Black, entire head and neck glossed with purplish, remainder of body with variable shades of green, purple, and violet, bill and feet black. Female smaller, browner, only glossed with blue on head, neck, and breast; bill shorter and less tapering. Hab., Atlantic slope of North America, from Saskatchewan to Texas.

Professor Ridgway recognises three sub-species of this

* Called "Grackles" in America, but I believe this name is more properly applicable to the large Mynahs of the Old World.
bird, *Q. quiscalus*, *Q. ayiaulus*, and *Q. evos*. Respecting the habits of *Q. quiscalus* (the typical form) Captain Bendire says ("Life Histories of North American Birds," Vol. II., p. 497-499):—The Purple Grackle, also called a "People Crow Blackbird" and judiciously "Crow Blackbird," is one of the best-known and most familiar birds of the localities which it inhabits. In the northern parts of its range it is migratory, departing usually in the beginning of October for its winter home in our Southern States, where it congregates in immense flocks in suitable localities, while in the more southern sections it is a resident throughout the year, and breeds wherever found. The birds that migrate usually return to their breeding grounds early in March, and a few even in the latter part of February, when their arrival is readily noticed. Their peculiar, squeaky notes, consisting of a variety of mostly indescribable sounds, such as "dweedk, dweedk, tchäh, tchäh, tchäh, quäh, quäh," or "de, de," which seem to be uttered with considerable difficulty, and are invariably accompanied by the opening of the wings and tail, may be heard any morning in early spring from the tree-tops in rather open country, in pastures, as well as in city parks.

"At this time of the year small companies, consisting of from twelve to fifteen birds, are usually seen together, roving from place to place and chasing each other about in search of mates. Unfortunately, as in the case of many other species, the Purple Grackle is not looked upon with favour by the average farmer, and they are often shot in large numbers because they help themselves to a little corn when other food is scarce. Considered from an economic point of view, and judged by careful examinations made by the United States Department of Agriculture of a number of stomachs of these birds killed during every month of the year, it is shown that their food consists largely of animal matter, such as grasshoppers, caterpillars, spiders, beetles, cutworms, larvae of different insects, remains of small mammals, frogs, newts, cradish, small mollusces, and fish. While it must be admitted that Indian corn, oats, and wheat are also eaten to some extent, most of the vegetable matter found in their stomachs consists of the seeds of noxious weeds, such as the ragweed (*Ambrosia*), smart-weed (*Polygonum*), and others. Fruit is used but sparingly, and consists usually of mulberries, blackberries, and occasionally of cherries. One of the gravest charges against them is the destruction of the young and eggs of smaller birds, especially those of the Robin. Grazing that remains of eggs shells are sometimes found in their stomachs, which seems to be the case about once in twenty-five years, it does not fully prove that all of these birds are guilty of such an obnoxious habit, and on the whole it can be safely asserted that the Purple Grackle does far more good than harm, and deserves to be protected, excepting in localities where they winter, and where, from their immense numbers, they may become a serious nuisance.

"They spend much of their time on the ground, being essentially ground feeders; they walk along close to the heels of the farmer while ploughing, picking up beetles, grubs, etc., as they are turned up by the plough, or search the meadows and pastures for worms, grasshoppers, and other insects suitable for food. They are at all times eminently social birds, even during the breeding season; a number of pairs generally nest together, and frequently several nests will be found in one tree."

"In the selection of nesting-sites, thick, bushy, coniferous trees, such as cedars, pines, and firs, seem to be preferred, but many other kinds are likewise used, notably such as are overrun with vines. Where suitable trees are not available, thick bushes, especially such as overhang water, are also made use of, where the nests are occasionally placed scarcely four feet from the ground. Sometimes mtual use is made of trees to hollow stabs, as well as the excavations of the larger Woodpeckers, are also used, and along the seashore, where the Fishhawk is common, they often place their nests in the interstices of these bulky structures, notably so on Plum Island, New York."

"The nests are rather loosely constructed and bulky. The materials used vary greatly according to locality; the outer walls are usually composed of coarse grass, weed stalks, elgrasses, or seaweed, sometimes with a foundation of mud, and again without it. The inner cup of the nest is composed of similar but finer materials, and is generally lined with dry grass, among which occasionally a few feathers, bits of paper, strings, and rags may be scattered; in fact, anything suitable and readily obtainable is liable to be utilised. Externally the nests vary from five to eight inches in height, and from seven to nine inches in diameter, according to location. They are ordinarily about three inches deep by four inches wide inside. The nests are placed at various distances from the ground, some as low as three feet, and others at the extreme tops of trees, or on horizontal limbs from twenty to thirty feet up, or occasionally even higher."

"Incubation, in which both parents assist, lasts about two weeks, and they are equally solicitous in the defence of their eggs or young; the latter are able to leave the nest in about eighteen days, and sometimes a second brood is raised. They are fed almost entirely on insects while in the nest.

"The number of eggs to a set varies from four to six, very rarely seven, and sets of five are most often found. The shell is strong, fine grained, and slightly glossy.

"He then tells us that the ground colour varies from pale greenish white to pale rusty brown, blotched or streaked with irregular lines or dashes of various shades of dark brown, sometimes also with lavender markings, and rarely with the markings so profuse and evenly distributed as to hide the ground tint. He is rather a prolix writer, as will be seen by the foregoing account, which could have been rendered far more concise without loss of information.

In 1872 this Troupial was represented at the Berlin Aquarium, and since 1880 has appeared at the London Zoological Gardens. It was bred by Dr. Julius Wentko in London, the female one hatched the nest and laying her eggs every two days; the young were born in about sixteen days; they left the nest a month later. Dr. Wentko received the silver medallion at the Ornis Exhibition at Berlin for breeding this species.

**Boat-tailed Troupial** (*Quiscalus major*). Blackish shot with green; head and neck purplish; bill and feet black. Female much smaller, smoky brown with slight metallic reflections on upper surface, middle of abdomen dirty white; anal tuft blackish. Hab, coast region of South Atlantic States of North America (P. T., South Carolina.

Captain Bendire says ("Life Histories," pp. 505-508):—"Like the rest of the Grackles, they are gregarious and sociable in their habits, breeding together in colonies in suitable localities, and roving about during the rest of the year in large flocks."

"They spend a good deal of their time on the ground, walking along slowly and sedately while searching for food. It requires quite an effort for one of the birds to rise from the ground, and until fairly started its flight is slow, heavy, and laborious."
“Their food is largely derived from the sea, and consists mainly of small molluscs and crustaceans of different kinds picked up in the salt marshes and mud flats during low tide, and of dead fish, insects, etc., carried in by the tides. They also feed, though to a small extent only, on vegetable matter, such as rice and other grains, and occasionally on fruit.

"In the more northern portions of their range these birds usually begin breeding in March, and are at first very restless, roving about from place to place until the nesting season commences. They are unusually noisy during this time, and their peculiar grating notes can be constantly heard; some of these are very shrill and unpleasant to the ear, but frequently during the mating season a rather indifferent attempt at singing is made. This is somewhat less disagreeable, but impossible to describe on paper.

"Mr. Frank M. Chapman describes a singular note of theirs as resembling the flapping of wings, as of a Coot tripping over the water. He says: ‘This sound was very familiar to me, and so excellent is the imitation that for a long time I attributed it to one of the numerous Coots which abound in most places favoured by *Quiscalus major.*’"

"Mr. W. E. Grover, of Galveston, Texas, writes: ‘On one of their common call notes, when sitting at ease in a tree, is a noisy, clacking ‘clack-clack,’ frequently followed by a long-drawn whistle like ‘who-it, who-it.’ In this vicinity they nest principally in tule reeds growing in fresh-water ponds, and in the thick, matted grass on the edges of salt bayous, some nests being partly in the water at high tide. Some also nest in Cherokee rose-bushes, and occasionally a pair will build in a tree as much as 40ft. from the ground. The nests of birds built in trees are not so deep nor so well made as those in the canes.’

"Nidification appears to be somewhat irregular with this species. In southern Florida some of these birds begin laying during the first week in March, when quite a number have not even begun nest building. The nesting season lasts until June here, and probably two broods are raised regularly. In the northern portions of their range it begins in the latter part of April, and is sometimes practiced about the last of May. The nests are usually strong, bulky structures, measuring on an average about 7in, in height by 6in. in width. The inner cup is about 3in. deep by 4½in. in diameter. They are constructed mainly of coarse grass, sedges, weed stalks, and fibrous roots, cemented and more or less mixed with mud. In some nests no mud is used, and these are consequently not so solid. Some are built principally of Spanish moss, others of cel-grass, the materials used varying in different localities. Cotton, rags, feathers, and seaweeds are also sometimes incorporated into the walls. They are placed on various kinds of trees and bushes, such as oaks, pines, and willows, and at various heights from the ground, ranging from 5ft. to 40ft. up, and again in water-myrtle bushes, cane-brakes, and reed in swamps, not over 3ft. above the water level.

"The number of eggs laid to a set varies from two to five. Sets of three are most common, but in certain localities sets of four are equally so, while those of five are somewhat rare.

"Incubation lasts about fifteen days, and this duty seems to be mostly performed by the female. The male, however, assists in feeding the young, and after they are able to do so for themselves the sexes separate in flocks and remain apart until the mating season approaches again.

"The eggs of the Boat-tailed Grackle closely resemble those of the preceding species (the following one—*Q. macarurus*), both in shape and coloration, excepting that the cloudy purple vinaceous and pale amber tints are generally more evenly distributed over the entire shell, when present, and are not so noticeable at the small end of the egg. In some instances the lines and tracings with which they are marked are also perceptibly finer as well as more profuse, being more like the markings found in the eggs of the Baltimore and Bullock’s Oriole. They also average somewhat less in size.”

Russ observes: ‘With us this species only comes into the market extremely rarely.’

**LONG-TAILED TROPICAL (*Quiscalus macarurus*).**

Glossy purplish black, becoming greenish on lower back and anal tuft; wings and tail without gloss; bill and feet black. Females much smaller, above blackish brown, with metallic gloss; below paler excepting on anal tuft. Hab., Mexico and Guatemala.

Boucard (‘Proceedings of the Zoological Society’ 1883, p. 446) says: ‘Native name ‘Sacoa.’ This bird is most common here from January to May. I did not see one in July and August, nor in September, and up to the present time, Oct. 15, the place has hitherto not been visited. It does not go in flocks; rarely more than five or six are seen at a time; it apparently sings with very great effort. The female is considered by the natives another species, and is called ‘Socao,’ instead of ‘Sacoa.’”

George B. Sennett says (‘Notes on the Ornithology of the Lower Rio Grande in Texas, U.S. Geological and Geographical Survey,’ Vol. IV., 1878, pp. 27, 28): ‘When I think of this bird it is always with a smile. It is everywhere as abundant on the Rio Grande as is the *passer domesticus* the English Sparrow, in our northern cities, and equally tame when about habitations. This bird is as much a part of the life of Brownsville as the *barrelero* rolling along his cask of water or the mounted beggar going his daily rounds. In the towns and about the ranches he knows no fear; is always noisy, never at rest, and in all places and positions, now making friends with the horses in the barns, or the cattle in the fields, then in stables, then in the English Sparrow, in our northern cities.

The bird is as much a part of the life of Brownsville as the *barrelero* rolling along his cask of water or the mounted beggar going his daily rounds. In the towns and about the ranches he knows no fear; is always noisy, never at rest, and in all places and positions, now making friends with the horses in the barns, or the cattle in the fields, then in stables, then in the English Sparrow, in our northern cities.

This bird is as much a part of the life of Brownsville as the *barrelero* rolling along his cask of water or the mounted beggar going his daily rounds. In the towns and about the ranches he knows no fear; is always noisy, never at rest, and in all places and positions, now making friends with the horses in the barns, or the cattle in the fields, then in stables, then in the English Sparrow, in our northern cities.
of Spanish moss, while others are mainly built of small round stems of creeping plants, which are flexible enough to admit of their being securely woven together. Mud is often used to bind the materials together, and the upper rim of the nest is generally securely fastened to the surrounding branches or reed stalks among which it is placed. Some nests show no traces of mud in their composition, but the materials forming the outer walls appear to have been quite wet when gathered. The lining usually consists of dry grass and fine roots, and when near towns bits of cotton cloth, feathers, paper, etc., are often found mixed among the other materials.

Nidification usually begins during the latter part of April; it is at its height in the first half of May and lasts through June. One, and sometimes two, broods are reared in a season. Young birds of various sizes and fresh eggs may frequently be found in the same colony. The earliest record I have of eggs being taken is one by Dr. Merrill, United States Army, at Brownsville, Texas, on April 4th. Both sexes assist in incubation, which lasts about fifteen days, and in the care of the young, for which they show a great deal of solicitude.

"The number of eggs laid to a set is usually three or four. Sets of five are occasionally found, but clutches of this size are rather rare.

"The ground colour is usually pale greenish-blue, and is often more or less clouded over with purple-vinaceous and smoky, pale, umber tints, which are usually heaviest and most pronounced about the smaller end of the egg. The markings consist mainly of coarse, irregularly-shaped lines and tracings of different shades of dark brown, black, and smoky grey, and less defined tints of plumbeous. In rare instances an egg is found which is only faintly marked with a few indistinct lines of lavender-grey about the small end, the rest of the shell being immaculate. They are mostly elongate-ovate in shape; a few are blunt-ovate, while others approach a cylindrical-ovate."

According to Russ, one of the rarest Starlings in the market. E. von Schlechtendal secured it in 1879.

**Black Trouvial (Quiscalus lugubris).**

Black, with vivid violaceous gloss; wings and tail with a slight greenish gloss; bill and feet black. Female smoky-blackish, with no violaceous gloss; wings and tail darker; bill, seen from above, slightly narrower towards base than that of the male. Hab., Trinidad, Venezuela, and Cayenne.

Burmeister publishes no field notes on this species beyond the fact that it lives in open spots by the roadside, and searches in horse-dung for beetles as food; nor can I discover anything else respecting the wild life. It reached the London Zoological Gardens in 1862, and the Amsterdam Gardens in 1886.

**Chopí Trouvial ( Aphoebus chopii).**

Black, slightly glossy; bill and feet black; lower mandible of bill obliquely furrowed (sulcated). Female smaller and duller; the lower mandible of bill not sulcated. Hab., South Brazil, Paraguay, Northern Argentine, Bolivia, and Peru.

According to Azara (Apunt. I., p. 262) the Chopí is a highly sagacious bird, and although a frequent visitor to courtyards and verandahs of houses in Para-guay, it is not known to be caught with guards. It has a strong and easy flight, and readily attacks any large bird passing near, following it persistently in the air, or, pouncing down, fastens itself on its enemy's back. If the Caracara Eagle (Polyborus) alights in order to shake off its persecutor, the Chopí perches at a distance of a few feet, where it assumes an indifferent manner; but no sooner does the Caracara allow its attention to wander from its adversary, than it is again subjected to fresh insult. These attacks on so large and powerful a species may be regarded as mere interferences, but by practising them the Chopí is soon able to rid himself of the presence of any unwelcome bird. From a long distance he recognizes an enemy by its figure, or even its shadow, and warns all birds of the coming danger with a loud whistle, which at once sends them into hiding, while the Chopí goes bravely out to the encounter; and the result is invariably a victorious song on his part, beginning with the sound of his own name, and running through a variety of whistled notes. He also sings well in captivity, and when his mate is incubating, and his voice is first heard welcoming the dawn from the eaves and tiled roofs of houses where he roosts. The pairing season is in November; and Noseda adds: The breeding place is a hole in a bank or tree trunk, or in a wall under the eaves, and occasionally the nest is made in the small branches of an orange or other close-leaved tree, and is built of sticks and straws, carelessly disposed, with a few feathers for lining. The eggs are four, and white (cf. "Argentine Ornithology," Vol. I., p. 109).

**Cassiques (Cassicus).**

**Black Cassique (Cassidix oryzivora).**

Black, with a well-defined violaceous gloss; neck feathers lengthened and expanded; bill and feet black; irides red. Female much smaller and duller; neck feathers not expanded. Hab., South Mexico to Peru and Paraguay.

Mangelsdorff observes that this species is very Crow-like in behaviour, is bold, lives in companies, not so much in forest as in open places, where it is abundant in cattle-pastures; it struts about after the manner of a Crow, and feeds upon all kinds of grubs, which it picks up on the ground. The Brazilians not infrequently catch it and keep it in the house like a Jack-daw, where, moreover, it accepts all kinds of human food." Natterer met with it in Caiçara in January in flocks; on a maize-plantation with already fledged young in February and March; in small companies in the forest at the border of Lagoa do Chacururé, where they were very shy, in October and November; in Engueto do Gama in small flocks in July, August and September; on the River Amazon and Para in December. In the crop of one male which he secured he found seeds. It settles on swine, seeking for ticks. The food, according to Mangelsdorff, consists of grain, rice, maize, etc., and insects.

Herr Kuschel (The Ibis, 1896) observes that he has eggs of this species found in nests of Cassicus persicus.

He says: "The eggs that I possess were obtained near Pará, Brazil, by Mr. A. Schulz. This collector found amongst partially-incubated eggs of Cassicus persicus some that were larger in size and different in shape, and observed that females of Cassidix oryzivorus entered the nests of the Cassicus. Having shot a female of Cassidix while flying into a nest of the Cassicus, he found in its oviduct a mature egg resembling the larger eggs met with in the nests of the Cassicus. This egg, broken, is now in my collection." If confirmed, this would prove that Cassidix is sometimes parasitic.

In "Timehri," Vol. X., New Series, p. 37 (vide The Ibis, 1897), Mr. C. A. Lloyd published an article
entitled "Queer Homes," in which he described the breeding habits of this species:—"A cabbage-palm that I once saw was decorated in a most singular manner with the nest of the Black Bunyah (Ostinops decumanus). At the end of every arching frond was attached a long purse-like nest, and the whole were arranged as symmetrically as if placed there by human hands. While speaking of the Bunyah it may be as well to note that another hang-nest, the large Black Rice-bird (Cassidix oryzivora), seems never to build a home of her own, but contents herself with making use of the deserted Bunyah nests in which to lay her curious-marked eggs." Mr. Goeldi, however, appears to have first discovered the parasitic habit of this species. In his "Aves do Brazil," p. 284, he says:—"The 'Meiro,' as it is called in the Serra dos Orgaos, introduces its eggs into the nests of other birds, and does not incubate itself." Moreover, in December, 1892, a nest and two young birds were brought to him as belonging to the "Japui" (Ostinops cristatus. He remarks in the young, I found grasshoppers and ochre-birds. As the birds grew older it became manifest that one of the supposed "Japus" was a young Cassidix oryzivora, while the other was that of Ostinops cristatus. In an article in The Ibis for 1897 Dr. Goeldi gives further particulars respecting this parasitic habit. On p. 364 he says:—"When I arrived in Pará, I was surprised at being told that the 'Grania' has the habit of laying its eggs in the nests of the 'Japui' (=Cassidix persicus). I had thus an interesting confirmation of my own observations in Rio de Janeiro, and have come to the conclusion that Cassidix oryzivora is parasitic everywhere, choosing in North and South Brazil for its eggs the nests of the respective Cassicine species, the size of which agrees best with its own." In "Timberli," Vol. XI., New Series, Mr. Barshall says that this species deposits its eggs in the nests of Cassicus affinis and C. persicus. Mr. W. Goodfellow (The Ibis, 1901, pp. 479-480) says:—"They were not met with at a higher altitude than about 3,000 feet. During the first week or two of our stay at Santo Domingo we never saw one of them, then a large influx took place, and many could be observed all day and every day about the clearing, but never within the forest. They frequented the banana-plantations, and we often shot them while they were eating the ripe fruit. We also frequently saw them alone and in the company of Crotophaga ani, sitting on the backs of the sleeping cattle or on the ground around them. At both Santo Domingo and San Nicolas they were called 'Garapateros' (tick-eaters), and Crotophaga ani was called 'Chamom.' "When whistling they expand the thick feathers on the neck like a ruff. The females are much smaller, and black without the purple gloss. Iris yellow, but less bright in the young. I found grasshoppers in the stomachs of three examples." In The Ibis for 1902, p. 210, he says:—"In a wild state C. oryzivora does not appear to be evilly disposed to smaller birds, which is more than can be said of it in captivity." Russ says that this bird is extraordinarily rare in the German bird-market; it reached the Amsterdam Zoological Gardens in 1874, and Russ knew of a specimen in the Birds' Division of the British Museum. Russell Humphrys and Reginald Philippe have both had specimens, describing the apparent conceit of his bird, in The Avicultural Magazine for March, 1896, First Series, Vol. IV., p. 190. He gives the Dutch name Zware Kiviynal. MEXICAN CASSIQUE (Cassicus melanitis). Glossy black; lesser wing-coverts, rump, anal tuft, and tail yellow, the latter, however, with the two central feathers and outer edges of the others black; bill white, leaden-grey towards the base; feet blackish. Female smaller, greyer, the yellow parts of the plumage paler; bill smaller and weaker. Hab., Western Mexico.

C. W. Beebe ("Two Bird-lovers in Mexico," pp. 282, 283) observes:—"The most abundant birds in this locality were the beautiful yellow-and-black Mexican Caciques, great tropical Orioles, which are so characteristic a feature of equatorial countries. As in the virile warmth of Mexico many things are carried to an extreme which in the North are developed but moderately, so with the nest of the Orioles. Our Baltimore Oriole builds a long, shapely purpse, deep-craddled and elm-swung, where its eggs and young are concealed from view; but it is said that in the south of the United States, owing to the increase of heat, the nests are shallower, more viole-like. Yet in the tropical heat of Mexico the nests of the Orioles are three and four feet in depth, hung from the tips of branches, and waving in every breath of air. They are finely woven of reeds, open-meshed, but tough and difficult to tear. A small entrance at the top leads down through the long, narrow neck to the globular nest-chamber at the bottom.

"The morning flight of these Calandrias, as the Mexicans call them, was one of the delights of our camp life. Jet-black birds they were, long-crested, with brilliant yellow shoulders, lower back and tail, save the two inner feathers. The ivory-like beaks were long and needle-like, such as a master weaver's should be. They came from the northward, as if the bats of the night before had been transformed by some witchery of the morning sun, and were returning in this guise. Hundreds of the yellow-and-black forms flashed through the trees, flock after flock of fifty or more, spreading through all the woods in smaller companies to feed. As they passed, their wings made a strange, whip-like humming sound, which rose to a continuous murmur when a large number flew past at once.

I have given no other field notes on this species. It was added to the Zoological Society of London's collection of living animals in 1866.

YELLOW CASSIQUE (Cassicus persicus). Glossy black; a large patch on the wing-coverts, the lower back, anal tuft, and basal half of tail bright yellow; bill pale lemon-yellow; feet black with irides blue. Female smaller, of a duller black above, and browner below; the yellow in the plumage paler; bill much thinner and weaker. Hab., South America from Colombia to South Brazil and Bolivia.

W. A. Forbes (The Ibis, 981, p. 332) says:—"This is one of the commonest and most characteristic birds of the country near the coast, where it is very abundant, and may be seen commonly, even in the neighbourhood of Recife, nearly everywhere, when the cocomaels grow. It is found almost in small parties of about four or five, which keep up, when perched, a continuous chattering, often leading to their discovery before being seen themselves. Towards evening they seem to collect in larger parties, as at that time numbers might often be seen returning homewards, always flying in the same direction, and usually making for a clump of palms, on which no doubt to pass the night. In the
interior it is much less common, and I often went several days without seeing one. The Brazilians call it 'Sheshou,' and keep it often in cages."

Dr. Goeldi, describing a visit to South Guyana (The Ibis, 1897, page 152), says:—"A shrub laden with half a dozen hanging bag-nests, only a few steps distant from our steamer, was the animated place of exercise for a colony of Cassicus pernicus. They were also breeding at this time. I got several eggs from the nests, and among them some slightly different in colour and shape, which evidently belonged to another species, with Cuckoo-like habits."

Mr. W. L. S. Loat says (The Ibis, 1898, p. 561):—"On the Laamaha Canal we found both the nests of the Scarlet-backed Mocking-bird (Cassicus affinis) and of Cassicus pernicus. The two species had chosen two large bushes close to the water's edge, and about twenty yards apart, in which their nests were built. One bough contained three or four nests, all woven close together."

Mr. W. Goodfellow, in his account of a journey through Colombia and Ecuador (The Ibis, 1901, p. 447), says:—"A series from the Upper Napo, East Ecuador. They were nesting there in May and June, and on one tree I counted sixty-two of their hanging nests. They prefer tall trees standing well out in the clearings, or those on the edge that rise above the general forest level. Each of the nests always contained five young, which varied considerably in size. Even before these are fledged they run up the inside of the nests to be fed at the opening at the top, and before they can fly they sit about on the outside, but rapidly vanish inside at the sight of a Hawk or any other large bird. In the young the black parts are of a rusty colour, with a strong yellowish hue about the lower part of the breast and thighs, which almost give them an almost olive-green appearance. The bills of the adult birds are pale lemon-yellow (not 'white,' as stated in the British Museum Catalogue), and the iris is pale blue; but in the young the bill is grey, with a yellow tinge at the tip, and the iris is dark grey. The Ecuadorians call them 'Culebrasm,' but the Napo Indians called them 'Chuapi mangas.'"

According to Burmeister, the nest is formed of stalks and plant-fibres, is purse-shaped, and suspended from tall trees; the eggs are bluish-white, dotted with brown, and are somewhat globular in shape. Russ says that it appears rarely and singly in the trade. It reached the London Zoological Gardens in 1854, those of Amsterdam in 1860. Later, E. von Schlechtendal secured three males, and since then it has always appeared at the larger exhibitions and in the collections of certain aviculturists. Mr. Schlechtendal, not being able to obtain females, turned one of his Cassiques into the room with his African and Indian Starlings, and it drove them here and there in the wildest terror, and so knocked them about that he was obliged to remove it again to a cage. He was also obliged to keep all three examples separately. Russ says that in 1894 this species built nests in the Berlin Zoological Gardens.

Red-rumped Cassique (Cassicus hemorrhois).

Smoky blue-black; rump scarlet; bill greenish white; feet black. Female smaller and greyer, brown where the male is blue-black, the scarlet on the lower back restricted; bill shorter. Hab., S.E. Brazil.

Burmeister says ("Systematische Uebersicht," Part III, p. 275):—"One of the most abundant birds in the whole of tropical Brazil, especially in winter (May to July), where it is fond of coming into the gardens to seek the ripeening oranges; it nests on isolated, lofty trees, often standing apart in the road or in front of detached houses, where the nests, which are over 2ft. in length, resembling a shot-bag in outline, and loosely woven of all kinds of dry stalks and strips of grass, are much in evidence. The entrance-hole is slightly below the middle in the form of an oval opening without passage, through which the bird slips inside; one can see the brooding bird through the nest and recognise remarkably well its red rump. The eggs are orange, as those of the Yellow Thrush, bluish-white, sparsely spotted with violet, and rarely to be found in greater numbers than two. The note of the bird is loud, piercing, somewhat clearer than that of the Jackdaw; and where several of them are together one always hears them crying to one another in many tones; when alone the bird is quiet, and feeds in the tree-tops without betraying itself."*

Russ says this is commoner than the other species in the trade, and therefore it can always be found both in zoological gardens and in the hands of large collectors and aviculturists. It first reached the London Zoological Gardens in 1873, those of Amsterdam in 1884; Schlechtendal had a specimen in 1877. Since 1890 Mise Hagenbeck and A. Foekelmann have imported a good many. In 1932 Russ secured a pair and took it to Buenos Aires, where, to his surprise, they proved in no way malicious, but behaved most peaceably and harmlessly towards even the smallest birds, including Wax-bills and Grassfinches; but no sooner had they completely settled down and got used to their surroundings than they began to peck and chase the small birds, seizing them by a leg, etc., and so they had to be removed.

Crested Cassique (Ostinops decumanus).

Black, with chocolate rump and anal tuft; two central tail-feathers black, the rest yellow; bill yellowish-white; feet black; irides pale blue. Female smaller, the chocolate of lower back and rump paler; bill much shorter and less powerful. Hab., Chiriqui, Panama, and South America to South Brazil and Bolivia.

According to Burmeister ("Systematische Uebersicht," Part III, p. 276), this species "keeps in the vicinity of large forests and the more open situations of the precursor to the bird. Its behaviour is wiser, more cautious, yet for the most part like that of the aforementioned. It nidificates in large, purse-shaped, loose-hanging nests, and lays two eggs, whitish spotted with violet, ornamented between the spots with blackish streaks. I met with the bird at the Organ Mountains, where it generally appeared in small parties high in the air above the forest, and was recognizable at once by its yellow tail. Later I had the chance during my visit to the Puris (see my expedition, p. 261) to see a great tree standing alone which was hung with the nests of the bird. Here, as also at Lagoa Santa, specimens were obtained. It is, especially with the Indian population, a favourite article of diet. Its food consists of insects of all kinds and ripe tree-fruit, for preference guavas and oranges."

The species reached the London Zoological Gardens in 1873, 1876, and 1877; and, according to Russ, that is all we know about its life in captivity.

* Eugène André ("A Naturalist in the Guianas," pp. 220, 221) says: "It is a curious fact that these birds almost always hang their nests in close proximity to the hives of the mara-bunta. There must be some understanding between the birds and these terrible insects, otherwise how can we account for hives and nests being sometimes so close together that the birds, in the frequent visits they make to their nests while feeding their young, have to brush past the mara-buntas hives? There is, moreover, a good deal of resemblance between the nests and the hives."
Hangests (Icteraeinae).

Baltimore Hangnest (Icterus baltico).

Above black; primaries with white edge to the feathers; greater coverts with broad white tips; middle tail-feathers orange at base; remaining feathers orange with the exception of a sub-sabal black band; the black of the throat extending to the middle of chest, otherwise bright orange; upper mandible black; lower mandible greyish-blue with dusky tip; feet greyish-brown; iris deep brown. Female much smaller, olivaceous-greyish on the back; wing-feathers with pale or white edges; front of crown and upper tail-coverts yellowolive-olive; throat and centre of abdomen buffish; breast dull orange; sides, flanks, and tail greyish-oliveaceous; under tail-coverts orange-ochreous; bill more slender than in male. Hab., "North America, from Atlantic coast to high central plains (in summer), and throughout Mexico and Central America to Panama and Sierra Nevada of Santa Marta." (P. L. Sclater); accidental in Cuba (Ridgway).


"The very peculiar note, a long-drawn-out, chattering 'cha, cha, cha,' is apt to draw one's attention to it on its first arrival, and this is more or less frequently uttered throughout the season. This note is difficult to reproduce exactly, and I find its songs still more so. One sounds like 'hish, hish, tweet, tweet'; another something like 'whee-he-he, whee-he-he, oh whee-he-he-woy-woy.' This last is much more softly uttered than the first.

"Mr. T. Nuttal describes one of their songs as 'tahsipe-tshayia-too-teen-peep-tahipe-too-too,' and there are others impossible to render. The young, after leaving the nest, utter a note like 'he-he-he,' and another like 'heck-heck-he,' varied occasionally by a low twitting. Shortly after their arrival they sing almost incessantly when not eating; but later in the season, when they have their always-hungry family to provide for, they are more silent. Their flight is strong, swift, and graceful, and they are far more at home on the wing than on the ground, where they are seldom seen, except when picking up some insect or in search of nesting material."

"In the vicinity of Washington, District of Columbia, nidification commences about the middle of May, and full sets of eggs may be looked for the last week in this month, while in Central New York, Connecticut, Wisconsin, Southern Minnesota, etc., they usually nest from eight to fourteen days later.

"Ordinarily the nest of the Baltimore Oriole is pendulous, and is usually suspended by the rim from the extremities of several slender branches, to which it is attached. Others, besides being fastened by the rim, which is always neat and smoothly finished, are attached to some perpendicular fork or limb by one of the sides, thus steadying the nest and preventing it from swaying too much during heavy winds. In a truly peninsile nest some of the eggs are occasionally cracked by the violent swaying of the slender twigs to which it is attached, while if fastened at the side this occurs very rarely, unless the entire limb is torn off. Both sexes assist in nest-building. The materials used for the framework consist principally of decayed threes, such as those of the Indian hemp (Apocynum androsaemifolium), the silk of milkweed (Asclepias), nettles (Urtica), and, when located near human habitations, of horsehair, bits of twine, yarn, strips of grape-vine bark, etc. With such materials a strong purse or pouch shaped nest is woven and firmly attached to one or more forked twigs by the slightly contracted rim, and it is usually placed in such a position that the entrance is well shaded by leafy twigs above. All sorts of materials are used in lining the bottom and sides of the nest—cotton, wool, tow, rags, cattle-hair, fur, fine strips of bark, tree-moss, fine grass, and plant-down.

"The colour of some of the nests varies considerably, according to the materials used; some look almost white, others a pale straw colour, and the majority greyish-black.

"The nests are usually suspended from long, slender, drooping branches of elm, maple, birch, weeping willow, buttonwood, sycamore, oak, aspen, poplar, Norway spruce, apple, pear, and wild cherry trees; but in some localities they are built in the very top and centre of a tree, where it is almost impossible to see them. They are placed at various heights from the ground, from 8 ft. to 50 ft. and more, and frequently in utterly inaccessible positions. The Baltimore Oriole is tolerant and amiably disposed toward its smaller neighbours, and such are often allowed to nest in the same tree, and occasionally within a few feet of its own nest.

"Incubation lasts about fourteen days, and I think the female attends to this duty almost exclusively. Both sexes are extremely solicitous to defend their eggs and young, defending these bravely against all intruders. From four to six eggs are laid to a set, most frequently four, though sets of five are not uncommon, while sets of six are rather rare. One is deposited daily, and only one brood is raised in a season. The young are able to leave the nest when about two weeks old, and may then be seen sitting on some of the branches of their own nest lore, and occasionally on the twigs entirely on insects, etc.

"The eggs of the Baltimore Oriole are usually elongated in shape, more rarely ovate. The shell is fine grained, moderately strong, and shows little gloss.

"The ground colour is ordinarily pale greyish-white, one of those subtle tints which is difficult to describe; in a few cases it is pale bluish-white, and in others when the ground colour is clouded over in places with a faint, pale ferruginous suffusion. The egg is streaked, blotched, and covered with irregularly shaped lines and tracings, generally heaviest about the larger end of the egg, with different shades of black and brown, and more sparingly with lighter tints of smoke, lavender, and pearl grey. In a few instances the markings form an irregular wreath, and occasionally a set is found entirely unmarked."

Russ says that this species reached the Amsterdam Zoological Gardens in 1859, the London Gardens in 1871, and it has always been common in the German Gardens. In the bird market it is always readily bought, and its price varies from 15 to 16 marks a specimen—rarely less. It certainly is not common in the English market, for I have never seen it in any bird-shop, though I believe I have seen it at one or two shows.

Black-sided Hangnest (Icterus abeillei).

Above black; median and greater wing-coverts and outer margins of flights white, but the concealed inner webs of the greater coverts black; two middle tail-feathers, inner webs of the next pair and tips of the remainder, black; otherwise the tail is bright yellow; a short eyebrow-stripe to above eye yellow; under surface bright yellow washed with orange; chin, middle of throat, and flanks black; bill greyish-black; lower mandible bluish, with dusky tip; feet blackish. Female above grey, washed with olive-yellowish on head; feathers of back with darker centres; greater wing-
coverts and flights with pale grey margines, the median and greater coverts tipped with white; tail yellowish-olive; checks, sides of throat, and chest yellowish; chin and throat with an ill-defined dusky central streak; sides, flanks, and under tail-coverts greyish, the latter washed with yellowish; middle of breast and abdomen whitish. Hab., Southern and Central Mexico.

I have come across no notes on the wild life of this bird; it was represented in the London Zoological Gardens in 1870.

**Orchard Hangnest (Icterus spurius).**

Above black; lesser wing-coverts and rump and upper tail-coverts chestnut; median wing-coverts and flights with narrow whitish edges; outer tail-feathers with narrow white tips; neck and throat black; remainder of under-surface chestnut; bill black, with basal half of lower mandible bluish-white; feet greyish-black; iris brown. Female yellowish-olive above, paler and more yellow on upper tail-coverts and tail; back duller with slightly darker centres to the feathers; middle and greater wing-coverts with broad whitish tips; undersurface dull yellow, washed on sides and flanks with olivaceous; vent bright ochre-yellow; wings dusky with greenish-grey or whitish edges; bill shorter, but broader at base. Hab., “Eastern North America (in summer), and southward through Mexico and Central America to Panama” (P. L. Sclater).

Captain Bendire says (“Life Histories,” Vol. II., pp. 479-492): “It is a restless, impulsive, but well-dispositioned bird, on good terms with its neighbours, and though not particularly shy, it is nevertheless difficult to observe closely, as it generally conceals itself in the densest foliage while at rest, or else flits quickly about from twig to twig in the search of its food. It lives almost exclusively throughout the summer months.

“Its favourite haunts, as its name implies, are orchards, and when the apple and pear trees are in bloom and the trees have commenced to leaf one may look for the Orchard Oriole. It is generally found in rather open country, interspersed here and there with small groves; also among the shady trees along country roads and in the prairie of the states among the trees and shrubbery along streams, preferring such localities to heavier-timbered sections and forest regions.

“Its song, most often heard in the earlier spring, is uttered in a quick, hurried manner. Its loud, clear strains, indicating its impulsive nature, are poured forth with such rapidity as to be difficult to describe, and I shall not attempt it, but they resemble somewhat of those of the Warbling Vireo, only sounding louder and clearer. A chattering, querulous note, when disturbed or alarmed from any cause, is also uttered.

“Few birds do more good and less harm than our Orchard Oriole, especially to the fruit-grower. The bulk of its food consists of small beetles, plant lice, flies, hairless caterpillars, cabbage worms, grasshoppers, rose bugs, and larvae of all kinds, while the few berries it may help itself to during the short time they last are many times paid for by the great number of noxious insects destroyed, and it certainly deserves the fullest protection.”

“Both sexes assist in nest-building, and generally finish one in from three to four days. The nests are placed in trees or bushes from 6 to 50 feet from the ground, from 12 to 20 feet in a great variety of trees, less often in conifers than in deciduous kinds.”

“In the South the Orchard Oriole nests occasionally in the grey moss (Tillandsia usneoides) so commonly found hanging from many of the trees there.”

“The location and manner of attaching its ingeniously woven, basket-like nests vary greatly. Some are set in a crotch formed by several small twigs; the bottom of the nest occasionally rests on and is supported by these, and again in similar locations it is unsupported, but the sides are securely fastened to several of the twigs among which it is placed; then, again, some are built in a fork of a horizontal limb, like the nest of an Acadian Flycatcher or a Vireo, both sides of the nest being fastened to the fork in which it is placed; again, it may be fastened to some suitable twigs by the rim only, in the manner of a hammock. Comparatively few, excepting those of the last style and those built in moss, can really be called pensile or even semipensile nests. They also vary greatly in bulk and depth.”

“From four to six eggs are usually laid to a set (mostly five), and one is deposited daily. Incubation lasts about twelve days, and I am of the opinion that this duty is exclusively performed by the female. I have never seen the male on the nest, but have seen him feed his mate while incubating. I believe, as a rule, only one brood is raised in a season.”

“The eggs are mostly ovoid in shape, but occasionally a set is found which is decidedly elongate-ovate. The shell is moderately strong, close-grained, and without gloss. The ground colour is usually pale bluish-white, and this is sometimes faintly overlaid with pale pearl-grey or greyish-white. The markings, which are nearly always heaviest about the larger end of the egg, consist of blotches, spots, scarfuls, and tracings of several shades of brown, purple, lavender, and pearl-grey, varying in amount and intensity in different specimens. In the majority of the eggs before me the darker markings predominate, but the lighter-coloured and more neutral tints are nearly always present to a greater or less extent.”

Russ speaks of this Hangnest as a bird eagerly purchased in Germany, and usually obtainable, occasionally imported by Reiche and Ruhe in a considerable number, but the female more rarely; its price is comparatively low—5 to 10 marks a piece, and at most 12 to 15 marks a pair. Yet in England I have never seen a living example; it has, however, been exhibited in our London Gardens.

**Chestnut-shouldered Hangnest (Icterus gyrhopterus).**

Black; upper lesser wing-coverts chestnut; bill black; feet dark brown. Female much smaller and doubtless with a shorter bill. Hab., South Brazil, Paraguay, Argentina, and Bolivia.

Hudson says (“Argentine Ornithology,” Vol. I., pp. 107, 108): “This interesting bird, the only *Icterus* found in the Argentine Republic, ranges south to Buenos Ayres, where it is very thinly distributed. It forms small flocks of six or eight individuals in September; but soon after arriving these little companies break up, and the birds are subsequently found singly or in pairs in the woods along the Plata River.”

“It is a loquacious bird, most of its tones being low and pleasing; exceedingly restless in disposition, incessantly passing from tree to tree, jerking its long tail and clinging to the branches in various attitudes, while searching for insects in the decayed bark. While thus engaged it utters a great variety of chirping and guttural sounds, interspersed with short agreeable notes. It also has a song of considerable merit, low and varied in tone, with a peculiar ventriloquism in many of the notes which produce a confusing idea on the listener that the bird approaches and recedes alternately whilst uttering
them. While singing the bird continues moving, but always concealed in the thick foliage, and it is probably this constant turning about of the singer, and the notes coming through leafy screens of varying density, which makes the ventriloquism and gives so much light and shade to the mysterious melody.

"The first bird of this species I shot was wounded very slightly in one wing and fell into a stream; to my very great surprise it began singing its usual song while floating about on the surface, making no attempt to swim. After fishing it out it continued to sing at intervals in my hand; how strange it was to hear this little singing, captive bird warbling outside, sweet notes which seemed to express only pleasant emotions! Yet it was evident that the bird was fully alive to its danger, for it struggled violently to escape and bit my finger savagely with its sharp beak.

"I subsequently found a nest: it was about 15 feet deep, composed entirely of lichens gathered from the boles of trees, ingeniously woven together and suspended from the small twigs and leaves at the extremity of a branch. There were no eggs in it, but the birds fluttered in great trouble about me, and, what surprised me, uttered a variety of singing notes, unlike their usual song, but many of them closely resembling the notes of other songsters, which made me think that this Icterus possesses the mimicking faculty to some extent."

Though many collectors speak of this as a common bird, I have been unable to find a description of the eggs. Russ speaks of it as unfortunately extremely rare in the market; indeed, he seems only to have known of one example in the Berlin Zoological Gardens. Touching Hudson's remarks regarding this bird singing when disturbed, it is by no means the only Starling which does so. You can make the Crested Mynah sing by catching it and holding it in your hands. Most Starlings are clever mimics.

**YELLOW-CROWNED HANGNEST (Icterus chrysocephalus)**

Black: the crown, forehead excepted, upper lesser wing-coverts, under wing-coverts and thighs yellow; bill and feet black; irides brown. Female similar in plumage, but doubtless with a shorter bill. Hab., "Colombia, Venezuela, Guiana, and Amazonia" (P. L. Schlegel.)

Mr. H. Whitely obtained this species on Roraima at a height of 3,500 feet *(The Ibis*, 1885, p. 218).

Spix found this species singly in forest on the Rio Negro, where it was not rare, but in Guiana and Colombia it was abundant. It sings very prettily, according to Pelzel, and that appears to be all that has been published respecting its wild life.

The London Zoological Society purchased an example in 1886, and in 1893 Miss Hagenbeck exhibited another at the exhibition of the "Ornis" Society.

**YELLOW-SHOULDERED HANGNEST (Icterus tibialis).**

Black: lesser upper wing-coverts, under wing-coverts and thighs yellow; bill black; feet bluish-grey; irides red-brown. Female similar in plumage, but doubtless with a shorter bill. Hab., South-east Brazil.

Burmeister ("Systematische Uebersicht", Vol. III., pp. 271, 272) says that this Hangnest "lives chiefly in pairs in bushy regions, prefers river banks, feeds on insects, ripe fleshy fruits, and has a not unpleasant song, which attempts to mimic the notes of other birds like that of our Starling. Nidifacates in purse-shaped, pensile nests, openly woven of dry stems, and lays whitish-blue eggs, speckled with red-brown." W. A. Forbes says *(The Ibis*, 1881, p. 339): "--This bird I first observed at Quipapá, where it was not uncommon in the vicinity of the town, flying about in small companies of twos and threes. I afterwards found it at Manueca and Guaramanga, and saw a single specimen in the garden at Cabo a few days before I sailed, though I did not see the species at all during my previous stay there. The bird is also found at San Lorenzo, a village about twenty miles west of Recife, as a living specimen I bought in Recife came from there. The bird is not rarely to be seen caged in the houses of the Brazilians, and I have called it "Sheshou de Bananiera," to distinguish it from the common "Sheshou" *(Cassis perclusa).* It is also sometimes called "Soldado," or soldier. I succeeded in bringing three specimens alive to London, two of which are still living in the Zoological Gardens, where it has not before, I believe, been exhibited alive."

According to Russ, this bird was first imported into Germany early in 1870, and both Jannich in Berlin and Sclater obtained specimens, and it was imported in several times into the market. Prince Ferdinand of Bulgaria possessed it in 1875: but Mr. Forbes, in 1880, was the first to add it to the London Zoological Society's collection. Since then it has always come over occasionally if not very often, and always singly.

**WAGLER'S HANGNEST (Icterus wagleri).**

Black; rump, abdomen, and anal tuft bright cadmium yellow; slightly tinged with chestnut close to the black of the chest; bill black, the lower mandible pale greyish-blue towards base; feet leaden grey; irides brown. Female smaller, and with shorter bill. Hab., Mexico and Guatemala.

Mr. C. W. d'Orbigny ("Two Bird-lovers in Mexico," Appendix, p. 320) says of this species: "Abundant in the barrancas about Guadalajara and from Taxpan to the Pacific," and at p. 149 he observes: "Orioles soon made their appearance, a flock of them, somewhat like our Baltimore, but larger and with jet black wings and tail—the Wagler Orioles. Their gaudy costume of orange and black is not acquired until the third year, and during the first two seasons the immature birds have to be satisfied with more sombre tints of light yellow and green. These birds, too, have renowned song for their coat of many colours, and can only rattle harshly. Their alarm-note is hard and metallic, like that of a Nuthatch."

The above is all that I have discovered respecting the wild life.

According to Russ, it has hitherto only appeared in the London Zoological Gardens, where it arrived in 1876.

**BLACK-WINGED HANGNEST (Icterus giguaui).**

Bright yellow, tinged with orange; front and sides of head, throat, middle of breast, wings, tail, bill, and feet black. Hab., S. Mexico, Yucatan, Guatemala, and throughout Central America to Venezuela and Colombia.

Mr. G. H. Gurney purchased an example of this rare Hangnest early in 1909.

**GOLDEN HANGNEST (Icterus xanthornus).**

Bright golden yellow, slightly washed with olive between the shoulders; wings, excepting the lesser coverts, black; greater coverts, secondaries, and bases of primaries edged with white; greater coverts with white tips; tail black, the lateral feathers more or less broadly edged with whitish at the tips, the concealed bases of the feathers yellow; lores black; naked orbital
region described as black, probably greyish-blue in life; anterior edge of cheeks, chin, throat, and centre of breast black; bill shining black, the lower mandible with a basal patch of pale blue-grey; feet bluish-flesh-coloured; irides yellowish-white or pale yellow. Female smaller and with shorter bill. Hab., “Caribbean coast district of northern South America, from Cayenne to Colombia, Trinidad, and Margarita Island, Isthmus of Panama (?)” (Ridgway.)

Ridgway separates an insular form as a sub-species under the name of $I$. curacaoensis, differing in its longer bill, the young much paler than that of $I$. xanthornus.

It is, I think, very interesting that the birds from Aruba, the island nearest to the continent, agree better with the continental form than those from Curaco. The bird is equally common on all three islands, but only where it finds sufficient trees in which to build its long, hanging nest. I have not procured skins from Bonaire, but the birds there agree with those from Curaco. I got an egg on the 22nd of July in Bonaire. The colour is of a pale bluish-white, sparingly overlaid with long and fine deeper-lying cinereous hair-lines and overlaid patches and lines, like Arabian letters, of a deep purplish-brown, more frequent on the thicker end. It measures 0.93 in. by 0.67 in., and the weight of it is 250 milligrammes. “The bird is sometimes kept in captivity, but is not much appreciated. Its piping notes are less clear than those of $I$. vulgaris, and they produce many screeching and mewing sounds.”

Russ says that this is one of the very rarest of imported birds; he only knows of a specimen which reached the Amsterdam Gardens in 1882; but in 1906 Mr. E. W. Harper brought home and presented a specimen to the London Zoological Gardens, and doubtless others will come from time to time.

Common Hangnest ($I$. vulgaris).

Brilliant cadmium-yellow, deepest and brightest on the breast; entire head, neck, elongated throat feathers extending over middle of fore-chest, a broad belt between the shoulders, wings and tail black; lesser wing-coverts yellow; a broad, longitudinal white belt (slightly yellowish in old birds), including the median coverts, inner greater coverts, and broad borders to inner secondaries; orbital naked skin, forming an imperfect fusi-form zone, enclosing the eye, pearl or blue-grey; bill black, with a large whitish ash patch at base of lower mandible; feet pearl-grey, slightly yellowish at proximal end of tarso-metatarsus; irides pale or bone-yellow. Female slightly smaller, with considerably shorter bill. Hab., “Coast-region of Colombia and Venezuela and Trinid.” (Sclater.) “Margarita and Curaco. Introduced into West Indies.” (Ridgway.)

Indian Islands of St. Thomas, Porto Rico, and Jamaica.” (Ridgway.)

In 1907 I separated a form as a sub-species under the name of $I$. limoneus, believing it to be that indicated by Herr Peters as occurring in the island of Curacao, on the ground of its more slender outline, its pale colouring, the naked orbital marking reduced to a small triangle behind the eye, and the outer tail-feathers having white external margins; its songs are many and varied, instead of uniform and monotonous; a good coloured plate was published with my article (The Ictericus, New Series, Vol. V., pp. 225-230). Later the pale colouring proved to be a sign of youth, but all other characters persist.

In the “Journal für Ornithologie,” 1892, Peters says
that *I. vulgaris* occurs on Curacao, and is said to be paler than the continental form; but Dr. Hartt says: "My birds, on the contrary, have very bright colours." He adds that they are rather short-winged, but those from Santa Marta in the British Museum are quite similar. Further on he says: "I did not find any nests; but, as everybody on Curacao knows, they are totally different from those of *Icterus xanthornus* in reproducing the long tube.

"This bird is much appreciated as a cage-bird on account of its pure flute-like notes, and is often sent for sale from Venezuela. This species is not rare in certain places, such as the rocky hills covered with brushwood and cacti, both on Aruba and Curacao, but it is absent from Bonaire, thus indicating its immigration from the Continent. I saw it in the bush on St. Thomas, where it has already been stated to occur by Ridgway. It may have been introduced into that island; but, on account of other affinities between the ornis of St. Thomas and that of Curacao, this is very questionable." (*The Ibis*, 1893, pp. 297, 298.)

My first example of this species was sold to me under the name of "Brazilian Hangnest" in 1899, and I described it as that species in *The Agricultural Magazine*, First Series, Vol. VIII., pp. 293-295. It twice opened its own cage-door and escaped into my conservatory, where it took twenty minutes to catch it; subsequently I put a double fastening on the cage-door. When singing he stands high on his feet, throws back his head, with the bill pointing straight upwards, and raises the long feathers on the throat; then he begins the musical clicking sound, which can be imitated by pressing the tongue against the palate and removing it suddenly, or a rattling purring note, which can be reproduced by closing the lips, humming and simultaneously vibrating the soft palate; then the song begins now and again with a clearly whistled *hookaree*, *hookarce*, sometimes repeated half a dozen times as a prelude, but by no means always; the true song follows—a quickly-repeated resonant whistle, *heo, heo, heo, heo*, *heo, heo, heo* in a loud tone, and then a little lower: it never varies except in the number of repetitions of the monotonous note.

In December, 1906, Miss Joan Gladstone sent me her Hangnest, which struck me as being quite distinct from my first bird in the characters already indicated, and we began to suspect that it was, at least, a different subspecies: it never introduces the characteristic *hookaree* as a prelude, and instead of the monotonous whistle it has certainly nine (possibly more) variations in its songs. I recorded these in my paper previously referred to, the two most frequently uttered being "Or-er, hurri-er, haw, *heo*; *chutcha-caw, chutcha-caw, chutcha-caw, chutcha-caw, chutcha-caw*;" or "ar hee!"), and the other begins either with the note "Peer," or sometimes "Or, ah, hee," and then "hi-pon-poon peer, hi-pon-poon peer, *toodle-year, ar hee." These Hangnestes are nice birds; but, woe betide any small bird that comes within reach of their bills. I had a beautiful male Cordon Bleu in the next compartment to my lemon-coloured specimen, and one day it fearfully resisted a change of place when the wire parted; at a moment it was seized with bill and claw, half its wing feathers torn out, and a great hole pecked in the side of its head: another day a Zebra Finch lost a great bunch of feathers, but escaped without further injury.

The correct food for this and all the Hangnestes is the same as for Tanagers—a good insectivorous mixture, including plenty of orange and grape-nuts, and a few insects or spiders when obtainable.

**Brazilian Hangnest** (*Icterus jamacaii*).

Bright reddish orange; head and throat, scapulars, wings excepting lesser coverts, and tail, black; outer borders of secondaries boldly white, forming a conspicuous patch; bill almost black, the base of lower mandible pearl-whitish; feet black; naked orbital lozenge pearl grey; irides pale primrose or bone yellow. Female smaller, and with noticeable shorter bill. Hab., S.E. Brazil.

Burmeister ("Systematische Uebersicht," Vol. III., p. 269.) says: "In the interior of Brazil, in the forests of the Campos region, it lives singly or in pairs; in the winter in small parties; it soon betrays itself by its changeable voice with various notes, and for that reason is frequently kept in cages. I met with the bird in the environs of Lagoa santa, but had no opportunity of securing it." "Its food consists of insects, especially soft maggots and larvae, which it searches for on the ground; yet (like the species of *Cassiea*) it takes toll of ripe fruit, especially oranges, and comes after them even into the gardens of the settlers."

This beautiful species has always been fairly common in the bird market, though not enough so to make it a cheap bird; Rase puts the price at from 18 to 24 marks a specimen, which is rather higher than it generally runs in England; I should think 15s. to 20s., either for this or the Common Hangnest (which is always confounded with it), would be about the usual price for freshly imported specimens. Of course, thoroughly acclimatized examples in perfect plumage would be worth more. I purchased a male of this species on August 13th, 1897, but it was in poor condition and out of health, so that it only lived thirteen days. It was quite tame—friendly even—and in spite of its state of health made a few attempts to sing, the notes being clear, mellow, and pleasing. I fed it orange, banana, soft food, and mealworms.

The Brazilian Hangnest first reached the London Zoological Gardens in 1860, and those of Amsterdam in 1865. Why the name *jamacaii* was given to the species I do not pretend to know, but Rase says that the bird was supposed to have come from Jamaica, which was, of course, an error, and that he makes matters still worse by altering it to *jamacaiensis*. *Jamacaii* means nothing, but *jamacaiensis* is mischievous and misleading.
YELLOW-BACKED HANGNEST (Icterus croconotus).

Nearly resembling the preceding species, but the crown of the head, excepting the forehead and the scapularies, bright orange. Hab., "Guiana and Amazonia to Ecuador and interior of Brazil." (P. L. Sclater.)

Mr. W. Goodfellow (The Ibis, 1901, p. 478) says: "We frequently saw pairs, but they seemed confined to the edge of the forests along the river banks and places where bamboo grew. On the Coça, in June, I saw three of their nests in close proximity, suspended from the tips of bamboo overlooking the water. The bare skin round the eyes is dark slate-blue. Beautiful as the colour of these birds is in the skin, it is still more beautiful in life. I noticed that our specimens faded as soon as they began to dry, and turned more yellow. The Zaparo Indians called them 'Palandra pisco,' which was not very distinctive, for they applied the same name to other birds. It means Plantain-bird."

That is all I have discovered respecting the wild life. Russ says that the London Zoological Gardens possessed this species in 1855; Emil Linden, one of the best-known German aviculturists, also possessed it, and in 1889 Mangeledorff brought it home with him from Brazil.

BLACK-THROATED HANGNEST (Icterus gularis).

Orange-yellow; scapularies black; wings, excepting lesser coverts, black, edged with white; tail, foresh, throat extending down to the breast and bill, black; feet dark horn-grey; irides pale yellow. Female yellow; scapularies and tail olive; wings brown with whitish edge; throat black. Hab. "Southern Mexico, Yucatan, British Honduras, and Guatemala." (P. L. Sclater.)

I have not discovered any field notes. Russ says it is one of the rarest species in the German market; nevertheless since 1886 single examples are always being imported by the principal dealers.

BLACK-SPOOTTED HANGNEST (Icterus pectoralis).

Bright orange-yellow, redder on the head; upper back, scapulars, and wings, with the exception of the lesser and middle coverts, black; outer borders of secondariede white, forming a conspicuous elongated patch; ends of primaries and secondaries edged with white; tail black, the lateral feathers more or less edged at tips with dull ash; lores, front of cheeks, chin, throat, and middle of chest, black; breast and sides of chest more or less marked with large triangular black spots; under wing-coverts yellow; bill black, base of lower mandible pearl-grey; feet bluish-grey; postocular triangular spot black in the skin, probably pearl-grey in life; irides dark brown. Female similar according to Ridgway, duller, interscapulans varied with olivaceous; no pectoral black spots, according to Sclater; probably smaller and with shorter bill. Hab., "Western Mexico and Guatemala and south to Costa Rica." (P. L. Sclater.)

Mr. C. F. Underwood, in an article on the "Birds of the Volcano of Miravalle" (The Ibis, 1896, p. 437), says: "Specimens procured were shot near Bagaces in trees dotting swampy potreros, accompanied by I. pauctula- tus; taken also in Bebedero. Native name 'Chilitote.'" And this is all I have found respecting the wild life.

Russ tells us that in 1893 Miss Hagenbeck imported several specimens of this species for the first time from Mexico, and in December of the same year she forwarded to him a dead male from which he took the description in his book.

BARE-FACED HANGNEST (Gymnomystax melanicterus).

Bright yellow; back, wings, tail, bill and feet black. Female similar, but doubtless with shorter bill. Hab., Cayenne and Amazonia.

Dr. Goeldi observes (The Ibis, 1897, pp. 365-366): "The splendid yellow-and-black-coloured, Oriole-like Icterid, Gymnomystax melanicterus, called "Aritana" here in Lower Amazonia, is a real ornament of the campo-region of Marajo and Southern Guiana, wherever these districts are traversed by rivers. Damp meadows and muddy shores, alternately covered and uncovered by the tides, are the favourite resorts of this interesting bird of charming appearance. It is of confident demeanour, and fond of human residences, breeding regularly in the immediate vicinity of the fazendas. In its character it reminds me much more of the "Vira-boneira" (Myiopsitta) than of the genuine Toupias and Cassiques; it frequently visits cattle settlements, is often engaged on the ground with cattle-dung, and walks about there for quarters of an hour together in the manner of the European Starling. I have been recently told that its range increases with the extension of cattle-breeding, and that it makes its appearance along with cattle in regions where it has not been seen before, e.g., in the Municipio de Mazagao in the north channel of the Amazonas estuary. When flying it calls "wreg-wreg;" when in good humour and perched near its nest it emits a song like "ting-ting-wreg-wreg-gri-gri," and in a few words, a bird not easily to be overlooked by a visitor to a Marajo cattle settlement, making itself known as well by its appearance as by its voice.

"I have two nests of the 'Aritana,' both from the island of Marajo. The first is a present from a friend, and was taken in December, 1895, on his extensive cattle-settlements; the second I took myself during a recent journey to the same locality, Cabo Maboary, in August and September, 1896.

"These nests are open and porringer-shaped, similar to those of certain Thrushes, and quite different from the 'bag-nests of Ostinops and Cassicus, so far as I know them, and from other constructions of the Icterinae that we see figured in many ornithological works. The material consists of grass leaves (whole and longitudinally split), slender roots, and fragments of small climbing plants. There is no softer lining.

The second nest, taken by myself at Fazenda Livramento, was situated in the fork of a branch and well hidden in the foliage of the crown of a 'morcegoira' tree (Andira, sp. inc.), some 8 or 10 m. above the ground. The tree was distant not more than, perhaps, some thirty steps from the central buildings of the above-mentioned fazenda, in the open farmyard, and in the midst of a considerable and constant crowd of men, horses and cattle. Nevertheless, the 'Aritana' is very circumspect in the vicinity of its breeding-tree, and, when it finds itself observed, does not readily approach. The discovery of this nest was only effected by patiently waiting for some hours in a hidden corner."

Dr. Goeldi says the eggs sent with the first nest arrived broken, and the second nest had young, which were allowed to mature and fly; but from the fragments it is evident that the surface is bluish-white, with large dark irregular spots.

Captain Pam presented an example of this so-called 'Hangnest' to the London Zoological Society in 1906.
OLD WORLD STARLINGS (Sturnidae).

These birds undoubtedly are related to the Icteridae and to the Crows (Corvidae). The Hill-Mynahs or Grackles, in many respects resemble the Crows, have been separated as a distinct family, on account of their possession of rictal bristles, by Mr. E. Oates, Professor Ridgway, and others. ("Birds of North and Middle America," Vol. IV., p. 280) that his diagnosis of the Sturnidae "is identical, almost word for word, with that given for the "Eulabidetidae," except as to the rictal bristles, which are said to be "present" in the Eulabidetidae, while in the Sturnidae there are no rictal bristles nor vestige of any—certainly a very slight distinction."

In addition to this character, however, as I have pointed out in my little book, "How to Sex Cage-Birds," pp. 76 and 78, the bills of the sexes in the true Starlings are more or less slender and much alike, the slight difference which exists being of the same character as in the Thrushes, the male bill being, when noticeably different from that of the female, slightly longer and more slender. The female in a majority of the Grackles has the bills broad and heavy, that of the female being considerably narrower, weaker, and rather shorter (though not conspicuously so) than that of the male; I think, therefore, that the family distinction is justified. On the other hand, one might well say of the Sturnidae, as Ridgway does of the Ploceidae (t.c., p. 283), "Whether the single character of possessing one more obvious primary quill than the Fringillidae and Icteridae be considered as sufficient to warrant the separation of the present group as a distinct family is perhaps a matter admitting of difference of opinion." Nevertheless, it is a very convenient distinction.

The Glossy Starlings of the genus Calornis are most nearly related to the Icteridae, inasmuch as they build nest-like nests similar in character to many of those of the Cassiques and Hangnests, and lay spotted eggs like the majority of those birds.

Glossy Starlings (Sub-family Sturninae).

SHINING CALORNIS (Calornis metallicus).

"The general plumage is a mixture of dark rich bronzy green and purple, the green hue predominating on the lower part of the throat and the upper part of the back; wings and tail bluish black, washed on the margins with bronzy green; bill and feet black; irides vermillion" (Gould); female smaller and probably with a slightly shorter bill. Young duller, wings brown, narrowly edged with sordid white; under surface white, streaked on the breast, flanks, and under tail-coverts with blackish. Dr. Finsch, however, doubts whether all the birds with white under surface are young, as they breed in this plumage. Hab., "Northern Australia, New Guinea, and Papuan Islands from the Solomon to the Arum group, as well as the Moluccas."


"During the early part of our last sojourn at Cape York, this bird was often seen passing rapidly over the tops of the trees in small flocks of a dozen or more. In their flight they reminded me of the Starlings, and, like them, made a chattering noise while on the wing. One day a native took me to a breeding-place in the centre of a dense scrub, where I found a gigantic cotton-tree standing alone, with its branches literally hung with the penile nests of the bird: the nests, averaging two feet in length and one in breadth, are of a somewhat oval form, slightly compressed, rounded below and above, tapering to a neck, by the end of which they are suspended; the opening is situated in the centre of the widest part; they are almost entirely composed of the inner fronds of the climbing plant (Cissus) matted and woven together, and lined with finer pieces of the same, a few leaves (generally strips of Pandanus leaf), the hair-like fibres of a palm ( Caryota cerae), and similar materials: the eggs, usually two, but often three in number, are an inch long by slightly less than an inch broad, and of a bluish grey, speckled with reddish pink, chiefly at the larger end; some have scarcely any markings, others a few minute dots only. The note of the bird is short, sharp, and shrill, and resembles 'twee-twee,' repeated, as if angrily, several times in quick succession."

"On the tree above mentioned the nests were about fifty in number, often solitary, but usually three or four together in a cluster—sometimes so closely placed as to touch each other."

"The female, however, is an excellent conserver of tritrate seeds and other vegetable matter."

This charming bird was exhibited by Mr. Townsend in 1907.

WHITE-BELLIED AMETHYST STARLING ( Pholidogaeus leucogaster).

General colour above, violet; many of the feathers on the back with terminal steel-blue bars, except the coverts and inner secondaries, blackish-brown; the outer secondaries edged with violet; the two central tail-feathers violet, with others blackish-brown, with violet outer margins; head, throat, and chest violet, the lores blackish; remainder of under surface pure white; thighs dusky at base of feathers; under wing-coverts and axillaries blackish-brown; bill and feet black, irides yellow. Female above brown, white margins to the feathers; inner webs of flight-feathers mostly suffused with pale cinnamon; cheeks white, streaked with brown; under surface white, slightly sandy on throat; the hind throat and breast with defined triangular brown spots, which become rounder at back of breast and sides of vent and longer on the sides of the abdomen, where there is a brownish wash; under wing-coverts and axillaries brown with reddish edges; quills below rufescent on inner webs. Hab., "Tropical Africa from 17 deg. N. lat. to Gaboon, on the west, and to the equator in Central and Eastern Africa." (Shelley.)

Shelley observes ("Birds of Africa," Vol. V., pp. 39, 40)—"In Liberia, Mr. Büttikofer met with it most frequently in the open country, the females and young birds perching together on the bushes, while the full-plumaged males fly by themselves at some little distance. During my visit to the Gold Coast I met with the species on a few occasions in February, between Accra and Abokobi, always in fairly large flocks of about a score."

According to Ussher and Hartert, this species feeds upon berries and fruit. The nesting habits appear to be unrecorded, but they probably differ little from those of the southern representative of the species P. verreauxi, which is said to build in holes in trees, lining some natural hollow, or the old nest-hole of a Barbet, with wool and feathers, over which green leaves are placed and removed from time to time. The eggs usually number four, and are pale blue, sparingly:
Spotter at the larger end with pale brown.* The cries are harsh, with the exception of a pleasing whistle uttered by the male.

I believe Mr. E. Hopkinson secured two males of this lovely Starling, one of which he presented to the London Zoological Society in 1895.

**WESTERN SPLENDID GLOSSY STARLING (Lamprocolius chrysotomis).**

Above, metallic golden-green; scapulars and middle of back steel-blue, the former with a subterminal black spot; median and greater wing-coverts tipped with blue, and with a subterminal black transverse spot; secondaries similar in colouring, but with a broad belt of black; primaries steel-blue, greenish externally; tail black, purplish towards base, the tip broadly steel-green, washed with blue; lores velvet black; sides of face metallic steel-blue; a triangular spot of coppery bronze behind the ear-coverts on sides of neck; throat violaceous steel-blue; breast reddish-purple, slightly coppery; abdomen and flanks purplish-blue, changing to steel-green on lower flanks, vent, and under tail-coverts; under wing-coverts and axillaries purplish blue; flights below black; bill and feet black; irides golden yellow. Female smaller, with no, or hardly any.

* Purple-headed Glossy Starling (Lamprocolius purpureus).

Shining metallic golden green above, shading into steel blue on nape and back of neck and again on lower back; upper tail-coverts violaceous blue shaded with violet; lesser wing-coverts steel blue; median and greater coverts golden-green with blue reflections and a subterminal black spot; flights golden-green becoming bluish at the extremities and fringed with black; tail steel blue, slightly greenish at sides and tip, the central feathers reddish violaceous; head glossy reddish violet, as well as most of the upper surface; sides and flanks less reddish; under tail-coverts deep steel blue; under wing-coverts and axillaries purple; edge of wing blue; flights below blackish; bill and feet black; irides golden yellow. Female not differentiated, but doubtless smaller. Hah., Senegambia to the Niger and through Equatorial Africa to Kavirondo and Ruanda.

Shelley observes ("Birds of Africa," Vol. V., p. 79): "Buckley and I met with them in flocks on the open country which surrounds Accra . . . Mr. Boyd Alexander found it in large flocks inland near the Volta, and these Starlings have been obtained at many places in Togoland. In Dahomey, according to Mr. F. Newton, it is known to the natives as the 'Ago-he.'"

Nothing has been published respecting its wild life. It reached the London Zoological Gardens first in 1856, and those of Amsterdam in 1871; in the London Gardens, according to Russ, it was bred in 1874*; the late Mr. Wiener also had a pair which built a nest in a hollow branch. Mr. von Schlechtendal had one for nine years; when feeding it would let no other birds approach the food or water vessels. This is one of the Glossy Starlings most frequently met with at bird shows.

**GREEN GLOSSY STARLING (Lamprocolius chalybeus).**

The general color of this species is a metallic, steel green, especially on the mantle, upper part of back, and shoulders; the lower part of the back, rump, and upper tail-coverts are deep steel-blue, slightly tinted with violet and green; the wing-coverts are coloured like the back, the median and greater coverts with a subterminal velvety-black spot; the inner lesser coverts are deep purple and violet, forming a distinct shoulder-patch; the bastard wing, primary coverts, and quills black, steel-green externally and tinted with blue; secondaries with a terminal velvety-black spot; tail-feathers violet-blue, the outer webs with slight steel-green reflections; crown of the head deep steel-blue, the nape and back of neck shaded with violet; lores violet black; sides of the face deep steel-blue; the ear coverts and sides of neck suffused with violet; cheeks, throat, front of neck, and breast steel-green, slightly shaded with blue; back of breast, sides, and abdomen purplish blue; flanks, thighs, and under tail-coverts steel-blue; under wing-coverts and axillaries rosse purple; the edge of the wing steel-blue; under side of quills blackish; bill and legs black; iris of eye golden yellow. Hah., North-Eastern Africa and Senegambia.

* I can find no record of the fact in the Proceedings for that year, and one would have expected Captain Shelley to notice such an occurrence as giving some information respecting the nidification. Wiener says: "Young were hatched there in 1871 and 1874."
Captain Shelley regards *L. sycobius*, from Eastern Africa, Mombasa district to the Zambesi and thence to the Western Transvaal, and *L. chloropterus*, West Africa from Senegambia to Gaboon and throughout North-eastern and Eastern Africa to the Zambesi, as mere varieties differing in size, the colouring of the head and breast, and the amount of indention on the edge of the inner web of the first four long primaries. Russ makes all three distinct species in his book.

von Heuglin says: "The breeding season occurs in the months of July to September. One often sees six to eight nests on one and the same tree. As breeding sites, Adansonias, *Zizyphus*, *Balanites*, and Acacias are chiefly selected, which stand somewhat isolated. The altitude of the nesting-place varies according to circumstances to from ten to thirty feet. Usually they are constructed of heavy, dry, black scrub; nests proportionately very large are used for several broods. They stand upon the forks of branches, sometimes close to the trunk, but mostly upon weaker branches, and externally resemble small crows' nests; the nesting hollow on the other hand is of small circumference, deep, and neatly lined with dry grass, feathers, woo, etc. I have never found more than three eggs or young in it. The former are thin-shelled, oval, 11-12 lines long, paler or more brightly bluish-green, with isolated blue-grey and violet-brown spots and points."

Captain Shelley says: "The eggs, generally three in number, but sometimes as many as five, are of a pale greenish blue faintly spotted with rufous or violet-grey, and measure, according to Mr. Kuschel, 1.3 by 0.82 on an average. Three eggs, agreeing with Mr. Kuschel's description, were obtained by Erlanger on May 21, 1900, from a nest constructed in the hole of a tree 6ft. from the ground, but a single egg he had taken on April 9th differed in being of a uniform glossy bluish-green, and resembled that of our common Starling. Mr. A. L. Butler, in his notes from the Soudan, writes: "These birds are gregarious throughout the year, breeding in colonies. On the 5th of April, they were repairing their old nests, which were bulky structures of sticks placed in the tops of 'heglik' trees. Several nests were often built together into one great mass" (Shelley, "Birds of Africa," Vol. V., p. 76).

Herr Wiener says that "the first specimen of this bird was presented to the Zoological Gardens as long ago as 1850, and in 1872 was bred there. The nests are in hollow trees or large nest-boxes." Like all the Glossy Starlings, this is a hardy bird; but plenty of insect-food, small worms, and fruit should be given both to this and the allied species in order to keep them in good condition.

According to Dr. Russ the late Mr. Wiener possessed examples both of *L. sycobius* and *L. chloropterus*, so that he appears to have considered them distinct; but I am perfectly satisfied to accept Captain Shelley's decision, which is based upon very extensive experience of African birds, both in the field and in the cabinet.

**Nordman's Glossy Starling**

(*Lamprocolius chalcurus*).

Very like the preceding, from which it is distinguished by a reddish-violet shade on the tail, best defined towards the basal half of the central feathers; irides orange-yellow. Hab., Senegambia to the district of the Upper White Nile.

No field notes appear to have been published, excepting that Usher speaks of it as "tolerably common up to the Volta, where it is to be observed in small flocks."

As a rule one or two examples seem to be secured by collectors, and Captain Shelley concludes that it is apparently rare throughout its range, which, he notes, "is mixed up in that of *L. chalybeus* in West Africa, which looks as if it may be only a variety" (t.c., p. 77).

Russ not only considers *L. chalybeus* distinct, but also separates the synonym *L. porphyrrurus*. Of the first he says that it was in the collections of Prince Ferdinand, Messere, E. von Schlechtendal, and E. Linde, as well as the Berlin Aquarium, where it was bred in 1872. Of *L. porphyrrurus*, which he says is smaller and without blue shoulders and tail, and less brilliantly glossed with purplish-violet, he informs us that it was imported in 1870 by the dealer Gudera, of Vienna.

**Red-shouldered Glossy Starling**

(*Lamprocolius phoenicopus*).

Glossy golden-green, much bluer on head, neck, body, and tail than on wings; the lower back, rump, and upper tail-coverts steel-blue; sides and back of head and neck, tail, and thighs bluish; inner two-thirds of lesser coverts coppery-bronze varied with lilac and blue; ends of inner web of terminal feathers blue; black spots and tipped with steel-green; inner webs of primaries and under surface of flight being white. Female paler, more so, and smaller.

Var. *bieversi*.—Smaller, back and wings more steel-green; irides orange. Hab., Africa southward from Gaboon and Matabeleland.

Respecting the larger race Stark writes ("Birds of South Africa," Vol. L, pp. 38, 39): "In many districts of Eastern Cape Colony this species of Glossy Starling is very common and well known, being often met with in considerable flocks. It is most numerous in the bush and forest districts, where it finds an abundant supply of small fruits and berries, as well as a variety of seeds and insects. I have frequently seen this Starling catching the winged termites as they issued from the ground. It is a bird of lively habits, frequently taking short flights and returning to its perch, and constantly uttering its loud, mellow notes, varied at intervals with a short song which depends for its merit a good deal on the individual performer, and is not unlike that of the English Starling. Small parties of these Glossy Starlings are often to be seen sitting on the tops of high trees, their metallic green and copper-coloured plumage glistening in the sun, and recognisable at a distance by their bright orange-yellow irides. In spring the winter flocks separate into pairs, which distribute themselves through the bush in search of a convenient hole in which to place their nest. Usually they make use of a natural hole or cavity in a tree-trunk, but sometimes take possession of one dug by a Woodpecker after driving away the rightful owners. Not unfrequently they build under the eaves of a barn house, and Mr. Barrett remarks that on his farm on the Chalumna, British Kaffaria, they "frequented the barns and buildings, continually flying to and fro, like English Starlings." The nest holes are thickly lined with dry grass, feathers, and hair, on which four or five eggs are laid. These are usually somewhat elongated in shape, of a pale bluish-green ground colour, sparingly variegated with pale reddish-brown. They average about 1.10 by 0.80."

Respecting the smaller race, Stark says: "In its habits this race does not differ from the larger *L. phoenicopus*," therefore I need not repeat other accounts of its nidification. Captain Horsbrugh presented an example to the London Zoological Society in 1906.
Glossy Starlings.

Violet-headed Glossy Starling (Lampropetolus purpureiceps).

Above, glossy golden-green; upper tail-coverts black at bases, edged with steel-blue and with a subterminal shade of bronzy purple; wing-coverts steel-blue; flights purplish-black, steel-blue externally; inner secondaries glossed with golden green; tail-feathers blue-black, golden-bronze externally; crown, sides of neck, chin, throat, and front of breast violet; the forehead and sides of head purplish-black; hinder breast, abdomen, sides, and flanks steel-green, slightly glossed with golden; thighs and under tail-coverts black, washed with steel-black; under wing-coverts and axillaries black, edged with metallic steel-blue; flights below black; bill and feet black; irides yellow. Hab., "Cameroons to the Loango Coast, and eastward to the Upper White Nile." (Shelley.)

Beyond the fact that it is a woodland species, nothing seems to be recorded respecting its wild life. Russ says that it is extremely rare imported alive, and to his knowledge, apart from several wholesale dealers, it has only been in the collections of Messrs. Wiener and Linien.

Long-tailed Glossy Starling (Lamprocolius caudatus).

Above with the mantle and back of a shining peacock green; the lower part of the back, rump, and upper tail-coverts glossy steel-blue and purple, the feathers being spotted towards the tip with velvety black; the scapulars, lesser and median wing-coverts, bastard wing, primary-coverts, and quills shining steel-green, shot with blue, and showing black bars in certain lights; the secondaries blush towards the tips; tail-feathers rosy purple, with a faint bronze gloss and more or less violet reflections, these also show evanescent black bars; crown of the head metallic bronze, as also the sides of the face and throat, the latter slightly spangled with golden bronze; lower part of throat shading into deep steelly-green, with a subterminal blue shade, which merges into peacock-green on the breast; lower part of the breast, and abdomen purple, glossed with copper; sides of body glossed with blue; thighs blue with a violet shade; under wing-coverts and axillaries steel-green, slightly bluish; quills below black; bill and legs black; iris of eye sulphur-yellow. This seems a large bird, measuring upwards of 15 3/4 in. from the tip of the bill to the extremity of the tail, but the latter occupies 13 1/4 in. of the total length. The female is probably a trifle smaller. Hab., "Northern Tropical Africa, from Senegal to the Niger, and eastward into Abyssinia" (Shelley).

A bluer form, L. eytoni Fraser, which Dr. Russ regards as distinct, has not been recorded farther east than Fantee. Capt. Shelley says of it, "I doubt L. eytoni being even a good subspecies, as it is known only from the districts inhabited by L. caudatus, and we know little with regard to the monti of these species."

According to Von Heuglin this bird molts in November and December, and breeds about August. It lives in pairs and families of about six to eight individuals, which are making a noise and in motion the whole day, sweeping about far into the lofty forest or scrub. One frequently observes the young, sitting nestled together upon a slender branch, whilst the adults dart busily from branch to branch, scuffling together or with other birds, or with lifted tails like Magpies run and hop hither and thither upon the earth.

The food, according to Von Heuglin, consists principally of fruits and buds, yet they also seize all kinds of insects, which are often most cleverly snapped up during flight.

In Shelley's "Birds of Africa," Vol. V., pp. 55, 56, we read: "Mr. Boyd Alexander writes:—"It frequents the open bush-country, nesting in holes in the big baobab trees."

"The eggs have been described by Mr. Kuschel as glossy greenish-blue, 1.06 by 0.81, and by Mr. Nehrkorn as deep blue, with evenly-distributed dots of pale brown, and measuring 1.12 by 0.8."

The movements of the species on the wing are rapid and graceful, as anyone who has seen the specimens in the late Mr. Abrahams's aviary would at once admit. I was much amused by a little experiment which we tried to prove their intelligence. My friend informed me that whenever he entered their room these Starlings expected a mealworm, and if he went out, forgetting to humour them, they were certain to remind him. We then went outside and shut the door, and immediately there was a chorus of harsh shrieks. The only drawbacks to the pleasure of keeping these birds are the necessity for devoting a spacious aviary to them in order to exhibit them to advantage, and the noise which they are apt to make when they want anything. At other times, so far as I could judge, they appeared to be exceptionally quiet. Like the other glossy Starlings, fruit and insects form the natural diet of these species; in the aviary egg-food, boiled potatoes, and small worms may be safely added.

This is a familiar exhibition-bird; it first appeared at the Amsterdam Zoological Gardens in 1864 and the London Gardens in 1866.

Purple-backed Glossy Starling (Lamprocolius porphyropterus).*

Smaller than the preceding species; above glossy green, the hind-neck and upper back shaded with reddish-violet; the lower back and upper tail-coverts of that colour; tail violaceous blue, both upper tail-coverts and central tail feathers with darker bars; wings green or violet; head glossy bronze; chin and upper throat edged with violet and blue which shades into green on the lower throat; centre of chest coppery bronze shading into violet on the remainder of the breast, thighs, and under tail-coverts; wings and tail below brownish-black; under wing-coverts washed with bluish-green; bill and feet black; irides straw-yellow.

* I cannot see any reason for the adoption of the later name porphyropterus for this species; it is neither adopted by Russ nor Shelley, and therefore I do not here follow the Museum Catalogue.
Female similar, but smaller. Hab., Eastern Africa and the Lake district from about 6 deg. S. lat. to 9 deg. N. lat. (Shelley.)

I quote the following field notes from Shelley's "Birds of Africa," Vol. V., pp. 57-59:—"Mr. Jackson found the species in the Suk country, and writes: 'Plentiful in small flocks; song very sweet.' At Elgeyu, in the middle of August, they were 'very plentiful; breeding. They make a shallow nest of sticks, mostly thorntly, very rough.' He also met with them at Kinani, and on the Samia Hills in Kavirondo, in parties of three to five individuals. 'The egg, according to Mr. Nehrhorn, is uniform sky-blue, and measures 1.14 by 0.84.'

"Heuglin met with the species in Sennar and Kordofan, and records it as plentiful in the mountains of Northern Abyssinia up to 6,000 feet, living in small parties, mostly frequenting the higher trees and occasionally the pasture lands, and he not infrequently saw them perched on carcasses, probably searching for maggots, for, like the Starlings generally, their food consists of all kinds of fruit and insects. They breed in July and August, and construct a large nest in some tall trees. 'The eggs are compared by Heuglin to those of our Blackbird.'"

"Mr. Witherby writes (The Ibis, 1901, p. 249):—'These birds were plentiful as far as we went south of Duem, but we did not observe them more than ten miles north of that place. Their song is sweet, but they have a perpetual and irritating call-note which is decidedly harsh. We found them in small companies, generally frequenting the tops of the trees; they were very tame.'"

Russ says: "This Glossy Starling with us is excessively rare in the market and its price stands at from 45 to 60 marks. It was present in the Berlin Zoological Gardens and the Berlin Aquarium."

**MEVES' LONG-TAILED GLOSSY STARLING.**
*(Lamprotornis mevesi).*

Much smaller than *L. caudatus*, the lower back and rump more glossed with reddish-violet; head and throat steel-blue with a purple gloss; scapulars and wing-coverts without subterminal black spots; bill and feet black; irides brown. Female with the first half of crown and the throat more green than blue; back of crown with a slight violet shade; lower back and breast more lilac with scarcely a tinge of copper. (Shelley.) Hab., Southern Tropical Africa, from Mossamedes to Damaraland on the west, and Limpopo to Nyassaland on the east; represented in Benguela by a subspecies, *L. purpureus* Bocage (benguelensis, Shelley). Shelley says he was obliged to rename *L. purpureus* because he can find no character by which to distinguish *Lamprotornis* and *Lamprocolius*; there is at least the long tail of the former, which, if not a very important character, conveniently serves to distinguish them.

I quote the following short account of the habits from Shelley's "Birds of Africa," Vol. V., p. 61:—"From the Zambesi Mr. Boyd Alexander writes: 'Found in small parties on the low ground overgrown with brushwood, skirting the hills. By the middle of October these parties had split up into pairs and were then about the only birds to be seen during the heat of the day in the mealie-fields, preying upon insects. The alarm note is a harsh screech. I take the following observation from my note-book:—'While I write, three Long-tailed Starlings are sporting themselves on the bare, dried-up ground close to my tent, busy picking up small grasshoppers. Their behaviour and gait remind me of our Blackbird—first a violent rush forward, then a sudden dip of the head to pick up some morsel, and then on again, the whole time their tail being jerked up and down.'"

According to Russ the typical form has once been exhibited in the Amsterdam Zoological Gardens, and the subspecies has formed part of the collections of Messrs. Wiener and Linden.

**WEDGE-TAILED GLOSSY STARLING.**
*(Heterophasia acuticaudus).*

Glossy green; the rump and upper tail-coverts with slight blue reflections; inner lesser and median coverts coppery-red becoming bluish at the edges; median and greater coverts with subterminal black spots; flights blackish glossed with green or blue externally; tail greenish-blue; lores black; ear-coverts deep steel-blue; sides, flanks, and thighs, steel-blue; under wing-coverts and axillaries blackish with steel-blue edges; edge of wing greener; flights below blackish, browner along inner edges; bills and feet black; irides orange-yellow. Female smaller. Hab., Angola to Ovamboland.

Beyond the fact that it feeds principally upon fruit and is known at Luilla as "Eiabairo," at Galanga as "Jabairo," and on the Lehe River as "Mucombe," nothing appears to be recorded respecting it in a state of freedom.

Russ says: "Many years ago this species was represented in the Berlin Aquarium."

**BEAUTIFUL SPREO.**
*(Spreo pulcher).*

Above glossy green, bluer on the tail; flights blackish, metallic green externally; inner webs of primaries mostly creamy white; head all round bronzy-brown; lores black; throat and fore-breast glossy green; remainder of under surface cinnamon; edge of wing below green; flights below dusky brown at tips, otherwise creamy white; bill and feet blackish; irides pale yellow. Female rather smaller. Hab., N.E. Africa, extending to the Niger district and Senegambia. (Sharpe.)

According to Heuglin, this is the most abundant of the Glossy Starlings. "It inhabits the open country below 600 ft., where it is to be seen in small flocks. It breeds in September and October, when scarcely a bush, on some of the plateaux, is without a nest of this Starling. The nest is large, constructed externally of twigs, lined with straw and soft materials, and contains three or four eggs, which are clear greenish blue, with violet or brownish red spot, largest and most numerous towards the thick end, and measure about 1.05 by 0.72."

"Mr. Witherby (The Ibis, 1901, p. 249) met with the species some fifty miles south of Khartoum and remarks that it is shy and artful, keeping one of the party on watch from a topmost bough. 'Just as you arrive within gunshot the sentinel gives a warning whistle, so shrill that it sounds almost like a squeak, at which all the flock take a short, straight flight to another tree. When feeding on the ground this species is more easily approached, and its gait and action are similar to those of our Starlings.'" (Shelley, "Birds of Africa," Vol. V., pp. 94, 95.)

Russ observes that it is extremely rare in the German market. The collections of the Paris and London Zoological Gardens have possessed it.
GREEN Glossy Starlings.
TYPICAL STARLINGS.

UNSPOTTED STARLING (STURNUS UNICOLOR).

Uniform glossy black with purple reflections; wings and tail blackish-brown; inner primaries and secondaries paler towards the tips, and fringed with black; bill yellow; feet pale brown; irides dark brown. Female rather duller, and with a shorter wing. Hub., the countries of the Mediterranean.

J. L. S. Whitaker observes: "Birds of Tunisia," Vol. II., pp. 4, 5: "S. unicolor is to be met with, as a rule, in small colonies in the neighbourhood of cliffs and rocky, broken country, which afford suitable shelter and convenient nesting places for the birds. Near Kasrin the character of the country is eminently adapted to this Starling's requirements, and many of the birds consequently breed there. The nests are placed in the holes and crevices of the cliffs, and are loosely constructed of dry grasses or straw, with a lining of feathers. The eggs, of which the usual complement is four to six, are indistinguishable from those of the common Starling, being generally considerably elongated in shape and of a uniform glossy pale blue-green colour. Measurements, 29 by 21 mm."

Like S. vulgaris, the present species is very noisy and a great chatterer, particularly during the breeding season, and, like its relative, whistles not unpleasantly.

The diet of this, like that of other Starlings, consists mainly of worms, grubs, and insects of different kinds, but there is no doubt these birds occasionally feed on grain, berries, and other vegetable matter, and they may, indeed, be considered omnivorous, as they also devour eggs, and at times even young birds.

Russ says that this bird arrives in the market extremely rarely and hardly ever gets into the hands of aviculturists: it reached the Amsterdam Zoological Gardens in 1866, has on several occasions been exhibited in our London Gardens, and one example reached the Berlin Gardens, about 1897 apparently.

STARRY STARLING (POLIOPHAR CINERACEUS).

Above greyish-drab, the edges of the feathers brown; rump white; upper tail-coverts greyish, the base of the feathers dark brown; median and greater coverts dark brown, bronzy olivaceous towards the tips; remaining wing-feathers blackish; primaries with narrow whitish-brown fringes; outer secondaries with white edges, inner ones bronzy olivaceous like the greater coverts; central tail-feathers bronze-brown; the remainder black, slightly greenish on outer webs and edged with whitish; crown greenish black; forehead whitish, continued in a line over eyes; sides of head white or whitish streaked with blackish; chin white; hinder part of cheeks, throat, sides of neck and breast dark slate-grey, paler on sides of breast; centre of breast and abdomen and under tail-coverts white; sides, flanks, and thighs drab; under wing-coverts and axillaries white; flights below dusky, whitish streaked; primaries grey with some dusky; flight below dusky, white, bill bright red, white tipped; feet orange; irides black. Female browner, more ashy on rump; the gloss on wings and tail less marked; primary-coverts blackish-brown near base, white with central black streak at tips; head less white, sides of crown, hind neck and cheeks ashy; under surface of body light brown where grey in the male; possibly immature (Sharpe). Hub., Central and South China.

I can discover nothing about the wild life, but it is probably very similar to that of the preceding species. Russ has omitted it, so that he evidently did not think it necessary to the completion of his work; yet it has been purchased and exhibited in the London Zoological Gardens in 1883, 1890, and 1891 (five specimens), and therefore can hardly be one of the rarest birds to appear in the market.

ANDAMAN STARLING (POLIOPHAR ANDAMANENSIS).

Above ashy-grey, whiter on the rump; scapulars edged with white; wings black; the lesser-coverts edged with slate-grey; flights glossy greenish externally; tail black, glossed with green, all the feathers excepting the central ones with a white marking, increasing in size outwardly, at end of inner web, the outermost being half white; head and neck all round and under surface white; vent and under tail-coverts tinted with fawn; flights below dusky with ashy inner

According to Mr. Walter Goodfellow (cf. The Ibis, 1907, p. 160), "the Grey Starling winters on the plains" in Formosa.

David and Oustalet say: "—The Grey Starling is certainly that species of Starling which one finds most abundant in China. In autumn and winter it ranges in countless flocks over the entire kingdom, and the sweet husks of the Sophora japonica afford it abundant food. Great numbers of these Starlings remain in the plains of Pekin, and build their nests in holes in trees; but in summer they all disappear, to spend the remainder of the warm season on the high plateaux of Mongolia, where they live upon insects, and especially grasshoppers. The chattering of this Starling is very pleasing, and may be heard in good weather even in the middle of winter." (cf. Russ, "Die Fremdländischen Stubenvögel, Vol. II., p. 434).

According to Mrs. Durie's, the nest, in Siberia, is formed of dry stalks, and lined with grous-feathers, in a hole in a tree naturally; five to seven eggs form a clutch.

Russ says this may be accounted one of the rarest to appear in the bird market, and he only includes it for the sake of making his work complete; yet it seems to me that the commonest Starling in China is a bird extremely likely to be freely imported at some time or other.

SILKY STARLING (POLIOPHAR SERICEUS).

Pale ash-grey, a little darker on back of neck, a little paler on rump and upper tail-coverts, which have whitish margins; scapulars externally white, with a subterminal black shade; lesser wing-coverts blackish edged with slate-grey; median coverts purplish black; greater coverts black, glossy green externally; primary-coverts white, the tips black near the centre; primaries white at base, otherwise black, externally glossed purple; secondaries like the greater coverts, but bluish or purple towards the tips; central tail-feathers glossy green; the others black with green or purple suffusion externally; head all round white; breast, sides and flanks ash-grey tinged with brown; thighs white in front; under tail-coverts, under wing-coverts, and axillaries white; flights below dusky, greyish on inner edge, white at hind edge; bill bright red, white tipped; feet orange; irides black. Female browner, more ashy on rump; the gloss on wings and tail less marked; primary-coverts blackish-brown near base, white with central black streak at tips; head less white, sides of crown, hind neck and cheeks ashy; under surface of body light brown where grey in the male; possibly immature (Sharpe). Hub., Central and South China.

I can discover nothing about the wild life, but it is probably very similar to that of the preceding species. Russ has omitted it, so that he evidently did not think it necessary to the completion of his work; yet it has been purchased and exhibited in the London Zoological Gardens in 1883, 1890, and 1891 (five specimens), and therefore can hardly be one of the rarest birds to appear in the market.

ANDAMAN STARLING (POLIOPHAR ANDAMANENSIS).

Above ashy-grey, whiter on the rump; scapulars edged with white; wings black; the lesser-coverts edged with slate-grey; flights glossy greenish externally; tail black, glossed with green, all the feathers excepting the central ones with a white marking, increasing in size outwardly, at end of inner web, the outermost being half white; head and neck all round and under surface white; vent and under tail-coverts tinted with fawn; flights below dusky with ashy inner...
web; bill and feet bright waxy yellow; base of lower mandible and tomium bluish-slate; irides pearl blue, with bluish naked orbital ring. Female smaller and with shorter wing. Hab., Andaman and Nicobar Islands.

I have not discovered any field-notes on this species, but it is now a well-known show bird. Russ says that the dealer G. Reitz, of Berlin, sent him three specimens in 1891, and during the same year several specimens reached the Berlin Zoological Gardens. He overlooks the fact that the London Gardens purchased a specimen in January, 1885.

Malabar Mynah (Polioparus malabaricus).

The cock in breeding plumage is a soberly coloured bird, its prevailing colour above being ash-grey, suffused with rosy brown, with which colour the feathers are edged; the lower part of the back, rump, and upper tail-coverts slightly more ashy than the remainder of the back; the wing-coverts blackish, ashy externally; the bastard wing, primary-coverts, and quills black, broadly tipped with ashy and edged externally with purplish black; the secondaries are also tipped with ash colour, the inner ones being entirely of that colour; central tail feathers ashy-blackish, edged with ashy and tipped with chestnut, the coloured tip widening towards the outermost feathers; head and neck rufous-brown, the feathers with ashy centres; lores and sides of face rufous-brown; ear-coverts dingy ash-coloured; cheeks, chin, and throat pale ash-coloured, with reddish edges to the feathers; front of neck reddish-brown, streaked with ash colour, the remainder of the under surface deep cinnamon; thighs ashy; under tail-coverts cinnamon, the longer ones white; under wing-coverts and axillaries ashy, with a faint reddish tinge, those towards the base of the primaries whitish; quills below dusky brown, with pale inner edge; bill blue at the base, green in the centre, and yellow at the tip; legs brownish olive; iris of eye greyish white. The hen is paler than the cock, its legs are dusky yellow, and its iris is white; otherwise it is very similar. Hab., India, Burma, and Cochin-China.

In its native country, according to A. O. Hume, this Starling, which is also known by the name of the "Grey-headed Mynah," appears to prefer country which has been partly cleared, especially low but breezy ridges, at elevations of from 2,500 to 4,000 ft., where only a few trees have been left standing here and there. It feeds about equally on trees and on the ground; it is very fond of the fruit of the peepul tree. It may be seen in flocks of from forty to fifty individuals. Like other Starlings, this bird nests in natural holes in dead or living trees; but if the hole is not large enough for its purpose it widens it. It chooses, in preference to others, a hole difficult of access, at a height of from 20 ft. to 50 ft. from the ground, and in the bottom of the hole constructs a rough, loose pad of fine twigs, mingled with long strips of bark, straw, grass-stems or roots, or leaves only. The central depression is only about ½ in. deep, and in this three to four pale blue or delicate sea-green eggs are deposited. The time of nidification is from May to June. Herr Wiener successfully reared this species in confinement, a cigar nest-box being selected. He says: "I followed the plan of never giving much food at a time and making the birds work for it. Their food-dish (containing egg, breadcrumbs, German paste, and ants' eggs) I partly covered with a thin layer of garden mould, and thus taught them to dig out the richer bits. One hour I gave them a few mealworms; another some spiders, or little morsels of raw beef, or a handful of live ants, mould, and larvae—and so on, until the young birds were able to take care of themselves." This is by far the most lively Starling that I have kept, and, though incessantly on the move, was always in perfect plumage; but eventually I exchanged it for something which I was more interested in at the time. Mr. Farrar bred the species later, and had the bad taste to call in question Mr. Wiener's statement respecting the food supplied to his birds, and as good as said that he did not believe it; he concluded this exceedingly courteous article by sneering at a remark of mine respecting a bird exhibited at the Palace, and asking whether I had ever kept one. It is quite possible that my male may have been one of those which subsequently came into Mr. Farrar's possession. At the time...
when I bought it, there were others in the market, and consequently it only cost me ten shillings. Oddly enough, Dr. Russ speaks of it as "a most delightful bird, unfortunately rare in the trade, only scattered here and there in zoological gardens and the largest private collections," yet he gives the price in Germany as twenty to thirty shillings a pair; not a very high price for so "rare" a bird, one would think.

**Blyth's Starling (Polioptila blythii).**

Above pearl grey; greater coverts paler, whitish externally; larger wing-feathers black, greenish externally; primaries at tips and secondaries externally pale grey, the innermost secondaries being almost wholly grey; central tail-feathers pale grey; the next pair blackish tipped with chestnut, and grey externally, the others with the tips increasingly chestnut; head all round, shafts of feathers back of neck, throat, and breast white; the top of head slightly tinted with pink; remaining under-parts reddish-cinnamon; thighs, under-wing-coverts, and axillaries more or less ashy; flights below dusky; bill blue at base, green in centre, and yellow at tip; feet yellow; irides greyish-white. Females smaller; paler; lower tail-coverts more or less ferruginous, especially on rump and upper tail-coverts; head greyer; culmen of bill brownish; feet olive-yellow; irides grey. Hab., Southern India.

Jerdon observes ("Birds of India," Vol. II., p. 332): "This pretty "Myña is only found in the Malabar forests, both near the level of the sea and up to a level of 2,000 feet or so in the Wynnad and the slopes of the Ghats. It is found from the extreme south of the Malabar coast to about north lat. 15 deg. or 16 deg. It is entirely arboreal, living in small flocks, and keeping to the tops of high trees, feeding on various insects and larvae, small shells (Bulini), and occasionally on fruit. Its usual cry is neither so loud nor so harsh as that of the Mynas in general, and it has a very pleasing song. Its nails are well curved, and it climbs about the trunk and branches of trees with great facility. It is said to nidificate in holes of trees."

Mr. Iver Macpherson (Hume's "Nests and Eggs of Indian Birds," second edition, Vol. I., p. 371) says: "The only nest I have ever found was taken on April 24th, 1880, and was in a hole of a dry standing tree in a clearing made for a teak plantation, and contained three fresh eggs."

"A few days subsequently I saw a brood of young ones flying about a dry tree in the forest, so probably the breeding season here extends through April and May."

Mr. Hume says: "The eggs are very similar to those of Sturnia malabarica and S. nemoricola, but perhaps slightly larger. They are moderately elongated ovals, generally decided pointed towards the small end. The shell is very fine and smooth, and has a fair amount of gloss. In colour they are a very delicate pale greenish-blue. They measure 0.99 and 1 in length by 0.71 in breadth."

Dr. Russ omits this species from his work, but it has been exhibited at the London Zoological Gardens.

**Pied Mynah (Sturnopaster contra).**

Above, blackish-brown; scapulars white externally; rump white; upper tail-coverts blackish-brown; lesser wing-coverts white; median and greater coverts with greenish margins; tips of primaries edged with white; secondaries more brownish; tail black, fringed at tip with white; crown, nape, and back of neck greenish-black; feathers of forehead and eyebrow tipped with white; lores, eyelid, sides of face, and ear-coverts white; cheeks black; throat, sides of neck, and chin greenish-black; sides of upper neck streaked with white or drab; some of the feathers of mantle drab externally; under surface pale vinaceous grey, more buffish on abdomen; thighs blackish externally, internally white; under tail-coverts, under wing-coverts, and axillaries white; flights below blackish, fringed with white internally; bill red at base, yellow at tip; feet yellowish; irides brown; naked orbital skin orange-yellow. Female smaller than male.

Jerdon says ("Birds of India," Vol. II., p. 324): "The Pied Starling is more abundant in the Northern Circars than anywhere else where I have seen it. It here associates in vast flocks of many hundreds, feeding among cattle. In general it is only found in small parties. It feeds, like the others, on grain, fruit, and insects. It is a familiar bird, feeding close to houses, and breeding on trees near houses—sometimes, as at Sangor, in the midst of the town; though, as Mr. Blyth says, "I does not venture into the streets in Calcutta." It makes a large nest of sticks, grasses, and feathers, usually about eight or ten feet from the ground, and lays three or four eggs of a clear greenish-blue. It breeds from April to June or July, according to the locality. It is very often taken young, and caged; has a pleasant song, and is a great imitator of other birds."

This handsome Starling reached the London Zoological Gardens in 1871; in 1875 the dealer Karl Gudera received several specimens. According to Schlechtendal, his example did not live exactly at peace with its associates, "but is not spiteful if they leave it alone, but if another bird repeatedly comes unpleasantly close, he stretches his long bill far up to keep it away, and exhibits an extremely extraordinary aspect. When he is anxious or distressed one hears him utter clear whistled notes. Finally, the Pied Starling is a musical bird, and its song is altogether the best Starling song that I know of."

**Jalla Mynah (Sturnopaster jutta).**

Diffsers from the preceding in the absence of white streaks from the forehead, the yellow orbital naked patch extended backwards above the middle of the ear-coverts; irides pale yellow. Female smaller and browner. Hab., Sumatra, Java, Boli, Madura, (Sharpe.)

According to Dr. H. A. Bernstein, this is "one of the most widely-distributed and commonest birds in Java, and can be found everywhere, excepting in the higher mountains and extensive primeval forests; where men have settled, the land has been built upon, and there are larger or smaller pastures grown with short grass in the neighbourhood; we see it most abundant in freshly-enclosed fields and garden plots, where it is so little shy that it often comes quite close to the workers. While, however, it shows its close agreement with allied species of Starlings in regard to the choice of its residence, and also in its manner of life, it differs in that it much more rarely, and never so constantly, remains in the immediate vicinity of grazing herds of cattle. On the contrary, it or partly visits mown fields, gardens, meadows, and pastures in order to seek its food, consisting of worms, insects, and their larva, either upon the freshly-turned earth or between the short grass. As these are for the most part injurious to agriculture, or are creatures hurtful to beasts or men, one must regard it as belonging to the group of the most useful birds. Also it searches in the excrement of men and beasts for maggots, etc. If not
busily seeking for food, it sits contentedly upon lofty trees, and thus one sometimes sees it in the morning, in numbers, on the palms. During the midday heat, however, it frequently conceals itself in the dense foliage of the tree-top. In the construction of its nest it deviates greatly from the allied birds. It is a true breeder in holes, but, according to my observations, likes best to place its nest in the interstices of the frond-stalks of the palms. I myself have mostly found it upon pinnary palms (Areca catechu, L.). As a rule, it is of considerable bulk, and, owing to its position between two gradually diverging palm-frond stalks, it has an elongated appearance, becoming narrower behind. One might liken it to a cone lying obliquely, at the base of which only the flat entrance sufficing for the bird is situated. As building-material these birds utilise exclusively grass and rice-stalks, which, especially at the outer sides of the nest, are bound together roughly and untidily, and the entire structure is by no means compact, having a dishevelled aspect, so that at first sight one might take it rather for a bundle of straw or hay than for a bird's nest. The number of eggs consists usually of four, rarely five, at times only three. They are pale greenish blue, yet always smaller than those of the allied species (length 27 mm., diameter 20-21 mm.). Eggs and young have dangerous enemies in Coturnix, owing to their dishevelled aspect.

Dr. Russ says that it is so seldom imported alive in Germany that it must be regarded as one of the rarest birds in the trade. It is even wanting in the list of birds in the London Zoological Gardens. Yet a bird so abundant in Java may be imported in numbers at any time, and having already been brought home, it cannot be ignored.

**Wattled Starling (Dolichus carunculatus).**

Pale drab; rump and upper tail-coverts white; wing-coverts lighter, primary-coverts, flights and tail black; head, face, and throat naked, bright yellow; two greenish-blue ear-coverts; lores and entire crest structure is by no means compact, having a dishevelled aspect, so that at first sight one might take it rather for a bundle of straw or hay than for a bird's nest. The number of eggs consists usually of four, rarely five, at times only three. They are pale greenish blue, yet always smaller than those of the allied species (length 27 mm., diameter 20-21 mm.). Eggs and young have dangerous enemies in Coturnix, owing to their dishevelled aspect.

Stark observes ("Birds of South Africa," Vol. I., pp. 24-25) : "The well-known 'Locust Bird' is of gipsy-like habits, migrating here and there without much regard to season, and frequently appearing suddenly in a district for several days or weeks in flocks numbering tens of thousands, to disappear as suddenly, often for many years. These starlings are, in fact, largely dependent for food upon the migrating swarms of locusts that they are compelled to remain in touch with these insects for the greater portion of the year. A few stray individuals occasionally remain for a time after the larger flocks have taken their departure, and find an asylum in the ranks of the resident Red-winged or Brown and White Starlings, with both of which species they are so amicable terms. In September, 1865, Layard found these Locust Birds breeding in vast numbers on the Berg river, about eighty miles from Cape Town, their nests filling many bushes, but they do not appear to have visited this district since that date. In the same year they bred near Bedford.

"When pursuing a flight of mature locusts these

Starlings perform various extraordinary and beautiful aerial evolutions with the object of intercepting and surrounding a portion of the swarm, and in doing this their movements closely resemble those of another locust-destroying Starling, the beautiful Rose-coloured Pastor of Eastern Europe and Asia. Individually the two species are very different, collectively and under similar conditions their actions are quite similar. Starting in a dense 'ball-like' mass, they suddenly open out into a fan-shaped formation, then assume a semi-circular arrangement, and finally end by forming a hollow cylinder in which a portion of the locusts are enclosed; as the imprisoned insects are destroyed, the Starlings gradually fill up the hollow of the cylinder until they again assume their 'ball' formation and proceed to follow the remaining locusts. The ground below the flock is covered with the droppings of the birds and the snipped-off legs and wings of locusts. At other times the Starlings station themselves on the tops of bushes and trees, from which they dart on the flying insects like Flycatchers. When feeding on the ground, on the young locusts, they advance in long lines, three or four deep, the rearmost birds constantly jumping over those in front of them, like English Starlings. When locusts are not to be had the Wattled Starlings will eat almost any variety of insect food, but seem to prefer grasshoppers and small beetles; occasionally they feed upon berries and seeds.

"In Cape Colony the Locust Birds usually breed in very large colonies, in localities in which the locusts have deposited their eggs. For hundreds of yards every thorny bush is packed full of cup-shaped nests, even the spaces between the nests being often filled up with sticks or boxes, or rubbish, through which narrow passages are left for the ingress and egress of the young Starlings that can find no room in the bushes build on the ground, or under stones, or in holes, and these unhappily, together with their eggs or young, ultimately become the victims of the smaller carnivorous mammals or of snakes. It frequently happens also that either the young locusts are hatched in insufficient numbers or that they migrate before the young Starlings are hatched. In either case the hatched young perish of hunger, the majority of the old birds and the more advanced young following the locusts. Four or five eggs are laid, usually in August or September; these are of a very pale blue colour, sometimes with a few specks of black at the larger end, but usually unspotted. They are rather pyriform in shape, and average 1.20 by 0.90."

Russ speaks of this as one of the rarest of imported birds, and regrets that he has no knowledge of its behaviour in cage and aviary. Up to 1885 the London Zoological Gardens had exhibited half a dozen examples; it had also been exhibited in the Berlin Gardens, and was a species with which the late Dr. Russ was familiar; he therefore not be inclined to support Dr. Russ's view of its extreme rarity.

Dr. Russ includes the Rose-coloured Pastor among the foreign Starlings, but it would certainly have to be included in any work on British birds, as it has occurred in almost every county; it has even nested in Italy. Therefore if I were to include Pastor roseus I should have, to be consistent, to include the greater part of the European avifauna.

**Mandarin Mynah (Sturnus sinensis).**

Above ash-grey, somewhat more buffish on lower back; rump and upper tail-coverts creamy-buff; scapular buffish-white; lesser and median wing-coverts white; greater coverts creamy-buff; remaining wing-
teathers black, externally gossomed with green or purple; inner secondaries wholly green; tail black gossomed with green, the tips increasingly buff from centre to outermost feather; crown creamy-buff, greyish on nape and back of neck; sides of head, chin, and throat buff, deeper in front, paler behind; sides and front of neck and breast pearl-grey, a few paler feathers on back of throat; abdomen greyish-white; sides and flanks tawny, paler behind; thighs and under tail-coverts creamy-buff; wing-coverts and axillaries pale salmon, white at base; flights below blackish, ashly on inner edge; bill blue tipped with yellow; feet fleshy-grey; irides white (Oates), black (David), pearl-grey (Russ), who also says the bill is grey-green and the feet horn-yellow. Female not differentiated. Hab. "China, Formosa, and Hainan, wintering in South China and extending to Siam, Cochln China, Pegu, and even to Malacca." (Sharpe.)

According to David and Oustalt this species arrives in the South of China in the summer in multitudinous flocks, and always seeks the vicinity of human dwellings. It builds its nest in holes in the roofs.

Mr. D. de Lecocq's "The Ibis, 1896, p. 429" says: "Came to Foochow and Swatow in the spring, and nests under the roofs of houses. I once noticed a flock in the mangroves near Swatow at the beginning of February."

Mr. J. C. Kershaw "The Ibis, 1904, p. 238," in an article on the birds of the Quanzon Coast, says: "A very common spring visitor, staying to breed, and leaving about the end of September."

Messrs. La Touche and Rickett, on "The Nesting of Birds in Fohkien" (The Ibis, 1906, p. 39), say: "Also a summer visitor, and breeding in the native city. We have never, however, obtained its eggs. Some collected by La Touche at Swatow (where, as well as in Hong-kong, it nests in foreign-built houses) were very pale blue in colour."

Russ says this is one of the rarest birds in the market, and has hitherto only been in the Berlin Aquarium and the Amsterdam Zoological Gardens; as a very abundant Chinese bird it is very likely to come into the market at any time.

**Pagoda Starling** *(Temencus pagodarum).*

Above pearl-grey; wings, except coverts, blackish, edged with white near the shoulder; secondaries more or less grey; tail dusky grey-black, tipped with whitish; crown and crest greenish-black; ear-coverts and sides of head buff with paler streaks; under surface cinnamon-buff; bill slate-blue at base, greenish in centre, yellow at tip; feet bright yellow; irides greenish-white. Female similar, but smaller, and with shorter crest. Hab. Afghanistan, India generally, and Ceylon.

Jerdon says "Birds of India," Vol. II., p. 330:—

"At Madras it feeds chiefly on the ground, among cattle, in company with *Acridotheres tristis*, picking up grasshoppers and other insects. It also feeds on trees on various fruits, berries, and flower-buds, and occasionally on insects. Adams says that in Cashmere it feeds on the seeds and buds of pines. When the silk cotton tree comes into bloom, it is always to be found feeding on the insects that harbour in the flowers. I observed this at Jaina, and Blyth remarked the same at Calcutta. At Madras, it breeds about large buildings, pagodas, houses, etc., and lays three or four greenish blue eggs. Mr. Philpotts records it as building its nests in holes of trees. It has a variety of calls, and a rather pleasant song. It is frequently caged and domesticated, is docile and hardy, and will imitate any other bird placed near it. Like the others of its tribe, it is lively in its manners and actions, and has a steady, swift flight."

Russ says:—"The Pagoda-Starling reached the Zoological Gardens of Amsterdam in the year 1853. Then Messrs. A. F. Wiener, E. von Schlechtendiand and Prince Ferroni obtained it in their collections, and here and there it has continually been advertised by the wholesale dealers." It is, of course, a well-known show bird; a specimen was purchased by our Zoological Society in 1853, and in September, 1901, Mr. Farrar recorded his success in breeding the species in an outdoor aviary; the nest was formed of small sticks in a box; the cock and hen incubated alternately about thirteen days; three young were reared. The eggs are described as "small and blue like a Starling's."

**Black-necked Mynah** *(Graculina nigricollis).*

Above brown, the feathers broadly but indistinctly greyish on the borders; rump white; lesser wing-coverts dark brown, with white edges; median and greater coverts tipped with white; primary-coverts white; flights and tail-feathers dark brown with white tips, those of the latter broad; excepting on the two central feathers; head all round white; hind neck black, followed by a narrower grey-whitish band; sides and back of throat black, the feathers of the latter with grey-whitish tips; rest of body below white; thighs blackish externally, under wing-coverts and axillaries black tipped with white; edge of wing white; bill red-brown; feet yellowish; bare orbital patch bright yellow (David); bill black; feet pale silver grey; iris dark greenish brown; naked orbital patch pale greenish yellow (Russ). The female is noticeably smaller, but similarly coloured.

Hume "Nest and Eggs of Indian Birds," Second Edition, Vol. I., p. 377 says:—"All that we know of the nidification of this species is contained in the following brief note by Dr. John Anderson:—"It has much the same habits as *Sturnus pectoralis* contra var. *superciliaris*. I found it breeding in the month of May in one of the few clumps of trees at Muangila."

"Muangila lies to the east of Bhamo."

Mr. J. D. de Lecocq (The Ibis, 1892, p. 429) says it is "abundant and resident at Foochow and Swatow."

Captain S. S. Flower, describing the birds of a Bangkok Garden (The Ibis, 1888, p. 423) says: "The Black-necked Mynah can be seen here all the year round in greater numbers than any other bird, except the Crows and Sparrows. They spend most of their time walking in small parties on the grass lawns in search of food, and are very tame. Their handsome plumage generally attracts the attention of visitors, and we have few better songsters. They sing both when on the ground and when perched on the branch of a tree, and make a great parade when singing, puffing out the chest and opening the mouth very wide. The young birds, made their appearance on the lawns with their parents in the first week in July; their brownish heads and necks give them a very different appearance from the old birds. Both this and the next species make amusing and cheerful pets, and thrive in a cage."

Speaking of the birds of the Southern Shan States (The Ibis, 1901, p. 540), Col. G. Rippon says that this species is a giant among the Mynahs, and is very conspicuous both when flying and on the ground. He thus describes the soft parts: "Iris very pale yellow; bill black, lighter at culmen; legs and feet very pale horn-coloured." It is strange how each observer describes the soft parts differently.

Mr. J. C. Kershaw, describing the birds of the Quang
The egg-coverts; the closest black, the breast black, less glossy than on the upper parts, and seeming almost ash in certain lights; bastard-wing black, some of the feathers white externally; primary coverts white; primaries black, white at the base, and brownish internally, the inner secondaries blackish, but the outer ones deep glossy brown; tail dull black, the central feathers slightly greenish, the remainder tipped with white, which increases in width from within outwards; centre of abdo-
menish white, the tail-feathers white; bill and feet ochre-yellow, the claws browner, irides chestnut brown. The female is very like the male, but the bill appears to be slightly longer and the wings are shorter. Hab., Afghanistan, India generally, Burma, and Tenasserim; introduced into Mauritius.

The common Mynah is not specially striking in colour; it is about the size of a Blackbird; Jerdon gives the total length as “about 10 in.” and Sharpe as 9 1/2 in.

According to Jerdon this is “one of the commonest birds in the country, affecting towns, villages, and the neighbourhood of man rather than the jungles. Its roosts generally in large numbers, in some particular tree in a village or cantonment, and morning and evening keeps up a noisy chattering concert. Soon after sunrise the birds disperse, and in parties of two, four, six, or more, wing their way in different directions to their various feeding-grounds. Some remain about vil-
lages and cantonments, looking out, like the crows, for any fragments of cooked rice that may be thrown out by the side of a house, or even coming into a verandah for that purpose; others attend flocks of cattle, which they follow while grazing, picking up the grasshoppers disturbed by their feet, while some hunt for grain or fruit.

“It has a great variety of note, some of them pleasing and musical, others harsh; some have a resonant metallic sound.”

This bird breeds, like our English Starling, in nooks and under eaves of houses, or in holes in trees; it lays four or five pale bluish-green eggs.

The Common Mynah is freely imported, and therefore by no means expensive; Russ, however, puts the price in Germany at from 15 to 20 marks, and when to a certain degree tamed, at as high a figure as 45 marks. If I remember rightly, an example cost me 8s.; it was certainly not much more.

I purchased an example of this species about 1893 or 1894, and kept it in an aviary with Blue-birds and one or two other species with which I found it agree very well. It did not, however, prove a very interesting or specially intelligent pet; possibly it may have been out of sorts, for it certainly did not live many months.

In captivity the Common Mynah is said to become very tame, and to learn both words and sentences, but my somewhat short experience of the species did not enable me to confirm these statements, which are doubtless true.

In the trade this is often called the “Brown Mynah”; but the latter (A. fuces) has no naked patch about the eye, though in other respects, as in its habits, it is very similar. It is said to vary also in the colouring of the tail, which is larger, and more velvety. The following breeding, according to whether it is caught in Southern or Northern India.

INDIAN MYNAH (Acridootheres tristis).

Above dark grey, rather paler on rump and upper tail-coverts, darker on lesser wing-coverts; median coverts greenish-black edged with grey; greater coverts and flights black, green externally, somewhat bronzy on secondaries; bastard wing black, reddish-buff exter-

**STARRY-LIKE MYNAHS.**

The prevailing colour is vinous brown, deeper, richer, and more glossy above than below; the crown, nape, 
loris, ear-coverts, and sides of face are glossy greenish black; the feathers on the forehead erected, but hardly
nally; primary-coverts pale reddish-buff; primaries buffish at base; tail greenish-black, increasingly reddish-buff at tips, the outer web of the outside feather being almost wholly of that colour; crown and nape greenish-black; sides of head mostly black; under surface pale grey, pale pinky-buffish down the centre; sides, flanks, and thighs slate-grey; under wing-coverts and axillaries reddish-buff; flights below black, white near the base; bill reddish-orange with pale tip; feet dull orange or yellow, paler on toes; irides red; naked orbital skin, dull red or reddish; inside of mouth fleshly. Female said to be larger; wing shorter. Hab., Afghanistan and Northern and Central India.

According to Blyth (“Jerdon’s Birds of India,” Vol. II. p. 327), “at ends as soon as the banks of the river become of sufficient height for it to burrow in with tolerable security. It has the usual habits of the group, feeding much with cattle, and partaking alike of insects, grain, and fruit. It breeds in holes in river banks, usually in large societies; also in holes in wells, as I saw commonly in Ghassepore and neighbouring country, and lays, according to Theon (1872), as many as seven or eight of the usual greenish-blue colour.”

Russ observes that this bird arrives extremely rarely and singly in the German market, but Schlechtendal and Prince Ferdinand possessed it; he seems not to have been aware that the London Zoological Society had it in 1860, 1862, 1865, and 1885.

**Brown Mynah (Acridotheres fuscus).**

Above dull slate-grey, cleverer on hind neck and mantle; lesser and median coverts bronze brown with greyish margins; greater coverts and inner secondaries with black margins; primary-coverts white; remaining wing-feathers black, tail-feathers white at base and bronze brown at end of inner web; outer secondaries bronzy externally; tail black, tipped with white, greenish on outer webs of feathers; crown and sides of head greenish black; throat and chest dark slate-grey, shading into ashy buffish on breast, sides and flanks; abdomen clear buffish; under-tail-coverts creamy white; thighs dark slate-grey; under-wing-coverts blackish, tipped with grey, axillaries white; flights below blackish; a white patch at base of primaries; bill blue-black at base, orange-yellow at tip; mouth bluish; feet orange-yellow; claws greenish horn; irides bright yellow. Female similar, but with shorter wings.

**Southern Brown Mynah (Acridotheres mahrattensis).**

Larger; bill orange-yellow, dusky on sides at base; feet yellow; irides bluish grey.

The typical form inhabits the Sub-Himalayan region to the Central Provinces of India and eastwards to Assam, Burma and Tenasserim; and its southern range, Southern India, as high as the Godavery Valley on the east and the neighbourhood of Ahmedabad on the west. (Sharpe.)

Russ observes (“Birds of India,” Vol. II., pp. 328, 329):—“This bird has almost the same habits as the common Mynah, like it often attending cattle, but also frequently seen in gardens, as at Ootacamund, eating seeds and fruit of various kinds; and it is very often seen clinging to the tall stem of the large Lobelia, so common on the Neillgherry hills, feeding on the small insects (bugs chiefly) that infest the capsules of that plant. It is most abundant on the Neillgherry, where it is a permanent resident, breeding in holes in trees, making a large nest of moss and feathers, and laying three to five eggs of a pale greenish-blue colour. From what Hodgson says, it is probably also a permanent resident in Nepal, where, he says, ‘perpetually associating with A. tristis, every large flock of which has many individuals of this bird among them.’” “Captain Tytler says that at Dacca this bird builds in the old temples and houses about the Sapos’ huts.”

Russ says that this species is extremely rarely imported into Germany; it was, however, present in the Amsterdam Zoological Gardens in 1854 and the London Gardens in 1868. In 1893 it was bred in the Berlin Gardens, laying three eggs of a bluish colour in an ordinary Starling’s nest-box; both sexes incubated alternately for fifteen days, but only one youngster was hatched and reared.

In addition to Russ’ record, our Zoological Gardens purchased it again in 1873 and 1878, and a specimen was presented to them in 1889. Of the race A. mahrattensis they also purchased an example in 1872 and a second in 1873. One or two examples that I have seen from time to time have been of this grey-eyed race, which I believe is more frequently imported than the northern type.

**Crested Mynah (Acridotheres cristatellus).**

The adult bird is silvery-black, with a somewhat irregular crest of recurved feathers from the middle to the base of the bill (but no crest on the crown, as represented in some scientific works). The upper parts of the body are olive-brown, and the upper parts; one bastard wing-feather is white towards the outer web; the outer half of the primary coverts, the basal half of the primaries, and the base of the inner web of the secondaries are white; the tail-feathers are tipped with white. Bill pale yellow, the base of the lower mandible pink, feet orange, iris deep amber yellow. Young birds are brown and have no crest, the bill and feet are brown, and the iris pale greenish-yellow. Hab., Central and Southern China, and the Island of Luzon (Philippine), supposed to have been introduced.

Messrs. La Touche and Rickett (The Ibis, 1905, p. 40) observe:—“This common resident breeds in holes, in trees and walls, as well as under the eaves of houses. The nest is a regular rubbish-heap of dry grass, straw, leaves, feathers, etc. The wing and tail feathers of pigeons, kites, Crows and Magpies are largely used. In every nest examined by Rickett there was a snake’s slough or part of one, and our men were once told by a native that every Mynah’s nest was thus provided. “The eggs are pale greenish blue. These birds are very noisy and pugnacious in spring.”

According to Dr. Russ, this is “one of the most abundant and most charming Starlings in the trade; is nevertheless unsociable, as well as spiteful, violent, and easily excited. A female belonging to Schlechtendal laid eggs on several occasions. Song copious and pleasing; it also imitates the notes of other birds, learns to speak excellently; is unusually tame. It is fond of berries and other fruits, as well as grain.”

Russ also states that Wiermer bred the species successfully in 1875, but if he did he has not mentioned the fact anywhere that I am aware of. It is a favourite Chinese cage-bird, and not infrequently imported; but it is never very cheap.

For many years my friend Mr. James Housden, of Sydenham, had a most entertaining specimen of this Mynah, which trumpeted, whistled most melodiously, and talked Hindostani. I was so much attracted by the bird that I asked him, if he ever chanced to meet with a specimen at not too exorbitant a price, to secure it for me.

From what I saw of Mr. Housden’s old bird and a
second which he subsequently turned loose in the same aviary, I am not inclined to endorse Dr. Russ's statement as to the malice of the Crested Mynah. If he was reckless enough to associate so powerful a bird, and one 10¾ in. in length, with tiny Finches he had nobody to blame but himself. A big bird may kill a small one in play rather than from wanton cruelty, and I should judge this Mynah as tolerably peaceable when associated with birds of its own size.

Mr. Housden secured me a specimen about 1896, for which I paid 30s., and although it has since been offered in the London market for about half that price, I was well content. It was a most amusing bird, and very fond of me, showing its affection, however, exactly in the opposite manner from my Blue-bearded Jay; for, whereas the Jay would always attack any stranger who put a finger near his flight, the Mynah would only attack me and utterly ignore a stranger. He whistled clearly and tunefully and occasionally trumpeted, after which he invariably bowed in a ludicrous fashion, making the most extraordinary rasping sound with each bow; he rarely attempted to talk, but sometimes said "Joey" once or twice in a low, harsh voice, so that we adopted that as his name. I fed him upon the usual soft food with grapes, banana, apple, or orange, cockroaches, mealworms, smooth caterpillars, or spiders. He died on November 23, 1906, a very old bird (for he was old when I bought him), and regretted by all who had had the pleasure of making his acquaintance.

Bald-headed Starling (Sarcops calcus).

Dark glossy cinereous, blacker at base of feathers, the back sometimes mostly brown or black; a white patch on upper part of scapulars; wings and tail black; head naked, dull pinky-white or flesh-red, excepting the lores, forehead, a line down centre of crown, joining a collar which passes round the ear-coverts, which are also of the same colour, the cheeks and the under surface, all of which are black; sides and flanks silver-grey; under tail-coverts washed with dark cinereous; flights below browner than above; bill and feet black, toes and claws brown; irides rufous-brown or chestnut. Female similar, but said to have a longer wing. Hab., Philippines and Sulu Islands.

Mr. J. Whitehead (The Ibis, 1899, p. 241) says:—

"Quite one of the ornithological features of the Philippines. Like the Great Hornbill, this species has also been noticed by the Spaniards, and is known to them as the 'Collato.' It is supposed to learn to imitate the human voice, and for that reason it is often kept in a cage. The Collato is a busy, lively bird, being found in numbers in the forests when its favourite food is ripe. It is also very partial to dead trees-trunks, nesting and roosting in the numerous Woodpeckers' borings. The noise made by the wings during flight is very audible. In Samar a pair were very busy prospecting some old posts with in a few feet of our houses, but we did not see before they had commenced to build. The note is a peculiar click, metallic but not displeasing. The species reaches an elevation of 5,000 ft. in Benguet."

In 1905 Mr. Walter Goodfellow brought home three specimens of this species for Mrs. Johnstone, who published an illustrated account of them in 'The Agricultural Magazine,' New Series, Vol. IV., pp. 191, 192. She says:— "I feed them on an ordinary insectivorous mixture, soaked water biscuit squeezed very dry, with a few sultana raisins. They are exceedingly fond of the latter dainty, also oranges, which they will absolutely finish with the exception of the peel. They love mealworms, but seemed rather afraid of some cockroaches I introduced into the aviary, killing them with sharp pecks, given them as they dart down and back from an upper perch (much as I have seen my Grackles kill a mouse), but they never attempted to eat them. These birds were subsequently sent to the London Zoological Gardens.

Typical Mynahs or Grackles (Eulabidae).

This family is based upon the genus Eulabes—Mainatus. The former name takes precedence, having been published by Cuvier in 1817, otherwise it would be a question whether, if these birds are to be separated as a distinct family from the Old World Starlings, it should not be called Mainatidae.* I first illustrated the sexual differences in the bill in my little book, "How to Sex Cage-Birds," p. 79. These birds have a bare sort of wattle suspended from the back of the eye and passing into an almost horseshoe-like lappet running from the back of the eye to the nape, and back again towards the crown.

These birds are nearly related and very much alike, both in plumage and habits; they are talented mimics, and some of them (when taken young and carefully trained) become excellent talkers; but they are quite unsuitable for cage culture, requiring an aviary, in order not only to do them justice, but to render them pleasant pets. They are, however, extremely nervous, easily startled, and from their excessive greed are apt to get too fat—one of the most frequent causes of death with these birds. The Hill Mynahs are hopping birds, not progressing by walking like the more typical Mynahs.

Southern Hill Mynah (Eulabes religiosa).

Glossy purplish-black; the lower back and upper tail-coverts with green reflections; wings and tail black, the latter slightly greenish; a white patch on the primaries; head glossed with green excepting on the ear-coverts, the green extending on to the throat and front of neck; the chest purplish; remainder of under surface black with the edges of the feathers green; bill orange-yellow; wattle and lappet bright yellow, bluish at upper edge; feet lemon-yellow; irides brown with dark-mottled white outer edge. Female smaller than male, with shorter wing and much weaker bill. Hab., Ceylon and South India.

Col. Legre "Birds of Ceylon," Vol. II., pp. 683, 684 gives the following account of its habits:—"This

* The Editors of The Ibis did not see why Gracula should not be retained, but then what should we do with Graculus?"
showy bird frequents high jungle and forest, being especially fond of the vicinity of rivers, and likewise of open clearings in the woods which are studded with tall dead trees. In the Pasdun Karale, between the Magur Ganges and Kalatnuma range at its summit, a sound about native villages situated in wooded knolls, and affects the kitool-palms there more than other trees. Like the next species, it has a habit of launching itself out into the air with a shrill whistle and returning to its perch. Its note is higher than that of the Hill Mynah and more metallic-sounding. It is caught and kept as a caged bird by the natives in parts of the western and southern portions, and is said to talk well. It usually associates in pairs, except when feeding on the fruit of some favourite tree, when I have found it in small parties. It is not a shy bird, having very little fear of a gun-shot; indeed, I have shot several out of the same tree without any member of the little party taking flight. It feeds on various berries and fruits, which it swallowing whole. Jerdon testifies to the same local propensity which I have observed to obtain with it in Ceylon; he says "It seems partially distributed, as you may pass through miles of forest with out seeing a single specimen. It is generally found in small parties of five or six, frequenting the tops of the loftiest trees, and feeding on fruit and berries of various kinds. I never found that insects had formed any portion of its food. The song of this bird is very rich, varied, and pleasing. . . . It is not often seen in cages in India; but it is very highly prized both for its powers of song and speech, which are said to surpass those of all other birds in distinctness. It has probably been from erroneous information that this species was named religiosa by Linneus, as I am not aware of its being considered sacred by the Hindoos."

Elsewhere ("Birds of India") he suggests that the great Swedish naturalist probably confounded it with Acridotheres triangulatus, a bird attired in "sad-coloured" plumage, and was thus led to apply to it its inappropriate title.

"Nidificatio." The Black Myna was breeding on the Pasdun Karale on the occasion of a visit I made to that part in August; but, I did not procure its eggs. It builds in holes, and is said not to lay its eggs on the bare wood, but to line the bottom of the cavity with grasses, roots, feathers, etc. Mr. Bourdillon writes that in Southern India it makes its nest of straw and feathers in a hole a considerable height from the ground. The eggs are described as "very gracefully elongated ovals"; the shell is smooth and fine, with a rather faint gloss; ground-colour greenish-blue, more or less profusely spotted or "splashed" with purplish chocolate-brown, and very pale purple. Dimensions 1.35 to 1.37 inch in length, by 0.87 to 0.9 inch in breadth."

This species has been in the Amsterdam Zoological Gardens since 1845, and in the London Gardens since 1866, no less than twenty examples having been ex habited by our Zoological Society between 1866 and 1895. I cannot say that I ever heard one of these birds speak half as distinctly as either an Amazon or a Grey Parrot; they are very indelible, but singularly harsh and ventriloquial. The earliest example I remember of this species at our Gardens, perhaps the 1866 specimen, was a somewhat humorous bird; he used to chatter to himself about a cup of coffee and other matters until he had collected a crowd round his cage, and then utter a piercing shriek which made everybody jump; then he would say, "What a noise to-day!" Many years later a negro, as the gardener who attended me by its siroid stupidity. A friend with me was very anxious to add to the accomplishments of this bird, but to all overtures he only had two answers—"What?" and "All right!"

What the name religiosa has to do with such a crow-like bird it would be hard to say, and probably, after the tuition which some specimens receive on board ship, it is sometimes a sad misnomer.

JAYAN HILL MYNAH (Eulabes javanicus).

Considerably larger than the preceding species; the lores and sides of crown intense black; rest of head, neck, shoulders, back and under surface up to the abdomen black glossed with purple, remaining plumage black glossed with green; primaries with a broad white patch; wattles and lappets large, divergent, uniting on the nape in old birds, sulphur-yellow; bill orange-vermilion tipped with yellow; feet sulphur-yellow; irides reddish-brown (according to Russ the lappets and feet are dark yellow); sexes differing as usual. Hab., South Tenasserim to Malacca, Sumatra, Java, and Borneo.

Mr. F. Nicholson observed this species 500 feet above Estate House on Kosala (Java), feeding on Hooroo madang (The Ibis, 1881, p. 155). In Sumatra he obtained it on the River Rawas, 1,700 feet, and describes the irides as dark brown; tip of bill orange, rest of it light red; legs and feet orange (The Ibis, 1883, p. 254).

Mr. C. Hore, speaking of it in Borneo (The Ibis, 1893, p. 402), says: "They are much larger than the smaller species, a good whistler and talker, and often trained by the Malays and Chinese. Native name 'Tiong.'"

According to Russ, Dr. Hagen says that a friend of his had one of these birds for a long time in captivity, and was delighted with it because "it spoke almost better than the most talented Parrot. It laughed, coughed, and expectorated like a human being, and always with the same sounds as its master; it crowed like a cock, neighed like a horse, creaked like a door, screeched like an unrolled wagon-wheel, grunted like a pig, etc. If a person entered the house it wished him 'Good morning!' or 'Tabé Tuanku, tabé'; it whistled and called the dog if the latter barked, and so on. In short, there is scarcely a bird more entertaining than the Tiong. It places its nest in the trunk of a tree, preferably in old, decayed trunks of the sugar-palm, and its clutch consists of four greenish-blue eggs with dark splashes." It reached the Amsterdam Gardens in 1852 and the London Gardens in 1871 and 1887.

GREATER HILL-MYNAH (Eulabes intermedia).

Similar to the preceding species, but much smaller, and with the patch of feathers extending from back of eye triangular; eyelids well-feathered; wattles and lappets bright yellow, more or less orange in front, bluish near the eye; bill deep orange with yellow tip; inside of mouth fleshy; feet yellow; irides brown. Female smaller, the bill much weaker. Hab., Central India, the Himalayas from Kumaon to Assam, Bumsa to Tenasserim and Northern Malaysia, eastward to Cochín China, and probably China and Hainan.

According to Jerdon the habits of this species do not differ from those of the Southern Hill-Mynah. This bird makes a pleasant pet, its musical talent being supplemented by a capacity for learning to talk very distinctly, though in a somewhat hoarse voice.

I purchased an example of this species about 1892, and finding it filthy in the extreme when kept in a cage, I turned it into a moderate-sized aviary with Red-crested Cardinals, a Rosella Parrakeet, and one or two English Starlings. It was heavy and sluggish in its movements, and never interfered with the other birds. From the heavy, lumpy way in which it dropped from perch to perch my wife nicknamed it "Plop."

This bird used to reproduce every sound that it had
heard on board ship, with the exception of words, not one of which did it ever learn to speak, but its imitations were marvellously realistic, its favourite sounds being the action of the screw when the vessel is stationary, the soft splash of a rope dragging on the surface of the water, and lastly those objectionable sounds produced by bad sailors in rough weather. I fed this bird on my usual soft food, fruit, and insects, sometimes adding a few scraps of raw meat, but I do not recommend the last item, although it suits the species of *Acriderotheres*. It died through the bursting for the most part the tops of tall trees; it associates in small parties, and is very partial to the sides of deep ravines, lofty precipices, and overhanging woods. It is fond of launching itself out into mid-air from these dizzy heights, uttering its shrill metallic-sounding whistle and loud calls, and, circling round, it returns to its lofty perch on the top of some huge Doon-tree, and there continues the exercise of its vocal powers. Its well-known voice consists of a piercing and not unharmonious whistle repeated several times and then followed by a series of loud guttural calls, some of which resemble the syllables chooke, chi-oopee; these are, however, only uttered as call-notes while it is perched. The Mynah talks well, and is eagerly sought after as a caged bird, and much prized by the Kandyans as a pet, as it is extremely difficult to procure from the nest. It is a restless bird, particularly towards roosting-time, and in forests where it is abundant I have often seen it roaming about in small parties, dashing down the gloomy gullies, and sweeping backwards and forwards with frequent rapid descents, which cause a long rustling sound. After alighting on the tallest tree to be found, these restless parties indulge in sundry piercing whistles, and then start off again on their peregrinations until a suitable spot for their night’s quarters in the foliage of some vast tree is found.

“In its habits it is, like the rest of the Grackles, entirely arboreal, and its diet is frugivorous. Among the many fruits to be found in the forests of Ceylon there are none of which it is so fond as the wild cinnamon and the nutmeg. The latter they swallow whole, digesting the mace from the exterior of the nut, which they afterwards reject. The habit ascribed by Layard of frequenting pastures and perching on the backs of cattle probably appertains to the Common Mynah (*Acriderotheres melanosternus*), for it is essentially an arboreal bird, and does not descend to the ground at all.

“Nidification.—This species breeds in June, July, and August, laying its eggs in a hole in a rotten tree, or in one which has been previously excavated by the Yellow-fronted Barbet or Red Woodpecker. It often nests in the sugar or kitool palm, and in one of these trees in the Peak forest I took its eggs in the month of August. There was an absence of all nest or lining at the bottom of the hole, the eggs, which were two in number, being deposited on the bare wood. The female was sitting at the time, and was being brought fruit and berries by the male bird. While the eggs were being taken the birds flew round repeatedly, and settled on an adjacent tree, keeping up a loud whistling. The eggs are obtuse-ended ovals, of a pale greenish-blue ground-colour (one being much paler than the other), sparingly spotted with large and small spots of lilac-grey, and blotched over this with a few neutral brown and sepia spots. They measure from 1.3 to 1.32 inch in length by 0.96 to 0.99 in breadth.”

Russ says that hitherto this bird has, to his knowledge, only been represented in the Amsterdam Zoological Gardens.
CHAPTER III.

BOWER-BIRDS (*Ptilonorhynchidae*).

I believe that most writers consider these birds to be more nearly related to the Birds of Paradise than to any others; Gould undoubtedly thought so, and states as much ("Handbook to Birds of Australia," Vol. I., p. 441.). Dr. Sharpe, however ("Catalogue of Birds in the Collection of the British Museum," Vol. VI.), places them as a sub-family of the Thrushes, and observes:—"Their habits seem to me to associate them with the Ground Thrushes and Babblers, of which they will form an outlier group with affinities towards the Crows and Paradise-birds." The late Professor Alfred Newton ("Dictionary of Birds," p. 51) says:—"By most systematists these three birds are placed among the *Paradiseidae* (Birds of Paradise); but in the 'British Museum Catalogue of Birds' (VI., pp. 380-396) they are to be found in the 'limbo large and broad of *Timaliidae*'—though allowed the rank of a sub-family, *Ptilonorhynchidae*, the name being taken from the feathered and not the bare (as might, from its etymology, have been expected) condition of the base of the bill."

The Satin Bower-bird certainly has the aspect of a glorified Crow; and, in its awkward, ridiculous side jumps and alternate flapping of first one wing and then the other, it behaves much as I have seen a Raven do when in a sportive humour. The bird never struck me as having anything in common with the Thrushes; its love of bright colours and tendency to carry about pebbles, bones and feathers to decorate its tunnels (bowers) is more characteristic of the *Corvidae* and *Sturnidae*, and its extraordinary songs bear a vague resemblance to some parts of the performance of our European Starling. Its capacity for mimicry and learning to talk or imitate the mewing of a cat again indicate affinity to the Crows and Starlings rather than to the Thrushes. Though a trifle larger, this Bower-bird, both in its long awkward hops, the general outline of its heavy bill (the upper mandible of which, however, is more heavily feathered as well as the sides of the lower mandible) reminds one not a little of the Hill-Mynahs.

After I had completed the present chapter, a number of species of Bower-birds, Paradise-birds, and Manucode were imported by Mr. C. B. Horsbrugh, who was sent out to New Guinea to that intent by Sir William Ingram and the Zoological Society of London. Some of these birds are of considerable beauty; and I should feel bound to include them in the present work, if it were not for the fact that it has been decided in future to preserve them strictly, only permitting them to be captured or shot for public institutions. This will necessarily place them entirely out of the reach of private aviculturists.

In an article on Prince Rudolph's Bird of Paradise, Sir William Ingram observes that: "During nearly fifty years before the year 1904, only sixteen Birds of Paradise had been received at the London Zoological Gardens, and these only arrived one or two at a time." He then goes on to mention that Mr. Walter Goodfellow, in 1904, landed in England two King Birds, two *Paradisea minor* and one *Paradisea apoda*; in 1905, twenty Birds of Paradise were landed at Genoa; three King Birds, one *Paradisea minor* and sixteen *Paradisea apoda*. In 1907, twelve pairs of King Birds and six females of *P. apoda* were imported, and in 1908 more than fifty birds were brought home belonging to seven species not previously imported, including one specimen of *P. rudolphi*.

For the reason already mentioned, I shall confine my-
number reached the London Zoological Society's Gardens in 1908.

**Green Manucode (Phonygama chalybata) (sic).**
It is stated that four examples of Manucodes were received belonging to this and the preceding species, but is this distinct from the *Manucodia chalybata* recorded as having come in the preceding collection, when eight examples came to hand; and is it not *Manucodia chalybata*, of which *Phonygama chalybata* is a synonym? If so, it was not received for the first time in 1908, as it reached the London Gardens in 1881.

**Satin Bower-Bird**
(*Ptilonorhynchus violaceus*).
Black glossed with Prussian blue; bill slaty-bluish, yellowish at tips; feet flesh-coloured; irides brilliant transparent ultramarine blue, with a red circle round the pupil (in certain lights the irides appear reddish-brown, no blue being visible). Female slightly smaller; above greyish-green, greener on rump and upper tail-coverts; median wing-coverts narrowly tipped with whitly-brown; greater and primary coverts cinnamon-brown, the former slightly greenish, the innermost and the innermost secondaries with whitly-brown tips; flights smoky-brown, cinnamon-brown externally; tail golden-brown, central feathers somewhat ashy, lores and orbital feathers slightly brownish; ear coverts and cheeks greyish-brown, with buffish shaft-stripes; throat olivaceous brownish, with dull greenish edges to the feathers; remaining under-surface pale greenish-yellow, the feathers with black-brown loop-lines partly bounding the shafts and irregular transverse arched lines towards the tips; these are less distinct on the abdomen and under tail-coverts, and wanting on the lower abdomen; axillaries pale greenish, with dusky bars; under wing-coverts yellow, with dusky bars; flights below smoky-brown, with bright yellow bases and inner webs; bill dark horn; feet very pale greenish-yellow; irides clear ultramarine blue, the reddish ring less marked than in the male. Young birds are somewhat similar to the female, but smaller, and with the looped line on the feathers of the breast replaced by a dusky diffused line, the outer line also more or less diffused, the small intervening area giving the bird a spotted appearance. The moult to the adult plumage is extremely slow; in my birds it occupied exactly twelve months. Hab., New South Wales and through Eastern Australia to Rockingham Bay and Port Denison.

Gould observes (*"Handbook of Birds of Australia,"* Vol. I., pp. 442-444): "The localities frequented by the Satin Bower-bird are the luxuriant and thickly foliaged brushes stretching along the coast from Port Philip to Moreton Bay, and the deciduous brushes of the Liverpool ranges."

"Judging from the contents of the stomachs of the many specimens I dissected, it would seem that it is altogether frugivorous, or, if not exclusively so, that insects form but a
small portion of its diet. Independently of numerous berry-bearing plants and shrubs, the brushes it inhabits are studded with enormous fig trees, to the fruit of which it is especially partial. It appears to have particular times in the day for feeding, and, when thus engaged among the low shrub-like trees, I have approached within a few feet without creating alarm; but at other times the bird was extremely shy and watchful, especially the old males, which not infrequently perch on the topmost branch or dead limb of the lowest tree in the forest, whence they can survey all round, and watch the movements of their females and young in the brush below."

Respecting the playing tunnels (bowers, as they are fancifully called) constructed by these birds, Gould says they are placed "on the ground, under the shelter of the branches of overhanging trees, in the most retired part of the forest; they differed considerably in size, some being a third larger than others. The bower consists of an extensive and rather convex platform of sticks firmly interwoven, on the centre of which the bowers itself is built; this, like the platform on which it is placed, and with which it is interwoven, is formed of slender and two-inch twigs and slender shoots. The description of the tips of the twigs being so arranged as to curve inwards and nearly meet at the top; in the interior the materials are so placed that the forks of the twigs are always presented outwards, by which arrangement not the slightest obstruction is offered to the passage of the birds. The interest of this curious bower is much enhanced by the manner in which it is decorated with the most gaily-coloured objects that can be collected, such as the blue tail-feathers of the Rose-hill and Pennantian Parrakeets, bleached bones, the shells of snails, etc.; some of the feathers are inserted among the twigs, while others, with the bones and shells, are strewed about near the entrances. The propensity of these birds to fly off with any attractive object is so well known to the natives that they always search the runs for any small missing article that may have been accidentally dropped in the brush. I myself found at the entrance of one of them a small, neatly-worked stone tomahawk of an inch and a half in length, together with some slips of blue cotton rags, which the birds had doubtless picked up at a deserted encampment of the natives.

It has now been clearly ascertained that these curious bowers are merely sporting-places in which the sexes meet, and the males display their finery and exhibit many remarkable actions; and so inherent is this habit that the living examples which have from time to time been sent to this country continue it even in captivity. Those belonging to the Zoological Society have constructed their bowers, decorated and kept them in repair for several successive years."

In A. J. Campbell's "Nests and Eggs of Australian Birds" is an admirable photographic illustration of the nest and eggs of this species in situ. I therefore take the description of both from his valuable work, pp. 191, 192, as follows:—

**Nest:** Open, shallow, somewhat loosely constructed of twigs; lided inside with leaves (Eucalyptus), and placed in a scrubby bush or tree, at a height varying from ten to thirty feet from the ground. Dimensions over all: Diameter seven or eight inches, by five inches in depth.

**Eggs:** Clutch, two to three; shape, true oval; shell moderately fine in texture, surface glossy; colour varies from dark cream to dirty yellow, irregularly blotched and spotted with brown, cinnamon-brown, and a few purplish-grey markings; weight of some specimens the blotches are very bold, with the markings under the surface of the shell of a bluish-black shade. Occasionally there is a type with a lighter or paler coloured ground and smaller-sized markings. Others, again, have the markings more in the form of hieroglyphics. Dimensions in inches of a typical clutch: (1) 1.76 × 1.19; (2) 1.74 × 1.17.

Mr. Campbell tells us that "some seasons Satin Birds are very destructive in the gardens and orchards, eating clover, especially the flowers, English grass, cabbages down to the very root, and fruit. The late W. B. Bailey Pimpama Nurseries, South Queensland, informed me of an instance in which he had about three acres of mandarin oranges stripped in a week. The birds are also fond of sweet potato tubers, I noticed at Mr. Bailey's residence a very handsome male bird which he had in captivity. It was in its youthfull coat of mottled green when he first obtained it. It is interesting to learn that this bird did not done its full livery of blue-black till the fourth year. The bird was an excellent mimic, could talk, and imitate well the mewing of a cat."

In 1900 I described the behaviour of what I then believed to be a pair of Bower-birds in my possession, as follows:—He constantly sings to the hen, puffs out his feathers, and with bows and quitting flights, shuts one wing or the other, flies round with a quilled plumage in his beak, and once he so alarmed his wife that she turned on her back on the earth with open mouth and claws up to defend herself. My man came running to me saying: 'He's done it; I said he would; he's killed her! And certainly it looked like it until I went inside the aviary, when she was up and off to her favourite perch in the tree."

"The song is a most comical performance, and resembles nothing so much as water, containing bits of cabbage-leaf, running down a sink, and interspersed here and there with clear Starling-like notes. The alarm note is a jarring monosyllable most like the word *scoot*, with a very rough hesitation on the c. As this species is particularly nervous and excitable, the alarm-note is often heard. It is difficult to express the sounds of the song in words, but the idea it conveys to the mind is a rapid *whozzle-whozzle-whozzle-grrrr*, with variations."

Briefly to review the history of my two Bower-birds, I may note that the supposed pair (palpably in nestling plumage, both small and with indications of pale spots on the chest) was in the series of Mr. Campbell's Annals at the end of秋天, 1939, and at the end of a year he had assumed the adult plumage of the male, the other the adult plumage of the female. Naturally I concluded that I had secured an undoubted pair, although both sang and danced; and though they certainly quarrelled, that fact in no way disturbed my faith, because from my boyhood I had been taught that "the quarrels of love are the beginning of love."

When in July, 1904, the supposed hen began to assume male plumage and became so spiritful that I had to remove the undoubted cock, I concluded, as a matter of course, that disease of the ovary was affecting her plumage (see my short paper in the 'Annals and Magazine of Natural History,' Seventh Series, Vol. XVI., pp. 350-351). Later the perfect male plumage was acquired and retained permanently in one and exactly three years later the bird died and proved to be a cock.

Why some cock birds should assume male plumage at the end of the second year, and others should disport themselves in female attire for six years or longer, is a problem which requires a good deal of explanation. My birds were only two out of half a dozen or more, all similarly treated, imported in one batch.

In 1902 (The Avicultural Magazine, Second Series, Vol. I., pp. 63-68) Mrs. Johnstone published an in-
The Blue (Prince Rudolph's) Bird of Paradise.
teresting account of the nesting of this species in her aviaries. Unhappily no young were reared to perfection.

As regards feeding, I found that Gould’s idea that this species is very slightly, if at all, insectivorous was quite erroneous. It will swallow cockroaches one after the other with the greatest avidity, as well as any other insects or smooth larvae which one may supply, and, of course, spiders. Grapes are much relished, but banana, ripe pear, apple or orange are also eaten freely. Insectivorous food is taken in moderation, but the yolk of egg is always first selected and the remainder of the food only taken when the birds are hungry.

**AUSTRALIAN CAT-BIRD (**_Aluradus viridis_**)

Above bright grass-green; a whitish patch on side of lower neck; median and greater wing-coverts and secondaries with yellowish-white tips; primaries slightly bluish on outer webs; inner webs of all the flights grey-brownish; tail feathers white-tipped, with inner webs blackish; head and neck slightly yellower than back; the neck and mantle with faint buffy-white shaft-lines; sides of head olive-green, the car-coverts with a silvery gloss; a whitish orbital ring; cheeks, infra-orbital region and malar line slightly spotted with black; throat, grey, faintly suffused with green, and deeply marked with faint shaft-streaks of upper surface dull olive, the feathers spotted with short white shaft-streaks; centre of abdomen, vent and under tail-coverts yellowish and spotted; under wing-coverts whitish, barred with grey and tinged with green, especially at edge of wing; bill pale horn-colour; feet whitish; irides brownish-red. Female slightly smaller and duller, and probably with a shorter wing.

Hab. New South Wales, extending to the Wide Bay district in Eastern Australia. (Sharpe.)

Gould observes (‘Handbook of Birds of Australia,’ Vol. I., pp. 446–447) :- ‘So far as our knowledge extends, this species is only found in New South Wales, where it inhabits the luxuriant forests that extend along the eastern coast between the mountain ranges and the sea; those of Illawarra, the Hunter, the MacLeay, and the Clarence, and the cedar brushes of the Liverpool range being, among many others, localities in which it may be found; situations suitable to the Regent- and Satin-bird are equally adapted to the habits of the Cat-bird, and I have not infrequently seen them all three feeding together on the same tree. The wild fig, and the native cherry, when in season, afford an abundant supply. So rarely does it take insects that I do not recollect ever finding any remains in the stomachs of those specimens I dissected. In its disposition it is neither a shy nor a wary bird, little caution being required to approach it, either while feeding or while perched upon the lofty branches of the trees. It is as such times that its loud, harsh, and extraordinary note is heard, a note which differs so much from that of all other birds, that having been once heard it can never be mistaken. In comparing it to the nightingales of the domestic cat I conceive that I am conveying to my readers a more perfect idea of the note of this species than could be given by pages of description. The concert is performed either by a pair or several individuals, and nothing more is required than for the bearer to shut his eyes to the neighbouring foliage to fancy himself surrounded by London grimmalkins of husbendry.

In A. J. Campbell’s ‘Nests and Eggs of Australian Birds,’ pp. 197–198, we read :— The first authenticated finds of Cat-birds’ eggs were by Mr. Henry R. Elvery, Richmond River (1881), and by my venerable friend Mr. Hermann Lau, South Queensland (1886).

These finds were not reported at the time, and the credit fell to Mr. W. J. Grime for a nest and egg which he found in the Riverina district, and forwarded to the Australian Museum. The following is Mr. Grime’s account, as given in the records of that institution:—“On the 4th October, 1890, I was out looking for nests, accompanied by a boy. I left him for a little while to go further in the scrub, and on my return he informed me he had found a Cat-bird’s nest with two eggs, one of which he showed me, the other one he broke away in the tree. I went back with him to the nest, and found the old birds very savage, flying at us and fluttering along the ground. The nest was built in a three-pronged fork of a tree, about fourteen feet from the ground. The tree was only four inches in diameter, and was in a jungle of light scrub, about fifty yards from the edge of open country. I filled the tree and secured the nest.” Mr. Campbell quotes the following from Mr. Lau’s manuscript:—“It was in November, 1886, at Cunningham’s Gap, where I happily found a nest five feet from the ground, between the triple fork of a young tree, and an exquisite nest it was. Half-way up from the bottom consisted of dry fig-leaves, beautifully fastened with twining rootlets, and stronger ones from the rim, and lined with dry grass and roots. Finally, on top, one egg in a nest. I was there for days more, when there was no doubt I concluded such to be the clutch. Although it is said that the Cat-bird makes a bowler, I never saw one of its own, but several times have I seen it pokey about the bowler of the Satin-bird. ‘Breeding months include from about the middle of September to January.’

**Eggs.**—Clutch, two to three; shape inclined to oval; texture of shell somewhat fine; surface glossy, and of a uniform rich or dark creamy colour. Dimensions in inches of a full clutch: (1) 1.75 × 1.24, (2) 1.75 × 1.23, (3) 1.72 × 1.23; of a pair, (1) 1.69 × 1.2, (2) 1.68 × 1.18.

Russ says: “In the year 1875 an example reached the Zoological Gardens of London, and in the year 1895 Miss Hagenbeck brought one to the exhibition of the ‘Ornis’ Society in Berlin.”

**SPOTTED BOWER-BIRD (**_Chlamyldoides maculata_**)

Above dark brown, each feather with a sub-terminal spot of tawny buff paler externally; nape crossed by a band of elongated rosy-lilac feathers, forming a broad, fan-like crest; hind-neck a uniform brown; nighest pale brown edged with white-brown, and with terminal spots, ill-defined and whiter on the primaries; upper tail-coverts with sub-terminal and terminal tawny buff bars; tail pale brown with paler edges and buff whitish tips; crown and sides of head with the tawny buff spots much reduced, owing to the dark borders to the feathers, a few of them on the crown tipped with silvery whitish; cheeks with whitish spots; throat brown, with small dusky bars, each feather tipped with pale buff; these become larger on the chest, which is of a general whitish-brown tint; breast and abdomen creamy buff; sides whitish, with dusky bars on flanks and sides; under tail-coverts pale buff, indistinctly barred; flights and tail-coverts pale buff, indistinctly barred; flights and tail-feathers pale buff, indistinctly barred; primaries very dusky brown below, pale yellow along inner webs; bill and feet dusky-brown; irides dark brown; bare skin at corner of mouth thick, fleshy, prominent, and of a pink flesh colour. (Gould.) Female without the iliacus band of elongated feathers on the nape; she is also a trifle smaller, and has ill-defined bars on the under parts.

Hab. “Eastern Australia from Rockingham Bay to the Wide Bay district, and also in the interior province and Victoria.” (Sharpe.)

Gould observes (‘Handbook,’ Vol. I., pp. 450, 451) that “the bird is seldom seen by ordinary travellers, and
it must be under very peculiar circumstances that it can be approached sufficiently close to observe its colours. The Spotted Bowerbird has a harsh, grating, scolding note, which is generally uttered when its haunts are in transition, which means its presence is detected when it would otherwise escape observation. When disturbed it takes to the topmost branches of the loveliest trees, and frequently flies off to another neighbourhood.

"In many of its actions and in the greater part of its economy much similarity exists between this species and the Satin Bowerbird, particularly in the curious habit of constructing an artificial bower or playing-place. I was so far fortunate as to discover several of these bowers during my journeys in the interior, the finest of which I succeeded in bringing to England. It is now in the British Museum. The situations of these runs or bowers are much varied. I found them both on the plains studded with Myalls (Acacia pendula) and other small trees, and in the bushes clothing the lower hills. They are considerably longer and more avenue-like than those of the Satin Bowerbird, being in many instances three feet in length. They are outwardly built of twigs, and covered by matter with the same disposed that their heads nearly meet. The decorations are very profuse, and consist of bivalve shells, crania of small mammals, and other bones bleached by exposure to the rays of the sun or from the camp-fires of the natives. Evident indications of high instinct are manifest throughout the whole of the bower and decorations formed by this species, particularly in the manner in which the stones are placed within the bower, apparently to keep the grasses with which it is lined fixed firmly in their places. These stones diverge from the mouth of the run on each side so as to form little paths, while the immense collection of decorative materials is placed in a heap before the entrance of the avenue, the arrangement being the same at both ends. In some of the larger bowers, which had evidently been resorted to for many years, I have seen half a bushel of bones, shells, etc., at each of the entrances. I frequently found these structures at a considerable distance from the rivers, from the borders of which they could alone have procured the shells and small, round, pebbly stones. Their collection and transportation must therefore be a task of great labour. I fully ascertained that these runs, like those of the Satin Bowerbird, formed the rendezvous of many individuals, for, after secreting myself for a short space of time near one of them, I killed two males which I had previously seen running through the avenue.

According to a nest found by Mr. Charles Coxen, of Brisbane, was built in one of the Myrtacea overhanging a water-hole, near a scrub, on which a bower was built, and was in form very similar to that of the Common Thrush of Europe; but Mr. Campbell, speaking of a nest which he found, says:—"The nest was loosely composed of sticks and twigs, and lined inside with finer twigs and grass, and contained one fresh egg, the most remarkable for beauty and the wonderful character of its markings that it has ever been my fortune to find." He then describes the nest and eggs of this species in detail ("Nests and Eggs of Australian Birds," pp. 198, 199):

"Nest.—Flat, somewhat concave; loosely constructed of dead twigs or fine sticks; lined inside with finer twigs and grass; usually situated in a thick bush or tree in open forest country. Sometimes the nest is so frail that the contents may be seen through the structure, e.g. Mr. Bartlett's. Dimensions vary. Nest 9 in. to 10 in., by 6 in. in depth; egg cavity 4 in. across by 2 in. deep.

"Eggs.—Clutch two, occasionally three; shape in-
clined to oval, or long oval; texture of shell fine; surface slightly glossy; ground colour light greenish-yellow. There are three distinct characters of markings: firstly, light yellowish blotches appearing on the inner surface of the shell; secondly, small stripes or hair-like lines of light sienna andumber, as if painted with a camel-hair brush, in every shape and size round the shell, principally zigzagged latitudinally, but often taking longitudinal and other directions; and, lastly, over these a few darker and heavier stripes and smudges ofumber. Both ends of the eggs are comparatively free from markings. Dimensions in inches of a proper clutch: (1) 1.60 × 1.04, (2) 1.63 × 1.05; a pair with more of the yellowish-white ground, and with both ends much freer from markings, measures (1) 1.57 × 1.06, (2) 1.5 × 1.07."

A coloured figure of the egg is given on Plate IX. of Mr. Campbell's work. It somewhat reminds one of some varieties of the eggs of our Common Bunting in colour and markings, but it is, of course, considerably larger, and perhaps the markings are more massed round the middle of the egg than in any variations of the egg of our familiar friend.

Dr. Russ says that a specimen reached the Amsterdam Zoological Gardens in 1870. In 1880 the late Mr. Abrahams received a female, and a month later showed it to Mr. A. D. Bartlett at the London Gardens, and he expressed the opinion that it would not live another eight days, but Mr. Abrahams not only succeeded in keeping it alive, but taught it to talk, its first word being "Joe," the abbreviation of Mr. Abrahams' name, which the bird often heard Mrs. Abrahams use. Later it learned to say "pretty boy," then it mixed up the two and said "pretty Joe." The next accomplishment was to mew like a cat and bark like a dog, and when asked "Where is the cat?" or if the words "Puss, puss!" were spoken, the bird would immediately begin to mew. Two years later Mr. Bartlett paid a visit to Mr. Abrahams, and expressed his delight at the hardness of the bird, and asked to purchase it for the Gardens, so Mr. Abrahams sold it to him at what he considered a reasonable price. In 1882 he received a male, which also found its way to the Gardens. The pair built many nests, but no eggs appear to have been deposited. In 1888 Mr. Abrahams again received a pair of this species, but it is undoubtedly rare in the market. Mr. Phillipps has possessed it.

**Great Bower-Bird (Chlamydicola nuchalis).**

Above grey-brown, the edges of the feathers being greyish; the upper tail-coverts also have a sub-terminal whitish spot; flights darker margined with ash and tipped with whitish; tail feathers similar, but with the tips barred with whitish; feathers of head lustrous, and with a minute whitish tip; a rosy lilac band on the nape, partly encircled by a ruff of silvery tipped brown feathers; hind neck unspotted; sides of head and under surface sandy greyish, browner on flanks and thighs, which are obscurely barred; centre of abdomen and under tail-coverts pale cream-whitish; under wing-coverts and axillaries grey-brownish indistinctly barred; bill, feet, and irides brownish. Female smaller and without lilac band on nape. Hab., Northern Australia, from Port Darling and Port Essington to the north-western district. (Sharpe.) Like the preceding species this bird also constructs a bower, which it ornaments with shells, etc.; and Le Souef (The Ibis, 1899, pp. 359, 360) says:—"Their bowers are large, being formed of twigs and arched over at the top, and are from two to three feet long, the passage through being about 9 in. wide, and
the width of the sides of the bower about 6 in. At both ends was the usual collection of land shells, pebbles, small bones, seeds, coloured feathers, etc. At one bower of these birds found on the Victoria River, N.W. Australia, and nape feathers from the nest, were several turtle bones. The birds were frequently rearranging the position of their collections. Three nests were found; each had a single egg in it, but the full clutch is probably two. The nests were built about 15 ft. from the ground, on what is locally called an 'ironwood' tree, in the open forest, and were situated near the end of the branch, one being in a bunch of mistletoe. They are open and lightly built of twigs, without any lining or measure—external depth 5 in., internal 2 in.; external diameter 8 in., internal 4 in. The eggs are very similar in appearance to those of _C. orientalis_ and _C. macleayi_, but not quite so handsomely marked. The one taken on December 18th, 1838, has the ground colour of a very light shade of green, and is well marked all over with short, irregular, wavy lines and blotches of a greenish-brown tint in varying shades; many of these appear as if broken. In this instance of these, being of a lilac-like color, and many of them are longer than the surface markings. The shell is slightly glossy and elongated in form, and a little smaller at one end. It measures 1.78 x 1.16 in. The three eggs taken vary in size and markings."

Dr. Russ says that an example of this Bower-bird was exhibited by Mr. G. Reis, in 1894, at the show of the Ñegintha Society in Berlin. This would appear to be the only recorded instance of its importation, but, of course, there is nothing to prevent its turning up in any consignment of North Australian birds.

**Regent-Bird (Sericornis melius).**

Head, neck, and front of mantle bright cadmium yellow, more orange on the crown; lower mantle, back, wing-coverts, first two primaries, and tail black; excepting quills cadmium yellow tipped with black, excepting innermost secondaries, the primaries also partly black on inner web; sides of head and under surface black; greater under wing-coverts yellow; bill yellow; feet black; irides pale yellow. Female, above brown; the feathers of mantle and back white-centred and black-edged; the innermost secondaries with a white spot at tip; fore head pale brown with dark tips to the feathers; hind-crown and back of head black. There is a narrow band of dusky edges to the feathers; hind-neck whitish, with dusky edges to the feathers, and succeeded by a black patch on low hindneck; base of forehead and lores buffy-whitish; chin and sides of throat pale reddish; centre and hind-throat black; rest of under-surface whitish-brown; the feathers of breast and sides of body, under wing-coverts, and axillaries with blackish edges; thighs and under tail-coverts reddish-brown; flights below brown, with russet-tinted inner webs; bill and feet black; irides brown. Hab., New South Wales, along the east coast of Australia as high as the Wide Bay district and Port Denison. (Sharpe.)

A young bird bird by Mr. Reginald Phillipse was sent to me for description. The following, which appeared in his important article on the species (_The Avicultural Magazine_, Second Series, Vol. IV., p. 125), is what I take to be a true description of this Regent Bird. He had a whitish-brown with a broad blackish horse-shoe marking, its opening in front, on the crown; a short blackish bar runs from the back of this marking to the back of each eye; nape covered with thin ash-whitish feathers; bill dull pitchy, blackish, with flat-tish, oval, ochre-yellow patch at base of gape. Upper parts, including wings and tail, deep bronze-brown; the feathers of the mantle white, broadly bordered with brown, those of the lower back and rump broadly barred with ash-white; under parts ash-white, each feather with a narrow sub-terminal grey bar; feet leaden-grey, the tail pale, and washed, especially at the back, with sulphur-yellow; digits fleshy-pink at back, small for size of bird, claws black. Total length about 7 in."

An illustration of the top of the head is given on p. 127.

Gould ("Handbook," Vol. I., p. 450) quotes the following description by Mr. C. Coxen of the bower of the Regent-bird:—"The bower of the Regent-bird differs from the Satin-bird in having less dorse-shaped, straighter in the sides, platform much less, being only ten in. by ten in., but thicker in proportion to its area, twigs smaller and not so arched, and the inside of the bower smaller; indeed, I believe, too small to admit an adult Satin-bird without injury to its architecture. The decorations of the bower are uniform, consisting only of a small species of heix, herein forming a marked distinction from the Satin-bird."

"His foods consists of berries, wild fruits, and insects. In confinement it greedily disposes of house-flies, cockroaches, and small insects, showing great activity in their capture; but its principal food is the banana, of which it eats largely."

Mr. A. J. Campbell was the first to receive eggs, and later a nest with eggs, of the Regent-bird. They are thus described in his splendid work "Nests and Eggs of Australian Birds," pp. 298, 299:—"Nest.—Flat, slightly concave; loosely constructed of coarse twigs or dead branches lined on top with fine brownish twigs and long, yellowish, wire-like stems of a climbing plant, the latter being chiefly placed round the sides; usually situated in dense scrub, at a height of from 12 ft. to 25 ft. from the ground. Dimensions over all, 12 in. long by 6 in. broad and 2 in. thick.

"Eggs.—Clutch two, sometimes three. In a clutch of two (1) is a beautiful, well-shaped specimen, with texture of shell fine and surface slightly glossy; colour light yellowish-stone, with a faint greenish tinge, marked with blotches and spots of sienna or olive-brown, but chiefly with remarkable hair-like markings of the same colour, as if a person had painted on the shell fanciful shape and figures with a fine brush. Intermingled are a few dull greyish streaks. All the markings are fairly distributed, being more abundant round the upper and lower parts of the egg; other specimens, but markings are less pronounced and finer in character, with a greater proportion of dull greyish hair-like streaks. Dimensions in inches: (1) 1.57 x 1.1, (2) 1.55 x 1.07."

An illustration is published of the nest and eggs. Mr. Phillipse's excellent paper on the breeding of this species in captivity (_The Avicultural Magazine_, New Series, Vol. IV., pp. 51, 98, and 123) should be studied.

**PARADISE BIRDS (Paradisaea).**

The late Professor Newton, in his valuable work "A Dictionary of Birds," observes that the _Paradisaea_ are admittedly true _Ptilocephala_, but their exact position cannot be said to have been absolutely determined, though there can be little doubt of their forming part of the group indefinitely known as 'Australopasae.' Gould, as already stated, considered the Bower-birds to be very nearly allied to them, in which he was probably right. In the " Museum Catalogue of Birds," although widely sundered from the Bower-birds, they are placed next to the Crows. If, then, we place them between the two groups I do not think we can go far wrong.
These birds lay very singularly marked eggs, with parallel longitudinal streaks radiating from the larger end, which give them rather an artificial appearance.

Of late years, through the energy of several wealthy members of the Avicultural Society, a considerable importation of Paradise Birds has been effected, so that this work would be very defective if the family were to be omitted. Russ, of course, includes it in his work.

**Rifle-bird (Ptihoris paradisea).**

Velvet black, glossed above, on the sides of the neck, chin, and breast with plum colour; tips of flights and whole of secondaries glossed with violet; two central tail-feathers glossy steel-green; the next on each side with steel-blue towards the base; crown and throat glossy bronzy-green; feathers of hind-neck fringed with steel-blue; a patch of violet purple above the ear-coverts; sides of head with a purplish gloss; breast velvety purple, bluer at centre of feathers, hind-breast with olive-green edges to the feathers; rest of body below olive-green, cupreous plum colour at base of feathers; under-wing and tail-coverts black; bill and feet black. Female, above greyish-brown washed with olive; head and sides of neck dark brown with greater streaks; wing-feathers with ferruginous edges; a buff eyebrow stripe; chin and throat pale buff; remainder of body below deep tawny buff transparently spotted with brown, which increases to irregular bars on the flanks; quills below brown, somewhat olivaceous externally and shading into tawny buff at the edges; tail very similar. Hab., South-eastern Australia, ranging as far north as Queensland. (Sharpe.)

Gould quotes the following observations by the late Mr. F. Strange ("Handbook," Vol. I., p. 592):—"The principal resort of the Rifle-bird is among the large cedar-brushes that skirt the mountains and creeks of the Manning, Hastings, MacLeay, Bellenger, Clarence, and Richmond Rivers, and there, during the pairing months of November and December, the male bird is easily found. At that time of the year, as soon as the sun's rays gild the tops of the trees, up goes the Rifle-bird from the thickets below to the higher branches of the pines (Aracaria maclayiana) which are about. It always affects a situation where three or four of these trees occur about two hundred yards apart, and there the morning is spent in short flights from tree to tree, in sunning and preening its feathers, and in uttering its song each time it leaves one tree for another. The sound emitted resembles a prolonged utterance of the word "yass," by which the bird is known to the natives of the Richmond River. In passing from tree to tree it also makes an extraordinary noise resembling the shaking of a piece of new stiff silk. After 10 a.m. it descends lower down, and then mostly resorts to the thick limb of a cedar tree (Cedrela australis), and there continues to utter its cry of yass at intervals of two minutes occupation. At this time, owing to the thickness of the limb and the closeness with which the bird keeps to it, it is very difficult of detection; wait with patience, however, and you will soon see him, with wings extended, and his head thrown on his back, whirring round and round, first one way and then another.

Mr. A. J. Campbell ("Nests and Eggs of Australian Birds," pp. 66, 67) thus describes the nest and eggs of this bird:—"Nest.—Somewhat bulky, outwardly constructed chiefly of green stems and fronds of a climbing fern (Polypodium confusum), with a few other broad dead leaves at the base, ornamented round the rim with portions of shed skins from the carpet snake (Morelia variegata), lined inside with wire-like rootlets and a few straight portions of twigs. Dimensions over all, eight inches to nine inches, by four inches in depth; egg cavity, four inches across by two inches deep.

**Clutch.**—Twelve. Dimensions in inches, 1.29 x .98."

When Mr. Campbell speaks of "the apex" of an egg he means the large (not the more pointed) end. He gives a coloured illustration of the egg on Plate 6, which shows the usual distinctive characteristics of the eggs of Paradise-birds.

Russ says that this species has only been once imported alive to Europe, an example having arrived at the London Zoological Gardens in April, 1882. I do not know whether others have since come to hand.

**Twelve-wired Bird of Paradise (Seleucides niger).**

Velvety-black; above glossed with green and coppery; greater coverts and secondaries bright plum colour; primaries glossed with violet externally; tail bright plum colour; head above cupreous purple, green at the sides and on throat; fore-neck and chest somewhat green in the centre, the lateral plumes fringed with metallic emerald green; rest of under-surface buff yellow; flank plumes elongated, silky, with six bristle-like elongated shafts curving backwards on the body from each side; under wing-coverts black; bill black. Female, above chestnut-red; back and sides of neck black; mantle mottled with black; primaries black, chestnut on outer webs; crown and nape velvety-black, glossed with purple; orbital space and a spot on the ear-coverts bare, the latter otherwise black; sides of face and throat greyish-white, indistinctly barred with blackish; remainder of under-surface sandy brown, rufescent here and there, and irregularly barred throughout with blackish-brown, less distinctly on abdomen, long flank-feathers and under tail-coverts; under wing-coverts bright chestnut, barred with blackish. Hab., New Guinea.

An inhabitant of the plains near the coast, this species frequents flowering trees, upon the nectar from the blossoms of which Wallace seems to have concluded that it chiefly lived, that alone being found in the crops of examples which he obtained; but he adds that it doubtless also feeds upon fruit and insects, as a specimen which he saw alive on a Dutch steamer accepted greedily both moths and melon." According to Rosenberg this species occurs in small companies or families, and while seeking food its cry is a sharp scheck, scheck. Dr. A. B. Meyer, however, says, that it flies alone or in pairs and cries very loudly in its throat wau, wau, with a high sound, with which sound it can be decoyed and easily secured. Rosenberg found fruit and insect remains in the crops of those which he killed, and Meyer says that they eat three times a day, seeking for insects under the bark of trees and also eating fruit.

With regard to the note of this species, A. P. Goodwin says (The Ibis, 1890, pp. 150, 151):—"The Twelve-wired Paradise-bird inhabits the swampy districts near the coast, where it is not easily obtained.

* Not having Wallace's "Naturalist in the Malay Archipelago" by me, I quote the above notes from Russ.
Its call can be heard at a long distance, and is a double note, difficult to imitate, even by the native.

At the fifty-sixth meeting of the Ornithologists' Club the Hon. Walter Rothschild sent for exhibition an egg of this species. "It had been found in an open nest in a Pandanus swamp on the Vanapa River in British New Guinea, on a Pandanus tree. The nest was a large structure, about ten inches across and six inches high, consisting externally of the Pandanus leaves, then of pieces of rotten wood, and lastly of small twigs, the cup being rather flat and of no means softly lined. The single egg found resembles closely those of other Paradisaea, and especially those of the genus Ptilorh, being about the size of a Rook's egg, and of a cream colour, with more or less longitudinal rufous-brown and purplish-grey spots, which were most frequent near the thick end. It measured 40 mm. in length, and 22.5 mm. in its broadest diameter." (The Ibis, 1899, p. 125.)

Russ observes that a male reached the Zoological Gardens of London in 1881, and specimens were twice represented in the Berlin Gardens. The first lived there more than two months, the second only two weeks. In 1897 Mr. Walter Goodfellow brought home an example for Mrs. Johnstone, of Groombridge.

**Great Bird of Paradise (Paradisea apoda).**

Above rich coffee-brown; head and neck velvety stramineous; a black orbital line; forehead, lores, cheeks, throat, and fore-neck velvety black, glossed with metallic green; remainder of under-surface rich coffee-brown, purplish on breast; two central tail-feathers elongated into long fire-like shafts; two immense bunches of graceful elongated plumes from the flanks, yellow shading into chocolate on outer third and terminating in white shafts; also several rigid bright yellow plumes, partly tipped with red; bill lead-colour, greenish-white at tip; feet flesh-colour. Female rich coffee-brown, more purplish on head, neck, and chest; with rufous stramineous; flank plumes elongated, but coloured like the body; two central tail-feathers somewhat pointed. Hab., Aru.

Russet quotes the following field-notes (probably from Wallace, but he does not mention the author):—"The Great Bird of Paradise is very lively and vigorous, and appears to be in constant motion during the whole day. It occurs in great abundance; small companies of females and young males are always to be found, and, if the birds in full plume are somewhat less numerous, yet their loud cry, which resounds daily in that fact that even they are present; in plenty. Their note sounds like Waok-waok-waok-waok, and it is so loud and shrill that it can be heard at a great distance, and constitutes the most familiar and striking animal sound in the Aru Islands. The nidification is still unknown, but the natives told me that the nest of leaves is placed on an ants' nest or on a projecting branch of a very high tree, and that it only contains a single young bird. The egg is entirely unknown, and the natives assert that they have never seen it. A very high reward offered by a Dutch officer for an egg was without result. They moulled in January and February. In May, when they are in full beauty of plumage, the males assemble early in the morning in order, as the natives assert, to carry out their 'sacall,' or dancing-parties; they then take place on large forked trees, which are not fruit trees, but have widely-spread ing boughs and large divergent leaves, which give the birds space for sporting and displaying their plumage. A dozen to twenty fine-feathered birds collect together on a single tree, raise their wings, stretch out their necks, and erect their splendid plumes, which they keep in continual quivering motion. Meanwhile they fly in great excitement from bough to bough, so that the whole tree is filled with waving plumes in great variety of position and motion. When the Paradise-bird is thus seen it indeed deserves its name, and must be reckoned among the most beautiful and wonderful forms of life. This habit gives the natives an opportunity of securing the creatures with little trouble. As soon as they see that the Paradise-birds have gathered together to which certain to assemble, they build a little tower of palm leaves at a suitable place under the branches, and the hunter conceal himself below them before daybreak, armed with his bow and a number of arrows terminating in a round knob. A boy waits at the foot of the tree, and when the birds arrive at sunrise, and a sufficient number have assembled and begun to dance, the hunter shoots off his blunt arrow so strongly that a bird falls down stunned, and is either captured or killed by the boy, without a drop of blood being sprinkled on the plumage. The other birds appear not to take any notice of this, and fall down one after another, until at last some of them become alarmed."

The egg of this species, having the usual streaky, vegetable-marrown-like character, was secured by Mr. C. G. Prat, illustrated by Mr. Collingwood Ingram in *The Avicultural Magazine*, New Series, Vol. V., p. 364. The ground-colour is cream, and the streaks at the larger end consist of lavender-grey shell-streaks and Vandyke brown surface streaks; a few smaller streaks or spots of the latter colour are scattered here and there on other parts of the shell.

Dr. A. B. Meyer also figured a damaged egg in 1893. According to Russ, this species was exhibited in the Dresden Zoological Gardens in 1875, and he says that the leading actor, Fritz Schröder, of Prague, when, on a visit to London, in 1884, saw three beautifully-feathered males at our Zoological Gardens, which had been deposited there by a lord, whose property they were. The Society's list mentions one example only, deposited in 1886. I have an indistinct memory of seeing the species myself at our Gardens about that time, but whether there was more than one example or not I could not assert positively at this distance of time. I certainly had the impression that such was the case, but there may have been another species in the flight with it. In 1905 Mrs. Johnstone received one specimen of this beautiful species, and in 1907 Mr. Prat brought several specimens. For Mr. William Ingram a large consignment came home in 1909, it being Sir William's intention to turn them out on his estate in Trinidad.

**Lesser Bird of Paradise (Paradisea minor).**

Above rich coffee-brown; mantle and scapulars dull buffish; redish at base of feathers; least wing-coverts washed with buff; median and greater coverts tipped with bright buff; two central tail-feathers terminating in long, thread-like, flame-colored plumes; lower sides of neck, the latter tending towards lower throat, bright velvety buff; a frontal band, lores, cheeks, and throat velvety glossy green; forehead, chin, and a spot at base of lower mandible blackish; under-surface from throat backwards rich coffee-brown; two large bunches of graceful elongated plumes from the flanks, their basal half bright yellow and their terminal half white; also a series of short, blackish plumes; under-wing-coverts with inner lining of quills coffee-brown, like the body; bill leaden-grey; feet black. Female coffee-brown; hind neck and mantle dull buff, wing-coverts washed with the same; metallic green of forehead and throat wanting, as also the flank plumes; under surface of body from throat backwards silvery white; sides, flanks,
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and thighs washed with coffee-brown, as well as the outer edge of under wing-coverts. Hab., New Guinea and neighboring islands.

Russ says that, according to Rosenberg, this species, like all members of its family, is a migratory bird, sometimes occurring on the coast and sometimes in the interior of the country following the ripening of certain tree-fruits. He then quotes Wallace as follows:—

"That was just the case during my residence at Dremy with the fruits of a Laurina which grew upon the summit of a hill about 166 ft. high behind the villages. The birds, chiefly females and young males, came flying with vigorous flapping of wings to these trees; and were so little nervous, that they even returned after they had been shot at several times. Otherwise this bird is uniformly timid and difficult to get a shot at, particularly the old males. Their cry sounds hoarse, can be heard from a long distance, and may be best represented by the words 'wuk, wuk, wuk,' frequently followed by a scratching sound. Morning and evening one hears this cry recouping through the forest, rarely at midday. Constantly in motion, the bird flies from tree to tree, never remains long sitting quietly on the same branch, and at the least noise conceals itself in the thickly folliaged branches of the tree. Even before sunrise the Paradise-birds fly about to seek for their food." *

I have not succeeded in finding any other notes upon the wild life of this species. Mr. Wallace brought home two males for the London Zoological Gardens in 1868; two more were purchased in 1878; Mr. Keulewell brought home three males in 1884; two received by Mrs. Johnstone in 1884 were deposited at the Gardens in 1905; Mr. Pratt brought one home in 1906; the Amsterdam Gardens secured an example in 1879; an example, which was in the Dresden Gardens in 1875 subsequently was transferred to those of Berlin: altogether a good many examples of this species have been imported.

**RED BIRD OF PARADISE (Paradisea sanguinea).**

Back of head, back and sides of neck (continued as a band across the front of breast), mantle and wing-coverts bright golden buff; the latter, scapulars, and middle of back washed with orange-brown, the general colour of the back being reddish brown, with an orange tinge; rump buff; upper flights, tail-coverts and tail reddish chestnut, the two central tail-feathers represented by long metallic horn-like shafts; front of crown and orbital region, sides of face and throat bright velvety metallic green; the feathers above the eye elongated into a small tuft; lores, feathers in front of eye and chin velvety greenish-black; breast and under wing-coverts dark purplish chestnut, the yellow gorget extending a short way on each side of the upper breast and consisting of stiffened feathers; abdomen and under tail-coverts chestnut rather paler than the breast; two immense bunches of bright crimson plumes with whitish tips from flanks; bill gamboge yellow; irides blackish olivaceous. Female reddish-brown, deeper and more purplish on front of head, sides of face and throat; back of head, entire neck and mantle golden buff shading to orange. Hab., Waigiu, Ghenien and Batamia. Riep observes that Wallace heard and saw them tolerably numerous at Waigiu, near to the village of Muka. They were very timid and not easily obtained. Wallace's hunter first shot a female, and the explorer himself one day got very close to a beautiful

male: "The bird crouched low down and ran along a branch searching for insects, almost like a Woodpecker; the long heavy ribbons in the tail hung down in the most graceful double curve. I took aim and intended to use the barrel which contained a very small charge of powder and a No. 8 shot, in order not to injure the plumage, but the weapon missed fire and the bird immediately disappeared into the thicket. Another day I saw no less than eight beautiful males at different times, and fired at them four times; but, although other birds at the same distance almost always fell, they escaped and I began to think that we should not secure this splendid species. As last the fruits on the fig-tree near my house got ripe, many birds came to feed upon them, and one morning while I was taking my coffee, I saw a male Paradise-bird settle near the top of it. I seized my gun, ran under the tree, and, as I looked up, I could see it flying from branch to branch taking a fruit here and another there, but then before I could take satisfactory aim in order to shoot it at such a height (for it was one of the highest trees of its kind) it disappeared into the forest. It now visited this tree every morning, but remained therewith so short a time and its movements were so active and it was so hard to get an account of the lower parts of which stretched the view, that it was only after several days and one or two misses I at last brought down my bird—a male with most splendid plumage."

The London Zoological Gardens obtained a male of this species in 1881, and three in 1884. Mr. Goodfellow brought home two in 1907.

**KING BIRD OF PARADISE (Cicinnurus regius).**

Above satiny crimson shaded with orange especially on the forehead; flights orange-brown, washed externally with crimson; tail ash-brown, with crimson or orange edges to the feathers, concealed entirely by the long tail-coverts, the two central feathers elongated into a long wire-like shaft, terminating in a spiral disc of metallic green; a spot of black feathers shot with green above the eye; throat and foreneck purplish-crimson, the lower feathers with orange-buff tips, forming a band across the foreneck, followed on breast by a metallic green belt; from each side of the breast a long row of green feathers, a subterminal buff line and a second narrow reddish brown line; remainder of under surface pure white; bill apparently yellow and feet blue. Female above brown, tinted especially on the head, with olivaceous or golden; greater coverts and flight feathers darker, washed externally with reddish orange; tail brown, faintly glossed with golden; sides of head and throat dusky, with small central buffish shaft-streaks to the feathers; rest of under surface pale buff, more golden on fore-neck and barred throughout with dull brown; under wing-coverts and axillaries reddish with ill-defined brown bars; edge of wing orange cadmium. Hab., New Guinea and Salwatti, Aru, Mysol and Joli.

In May, 1897, Mr. Walter Goodfellow brought home several pairs of this gorgeous bird for Mrs. Johnstone and Mr. Charles Pratt brought from Aru two males and one female for Sir William Ingram. The latter gentleman has described and illustrated the display of this Bird of Paradise (*The Ibis*, 1907, pp. 225-229). He says:—"He always commences his display by giving forth several short separate notes and squeaks, sometimes resembling the call of a Quail, sometimes the whine of a pet dog. Next he spreads out his wings,

* In *The Ibis* for 1885, pages 429-440, Mr. W. R. O. Grant has published a full and liberally illustrated account of the display of this species.

* See Sir William Ingram's illustration (*The Ibis*, 1907, Plate V).
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occasioned quite hiding his head; at times, stretched upright, he flaps them, as if he intended to take flight, and then, with a sudden movement, gives himself a half-turn so that he faces the spectators, puffing out his silky-white lower feathers. Now he bursts into his beautiful melodious warbling song, so enchanting to hear, but so difficult to describe. I remember a few weeks ago, I was crossing a meadow and heard the song of a Skylark high up in the heavens and I exclaimed at once, 'That is the love-chant of my King Bird.' He sings with a low bubbling note, displaying all the while his beautiful fan-like side plumes, which he opens and closes, in time with the variations of his song. These fan-plumes can only be expanded when his wings are closed, and during this part of the display he closes his wings and as he swings his body from side to side. The spiral tips of the wires look like small balls of burnished green metal, and the swinging movement gives them the effect of being slowly tossed from one side to the other, so that I have named this part of the display the 'juggling.' The swinging of the body seems to keep time with the song, and with a swinging movement of his throat, the bird raises and lowers his head. Then comes the finale, which lasts only for a few seconds. He suddenly turns right round and shows his back, the white fluffy feathers under the tail bristling in his excitement; he bends down on the perch in the attitude of a fighting cock, his widely opened bill showing distinctly the extraordinary light apple-green colour of the gullet, and sings the same gurgling notes without once closing his bill, and with a slow waving movement of his tail and body. A single drawn-out note is then uttered, the tail and wires are lowered, and the dance and song are over.

'The King Bird has another form of display which he very rarely exhibits, and only on three or four occasions have I seen him go through this performance. Dropping under the perch the bird walks backwards and forwards in an inverted position with his wings expanded. Suddenly he closes his wings and lets his body fall straight downwards, looking exactly like a crimson pear, his blue legs being stretched out to their full length, and his feet clinging to the perch. The effect is very curious and weird, and the performance is so like that of an acrobat suddenly dropping on to his toes on the cross-bar of a trapeze that I have named this 'acrobat' display. It has been witnessed on different days to his 'juggling' display. While giving his acrobatic performance he swings the whole time, but never shows his side plumes; and when he is in the pendulous position his body sways gently as if it were influenced by a fitful breeze. The whole of this performance takes but a very few seconds.' It has often been incorrectly asserted, and Darwin has repeated the error in his *Descent of Man,* that "the power of song and brilliant colours have rarely been both acquired by the males of the same species." To those who have kept a great many species, it is well known that many of the most gorgeously coloured birds sing remarkably well: amongst the Thrushes the Blue Rock-Thrush is one of the finest songsters. Liothrix is a notoriously grand songster, several of the gorgeous Tanagers sing sweetly, the flaming Virginian Cardinal is an acknowledged vocalist of merit, and many of the brightly coloured Finches sing excellently; and I know of many others. With their startling contrasts of yellow, orange, scarlet with black and white plumage, the few fine singers in their ranks, the Fruit-eaters of the East (Chloropis) are fine performers, and here we have one of the most brilliant of all living birds—the King Bird of Paradise—gifted with a love-chant not unlike that of the Skylark. On the other hand many sombrely coloured birds are poor performers, and I regard the vocal ability of our Song Thrush as very inferior to that of our far more attractively coloured Blackbird. The notion has probably arisen from the fact that the Nightingale is modestly coloured but a prince of songsters, and it has been assumed that vocal power has been given as a compensation for loss of colour, but that is all poetical fiction. [The Calendar issued with *Canary and Cage-Bird Life*, 1910, depicted the Marquis Raggi, Greater, Blue, and King Birds of Paradise.—ED.]

GREEN MANUCODE (*Manucodia chalybata*).

General colour above rich purple, the inner webs of flights and tail-feathers blackish; the outer wing-coverts washed with steel-blackish; nape, hind-neck, and mantle slightly tinted with steel-greenish; sides of face and neck dark green; all the feathers of the head close-set and velvety; feathers of chin, throat, and fore-neck to sides of neck glossy green, crinkled and curled; rest of under-surface deep purple, a few of the abdominal feathers slightly glossy with greenish; under wing-coverts black; the outer edge of wing washed with green; bill and feet black. Female not differentiated. Hab., N.W. New Guinea. I have failed to discover any field-notes relating to this species. An example reached the London Zoological Gardens in March, 1881, and, according to Dr. Ruse, this is the only instance in which it has been imported.

CHAPTER IV.

CROW-LIKE BIRDS (*Corvicolae*.)

(Sub-family *Corvinae*).

LARGE-BILLED CROW (*Corvus culminatus*).

Above steely black; the crown, back, wing-coverts, secondaries, and outer webs of tail feathers glossed with violet; primary-coverts, false wing, outer webs of primaries, inner webs of secondaries and tail-feathers, and sides of face and neck glossed with steel-green; under surface of body blue-black with slight violet reflections; throat-feathers somewhat fuscous, greenish-black shading into purplish on lower throat; bill and feet black. Female not differentiated, but probably with a shorter bill than the male. Hab., Indian peninsula.

Jerdon ("Birds of India," Vol. II., p. 297) says:—"It is gregarious, feeds on offal and carrion; its flight is strong and rapid, and it is often seen tormenting kites and other large birds. It is familiar in its habits, and is generally seen feeding in villages or around the hill stations; is abundant on the mountains round the valley of Cashmere, and, eastward, on the ranges near the stations of Dughshai and Simla, also on the lesser Himalayan ranges." Hume says ("Nests and Eggs of Indian Birds," Vol. I., pp. 4, 718):—"March to May is, I consider, the normal breeding season; in the plains the majority lay in April, rarely later, and in the hills in May; but in the plains a few birds lay also in February.

* The Crow-like Birds in captivity should have a good insectivorous soft food as staple diet, to which fruit, nuts, inacate, mica, small birds, eggs, small fish, newts, tadpoles or small frogs may be added as variety.
"The nest is placed, as a rule, on good-sized trees, and pretty near their summits. In the plains mango and tamardin seem to be preferred, but I have found the nests on many different kinds of trees. The nest is large, circular, and composed of moderate-sized twigs; sometimes it is thick, massive, and compact; sometimes loose and straggling; always with a considerable depression in the centre, which is smoothly lined with large quantities of horsehair, grass, grass-roots, coconut fibre, etc. In the hills they use any animal’s hair or fur, if the latter is pretty stiff. They do not, according to my experience, affect luxuries in the way of soft down; it is always something moderately stiff, of the coir or horsehair type, nothing soft and flabby. Coarse human hair, such as some of our native fellow-subjects can boast of, is often taken, when it can be got, in lieu of horsehair.

They lay four or five eggs. I have quite as often found the latter as the former number. I have never myself seen six eggs in one nest, but I have heard, on good authority, of six eggs being found.

The eggs, though smaller, closely resemble, as might have been expected, those of the Raven, but they are, I think, typically somewhat broader and shorter. Almost every variety, as far as coloration goes, to be found amongst those of the Raven, is found amongst the eggs of the present species, and vice versa; and for a description of those it is only necessary to refer to the account of the former species.

The average of thirty Himalayan eggs is 1.73 x 1.18, of twenty Plains eggs 1.74 x 1.2, and of fifteen Nilghiri eggs 1.7 x 1.13. I would venture to predict that with fifty of each there would not be a hundredth of an inch between their averages.

A specimen of this Crow reached the London Zoological Gardens in 1873, and another in 1877.

White-necked Crow (Corvus scapulatrix)

Above purplish-black, with steel-blue reflections; hind neck, mantle, sides of neck, and breast pure white; feathers of lower throat white at base; abdomen and under wing-coverts black, excepting the innermost axillaries, which are white; bill and feet black; irides hazel. Female perhaps a trifle smaller and duller, and with a shorter and heavier bill. Hab., Africa south of the Sahara and Madagascar.

Dr. Stark says ("Birds of South Africa," Vol. I., pp. 13, 14):—"It usually occurs in pairs, occasionally in small flocks. Like most of its tribe, it is omnivorous in its diet; at the same time, it shows a decided partiality for animal food, and is always on the look-out for carrion and offal of all sorts. In the neighbourhood of towns it is a hunter of slaughterhouses and refuse heaps, in the country it visits camps and outspans in search of scraps of meat or bones that may be thrown on one side. On the coast it visits the beach, turns over the seaweeds, picks up shell-fish, or feeds on dead fish or whales left by the tide. At other times it visits cattle or wild animals and feasts them of various insect pests. There is, indeed, very little that this Crow will not eat.

Its usual note is a harsh croak, but, like many of the Crows, it has a singular variety of cries, especially in spring, many of them sounding as if the bird were about to choke or was trying to call with its mouth full of food.

The nest, built in September in Cape Colony, is a large basket-work of sticks and twigs lined with wool and other soft material. It is usually placed in a tree, but occasionally on the ledge of a krantz. The eggs, from four to six in number, are bluish-green, spotted and streaked, especially towards the larger end, with different shades of olive-brown. They measure 1.65 x 1.15."

The London Zoological Society acquired a specimen in 1865, three in 1866, and three in 1874, from which date they continued to arrive fairly frequently.

White-necked Raven (Corvultus albicoloris)

Shining black; inner secondaries slightly brownish; head somewhat purplish; a broad white collar on back of neck; throat and upper chest dull brown, an ill-defined whitish band across lower throat; bill blackish-brown, with whitish-tinted tips to the mandibles; feet blackish-brown; irides hazel. Female not differentiated, but probably a trifle smaller and with shorter bill. Hab., South Africa.

Dr. Stark ("Birds of South Africa," Vol. I., pp. 11, 12) observes:—"Found alike on the coast, among the mountains and on the high veld, as well as in the Karroo and the sandy wastes of Namaqualand. The 'Ring-hals' is one of the most widely distributed and best known birds of South Africa. Where not molested it is a bold and fearless species, frequenting the outskirts of towns and villages, and the vicinity of farmhouses, native kraals, and cheating hens for offal and scraps of all kinds. When reared from the nest it makes an extremely tame and amusing, if somewhat mischievous, pet; it has, in fact, all the habits and idiosyncrasies of the European Raven. Its ordinary cry, also, a harsh croak, is, to my ear, exactly similar to that of the latter bird.

In the interior the 'Ring-hals' feeds largely on carrion, and is usually the first bird to detect a carcase. On the coast it devours dead fish cast up by the waves, shellfish of all kinds, the paper-natilius being a favourite tit-bit, as well as the eggs of penguins and other sea fowl. At times it kills and eats snakes, lizards, frogs, and small tortoises. Nor does it disdain an insect diet; beetles, grasshoppers, locusts, and termites are all readily devoured, as well as ticks and bots picked from the hides of cattle. I have sometimes amused myself by watching the bold yet cautious and gentle manner in which one of these Ravens will approach a reclining ox, and after a preliminary course of soothing caresses, accompanied by a soft 'cawing' note, insert his head into the ear and dexterously extract the ticks. These birds always seem to have a good understanding of the older and more experienced oxen, who will, at a hint from one of them, lie down and place themselves in the most favourable position for the extraction of their parasites.

The 'Ring-hals' is usually a resident in Cape Colony and Natal, and roosts all the year round in or near its nest. This latter is invariably, so far as I have observed, built on a rock or krantz, on a ledge or in a hole. It is large, and firmly constructed of dead sticks and twigs mixed with pieces of turf and tufts of grass, and is lined with rootlets, wool, hair, grass, and various soft material. The eggs, about three in number, vary considerably in colour and shape, even in the same nest; they are of some shade of bluish-white, more or less thickly marked with various shades of olive-brown, and are not to be distinguished with certainty from eggs of the European Raven (Corvus corax).

Their average 2.05 x 1.32.

"The same nest is occupied year after year. In the neighbourhood of Cape Town the eggs are usually laid in August."

A specimen of this species was presented to the Zoological Gardens of London by Mr. Marshall in January, 1890. Dr. Russ describes the Thick-billed Raven (C. crassirostris), although he admits that it has..."
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never been imported, because he says that sooner or later it is sure to be.

Black-and-White Jackdaw (Corvus dauricus).

Purplish-black above, the margins of the feathers glossy; the primary coverts and flights more or less green; tail greenish in certain lights; a broad greyish white collar on back and sides of neck; head glossy purplish-black becoming bluer on fore-neck; ear coverts and vicinity of the same with ashy streaks; rest of body below greyish-white excepting the thighs, vent, and under wing and tail coverts, which are purplish-black; bill and feet black; irides brown. Female described as slightly larger; it doubtless differs somewhat in the character of its bill. Hab., Northern Asia, from the Altai Mountains to Eastern Siberia; China and Japan. (Sharpe.)

According to Seebohm ("Birds of the Japanese Empire," p. 97), this appears to be a rare bird in Japan; he tells us nothing about its habits there.

Mr. C. W. Campbell, writing on "Birds Collected in Corea (The Ibis, 1892, p. 236), says:—"In large flocks I always saw numbers of a smaller and white-breasted species, which I took to be Corvus dauuricus. I frequently tried to obtain a specimen, but was always baffled by the wariness of the bird."

Capt. H. A. Walton, describing the "Birds of Peking" (The Ibis, 1903, p. 21), tells us that "It was especially numerous during the very cold weather in December and January. Its voice is very like that of the English Jackdaw."

Mr. J. D. D. La Touche (The Ibis, 1906, p. 432) says that at Chinkiang it is "extremely abundant throughout the winter. It arrives in October and leaves early in spring."

This is all that I have been able to discover respecting the wild life. It was presented to the Zoological Society of London in July, 1890, by Mons. J. de la Touche.

The Chaplain Crow (Corone capillana), which ranges from Persia and Mesopotamia eastwards into India, is regarded as a mere sub-species of our Hooded Crow; at least specimens have been exhibited at our Zoological Gardens.

Indian Crow (Corone splendens).

General colour greyish-black; the back, outer webs of primaries and tail with a greenish or steel-grey gloss; wings slightly purplish; nasal bristles, crown, orbital region, cheeks and throat purplish-black; nape, sides of neck, mantle, fore-neck and chest drab-brown; bill and feet black; irides brown. The female is a trifle duller and smaller than the male, with slightly shorter bill. Hab., India and Ceylon. Jerdon observes ("Birds of India," Vol. II., pp. 299, 300):—"This Crow, though eminently social, is not strictly gregarious, but it roosts in company, in vast numbers, and there are certain spots near all large towns or stations where they nightly congregate for this purpose, coming from a distance varying from three to ten miles of radius."

"The food of this Crow is greatly varied; but, as a rule, it may be said that it lives on the crumbs that fall from the food of man. Many natives eat habitually out of doors, and the remnants of boiled rice or other grain are thrown away, whilst in those who feed within doors the fragments are pitched out at certain stated intervals, well known to the Crows of the vicinity, who proceed from house to house, warned by some watchful member of their community when the feast is at hand. So well known is the process of cooking that a small fire, or rather its attendant smoke, even in some unusual spot far away from their daily haunt, will at once attract one or two hungry Crows, who, if the symptoms of food are favourable, remain for the expected leavings. In the intervals between the meals of mankind, some betake themselves early in the morning to some plain that has perhaps been flooded, to pick up a crab, a frog, a fish, or insects. Others hunt for grubs in ploughed lands, or in pastures along with cattle, and others may be seen ridding cattle of the ticks or other insects that infest them; some betake themselves to the sides of a river or tank; a few, in the vicinity of large rivers or creeks, follow vessels, and hunt with the Gulls and Terns; and not a few, about Calcutta and other large cities, find a plentiful repast on the corpse of some dead Hindu, or on that of a dead bullock. A banana tree, a peepul, or other tree with ripe fruit, will always be visited by many Crows; and if a flight of winged termites takes place, morning or evening, there are the Crows to be found in abundance, and adroitly catching them in company with Bee-eaters, Kites, King-crows, and, mayhap, Bats."

"The Crow breeds from April to July, according to the locality, and, occasionally, two or three in the same tree, though, in general, there is not more than one. Now and then they select a corner of a house or some convenient nook, but generally build in trees, making a moderate fabric of sticks, occasionally thinly lined with some softer materials." The eggs are usually four in number, and are greenish-blue, spotted and blotched in various shades of brown.

The London Zoological Society first secured this Crow for the Gardens in June, 1870, since which date a fair number of specimens has been received both at the London and Amsterdam Gardens, and in those of Berlin it has not been unrepresented.

American Crow (Corone americana).

Glossy purplish-black with violet reflections; head and neck somewhat brownish; wings steel-black, slightly glossed with violet; the outer coverts, primary coverts, and primaries outwardly glossed with green; tail-feathers greenish on inner web, and the rest white, with irides brown. Female rather smaller and with shorter bill. Hab., North America.

According to Charles Bendire ("Life Histories of North American Birds," Vol. II.), the food of this Crow seems to be remarkably varied, but he appears to think that on the whole it does more good than harm to the farmer. As regards the nidification he says (pp. 411-412): "Nest-building in the more southern States begins sometimes by Feb., 20, and correspondingly later northward. In the vicinity of Washington, district of Columbia, fresh eggs may be occasionally found in the last week in March, but more frequently during the first two weeks in April. Along our northern border they nest generally about the beginning of May; and even in the most northern portions of their range they have been known to breed equally early, but most frequently nidification here is protracted well into June. In Idaho, Washington, and Oregon it is at its height between April 15 and May 20. The nests are bulky, usually well constructed, may be seen riding cattle of branches, generally well up and hard to reach. Occasionally one is placed near the main trunk, this being mostly the case where bushy cedars or junipers are used. Any sort of tree may be chosen for a nesting site, providing it is one of dense foliage which will hide the nest well. In some localities pine trees seem to be preferred, while in others oaks are often selected. In the West cottonwoods, junipers, and willows are most frequently used."
Nests are usually placed at heights varying from 20 ft. to 60 ft.; but I have found some barely 6 ft. from the ground, and in many localities in the West they are rarely placed over 20 ft. up. Here also they are said to occasionally nest on the ground, but I have never observed this personally. Crows rarely nest in deep forests, the borders of woods and the river bottoms being preferred for such purposes. The nests are composed outwardly of sticks, weed-stalks, corn-husks, and other coarse material, and lined with grape-vine bark, fine roots, dry grass, leaves, straw, moss, rags, wool, and hair, the lining varying in different localities. Where cattle are plentiful the nests are often found lined with more or less of their hair. These finer materials are well knitted together. The outer diameter of the nest is usually about 24 in. by 9 in., in depth. The inner cup is from 4 in. to 6 in. deep, and from 12 in. to 15 in. in diameter. This prevents the eggs from being thrown out of the nest during high winds when placed in slender branches in the extreme tops of trees.

"The number of eggs to a set varies from four to eight. Sets of five are most commonly found, while those of seven are rare, and those of eight quite unusual. Mr. A. C. Kempton, Wolville, Nova Scotia, writes me that he found a set of ten eggs in the spring of 1890, which he believed were laid by the same bird. In the Western States usually from three to five eggs constitute a set, and those of six, according to my observations, are much rarer than in the East. Incubation lasts about eighteen days, and both parents assist in this duty. The young are born blind and naked, and remain in the nest about three weeks. While Crows steal many of the eggs of other birds, they apparently do not molest any of their own kind, but if several nests are close together they will steal nesting material from each other whenever an opportunity occurs. The old nests are resorted to for several seasons in succession where not molested. Only one brood is raised in a season."

"Crows' eggs are rather handsome and vary greatly in shape, size, colour, and markings; the majority may be called ovate, but both short and rounded ovates and elliptical and elongated ovates are also found in great series. Ground color varies from a dark nightshade and pale bluish-green to olive-green, and occasionally to an olive-buff." The markings usually consist of irregularly shaped blotches and spots of different shades of browns and greys. In some specimens these are large and irregularly distributed over the egg, usually predominating about the larger end, leaving the ground colour clearly visible. In others, again, the markings are fine, profuse, and evenly distributed, giving the egg a uniform dark olive-green colour throughout."

"The average measurements of 292 eggs in the United States National Museum collection is 41.40 by 29.15 millimetres, or about 1.63 in. by 1.15 in."

The London Zoological Society first acquired this species in April, 1862, and two were presented to the Gardens in August, 1875; it is not probable that it will now be allowed to be imported, unless it is excepted from protection as a more or less mischievous bird.

**Australian Crow (Corvus australis).**

Black glossed with purple, the outer webs of the primaries more steely in colouring; head duller than back; throat with lanceolate, greenish-black feathers, inclining to purple on the lower throat; lower surface of flights wholly black; bill and feet black; irides dark brown. Female smaller than male, with rather shorter bill. Hab., Australia.

Gould says ("Handbook to the Birds of Australia," Vol. 1, p. 476) : "In Western Australia, for the greater part of the year, this bird is met with in pairs or singly; but in May and June it congregates in families of from twenty to fifty, and is then very destructive to the farmer's seed crops, which appear to be its only inducement for assembling together, as it is not known to congregate at any other period. In New South Wales and Tasmania it is also usually seen in pairs, but occasionally congregated in small flocks. At Port Essington, where it is mostly seen in pairs, in quiet, secluded places, it is not so abundant as in other parts of Australia.

"The stomach is tolerably muscular, and the food consists of insects, carrion of all kinds, berries, seeds, grain, and other vegetable substances.

"Its croak very much resembles that of the Carrion Crow, but differs in the last note being lengthened to a great extent.

"Its nest, which is formed of sticks and of a large size, is usually placed near the top of the largest gum trees. The eggs which are three or four in number, are very long in form, and of a pale dull green colour, blotched, spotted, and freckled all over with umber-brown, the blotches being of a much greater size at the larger end; they are about 1½ in. long by 1½ in. broad."

This species first arrived at our Gardens in May, 1865; a second was purchased in May, 1872, and two were received by exchange in July, 1876; specimens were presented in June, 1883, and July, 1890, and two were purchased in July, 1893.

**Abyssinian Crow (Rhinocorax aethiopicus).**

Above glossy purplish-black; sides of face and neck greenish; nasal bristles black, completely hiding the nostrils; under surface glossy steel-black; bill and feet black; irides brown. Female not differentiated, but, judging from Henslin's remarks, a trifle smaller than the male. Hab., North-eastern Africa, ranging into Palestine.

Henslin observes ("Ornithologie Nord-Ost Afrikas," p. 505): "This species generally lives altogether more gregariously than *C. umbrinus* and *scautarius* in the Steppes, mountains, and on the seashore; also it is not infrequently to be seen round human habitations. In high country it appears to nest in colonies on the cliffs. I saw there whole troops circling about the rocks in their peculiar flight after the manner of Jackdaws; in the plains only occurring singly or at most in pairs, and here frequently an inhabitant of the most sterile deserts, particularly near caravan camps and the hollows of wells."

Mr. E. Loft Phillips, describing birds from Somaliland (The Ibis, 1886, p. 389), says: "Crows (probably *Corvus aethiopicus*) never failed to appear in the neighbourhood as soon as the tents were pitched. Nearly all the Crows' nests contained eggs of the Great Spotted Cuckoo, and in one nest there were twelve eggs, four only belonging to the rightful owner." In *The Ibis* for 1891, p. 628, E. Cavendish Taylor describes the eggs as "smaller than eggs of *Corvus umbrinus*, and very blue in colour." The fact that the bird actually is the Abyssinian Crow is proved by a skin obtained by Capt. Swaine, R.E. (cf. *The Ibis*, 1894, p. 328).

Col. J. W. Yerbury, writing on the birds of Aden...
(The Ibis, 1896, p. 26), says: "When first I arrived at Lahej in March, 1885, there was a large flock of these birds in the neighbourhood. My attention was attracted to them by their curious call and their non-covine look when on the wing, the latter due, I fancy, to a shortness of tail and great breadth of wing near the body, quite out of proportion to the size, as a Crow. The whole flock disappeared in about a fortnight, as, when I went out some days later to shoot another specimen, not a single bird was to be seen."

In The Ibis for 1896, p. 394, Mr. E. Lort Phillips says: "This short-tailed Raven is extremely common in Somaliland, from the sea-coast at Berbera to the top of the Goolie. It is a persistent and most fearless camp-follower, and is ever on the look-out for scraps from the kitchen. It has a curious habit of walking about with its beak wide open, as if greatly affected by the heat."

Mr. F. J. Jackson found the stomach of a female which he examined "full of eggs and young birds." (cf. The Ibis, 1899, p. 588.)

Messrs. Rothschild and Wollaston, when in the Sudan, found this species "always very careful to keep out of range of a gun." (The Ibis, 1902, p. 13.)

Two specimens of this Crow arrived at the London Zoological Gardens in July, 1880. They are recorded in the list under the generic name of Corvus. I should have thought that this broad-winged, short-tailed, prominently bristle-tufted-billed bird was genetically distinct enough from the typical Crows.

**Pied Crow-Shrike (Strepera graculina).**

Glossy blue-black; tail-feathers crossed at base by a broad white band and tipped with white, more broadly on the inner than outer webs; base of primaries also white, forming a large speculum; under tail-coverts white; bill and feet black; irides yellow. Female smaller than the male. Hab., Australia.

Gould says of this species ("Handbook," Vol. I., pp. 168, 169): "It is very generally distributed over the colony of New South Wales, inhabiting alike the bush near the coast of the mountain ranges, and also the forests of Eucalyptus, which clothe the plains and more open country. As a great part of its food consists of seeds, berries, and fruits, it is more arboreal in its habits than some of the other species of its group, whose structure better adapts them for progression on the ground, and whose food principally consists of insects and their larve. Like the other members of the genus, it is mostly seen in companies, varying from four to six in number, seldom either singly or in pairs. I am not, however, inclined to consider them as gregarious birds in the strict sense of the word, believing as I do that each of these small companies is composed of a pair and their progeny, which appear to keep together from the birth of the latter until the natural impulse for pairing prompts them to separate.

"It is during flight that the markings of this bird are displayed to the greatest advantage, and render it a conspicuous object in the bush; while on the wing it utters a peculiar noisy cry, by which its presence is often indicated.

"The nest, which is usually constructed on the branches of low trees, sometimes even on those of the Casuarine, is of a large size, round, open, and cup-shaped, built with sticks and lined with moss and grasses. The eggs, which I was not so fortunate as to procure, are said to be three or four in number."

A. J. North says ("Catalogue of Nests and Eggs," p. 55): "It constructs its nest in the forked branch of a tree, usually a Eucalyptus or Casuarina; it is a large, open, bow-shaped structure, outwardly composed of sticks, and lined with strips of bark and grasses. Eggs three or four in number, with a sitting, of a pale chocolate-brown, with fine large and markings of reddish-brown, in some instances a few obsolete irregular-shaped spots of lilac appear beneath the surface of the shell. Length (A) 1.65 x 1.12 in.; (B) 1.7 x 1.15 in.; (C) 1.63 x 1.2 in.

"The breeding season commences in August and lasts during the three following months."

This species first reached the London Zoological Gardens in March, 1866; a second example was purchased in July, 1869, and two others in May, 1873; one was also received in exchange in May, 1887.

**Hill Crow-Shrike (Strepera arguta).**

Dull blackish, browner at tips of wing-feathers and on sides of neck; wings black, primaries with a great part of the inner web white; secondaries narrowly tipped with white; tail greyish externally, the feathers, excepting the two central ones, broadly tipped with white on the inner web and narrowly on the outer one; breast with narrow metallic shaft-streaks; under tail-coverts white; bill and feet black; corner of mouth yellow; irides orange-yellow. Female much greyer than the male and with a shorter bill. Hab., Tasmania.

Gould observes ("Handbook," Vol. I., pp. 171, 172): "It is the largest, the boldest, and the most animated species of the genus yet discovered. It is not strictly gregarious, it is often seen in small companies of from four to ten, and during the months of winter even a greater number are to be seen congregated together. The districts most suited to its habits are open grasses in the forest and thinly-timbered hills. Although it readily perches on the trees, its natural resort is the ground, for which its form is admirably adapted, and over which it passes with amazing rapidity, either in a succession of leaps or by running. Feigned out sparingly diffused, it constructs necessary and almost its sole food, and of these nearly every order inhabiting the surface of the ground forms part of its diet; grasshoppers are devoured with great avidity.

"Its note is a loud ringing and very peculiar sound, somewhat resembling the words click, click, several times repeated, and strongly reminded me of the distant sound of the strokes on a blacksmith's anvil; and hence the term arguta appeared to me to be an appropriate specific appellation for this new species.

"All the nests I found of this species either contained young birds or were without eggs; I am consequently unable to give their size or colour. The nest, which is of a large size, is generally placed on a horizontal branch of a low tree; it is round, deep, and cup-shaped, entirely formed of sticks and lined with fibrous roots and other fine materials."

A. J. North ("Catalogue of Nests and Eggs," pp. 57, 58) says: "Eggs three for a sitting, of a light reddish or buffy-brown ground colour, spotted or blotched with markings of a darker tint; one specimen, B, is a rounded-oval in form, and the markings are clouded and not so well defined. Length (A) 1.78 x 1.18 in.; (B) 1.63 x 1.21 in.; (C) 1.64 x 1.22 in.

"The months of September and October constitute the breeding season of this species."
A specimen of this bird was presented to the London Zoological Society in May, 1865.  

"Grey Crow-Shrike (Sturnera cuneiculata)."

Above brownish-grey, clearer on lower back and rump; wing-coverts indistinguishably tipped with white; flights blackish-brown, edged on outer webs with ash-white, purer white on secondaries, which also have white tips; inner webs of primaries with basal half white; tail-feathers blackish-brown with broad grey margins, inner webs tipped with white; forehead, nape, region, cheeks, ear-coverts and chin dark brown; body below ash-brown, the feathers with ill-defined paler central streaks; thighs dark brown; under tail-coverts white; under wing-coverts grey; flights below dark brown, the primaries with the basal half white; bill and feet black; irides orange. Hab., South-west Australia.  

The female is not differentiated, but probably has a shorter bill than the male.  

Dr. Sharpe separates S. plumbea from Western Australia as a distinct subspecies. Gould says ("Handbook," Vol. I., pp. 173, 174): "Gilbert states that in Western Australia he mostly met with it in the thickly wooded forests, singly or in pairs, feeding on the ground with a gait and manners very much resembling the Common Crow. Its flight is easy and long-sustained, and it occasionally mounts to a considerable height in the air."

"The stomach is very muscular, and the food consists of coleoptera and the larvae of insects of various kinds."

"It breeds in the latter part of September and the beginning of October, forming a nest of dried sticks in the thickest part of the foliage of a gum—or mahogany—tree and laying three eggs, the ground colour of which is either reddish buff or wood-brown, marked over nearly the whole of the surface with blotches of a darker tint. Their medium length is one inch and nine lines by one inch and two and a half lines broad."

Seven examples of this species reached the London Zoological Gardens between the years 1854 and 1874.

Sooty Crow-Shrike (Sturnera fuliginosa).

Glossy scot-black; primaries slightly marked with white at base of inner webs; outer primaries broadly tipped with white; tail blackish; the outer four greyish, inner webs with a large white spot at tips slightly extending on to outer webs; under surface a trifle greyer than the upper; bill and feet black; irides bright yellow. Female slightly smaller than the male. Hab., Tasmania.  

According to Gould ("Handbook," Vol. I., p. 170), this species frequents different localities from those affected by others of the genus, "those preferred being low swampy grounds in the neighbourhood of the sea and wooded bordering rivers. Like the other species of the genus, it subsists on insects and grubs of various kinds, to which pulpy seeds and berries are frequently added."

"It is very active on the ground, passing over the surface at great rapidity."

"It breeds in the low trees, constructing a large and deep nest very similar to that of the European Crow, and lays three eggs, of a pale vinous brown, marked all over with large irregular blotches of brown, one inch and five-eighths long by one inch and a quarter broad."

"I have seen this bird in a state of captivity, and it appeared to bear confinement remarkably well."  

Society of London purchased a specimen in April, 1870. Russ says that it has seldom arrived alive in Europe.

Moorish Magpie (Pica mauritanica).

Glossy black; the black glossed with green, the rump and upper tail-coverts with green or purple; acruals pure white; tail metallic green, glossed with purple towards the tip; wing-coverts metallic green edged with blue; primaries blackish, the inner webs largely white; secondaries metallic purplish blue; a bare cobalt-blue patch behind eye; lower abdomen pure white; bill and feet black; irides dark brown. Female slightly smaller than the male. Hab., Algeria and Morocco.  

J. I. S. Whitaker ("Birds of Tunisia," Vol. II., pp. 12, 13) says: ""On the plains between Feriana and Gafsa, in Central Tunisia, I have often met with the Moorish Magpie in small parties, frequenting patches of cultivated land dotted over with thorn bushes, and further south I have found it near Ras-el-Aouun, among the tamarisk bushes bordering the Oued Seldja."

"Like Grey Shrikes, Bush-Babbler, and other wary birds, this Magpie is fond of open country, where the monotony of the level plain is only broken by isolated clumps of bushes. These afford sufficient shelter to the birds, and at the same time afford admirable points of vantage from which to spy the surrounding country."

"P. mauritanica closely resembles our European Magpie in its general life and habits; its note, also, is not dissimilar."

The Arab name for the Magpie, Agaz or Agag, like many Arab names for birds, is taken from its harsh cry, and no doubt the name of Agasse, used in some parts of France, has a similar derivation. Like the common Magpie, the Moorish bird will feed on almost anything, and in the arid semi-desert wastes of Tunisia its diet consists largely of heasts and coleoptera, which abound in those regions.

"In South Tunisia it is an early breeder, and I have found nests containing nearly fledged young birds as early as the first week in April. Further north it does not breed so early."

"The nest is nearly always placed in the middle of a thick and almost impenetrable thorn-bush, and at a height of from six to ten feet from the ground; it is of the usual domed shape, composed of sticks and twigs, and lined with a little wool and hair. The eggs, which are generally six in number, although occasionally as many as seven, or even eight, may be found, resemble those of our European bird, being of a greenish colour, finely spotted all over with brown. They measure from 31 to 33 mm. in length, by 22 to 25 mm. in breadth."

The London Zoological Gardens first received this species in July, 1870, and, according to Russ, this is the only instance in which it has been imported.

The Himalayan Magpie (P. himalayana) is, according to Sharpe and Dresser, only a variety of the European species. The London Gardens acquired it in 1875.

Chinese Blue Magpie (Cyanopica cyanus).

Pale ash-grey, more or less glossy, above, especially on the upper tail-coverts; wings, excepting the least-coverts, pale sky blue; primaries black, edged with blue towards the base, and with white towards the tip; tail mainly blue; outer tail-feathers with blue tips, others very minutely white-tipped; head and nape black; cheeks and throat white; centre of body below whitish; wings below pale greyish brown, flights white at base of inner webs; bill and feet black; irides red. Female with a much shorter and less pointed bill. Hab., Eastern Siberia, Japan, and North China.  

Russ observes it has been observed in the Tsarist Empire, (p. 99) — "The Eastern Blue Magpie is a resident in Southern Japan." He further points out that the
BLUES.

Spanish Blue Magpie differs chiefly from this species in its browner colour, and the fact that the white tips to the central tail-feathers only occur accidently. He thinks it probable that this species was originally introduced into Spain, as the Chinese Ringed Pheasant was into England, and both have spread in consequence of the greater rainfall of Spain and for protective purposes; if so, the Spanish bird can only be regarded as, at most, a "subspecies," as it is now the fashion to call locally varying types.

J. D. D. La Touche (The Ibis, 1906, p. 433) says:—

"The Blue-winged Magpie is very common in the plains, while in winter parties frequent copses and gardens of the villages, and are also to be met with along the willow-bordered creeks and ponds. It breeds in colonies on high trees around the villages of the plain. The nest is generally difficult of access, being nearly always placed high up in a tree, and as a rule in a thin fork some distance from the trunk. I have not had an opportunity of watching the building of the nest, but it is generally completed about May 20. A number of nests examined on May 29 were either empty or contained only one egg, but on the same day I obtained from a native a clutch of four eggs. The nests are built of sticks outwardly, and within there is a thick lining, or, more properly, an inner nest composed of moss, cows' hair, wool, fibres, and twigs. A good deal of mud is used as a base to the inner nest. The inner diameter of one lining, which I measured, was 5½ in., and the depth about 1½ in. Besides the clutch mentioned above I have obtained fresh eggs on May 26, a few that were fresh and a number that were incubated on June 14. Two eggs brought to me on July 11 were, one incubated, the other rotten.

"Out of twenty-seven eggs taken, eight have the ground colour of a light greenish grey, seventeen of a brownish yellow clay colour or pale olive-brown, and one of an intermediate shade. The markings consist of roundish spots and specks, or sometimes of short lines, of brown and purplish grey, the latter often on the surface as well as beneath it. As a rule, every egg has also a few surface specks of very dark brown. The shape is ovate or very rarely elongated ovate. The twenty-seven eggs in my collection average 1.08 × 0.83 in.; the largest is 1.16 × 0.87 in., and the smallest 1.00 × 0.79 in.

A specimen of the Chinese bird reached the Zoological Gardens of London in October, 1873, and one of the Spanish race in August, 1878. Many others of both races were received later, the Chinese form being bred in the Gardens in 1884 and 1888, and the Spanish form in 1890.

OCCIPITAL BLUE PIE (Urocissa occipitalis).

Above pale purplish brown; a patch of white on nape and hind neck; wings much bluer; flights with azure blue outer and blackish inner webs; secondaries with white terminal band; primaries edged externally with ash shading into blue at tips, and with a terminal white spot; upper tail-coverts blue tipped with black, and subterminally greyish; tail blue, with broad white tip; all the feathers excepting the two central ones with a broad subterminal black band, and in front of this on inner web of most of them, a white-spot; head entirely black; plumes of crown with white tips; fore neck black, slightly shaded with blue; under surface otherwise silvery white; flanks and thighs washed with bluish grey; bill coral-red; feet orange; irides red. Female with far more powerful bill than the male. Hab., Himalayas.

"Jerdon," "Birds of India," Vol. II., p. 310) says:—

"It breeds at about 5,000 feet, making, says Hutton,

a loose nest of twigs, externally lined with roots. The nest is built on trees, sometimes high up, at others 8 or 10 feet from the ground. The eggs are from three to five, of a dull greenish ash grey, blotched and spotted with darker brownish ash dashes, confluent at the larger end. It is very terrene in its habits, feeding almost entirely on the ground. Several of these Magpies will often follow a leopard for more than a mile, perching on the trees and bushes above it, and keeping up a continual screeching ("Indian Sporting Review," 1856). It is sometimes caged, and bears confinement very well. It will eat raw meat, young or small birds, insects, and, indeed, almost any kind of food."

An example of this handsome Magpie reached the London Zoological Gardens in June, 1868; in 1893 it was imported by Miss Hagenbeck, and I believe others have come to hand from time to time.

SIAMENSSE BLUE PIES (Urocissa magnirostris).

Darkier than the preceding species, wings not so blue; white tips of primaries ill-defined or wanting; bill and tail-feverts much stouter than those of the preceding species,


"I have found three nests of this handsome Magpie—two on the bank of the Miplay Choung on April 14, 1879, and March 5, 1880, respectively, and one near Meewuddly, on the Thongyeen river, on March 19, 1880.

"The first contained three, the second four, and the third two eggs.

"These are all of the same type, dead white, with pale claret-coloured dashes and spots rather washed-out looking, and lying chiefly at the small end. One egg has the spots thicker at the small end. They are moderately broad ovals, and vary from 1.19 to 1.35 in length, and from 0.93 to 1.08 in breadth.

"The nests were all alike, thick, solid structures of twigs and branches, lined with finer twigs, about 8 or 9 inches in diameter, and placed invariably at the top of tall, straight saplings of teak, pynako (Xylo dolabiforin), and other trees at a height of about 15 feet from the ground."

The London Zoological Society purchased examples of this species in August, 1862, and May, 1871, since which date no less than 14 specimens have been presented to them by Mr. C. Clifton, and as many more by Mr. J. M. Cook. Dealers have probably confounded it with U. occipitalis.

CHINESE BLUE PIE (Urocissa erythorhyncha).

Lilacine-brown washed with purple; wings dull blue, brighter on outer webs of flights, inner webs dark brown; outer webs of primaries with white tips; secondaries with white terminal bar; upper tail-coverts broadly tipped with black and subterminally pale grey; tail azure blue, broadly white-tipped, excepting on central feathers, with a broad subterminal black band, preceded on inner web by a more or less defined white bar; head and throat black; frontals feathers tipped with lavender-grey, which colour covers the rest of the crown and nape; under-surface pale blue-greyish, greyer on flanks; under wing-coverts greyish-white; under tail-coverts white; bill and feet coral-red; irides deep sienna-brown tinged with crimson. Female smaller and with shorter and heavier bill. Hab., China.

Mr. J. D. D. La Touche (The Ibis, 1900, pp. 40, 41) says:—

"A common bird all over Fokien. On the 25th April, 1898, we took a clutch of five eggs from a nest placed on a tree in the valley below Kuantan. These were much incubated. The colour is a pale yellowish or greenish clay, with spots and longitudinal
splashes of somewhat pale and dull reddish-brown and
reddish-grey (underlying). The markings on four eggs
are exactly as on the latter, and they form a well-marked crown or cap, and where the underlying splashes are confluent, the rest of the egg being but
sparsely marked. In the fifth egg there is a broad ring
round the small end, the rest of the egg, as in the
others, being but lightly marked. In shape these eggs
are ovate, inclining to oval, one being almost oval.
Their measurement is 1.27 x 0.93, 1.26 x 0.91, 1.28 x 0.91, and 1.29 x 0.91.

On the 26th April following another clutch of five
eggs was taken from a nest placed on a bamboo at a
height of about 20 ft. from the ground. These eggs,
which were very slightly incubated, have a lighter
ground-colour than the above, one egg markedly so.
The spots are much more numerous and much smaller.
Three of them have a rough ring of reddish-grey under-
lying blotches under the reddish-brown spots, which
are larger than on the rest of the egg. In the fifth
and light-coloured egg this ring is very slight, and
the surface and underlying markings are small, there
being only three or four underlying blotches. These
are all broader eggs, with a tendency to being oval,
except one, which is a broad oval. They measure
1.22 x 0.95, 1.21 x 0.93, 1.28 x 0.96, and 1.18 x 0.93
two eggs) inch. We did not take this nest, which
appeared to be built in the usual style, and was a slight
structure, composed of thin twigs and tendrils.”

The London Zoological Society purchased an example
of this bird in February, 1861. Russ observes that it
is rarely imported, but nevertheless may be met with
at all the zoological gardens and the larger dealers.

**Yellow-billed Blue Pie (Urocissa flavirostris).**

Above bluish-lavender; apical two-thirds of primaries
greyish-white and white-tipped externally; secondaries
more distinctly white-tipped; upper tail-coverts azure
blue tipped with black, and with a narrow subterminal
bluish-white bar; tail azure blue with broad white
tips; all excepting the two central feathers with a sub-
terminal black bar, preceded on inner web by an ill-define,
white bar; head, neck, mantle and breast black, with a large neutral white patch faintly tinted
with blue; underparts otherwise ashy grey, paler on
and under tail-coverts; under wing, yellowish; edge of wing tinted with lavender; bill yellow;
feet orange-yellow; irides brownish-yellow. Female
not differentiated; probably with stronger and shorter bill than the male. Hab., Himalayas.

Jerdon (“Birds of India,” Vol. II., p. 311) says:—

“it is found in Cashmere and Jummu, in Kumaon, in
parts of Nepal, and in Sikim, where it is the only
species. It occurs about Darjeeling from 6,000 ft. to
10,000 ft. or so; wanders about a good deal, generally
flying low, and alighting on low trees and shrubs, some-
times on a stone, or the stump of a tree. It lives
chiefly on large insects, grasshoppers, locusts, etc., and
it has a loud, ringing call which the natives attempt
to imitate in the names given above.” I had the nest
and eggs brought me once. The nest was made of sticks and roots; the eggs, three in number, were of
a greenish-fawn colour, very faintly blotted with brown.”

I., pp. 15, 16, 17): “The Yellow-billed Blue Magpie breeds
throughout the lower ranges of the Himalayas in well-
wooded localities. From Hazara to Bhootan, and very
likely further east still, from April to August, mostly,

however, I think, laying in May. The nest, which is
rather coarse and large, made of sticks and lined with
grass, is a rather large and strong one, where my experience
5. I have never seen a nest at a lower elevation than
about 5,000 ft.; as a rule, they are a good deal higher up.”

“The eggs are of the ordinary Indian Magpie type,
scarcely, if at all, smaller than those of *U. occipitalis,*
and larger than any of the eggs of either Den-
drocyra rufa or *D. himalayensis.* Doubtless all kinds
of varieties occur, as the eggs of this family are very
variable; but I have only seen two types—in one the
ground is a pale, dingy, yellowish-stone colour, pro-
fusely streaked, blotched, and mottled with a somewhat
pale brown, more or less olivaceous in some eggs, the
markings even in this type being generally denser
throughout the large end, where they form an irregular
mottled cap; in the other type the ground is a very
greenish-drab colour; there is a dense confluent
raw-siena-coloured zone round the large end, and only
a few spots and specks of the same colour scattered
about the rest of the egg. All kinds of intermediate
varieties occur. The texture of the shell is fine and
compact, and the eggs are mostly more or less glossy.

“*The eggs vary in size from 1.23 to 1.48 in length, and
from 0.8 to 0.95 in breadth; but the average of twenty-
seven eggs is 1.3 x 0.92.”

Three specimens of this species reached the London
Zoological Gardens as an exchange in May, 1877; in
1886 the species arrived at the Amsterdam Gardens;
and in 1895 at those of Berlin.

**Piafeg (Cryptorkina afru).**

Glossy purplish-black; wing-coverts slightly greenish;
primaries brown, tipped with black; secondaries with
indications of bars when seen in certain lights; upper
and under tail-coverts, tail (barred in certain lights),
and under wing-coverts brown; flights below with
greyish inner webs, paler towards the base; bill black;
feet leaden-black; irides crimson, with a faint external
blackish tinge. Female much smaller, and with black-
tipped yellow bill and hazel irides. Hab. N.E. Africa and Senegambia.

Huglin observes (“Ornithologie Nord-Ost Afrikas,”
p. 492, 493): “The Senegal Magpie is an extremely
lively bird, in its behaviour much reminding one of
*Lamprotornis anna.* It is found in Southern Kordofan,
along the whole of the White Nile and Gazelle River,
at the upper BaHr el Azim and, according to Ruppell,
also in Abyssinia. Living in pairs and small companies,
the Schwalbe* assembles together, after the completion
of the business of breeding at the commencement of the
rainy season (June), in great flocks, disappears for
several months, and reappears again in the dry season.
Its favourite resorts are flat pastures with *Dolich* palms
*Borassus aethiopicus*, in the dry clusters of leaves
of which it lives amicably together with *Falco rufocolis,
Colinina quinca,* and some larger birds, such as
males. The breeding season occurs in the months of March to
June; the nest itself, which is situated between the leaf-
sheaths and the trunk, I have never been able to secure,
as the smooth *Dolich* trunks are almost unclimbable;
entrance to the nest is frequently hedged with thorns.
Before the commencement of daybreak these birds are
already on the wing, and after midnight, like
jays, in chattering, whistling, and croaking, and
flying from one branch to another. With the dawn
of day they seek the ground, with a continuous cry.

* Arabian name for the bird.
in order clearly to attract its attention. Towards evening the dispersed pairs and families assemble in the vicinity of their night quarters, the aforesaid Doleb palms, after the fashion of Starlings, engage during flight in various sports and evolutions, and only after the commencement of night settle down to silence and rest.”

Mr. J. S. Budgett, in an account of the ornithology of the Gambia River (The Ibis, 1901, p. 491), says of this species: “M’Carthy Island. Very common. The males have red beaks, the females black; they act as scavengers.” According to Heuglin, the red-billed birds are the young.

Captain Boyd Alexander says (The Ibis, 1902, p. 307): “This is a common species in the open country, consorting together in small flocks, and always to be found where cattle are grazing. It nests in the tops of tall cocomut trees. Its flight is straight and steady, and, when travelling together, these birds give vent to a series of short, sharp cries, almost in unison.

“The males have the iris claret-coloured, the females hazel.”

Mr. F. J. Jackson, describing birds collected during a journey to the Ruwenziro range (The Ibis, 1906, p. 570), observes: “The only two occasions on which I have seen these birds were at the same place, though on different days. Each time three individuals were observed. The place was an open plain, with short grass, and a few palm trees dotted about, in which the birds perched. They never seemed to stay long in one place, but flew from tree to tree, and very low to the ground, as if they intended to settle every moment. Their note had a curious and somewhat harsh sound.”

I have discovered no definite account of the nidification of this Magpie. It first arrived at the London Zoological Gardens in 1866, then in 1872; in the Amsterdam Gardens in 1886; in 1891 the dealer, G. Bosz, imported it; and in 1892 it reached the Berlin Gardens.

**Wandering Tree-Pie (Dendrocitta rufa).**

Above deep rust-coloured, more orange on the lower back, rump, and upper tail-coverts; head and neck sooty-brown, passing gradually into the rusty colouring of the back; wings black, the least coverts dull grey, the median and greater coverts ashly-whitish, as also the outer webs of the inner secondaries; tail grey, broadly tipped with black; lores and throat blackish; remainder of under-parts bright fulvous; under wing-coverts and edge of wing grey, with a wash of fulvous; bill black; feet dark slate; irides blood-red. The female is browner, and has a much stronger bill. Habit, India, ranging through Assam and Burma to Tenasserim. Jerdon says of this species ("Birds of India," Vol. II., pp. 314, 315: “In the plains it is most common in well-wooded districts, and in the Carnatic and bare tableland it is only found occasionally about the larger towns and in hilly jungles; but, as you go further north, it is to be seen in every grove and garden, and every village. It occurs singly occasionally, very frequently in pairs, and now and then in small parties. It flies from tree to tree with a slow undulating flight. At times it feeds almost exclusively upon fruit, but at other times on insects, grasshoppers, locusts, mantides, and caterpillars. The natives always assert that it destroys young birds and eggs, and consider it of the Shrike genus. Mr. Smith says "he has known this bird enter a covered verandah of a house and nip off half a dozen young geraniums, visit a cage of small birds, begin by stealing the grain, and end by killing and eating the birds, and repeating these visits daily till destroyed." Mr. Buckland informs me that he has known it enter a verandah and catch bats. It has a

---

* The genera to which Heuglin referred this species.—A. G. B.
variety of notes; the usual harsh cry of the Magpie; a clear whistling, somewhat metallic call, which Sundevall syllabizes as Brack; the Bengalese into Kotree; and it has also a feeble, indistinct note at the pairing season, which the male utters, and the female responds to in a sort of chuckle. When several pairs are together, they have a curious guttural call, which the Rev. Mr. Phillips, as quoted by Horsfield, says, 'sounds like Kakak or Kek-ka-kak, repeated several times.' It builds a large nest of sticks, generally on lofty trees, and lays three or four eggs of a light greenish-fawn colour, sometimes with a few indistinct pale brown blotches.

This Magpie first reached the London Zoological Gardens in June, 1866; two more were acquired in June, 1868, and a fourth in May, 1873; two were purchased in June, 1883, and two were received in exchange in June, 1888. From time to time it has appeared in the shops of various dealers and has found its way into private collections, and consequently has appeared now and again at bird shows.

HIMALAYAN TREE-PIE (Dendrocitta himalayensis).

Back and scapulars reddish earth-brown, passing into grey on the rump and upper tail-coverts; crown, nape, and hind neck bluish ash; wings glossy black; the primaries, excepting the two outermost, white at base of outer web, forming a speculum; tail glossy black; two central feathers bluish ash for about two-thirds of their length; the next pair also bluish ash at base; forehead, sides of face and throat black, browner on ear-coverts and lower throat; remainder of under parts ash, paler on abdomen; thighs blackish, washed with bluish ash; under tail-coverts orange; under wing-coverts black; bill horn, black; feet dusky black; irides red-brown. Female generally less grey, and with a heavier bill.

Hunting Crow (Cissa chinesis).

Beautiful pale green in life, changing to verdigris-blue after death; head somewhat yellowish, conspicuously crested; wings, except lesser coverts, reddish-brown; flights dull brown on inner webs, the inner secondaries with a subterminal black bar and broad bluish-white tips; tail pale blue or green; central feathers white-tipped, the others with a broad subterminal black band and broad white tips; lores and orbital feathers extending backward into a malar band, black; bare orbital skin vermilion; bill and feet bright carmine; eyes yellowish, iris black, lower irides deep reddish-brown (Jerdon), blood-red (Oates). Female with the bill stronger than in the male. Hab., South-Eastern Himalayas, through Burma to Tenasserim.

Jerdon observes ('Birds of India," Vol. II., pp. 316, 317): "This lovely bird is found in the South-eastern Himalayas; also in the hill ranges of Assam, Sylhet, Arakan, and Tenasserim. It is not rare in Sikhim from 1,200 feet to 5,000 feet, or nearly so. It wanders about from tree to tree, and picks various insects, grasshoppers, locusts, mantides, etc., off the leaves and branches. It has a rather loud, not unpleasant, call, but its usual harsh cry of the Jays and Magpies. They are frequently tame and caged, and become, says Blyth, "very tame and fearless, very amusing and imitative, sing lustily a loud and screeching strain of their own, with much gesticulation, and are highly carnivorous in their appetite. The Shrike-like habit, in confinement, of placing a bit of food between the bars of their prison, is in no species more strongly exemplified than in this."

Buch Hamilton states that it is said to be trained in Burma to catch birds, like a hawk and catch small birds.

In Hume's "Nests and Eggs of Indian Birds," Vol. I., pp. 17-19, we read: "According to Mr. Hodgson's notes, the Green Magpie breeds in Nepal in the lower valleys and in the Terai from April to July. The nest is built in clumps of bamboos, and is large and cup-shaped, composed of sticks and leaves, coated externally with bamboo leaves and vegetable fibres, and lined inside with fine roots. It lays four eggs, one of which is figured as a broad oval, a good deal pointed towards one end, with a pale stone-coloured ground, freckled and mottled all over with sepia-brown, and measuring 1.27 × 0.89.

"A nest of this species taken below Yendong, in Native Sikhim, on April 28th, contained four fresh eggs. It was placed on the trunk of a tree. It was at a height of about 12 feet from the ground; it was a large oval saucer, 8 inches by 6 inches, and about 2.5 in depth, composed mainly of dry bamboo leaves bound firmly together with fine stems of creepers, and

Sharpe gives this inappropriate name in preference to C. renatoides, over which it has priority. I doubt the wisdom of this action, but follow him for the sake of convenience of reference.
was lined with moderately fine roots. The cavity was 5 inches by 4 inches, and about 1 inch in depth.

"The eggs received from Major Bingham, as also others received from Silkhum, where they were procured by Mr. Mandelli on April 21st and 28th, are rather broad ovals, somewhat pointed towards the small end. The egg of the first bird has a ground-colour of white, or slightly greyish-white, and they are uniformly freckled all over with very pale yellowish and greyish-brown. The frecklings are always somewhat densest at the large end, where in some eggs they form a dull brown cap or zone. In some eggs the markings are somewhat denser, in some sparser, so that some eggs look yellower or browner, and others paler."

Mr. Hume remarks the opinion that this species is wrongly placed by Jerdon, the eggs being of the Garruline type. The term "Green Magpie" is admitted by Mr. Oates to have been applied by himself, not by Mr. Hume. It seems to me that it would simplify matters to regard all the birds with prominent crests as Jays.

The Zoological Society of London purchased two specimens in June, 1866, two in May, 1871, two in April, 1873, and one in late autumn and has found its way into private aviaries, where it has been recognised under the popular name of "The Hunting Cissa."

SWAINSON'S LONG-TAILED JAY (Calocitta formosa).

Blue-grey above, brighter on sides and back of neck; wings bluer and faintly washed with purple, most strongly on the innermost secondaries, the inner webs of which are washed with sky-blue; inner webs of other flights brownish; tail purplish cobalt-blue, distal third of four outermost feathers white; crown bluish-black, with long crest of recurved feathers; lower neck and feathers above eye bluish-white; feathers encircling eye dusky, a small black spot above the back of the latter; sides of head creamy-white; a broad black band down sides of neck behind the ear-coverts; a bluish-black streak below the eye crossing the cheek; under surface creamy-white; chin slightly bluish; chest crossed by a dull blue crescent, blackish at the sides; flanks purplish-grey, with long crest of recurved feathers; wings and feathers with quite black crest, nape black, back of head washed with blue, probably with shorter, stouter bill than the male. Hab., Mexico, Guatemala, Costa Rica, Nicaragua, Honduras. (Sharpe.)

Mr. C. F. Underwood (The Ibis, 1896) says of this species: "In habits it seems to resemble Pseudornis mexicanus, even the notes are very similar, though easily distinguishable. Unfortunately, he does not describe the habits of P. mexicanus, so that we are no wiser.

Respecting an allied species (C. colliei), Mr. C. W. Beebe says ("Two Bird-lovers in Mexico," pp. 175, 176): "In cry and action they are thoroughly Jay-like, and in curiosity they equal any member of their family. Quietly hidden under thick brush, I often looked for weeks for the interesting hours of watching the blue Jay, when the sharp eyes of one of these inquisitive birds would spy me out, and put an end to all need of concealment in that vicinity. He would shriek and cry his loudest, alarming the most confiding species, and making every bird within a quarter of a mile uneasy and suspicious."

"The Jays seem to feed on anything --washed berries, limed and even small birds, which, apparently paralysed with fear at the shrieks of the blue marauders, were an easy prey."

I have come across no notes on the wild life of C. formosa, except that it is said to be very confiding, following one for a mile through the woods. The Zoological Society first secured three examples in 1877, and in 1890 two specimens were purchased for the Gardens; in 1876 the Amsterdam Gardens possessed a specimen, and in 1889 the Berlin Gardens received one from Antwerp.

HIMALAYAN JAY (Garrulus bipecularis).

Vinaceous fawn-colour, paler and yellower on the forehead and crown, bluer, lesser wing-coverts vinaceous chestnut; median coverts deeper and blackish at base, the outermost streaked with grey; bastard wing and outer webs of primary-coverts barred black and cobalt; remaining coverts velvety black excepting the innermost, which are chestnut tipped with black; flights black; the primaries with white outer edges, secondaries with about two-thirds of outer web barred with cobalt; upper and under tail-coverts white; tail black, faintly barred with grey towards the base; body below paler than above; a broad black malar streak; throat and abdomen somewhat yellowish; thighs whitish; bill dusky horny; feet dull yellowish; irides red-brown. Female not differentiated; probably with shorter bill than the male. Hab., Himalayas.

According to Jerdon ("Birds of India," Volume II., p. 308): "Adams states that it is common in the lower ranges of the Himalayas, but not in Cashmere; and that its cry is loud and harsh."

Hume ("Nests and Eggs of Indian Birds," Second Edition, Volume I., pp. 28-30) says: "The Himalayan Jay breeds pretty well throughout the lower ranges of the Himalayas. It is nowhere, that I have seen, numerically very abundant, but it is to be met with everywhere. It lays in March and April, and, though I have never taken the nest myself, I have now repeatedly had it sent me. It builds at moderate heights, rarely above 25 ft. from the ground, in trees or thick shrubs, at elevations of from 5,000 to 7,000 ft. The nest is a moderate-sized one, 5 to 8 in. in external diameter, composed of fine twigs and grass, and lined with finer grass and roots.

"The nest is usually placed in a fork."

"The eggs are four to six in number."

"The eggs are rather broad ovals, a good deal pointed towards one end. The ground-colour is pale greenish white, and they are pretty finely flecked and speckled (most densely so towards the large end, where the markings are almost confluent) with dull, rather pale olive-brown, amongst which a little speckling and clouding of pale greyish purple is observable. The eggs are decidedly smaller than those of the English Jay, and few of the specimens I have exhibit any of those black hair-like lines often noticeable in both the English Jay and G. lanceolatus. In length, the eggs that I have measured varied from 1.1 to 1.21, and in breadth they only varied from 0.84 to 0.87."

Russ says: "This Jay has hitherto only reached the Zoological Gardens of Amsterdam and Berlin. In the year 1896 both H. Fockelmann and A. Fockelmann of Hamburg imported it into the market."

LANCEOLATED JAY (Garrulus lanceolatus).

Pale vinaceous bay, washed with grey; scapulars rather greyer than back; wings black; lesser coverts somewhat greyish; primary and secondaries; bastard wing-feathers washed with cobalt towards the base, white at tips; flights white-tipped, especially the secondaries; primaries with grey edge towards the tips, the outer webs of all the flights barred with blue and black; two innermost secondaries grey, with a broad subterminal black bar washed with cobalt on upper edge; tail dull blue (excepting towards the tips of the feathers, where there is a broad white tip, and on the outer feathers) and narrowly barred with black; head, neck and throat
black, streaked with white; fore-neck shading into bluish grey, indistinctly streaked with whitish; remainder of under surface redder than the back, and of a purer vinaceous tint; under wing-coverts greyish black. Female not differentiated; doubtless with shorter bill. Hab., Himalayas.

Jerdon observes ("Birds of India," Vol. II., p. 308): "Hutton says that it is one of the commonest birds of the hills about Simla, usually appearing in small parties of five or six. It breeds in May and June. The nest is made of twigs, roots, and fibres, loosely put together. The eggs, three or four in number, are greenish stone-grey, freckled, chiefly at the larger end, with dusky, and a few black hair-like streaks not always present."

Four examples of this Jay reached the London Zoological Gardens in 1879, and others arrived at the same time in the Amsterdam Gardens; Miss Hagenbeck had a pair in 1884, and in 1885 and 1893 the Berlin Gardens secured specimens.

**CANADA JAY (Perisoreus canadensis).**

Above dull grey, brownish on the mantle; primaries blackish; some of the coverts and the secondaries narrowly white-tipped; tail more slate-grey than black, and white-tipped; nasal bristles and front of crown whitish slightly washed with brown and passing from grey to black on hind crown and nape; orbital plumage streaked with blackish; sides of head, neck and throat white; under parts greyish-brown, white on vent; under wing-coverts greyish; bill and feet black; irides brown. Female smaller than male. Hab., Canada, Maine, Labrador, to the Yukon. (Sharpe.)

T. G. Cooper ("Ornithology of California," Vol. I., p. 308) says: "They are generally rather shy birds, migrating in small families through the woods, occasionally whistling in a loud and clear tone quite unlike other Jays. They have, indeed, one of their habits and appearance of the Titmice, though so much larger, searching closely among the evergreens for seeds, insects, etc., hanging head downwards and uttering a variety of quaint and musical notes. At times, especially in winter, they become very bold, entering cabins in the woods, and following hunters to obtain scraps of meat and fat of the game he may hang up, from which they have obtained one of their names of 'meat-bird.' They are also called in the Far North 'Whisky Jack,' not from any fondness for liquor, but from a corruption of their Chippewa name of Wiskaykon. (Suckley.)"

"They are most numerous in the cold regions of the far countries north of lat. 49 deg., and do not migrate much even in that climate. According to Hutchings, they in winter become so bold as to steal from the very dishes in the hunter's camp. They lay up stores of berries, etc., in hollow trees, and even are said to eat lichens. They are considered mockers and birds of ill omen by the Indians, and are very noisy about the commencement of storms."

"Their nests are built in pine trees, of twigs and grass, and their eggs, four to six, are light greyish, with faint brown spots. (Nuttall.) The young for the first autumn are nearly as black as Crows."

Russ says that, in the course of years this interesting bird is occasionally offered for sale by the wholesale dealers. The London Gardens first received it in 1867; both Russ and the Zoological Society found it with the allied Siberian species—P. infaustus.

**BLUE JAY (Cyanocitta cristata).**

Above dull greyish-violaceous-blue; greater wing coverts, secondaries, and tail feathers, excepting the middle pair, bright azure blue, tipped with white and barred with black; primaries bright azure externally, the outer ones paler and partly edged with greyish; central tail feathers without white tips, and the outermost feathers without bars; crown and crest lilacine greyish-blue, frontal plumes greyish or whitish tips; nasal bristles, sides of head and throat lilacine whithish, with black shaft-lines, a black collar on the nape, passing in a line behind the ear coverts down the sides of neck to join a broad crescentic patch across the chest; a narrow frontal band, the lores and a narrow line behind the eye, black; breast, sides and flanks smoky grey; abdomen, vent, and under tail coverts white; bills of head and nape washed with purplish blue externally; tips of median coverts and a spot on the edge of the wing white; bill and feet black; irides brown. Female rather smaller, and with a distinctly shorter bill, which, when viewed in profile, is noticeably deeper. Hab., North America.

Major Bendire ("Life Histories of North American Birds," Vol. II., pp. 356-360) says:—"The Blue Jay, one of our best-known birds, is a resident, and breeds throughout the greater portion of its range, but is usually only a summer visitor in the Northern part of the United States and southern Canada, though even there some are occasionally found in mid-winter in suitable localities where beech nuts and acorns, on which they principally subsist at such times, are abundant."

"The notes uttered by the Blue Jay are quite varied. The ordinary call-note sounds like 'dian, dian,' and again like 'kah, kah,' or 'piednuckle, piednuckle,' or 'canoodle, canoodle.' I have also occasionally heard them utter a shrill cry resembling that of the Pencock, like 'pith, piph,' or 'tineh, tineh,' varied now and then to a loud 'pa-ha, pa-ha.' Occasionally, according to Mr. Preston, it produces one like 'sid-lit, sid-lit,' elevating and lowering the body in unison with this peculiar musical effort. According to Dr. P. L. Hatch, in the 'Birds of Minnesota' (p. 252), 'it utters notes somewhat like 'hilly-hilly-hilly,' or 'puhilly-puhilly,' followed in a minute afterwards by 'hweeo-hweeo-hweeo,' or 'chillo-chillo-chillo,' after which comes a soft, sweet, metallic note, filled with a sad pathos.'"

"While ordinarily a noisy bird, the careful listener may occasionally be treated to quite a pleasing effort at singing or warbling. Its remarkable powers of mimicry have often been commented on, and it is always amusing how readily it can imitate the various calls, alarm notes, and cries of distress of other birds, and of many mammals as well. These will readily deceive anyone, and the Blue Jay seems to delight in playing tricks on its unsuspecting neighbours in this manner, apparently out of pure mischief. They are especially fond of teasing Owls, and occasionally Hawks also, but sometimes with disastrous results to themselves. While in the woods, they are comparatively safe; but if one ventures into the open, and the Hawk should get tired of its tormentor and turn on him, the consequences are usually serious for the Blue Jay. His flight is laborious, and accomplished only with a good deal of flapping of the wings. He is no match for our smaller Hawks, and even a King-bird occasionally tips tails as he hovers over it, should it chance to catch one while flying from one wood to another or come anywhere in the vicinity of its nesting site. The Blue Jay knows this, and stays therefore as much as possible in the timber. They are usually found about the edges of clearings, and not infrequently nest in close proximity to houses, where, if not molested, they become very tame and friendly."

"Their food consists of all sorts of animal matter—offal, insects, grasshoppers, grubs, worms, mice, etc. and, when procurable, the eggs and young of smaller
birds varied with acorns, beechnuts, chestnuts, corn, and fruits of different kinds. They are not at all particular when hungry, but will eat almost anything, and have been seen picking up raw potato peelings, old dry brick, and apple cores. Where they are resident they lay up quite a store of acorns, corn, and nuts in various places for winter use, but where they are only summer visitors they do not resort to this practice. In the fall they congregate in large flocks preparatory to their migrations. They usually leave their summer homes in the latter part of September, returning again late in April or early in May.

"Throughout the greater part of the year the Blue Jay is a more or less restless, noisy, and roving bird, moving in little companies from one wood to another; during the nesting season it becomes more quiet and retiring, and is less often or heard. It prefers mixed woods to live in, especially oak and beech woods, but for nesting sites dense coniferous thickets are generally preferred; oaks, elms, hickories, and various fruit trees, thorn bushes, and shrubbery overrun with vines are also used, the nests being placed in various situations, sometimes in a crotch or close to the main trunk, or on the extremity of a horizontal limb, among the outer branches. They are placed at distances from the ground varying from 5 to 50 feet, but usually below 20 feet. In the more southern parts of their range nest building begins in the latter part of March, and full sets of eggs may be looked for by April 15. In our Middle States it nests a couple of weeks later, and in the northern portions frequently not before June. I believe but one brood is usually reared in a season, but in the south they may occasionally raise two.

"The nests are generally well hidden, and are rather bulky but compactly-built structures, averaging from 7 to 8 inches in outer diameter by 4 to 4½ inches in depth; the inner cup measures about 3½ to 4 inches in diameter by 2½ inches in depth. Outwardly they are composed of small twigs (thorny ones being preferred), bark, moss, lichens, paper, rags, strings, wool, leaves, and dry grasses, the various materials being well incorporated and sometimes cemented together with mud, but not always; the lining is usually composed exclusively of fine rootlets. Occasionally the Blue Jay will take the nest of another species by force.

"The number of eggs to a set varies from three to six; sets of four are quite rare, and an egg is deposited daily. Both sexes assist in incubation, which lasts from fifteen to sixteen days. The young grow rather slowly, and are fed on insects, worms, and animal food. They often leave the nest before they are fully feathered, and when scarcely able to fly. At this time they frequently betray their presence by their incessant clamour for food, never appearing to get enough to satisfy their enormous appetites. The parents are exceedingly devoted to them, and are close sitters. Instances have been recorded where a female Blue Jay allowed her head and neck to be stroked while sitting on her eggs. The eggs of the Blue Jay vary greatly in their ground-colour. In some this is olive-green, olive-buff, and pea-green; in others it is plain buff colour, or again cream and vinaceous buff. This is irregularly spotted and blotched, with different shades of browns and lavender, the markings being generally heaviest about the larger end. A peculiar set of three eggs in the United States National Museum collection has a pale bluish-green ground-colour, with only a few rather large blotches of slate and lavender about the larger end, and one of these eggs is shown in the text. The shell is smooth, close grained, rather strong, and occasionally slightly glossy. The eggs are usually ovate in shape.

"The average measurements of one hundred and thirty-five eggs in the United States National Museum collection is 28.92 by 20.44 millimetres, or about 1.10 by 0.81 inch.

The London Zoological Society purchased its first example of this bird in July, 1855, since which time many other specimens have been exhibited in the Regent's Park Gardens, and Russ speaks of it as almost always to be met with in Zoological Gardens, though on account of its high price he says it is rarely to be found in private collections. In England it has been occasionally exhibited.

CROWNED JAY (Cyanoecitta coronata).

Back and scapulars above purplish grey or dull ultramarine; lower back and rump azure blue, which becomes still brighter blue on the upper tail-coverts; wings ultramarine; inner secondaries brighter and barred with black; greater wing-coverts also indistinctly barred; tail ultramarine, the inner webs purple-brownish; head and throat dead black, the whole crest dull cobalt or ultramarine blue; the plumes on forehead whitish; chin and throat greyish white; rest of under surface turquoise blue, more purplish on breast; thighs and under wing-coverts greyish black washed with blue; bill and feet black. Female smaller than male. Hab., Highlands of Mexico.

Professor Ridgway regards this and the following as sub-species of Steller's Jay (Cyanoecitta stelleri), but Dr. Sharpe keeps them separate.

I have found no notes on the wild life of this bird, but they probably would not differ greatly from those of other species in the genus.

The London Zoological Gardens secured two specimens of the Crowned Jay in May, 1890.

LONG-CRESTED JAY (Cyanoecitta diademata).

Above greenish blue, more azure on rump and upper tail-coverts; wings and tail deeper blue, more inclining to ultramarine; the primaries externally somewhat greenish; the secondaries bright cobalt blue; greater wing-coverts, inner secondaries and tail-feathers distinctly barred with black; crown and crest ultramarine blue; the forehead silvery azure passing into bright azure on the front of the crown; nasal bristles and sides of face black; cheeks and ear-coverts washed with blue; a white spot above the eye and a smaller one below it; chin greyish white; rest of under surface pale turquoise, more purplish on throat and chest; thighs purplish; under wing-coverts greyish black washed with blue; bill and feet black. Female smaller than male. Hab., Mexico and Western United States.

J. G. Cooper says that the habits of this species are much like those of C. stelleri, respecting which he says "Ornithology of California," Vol. I., p. 293:—"They show a decided preference for the coniferous forests, rarely going far from them, but sometimes in winter frequenting those of oak. Their food consists of seeds of the pines and spruces, berries and acorns, which they crack before eating, besides insects, eggs, and any animal food they can get. They even eat potatoes in winter, and resort to salt shores for dead fish. They are very noisy birds, having a variety of harsh notes and a considerable talent for mimicry. They are sometimes very bold and prying, at others very cautious and suspicious, soon learning the effect of a gun, and showing much sagacity in their movements.

"Their nests are built usually in evergreens at various heights, large, and composed of twigs and roots, with a layer of mud, and a lining of root-fibres. The eggs, about four, are pale green, with small olive-brown specks, and others inclining to violet. (Nuttall.)"
They lay in May near the Columbia River, and probably a month earlier in some parts of this State."

I have the less hesitation in quoting the above in full, because Ridgway regards C. diademata as a mere sub-species of Steller's Jay. Ruhe says that in 1869 L. Ruhe, of Alfeld, imported about twenty head of this Jay into the market, and therefore he thinks it quite likely that the introduction of the species to the bird-loving public may sooner or later be repeated.

Pileated Jay (Cyanocorax chrysops).

In size as large as a Magpie, but with a shorter tail. In colouring it chiefly differs from C. cyanopogon in having the nape blue; the back, wings, and exposed parts of the tail feathers (with the exception of the broad white tips), glossed with purple; the crest is much more rounded; the iris, whitish yellow. Female with bill, viewed from above, distinctly broader than that of the male, but about the same length. Hab., Southern Brazil, Uruguay, and Paraguay.

Burmeister says that this bird lives in pairs like our Magpie, nests somewhat martially upon high trees, lays two bluish white, brown-spotted eggs, and feeds on grain or insects according to the time of year. Mr. White, speaking of it as observed by him in Argentina, says: "It is remarkably tame and inquisitive, and has a great variety of peculiar grating metallic notes." Azara says: "It is abundant in Paraguay, and familiar with men, coming a great deal about the houses."

Hudson ("Argentine Ornithology," Vol. I., p. 110) observes: "This Blue Jay is very common about the woods at Campo Colorado (Salta)." He calls it the "Urraca Jay."

This is a familiar species at bird-shows, and is perhaps even more freely imported into Europe than C. cyanopogon. It first reached the London Zoological Gardens in February, 1865, an example being presented by Mrs. Laird Warren; a second example was presented by Mr. E. B. Webb in December, 1872, and two were purchased in July, 1875; many other examples have been acquired since that date. On several occasions it has reached the Berlin Gardens, and several private aviculturists have had specimens. In 1907 Mr. H. C. Martin published some notes on the habits of this species in The Avicultural Magazine, New Series, Vol. V., pp. 33-39; he brought home two specimens from South America, and kept them for some time in captivity. They soiled the white plumage of their underparts by bathing and then hopping about on the earth floor, which proves the truth of my view that sand alone should be used on the floor of flight-cages and aviaries.

Blue-bearded Jay (Cyanocorax cyanopogon).

The forehead, crest, sides of head, chin, throat, and edges of anterior breast feathers are jet black. Above the eye is a bright pale blue corona, and below the eye a slightly sinuous deeper blue streak; from the lower mandible backwards a broad bright ultramarine moustache-like patch. The back of crown and nape are densely clothed with long lavender-white feathers, which are erected simultaneously with the black crest on the front of the crown; back slaty vinous brown, becoming blacker on the wings, the flights and tail being almost black, the latter broadly tipped with white; under parts from the breast backwards snow white (usually discoloured in cabinet specimens, and therefore described as creamy), a few of the hinder flank feathers blackish; bill and feet black, iris amber yellow. Female not differentiated, but probably with a broader bill (viewed from above) than the male. Hab., Amazonia, Columbia, and Guiana.

According to Burmeister, this species has the same habits as the European Jay, and, like it, feeds upon insects as well as dry seeds, more particularly those of forest trees. It is probable that its habits more nearly resemble those of Cyanocorax chrysops.

The same author says: "The male is more lively in colouring than the female, and the nape especially is not pure white but pale sky-blue, which colour runs down the sides of the neck to the breast; the young bird resembles the female and may be distinguished from it by the small crest." The colouring, however,
is hardly pale sky-blue, because there is a suspicion of red in it which gives it a pearly-lavender hue. This is one of the least expensive and most charming of all the imported Corvide.

I purchased an example of this species early in 1895 in rough plumage, and have never regretted it. At first it was ragged, dirty, and somewhat shy, but it soon became wonderfully confiding and absolutely perfect in plumage; it is no mimic, but will fly to me when I call it and let me tickle and scratch it where I please. Sometimes it puts down its head, stretches its neck, does a sort of staid dance up and down the perch, singing a weak, crooning sort of song, and turning its head from side to side. It has several far-reaching cries, one of which is almost metallic, whilst another is almost like the yelp of a dog. Like all the Jays, this species is very fond of bathing, so that (excepting when in full moult) its plumage is always clean and silky. If talked to, the bird sits still near to the wire and erects its crest and the feathers of the nape, puffing out the breast feathers; then, if tickled on the side of the breast, it gradually raises its neck until all the feathers show separately. As a rule, it objects to showing off before strangers, but if they remain for an hour or two in the place its confidence is restored. It is always in perfect health, and never shows bare patches even when moulting. Respecting its longevity if properly looked after there can be no question; for, as I write, my bird (after more than fourteen years) is as vigorous and healthy as it ever was.*

BLACK-HEADED JAY (Cyanocorax cyanomelas).

Violaceous brown; wings and back pale brown, slightly violaceous; upper tail-coverts purplish-blue; tail deep purple; frontal plumes velvety; lores blackish; sides of head and throat darker brown than the body; breast, under wing-coverts and abdomen washed with violet, becoming violaceous blue on under tail-coverts. Female not differentiated, probably with thicker bill (viewed from above). Hab., Brazil.

I have found no notes on the wild life of this species. An example reached the London Zoological Gardens in 1879, and another was exhibited the same year at the show of the Agintha Society in Berlin; later, it was received at the Berlin Gardens.

AZURE JAY (Cyanocorax caeruleus).

Deep small-blue, brighter and more cobalt on the rump and upper tail-coverts; tail deep blue; inner webs of flights more or less black; head, neck, and throat to upper part of breast, black; back of crown washed with blue; bill and feet black. Hab., S. Brazil, Paraguay, and North Argentina.

White says that he found this bird at times in flocks, that it makes a great noise, but is exceedingly wild and difficult to shoot.

Mr. J. Graham Kerr (The Ibis, 1892, pp. 128, 129) has the following observations on its habits:—* "Very common in the hardwood forests, and occasionally straying out into the open. It has been described as being extremely shy, but I found this to be the case only with the scattered individuals one sees outside the limits of the forest. Within the forest, where it is usually found in company with C. chrysops, it even exceeds its companion in boldness and curiosity. It is always the first to catch sight of a stranger within the forest, hopping about in the branches all round him, peering at him curiously, and all the while raising an alarm with harsh cries—cau-cau-cau. The natural boldness of the bird was well shown by the behaviour of one shot in the wing by Col. Racedo and given to me. The wing was shattered at the carpal joint, so I snipped off the entire manus and dusted iodoform over the wound to stop the bleeding. The bird remained for several hours very weak from shock and loss of blood, but next morning was again quite lively. It began to about with the utmost confidence, ate and drank out of my hand, and finally had the presumption to jump up on my knee and begin to tear pieces of flesh out of a bird which I was dissecting at the time."

"When out in the open, on the other hand, this species is exceedingly wary and difficult of approach."

"The flight of C. caeruleus is very weak and undulating, and its voice is restricted to a harsh scream, not possessing the variety of that of C. chrysops."

Russ says that this species arrives in the market rarely and singly. In 1879 it reached the Zoological Gardens of Amsterdam. The traveller Mangesdorff brought it home with him from Brazil in 1889; Miss Hagenbeck imported it in 1893 and 1894, and in the latter year it was to be seen in the Berlin Zoological Gardens.

PERUVIAN JAY (Xanthura inca).

Above yellowish green; wings darker, the flights bronzy towards tips of outer webs; tail bright yellow, excepting the two central feathers, which are deep blue-green; crown pale yellow, with opaline tints; hind neck bright yellow; nasal bristles, frontal plumes, a spot above eye, feathers below eye and cheeks deep blue; remainder of sides of head black; chin slightly bluish; body below, from lower throat backwards, bright yellow. Female not differentiated, probably differing as in the species of Cyanocorax. Hab., Western South America, from Peru to Ecuador.

According to T. K. Salmon ("Proceedings of the Zoological Society," 1879, p. 510), this Jay "has much the habits of the English Jay, being ever on the move and seldom silent, except when near its nest or when at mischief. It robs the Indian corn-fields before the grain is ripe, but at other times subsists on grubs and insects. The nest is made of sticks and roots, and is placed in a high bush. The number of eggs is four. "Eggs, greenish-grey, thickly mottled with darker shades of the same colour; axis 1.15, diameter .85."

Two specimens of this species reached the London Zoological Gardens in June, 1872. It is called Peruvian Blue Jay by the Zoological Society, and Peruvian Green Jay by Russ; I think the best compromise is to drop the colour altogether, as it is mostly yellow.

MEXICAN JAY (Xanthura luznana).

Green; back and upper tail-coverts slightly bluish; secondaries darker green; tail feathers mostly yellow washed with green at base, the four central ones green, the two central ones bluish; crown deep blue, including nasal bristles and frontal plumes, behind the latter a band of white feathers; sides of head and lower neck black, the latter with green tips to the feathers; foreparts of cheeks and a small patch above and below back of eye blue; under surface paler green than the upper; under tail-coverts bright yellow with black tips. Male. Female not differentiated. Hab., Texas, southward to Mexico.

Captain Bendire ("Life-Histories of North American Birds," Vol. II., pp. 363-385) publishes the following notes on the life-history of this Green Jay:—"Mr. D. B. Burrows, writing me from Roma, Texas, says,
These birds are common a few miles below Rio Grande City, but are never seen above this place."

"The 'Pajaro verde,' as this bird is called by the Spanish-speaking population of this region, is a common resident throughout the heavier timbered river bottoms and the chaparral bordering the Rio Grande, especially in the vicinity of Hidalgo and Lornita, and breeds wherever found."

"Dr. James C. Merrill, United States Army, in speaking of this species, says: 'The Rio Grande Jay is a common resident about Fort Brown and higher up the river, but does not seem to pass much into the interior of Texas. It is a noisy and gaudy species, soon making its presence known by its harsh cries or by its green and yellow plumage, seen for a moment as it moves about. Though at times shy, it is often very tame and bold, entering tents and taking food off of plates or from the kitchen, whenever a good opportunity offers. Large numbers are caught by the soldiers in traps baited with corn, but their plumage is their only attraction as a cage-bird.'"

"There is little or no difference in the general habits of the Green Jay from those of the other members of the family."

"Mr. George B. Sennett says: 'Of all the birds on the lower Rio Grande, this is the most mischievous, robbing and despoiling other birds' nests without mercy."

"Very little has as yet been recorded regarding the food of this Jay, excepting what I have already mentioned, but it is presumable that it does not vary much from that of our better-known species. The nesting season commences early in April and lasts through May. The first nest and eggs brought to the attention of naturalists, as far as I am aware, are those taken by Dr. Merrill on May 27, 1876, near Edinburg (now Hidalgo), Texas, about seventy miles above Fort Brown, on the Rio Grande, and recorded in the 'Bulletin of the Nuttall Ornithological Club,' 1876 (Vol. I., p. 99). This is described as follows: 'It was placed on the horizontal branch of a waicane tree, about 25 ft. from the ground, and was built of twigs and rootlets. The cavity was slight, and the entire structure so thin that the eggs could be seen through the bottom. They were three in number and quite fresh.'"

"Two nests now in the United States National Museum collection resemble the above, and are smaller than any other Jays' nests I have ever seen. They do not always build such slight structures, however. Mr. Sennett describes one as follows: 'The nest of the Jay was some 9 ft. from the ground, on the outer branches of a small tree, and composed wholly of sticks and fine twigs. The sticks were so full of thorns that when they were crossed about among the living branches more firmness was given to the nest than usual, and by cutting off the branches I could readily take it entire. The outside diameter is 9 inches one way by 8 the other; its depth is 4 inches; inside it is 53 inches wide by 2 inches deep.'"

"The nests are generally placed in dense thickets and well hidden among the branches at heights varying usually from 5 to 10 feet from the ground, and rarely in large trees. They are frequently found in retama, anacahuita, brasil, and hackberry bushes or trees. The outer nest consists usually of a slight platform of small thorny twigs and branches, sparingly lined with fine rootlets, small pieces of a wire-like vine, bits of moss, and occasionally dry grass and leaves. The Green Jay apparently does not use mud in the construction of its nest. The earliest breeding record I have is April 3, and the latest is May 26. The breeding season is at its height during the last week in April and the first week in May. It is probable that two broods are sometimes raised in a season. The length of incubation is not likely to vary more than a day or so from that of our better-known Jay."

"The number of eggs laid by this species is from three to five; sets of four are most often found. The prevailing ground colour of these eggs is grayish-white, occasionally pale greenish-white or buff colour. They are profusely spotted and blotched—but never heavily enough to hide the ground colour—with different shades of brown, gray, and lavender; these markings are generally greatest on the larger end of the egg. The shell is close-grained, moderately strong, and shows little or no gloss. Their shape is mostly ovate, and sometimes short ovate."

"The average measurements of seventy eggs in the United States National Museum collection are 27.31 \times 20.43 millimetres, or about 1.06 x 0.80 inches. The largest egg of the series measures 30.76 \times 21.64 millimetres, or 1.21 x 0.85 inches; the smallest, 24.89 \times 19.30 millimetres, or 0.98 x 0.76 inch."

"The London Zoological Society purchased three examples of this Jay in December, 1876; then for a time it was occasionally seen in the market. Later it arrived in greater numbers in the hands of the wholesale dealers, its price in Germany being from 20 to 30 marks for a specimen; now, under the existing restrictive laws, it is bound to become very rare in the trade."

**Beechey's Jay (Xanthura beecheii)**

Above up purplish or small blue, brighter on rump and upper tail-coverts; quills black internally, with the exception of the inner secondaries; head, nape, hind neck and under surface black; thighs, under wing and tail-coverts purplish-blue; bill black or yellow; feet yellow; irides yellow. Female smaller than male; bill yellow; irides grey. Hab., N. W. Mexico.

**Russ says of this species:** "Reiche, of Alfeld, near Hanover, imported it alive in the year 1886, and sent me the female for identification. In the same year this species reached the Amsterdam Zoological Gardens." He says that Grayson met with it commonly in low bushy forest, which it seemed to prefer to the higher woods in some parts of the country.

**Yucatan Jay (Xanthura yucatanica)**

Above deep turquoise blue, inner secondaries somewhat greener; tail deeper blue; head, neck, and under surface black, passing into dull blue on under tail-coverts; bill black; feet yellow, irides probably yellow. Female smaller according to Sharpe, larger according to Ridgway. Sharpe's female with yellow bill and white-tipped tail-feathers represents Ridgway's immature birds. Hab. Yucatan, British Honduras, Eastern Guatemala, South-eastern Mexico.

The London Zoological Gardens acquired two males in 1884 and two females in 1886.

**Hartlaub's Jay (Xanthura melanogunea)**

Above uniform greenish blue, varying almost to cobalt blue in certain lights; tail darker and more purplish, less greenish; head, neck, chest, and breast black; rest of under surface dull grey-greenish blue; bill and feet black; (or yellow, Ridgway); irides yellow (red, Sharpe). Female larger, according to Ridgway. Hab., Highlands of Guatemala, Salvador, Honduras and Chontales, Nicaragua.

A woodland bird which, according to Salvin and Godman, breeds in April and May, and forms a loose nest of *Ridgway refers this species to the genus Cissilopha.*
small twigs in a thick bush at about two feet above the ground. Usually four eggs represent a clutch, they are brick red with darker spots.

Reiche, of Alfeld, imported this Jay in 1886, but it had previously reached the Amsterdam Gardens in 1881. In 1887 Miss Hagenbeck exhibited a pair at the show of the “Ornith.” Society in Berlin.

Tricoloured Jay (Uroleuca cyanoleuca).

Above mostly rich violet, but the mantle and back violaceous brown; inner webs of primaries and outer secondaries blackish-brown; edgcs of primaries dull blue; apical half of tail pure white; head and neck brown; a prominent recurved frontal crest; lores, orbital feathers, and cheeks dark brown; under surface from neck backwards creamy white; under wing-coverts white; edge of wing blue; bill and feet black; irides greyish-brown. Hab., Brazil.

According to Burmeister (“Systematische Uebersicht,” Vol. III., p. 286):—“Not rare on the Campos region of inner Brazil; yet one sees this bird only singly in the open scrub of the Campos serrados, where it comes quite close to the settlements, yet does not lightly alight on the grass or in the gardens.”

This is all I have been able to discover respecting the wild life of the species. It reached the Zoological Gardens of Amsterdam in 1872; but otherwise seems not to have been imported.

Dr. Sharpe includes the genus Struthidla in this family; but, following the Zoological Society’s List, I have already dealt with it under the expansive assemblage forming the family Crateropodidae.

White-winged Chough (Corcorax melanorhamphus).

Sooty black, slightly purplish; flights with greenish gloss on outer webs; inner webs of primaries, excepting at base and tip, white; bill and feet black; irides scarlet. Female smaller than male. Hab., Australia.

Gould observes (“Handbook of Birds of Australia,” Vol. I., pp. 470-472):—“This bird is distributed over all parts of New South Wales and South Australia; it is very abundant in the whole of the Upper Hunter district, I killed it in the interior of South Australia; and Mr. Elsey met with it at the edge of a dense scrub on the Burdekin in lat. 19° 30’ S. It usually occurs in small troops of from six to ten in number, feeding upon the ground, over which it runs with considerable rapidity. In disposition it is extremely tame, readily admiring of a very close approach, and then merely flying off to the low branch of some neighbouring tree. During flight the white marking of the wing shows very conspicuously, and on alighting the bird displays many curious actions, leaping from branch to branch with surprising quickness, at the same time spreading the tail and moving it up and down in a very singular manner; on being disturbed it peeps and pries down upon the intruder below, and generally utters a harsh, grating, disagreeable and tart note; at other times, while perched among the branches of the trees, it makes the woods ring with its peculiar soft, low, very pleasing but mournful pipe.

“During the pairing-season the male becomes very animated, and his manners so remarkable that it would be necessary for my readers to witness the bird in its native wilds to form a just conception of them; while sitting on the same branch close to the female, he spreads out his wings and tail to the fullest extent, lowers his head, puffs out his feathers, and displays himself to the utmost advantage, and when two or more are engaged in these evolutions, the exhibition cannot fail to amuse and delight the spectator. A winged specimen gave me more trouble to catch than any other bird I ever chased; its power of passing over the ground being so great, that it bounded on before me and cleared every obstacle, hillocks and fallen trees with the greatest facility.

“The white-winged Corcorax is a very early breeder, and generally rears more than one brood in a year, the breeding-season extending over the months of August, September, October, and November. The nest is a most conspicuous fabric, composed of mud and straw, resembling a bason, and is usually placed on the horizontal branch of a tree near to or overhanging a brook. The nests vary from four to seven in number, and are of a yellowish white, boldly blotched all over with olive and purplish brown, the latter tint appearing as if beneath the surface of the shell; they are one inch and a half long by one inch and one line broad.

“It has often struck me that more than one female deposited her eggs in the same nest, as four or five females may be frequently seen either on the same or the neighbouring trees, while only one nest is to be found.

“The bird generally evinces a preference for open forest land, but during the breeding season affects the neighbourhood of brooks and lagoons, which may be accounted for by the fact of such situations being necessary to enable it to procure the mud to build its nest, besides which they also afford it an abundance of insect food.”

The London Zoological Gardens secured its first specimen of this species in May, 1866, and two others in June, 1875. The Amsterdam Gardens acquired it in 1865; Reiche, of Alfeld, imported it in 1893 and 1894, and it reached the Berlin Gardens in 1895.

I have not included the Huia Bird (Heteralocha acutirostris), from New Zealand, as it is now not very likely to come into the market. Formerly there was a specimen at the London Gardens, deposited there by the late Sir Walter Buller.

The Piping and Butcher Crows are now usually referred to the neighbourhood of the Shrikes; but it is more convenient to follow the list of the Zoological Society, and place them at the end of the present family. Their general aspect is far more Crow-like than Shrike-like, and, as we well know, the Piping Crows are recognised in their native country as Magpies.

Piping Crows, etc. (Gymnorhinae).

These are birds of considerable bulk, with long, somewhat cylindrical, tapering bills of great strength. In the males the bills are very much longer and proportionally more slender than in the females, as I have proved by the examination of a series of partially sexed skins. I am also inclined to believe that, although it may be possible for old wild hens sometimes to assume the male dress (even as in captivity they sometimes fail to lose the spotted juvenile plumage), the normal colouring of the sexes of adult birds differs considerably. I base this opinion upon the fact that, whereas in skins which had been sexed when prepared by the collector all the undoubted females differed in length of bill and colouring from the males; in all the unsexed specimens, if separated by either character, the same individuals came together.

The Piping Crows are principally ground-feeders, like our Rooks; their food consists chiefly of grasshoppers and other insects, supplemented by small fruits and berries; in captivity, however, they will eat raw meat, mice, and dead birds in addition to other food; therefore it is probable that in their wild state they, like
the true Crows, sometimes devour the eggs and young of other birds.

Common Piping Crow (Gymnorhina tibicen).

"Crown of the head, cheeks, throat, back, all the under surface, scapulaires, secondaries, primaries, and tips of the tail feathers black; wing-coverts, nape of the neck, upper and under tail-covers, and base of the tail feathers white; bill, bluish ash-colour at the base, passing into black at the tip; irides rich reddish hazel; legs black." (Gould.)

This is a description of the male, but the fact that the black of the upper parts has a bluish, and that of the under parts a greenish, gloss is not mentioned.

In the British Museum catalogue Dr. Hans Gradow describes what he thinks may be a younger specimen, having "the neck-patch less distinct, the feathers on the hinder part mottled with black; feathers of the back with white edgings; rump feathers with black bases, only the tips being white, producing a strongly mottled appearance." Yet he describes the young bird as having the "top of the head, wings, and terminal part of the tail brownish-black; the feathers of the back blackish, narrowly tipped with grey; the whole under surface of the body brown, mottled with darker brown and whitish"; so that the supposed "younger specimen" is neither like the adult cock nor the young bird. Is it safe to assume, from an examination of eight skins, (one of which is undoubtedly young), that the sexes of this bird do not differ? Hab., New South Wales and N. Australia, excepting the coast.

In its wild state this Piping Crow frequents open tracts of country, particularly when skirted by belts of trees, in the forks of the branches of which it constructs its nest. Dr. Ramsay says that the latter is a large open structure of sticks and twigs lined with grass and hair. The eggs are three or four in number, and, according to Mr. North, are very variable, being usually green or blue, spotted and streaked with various shades of reddish-brown and lilac; but sometimes they are dull, dark brown, dotted all over with darker brown, and sometimes "brownish-white, with spots and dashes of wood-brown tinge with lilac and obsolete line spots at the larger end."

The favourite food of this bird, in a state of freedom, consists of locusts and grasshoppers, but in captivity all kinds of animal food are accepted. My friend Mr. Housden had a fine male for many years which had a good-sized aviary to itself—indeed, I do not think any other bird could safely be associated with it. It is imported fairly frequently, but is never very cheap. The London Zoological Society first acquired it in May, 1866, and has secured various other specimens since, the last recorded in Vol. IX. of the "List of Animals" having been presented in March, 1895.

The notes of this and the allied species are singularly clear, loud, and musical; in this respect they differ a good deal from our native Crows, although some of the latter can be trained to whistle well.

White-backed Piping Crow (Gymnorhina leucotona).

This bird is tolerably nearly allied to the preceding, but differs in the male having the whole back pure white, like the neck and rump; the bill is bluish-lilac, shading into black towards the tip; feet blackish-grey; irides light hazel.

The female, in my opinion, is represented by specimens with shorter, stouter bills and greyish neck and back. These are generally described as young birds, but a very old female, of which I have the skin (the sex was conclusively proved by dissection), not only has the nape and back grey, but mottled like a young bird; moreover, the grey colouring is always found, in every example which I have examined, in conjunction with the shorter and stouter bill.

The young bird is brownish-black where the adults are black, the back being greyish and spotted with white, the lower parts of the abdomen whitish.

Hans Gradow regards G. organica = hypolucia (Tasmanian Piping Crow) as a smaller race of the same species, and Gould says of it that "the female differs in having the nape of the neck and back grey, and the primaries and tips of the tail feathers brownish-black ("Handbook of the Birds of Australia," Vol. I., p. 179), thus confirming my view of the sexual differences Hab., South Australia, Victoria, New South Wales, and Tasmania.

The habits and food of this species are similar to those of the common Piping Crow. It breeds from August to October, constructing a large and deep cup-shaped nest, formed externally of sticks and lined with twigs, grasses, and cow-hair, and placed in the fork of a tree, sometimes at a considerable height from the ground in a eucalyptus, at other times in a sapling at about 20 ft. altitude; Mr. North even took the nest at 10 ft. from the ground. Three eggs are laid, varying from bluish or greenish white to apple-green, streaked, spotted, or smudged with reddish-brown or wood-brown, but sometimes minutely speckled all over with pale reddish.

According to Gould, this bird is more shy than the common Whistling Crow.

Though imported pretty regularly, it is never very cheap. The Zoological Society of London acquired two examples in 1862; in 1865 ten specimens were deposited at the Gardens, and two of the Tasmanian race were presented; in 1866 a specimen of the typical form was deposited, and in 1869 a specimen of the Tasmanian race, and since that date over a score of specimens have been added to the menagerie, the latest recorded in the ninth edition of the "List of Animals" having been presented in 1895.
Pied Butcher-Crow (Cracticus pictus).

Upper back and scapulars black, but the uppermost of the latter grey at base; lower back greyish; rump and upper tail-coverts white; lesser and median tail-coverts, some of them black at base; greater and primary coverts black on inner web, mostly white on outer web; flights black, the primaries with a white spot near base of outer web; outer secondaries black on outer and white on inner web, three inner secondaries entirely white; central pair of tail-feathers black, the remainder with broad white tips, some of them with a large white spot at base of outer web; head and neck, throat (in the young bird, with a collar), back; upper surface from behind forwards black; bill lead-colour, black at tip; feet black; irides brown. Female not differentiated, but doubtless differing in the character of its bill. Hab., Northern Australia. According to Dr. Gadow, this is only a smaller race of C. nigripennis which inhabits Southern and Eastern Australia up to Rockingham Bay.

Gould observes ("Handbook to the Birds of Australia," Vol. I., p. 181):—"Gilbert, who found it at Port Essington in considerable abundance, states that it is an extremely shy and wary bird, inhabiting the most secluded parts of the forest, and is as frequently searching for its food on the ground as among the topmost branches of the highest trees. In its habits, manners, mode of flight, and in its loud, discordant, organ-pipe-like voice, it closely resembles the other members of the genus. It is usually seen in pairs, or in small families of four or five. Its nest is built of sticks in the upright fork of a thickly-foliaged tree, at about 50 ft. or 40 ft. from the ground. The stomach is muscular, and the food consists of insects of various kinds, but principally of coleoptera.

Campbell ("Nests and Eggs of Australian Birds," p. 302) thus describes the nest and eggs of this species:—

"Nest.—Open, composed of sticks, lined with small twigs and rootlets, and generally placed high in a large tree. Dimensions over all, 6 in. by 4 in. in depth; egg cavity, 5½ in. across by 2 in. deep." (Le Souèf.)

"Eggs.—Clutch, three usually; inclined to pear-shape or pyriform; texture of shell comparatively fine; surface glossy; colour, light or pale olive-brown, blotched, especially about the apex, with warmer and dull brown, with sometimes here and there an ink-like spot; size, 1½ to 2 inches; inner or thinner clutch: (1) 1.19 x .89; (2) 1.18 x .88; (3) 1.15 x .86."

The London Zoological Society received an example of this species, by exchange, in May, 1888.

Long-billed Butcher Crow (Cracticus destructor).

General colour above dark brownish-ash with darker brown streaks; a few scapular feathers with whitish patches; upper tail-coverts white; wings blackish-brown; three of the inner secondaries narrowly edged with white on outer and inner webs; tail black, all except the two central feathers tipped with white on inner web; head and neck black; a white loral patch extending to the eye; under surface greyish-white; bill bluish lead-colour, becoming black at tip; feet blackish lead-colour; irides dark reddish-brown. Female believes, superficially, to resemble the male, but of breast more uniformly tinged with pale brownish-grey; flanks pale brownish-grey. Hab., South Australia.


"This bird is a permanent resident in New South Wales and South Australia, where it inhabits the margins of the brushy lands near the coast, the sides of the hills, and the belts of trees which occur in the more open parts of the country; in fact, I scarcely know of any Australian bird so generally dispersed. Its presence is at all times betrayed by its extraordinary note, a jumble of discordant sounds impossible to be described. It is nearly always on the trees, where it sits motionless on some dead or exposed branch where it can survey all around, and particularly the surface of the ground beneath, to which it makes perpendicular descents to secure any large insect or lizard that may attract its sharp and penetrating eye; it usually returns to the same branch to devour what it has captured, but at times will resort to other trees and impale its victim after the manner of the true Shrikes; mice, small birds, and large Phasiques come within the list of its ordinary diet. September and the three following months constitute the peak of incubation. The nest, which is large and cup-shaped, is neatly formed of sticks, and in some instances beautifully lined with the shoots of the Casuarina and fibrous roots. Considerable difference is found to exist in the colour of the eggs, the ground-colouring of some being dark yellowish-brown, with obscure blotches and marks of a darker hue, and here and there a few black marks, not unlike small blots of ink, while in others the ground-colour is much lighter, and the darker markings are more inclined to run together, forming a broad band on the larger end; the eggs are generally three in number, one inch and three lines long by eleven lines broad.

"Under ordinary circumstances this species is very shy and retiring, but at times altogether as bold, as an evidence of which I may mention that, having caught a young Eupetastria and placed it in my pocket, the cries of the little captive attracted the attention of one of these birds, and it continued to follow me through the woods for more than an hour, when the little tenant, disliking its close quarters, effected its escape, and flitted away before me. I immediately gave chase, but the Crow-Shrike, which had followed me, pounced down within two yards of my face, and bore off the poor bird to a neighbouring tree, and, although I ran to the rescue, it was of no avail, the prize being borne away from tree to tree, until the tyrant paid the forfeit of his life by being shot for his temerity."

The first example of this species to reach the London Zoological Gardens was presented in May, 1863; a second was deposited in July, 1866, and two others were purchased in 1867 and 1872; others were received later, the last specimen recorded in the ninth edition of the List being deposited in April, 1894. It has also been represented in the Berlin Gardens, and from time to time Miss Hogenbeck, of Hamburg, has imported specimens.

CHAPTER V.

LARKS (Alaudidae).

The Larks represent a small family, of which about seventy-three distinct species are recognised. These are distributed into no less than twenty-one genera. With one exception they are confined to the Old World, six species being recognised as having a claim to the title of British bird.

Larks are mostly powerful fliers, with long, wide, and pointed wings, the males usually having the first long flight feathers more developed than the females, and the breastbone, with the pectoral muscles, consequently deeper and more powerful. On the earth these birds progress by walking. They never wash, but cleanse themselves by squatting on the ground and throwing dust or sand through their feathers, after the manner
of gallinaceous birds. Their food consists of spiders, centipedes, all kinds of small insects with their larvæ and pupæ, and seeds of weeds or grain. From the Pipits, which they much resemble in colouring, and to which they are undoubtedly nearly related, the Larks cannot at once be distinguished by the scaling at the back, as well as the front of the foot.

Very few species of Larks are imported as cage-birds, probably because of their modest colouring; but such as do come to hand are well worth keeping, though, unfortunately, they are never cheap. Dr. Russ only records ten imported species, several of which are not exclusively foreign birds; whilst the Zoological Gardens of London, including British and European species, has only kept seventeen, and one of these — A. gulula (the Indian Skylark) — is only doubtfully distinct from our British bird. Of the few imported species, the Tien-tsins and the Calandra Larks are undoubtedly the most often seen in the market, and are by far the most attractive. With a good insectivorous mixture, a teaspoonful daily of canaryseed, a little green food, a few living insects or their grube, and an occasional spider, Larks are easily kept, and provide eggs to a fairly large extent. A very small aviary is made of use in which to confine them. Only one male should be kept in the enclosure, as Larks are naturally pugnacious towards their own kind. They are, as a rule, confiding and long-lived, and the songs of many of them are especially pleasing.

In Russ’s Fremdländischen Stubenvögel, descriptions are given of nearly all the Larks known to him, whether imported as cage-birds or not; in some cases only a single skin of the species was known to him as existing in a museum. I see no object in thus unnecessarily extending the size of a book for the use of aviculturists. Of course, it caters for future generations which may (or may not) possess living examples of some of these species, but a later edition by a writer of a later generation would probably answer the purpose better.

**Clot-bey Lark (Rhampochroa clot-bey).**

Above sandy buff, greyer on the nape; primaries dark brown, especially at the tips; secondaries blackish with white tips; central tail-feathers reddish-buff, brown at tips; remaining tail-feathers white with broad, black-brown tips decreasing outwardly; crown indistinctly streaked with grey; lore and ill-defined eyebrow stripe blackish; ear-coverts and sides of neck black, the former with a white central spot; chin, middle of throat, and breast white, the latter densely spotted with black, which unites behind into a broad central stripe on the upper abdomen; lower abdomen and under tail-coverts white; sides and flanks vinous buff; bill bluish; feet white; irides dark brown. Female smaller, paler, and more uniformly buffish, the under surface less black.

Hab., Deserts of Lybia and Algeria.

J. I. S. Whitaker ("Birds of Tunisia," Vol. I., pp. 289-291) says: "Peculiar in its appearance, this Lark is equally so in some of its habits, and differs not a little from most other Larks. As a rule it frequents rocky hillocks and broken, undulating country covered with a scanty scrub vegetation, this being often so scanty as hardly to afford shelter to the bird. In such localities the species is to be found generally in limited numbers, though occasionally fairly plentifully. In springtime, when I have met with the species, it has been in pairs, but during the autumn and winter it appears to congregate together, and is then to be found in small flocks. On the few occasions when it has been my fortune to encounter the bird, I have found it far from shy, and instead of flying off on my approach it has allowed me to walk close up to it before taking to flight. On one particular occasion I remember observing one of these birds, which had evidently seen me from a distance coming towards it, crouch down as closely as it could to the bare ground, remaining there motionless, with its head turned towards me, watching me as I slowly walked up to it, and it was only on my approaching within a yard of the spot where it was that it finally took to its wings. The species evidently does not readily take to flight, but seeks to escape detection by concealment and, according to some observers, by running off on the approach of danger, like some other Larks, such as Chersophilus duponti and Alcmon alaudipes. When the present species does use its wings it rarely takes to flight, even if it first alights on the surface of the ground for a short distance, and then settles down again. Its flight, however, is by no means feeble, but the contrary, and, should a strong wind happen to be blowing, it is, indeed, rather swift and somewhat darting. Though not shy, this Lark seems to be generally on the alert, and I have seen it perching on a low rock or stone spying the country round it, after the manner of a Chat.

The food of the species consists of small seeds and insects. In the crop of one of these birds I found a locust almost entire, and in that of another a good-sized beetle, minute seeds being also present in both cases.

"I have never heard this Lark's note, but, according to Dr. Koenig, the bird emits a Lark-like twitter when on the wing, though he never heard it at rest. It is a real song. To the same author we are indebted for some interesting notes regarding the breeding of this species, together with an excellent plate of a brooding female, with its nest and eggs ("Journal für Ornithologie," 1885, p. 265. pl. XIV.). Judging from a specimen of a young bird in my collection from South Tunisia, the species must commence nesting operations early in the year, probably the end of February or beginning of March, but the breeding season is no doubt continued throughout March and April, and perhaps into May. The nest, which seems always to be placed in a depression in the ground, hidden by a tussock of Halfa-grass or some other desert plant, and surrounded by small stones, is large and well-built, being composed of grasses and plant stems, and lined with a finer material. The eggs, the complement of which is apparently three, are coloured with a delicate apricot tinge, covered all over with rust-red and rose-violet markings. Measurements about 24 x 18 mm.

"The shell of the eggs is very fine and transparent, and has a dull gloss."

Although Russ gives an account of the species, he seems not to have been aware that it had been imported. Probably when his first volume appeared it had not been, since it was ten years later—in 1889—that five examples were purchased by the London Zoological Society and exhibited in their Gardens at Regent’s Park.

**Algerian Shore-Lark (Otocorys bilopha).**

Upper surface generally sandy buffish, slightly vinaceous, somewhat more rufescent on upper wing-coverts and secondaries; inner webs of primaries blackish-brown, outer webs, excepting that of the outermost feather, which is white, rufescent; central tail-feathers rufescent, the others black, the outermost pair with white outer webs; forehead and a broad eyebrow-stripe white; lateral recurved frontal ear-like tufts black; crown just behind the tufts white; lores and front of ear-coverts black; back of ear-coverts, chin, upper throat, and sides of neck white; a broad black crescentic gorget on lower throat; rest of under surface white, washed with sandy buff on sides and flanks; bill bluish
with black tip; feet purplish-brown; irides dark hazel. Female smaller, the dark parts less black, browner; ear-tufts and gorget smaller.

J. L. S. ("Birds of Tunisia," Vol. I., pp. 293-294) says: "O. biloba, like other Horned Larks, is exclusively a ground bird, and is usually to be found frequenting stony plains, in preference to the sandy desert or the salt marsh-country of the Sebkas. Elevated rocky plateaux are favourite haunts of the bird, and of these there is no lack in Southern Tunisia. The vegetation of these districts is naturally of a desert or semi-desert description, and is limited to stunted, dwarf shrubs and low-growing plants, which, however, appear to afford shelter to the birds and convenient sites for their nests. According to Dr. Koenig, one of the commonest of these plants is Helianthemum hirtum, Pers, and where that shrub grows one may be almost sure of meeting with O. biloba. Half-grass and other graminaceous plants also flourish in some of these districts. In such localities the Desert Horned Lark is to be met with chiefly in pairs during the early spring and in flocks during the remainder of the year, when it is apparently more shy, and not so easily approached as it is in the spring. During the breeding season the species is certainly anything but shy, and allows one to approach close to it.

"In Tripoli Mr. Dodson found the species in small family parties in the late spring, and in flocks, often of considerable size, during the summer, when occasionally he noticed the Horned Larks consortig with the small Desert Lark, Ammomanes C. versicolor. He observed a peculiar habit the present species has of flying in curves when ascending, uttering a short, sharp note while doing so, and then a more prolonged note when descending. The male bird has a rather bright and pleasant though disconnected song. The food of the species consists of small seeds and insects.

"To Dr. Koenig, who was fortunate enough to meet with several nests and eggs of this Lark in the Algerian Sahara, we are indebted for some interesting notes concerning its breeding habits. The nests he found were generally placed at the foot of a desert shrub, often Helianthemum hirtum, and were carefully constructed of plant-stems and grasses, lined with a little wool and pieces of linen stuff, the whole being surrounded by small stones. The eggs, of which two are deposited at a time, are of a lovely blue, although three or four are sometimes found, vary considerably in tint, the ground-colour being at times cream colour, at others a pinkish-white, and occasionally bluish or greenish-white; the shell-spots are violet and the surface-spots brick-brown. Sometimes the entire surface of the egg has a clouded or marbled appearance. The average measurements appear to be 21 x 16 mm."

Five examples of this Lark were purchased by the Zoological Society of London in January, 1889.

**White-bellied Shore Lark (Otocorys chrysolena).**

A race of the common Shore Lark, but considerably smaller, and with the throat rich or pale yellow; general colour more ruddy and less vinous. Female smaller than male, and, of course, with shorter wing. Harb., "Tablelands of Mexico, extending north to southern New Mexico and Arizona, and westward across Southern California to the coast."—(Ridgway, "Manl.," p. 549.)

J. S. Cooper who recognises only one so-called Horned Lark in California, says ("Ornithology of California," Vol. I., p. 255): "In May or June the males rise nearly perpendicularly into the air until almost out of sight, and fly about in an irregular circle, sing-
tivated districts, and building its nest after the manner of our bird in a depression on the earth amongst herbage; it lays four or five eggs, not unlike those of the Skylark, but larger; it is a pleasing songster, and sings chiefly when rising; after the breeding season it is gregarious. In the summer it lives upon insects and seeds, and in the winter on seeds alone. In captivity it should be fed exactly in the same manner as all other Larks—upon soft food, canaryseed, mealworms, and any small insects or their larvae which may be obtainable; a little watercress or chickweed will also prove beneficial in the summer time.

**Tien-tsin or Mongolian Lark**

(*Melanocorypha mongolica*).

The prevailing colour above is brown, the feathers of the back and rump with central blackish streaks; the primary coverts are brown with pale margins, as are also the primaries; the upper tail-coverts are ferruginous-brown towards their edges, which are margined with white; the tail-feathers are dark brown, with very broad ferruginous margins on the centre feathers, the remainder are edged with white along both webs, most widely on the outer feathers, the outermost being entirely white; on the sides of the neck in front is a large patch of black, which meets across the throat, forming a distinct collar with narrow centre; the back of the neck rufous or chestnut; the crown of the head of the same colour, but with a pale central patch, a broad white eyebrow produced backwards to join a creamy buff band round the nape; under parts white, the sides of the throat, cheeks, sides of breast and thighs tinted with tawny, the lateral breast-feathers having also dusky centres; bill clear flesh-coloured; legs reddish-brown, the toes yellowish with brown claws; iris of eye ashy-brown. Hab. Eastern Siberia to Northern China and Kokonoor. The flight of this Lark is undulating and very rapid; like our English bird, it rises towards the sky in song, but it does not soar so high; it also sings when flying near the ground or from the top of a stone. It is mentioned as a remarkable fact that the Tien-tsin Lark sometimes perches on trees, but I had a tame nestling English Skylark which spent a great part of the day either on a branch in the aviary at a height of at least 6 ft. from the ground or upon the ledges inside the wire netting. Even in its wild state the Skylark sometimes, though rarely, perches upon a branch, and not infrequently upon a clipped hedge or fence; therefore, the

behaviour of the Mongolian Lark is not very strange after all. The Tien-tsin Lark begins to lay early in June, so that it is a late nester; the eggs are of a dirty yellow-white colour, with grey or pale brown lines and spots. The natural song of the bird is described as not at all copious, but its power of mocking other birds, especially when kept in a cage, has been remarked.

Mr. Abrahams kindly gave me a fine example about 1891, which had picked up so many notes through long companionship with other birds and beasts that its song was very entertaining. It commenced with the *tweet* of a Canary, admirably reproduced, then two harsh notes and a shrill chirp, then a chiff-chirp and a chirp, four and a chirp, then about nine or ten shrill chirps all alike, followed by a run, in true Lark language, two whistled notes and a chirp, about five double notes, almost like the *chissick* of a Wagtail; then a long whistled note, another series of double notes and three or four long notes; three or four Lark trills, shortening with repetition; four long notes, three chirps; three long notes, three chirps; a staccato scale of two terminating plaintively; then five or six harsh notes, and, lastly, an exact imitation of the miaow of a cat, repeated from three to eight times; or more if answered by a similar miaow.*

The Chinese cages are provided with a central wooden pedestal, from which the song is usually delivered, though at times a food tin is used for the purpose. They are circular in shape, and cannot easily be cleaned, and as that in which my bird was given to me did not satisfy me, I had one made on my own plan, 2 ft. in length, wooden at back and ends, and with a good height (about three inches), wooden in front, bars of curved willow, arched over the remainder of front and top, the food and water pans sliding in troughs from front along each end of cage; a fixed mushroom-like table in the centre for the bird to sing from, no draw-tray, but a movable slip to admit scraper, sand sifted in at the top. This answered admirably.

This bird is considerably larger than our English Lark, its total length being 8 1-5th in.

**Black Lark** (*Melanocorypha yeltonienis*).

Entirely black; some of the feathers with traces of sandy-buff fringes, probably the remains of the winter fringes, which are, broadly, sandy. Female sandy-brown, with dark centres to the feathers; flights blackish with whitish-brown edges, whiter on the primaries; crown mottled with black; under surface white, throat washed with sandy-buffish; fore neck, breast, and sides spotted or streaked with black; flanks more distinctly streaked; wing distinctly shorter than in the male. Hab. "Central Asia, ranging into Southern Russia, and sometimes even further westward." (Sharpe.)

Although a flock of this species appeared on the south-east coast of England towards the end of January, 1907, it is a significant fact that about that time many from the Continent were on sale in Leadenhall Market. Larkstreaks and Orientals are generally imported in runners containing perhaps from fifty to sixty, or even more, specimens. I have seen them crowded together like bullocks in a cattle-truck, with barely room to pick up the seed scattered on the floor of the cage. An accident to one of these cages during the transit of a consignment from the Continent would release quite a respectable flock, and Orientals would be pretty certain to make for the nearest land. For this reason I do not consider that the claim of the Black Lark to

* The song was carefully noted whilst the bird was singing.
be regarded as a British bird has been satisfactorily established.

All that I have been able to discover respecting the wild life of this Lark is that it wanders about in large flocks, and feeds upon seeds and insects; it is said to be excellent as an article of food, but my library of works on European birds is very incomplete. According to the "Royal Natural History," the bird lays four bluish eggs spotted with yellow.

In the "Agricultural Magazine," First Series, Vol. V., pp. 169-176, Mr. Reginald Phillips gives an interesting account of the breeding of the Black Lark in 1896 in his aviary. The hen made a hollow in the ground under the stem of a Virginian creeper, and lined it with short, soiled hay. She laid six eggs of a pale grey-white colour, blotched all over with pale or grey-brown, the spots, as usual, more confluent at the large end; some eggs with darker and more decidedly brown spots than others; four young were hatched, but the mother built again about the time they left the first nest, and neglected them, so that eventually only one was reared. I would recommend anyone especially interested in this group of birds to get Mr. Phillips' article, and read it through carefully; it is more interesting because Dr. Russ says that much has been published respecting the behaviour of the species in captivity. In the Berlin hand a beautiful pair exists in the Zoological Gardens, and has given proof that it is long-lived in captivity. I have not been able to discover a song, but Menzel, the keeper, told me that it was loud and ringing, similar to that of the Crested Lark, but sounded still more pleasing.

The London Zoological Gardens acquired four examples in 1876, and two in 1883; possibly they may have had others.

**INDIAN SKYLARK** (*Alauda gulgula*).

Very like the greyish form of the European Skylark, but much smaller, the under wing-coverts paler and the flank stripes almost entirely wanting; bill when in hand mandible brown, lower mandible fleshly-yellow; feet fleshly-yellow; irides brown. Female smaller, with shorter wing; upper mandible brownish, lower mandible fleshly; feet fleshly-yellow, with dusky claws; irides dark brown. Hab., India, Ceylon, Burma, South China, Formosa, Hainan, and the Philippines.

Dr. Sharpe includes the Sweet-voiced Lark (*A. calivox*) as inseparable from *A. gulgula*, of which he says, "it is only a pale race."

Jerdon observes ("Birds of India," Vol. II., p. 435) that "The Indian Skylark is found throughout the whole of India, frequenting grassy hills, meadows, and fields; the grassy edges of tanks are favourite spots, and also the banks of rice fields, in which they (sic) often breed. It rises into the air singing, but does not perhaps soar so high as the Laverock of England. It breeds from March to June, making its nest of grass and hair, on the ground under a tuft of grass; and laying three or four greenish-grey eggs, with numerous brown and dusky streaks and spots. In the cold weather they associate more or less in flocks, and are taken in great numbers for the table." "The song," says Mr. Ryth, "very closely resembles that of the British Skylark."

An example of this species was acquired by the London Zoological Society in 1872, and in 1892 the Chinese race *A. gulgula var. calivox* was added to the collection at the Gardens. The species appears, however, not to have been received in the German bird-market.

**SHORT-TOED LARK** (*Calandrella brachydactyla*).

So many examples of this species have strayed to our shores that it is now generally recognised as a British bird, and consequently I would simply refer any of my readers who may acquire it to any of the excellent works on the birds of our islands which have appeared of late years.

**BAR-TAILED LARK** (*Mirafra apiata*).

Above deep brown, indistinctly barred with rufous and black; wing-coverts similar, but tipped with rufous; flights mostly brown, with rufous edges, but the inner secondaries with black shafts and bars; tail brown, outer feather with fawn-coloured edges; eyebrow-stripe pale fawn; ear-coverts rufous; underside rufous, with surface bright fawn, the throat and chest speckled with black; bill horn-colour; feet pink; irides hazel. Female similar, but smaller. Hab., Cape Colony.

In Stark and Sclater's "Birds of South Africa," Vol. I., p. 218, we read: "Like all the *Mirafra*, this species frequents not only the open country, but also ground studded with clumps of bushes, on which it readily perches if disturbed; sometimes, however, it runs along the ground for a long distance in front of an intruder, crouching at intervals until closely approached, then running on as before. Like other Larks, it feeds on small seeds and insects."

Layard writes that this species "is well known from its singular habit of rising 15ft. or 30ft. into the air, perpendicularly, making a sharp, cracking sound with its wings as it rises, uttering a long shrill 'phee,' and then falling as abruptly to the earth. This action it will repeat at intervals of a minute or two, for an hour or more, chiefly during dull mornings, but in bright weather it commences before and after sunset. It delights in warm sandy soils, but we meet with it on the high tableland of the Cold Botkvevd in considerable abundance."

Shelley says ("Birds of Africa," Vol. III., p. 42): "The egg, according to Mr. A. Nehrkorn, is greyish-yellow with spots of violet or rufous-brown evenly distributed over the surface, and measures 0.88in. x 0.63in."

Russ says: "Some years ago I saw five head in the Zoological Gardens of Hamburg, which the director at that time, Dr. Hilgendorf, said had been imported by Miss Hagenbeck."

**MADRAS BUSH-LARK** (*Mirafra affinis*).

Above dark brown, with pale rufescent margins to the feathers; lower back and rump more uniformly brown; primaries and their coverts dark brown with rufescent edges, this colour not extending to the base of the quills; secondaries dark brown, rufescent on outer webs, the inner webs rufescent at base; tail with the four central feathers pale brown, the remainder much darker, the two outermost with yellowish-white on outer webs; a buff-whitish eyebrow-stripe; ear-coverts pale rufous with dusky tips; under-surface white, slightly washed with buffish; breast marked with large oval brown spots; bill with the upper mandible dark brown with fleshy edge, lower mandible fleshy with dusky tip; feet fleshy, brownish on edge of scales; eyelid brownish-fleshy; irides reddish to yellowish brown. Female similar, but smaller, and with shorter wing. Hab., Ceylon and South India up to Maambhoom.

Jerdon says ("Birds of India," Vol. II., p. 418): "It is a tolerably familiar bird, entering gardens, and coming close to houses, and does not care so much as some others of the genus to conceal itself from observation,
for it simply squats, in general, close to the ground, and does not hide itself. It frequently perches on shrubs, or even on trees, and takes short flights in the air, descending again with outspreading wings. It breeds on the ground, making a loose nest of grass under the shelter of a bush or tuft of grass, and lays three or four eggs, greenish-grey, with spots and stains of brown, and dusky. It has a pleasant little song, which it utters during its short flights, or occasionally from the ground.

Colonel Legge ("Birds of Ceylon," Vol. II., pp. 635, 636) gives the following account of its habits:--"This Lark loves grassy waste studded with trees and bushes, openly-timbered plains, scruffy enclosures, and dry pasture-land surrounded by trees. It is also found in open spots in the heart of the jungle, and round the borders of tanks and salt-water estuaries and lagoons. It is to some extent arboreal, especially in the breeding season, when the male constantly mounts to the topmost branch of some dead or scraggy tree, and pours out his little love-song, launching himself out into the air, and descending rapidly, with increasing fervour of note, to the vicinity of the nest, where his partner is patiently performing the duties of incubation. It is not gregarious, but usually lives in pairs, several of which, however, occupy contentedly the same locality, passing their time in catching insects, and feeding likewise on grass-seeds, varying the monotony of the noontide heat by now and then flying up into the air or alighting on trees and bushes, from which they give out their long-drawn sibilant whistle—Tsee-tssee-tsee. These Larks do not mount to any height, nor do they remain any time in the air. Their actions are Pipit-like, for after reaching the altitude to which they ascend they quickly sail down again with upturned wings, continuing the note they commenced with on leaving the ground until they re-alight, when it is suddenly hushed. They often descend to a low tree or bush, and sometimes continue their notes for a few seconds. Mr. Ball remarks that it is a very early bird, sometimes singing before dawn.

"Nidification.—In the Western Province the Bush-Lark breeds in May and June, and in the north somewhat earlier, commencing about March. It nests in a little depression in the ground, generally beneath the shelter of a tuft of grass or tussock of rushes. It sometimes, however, in sandy soil excavates a hollow itself, and therein it constructs its nest. It is a loosely-made cup of dry grass and fine roots of herbs, measuring about 3 in. wide by 2 in. in depth; the top is flue with the surface of the soil, and over the nest the adjacent blades of grass are bent or arranged so as to conceal it. The eggs are nearly always two in number, stumpy oval in shape, and of a greenish-white ground-colour, boldly marked almost equally throughout with light umber-brown and blackish-brown spots, the latter being small in some and large in other eggs.

"The young become fledged very rapidly, flying in about a fortnight from the time they are hatched. The old birds are very zealous in their attempts to draw off intruders from their young, running along the ground with trailing wings, or feigning lameness or incapacity to fly."

This bird reached the London Zoological Gardens in June, 1872.

CRESTED LARK (Galerita cristata).

This widely-distributed Lark has appeared on our coasts often enough to be generally regarded as British, and therefore I refer my readers to works on the birds of our islands in case they require information respecting it.

THICK-BILLED LARK (Calendula crassirostris).

Above dark brown, the feathers bordered with sandy buff; lower back and rump more uniform, greyish-brown, the lower back with a few mesial dark brown streaks; wing-coverts dark brown washed with greyish, the lesser and median coverts bordered, and the greater coverts more narrowly edged, with sandy buff, the latter also with ashgy edges; flight brown, the outer web narrowly edged and tipped with buffish-white; secondaries washed with grey; upper tail-coverts greyish-brown washed with buffish and with dark brown central streaks on the longest feathers; tail-feathers dark brown edged with grey, the outermost feathers edged and tipped with buffish-white or buff; head paler brown than the back and with narrower dark streaks, the hind neck more fulvous and minutely streaked; a streak along margin of crown, the lores and orbital feathers buffish-white; cheeks of the same colour, but dotted with black-brown; ear-coverts dark brown streaked with buff; under surface dull yellowish-white, the throat slightly spotted and the lower breast and sides narrowly streaked with black-brown; flank-greyish brown with dark brown streaks; under wing-coverts pale greyish brown edged with buffish white, the outer feathers with brown spots; upper mandible horn-colour, lower buff shading into horn-colour towards the tip; feet pale brown; irides brown. Female similar, but smaller and with rather shorter wing.

Hab., South Africa.

Stark observes ("Birds of South Africa," Vol. I., pp. 202, 203):—"The Thick-billed Lark is usually to be met with on level or gently undulating ground and on sandy soil with a scanty growth of bushes, occasionally it may be seen on ploughed land. In Damara Land, according to Andersson, it frequents localities covered with grass and dwarf vegetation, and frequently those of a rocky character."

"This Lark is nearly always in pairs; it has a prolonged drawing call-note, and in spring a short song, often uttered by the male as he rises for a short distance on the wing; it feeds on seeds and insects, especially on small beetles.

"About the middle of September, in Cape Colony, the male constructs his nest, of dry grass and horse-hair, in a slight hollow scratched at the side of a grass-tuft. Four or five eggs are laid towards the end of the month. They are pale cream-colour, more or less spotted and mottled with various shades of purplish-brown and grey. They measure 0.90 × 0.65."

An example of this species was presented to the London Zoological Society in April, 1867, and was exhibited at the Gardens in Regent's Park; it is probable that other specimens have since been imported.

LICHTENSTEIN'S DESERT-LARK. (Ammonomanes deserti).

Above sandy buff washed with vinaceous; upper tail-coverts more inclined to cinnamon; wings pale brown; the coverts edged with rufescent buff, as also the outer margins of the secondaries and of all excepting the two outer primaries; tail brown, the outer edges of the feathers and the outer webs of the two outermost pairs rufescent buff; ear-coverts like the upper surface; rest of sides of head and upper neck and the throat white; rest of under surface of body sandy buff, paler on abdomen; a few indistinct brown spots on the lower throat; under wing-coverts and part of
inner margins of quills rufescence buff; bill and feet dull flesh-colour. Female similar, but slightly smaller. Hab., Palestine to Egypt, Nubia, and Abyssinia.

According to Von Heuglin this species is generally to be met with in pairs along the borders of the cultivated land and the desert, often frequenting the caravan tracks and feeding on insects, corn, and the seeds of desert plants. The note is very insignificant, and the birds keep to the ground, only occasionally perching on bushes.

According to Shelley (“Birds of Africa,” Vol. III., p. 98:—“They construct a nestly-formed nest of grass, placed in a slight depression and sheltered by a tuft of grass or a large stone, and lay four eggs. These are of an ashy cream colour, obscurely marked with purplish grey and more distinctly so with brown. They measure 0.9 in. × 0.6.”

Russ says that this bird arrives in the trade occasionally in single specimens.

**White-headed Bullfinch-Lark (Pyrrhulauda verticalis).**

Above ashy-grey mottled with brown; wing-coverts brown with grey edges; flights dark brown with grey edges; central tail-feathers pale brown with white edges, the remainder dark brown with grey edges, excepting the outermost, which is white with a brown patch at base of inner web; crown black; centre of occiput, ear-coverts and nape white, behind which is a black collar encircling the neck; lores, front of cheeks, throat and body below blackish-brown; bill horn-coloured; feet dark flesh-coloured; irides dark brown. Female with the eyebrow and lores buffy; throat and under surface of body white tinged with rufous. Hab., South Africa, ranging to the Transvaal on the east and the Congo on the west.

Dr. Stark says (“Birds of South Africa,” Vol. I., p. 196):—“In Northern Cape Colony these small Larks congregate in considerable flocks during autumn and winter, and usually keep to the open veldt, where they run about on the ground in search of fallen grass-seeds and small insects. If disturbed they fly for a short distance, with undulating flight, and alight again directly on the ground at a great distance. While running about they frequently utter a shrill, but not very loud, chirp. About the middle of August the flocks break up and the birds separate in pairs, and about a month later commence to build their nests. Some slight hollow is chosen by the side of a tuft of grass; this is lined with fine dry grass, to which a few horse-hairs are occasionally added, and in this slight nest two or three eggs are laid. These are of a pale cream-colour or dull white, somewhat thickly spotted all over with two shades of pale amber brown. They average 0.80 × 0.65.”

The London Zoological Society secured three examples of this species in September, 1873. Oddly enough Russ does not note the species, although he describes many species which have never been imported.

**White-cheeked Bullfinch-Lark (Pyrrhulauda leucotis).**

Upper back and scapulars cinnamon, some of the feathers partly edged with buff; lower back and upper tail-coverts buff, centres of feathers slightly ash; median and greater wing-coverts cinnamon with broad buff edges; flights dusky brown edged with rufous, most broadly on the inner secondaries; tail-feathers blackish-brown, the central ones with pale rufous inner edges, the outer ones becoming dusky white on outer webs and towards the tips; head and neck black; ear-coverts and a band crossing hind neck white; throat and under surface of body black; a patch of white and chestnut sides of lower throat; flanks and thighs whitish, under wing-coverts black; flights dusky brown below, with inner edges partly pale rufescence buff; bill ashly white; feet ashly; irides hazel. Female with no black on head; ear-coverts streaked with buff; under surface buff, thickly mottled with black down throat and centre of breast; axillaries and most of under wing-coverts black. Hab., South Africa north to Zambesian and over the eastern half of Tropical Africa.—(Shelley).

Dr. Sharpe regarded the southern examples as representing a distinct sub-species (P. smithii), but Captain Shelley merely records it as a synonym of P. leucotis; on the other hand, Messrs. Stark and Schlater follow Dr. Sharpe.

Dr. Stark says (“Birds of South Africa,” Vol. I., p. 197):—“Very like P. verticalis in its habits, but it is usually in smaller flocks, numbering from ten to forty or fifty individuals, and it is often found feeding on the ground among dwarf bushes, while P. verticalis keeps to more open country.”

Captain Shelley quotes the following, among other notes on the habits (“Birds of Africa,” Vol. III., pp. 88, 89, and 90):—“Mr. Boyd Alexander . . . writes: ‘16 frequents flat portions of stony ground. In the breeding-season the male sings on the wing, rising vertically up from the ground, and descending to earth again with hardly a beat of the wings. The call-note, uttered on the ground, is a ventri-loquial pipe.’

“Living in colonies, these birds are continually shifting from one locality to another, according to the supply of food. At Zumbo they suddenly appeared on December 15th, when the grain had just been sown. The food consists chiefly of grass-seeds.”

“Above Khartoum Mr. H. F. Witherby found these Larks less numerous than P. frontalis, with which they associated, and writes: ‘On May 11 we found a nest of this species in a small scraped-out hollow in the caked mud amongst some very short burnt-up grass near the river. The nest, which was sheltered by a large lump of mud, was a shallow ‘cup’ composed of dry grass and two or three bits of cotton. Round the ‘cup’ was a compact and neatly arranged layer of particles of mud, perhaps made by the birds during the formation of the hollow in the caked ground. The nest contained one egg, from which the female flew on our approach.’

Russ observes of typical P. leucotis that of late years it has on several occasions been imported by Miss Hagenbeck, Mr. Charles Jamrach, and certainly one by smaller Hamburg dealers. It reached the Zoological Gardens of Frankfort am Main in 1872, and those of Hamburg in 1874, and he considers it unaccountable that it should not have reached the London Gardens; in 1897, however, Mr. Seth-Smith presented an example of P. smithii to the London Zoological Society.

**Pittas (Pittidae).**

Formerly supposed to be related to the typical Thrushes, but the late Professor Garrod proved them to be allied to the New World birds placed by him in a section called Mesomyodidae. They are birds of brilliant colouring, of robust build, with short tails and long legs, short rounded wings, and straight and tolerably powerful bills. They run quickly on the ground, but their flight is short and weak. For food they are said to prefer grasshoppers, termites, and other insects, with their larvae and pupae, and Gould thinks that probably
berries, fruits, and snails are also eaten. According to the Rev. Hubert D. Astley (The Agricultural Magazine, First Series, Vol. VIII., p. 8), they feed well upon an insectivorous mixture, mealworms and "daddy-long-legs" (Tipulidae). Mr. Phillips, however (t. c., pp. 182-183) seems to regard mealworms when frequently given as injurious to these birds, and evidently prefers small cockroaches; he says that they "would gladly partake of cut-up grapes, but this probably more as medicine than for food; and such an opinion only pencilled up." The general outline of the species of *Pitta* reminds one of the Dippers, and (like those birds) it sometimes stands in the same semi-erect attitude, with the short tail pointed downward.

**Indian Pitta (Pitta brachyura).**

Above bluish-green, rump and lesser wing-coverts pale azure blue; flights black tipped with whitish, and with a broad white band at base of primaries; tail black with dull blue tip; crown with a central black stripe from bill to back of neck; bordered on each side by a broad yellowish-brown band; a narrow sandy whitish eyebrow-stripe passing into pale bluish lateral tufts on the nape; sides of head black; chin, throat, and sides of neck white; underparts otherwise deep fawn-colour, with the middle of hinder abdomen, vent and under tail-coverts scarlet; under wing-coverts black with a white patch; wings below black with a white basal band; bill blackish, paler on culmen; feet fleshy yellow; irides hazel. Female with longer and more slender bill, with paler lower mandible and more divergent rami. Hub., India, Ceylon, and Tenasserim.

Jerdon says of this species ("Birds of India," Vol. I., p. 504):—"It is most common in forest country, but is also found occasionally in every part of the country that is tolerably wooded. In the Carnatic it chiefly occurs in the beginning of the hot weather, when the land-winds first begin to blow with violence from the west; and the birds, in many instances, appear to have been blown by the strong wind from the Eastern ghats, for, being birds of feeble flight, they are unable to contend against the strength of the wind. At this time they take refuge in huts, outhouses, or any building that will afford them shelter. The first bird of this kind taken by me had been taken upwards in the General Hospital at Madras; and, subsequently, at Nellore, I obtained many alive under the same circumstances. Layard states that in Ceylon it is migratory, coming in with the Snipe—i.e., in the beginning of the cold weather. He further remarks that it is shy and wary, resorting to tangled brakes and ill-kept native gardens. It seldom alights on trees. It is generally found single, but I have seen three or four together; and it feeds chiefly on the ground, on various coleopterous insects. It progresses by hopping, as do others of this family; and is in general a most silent bird, though it is said to have, at times, a fine loud whistling note. Its Singalese name is said to be derived from its call *Arithi-i*, pronounced slowly and distinctly. Blyth was informed that it has a screeching note."

Hume ("Nests and Eggs," Second Edition, Vol. II., pp. 285, 286) says:—"My friend Mr. F. R. Blewitt has taken a vast number of the eggs of the Indian Pitta in the neighbourhood of Raipur, Central Provinces. The nests, three of which he sent me with the eggs, were huge globular structures, fully 9 inches in horizontal diameter and 6 inches high, with a circular aperture on one side. They were composed internally of fine twigs, notably those of the tamarisk, and grass-roots; externally, of dry leaves, many of them skeleton leaves, held in their places by a few roots or twigs. The internal cavity may have been about 4 inches in diameter. The nests were placed in brushwood and scrub jungle, either on the ground or on low branches close to the ground. The nests were taken in July and August. They also breed, I know (though I could never find the nests), in the Doon and the northern parts of Rohicnud. Mr. R. Thompson remarks:—'As this bird comes in regularly about the first week in May, and remains in the Bhalu till July or August, uttering its sweet call of two simple notes, I am led to think it breeds with us. What becomes of the bird at other seasons I do not know.'"

"Few Indian eggs are more beautiful than those of this species. In shape they are excessively broad and regular ovals; some, indeed, are almost spherical. They are excessively glossy, more so than almost any other egg I know. The ground-colour is china-white, sometimes faintly tinged with pink, sometimes creamy; and the eggs are speckled and spotted with, and in some cases also painted with, fine hair-like lines of deep maroon, dark purple, and sometimes brownish-purple, as primary markings, and pale indigo purple as secondary ones. The primary markings are scattered, in some instances pretty thickly on the whole surface of the egg, but are always much denser towards one end, to which in some eggs they are entirely confined, and here alone the secondary markings are at all conspicuous. Here they often form a sort of nimbus round all the spots, blotches, and lines, all the interseces between which they occupy, and unite to form an irregular mottled cap. There is something about the character of the egg which indicates to me that the Pittas should be placed nearer the Bulbuls and the Orioles than the true Thrushes. I should note that there is one not uncommon type in which the whole egg is devoid of markings, except within a broad zone near one end, and even here they only consist of widely-scattered and minute specks of mottled green and pale indigo purple."

"The eggs vary from 0.96 to 1.07 inch in length, and from 0.81 to 0.9 inch in breadth; but the average of fifty eggs is 1.01 by 0.86 inch nearly."

The London Zoological Gardens have exhibited this species twice—in 1876 and 1882. In 1901 the Rev. H. D. Astley was fortunate enough to secure four hand-reared examples, which later on came into the possession of Mr. Hume. Mr. Astley has published a very full account, illustrated by a coloured drawing prepared by Mr. Astley, in *The Agricultural Magazine*, First Series, Vol. VIII., pp. 179-185 and 257-262, a study of which will repay anyone who desires further information respecting this beautiful bird.

**Noisy Pitta (Pitta strepitans).**

Dark green above; wing black, with a white patch; lesser coverts pale glossy blue, edges of greater coverts and secondaries green; a pale blue band across rump; crown chestnut-brown with a vertical black streak; nape, back of neck, and sides of head, as well as throat and centre of fore-neck black; below pale lawn with a black central abdominal patch; lower abdomen and under tail-coverts scaled; tail black with greenish tip; under wing-coverts black. Female not differentiated, but apparently with a slighter and shorter bill, and with the scarlet on body below duller and more diffused. Hub., Eastern Australia, Islands of Torres Straits, and Southern New Guinea.

Gould observes ("Handbook," Vol. I., p. 451): "It is said to be very Thrush-like in its habits and disposition, and, as its long legs would lead us to suppose, to resort much to the ground, but to take readily to the
branches of trees when its haunts are intruded upon. Its food consists of insects, and probably berries, fruits, and seeds.

"I have received its eggs, accompanied by the following notes, from the late F. Strange, of Sydney:—

"I never saw any bird whose actions are more graceful than those of *Pitta strepitans* when seen in its native brushes, where its presence is indicated by its singular call, resembling the words "*want a watch," by imitating which you can call it close to the muzzle of your gun. No sooner, however, does it commence breeding than it becomes shy and retiring, keeping out of sight in the most artful manner, moving about from place to place, and occasionally uttering its cry until it has drawn you away from the nest. The nests I have seen were generally placed in the spur of a fig-tree, sometimes near the ground, and were outwardly constructed of sticks, and lined with moss, leaves, and fine pieces of bark. The eggs are four in number, of a pale creamy-white, marked all over with irregularly-shaped blotches of brown and deep vinous grey, the latter appearing as if beneath the surface of the shell; they are one inch and a quarter in length by seven-eighths of an inch in breadth."

Two examples of this species were purchased by the London Zoological Society, and exhibited at Regent's Park in March, 1894.

**Green-breasted or Hooded Pitta** (*Pitta cucullata*).

Above very like the preceding species; the primaries crossed by a broad white subterminal band; below bright green, the throat and a central abdominal patch black; lower abdomen and under tail-coverts scarlet; under wing-coverts black; bill black; "feet brown" (Sharpe), pale reddish (Jerdon); iris brown. Female not differentiated. Hab., Nepal and through Assam and the Malay Peninsula to the Island of Banka.

Jerdon says ("Birds of India," Vol. I, p. 505): "I only procured one specimen, which was killed by a Lepcha, when seated on her nest, on the banks of the great Rungeet River, about 1,200 feet above the sea. The nest was composed chiefly of roots and other fibrous matter, with a few hairs, and contained three eggs of a faint greenish-white, with a few reddish and some few-coverts spots."

Russ describes this, as he does *P. iris;* but apparently only because he thinks they may be imported; it would seem never to have reached the London Gardens; but, in *The Agricultural Magazine, First Series,* Vol. VIII., p. 9, Mr. Astley speaks of a pair of what he believed to be this species which he had noticed at a Crystal Palace show a few years previously. Of course, this is quite likely, and therefore I include it here.

We next have to consider the *Tyrants,* a group including birds of the most varied form and colouring, and differing not a little in their habits. Regarding them from the aircultural standpoint, one would suppose the family to greatly need breaking up. It is, indeed, difficult to understand how birds so utterly dissimilar can belong to the same family.

**Tyrants (Tyrannidae).**

Only one species of this large family is freely imported, and, unlike a great many of the *Tyrants,* which bear a curious resemblance to Thrushes and other Passerine groups, this species is, both in appearance and habits, much more like a Kingfisher.

Upwards of 400 species of Tyrant-birds are known to science, the majority being small and inconspicuous birds, though some (as, for instance, the marvellous crested birds of the genus *Musciator*) have no little pretension to beauty. They are all characterised by a hooked, incurved bill, combined with nearly free toes to the feet. The family is strictly confined to the New World.

Some of the *Tyrants* bear a certain likeness to the Shrikes, others to the Flycatchers, others again to the Wheatears, while one genus recalls the Wagtails, another the Tits, and a third some of the Warblers; yet to none of these are they really related. The term "*Tyrant*" was first applied to the King-bird, which differs greatly in appearance from most of the other *Tyrannidae.*

All the *Tyrants* should be fed upon a good insectivorous mixture and on living insects, but some of them require a more varied diet, as I shall point out when dealing with them separately.

**Pepoaza Tyrant** (*Tanioptera nengeta*).

Above ash-grey; wings black, with a well-defined patch at base of primaries and the margins of the outer secondaries white; basal third of tail white, otherwise it is black with whitish-ash tip; lores white; below pale ash, a blackish stripe on each side of the throat; middle of throat and belly, flanks, vent, and under tail-coverts white; bill horn-colour; feet black. Female not differentiated. Hab., S.E. Brazil, Paraguay, Uruguay, Argentina, and Bolivia.

Hudson observes ("Argentine Ornithology," Vol. I, pp. 114, 115): "The bird perches itself on an elevation—the summit of a stalk, or bush, or even of a low tree—to watch like a Flycatcher for its insect prey; only, instead of looking about for passing insects, it gazes intently down at the ground, just as a Kingfisher does at the water, and when it spies a beetle or grasshopper, darts down upon it, not, however, to snatch it up with the bill as other *Tyrants* do, but it first grasps it with its feet, then proceeds to despatch it, awaying about and opening its wings to keep its own balance, just as an Owi is seen to do when it grasps a mouse or other small animal in its claws. After devouring the insect on the spot, it flies back to its perch to resume the watch. They are very restless, active, playful birds, and seldom remain long on one spot, apparently finding it irksome to do so; but I have seen them of inverts occupy the same perch for hours every day while looking out for insects."

"The Pepoaza is a swift, active, graceful bird, with a strong, straight beak, hooked at the point, and a broad tail 4 in. long, the total length of the bird being 9 in."

Mr. Barrows gives the following account of its lively habits in Enterrrios: "They are commonly seen perched on fences or the tops of bushes or trees in open ground, frequently making sallies for winged insects, or dropping to the ground to catch a grasshopper or worm. When shot at while perched and watching you, they almost invariably leave the perch at the flash, pitching forward and downward, and usually evading the shot, even at short range. Several times I have secured them by shooting about 1 ft. below and 2 ft. in front of them as they sat, but they do not always fly in this direction. The rapidity of their flight when frightened, or when quarrelling, is simply astonishing. I have seen one chase another for two or four minutes, doubling, turning, twisting, and shooting, now brushing the grass, and now rising to a height of at least 200 or 300 ft., and all the movements so rapid that the eye could scarcely follow them; and at the end of it each would
go back to the top of his own chosen weed-stalk, apparently without a feather ruffled."

"Azara found this species breeding in a hole in a bank; and Mr. Dalgleish has described a nest, taken from a tree in Uruguay, as a somewhat slight structure, 4 in. in diameter, formed of sticks and fibres, lined with fine grass and a few feathers. It contained three eggs, pear-shaped, white, with large well-defined spots of reddish-brown."

An example of this species was captured at sea off the River Plate, and presented to the London Zoological Society in November, 1894, by Mr. C. V. Reed. Russ makes no mention of the bird in his work published five years later.

**Short-winged Tyrant (Machetornis rixosa).**

Above brownish-olivaceous; wings brown; tail brown, with terminal yellowish band; crown with the centre scarlet and crested; below bright yellow, paler on throat; bill and feet black. Female similar, but somewhat duller. Hab., Pampas of S.E. Brazil, Bolivia, Paraguay, Uruguay, La Plata, and Venezuela. (Sclater.)

Hudson observes ("Argentine Ornithology," Vol. I., pp. 132, 133): "It resembles the true Tyrants in disposition, in its shrill piercing language, and in the habit of perching and breeding in trees. On the other hand, like the long-legged *Myiotheretes*, that lives on the open plains, it feeds exclusively on the ground, over which it runs with a speed possessed by few perching species. The general impression one forms is that in manners and appearance the Short-winged Tyrant is quite unlike any other species, though all its habits are to be found in one or other of the various groups comprising the *Tyrannidae*."

"These birds have no migration, but pair for life, and always remain on the same spot, and will continue to breed in the same hole for many years, even where they are frequently deprived of their eggs. Azara saw them sometimes uniting in small flocks in Paraguay; in Buenos Ayres they are always seen in pairs, or, after the young have left the nest, in families. They prefer to live near a human habitation, where there are trees; even one tree, in which they can breed and find shelter at night, will be sufficient to attach them to a dwelling, so great is their partiality for the clean-trodden ground where they can freely run about and catch insects. They haunt the cattle-pens, and become extremely familiar with the cows, horses, and sheep, following them to the pasture-grounds, where they are often seen perched on the back of a horse or other domestic animal, or stationed close to its nose on the ground, watching for insects. On the bare ground they run about with wonderful swiftness, and are able to overtake and capture flying insects without rising. The male and female invariably hunt together, and at intervals fly to some favourite perch to indulge in a duet composed of loud, rapid, shrill notes, somewhat metallic in sound. Though able to fly swiftly when in pursuit of a passing Hawk or other bird, at other times their flight is strangely slow; the round body, short blunt wings and tail giving the bird a somewhat clumsy appearance as it progresses laboriously through the air. I have frequently seen them make the most unprovoked assaults on birds of an inoffensive kind; possibly they are in these attacks moved by a playful rather than by a vindictive spirit. I once saw one drop like a stone from a height of fifty yards on to a pigeon perched on a leafless tree. The pigeon fell as if shot to the earth; the Tyrant-bird then released his hold; the pigeon rushed away terrified through the trees, while its persecutor rose high up in the air and resumed its journey."

"I have elsewhere spoken of the wars waged by this bird against other species, all seeking to gain possession of the large nest of *Anumbus acuticaudatus*. A hole in the trunk of a tree is also a favourite breeding-place. The nest is neatly built of slender twigs and leaves, and lined with horse-hair. The eggs are slightly oval, and densely marked with dark brown spots or stripes on a white or brownish-white ground."

Two specimens of this species were purchased by the London Zoological Society in 1892, and exhibited at Regent's Park.

**Sulphury Tyrant (Pitangus sulphuratus).**

Upper surface olivaceous ruddy brown, with the edges of the flights and outer tail feathers chestnut; head black, the forehead ashy white, a broad longitudinal patch of silky golden yellow (some of the terminal feathers of which are broadly black-tipped) on the crown, a broad supercilium waved white stripe extending back to the nape, remainder of chin, throat, and fore-chest white; remainder of under parts sulphur yellow slightly stained with ashy-olive; bill and feet black; iris chestnut. Female with the edges of flights paler; bill shorter, broader at base, more acute at tip. "Hab., Guiana, the Amazones, and Brazil."

In the list of the Zoological Society of London this species is called Sulphury Tyrant, but in the "Argentine Ornithology" Sclater applied the same name to *Rhynchocephalus sulphurusculus*. The present species, however, has the greater right to the name, which is adopted by Russ and by aviculturists and dealers generally; so that my proposal in "Foreign Bird-Keeping" to call it Sulphur Tyrant was mistaken; I ought to have suggested that *R. sulphurusculus* should be called "Yellowish." Burmeister says ("Systematische Uebersicht," Vol. II., pp. 461, 462): "One of the best known birds of Brazil, and especially on account of its cry, which sounds distinctly like ben-te-vii (I see you well). The bird appears everywhere in the forest region, but always
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only singly; it not merely approaches the settlements, but is fond of sitting also in the middle of a village at the top of an isolated tall tree, and makes noise, indeed, a conspicuous part of its environment for a considerable time. It is a bold, daring fellow, which is fond of tormenting weaker birds of prey, pursues them, calls to them, even hurls itself at them, as I have mentioned in my travels (p. 146). Its food consists of the larger insects, upon which one constantly sees it pounce; it moreover also destroys smaller birds, especially when shot, if they wish to be at peace, or young nestlings, and says that reason is pruned by other birds when it shows itself near their nests. The nest is placed in dense scrub, fairly high up, and consists of great masses of dry portions of plants, which are lined inside with feathers, hair and finer threads; it is very deep and has in addition a stiff over-arching, like a roof. The eggs, of which the number varies from 3-4, are somewhat smaller than those of the Rei-Rei, of a pale greenish-white with scattered black and blue-green spots, which extend especially over the middle towards the blunter extremity.

Of the closely related Bieteveo Tyrant, Hudson says ("Argentine Ornithology," Vol. I., pp. 149, 150):— "Except when breeding the Bieteveo is a peaceful bird, never going out of its way to make gratuitous attacks on individuals of its own or of other species; but in the pursuit of its prey it is cunning, bold, and fierce. Like the true Tyrant-birds it preys a great deal on large insects when they are abundant in the warm season, and is frequently seen catching its prey in the air. A large beetle or grasshopper it invariably beats against a branch before devouring it. But even in summer, when insect prey is most abundant, it prefers a more substantial diet whenever such is to be had. It frequently carries off the fledglings of the smaller birds from their nests, in the face of the brave defence often made by the parents. It is also fond of fishing, and may be seen perched by the hour on a bank or over-hanging branch beside a stream, watching the water like a Kingfisher, and at intervals dashing down to capture the small fry. In shallow pools, where there are tadpoles and other prey, the Bieteveo does not mind getting a little wet, but alights in the water, and stands belly-deep watching for its prey. I have seen a Bieteveo standing in the water in the midst of a flock of ducks and geese. They, as well as the Bieteveo, hover like a Kestrel over the grass, and then dashing down to seize their prey. Small snakes, frogs, mice, and lizards all minister to its appetite, and with a capture of this kind it invariably flies to the nearest stone or branch, against which it beats the life of its victim out before devouring it. I once saw one fly out of some weeds carrying a little wriggling snake of a very brittle species and about eight inches long in its beak. Alighting on a gate it proceeded to kill its capture, and at the first blow on the wood the snake flew into two pieces. A mouse it gives it a great deal of trouble, for after it has been killed it cannot be devoured until reduced by repeated blows to a soft pulp, after which it is with great labour pulled to pieces and eaten. Snails and Ampullaria are also pounced until the shell breaks." Mr. Hudson also mentions that it follows the plough to pick up worms and larva, and that it is fond of fresh meat, and is commonly seen following a butcher's cart, and waiting for an opportunity to snatch up any small piece of meat or fat which it is able to detach.

As pointed out by Burmeister, the Sulphury Tyrant and its forms differ from the other Tyrants in building a conspicuous domed nest in a tree, that of the Bieteveo, according to Hudson, sometimes taking five or six weeks to complete. It is about a foot deep and eight or nine inches broad, and chiefly composed of wool. The cavity is near the top. The cavity is thickly lined with feathers, and contains five long pointed creamy eggs, chiefly spotted at the larger end with chocolate and purple.

On the earth this bird hops clumsily, probably on account of its rather small feet.

The so-called species *P. derbianus*, *P. bolivianus*, and *P. sulphuratus* are to all intents and purposes scarcely differing from their local races; there is no wonder that Burmeister's "*P. sulphuratus*" was Slater's "*P. bolivianus*." As Burmeister gives but a short account of the habits of *P. sulphuratus*, I have thought it best also to quote part of Hudson's account of the Argentine form.

I purchased a specimen of this bird, I think about the year 1895, and kept it for about a twelvemonth, when it died quite unaccountably. I found it a nervous bird, which, whenever anyone looked at it, would open its mouth to its widest capacity and let out a harsh, dismal prolonged scream, exactly resembling that produced by indiarubber babies sold for a penny in the London streets. It was a great source of amusement to ask a young lady to go and examine the beauty of the bird, and note her startled jump when that awful sound greeted her. This is probably what Hudson describes in his account of the extremely closely related *P. bolivianus* as "a very long clear call-note." It is unquestionably one of the most shocking sounds uttered by any feathered biped; but Hudson speaks of the uttering of the agonised scream by both sexes, as "one pretty habit, which brings out strongly the pleasant feature in its character."

All the harsh notes and screechy songs of Argentine birds seem to have delighted this naturalist. His unstinted praise of the screechy notes of the Grey Cardinals has always astonished me.

PITANGUA OR BROAD-BILLED TYRANT
(Megarynchus pitangua).

Above olivaceous, more or less green; wings, upper tail-coverts and tail greyish-brown; the flights with paler edges, more or less yellow, outer secondaries and outer secondaries; tail feathers similarly edged; head brownish-black with a concealed streak or patch of canary-yellow or orange on the crown; a broad white eyebrow-stripe joining a narrow line of the same colour which passes round the nape; chin, throat, and lower part of cheeks white; remainder of under surface canary-yellow; bill black; feet black; irides brown. Female with the throat less purely white; the tail longer; the bill, seen from above, is slightly shorter and noticeably broader at base. Hala, Southern Mexico and Central and South America down to Paraguay. (Sclater.)

Excepting for the shape of its bill, this curious species is very similar to the preceding. Ridgway calls it "Boat-billed." Burmeister remarks ("Systematische Uebersicht," Vol. II., p. 459): "This remarkable bird is indeed nowhere rare in the coastal forest region of Brazil, but by no means so abundant as the Bentavi; it keeps more to the forest, far from human habitations, and is readily recognisable here by a cry which sounds like Cen-i, Cen-i. It is watchful, cautious, now busy on the treetop, now on the ground, but occasionally, like the Bentavi, remains at the same spot exercising its voice. Its food consists of the larger insects. The nest is carefully concealed and fairly large; it rarely contains more than two pale yellow eggs with small brown spots, especially at the blunter end, but not
sprinkled exactly thickly. These are of quite the size of the larger Thrush eggs (Zyrurus viscivorus).*

Burmeister does not say whether this species, like 
P. sulphuratus and allies, builds a domed nest; but Professor Ridgway ("Birds of North and Middle America," Vol. IV., p. 664) says: "Nest and eggs similar to those of Philangus."

It seems probable that the diet of this Tyrant would be much more varied than is suggested by Burmeister; and I should certainly try it with small newts and minnows, as I did my Sulphur Tyrant, which, after banging their bills against his perch, swallowed them with great delight.

The London Zoological Gardens acquired four specimens of this Tyrant in 1867; it reached the Amsterdam Gardens a year earlier.

**BLACK-CAPPED TYRANT (Empidias fuscus).**

Above dull greyish olivaceous; wings blackish; the coverts and secondaries with whitish edges; tail blackish, the outer feathers with whitish edges; crown blackish; beneath sordid yellowish-white; sides and flanks somewhat ash; under wing-coverts white; bill dark horn-colour—black (Russ); feet black; iris brown.

Female not different from male.

Eastern North America (in summer) and south to Mexico. (Sclater.)

Major Charles Bendire ("Life Histories of North American Birds," Vol. II., pp. 272-276) publishes a very long account of this species, from which I culled the following:—"The Indians call them "Moose-birds," as they often use moose-hair in lining their nests. They lay in June, and are very bold for their size, often chasing Hawks and Crows.

Their flight is swift and strong when in pursuit of an enemy or while in quest of food, but ordinarily it consists of slow, fluttering movements from point to point, especially during the mating season, and it is then never protracted.

"The Phoebe, like our equally well-known Robin and Bluebird, is one of the first migrants to return from its winter home, and is quite as well known and fully as popular. It usually arrives in our Middle States during the first half of March, and a little later farther north, although occasional stragglers have been observed in Maine and northern New York during the first week in this month. The males precede the females by about a week or ten days, and move direct to their breeding grounds; mating and nest-building usually beginning about a month later. Few of our native birds are more esteemed than the homely and plainly-coloured Phoebe, and its return to the old haunts is generally looked for with pleasure. No bird is more attached to a locality once chosen for a nesting site, and no reasonable amount of annoyance and disturbance will cause it to forsake its old home. It may possibly change the location for good cause, but if it does it will usually select another in the immediate vicinity. It would be difficult to name many native birds who do more good in a general way and less harm than the Phoebe. Its food consists mainly of small beetles, flies, moths, butterflies, etc., of which it destroys an enormous number, as it is scarcely ever at rest, darting after passing insects and catching them both on the wing and on the ground. It seems to be always hungry, and invariably finds room for another choice morsel. It is said to help itself occasionally to trout-fry, but the damage caused in this respect must be very trifling, and is fully compensated for by the good it does through the destruction of many noxious insects; and, in my opinion, it deserves the fullest protection. After the berry season commences it also feeds to some extent in summer on raspberries, strawberries, mulberries, and pokeberries, and in winter on cedar berries, pine nuts, and wild grapes. It is one of the restless little creatures I know; even while perching on a fence-post, the gable of an outbuilding, or a weed-stalk, its crest is often raised and lowered, its tail is forever twitching, and it appears to be unable to remain motionless for more than a minute at a time.

"Dr. Ralph tells me that in Florida the Phoebe frequently alights on the backs of cattle and follows them around, catching the flies on these animals and fluttering above them in search of insects. Their rather plaintive call notes, given by most writers as 'phoebe, pe-weet, pe-weet,' do not sound to me in that way; they appear rather to approach the words 'see-bee, see-hee, see-he,' and are sometimes varied to 'see-bee,' or 'see-bee,' with the accent on the last syllable; this call is occasionally followed by a rattling note. Its alarm note sounds like 'chak-chak,' and during the mating season the male indulges now and then in a low, twitching warble. It utters its calls very frequently and persistently in the early spring, and for some time after its arrival, but less often during the breeding season, when the cares of housekeeping absorb more of its time."

"In well-settled sections it loves to frequent outhouses, barns, etc., in close proximity to human habitations situated near springs, etc.; here it becomes very gentle, tame, and confiding when not molested. I have frequently seen one alight within a few feet of my head and fly back and forth from its perch after passing insects, as undisturbed as if I had not been there. In mountain regions and thinly-populated tracts it is often found about rocky cliffs, along watercourses, and almost invariably near the point where a bridge spans a stream. The Phoebe is the earliest of our Flycatchers', nidification beginning sometimes in the first week in April, but ordinarily not much before May 1, and in the northern part of its range rarely before June. While generally of an amiable disposition toward other birds, often nesting in close proximity to the Barn Swallow, Robin, and Chimney Swift, it will not allow any of its own kind to occupy a site close to its own, fighting them persistently until driven off, and should one of the earlier arrivals presume to appropriate its old nest, war is at once declared."

"Their favourite nesting sites are under bridges and culverts, even when they are barely large enough for a person to crawl through, provided a suitable place can be found on which to place the nest; next, outbuildings, such as barns, sheds, etc., are frequently made use of; porches of houses, window sills, etc., occasionally furnish suitable sites; overhanging rocky shelves, especially in quarries, upturned roots of trees in woods, projecting banks of small streams, caves, and more rarely the sides of open wells are likewise utilised for such purposes."

"Their nests vary considerably in shape as well as in the manner of construction. If attached to the side of an overhanging rock, it is necessarily semi-circular, and mainly composed of mud pellets mixed with moss, a little grass, and occasionally a few feathers, some-

* According to Karl Euler, the nest is not concealed, but is always openly visible, usually in dead branches, but its lofty position and small size cause it to be easily overlooked. He says it is hardly worthy of the name of nest, being apparently a mere envelope of mud."

* In the United States these birds are called "Tyrant Flycatchers."—A. G. B.
what resembling the nest of our well-known Barn Swallow. If placed on a flat beam, or rafters, or on top of a post, it is circular, and sometimes but little or no mud is used in its construction."

"Incubation lasts about twelve days, and the female performs the greater part of this duty, while the male remains in the vicinity of the nest on the watch for possible intruders. The female is a close sitter, and is loth to leave the nest in it. The nestlings are large enough to leave the nest in about two weeks, and a second brood is usually reared throughout the greater part of their range.

"The nestlings are fed entirely on insect food, and consume an enormous quantity daily."

"The number of eggs to a set varies from three to eight; sets of five are most commonly found, while the extremes are very rare; an egg is deposited daily."

The Phoebe's egg is usually pure white in colour; the shell is close-grained, smooth, and moderately glossy, which gradually disappears in time, leaving the shell a dull chalky white. Occasionally some of these eggs are more or less perceptibly spotted, with a few specks of reddish-brown about the larger end, but usually only one or two in a clutch are so marked, while the majority of sets are immaculate. The eggs are mostly ovate in shape."

The London Zoological Society received two examples of this Tyrant (which, by the way, are entered in their list as "Musciapa phae. Phoebe Flycatcher.") as part of an exchange, in 1907.

Russ observes:—"For our hobby the House-Tyrant is of hardly any value, as one sees it extremely rarely in a Zoological Garden."

**American Kingbird (Tyrannus pipirii).**

Above dark slate-colour; wings blackish, primary coverts and primaries narrowly edged with grey; middle and greater coverts and secondaries edged with white; feathers of lower rump more or less edged with greyish-white; upper tail-coverts black, more or less broadly edged with white; tail black with defined white tip, the outer feathers partly edged with the same; head black; a large concealed patch of erectile bright orange or orange-red feathers on the crown; malar region and under surface white, the breast slightly washed with ash, becoming a defined grey patch at the sides; axillaries ash with white terminal edges; under wing-coverts male sordid grey tipped white or whitish; bill and feet black; irides brown. Female with smaller orange patch on crown and longer primaries with less attenuated tips. Hab., Eastern North America southwards.

Major Bendire ("Life Histories," Vol., II., pp. 236-240) gives the usual exhaustive account of the wild life, from which I quote as follows: "Bold and fearless in character, yet tame and confiding in man, often preferring to live in close proximity to dwellings in gardens and orchards, they are prime favourites with the majority of our farming population, and they well deserve their fullest protection. Few birds are more useful to the farmer; their reputation for pugnacity and reckless courage is so well established that it is almost needless to dwell on it, as it is well-known that they will boldly attack and drive off the largest of our Raptore; should one venture too near to their chosen nesting sites. Where a pair or more of these birds make their home in the vicinity of a farmhouse, the poultry-yard is not likely to suffer much, through feathered marauders at least; they are a perfect terror to all hawks, instantly darting at and rising above them, alighting on their shoulders or necks, and picking away at them most numerically until they are only too willing to beat a hasty retreat. The male is seemingly always on the look-out from his perch on the top branches of a tree or post for such enemies, and no matter how large they may be, a pair of Kingbirds is more than a match for any of them, our larger Falcons and Eagles not excepted. Crows and Blue Jays seem to be especially obnoxious to them, and instances are on record where they have done them material injury.

"From the foregoing it must not be assumed that our Kingbirds are generally quarrelsome, and that they bully all other birds, as this is by no means the case. As a rule they live in perfect harmony with all their smaller relatives, and some of the latter's nests are not infrequently placed within a few feet of one of theirs, in the same tree, like that of the Orchard Orioles, for instance; and they are not content with protecting their own young and eggs, but watch over those of their neighbours as well. The only species I have observed as being on bad terms with the Kingbird is our little
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Ruby-throated Hummingbird, which is well known to be, if possible, even more aggressive and pugnacious than the former, and it would seem as if, small though he may be, he is a match for the average Kingbird, and probably always the aggressor. I have on two occasions seen a Ruby-throated Hummingbird put the other to flight.

"They arrive in our Southern States from their winter homes about the first two weeks in April, and move gradually northward, generally making their appearance in the more northern States about the middle of May. The return migration from the far north commences in the beginning of August, and from our Northern States usually in the latter part of this month."

"The Kingbirds are rather noisy on their first arrival in the spring, and give free vent to their exuberance of spirits; they are very restless at this time, now hovering or fluttering slowly from one tree to another, or from fence post to fence post, the male following his mate with a peculiar, quivering movement of the wings and expanded tail, uttering at the same time a succession of shrill, twittering notes like 'phsee phsee,' varied now and then with other calls which are rather difficult to express in print; one of these sounds like 'twip-ip-ip-ip.' Occasionally their flight is apparently accomplished without perceptible movements of the
wings, as if gliding along in the air, and again they speed away with the swiftness of an arrow in pursuit of an insect or an enemy, doubling on it with the greatest ease. The males are especially pugnacious during the mating season, and fierce combats ensue between rivals for the possession of the coveted female; but after they are mated they rarely fight among themselves, but quickly come to each other's assistance against a common enemy.

From the observations made in the United States Department of Agriculture, about 90 per cent. of the food of this species consists of animal matter, principally beetles, grasshoppers, butterflies, spiders, wild bees, wasps, and millipedes; to this list can be added caterpillars, different species of flies, like the large black gadfly, so annoying to horses and cattle during the summer months, and small minnows. The vegetable matter found in their stomachs consists mainly of cerasa and spicebush berries, wild chokeberries, jupin- per and dogwood berries, mulberries, blackberries, huckleberries, elderberries, pokeweed, and frost grapes. "The indigestible portions, like the wing covers of beetles, the legs of grasshoppers, and seeds of berries, are ejected in pellets. The Kingbird loves a rather open country, and is rarely found nesting at any great distance from water, and it shuns densely-timbered tracts.

"In the more southern section of its breeding range nidification begins usually in the first half of May, while in northern New York and our North-Western States it rarely nests before June, more generally in the latter part of this month, and still later in the extreme northern parts of its range. The nests are placed in various kinds of trees, such as oak, tamarack, chestnut, elm, poplar, cottonwood, willow, oak, sycamore, osage, orange, cedar, maple, birch, hawthorn, locust, willow, plum, orange, and lemon, as well as in shrubs and bushes of different kinds, generally at a distance of from four to forty feet from the ground. They are usually placed in a fork or cruch on a horizontal branch, and frequently well out on the limb. They are not at all particular in the selection of a nesting site; I have seen nests placed on a fence rail (sometimes on top of one), and again between the rails, not over two feet from the ground, in the hollow tops of stumps, and in abandoned nests of the Robin and the Bronzed Grackle.

The Kingbird, like many other species, after selecting a suitable nest site and raising its young unmolested, will generally return to it from year to year. The nest is usually well and compactly built, and varies more or less in size and bulk, according to the site. A typical nest now before me, taken by Dr. Edgar A. Mearns, United States Army, near Fort Snelling, Minnesota, measures about 6½ inches in outer diameter by 3½ inches in depth; its inner diameter is 3 inches by 1½ inches deep. Its exterior is constructed of small twigs and dry weed stems, mixed with coarse down, pieces of twine, and a little hair. The inner cup is lined with fine dry grass, a few rootlets, and a small quantity of horsehair. In other specimens bits of wool, strips of bark, thistle-down, cottage-hair, and fine rootlets are incorporated in the body of the nest.*

* Major Bendire then proceeds to describe other nests, varying more or less in the materials employed. Doubtless, as with other birds, the materials which are most handy in the particular neighbourhood are used.

Even when so engaged he rarely sits entirely quiet, but every few minutes elevates his crest, and looks around for a possible enemy. An egg is deposited daily, and incubation lasts from twelve to thirteen days. The young, while in the nest, are fed entirely on animal food, and are able to leave it in about two weeks after hatching, and soon learn to provide for themselves. A second brood is occasionally raised in the more southern portions of their breeding range.

The Kingbird is not particular as to the number of eggs, each pair keeping pretty much to themselves during the breeding season, and later in family parties, until the winter migration commences, when they gather in flocks and depart for the south.

"Three or four eggs are laid to a nest; in some localities three seems to be the rule. This is especially the case in the more southern portions of their breeding range, while farther north they generally lay four. Although the Kingbird is credited by several writers as laying from three to five eggs, and sometimes even six, I have never seen a larger set than four among the many examined, and sets of even five eggs must be considered as very unusual. The ground-colour of these eggs varies from white or pale creamy-white to a very faint rose-pink, and they are spotted and blotched with chestnut, lavender, and indigo-blue. The marks vary greatly both in size and quantity, but are generally heaviest about the larger end of the egg. In the more finely-marked specimens the spots are usually more profuse and evenly distributed, and occasionally an almost unmarked egg is found. The shell is rather smooth, close-grained, moderately strong, and slightly glossy. The eggs are mostly ovate, ranging from oval to short and rounded ovate, and a few are elongate ovate.

"The average measurement of 140 eggs in the United States National Museum collection is 24.06 by 18.21 millimetres, or about 0.95 by 0.71 inch."

Dr. Russ speaks of this bird as rare in the market, and never to be regularly met with even in zoological gardens, whilst it is hardly ever exhibited by aviculturists, although he knew of an example in the possession of Dr. von E. Ayres at the Royal Gardens, London. It was in a flight-cage, where it fluttered about with a gentle, weak flight, like a great butterfly, now against the wires and now on to the food-pan. He thinks that if in perfect plumage it ought to be kept in a very large aviary in order to show off its flying powers. It has been exhibited at the London Zoological Gardens.

**Melancholy Tyrant** (*Tyrannus melancholicus*).

Above greenish-grey; wings and tail dusky blackish, with more or less pale edges; crown with a crest of erectile scarlet and yellow feathers; throat greyish-white; rest of body below yellow, more or less greyish on the breast; under wing covers pale yellow; tail and feet black; irides brown. Female not differentiated, but probably with smaller crest and less attenuated outer primaries. "Hab., Mexico and Central and South America down to Buenos Ayres." (Schlather.)

Hudson says ("Argentine Ornithology," Vol. I., pp. 155-160) — "The violent and bold temper exhibited by most Tyrant-birds during the breeding season—a quality from which is derived the name of the family, is perhaps carried to a greater degree in this species than in any other; and when one spends many days or weeks in the marshy, littoral forests, where the bird is most abundant, and hears its incessant distressful screams, the specific name melancholicus does not seem altogether inappropriate; and that is the most that can be said of any specific name invented by science, and which
does not merely describe some peculiarity of form or colour.

"This Tyrant is one of the largest of its kind, its total length being nearly 9 in. The wings are long and suited for an aerial life; the legs are exceedingly short, and the feet are used for perching only, for this species never alights on the ground."

"In Buenos Ayres these birds arrive in September, after which their shrill, angry cries are incessantly heard, while the birds are seen pursuing each other through the air or in and out amongst the trees—perpetually driven about by the contending passions of love, jealousy, and rage. As soon as their domestic birds are over, a fresh war against the whole feathered race begins, which does not cease until the business of propagation is finished. I have frequently spent hours watching the male successively attacking, with scarcely an interval of rest, every bird, big or little, approaching the sacred tree where its nest was placed. Its indignation at the sight of a cowardly Carrion-Hawk (Milvago) skulking about in search of small birds' nests, and the black. Female of its onset, were wonderful to witness.

"They are extremely active, and when not engaged in their endless aerial battles, are pursuing large insects on the wing, usually returning after each capture to their stand, from which they keep a jealous watch on the movements of all winged things about them. They are fond of marshy places and water-courses, where they perch on a tall stalk to watch for insects, and also frequently skim over the water like Swallows to drink and dip their feathers.

"A tall tree is usually selected for the nest, which is not infrequently placed on the very topmost twigs, exposed to the sight of every creature passing overhead, and as if in defiance of birds of prey. With such an aggressive temper as this bird possesses, it is not strange perhaps that it builds in the most exposed places, from which the female, in the absence of her vigilant consort, can keep a sharp eye on the movements of her feathered neighbours; but I have often thought it singular that they do not make a deeper receptacle for their eggs, for the nest is merely a slight platform of slender sticks, and very ill-adapted to retain its burden during high winds. The parasitical Cowbird never enters this nest, which is not strange.

"The eggs are four in number, small for the bird, pointed, parchment-white, spotted with dark brown at the larger end."

The London Zoological Gardens acquired an example of this Tyrant in 1883.

FORK-TAILED TYRANT (Milvulus tyrannus).

Above ashy; rump blackish; wings dark brown; three outer primaries attenuated at tips; tail black, the outermost feather with white outer web; crown black, with concealed yellow crest; below white; bill and feet black. Female differs in the shorter outer tail feathers. Hab., Mexico, and Central and South America as far south as Patagonia.

Hudson says ("Argentine Ornithology," Vol. I., pp. 160, 161): "During flight the two long feathers of the tail stream out behind like a pair of black ribbons; frequently the bird pauses suddenly in its flight, and then the two long feathers open out in the form of the letter V.

"The Scissor-tail is migratory, and arrives, already mated, at Buenos Ayres at the end of September, and takes its departure at the end of February in families—old and young birds together. In disposition and general habits it resembles the true Tyrant-birds, but differs from them in language, its various chirping and twittering notes having a hard percussive sound, which Azara well compares to the snapping of castanets. It prefers open situations with scattered trees and bushes, and is also partial to marshy grounds, where it takes up a position on an elevated stalk to watch for insects, and seizes them in the air like the Flycatchers. It also greedily devours elderberries and other small fruits.

"The nest is not deep, but is much more elaborately constructed than is usual with the Tyrants. Soft materials are preferred, and in many cases the nests are composed almost exclusively of wool. The inside is cup-shaped, with a flat bottom, and is smooth and hard, thus being built-down with which it is lined to sing composed with gum. The eggs are four, sharply pointed, light cream-colour, and spotted, chiefly at the large end, with chocolate. In the breeding-time these Tyrants attack other birds approaching the nest with great spirit, and have a particular hatred to the Chimango, pursuing it with the greatest violence through the air with angry notes, resembling in sound the whetting of a scythe, but uttered with great rapidity and emphasis. How greatly this species is imposed upon by the Cow-bird, notwithstanding its pugnacious temper, we have already seen in my account of that bird.

"The Scissor-tail has one remarkable habit; they are not gregarious, but once every day, just before the sun sets, all the birds living near together rise to the tops of the trees, calling to one another with loud, excited chirps, and then mount upwards like rockets to a great height in the air; then, after whirling about for a few moments, they precipitate themselves downward with the greatest violence, opening and shutting their tails during their wild zigzag flight, and uttering a succession of sharp, grinding notes. After this curious performance, they separate in pairs, and, perching on the tree-tops, each couple utters together its rattling castanet notes, after which the company breaks up."

Dr. Russ does not mention this species, but the London Zoological Gardens purchased a specimen in April, 1893.

CHATTERERS (Cotingiidae)

Birds of the New World, some of which are brilliantly coloured, though others are sombre in hues. Like the Tyrants, they have all ten primaries well developed, though in the sub-family to which Dr. Selater has given the name Tityrinidae the second (now called the ninth) primary is shortened and lanceolate. They are nearly related to the Pipridae, which systematic ornithologists have unfortunately called Manakins, thus rendering them liable to be confounded with the Finches generally recognised as Manakins, to which, of course, they have no affinity whatever. The Chatterers are fruit-eating birds, and in captivity might be treated much in the same manner as the Tanagers.

COCK OF THE ROCK (Rupicola crocea).

Bright orange; head with large compressed crest; wings brown, broadly belted with white; outer edges and broad tips of secondaries pale orange, the outer secondaries with their outer webs prolonged into filaments; tail blackish-brown with pale orange extremity; bill and feet yellowish. Female olive-brown; rump, tail, abdomen, and under wing-coverts washed with orange-brown. Hab., Guiana, Cayenne, and Lower Amazonas. (Selater.)

Burmeister says ("Systematische Uebersicht," Vol. II., p. 437): "Inhabits the regions of the interior of South America, which abound in rocks, particularly the northern districts; feeds upon soft fruits, prefer-
ably berries; nidificates in open nests among rocks; breeds twice (December and April), and lays two whitish eggs, tolerably densely speckled with yellowish-brown.'

C. A. Lloyd ("Timehri," New Series, Vol. IX., p. 231, 1895) observes: "We fell in with a young Indian and his wife, the latter carrying a 'brake' containing a beautiful male Cock-of-the-rock (Rupicola crupicola) in splendid plumage, which we offered to purchase, but which she refused to sell. She told us, however, that we could secure the birds in great numbers hard by, and that this month (March) was their nestling season. We decided on camping at a settlement not far off to try and procure specimens, with their nests and eggs. Accordingly, on reaching the village, we halted for the balance of the afternoon, and, in company with one of our men, started off at once in search of their building-place, which we soon found, and succeeded in taking a couple of nests. They each contained two speckled eggs, a little larger than those of a Pigeon. The nests are placed on the bare rocks, and constructed of palm-fibres stuck together by a kind of gum. These were the only two nests that we found with eggs, although we saw many of the birds. The birds fed on the fruit of a palm, which seems to be a species of Enocarpus, and, judging from their harsh cries around us, they must have been very plentiful, but we never caught sight of one. The Macouschis call the bird Kavanara.'

Two examples of this large and handsome species were presented to the Regent's Park Gardens in 1866, one in 1866, one was purchased in 1875, two in 1877, one in 1878, and the last two examples (males) were presented in 1885; yet, oddly enough, Dr. Russ seems to have entirely overlooked the species; whilst of other Cotingidae he describes several which have never been imported.

Banded Chatterer (Cotinga cineta). Bright sky-blue; wings and tail black; throat, breast (excepting a narrow belt of blue) and centre of abdomen bright magenta-purplish; under wing-coverts black, washed with blue; bill and feet black. Female above blackish, the feathers edged with bright buff; below rows of buff, the feathers with central black spots; wing-feathers with buff margins to inner webs. Hab., South-east Brazil. (Sclater.)

Burmeister says ("Systematische Uebersicht," Vol. II., p. 451): "This species, certainly the most beautiful of all, inhabits the coastal forest region of Brazil, and extends down as far as Rio de Janeiro, but scarcely further; it was once brought to me by my collectors in both sexes at New Freiburg, but too much shot about for me to be able to preserve the skins. The Prince zu Wied-obtained his specimens at Rio St. Mathaüs and Rio Mucuri, and again later at Bahia. According to him the bird does not nest in those localities, but in the interior, only arrives there in the cold season of the year (May to October), and then hunts for berries. It shoots from the forests, utters a short, loud call-note, and in its behaviour entirely resembles our Waxwing. There it bears the name Crejoi or Kirna, from which the scientific name Cotinga appears to be derived." *

* In Prince zu Wied's own account very little additional information is given; he says it has not a pleasant voice, is very stupid and easy to shoot, feeds on various berries and fruits, and is very good eating. I have not been able to discover anything about its nidification.

Russ says that it is extremely rarely met with in the bird-market, and always singly. Specimens were purchased by the London Zoological Society in 1875 and 1877, and one reached the Berlin Gardens in 1891, respecting which Mr. Meusel observes that it improved in brilliancy and beauty each year, attaining its most perfect plumage in 1895.

Russ describes two other species of Cotinga, neither of which appears ever to have been imported; he also gives quite a long account of the Snowy Bell-bird (Chasmorhynchus niveus); why, I do not understand.†

Naked-throated Bell-bird.
(Chasmorhynchus nuditissilis).

White; sides of head and throat naked, greenish, and dotted with scattered black bristles; bill dark brown; feet brownish flesh-coloured; irides clear brown. Female above olive-green; the crown to the nape black-brownish; the parts which are naked in the cock clothed with small yellowish-green feathers; under-parts yellowish; each feather with a yellowish-green shaft-stripe; feet darker flesh-coloured. Hab., S.E. Brazil.

Burmeister remarks ("Systematische Uebersicht," Vol. II., p. 427): "The Ferraror, as the Brazilians of the tract to which I travelled over call this bird, is there everywhere known, on account of its loud far-sounding voice, which has considerable likeness to the sound of a cow-bell or the tone of a hammer striking upon an anvil; moreover, it sometimes rises somewhat, or, again, drops, and consists of single sounds repeated at intervals. It lives deep in the interior of the forest, is sluggish, occurs singly or in pairs, and never occurs in the vicinity of human settlements. Its chief resorts are the mountain woodlands of the narrow valleys of the coastal region; it is not to be met with near the seashore."

"The food of the bird consists preferably of fleshy berries, with which its crop is filled to its greatest capacity; yet it also feeds upon insects, but only by way of variety. So far nobody is acquainted with its nest."

In The Ibis for 1905, pp. 174-5, Dr. E. A. Goedl confirms the statement that berries form a normal part of the natural food of this Bell-bird, but he throws no additional light upon its wild life.

Other writers upon the wild life of this species seem to have confined their observations chiefly to the character of its song.

As regards its food in captivity Mr. Ernest Dultz seems to have fed his specimen on various fruits, such as china-orange, raisins, etc., sometimes mixed with boiled rice; it appeared to despise mealworms. During the month Brehm chiefly fed the species on a mess of mashed cooked potato, carrot, or parsnip, and boiled Malayan rice, with fruit daily as variety, but especially bananas.

The Naked-throated Bell-bird has repeatedly reached the London Zoological Gardens since 1866, and certainly as lately as 1899, when the note of the bird is remarked upon in The Ibis as differing from that of C. niveus.

Snovy Bell-bird (Chasmorhynchus niveus).

"Snow-white; head with a long thinly-feathered caruncle arising from the front; bill and feet black; whole length 10.5 inches, wing 6.5, tail 4. Female: Above green, beneath yellowish, variegated with green;
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crissum yellowish. Hab., Cayenne, Surinam, and Guiana." (Sclater.)

The late Henry Whitely obtained this bird at Roraima at an altitude of 3,500 feet. (The Ibis, 1885, p. 336.) Schomburg says (cf. Russ.) "Die Fremdländischen Stubenvögls," Vol. II., p. 460: "I became aware of marvellous sounds issuing from the neighbouring forest, such as I had never before heard. It was as though one were striking simultaneously several harmoniously voiced glass bells. Now I heard it again, and after a pause of a minute's duration, again and again. Then a somewhat longer interval of six to eight minutes ensued, and once more the marvellous sounds rang out. I stood quite a long time chained with wonder and watched to see whether the incredible sounds might not be heard once more; but they were silent; and full of desire, I betook myself with the question to my brother, from whom I learnt that this was the note of the Bell-bird. That birds in Guiana possessed the gift of speech I had already discovered; but such sounds had hitherto remained quite unknown to me and my attention could not for the time be diverted at all from this marvellous songster. Near the coast the Bell-bird belongs to the birds of passage; it usually arrives at Demerara and Berbice in May and June, yet it never goes quite close to the coast. It chiefly prefers mountain forests, yet only up to an altitude of from 400 to 500 feet. It utters its magical, bell-clear notes chiefly from the outermost branch of a gigantic mora-tree, which it more particularly selects, if there is a dead branch on it. I have never observed two males on one tree, nevertheless they are fond of answering one another from different trees near together. Every morning they greet the young day with their clear metallic notes, and of all songsters they take their departure latest from the setting sun. When at rest the caruncle of the bill hangs down laterally, but when the Bell-bird utters his call, he puffs up the caruncle, which draws itself round with the point towards its own base; if he only utters a single note, the caruncle instantly rises up, but drops immediately again after the utterance of the sound, yet erecting itself again with the next cry. The females with their silky Siskin-green plumage never roost so high as the males, but continually settle on the lower branches of the forest trees; altogether I have only come across a few of them, the reason of which may indeed be that they are consi- derably lighter in build than the males, so that their green plumage can only be perceived with difficulty in the green foliage of the trees. The young males look extraordinary in the transition plumage from green to white: in the second year they possess a completely pied feathering, and only in the third year do they possess the fully coloured clothing of the adult male."

I have been unable to discover any notes on the nidification of this species. The London Zoological Society acquired a specimen in 1899.

PIED BELL-BIRD (Chasomorhynchus variegatus).

Pure white; wings black; head, including mapes and ear-coverts coffee-brown; throat, naked, black, and covered with small fleshy worm-like black caruncles; bill and feet black; irides brown. Female above dull green; wings blackish-brown; head greyish; below pale yellowish-streaked on breast and abdomen with green; throat dark greyish, more finely streaked. Hab., Guiana, Venezuela, and Trinidad.

According to Goering, "the Chaymas Indians do not call this Bell-bird (Campanero) like the preceding species, but Herrero, that is to say Smith; and correctly, since its call, which sounds as if one were striking an anvil violently with a hammer, never has a bell-like intonation. The Smith is distributed widely over Venezuela, and occurs also in the western parts of the country, where it appears especially to favour the mountainous regions, and is nowhere rare." At the beginning of 1870 this Bell-bird was represented in the Zoological Gardens of Cologne; according to Mr. T. Hesse, of Cologne, its food consists of berries and other fruit, and its call-note sounds as though one struck a wineglass with a knife.

THICARUNCULATED BELL-BIRD (Chasomorhynchus tricarunculatus).

Reddish-chestnut; head and throat white; forehead, lores, and angles of lower bill naked and black; at middle of forehead and from both angles of the bill a long, narrow, blackish naked caruncle; bill and feet black; irides not described. Female smaller, with shorter caruncles: above olive-green; throat yellow; body below yellowish-green, longitudinally boldly streaked with olive-greenish-brown. Hab., Costa Rica and Veraguas.

According to Russ. Dr. Frantzius says: "This interesting species is distributed over the primitive forests of Costa Rica; nevertheless it has given me great trouble to acquire its female, although it is by no means rarer than the male. The Siskin-green of its plumage, which also corresponds with that of the young male in all respects, easily conceals the bird from the sight of the collector, whilst even the adult male, with its snowy-white and cinnamon-brown colouring, is not easily discernible in the green foliage; moreover the female is very silent, whereas the male readily betrays itself by its voice. Then again, the hunters in Costa Rica are always inclined to ignore birds with inconspicuous plumage, and only to secure the strikingly-coloured ones, as, according to their view, the value of a bird consists in its gaily-coloured plumage."

I have discovered no further notes respecting the living bird. Russ says: "This bird hitherto has been extremely rarely imported with us; the records of the great Zoological Gardens do not contain it.

OVEN-BIRDS (Dendrocolaptidae).

These are birds not remarkable for beauty, but of considerable interest on account of the singular mud nests which they construct in most conspicuous situations. By scientists these birds are placed, on account of their anatomical structure, in the group Trochophono. They are related to the so-called Miners, Earth-creepers, Leaf-scrappers, Spine-tails, Wood-hewers, etc. Their food in a wild state consists of larvae and worms, and in captivity they should do well if treated much in the same manner as Thrushes.*

RED OVEN-BIRD (Furnarius rufus).

Rufescent earth-brown; wings mostly blackish with pale brown edges, but outer secondaries wholly pale earthy-brown; upper tail-coverts and tail bright rusty red-brown; under surface white, with the breast, flanks, under wing-coverts, and a broad belt across base of wing pale buffish; bill and feet horn-colour; irides golden-brown. Female slightly smaller, with shorter and more slender bill, throat less pure white, and

* Azara felt an example in his possession upon boiled rice and raw meat; but I have always found the latter dangerous food for softbills; he only kept it alive one month.
centre of abdomen more stained with brownish. Hab.,
Argentina, Uruguay, and Paraguay.

167-170): "This species is usually named Hornero
or Casera (Oven-bird or House-builder) in Argentina,
but in Paraguay and Corrientes Alonzo Garsia or
Alonziito." He continues: "I have frequently been
assured by natives that the Hornero is a pious bird,
and always suspends its labours on sacred days. With
this pretty belief about it in their minds it is not strange
that in some districts they have called it by a human
name.

"It is resident, pairs for life, and finds its food,
which consists of larvae and worms, exclusively on the
ground. It delights in open places, where it can move
freely about on the ground, and is partial to courtyards,
clean garden-walks, etc., where, with head thrown back
and bosom prominent, it struts along with an air of
great gravity, lifting its foot high at each step, and
holding it suspended for a moment in the air before
setting it firmly down. I once saw one fly down on
to a narrow plank about 10 ft. long lying out on the wet
grass; it walked gravely to the end of the plank, then
turned and deliberately walked back to the other end,
and so on for about twenty times, appearing to take
the greatest pleasure in the mere act of promenading
on a smooth, level surface. When disturbed the Oven-
bird has a loud, monotonous note of alarm or curiosity,
which never fails to bring all its fellows within hearing
distance to the spot. The movements of a fox, weasel,
or cat in a plantation can always be known from the
noisy turmoil among the Oven-birds. At frequent in-
tervals during the day the male and female meet and
express their joy in clear, resonant notes sung in concert
—a habit common to a very large number of Dendro-
laptinos birds, including, I think, all those species which
pair for life. In a majority of species this vocal per-
formance merely consists of a succession of confused
notes or cries, uttered with great spirit and emphasis;
in the Oven-bird it has developed into a kind of har-
monious singing. Thus, the first bird, on the appearance
of its mate flying to the place of meeting, emits loud
measured notes, sometimes a continuous trilling note
with a somewhat hollow metallic sound; but imme-
diately on the other bird joining, this introductory pas-
segue is changed to rapid triplets, strongly accented on
the first and last notes, while the second bird utters
a series of loud measured notes perfectly according with
the triplets of the first. While thus singing they stand
facing each other, their necks outstretched, wings hang-
ing and tail spread, the first bird trembling with its
rapid utterances, the second beating on the branch with
its wings. The finale consists of three or four notes
uttered by the second bird alone, and becoming suc-
cessively louder and more piercing until the end. There
is an infinite variety in the tone in which different
couples sing, also in the order in which the different
notes are uttered, and even the same couple do not
repeat their duet in precisely the same way; but it is
always a rhythmical and, to some extent, an harmonious
performance, and as the voices have a ringing, joyous
character, it always produces a pleasing effect on the
mind.

"In favourable seasons the Oven-birds begin building
in the autumn, and the work is resumed during the
winter whenever there is a spell of mild wet weather.
Some of their structures are finished early in winter,
others not until spring, everything depending on the
weather and the condition of the birds. In cold dry
weather, and when food is scarce, they do not work at
all. The site chosen is a stout horizontal branch, or
the top of a post, and they also frequently build on a
cornice or the roof of a house, and sometimes, but rarely,
on the ground. The material used is mud, with the
addition of horsehair or slender fibrous rootlets, which
make the structure harder and prevent it from cracking.
I have frequently seen a bird, engaged in building, first
pick up a thread or hair, then repair to a puddle, where
it was worked into a pellet of mud about the size of a
filbert, then carried to the nest. When finished the
structure is shaped outwardly like a baker's oven, only
with a deeper and narrower entrance. It is always
placed very conspicuously and with the entrance facing
a building, if one be near, or if at a roadside it looks
upward toward the road; for the reason for this, no doubt,
that the bird keeps a cautious eye on the movements of
people near it while building, and so leaves the nest
opened and unfinished on that side until the last, and
there the entrance is necessarily formed. When the
structure has assumed the globular form with only a
narrow opening, the wall on one side is curved inwards,
reaching from the floor to the dome, and at the inner
extremity an aperture is left to admit the bird to the
interior or second chamber, in which the eggs are laid.
A man without a ladder fits easily into the first or entrance
chamber, but cannot be twisted about so as to reach the
eggs in the interior cavity, the entrance being so small
and high up. The interior is lined with dry, soft grass,
and five white, pear-shaped eggs are laid. The oven is
a foot or more in diameter, and is sometimes very mas-
size, weighing eight or nine pounds, and so strong that,
unless loosened by the swaying of the branch, it often
remains unharmed for two or three years. The birds
incubate by turns, and when one returns from the feed-
ing-ground it sings its loud notes, on which the sitting
bird rushes forth to join in the joyous chorus, and then
flies away, the other taking its place on the eggs. The
young are exceedingly garrulous, and when only half
hatched may be heard practising trills and duets in their
shrine oven, in soft, tremulous voices, which change
to the usual hunger-cry of young birds when the parent
enters with food. After leaving the nest, the old and
young birds live for two or three months together,
only one brood being raised in each year. A new oven
is built every year, and I have more than once seen
a second oven built on the top of the first when this
has been placed very advantageously, as on a projec-
tion and against a wall."

Russ observes: "This Oven-bird arrives in our
market extremely rarely and singly; it first reached
the London Zoological Gardens in the year 1873, then
the wholesale dealers advertised it from time to time as
a single example, and lastly, in the year 1887, it arrived
also at the Zoological Gardens of Amsterdam."

In 1895 the London Zoological Society purchased two
examples; in 1903 several examples were imported, and
I was offered a pair, but did not care to add to the
number of my insectivorous birds. I believe they were
purchased by my friend Mr. Seth-Smith, since I cer-
tainly saw a pair of these birds. If I remember rightly,
one of them did not live very long.
CHAPTER VI.

ORDER PICARIE.

WOODPECKERS (Picidae).

In their cranial characters these birds are related to the Kingfishers, Rollers, Bee-eaters, etc.; in the structure of their muscles and digestive organs to the Kingfishers and Hoopoes. Their tongue is long and worm-like, with a hairy tip, and is coated with a viscid secretion by the action of the submaxillary glands; a muscle known as the genio-hyoides, arising from near the middle of the mandibular bar, extends as a ribbon to the hyoid bone, round which it twists loosely, and being attached to the dorsal extremity, the contraction of the spiral surrounding the hyoid horns protracts them with great force to a remarkable extent, thus enabling the bird to coax out of their retreats the grubs which form its food (cf., Newton, "Dictionary of Birds," pp. 619, 620, and 973).*

The Woodpeckers are climbing birds; two toes being directed forwards and two backwards, their tails consisting of ten to twelve stiff feathers, which help to support them when ascending a tree; even the Wrynecks, which have soft tail-feathers, press them against the surface up which they are mounting, as I have myself observed in captive birds. The bills of Woodpeckers are long and wedge-shaped, enabling them to bore into trees in which they nest; they do not build, but lay their eggs upon the chips and rotten wood at the bottom of the tunnel or boring; the eggs are smooth and white; they are chiefly insectivorous, feeding largely upon insects and their larvae, which they dig out of rotten wood or extract from the holes in which they are concealed; ants, too, enter largely into their bill of fare, as also berries and fruits.

In captivity, Woodpeckers cannot be associated with other birds, nor must two species of the family be kept together on account of their pugnacity; even young from the same nest are liable to fight at an early age. They can be fed in confinement upon finely-scraped raw beef mixed with soaked breadcrumbs and egg, crushed hemp, nuts, small fruits, but always plenty of living insects. Personally, I should substitute a good insectivorous food for the scraped beef, as the latter always has a tendency to relax the bowels and produce cramp or fits; I have, however, kept none of the foreign Woodpeckers myself.

Dr. Russ gives a very full account of Campophilus principalis, the "Ivory-billed Woodpecker" of North America, but I cannot discover that it has ever been imported into Europe.

GOLDEN-WINGED WOODPECKER (Colaptes auratus).

Back, scapulars and wing-coverts drab-brown with narrow black bars; rump and upper tail-coverts white, the latter barred and mottled with black; flights blackish brown, with golden yellow shafts; the primaries with a few square white spots towards base of outer webs, the margins of inner webs more or less buffy white; innermost secondaries barred throughout with drab, the others with drab-spotted outer webs and the margins of inner webs margined with buffy white; tail black, the shafts (excepting of the two central feathers, which are only yellow at base) golden yellow, more or less deeply tipped with black; outer feather white-tipped and with a few buff-whitish specks on outer web; crown and hind neck smoky grey; nuchal band scarlet; nasal plumages, lores, and eyebrow redish; face, chin, throat and fore neck vinous reddish drab; a monstachial streak and a broad crescentic patch on the chest, black; body below white, more or less suffused with vinous drab and spotted with black; under tail-coverts white, barred and mottled with black; under wing-coverts pale buff, edge of wing white with black spots; axillaries yellowish white; flights and tail-feathers below mostly golden yellow. Female differs in wanting the black monstachial streak. Hab., "Eastern United States west to the Great Plains, north to Hudson's Bay and Alaska, occurring occasionally on the Pacific Slope of the Rocky Mountains from California northwards." (Hargitt.)

In his "Ornithology of California" J. G. Cooper does not describe this species, but refers to hybrids between C. mexicanus and C. auratus as the C. hybridus of Baird and C. agrestis of Audubon. Hargitt regards the latter as a race distinct from C. auratus, although presumably originally produced by hybridisation, on the assumption that it is a fertile hybrid. ("Catalogue of Birds," Vol. XVIII., p. 25.)

Major Bendire says ("Life Histories," Vol. II., pp. 130-134): "The Flicker is one of the most sociable of our Woodpeckers, and is apparently always on good terms with its neighbours. Birds which migrate usually return to their summer homes early in April, and occasionally even in March, and one will not have far to go then without hearing some of its many and rather melodious calls. The males usually precede the females a few days, and as soon as the latter arrive one can hear their well-known voices in all directions. One of their commonest calls at this season of the year is a clear "whick-ah, whick-ah"; another sounds like "quit-u, quit-u," a number of times repeated; "tchuck-up, tchuck-up," is another familiar sound uttered by them; a far-reaching "clape, clape," is also frequently uttered, while a quickly given rolling or rattling "thee-he-he-he-he" and a low "cack-cack-cack" seem to be the notes of endearment. Another call when courting its mate sounds like "ouit-ouit," and with a soft "yick, yick," a cooing "yu-cab, yu-cab." Low, chuckling sounds are also frequently uttered during their love-making; another common call-note sounds like "zee-ah, zee-ah," and during the summer a clear "pi-ack, pi-ack," or "ploh," is also frequently heard; in fact, no other of our Woodpeckers utters such a variety of sounds.

"The Flicker is especially demonstrative during the mating season, and is an ardent wooer. It is an exceedingly interesting and amusing sight to see a couple of males paying their addresses to a coy and coquettish female; the apparent shyness of the suitors as they sidle up to her and as quickly retreat again, the sly glances given as one peeps from behind a limb watching the other—playing bo-peep—seem very human, and I have seen few more amusing performances than the courtship of a pair of these birds. The defeated suitor takes his rejection quite philosophically, and retreats in a dignified manner, presumably to make another trial elsewhere. I have never yet seen a pair of males fight over a coveted female. Few birds deserve our goodwill more than the handsome Golden-winged Woodpecker, and it is well entitled to all of the consideration generally shown it. Looked at from an economic point of view, it is an exceedingly useful bird, destroying
many noxious insects and their larve, a great many of which are gleaned from the ground, as it is far more terrestrial in its habits than any other member of this family. Its beak is frequently covered with soil from digging in pastures after grubs and earthworms, and although it is not a "fiddler" as the majority are uvate, others short and elliptical ovate, and a few approach subpyriform, while some are nearly perfect oval. An egg is deposited daily until the set is completed, and incubation lasts about fifteen days. This ordinarily does not begin until the set is completed, but now and then young birds and eggs in different stages of advancement are found in the same nest. The young are able to leave their nest in about sixteen days; they crawl about on the limbs of the tree for a couple of days before they venture to fly, and return to the nest at night."

This species first reached the London Zoological Gardens in 1864, and subsequently the Berlin, Amsterdam, and other gardens in fair numbers. Russ observes that "it is by no means very rare in the market, but nevertheless it has been exceptional for aviculturists to possess it. Under the present protective laws it will be far more exceptional in future.

Stripped or Rated Woodpecker (Chloronerpes striatus).

Above greenish yellow, the back and scapulars broadly barred with black; the rump more narrowly barred; upper tail-coverts crimson; wings black; the coverts barred and spotted with yellow; flights with the outer webs spotted with yellow, the inner webs browner and spotted with white; tail blackish browner, and margined externally with sordid white on outer feathers; nasal plumes, frontal band, face, chin, and throat dull ashy, browner behind; crown and nape crimson; a large elongated black patch on side of neck, preceded by a patch of yellowish-white; forehead and chest brown passing into yellowish olive on abdomen, which becomes duller on under tail-coverts; under wing-coverts dull buffish white; upper mandible black; lower mandible whitish horn-grey; feet blue-grey; irides shiny white. Female slightly smaller, duller, and with black crown. Hab., St. Domingo and Haiti Island.

I have failed to find any account of the wild life of this species, but quote the following account, by the late Dr. Russ, of a pair which he purchased from L. Ruhe of Alfeld, near Hanover:—"During the days in which I lodged the highly-interesting birds, the pair proved themselves uncommonly pleasing, lovable in their entire behaviour, tame and confiding. I would only too willingly have retained the charming Woodpeckers in my hands if quite extraordinary circumstances had not prevented me—namely, the incursion of mice into my bird-room. Therefore, the Woodpeckers passed into the possession of an enthusiastic aviculturist abroad—Mr. Darviot, of Beaune, in France. This gentleman informed me some time after: 'The Stripped Woodpeckers are in good health, and have already become quite tame. In my bird-room more than 300 different kinds of birds live together, towards which the Woodpeckers show themselves everywhere equally nor spiteful. As soon as I enter they fly on to my shoulders or arms, climb over my clothes, and in this way I can take a walk with them in the garden. Indeed, if they fly away from me on to a tree, they will immediately return to me when I call them. I never saw more intelligent birds than these; they even surpass the Parrots in this respect.'"

So far as I can discover, this seems to be the only
recorded instance of the importation of C. striatus as a cage-bird, but there is every likelihood of it being again imported.

**Red-headed Woodpecker**

(*Melanerpes erythrocephalus*).

Above black glossed with greenish blue; rump and upper tail-coverings white; innermost primary with the top and part of the margin of inner web white; secondaries white with shafts and concealed bases black, the outermost one with a subapical bar on inner web and the outer web black; all the tail-feathers excepting the central pair with a patch of white on inner web at base; the outer feather tipped and externally edged with white; nasal plumes brownish black; head, neck, and entire centre of chest crimson, the last mentioned narrowly edged at sides with black; remainder of under surface white, slightly yellowish on abdomen; edge of wing black. Female differs in its slightly smaller size and in its distinctly more slender and slightly longer bill. Hab., United States.

Major Bendire says of this bird ("Life Histories," pp. 108-112): — "Its breeding range is coextensive with its distribution. Birds that migrate usually return to their summer homes about the latter part of April or the beginning of May, and leave for the south again about the first of October. Their movements are very uncertain at all times, and are evidently regulated largely by the food supply; even on their breeding grounds, where they may be common one year, not a single pair may be found the next. Its favourite resorts in summer are the borders of woods, fringes of timber along streams, solitary trees in fields and pastures, shade trees along country roads, and on the treeless prairies of some of our Western States it contains itself with telegraph poles, fence posts, etc. In the South, newly-cleared fields in which a number of dead, girdled trees still remain standing are much resorted to, and in such localities these birds are very abundant at almost all seasons, but especially in winter. In summer the food of the Red-headed Woodpecker consists to a considerable extent of insects of different kinds, such as grasshoppers, ants, beetles, and flies, many of which are caught on the wing, and of such larve as may be hidden under the bark of trees, or in rotten wood; but it rarely digs out those of the wood-boring beetles, which are found in more solid trees. At this season it also feeds largely on fruits and berries, such as cherries, apples, pears, figs, peaches, and grapes, as well as on blackberries, raspberries, mulberries, poke and elder berries, green peas, and Indian corn in the milk; and last, but not least, on young birds and eggs.* In the late fall and winter its diet is more largely vegetable, one of its staples being beech nuts; the berries of the sour gum, dogwood, and palmetto are also largely eaten; acorns, Indian corn, and small grains are likewise used, and it is well known that these birds also store away supplies, consisting both of insects and vegetable matter, for winter use."

"Its flight, like that of all Woodpeckers, is undulating and surging, and the bird looks especially graceful and pleasing on the wing. It is an adept flycatcher, and its vision is exceedingly sharp. A considerable portion of its food is picked up on the ground. I have seen one drop down from his perch on some dead limb, fully 20 ft. overhead, pick up a small beetle out of the grass, fly back to its perch to eat it, and repeat the same performance as soon as another was espied. I have also seen them cling to the side of a tree or fence post, perfectly motionless, for fifteen minutes at a time."

"Like most Woodpeckers, the Red-headed is rather noisy during the nesting season, continually frolicking and playing hide and seek with its mate, and when not so engaged, amusing itself by drumming on some resonant dead limb, or on the roof and sides of houses, barns, etc. It is a rather suspicious bird, but where not molested it will occasionally nest in close proximity to houses. Its ordinary call note is a loud "churr-churr"; when chasing each other a shrill note like "churr-churr" is frequently uttered, and alarm is expressed by a harsh rattling note, as well as by one which, according to Mr. Otto Widmann, is indistinguishable from the note of the Tree-frog (*Hyla arborea*). He tells me that both bird and frog sometimes answer each other. I consider this species rather quarrelsome and domineering, both toward its own kind and with other birds, and to a little in its general character to comment. From an economic view, it appears to me certainly to do fully as much, if not more, harm than good, and I consider it less worthy of protection than any of our Woodpeckers, the Yellow-breasted Sapsucker not excepted."

"In the northern parts of its range nidification begins usually during the last week in May or the first week in June. Some of its nesting sites are exceedingly neat pieces of work; the edges of the entrance hole are beautifully baulched and the side is as smooth as if finished with a fine rasp. The entrance is about 3 inches in diameter, and the inner cavity varies from 8 to 24 inches in depth; the eggs are deposited on a layer of fine chips. It usually nests in the dead tops or limbs of deciduous trees, or in old stumps of oak, ash, butternut, maple, elm, sycamore, cottonwood, willow, and other species, more rarely in coniferous and fruit trees, at heights varying from 8 to 80 feet from the ground, and also not infrequently in natural cavities. On the treeless prairies it has to resort mainly to telegraph poles and fence posts, and here it also nests under the roofs of houses or in any dark corner it can find."

"Incubation lasts about two weeks, and both sexes assist in this labour, as well as in the preparation of the nesting cavity; an egg is laid daily, and incubation sometimes commences before the set is completed. The young of this species are fed in the ordinary way, at any rate after they are half-grown, the parents bringing their food in their bills. The number of eggs to a set varies from four to seven, sets of five being most frequently found, while occasionally as many as eight eggs have been taken from a nest. Mr. R. C. McGregor records taking a set of ten eggs of the Red-head, varying in size from ordinary down to that of the Song Sparrow. Incubation varied from fresh in the smallest egg to advanced in the larger; the nest was in the end of a rotten limb of a large willow, about 20 ft. from the ground. Locality, Crow Creek, Weld County, Colorado, May, 1887. Like the eggs of all our Woodpeckers, they are pure china white in colour; the shell is fine-grained and rather glossy, and when fresh they are quite translucent; they are mostly short ovate in shape, and show but little variation in this respect."

"The average measurement of sixty eggs in the United States National Museum collection is 19.25 millimetres, or about 0.75 inch."

An example of the Red-headed Woodpecker reached the London Zoological Society in April 1864, and a second was exhibited at the show of the "Ornis" Society in 1889, and subsequently arrived at the Berin.
Zoological Gardens. I am afraid it is not very likely to come into private hands in future, on account of the strictness of the United States' protective laws.

**White-headed Woodpecker (Melanerpes candidus).**

Above brownish-black; six central tail-feathers with the basal half white barred towards distal extremity with black; two outer tail-feathers with their inner webs white barred with black; head, sides, and front of neck and under surface of body white; a lemon-yellow nuchal band; a black stripe on ear-coverts running into the black on hind neck; middle of chest sometimes tinged with yellow. Female differs in having a white instead of yellow nuchal band and in her shorter bill, less slender towards the tip. Hab., Southern and Eastern Brazil northward to Bahia, Bolivia, Paraguay, the Argentine Republic, and southward to Lower Uruguay. (Hargitt.)

All that Hudson tells us respecting this species ("Argentine Ornithology," Vol. II., p. 20) is:—"White speaks of this species as follows:—'These noisy birds, abundant in various parts of Misiones, as well as in the rest of the north of the Republic, go in flocks of eight to ten, and settle on the same tree, which they proceed to ascend very comically in a spiral or corkscrew fashion, each head touching the preceding tail. They are not seen in dense forests, but only out in the open, on some old, usually dead, tree, and I think I observed them as far south as the sierras of Cordoba.'"

Mr. J. Graham Kerr, writing on the Avifauna of the Lower Pilcomayo (The Ibis, 1892, p. 135), says of this species: "Very uncommon. The stomachs of two individuals examined contained only honey." This seems strange food for a Woodpecker.

On the Gran Chaco, Mr. Kerr observed this species in October and November "Singly or in small parties of three or four." (The Ibis, 1901, p. 220.)

All that Burmeister tells us about the wild life is that it lives alone in the dense primeval forest, and is only seen in pairs at the breeding season, and this does not agree with what White and Graham Kerr say, so that we learn nothing by it. The London Zoological Gardens received a specimen in exchange in 1871, and there is not the least reason why it should not be sent home in consignments of birds from Argentina.

**Banded Woodpecker (Melanerpes tricolor).**

Above black barred with white, the flights, excepting the distal half at least of the primaries, spotted with white; central tail-feathers barred on inner web and spotted towards base of outer web with white; the outer tail-feather spotted on margin of outer web and tip of inner web; forehead and crown white, yellowish at base and on nasal plumage; centre of crown crimson, shading into orange-brown behind; nape red; outer margin of crown, face, neck, and under surface pale buffish drab, becoming orange-red on abdomen; cheeks slightly yellowish; chin whitish; thighs and under tail-covers with black V-shaped markings; under-wing-coverts white, slightly barred with dusky; axillaries dull buffish white; irides hazel. Female smaller than male, with shorter bill broader at base; the crown not crimson, but buffish brown from shading into yellowish ochreous on forehead behind and bordered on nape by a red diffused border. Hab., United States of Colombia and east into Venezuela. (Hargitt.)

Mr. P. R. Lowe, writing on the birds of Margarita Island, Venezuela (The Ibis, 1907, p. 560), says:—"Very common among the foot-hills and cactus-scrub. I shot one with its head infested with worms. It had become virtually blind—a fact due to two enormous bulging prominences on either side of the head which encroached upon the orbit."

This is all I have come across respecting the bird in its wild state, but I should imagine it would not differ greatly in its habits from other Red-bellied Woodpeckers.

An example of this pretty little species (it is not 7 inches long) was purchased by the London Zoological Society, and exhibited in the Gardens at Regent's Park in June, 1870. In his work, Dr. Russ does not mention the species, but applies the name "Banded pigmy Woodpecker" to Picamus virgatus.

**Santa-Cruz Woodpecker (Melanerpes santacruzi).**

Upper surface barred black and white, the latter tinged with buff; central tail-feathers spotted with white on inner web, the outer web striped with white at base; front of forehead red or orange, divided from the red of the crown by a dirty buffish frontal band; under surface brownish drab washed with buffish behind the chest; thighs, vent, and under tail-coverts buffish white, with dull orange-brown markings; the distal half of the tail distinctly barred with black. Female with crown creamy-white shading into greyish-brown at back, the nape only being red. Hab., San Salvador, Honduras, Guatemala, Southern and Eastern Mexico, as far north as Tampico. (Hargitt.)

This is regarded as a subspecies of the Golden-fronted Woodpecker (M. frontalis) of the United States. Of the latter Major Bendire says ("Life Histories," Vol. II., p. 126):—"Their food consists of insects of various kinds, such as beetles, ants, grasshoppers, also larvae, acorns, Indian corn, and different kinds of wild berries and fruit."

"Nidification commences sometimes in the latter part of March, but usually not much before the middle of April; both sexes assist in this labour, and it takes from six to ten days to excavate a proper nesting site; both live and dead trees are used for this purpose, as well as telegraph poles and fence posts. The holes are rarely over 12 inches deep, and are situated at no great distances from the ground, mostly from 6 ft. to 25 ft. up. From four to seven eggs are laid to a set, usually five or six; white, with brownish spots, the shell is close-grained, dull looking, with little or no gloss, and varying in shape from ovate to short and rounded ovate. "Incubation lasts about fourteen days, and both sexes share this duty."

An example of the Santa-Cruz Woodpecker was brought home from Venezuela in 1906, and presented by the collector, Capt. Albert Pam, to the gardens of the Zoological Society of London.

**Hairy Woodpecker (Dendrocoptes villosus).**

Above black; back with a broad median white stripe; wing-feathers, excepting lesser coverts, white-spotted; four central tail-feathers uniform black; the next with distal half-white, two outer feathers white with black half-band, tipped with black; a scarlet occipital band, above which runs a white stripe continued on each side of the head and forming an eyebrow-stripe; a second white stripe from base of upper mandible to side of hind neck; below pure white; a black stripe bounding the throat continued on to side of chest; under-wingcoverts with one or two black spots; outer black patch on edge of wing. Female without scarlet occipital band and the white eyebrow stripes barely united.
WOODPECKERS.

Hab., North America, from the Atlantic to the Rocky Mountains.

Major Bendire ("Life Histories," pp. 46-50) observes: "The Hairy Woodpecker, like most of its relatives, is an exceedingly beneficial and useful bird, which rides our orchards and forests of innumerable injurious larve, like those of the boring beetles, Buprestidae, which burrow in the wood and between where a few decades ago one could see some of the finest apple orchards to be found anywhere, you may look in vain for them now. Nearly every tree of any size now shows abundant and unmistakable signs of decay, caused by the increase of the insects which live in them and the decrease of such birds as destroy these pests."

"The food of the Hairy Woodpecker, besides

the bark and trunk of trees. It never attacks a sound tree. Although commonly known as Sap-sucker, this name is very inappropriate; it is not in search of sap, but of such grubs as are found only in decaying wood; nevertheless, it is exceedingly difficult to make the average farmer believe this, and in winter, when these birds are more often seen about the vicinity of dwellings and the neighbouring orchards than at other seasons of the year, many are shot under the erroneous belief that they injure the very trees they are doing their best to protect. In central New York, and undoubtedly in other sections as well, larve, consists of various species of small beetles, spiders, flies, ants, and in winter, when such food is scarce, to some extent of seeds and grain, and less often of nuts and acorns. I have seen it cling to fresh hides hung up to dry, picking off small particles of fat and meat, and in summer it occasionally eats a few berries of different kinds. In the fall of the year it can often be seen inspecting old fence posts and telegraph poles, probably on the look-out for cocoons, spider eggs, etc."

"Like all Woodpeckers, it is an expert climber, and moves rapidly up and around trees in short hops; it
is equally easy for it to go backward or sidewise, and it is astonishing how readily it can move in any direction. The strong feet and sharp claws enable it to hold firmly to the bark, and the stiff, spiny tail feathers also come in play while it is at work, acting as a support for the body, which is well thrown back when a blow is delivered with its powerful, chisel-like bill. Although usually rather shy, when busy in search of food one will occasionally allow itself to be very closely approached."

"Our Hairy Woodpecker is one of the earliest of this family to breed. The nesting season begins in the latter part of March, and the species is at this time one of the noisiest members of this family. The male, when not in search of food, now seems to occupy himself almost exclusively with drumming on a resonant dead limb, generally situated near the top of some tall tree. The louder the noise produced, the more satisfactorily it appears to be to the performer; it seems to be a sort of love-note and call to the females, and, as far as I have been able to observe, is only indulged in by the male. In flying from one tree to another a shrill, sharp "huip, huip" is often uttered, and during the drumming both sexes say a very resonant "prrr" and utter quite a number of different notes. I believe this species remains paired through life. Nidification begins usually early in April, and it requires about a week to prepare the nesting site. Both sexes take part in this labour, and it is really wonderful how neat and smooth an excavation these birds can make with their chisel-shaped bills in a comparatively short time. The entrance hole is round as if made with an auger, about 2 inches in diameter, and just large enough to admit the body of the bird; the edges are nicely bevelled, the inside is equally smooth, and the cavity is gradually enlarged toward the bottom. The entrance hole, which is not infrequently placed under a limb for protection from the weather, generally runs in straight through the solid wood for about 3 inches, and then downward from 10 to 12 inches, and some of the finer chips are allowed to remain on the bottom of the cavity in which the eggs are deposited. Both dead and living trees are selected for nesting sites, generally the former. When living trees are chosen, the inner core or heart of the tree is usually more or less decayed. These nesting sites are nearly always selected with such good judgment that such obstacles as hard knots are rarely encountered. Should this occur, the site is abandoned and a fresh one selected. After this is completed, the male frequently excavates another hole, or even several, in the same tree or in another close by in which to pass the night or to seek shelter, and to be close to the nest while the female is incubating; these holes are not so deep as the others. A fresh nesting site is generally selected each season, but where suitable trees are scarce the same one may be used for several years in succession, and in such a case it is usually thoroughly cleaned out and the old chips in the bottom removed and replaced by fresh ones. Beech, ash, poplar, birch, oak, sycamore, haw, and apple trees are mostly used for nesting sites."

"In the New England States and northern New York fresh eggs are usually found during the first week in May, and ordinarily only one brood is raised in a season. The following spring they hatched are about 40 to 50 feet from the ground. The duties of incubation are divided between the sexes, and last about two weeks. The young, when first hatched, are repulsive-looking creatures, blind and naked, with enormous large heads, and ugly protuberances at the base of the bill, resembling a reptile more than a bird. They are totally helpless for some days, and cannot stand, but they soon learn to climb. They are fed by the parents by regurgitation of their food, which is the usual way in which the young of most Woodpeckers are fed when first hatched. Later, however, a few species, like the Red-headed Woodpecker and other members of this genus, feed their young in the ordinary manner, carrying the food in their bills. The young remain in the nest about three weeks. When disturbed they utter a low, purring noise, which reminds me somewhat of that made by bees when swarming, and when a little older they utter a soft 'purr, purr.' Even after leaving the nest, they are assiduously cared for by both parents for several weeks, until able to provide for themselves. Should the first set of eggs be taken, a second, and sometimes a third, are laid at intervals of from ten to fourteen days, and if the nesting site has not been destroyed or the entrance hole enlarged (which can readily be avoided by sawing out a sufficiently large piece below the hole, enabling the collector to insert his hand, and replacing this again carefully after taking the eggs), they will frequently use it a second time."

"The number of eggs laid to a set varies from three to five, usually four. I have been informed that sets of six and seven have been taken, but I doubt this. They are nearly oval in shape, sometimes elliptical oval, and occasionally rounded ovate. The shell is very finely granulated, glossy, and semi-translucent when fresh, the yolk being usually dark brown. As incubation advances it becomes more opaque. Like all Woodpeckers' eggs they are pure white and unspotted."

"The average measurement of twenty-nine specimens in the United States National Museum collection is 23.65 by 17.94 millimetres, or about 0.95 by 0.71 inch."

Russ observes that this species reaches us in Europe extremely rarely and singly in the zoological gardens. He does not specify any gardens which have possessed it, but I take it as certain that he must have had definite information, or he could hardly assert that it had ever been imported. It seems never to have arrived at the London Zoological Gardens, and now that the capture of native birds is prohibited in the United States, it can only be secured by exchange with a Government institution.

**YELLOW-HEADED WOODPECKER (Celeus flavescens).**

Above black, the back and scapulars with narrow yellow bars; rump yellow, as also the edges of some of the adjacent upper coverts; wing and tail more or less margined with yellow, the median and greater coverts barred with yellowish white; bastard wing and primary coverts, inner webs, and base of outer webs of inner primaries spotted with yellowish white; secondaries narrowly barred with the same colour on both webs; two outer large tail feathers with distal portion of inner web and dwarf feather on both webs spotted with yellow; head, neck and throat, buffish yellow; lores spotted with black; a large crimson patch on cheeks; fore neck and under surface generally, black; feathers of upper fore neck with yellow margins; some of those on lower fore neck and of thighs and under tail-coverts in part narrowly edged with sordid buff-whitish; sides of body barred with yellow; inner tibial and tarsal feathers, tail coverts and axillaries lemon-yellow. Female with shorter crest; the cheeks yellow, striped with black, no crimson patch; general colouring a trifle paler. Hab., Eastern and Southern Brazil, extending north to Bahia. (Hartgr.)

Borrmeyer says ("Systematische Uebersicht," Vol. II., p. 231): "The Woodpecker is unusually abundant
in all woods in which wide openings have appeared by decay. It permits the hunter to approach with ease, soon catches the eye on account of its beautiful large crest, and utters its screeching note frequently enough to arrest the traveller's attention. This is all I have discovered respecting the wild life, but it is sufficient to make one marvel that the species has been so little imported. An example was received by Miss Christiana Hagenbeck in 1877, and was sent to the Zoological Gardens of Frankfort.

**Pileated or Larger Red-crested Woodpecker**

(*Dryotomus pileatus*).

Smoky black; edge of wing white spotted with black; flights with concealed white bases; outer webs of outer primaries with sooty white terminal spot; forehead, crown and crest, as well as nuchal feathers and moustachial stripe, crimson; a narrow white eyebrow-stripe extending backwards to occiput; lower nasal plumes and a broad stripe from nostril across face and side of neck to side of chest, white; chin and throat white; under wing-coverts and axillaries white; sides and flanks indistinctly and narrowly barred with greyish white; bill blackish, grey above, pale horn-colour beneath; feet blackish; iris golden yellow. Female with the cheeks wholly black; margins of frontal feathers and most of crown dark brown, the remainder black, the back of crown and the crest alone being crimson. Hab. "Formerly the whole wooded region of North America up to 65 deg. N. lat. Now rare or extirpated in the more thickly settled parts of the United States." (Harrigt.)

Major Besnier: "Life Histories," Vol. II., pp. 102-107: "It is eminently a bird of the more extensive forest regions, and is as much at home in a semi-tropical as in a cold climate. As a rule, specimens from the northern borders of its range are considerably larger than those from the south. There appears to be a considerable difference in the habits of this bird; in some sections it is extremely shy and wary, while in others it is exactly the reverse.

"The ordinary call-note is a loud 'cack-cack-cack,' several times repeated; another resembles the 'chuck-up' of the Red-shafted Flicker, only somewhat slower, louder, and clearer; others, again, remind one of the cackling of a domestic hen. One of its love notes, according to Mr. A. Nehrling, sounds like 'a-wuck, a-wuck,' and one of alarm, or anger, 'ha-ji, ja-hi.' It is very noisy during the nesting season, and increases in a good deal of drumming at this time of year. I believe they remain mated through life, and pairs are more frequently seen than single birds.

"Its food consists of the different species of boring beetles and their larve infesting timbered tracts, and of ants, many of which it captures on the ground; it also feeds on wild grapes, the berries of the black gum, dogwood, pokebush, service berries, acorns, beechnuts, and chestnuts. Considered from an economic point of view, it does far more good than harm, and only attacks decaying and fallen timber.

"Its flight is both strong and swift at times, but, as a rule, when at ease it is slow and Crow-like, rather more direct and not so undulating as that of most of our Woodpeckers, and is often protracted for long distances.

"In southern Florida the mating season commences early in March, and farther north correspondingly later. A suitable tree having been selected, generally a dead one in large and extensive woods, both birds work alternately on the nesting site. This is usually excavated in the main trunk, from 12 to 75 feet from the ground, and it takes from seven to twelve days to complete it. The entrance measures from 3 to .24 inches in diameter, and it often goes 5 inches straight into the trunk before it is worked downward. The cavity varies from 7 to 30 inches in depth, and is gradually enlarged toward the bottom, where it is about 6 inches wide. A layer of chips is left at the bottom, on which the eggs are deposited. Occasionally the entrance hole, instead of being circular, is oval in shape, like that of the Ivory-billed Woodpecker. The inside of the cavity is quite smooth, the edges of the entrance are nicely bevelled, and, taken as a whole, it is quite an artistic piece of work. Some of the birds, presumably such as have been molested previously, are quite shy and arctful, removing every trace of chips as soon as loosened and dropping them in different places, at some distance from the nesting site, so as not to betray its location by the accumulation of chips at the base of the tree, and occasionally they show, if possible, still more intelligence. Dr. William L. Ralph tells me that in the spring of 1892 he found a nest of this species in Putnam County, Florida, where the bird is quite common, excavated in a dead cypress in swampy woods, which was comparatively easy to get at. He found this in the second week in April, and the nidification is at its height there. On rapping on the trunk of the tree the bird, which was at home, stuck his head out of the hole and dropped some chips, naturally causing the Doctor to believe that the nesting site was still unfinished. The same performance was repeated on several subsequent visits, and finally he concluded to examine the nest anyhow, when he found nearly full-grown young. This pair of birds must have had eggs at the time he first discovered the nest, and the chips were simply thrown out as a ruse to deceive him.

"The trees most often used for nesting sites are cypresses, gum, pîne, fig, tamariak, oak, sycamore, elm, birch and cottonwood, and in southern Florida the trunk of the cabbage palm also furnishes suitable nesting sites. Besides the customary layer of chips found in the bottom of the hole, one of the nesting sites examined by Dr. Ralph contained fully a pint of clean sand."

"From three to five eggs are usually laid to a set, but I have seen it stated that the Pileated Woodpecker often laid six, and that a nest found near Farmville, Virginia, contained eight. An egg is deposited daily, and incubation begins occasionally before the set is completed, and lasts about eighteen days; both sexes assist in this work, but the male does more of the young. Like all Woodpeckers, the Pileated are very devoted parents, and the young follow them for some weeks after leaving the nest, until fully capable of caring for themselves. Only one brood is raised in a season. The eggs of the Pileated Woodpecker are pure china white in colour, mostly ovate in shape; the shell is exceedingly fine-grained and very glossy, as if enamelled; they are not as pointed as those of the Ivory-billed, and average smaller.

"The average measurements of twenty-nine specimens in the United States National Museum collection, mostly from Florida, are 32.44 by 24.08 millimetres, or about 1.26 by 0.95 inch."

Russ says that this species reaches us very rarely, and indeed only in zoological gardens; again, he specifies the particular gardens which have possessed it. In future they will probably have to acquire it by exchange with the New York Zoological Park or some other big institution in the States.

**Pigmy Barred Woodpecker**

(*Picumnus cirrhatus*). Above brown, with ill-defined buff-brownish bars; wing-coverts tipped with buff-brownish or whitish-brown; flights more or less edged internally with dull
white, the secondaries edged externally also; upper tail-coverts white, with dusky bars; central tail-feathers with white inner webs, outer feathers subterminally banded with white, as usual; nasal plumes buff, with black tips; top of head, including eyebrow, and nape black, the feathers of forehead and crown with scarlet tips; the remainder spotted with white; hind-neck white-brown, with dusky bars; ear-coverts buffish-brown, barred with black; sides of face and neck and under surface dull white; buffish on flanks and thighs; under wing-coverts buffish-white, a dusky spot near base of primaries; bill horn-black, lower mandible paler at base; feet leaden-grey; irides greyish-brown. Female differs in having the whole top of head white-spotted, the scarlet tips to the feathers being absent. Hab., Provinces of Bahia and Rio Janeiro, and westward into Paraguay.

Burmeister ("Systematische Uebersicht," II., p. 245) says: "This elegant little bird inhabits the forests of the coastal region, and is not rare therein; its mode of life is entirely that of the Goldcrests.* I could not distinguish its voice from that bird. Towards autumn the birds unite into little companies; in the summer one only sees them in pairs. They then nest in holes in trees, sometimes quite near to settlements, as Schomburgk observed. I have also found nothing to speak of the wild life of this tiny Woodpecker. It was imported in 1850, and reached the Zoological Gardens of Amsterdam, but appears not to have come to hand since that date.

COLIES (Coliidae). I shall now proceed to the Colies, or Mouse-birds, a group of interesting little acribets having all the toes of the foot directed forwards. In the old days, before their anatomy had been studied, they were supposed to be Finches, to some of which the general form of the bill and the crested character of the head give them a certain resemblance. They are, however, generally regarded as related to the Woodpeckers, Kingfishers, and Hornbills. Mr. Prorsk, however, believes them to come nearest to the Swifts. They are somewhat dull-coloured, fruit-eating birds, ranging from Abyssinia southwards to the Cape of Good Hope. They build more or less cup-shaped or open nests, in which, again, they remind one of some of the Fringillidae, and the eggs, though white, or nearly so, do not possess the highly-polished character of those of Woodpeckers and Kingfishers, but are dull and chalky, like those of the Swifts, which are also dead-white; they, however, are shorter, and usually flecked and scrawled with rust-red.

STRIATED OR SPECKLED COLY (Colius striatus). Above ashy-brownish, paler on head, darker on rump, indistinctly vermiculated, the neck and mantle being traversed by a few transverse brown lines; wings and tail not vermiculated; primaries brown externally towards the base; central tail-feathers ashy, with brown shafts; the remainder ashy and white-edged externally, with brownish-brown shafts, and with somewhat russet-brown inner webs; feathers of crown elongated into a long, loose crest, which is depressed when food is taken; the head more ashy than the back, pale ashy-brown on sides of face and ear-coverts; forehead and lores dull reddish; throat, breast, and sides of body ashy-brown, with well-defined darker vermiculations;

* How this can be, when it nests in holes in trees, I will not pretend to understand; possibly its actions may to some extent resemble those of Reedus, but I should have thought they would more nearly approach those of Acredula.

MESSRS. Stark and Schater ("Birds of South Africa," Vol. III., pp. 96, 97) observe: "The habits of all Mouse-birds are very similar. They are to be seen almost invariably in small parties of from six to twelve individuals; even when the females are incubating, the males keep together. They affect thick bush, where they climb like Tits, crawling about and placing themselves in all sorts of different attitudes; in doing this, the whole of the tarsus is often applied to the branch, acting like the sole of a foot, and is often much rubbed in consequence. When alarmed, they fly off one after the other, with short, direct flight, compared by Le Vaillant to an arrow shot from a bow. The Mouse-bird feeds entirely on fruit, and is generally to be seen in a garden as soon as figs and loquaté, of which it is specially fond, become ripe. During the fruit season they do a good deal of damage in the western portion of the Colony. At night-time the Mouse-birds fly to the nests of small companies. Shelley found a nest at Pinetown, in Natal, on March 15th, Stark at the same place on Dec. 18th. In the latter case the nest, which was placed at the top of an orange tree, about 15 feet above the ground, was an open one, resting on and surrounded by twigs of the bush; it was rather small, and was loosely built of pieces of bark three or four inches long, of the Kalis or Tea-plant, of a flowering weed, and small twigs; it was lined with green narrow fronds and leaves. There were three quite fresh eggs in the nest, and there were enlarged eggs in the ovary of the female which was secured. The clutch is therefore more than three, probably five to seven. The eggs are rough, and were probably originally chalky-white, but are a good deal covered with dirt. They are oval, somewhat flattened at the acute end, and measure at the average end 0.92 × 0.62.

* Some examples have the forehead and chin blackened, but whether from fraying of the feathers or staining with fruit is undecided.

Mr. Ayres was the first to notice this bird's habit of lining the nest with fresh leaves, and suggested that perhaps dampness was necessary for incubation."

Dr. F. Rendall (The Ibis, 1886, p. 174) says that the stomach of a male which he shot contained oval seeds. May not these have been the kernels of some fruit?

The late Mr. J. Abrahams first imported several pairs of this species in 1865, but the London Zoological Gardens appear not to have acquired the species until 1885, when they purchased a single example.

Mr. Graham Renshaw (The Agricultural Magazine, Second Series, Vol. X., pp. 174-177) gives an account of a specimen in his possession. He tells us that when eating a grape it shifted it from the beak to the foot, which grasped it in a singular monkey-like manner while the bird proceeded solemnly to make a meal. He fed it upon ants' eggs, mealworms, grapes, apples, and pears, and on one occasion he found it dragging about the dead and partly devoured body of an Avadavat. He says that the bird used to sleep lying prone on a convenient ledge or shelf, looking as if dead, or at the last gasp. Its note was a weak chirp, but it squarked rapidly when much alarmed.
BLACK-NECKED COLY (Colius nigrilollis).

Diffrers from the preceding species in having a white mark at the base of the culmen; the forehead and throat black and the feet pale yellowish. Hab., Congo Region, extending into the Niam-Niam country. (Sharpe.)

I have found no account of the wild life of typical C. nigrilollis, but of its race, C. nigriscapalis, Mr. G. L. Bates, speaking of the breeding seasons of birds in Southern Kamerun, observes (The Ibis, 1908, p. 564) :—"Many nests of Colius nigriscapalis with eggs or young were found, besides the birds killed, of which the bleeding wings were examined. The greater number of the nests with eggs, and also of the breeding birds, were obtained in the two rainy seasons; and the greatest number of all in the rainiest time, October and November. Yet not all were found at those times: breeding birds were killed in December and in February, and a nestling was found in August—all dry months.

In 1882 Miss Hagenbeck sent a specimen of this species to the late Dr. Russ for identification, and in 1883 an example reached the London Zoological Gardens.

WHITE-EARED COLY (Colius leucotis).

Diffrers from C. striatus in its ash-yellow ear-coverts and hind cheeks; the back of neck and mantle broadly barred with dusky brown; upper mandible black, with bluish white culmen; lower mandible fleshy whitish, blackish at base; feet bright vermilion with the soles tinged with grey; irides pearl-white; naked orbital region bluish. Female not differentiated. Hab., "Abyssinia and Bogos-land, south to Shoa." (Sharpe.)

Von Heuglin ("Ornithological Nord-Ost-Afriken," Vol. I, p. 711) says:—"As concerns its manner of life, it herein resembles much the Senegal Mouse-bird, but confines itself even more than the latter to the densest scrub of thorn-trees and vines, and to the forest region, than to large trees and human settlements. Its vertical distribution lies between 1,000 and 11,000 feet above sea-level. The closely crowded families rove from bush to bush, especially along the banks of torrent and waterfalls, and wherever by any possibility in matted thickets, where the birds have no need to wander far. Also they are fond of frequenting old brickwork and rubbish heaps, where their favourite food, the Schubti-plant (Philocola haemisineis, the Amburan Endot), grows; at other times these creatures feed upon fruits of Leguminose, Capparis, Zizyphus, Cordia: we also saw them upon sycamore, cucurbitaceous and cissus-berries. Their plumage is very rough and dry, so that during showers it absorbs much water and renders the birds incapable of flight. At the time when flies are ripe the face and throat are often quite covered with the clinging juice of these fruits."

Dr. S. L. Hinde (The Ibis, 1898, p. 553) says that this species is "common in flocks all over the country from Mombasa to Kikuyu, except in the middle of the bare plains."

Mr. Alfred E. Pease says (The Ibis, 1901, p. 670):—"The White-eared Coly was very common and invariably to be seen in large companies of individuals flying one after another from bush to bush, the last leaving with apparent reluctance." This was in Southern Abyssinia.

Mr. A. L. Butler (The Ibis, 1905, p. 556) observes:—"Widely distributed. I have shot it on the Setit River, on the Bahr-el-Ghazal, and at intermediate points on the Blue and White Niles. I do not remember to have seen it frequenting gardens and date-palm groves like the blue-naped species."

Four examples of this bird reached the Berlin Zoological Gardens in 1905, and the keeper, Meusel, sent Dr. Russ some interesting notes respecting their behaviour in captivity; those who wish to read them should refer to Vol. II. of his "Fremdländischen Stuben-vögel," pp. 652, 653.

RED-CHEEKED COLY (Colius erythromelom).

Above olivaceous grey, washed with buff on back and rump; wings rather greenier; tail green with dusky inner webs and black shafts; crest of head slightly buffish, forehead reddish buff; ear-coverts and cheeks green, the latter buffish in front; throat and under surface sandy buff, sides of body olivaceous grey; flanks and under tail-coverts green; under wing-coverts reddish buff, the quill-lining chestnut; bill black at tip, crimson at base; feet rose-red; irides pale grey; orbital naked skin crimson. Female smaller, with the colouring slightly paler and the beak smaller. Hab., South Africa, to Angola on the west, and the Zambesi and Mozambique on the east. (Sharpe.)

Messrs. Stark and Schater ("Birds of South Africa." Vol. III., p. 100) remark that "the Red-faced Mouse-bird does not differ from the other Mouse-birds in habits. It is gregarious in flocks of from six to twelve individuals; it feeds on berries and fruits; its flight is rapid, straight, and short, and it climbs and crawls about amid thick bush; its cry is shrill, and somewhat resembles its native Zulu name, according to the Woodwards. The latter authors also describe a nest found in the fork of a thorn tree near the Umbulati River, in Zululand. It was composed of wild cotton in seed, an inch thick, on a platform of thorny twigs. The eggs, three in number, were white, freckled and streaked with red."

"Ho'ob found that this bird did well in captivity in a large cage along with other birds, and fed best on oranges."

Mr. B. Alexander (The Ibis, 1900, pp. 105, 106) says:—"By no means common, and first observed on November 10 near Chiechwa. In habits they resemble C. striatus, travelling about in small parties, and keeping chiefly to the thickest portions of well-leaved trees, away from the heat, which they seem to feel very much, becoming active only in the early morning and evening. The cry, generally uttered on the wing and when in flock, is a series of notes rapidly repeated, and in sound far-reaching and mellow." "This bird has a strong and straight flight, and it seldom, if ever, alights on the ground."

Mr. R. H. Joy (The Ibis, 1901, p. 24), speaking of the Cuckoo, Coccytes serratus, observes:—"In December, 1897, I saw one of these birds leave the nest of a Coly (Colius erythromelom). The nest contained three eggs of the host (white, with a few pink scratches), together with one egg of the Cuckoo (pure white)."

Messrs. Selimund and Grant (The Ibis, 1904, p. 27) say that an old male which they obtained had the soft parts coloured as follows:—"Iris yellow; bare skin round the eye and lores carmine; base of bill and feet crimson; tip of both mandibles black." A young male had the "iris hazel," the bare skin round the eye and lores yellow, with a slight tinge of red; gape yellow; base of bill greenish, the tip bluish slate-coloured; feet dull crimson.

"This is called the Mountain Coly, as it kept closely to the kopjes, occasionally visiting the orchards to feed on figs."

The London Zoological Society acquired two speci-
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menn of this Coly in 1884, and the same year Miss Hagenbeck exhibited five examples at the "Ornis" Exhibition in Hamburg.

Blue-naped Coly (Colius macrurus). Much like the preceding, but a good deal paler, and with a tuft of sky-blue feathers on each side of the nape; upper mandible red, with base and tip horn-brown; lower mandible black; feet rosy-crimson, soles "bluish-yellow!", iris and orbital ring crimson. (Hugelin.) Female not differentiated, Hah., Hab., N.E. Africa, across to Senegambia and Gaboon. (Sharpe.)

According to Von Heuglin, this species "does not wander, and lives in flocks of five to ten individuals. One meets with these birds not rarely in the steppe and forest region, preferably in the neighbourhood of brooks and torrent-beds; they visit gardens in numbers, even in the middle of villages and towns. They are of a lively and restless nature, not at all shy, and they affect the tops of tall trees, such as eucamopes, rather than shrubs of nabad, acacias, etc. The Mouse-bird seeks certain favourite spots almost daily, even when these are far distant from each other. According to Brehm, its food consists chiefly of insects; we have learnt to recognise him as a robber of grapes, bananas, figs, amones, and pomegranates; he, however, also partakes of date-plums, fruits of the Cordia and Cucurbitacæ, and is satisfied with all possible seeds; if these are lacking, he may perhaps also feed upon buds, and even insects. With astounding dexterity these birds slip through the most impenetrable thorny thickets, and suspend themselves on the branches, and even on fruit bushes. If one starts off crying and chirping from the top of a tree, it answers him. The flight is direct, short, fluttering, and gliding, also remarkably Woodpecker-like in its pauses; at the same time, the long, narrow tail is not expanded, and is usually carried quite horizontally; during its passage the bird utters an unpleasing, somewhat flute-like whistle, which may be expressed in writing something like dîà-dîà-dîà-dîà. We found the nest in the rainy season up to the end of September on pomegranate shrubs and vine-branches in the gardens of Khartoum. It consists of dry grass, tree-fibre, roots and twigs; is small, flat, and lightly constructed. It contains two to three fairly fine-shelled, mostly bluntly-oval eggs, with a white ground-colour, showing rose from transparence, and marked with a few fairly sharply-defined, rust-coloured spots, streaks, and freckles. Their length measured 6½—7½ by 4½—5 dia. ("Ornithologie Nord-Ost Afrique." Vol. I., pp. 713, 714.)

Mr. H. F. Withybro (The Ibis, 1901, p. 264) says: "Coles of this species were everywhere common. They kept to the thickest trees, and were always in company, four or five being generally together. When alarmed, these birds hide themselves in the densest part of a tree, through which they climb and creep. Arrived at the far side of it, they rush out, uttering a piping note, which denotes but the faintest suggestion of alarm. Much the same note, but softer and more plaintive, and uttered in a less hurried way, forms the call. The flight is fairly straight, and rather heavy. On April 23rd I saw one of these birds collecting stuff in its beak, as though for foraging, but no nest was to be found, and the birds seem to have finished breeding, and to be in family parties.

Adult: Iris red; bill, upper mandible pinkish-red, with black tip; lower mandible black; legs and feet pure orange; orbits bare, lake-red.

On the other hand, Mr. A. E. Penze (t.c., p. 670) says: "Iris brown; naked skin round eye dark red; bill red at base, black at the tip; legs dull red." He also says "it is a stronger bird on the wing than C. leucotis. It would almost seem that the sexes parts in this species must vary locally, like those of the different races of the Passerine Dove; yet, if so, there must be two types on the White Nile, for in The Ibis for 1902, p. 428, Mr. R. McI. Hawk says: "Iris hazel; bill red, black at tip; legs and feet purplish-red," or have Mr. Withybro, Withybro and Hawk not different consceptions of colour?

In his paper on the "Ornithology of the Egyptian Soudan" (The Ibis, 1905, p. 356), Mr. A. L. Butler says: "—The Blue-naped Coly is common and evenly distributed along both the White and Blue Niles, but does not seem to range much further north than Khartoum. In the gardens of that town it is often seen, especially in the dates, to which it appears to be satisfied. In the spring, except in the nesting season, it is always met with in flocks of from ten to twenty individuals. These parties feed in the closest company, and the birds all take flight from a tree simultaneously. Their flight is straight and rapid, and on the wing they utter a shrill little trilling whistle.

"In captivity these Colies become very tame, and thrive well on a diet of dates and figs."

Mr. F. J. Jackson, "On Birds Collected during a Journey to the Ruwenzori Range" (The Ibis, 1906, p. 523), gives a slightly different description of the soft parts: "Iris crimson; bill coral, tip and lower mandible black; bare parts: red, upper feet blackish-brown-coloured." He says: "We found the nest of this bird. It was built on the top of the old nest of a Weaver-Finch. The eggs were four in number."

In a later paper by Mr. A. L. Butler (The Ibis, 1905, pp. 243-244) we read: "—On October 15th, 1905, and for a few days afterwards, I saw a pied example of this Coly, with the back, wings, and tail mostly white, and a few red flecks on the wings. Arrived at the garden, these were plentiful in the gardens at Sankin in April, 1906. They were constantly met with along our line of march in the Bahr-el-Ghazal Province. These Colies are at present quite abundant in Khartoum, their numbers having greatly increased with the growth of trees and gardens.

In captivity they are most charming birds. Their attitudes are extraordinary, and they often suspend themselves under their perches like Lorius, always crowding together into as compact a bunch as possible. One characteristic position is to let themselves down behind the twig on which they are perched until only their bills and eyes appear over the top of it. A row of them will maintain this position for hours at a time, looking precisely as if they were drawing themselves up to the chin on a horizontal bar."

This charming Coly has hitherto reached the Zoological Gardens of Amsterdam and Copenhagen; it would probably be one of the easiest to import, and will doubtless, ere very long, be tolerably familiar to aviculturists.

Chestnut-backed Coly (Colius castanomus). Above deep chestnut or chocolate-brown; inner secondaries slightly washed with grey; lower back, rump, and uppertail covert distinctly redder; tail washed with grey-green; forehead broadly black with white dots; feathers below eye, front of cheeks and chin black, with white dots; ear-coverts, back of cheeks and throat pinkish ash; under surface generally pale buff, deeper on under tail-coverts; edge of wing ashy; lining of flights chestnut; feet pale red. Female apparently larger, with longer tail, and more arched maxilla. Hah., Gaboon to Angola.
According to Monteiro (Sharpe and Layard, "Birds of South Africa," p. 554), this species "feeds on wild fruits, principally on that of a wild fig-tree very abundant all over the country, and called Maculis; flies about the blossoms of trees, and tours together, uttering a disagreeable note."

Three examples arrived at the London Zoological Gardens in 1876.

**Cape Coly (Colius colius).**

Above darkish lilacine grey with a white dorsal line to the rump, bounded on both sides by a broad black band, and succeeded on lower rump by a maroon patch; flights brown, grey externally; upper tail-coverts and tail grey, the outer feathers with white edges; sides of head and throat lilacine grey, shading into pinkish on breast and sides; abdomen and under tail-coverts buff; lesser and median under wing-coverts white, greater coverts black; bill bluish white or pale blue at base; tip of maxilla black, of mandible yellowish-brown; feet coral-red, claws black; irides and small orbital ring black. Female larger than male, with longer and more tapering beak.

According to Messrs. Stark and Sclater ("Birds of South Africa," Vol. III., pp. 98, 99), this bird closely resembles *C. striatus* in habits. "It is gregarious; it roosts in companies congregated into a ball; it loves thick bush, where it will creep about like a Parrot, using both bill and claws, and often hanging with its head downwards without inconvenience. It is essentially a fruit-eater, though stated by Anderson not to despire insects and young shoots of plants when its regular food is scarce. Its note is a harsh chatter, syllabed by Le Vaillant as 'que vee, qui vee,' to which it gives vent when flying from one tree to another. Its flesh is very palatable. Nests of this species have been taken by Anderson on September 26, October 16, and December 29; they were usually built in a bush, and were composed externally of grass and twigs, lined internally with softer grass. In each case there were three eggs. No mention is made of a lining of fresh green leaves, such as is found in that of the Spotted Mouse-bird.

"The eggs are dirty white and chalky, like those of the preceding species, and measure 0.90 x 0.65."

This is a frequently imported species, which first arrived at the London Zoological Gardens in 1885.

**KINGFISHERS (Alcedinidae).**

These beautiful birds have been regarded by some ornithologists as related to the Hornbills, to which externally they offer very little resemblance. Professor Newton was of opinion that they were probably more nearly related to the Jacamars, Motmots, Bee-eaters, and perhaps some other families, and it is evident Dr. Sharpe considered them (in his catalogue) as nearly related to the Motmots, Todies, and Colies, since he associated the four groups in one sub-order—Haleyonae. Dr. Sharpe, in his beautiful monograph of the Kingfishers, divided these birds into two sub-families—*Alcedininae*, in which the bill is long and slender, compressed, and perceptibly keeled. Habits mainly piscivorous—*Alcedinae*: in which the bill is more or less depressed; the culmen rounded or flattened, sometimes even grooved. Habits mainly insectivorous or reptilivorous. Of these two it is obvious that the latter would be more easy to keep in captivity; nevertheless even our common European Kingfisher has been kept with varying success by different aviculturists. The difficulty of providing a sufficient quantity of small living fish to keep the birds in vigorous health and the quaintness of space for its useful exercise are the two chief objections to keeping piscivorous species; an extensive aviary enclosing a fair amount of water is what is needed.

Dr. Russ, very improperly, I think, excludes the Kingfishers from his work.

**Laughing Kingfisher (Dacelo gigas).**

Upper back white, barred with dusky brown; scapularies and mantle and wing-coverts brown, but the scapularies white at base, the median coverts tipped with greenish or silvery white; lower back and rump greenish-blue, dusky at base of feathers; upper tail coverts and tail rufous, barred with black; all excepting the central tail-feathers increasingly tipped with white; bastard-wing, primary-coverts, and flight blackish, externally washed with dark green, primaries white at base; crown brown mottled on forehead with rufous, crest-feathers with white margins; a broad white eyebrow-stripe extending to the nape, which it encircles; sides and back of neck also white, forming a wide collar separated from the stripe on the nape by a dark brown band continuous with the ear-coverts, which are of that colour; lores blackish; cheeks and under surface dull white, the edges of the feathers, especially on flanks with under wing and tail coverts with dusky edges. Female with "more rufous on crown and ear-coverts; lower back, rump and upper tail-coverts rufous, barred with black." (Sharpe.) She has also a much shorter bill, broader at two-thirds from the base. Hab., Australia.

Gould says ("Handbook to the Birds of Australia," Vol. I., pp. 122, 123, 124): "The *Dacelo gigas* is a bird with which every resident and traveller in New South Wales is more or less familiar, for, independently of its large size, its voice is so extraordinary as to be unlike that of any other bird. In its disposition it is by no means shy, and when any new objects are presented to its notice, such as a party traversing the bush, or pitching their tents in the vicinity of its retreat, it becomes very prying and inquisitive, often perching on the dead branches of some neighbouring tree, and watching with curiosity the kindling of the fire and the preparation of the meal. Its presence, however, is seldom detected until it emits its extraordinary gurgling, laughing note, which generally calls forth some exclamation according to the temper of the hearer, such as "There is our old friend the Laughing Jackass," or an epithet of a less friendly character. So remarkable are the sounds emitted by the bird that they have been noted by nearly every writer on New South Wales and its productions."

"It frequents every variety of situation; the luxuriant bushes stretching along the coast, the more thinly-timbered forest, the belts of trees studding the parched plains, and the edges of the higher ranges being alike favoured with its presence; over all these localities it is rather thinly dispersed, being nowhere very numerous.

Its food, which is of a mixed character, consists exclusively of animal substances; reptiles, insects, and crabs, however, appear to be its favourite diet; it devours lizards with avidity, and it is not an unfrequent sight to see it bearing off a snail in its bill to be eaten at leisure; it also preys on small mammals. I recollect shooting a Great Brown Kingfisher in South Australia, *When examining the Museum series for my book, "How to Sex Cage-birds," I failed to notice the colour differences described by Dr. Sharpe, but no doubt they exist, though Gould says the sexes are 'scarcely distinguishable from each other.'"
in order to secure a fine rat I saw hanging from its bill, and which proved to be a rare species. The Dacelo gigas breeds during the months of August and September, generally selects a hole in a large gum tree for the purpose, and deposits its beautiful pearl-white eggs, which are 1 in. and 9 lines long by 1 in. and 4 lines broad, on the decomposed wood at the bottom. When the young are hatched it defends its breeding-place with great courage and daring, darting down upon any intruder who may attempt to ascend the tree."

"It bears confinement remarkably well, and is one of the most amusing birds for the aviary with which I am acquainted. Many examples have been brought alive to England, and several are now living in the Gardens of the Zoological Society of London."

My next-door neighbour brought home a pinned narrow example of this by no means beautiful Kingfisher, and kept it in a dog-kennel at the end of his garden. I repeatedly heard its terrible notes, which struck me as remarkably like the gobbling of a turkey, and not even remotely the laughter of a human being: but possibly in its native home the wide spaces, tall trees, and other surroundings may alter the tone of the cry. On more than one occasion I heard the death-screams of freely-flown Thrushes and other unsuspecting birds proceeding from the kennel. The old scoundrel used to watch from the entrance until some unwary young bird came to feed upon the scraps put out for the Kingfisher, and then suddenly spring upon it and literally tear it to pieces for his own delectation. I should therefore quite agree with Gould, that, if one took pleasure in the sufferings of the weak, this would indeed be "one of the most amusing birds in the aviary."

This bird first reached our London Zoological Gardens in 1866, when three specimens were purchased, since which time probably between seventy and eighty specimens have been exhibited there alone; how many have been to the fore in the zoological gardens of the world, and the parks and private gardens of private aviculturists, it would be impossible even to guess: now, however, the bird is rather strictly preserved.

**Leach's Laughing Kingfisher (Dacelo leachii).**

Above brown, the feathers with paler margins; lower back, rump, and upper tail-coverts, blue; upper tail-coverts and tail-feathers dark blue with black shafts and increasingly white tips, the outer feathers more or less spotted marginally with white towards the tips; and the outermost feather barred with white on inner, and mottled with white on outer, web; median wing-coverts edged with silvery greenish-blue, the inner ones almost wholly of that colour; greater coverts slightly edged with greenish; bastard wing, primary-coverts andflight deep blue externally, black at tips and internally; a large white patch at base of primaries; crown of head white streaked with brown, as also the sides of the head; a broad white collar round back of neck; underside dull white vermiculated with brown; under-wing-coverts and axillaries with darker but less numerous vermiculations; upper mandible brownish-black, lower mandible pale buff; feet olive; irides dark brown. Female differs in the cinnamon-rufous colour of the tail, which is barred with dark blue and tipped with white. H. E., Eastern Australia and North Australia from Cape York to Port Darwin and Port Essington. (Sharpe.)

Gould observes ("Handbook," Vol. I. p. 124): "The habits, actions, food, and indeed the whole of the economy of the Dacelo leachii are so like those of the D. gigas that a separate description of them is unnecessary."

A specimen of this bird was presented to our London Zoological Society in 1884.

**Fawn-breasted or Buff Laughing Kingfisher (Dacelo cervina).**

DifFers from the preceding species in its smaller size; the tail slightly buffish below; upper mandible blackish-brown with greenish-white tomium; lower mandible greenish-white at the sides with dark brown base, and blue below; feet emerald-green with black claws; irides greenish-white. Female with the tail cinnamon barred with blue. H. E., Northern Australia from Cape York to N.W. Australia. (Sharpe.)

Gould says ("Handbook," Vol. I., pp. 125, 126): "In disposition it appears to be more shy and wary than the Dacelo gigas of New South Wales, of which it is a representative. Gilbert, who observed it in the Colburg Peninsula, states that it "inhabitats well-wooded forests, generally in pairs, is extremely shy, and very difficult to procure; is very fond of perching on the topmost dead branch of a tree, whence it can have an uninterrupted view of everything passing around, and where it pours out its loud, discordant tones. Sometimes three or four pairs may be heard at one time, when the noise is so great that no other sound can be heard. The natives assert that it breeds in the honey season, which is during the months of May, June and July."

"The food of this Kingfisher is doubtless similar to that of the Dacelo gigas. The stomachs of those examined by Gilbert were tolerably muscular, and contained the remains of coleopterous and other kinds of insects."

A. J. Campbell ("Nests and Eggs of Australian Birds," p. 555) agrees with Dr. Sharpe in regarding this as a sub-species of Leach's Kingfisher; he thus describes the nest and eggs:

**Nest.—**A hole excavated in termites mound on a eucalypt, sometimes in holes or hollow sprouts of trees—eucalypt, melaleuca, etc.

**Eggs.—**Clutch, two to three; round oval in shape; texture of shell fine; surface glossy; colour, pure white. Dimensions in inches of a clutch: (1) 1.62 x 1.38; (2) 1.58 x 1.4; (3) 1.52 x 1.3.

The eggs of the uppermost Kingfishers, first described by my friend Mr. D. Le Souef, were taken in November, 1895. He says:—"I noticed this bird on two or three occasions in the open forest country near Cooktown, and found two of their nests, each of which contained three eggs. Both nests were hollows scooped out in termites' nests in eucalyptus trees, one about 30 feet from the ground and the other 50 feet. The birds themselves were shy, and it is astonishing how quietly they hear anyone approaching the tree where they are sitting on their nest, and they frequently fly off before being seen."

"Three examples of this bird were purchased by the London Zoological Society in May, 1870. Another specimen was deposited in the Gardens by Mr. Walter Rothschild in 1907, and an illustrated account of it published in The Agricultural Magazine, Second Series, Vol. V., pp. 172-174; it was imported by Messrs. Payne and Wallace, who again purchased the species in 1908.

**Red-rumped Kingfisher (Halcyon pyrrhopogius).**

Above green to the back of mantle, the crown and scapulars streaked with white, the latter feathers white at base or on inner margin, back from mantle orange-
rufous, the upper tail-coverts being centred with greenish; wing greenish blue, brighter on shoulder and outer webs of flights, blackish with white inner edges on inner webs; tail greenish blue with black shafts, inner webs whitish towards distal extremities, outer feather whitish externally; a white eyebrow-streak from base of nostrils, becoming wider above ear-coverts and encircling the occiput below the long crest-feathers; a loral spot, feathers below eyes, and ear-coverts black, joining a collar of the same hue round back of neck; behind the latter a broad white collar joining sides of neck; cheeks and under surface white faintly tinged with buff; bill black, base of lower mandible flesh white; feet dark olive-brown; irides blackish-brown. Female not differentiated. Australia, excepting in the west and south-west.

Gould observes ("Handbook," Vol. I., pp. 130-132) — "The only parts where I myself observed it were the myall-brushes (Acacia pendula) of the Lower Nami, particularly those growing on the edge of the large plain skirting the Kundawar range. It was usually seen sitting very upright on the dead branches of the myall and gum trees, sometimes on those growing out on the hot pans, at others on those clothed by the river-side. I succeeded in obtaining both old and young birds, which, judging from the plumage of the latter, I should suppose had left their breeding-place about a month before I arrived in the neighbourhood of the Nami, in December." "The unusual colouring of the back at once distinguishes it from all the other members of the genus inhabiting Australia, but in its general economy and mode of living it presents no observable difference.

"Two eggs in my collection are very round in form, and of the usual white colour; but they were doubtless pinky white before they were blown. They are one inch long by seven-eighths broad."

Campbell ("Nests and Eggs," p. 557) describes the nest and eggs as follows: — Nest. — Usually a hole in a tree, but sometimes a tunnel drilled into the side of a bank or dam.

Eggs. — Clutch, four to five; round in form; texture of shell fine; surface glossy; colour pure white. Dimensions of a clutch: (1) 1.05 x .87, (2) 1.01 x .83, (3) 1.0 x .85, (4).96 x .85."

Mr. Seth-Smith (The Agricultural Journal, Second Series, Vol. VI., p. 186) mentions specimens of this species as being in a consignment of birds imported by Messrs. Payne and Wallace in 1908.

Sacred Kingfisher (Halycon sanctus).

Above variable blue-green, the back being greener than the wings and tail; inner webs of flights and tail-feathers blackish towards edge; a well-defined eyebrow stripe buff in front, white at back; lores, eyelid, sides of face and ear-coverts black, continued by a black band which encircles the nape; above the latter a white occipital spot; a few black feathers in a line on the cheeks, otherwise the latter, a broad collar round the neck and the under-surface are buff, becoming white on chin, throat, front of breast, and centre of abdomen; under wing-coverts and axillaries deeper buff; flights below dusky inclining to ashy along inner web; bill black, the basal half of lower mandible flesh-white; feet fleshly-brown; irides dark brown. Female duller than the male, more olive above and on the breast, which is of a pale brownish rather than buffish tint, the feathers with dusky fringes as in the young bird; the bill slightly longer and more gradually tapered than in the male. Hab., "Australia to New Caledonia, the Solomon Islands and New Hebrides, throughout the Papuan Islands to the Moluccas, Celebes, Lombok, Java, and Sumatra." (Sharpe.)

Gould ("Handbook," Vol. I., pp. 128-130) — "It is a summer resident in New South Wales, and throughout the southern portion of the continent, retiring northwards after the breeding season. It begins to disappear in December, and by the end of January few are to be seen; solitary individuals may, however, be met with even in the depth of winter. They return again in spring, commencing in August, and by the middle of September are plentifully dispersed over all parts of the country, inhabiting thickly wooded bushes, the mangrove forests which border in many parts, the armlets of the sea, and the more open and thinly-timbered plains of the interior, often in the most dry and arid situations, far distant from water; and it would appear that, as is the case with many of the insectivorous birds of Australia, a supply of that element is not essential to its existence, since, from the localities it is often found breeding in, it must necessarily pass long periods without being able to obtain it.

"The gaiety of its plumage renders it a conspicuous object in the bush; its loud, piercing call, also, often betrays its presence, particularly during the season of incubation, when the bird becomes more and more glamorous as the tree in which its eggs are deposited is approached by the intruder. The note most frequently uttered is a loud pee-pee, continued at times to a great length, resembling a cry of distress. It sits very upright, generally perching on a small dead branch for hours together, merely flying down to capture its prey, and in most instances returning again to the site it has just left. Its food is of a very mixed character, and varies with the nature of the localities it inhabits. It greedily devours mantis, grasshoppers, caterpillars, lizards, and very small snakes, all of which are swallowed whole, the latter being killed by beating their heads against a stone or other hard substance, after the manner of the Common Kingfisher. Specimens killed in the neighbourhood of salt-marshes had their stomachs literally crammed with fruit and other crustaceous animals; while intent on the capture of which it may be observed sitting silently on the low mangrove bushes skirting the pools, which every receding tide leaves either dry or with a surface of wet mud, upon which crabs are to be found in abundance. I have never seen it plunge into the water after fish like the true Kingfishers, and I believe it never resorts to that mode of obtaining its prey. On the banks of the Hunter its most favourite food is the larva of a species of ant, which it procures by excavating holes in the nests of this insect which are constructed around the boles and dead branches of the Eucoilpti, and which resemble excrescences of the tree itself.

"The season of nidification commences in October, and lasts till December, the hollow spots of the gum and boles of the apple tree (Angophora) being generally selected as a receptacle for the eggs, which are four or five in number, of a pinky-white, one inch and a line in length, and ten lines in diameter."

The first example of this Kingfisher reached the London Zoological Gardens in 1866, but the species is not frequently imported. My friend Mr. D. Seth-Smith secured two specimens in 1899, and in the following year he published an account of them, illustrated by a coloured plate drawn by himself (The Agricultural Magazine, First Series, Vol. VI., pp. 117-119). He says that "the ordinary note of this species is peculiar, and somewhat difficult to describe, sounding something like cuio, cuio, but it not infrequently utters..."
CHAPTER VII.

MOTMOTS (Momotidae).

Linnaeus, who only knew of one species of Motmot, regarded it as a Toucan, but Dr. Murie conclusively proved that the Motmotidae were most nearly related to the Todies, and placed them in the same section with the Rollers, Bee-eaters, and Kingfishers. Garrod, though he admitted their relationship to the last-mentioned, considered that the Motmots and Todies ought to be placed in one family.

In their general colouring these birds resemble the Rollers; they have long serrated bills and ten to twelve usually long tail-feathers; of these, in most of the genera, the two central ones are rendered spathulate by the action of the birds themselves in biting off the bars for about an inch a little before the extremity. *

The Motmots inhabit Central and South America; they nest in a hole in a tree or bank, and lay creamy whitish eggs; their food consists chiefly of insects and fruit, and doubtless in captivity they would do well upon a good insectivorous food supplemented by plenty of ripe fruit, a few living insects or their larvae, and an occasional mouse or small dead bird.

Brazilian Motmot (Momotus momota).

Above grass-green; bastard-wing, primary-coverts, and outer webs of flight blue; tail-feathers blue towards the tips, the middle-feathers with the rackets blue tipped with black; centre of crown black; forehead silvery blue continuous with a stripe over eye which descends behind into ultramarine and encircles the black of the crown; a pair of playfully flying spots, feathers below eye, and ear-coverts black; above the latter a line of silvery blue and a second between the black of the face and the cheeks; these, the lateral margins of back of crown and sides of neck green, slightly olivaceous; under surface olivaceous-green, rufescent on throat and sides of body; an elongated patch of bluish edged hackle-like feathers on throat; under wing-coverts pale tawny; edge of wing green; flanks below dusky below family plumage.

Female differs in being slightly greener on under parts. Hab., "Guiana, extending to the Rio Negro along the Amazon region to Para." (Sharpe.)

Burmeister observes ("Systematische Uebersicht," II, pp. 413, 414):—"Schomburg, who observed it breeding on several occasions, states that it nests in holes in old branches, and in this manner by fraying the tail against the margin of the nest so curiously wears away its two middle tail-feathers. As both sexes exhibit this denudation, they must both incubate." A strange conclusion for this naturalist to come to, and one now known to be incorrect!

Dr. Goeldi obtained this species on the Capim River in 1897, but he does not describe its habits (cf., The Ibis, 1903, pp. 496, 497, 498). According to Buffon this species is called "Hutu" by the natives of Guiana, "because every time it takes a jump it utters the note hutu strongly and clearly. This bird lives very solitary, and one only meets with it in vast forests. It neither goes about in communities nor in pairs, one almost always sees it alone on the earth or upon branches at no great altitude, then so to speak it does not fly at all, it only takes active leaps and utters its hutu, and that moreover very early before other birds have commenced their song. Pisso is wrongly informed in that he says that this bird builds its nests upon great trees. It contents itself by searching on the surface of the earth for the burrow of an Armadillo, Akuchi, or some other four-footed beast, into which it drags some dry stalks of weeds, in order to lay its eggs therein, the number of which is usually two. In the inner parts of Guiana also these birds are tolerably numerous; they very rarely approach the neighbourhood of human habitations. Their flesh is dry and not exactly edible. They are caught with difficulty; as they live upon insects, it is difficult to tempt them. Those which are captured adult are miserable and nervous, and will on no account accept food" (cf., Russ, "Die Fremdländischen Stubenvögel," II, p. 676).

Russ says that in 1885 Arminius Bau wrote to Die Gefiederte Welt that in the spring of that year a Motmot in the Berlin Zoological Gardens had passed through its moult and had neither bitten off nor broken away its tail-feathers. Amongst other things it received mealworms and moths. Azara's birds ate bread and "preferred even raw meat after they had baged it several times on the ground as though it were some captured prey which must first be killed. Small birds which they hunted some time and eventually killed in this manner they consumed with quite marvellous preference. In like manner they hunted mice. On the other hand, they would not interfere with larger birds. Then again they greedily accepted water-melons and oranges; but, on the other hand, no kind of grain. They despised large pieces and never grasped in their claws." This bird reached the edge of London Zoological Gardens in 1877, and two or three have from

* Dr. Selater, however, throws doubt upon this statement (see The Ibis, 1835, p. 360), but Prof. C. W. Beebe evidently believes in it (see "Two Naturalists in Mexico," pp. 199-201).
time to time arrived at the Berlin Gardens; the last of these is said to have been fed upon worms, beetles, moths, a little meat and egg, but the latter very rarely.

**Cartagenian Motmot (Momotus subrubriscens).**

Differing from the preceding in being smaller; the band on crown slaty blue becoming purplish at the union on the neck; sides and back of neck chestnut, spreading over the mantle; green of upper surface paler and more buffish; under surface cinnamon reddish with a little green on the throat; irides rich brownish red. Hab., "From Panama to Colombia and Venezuela, south to Matto Grosso." (Sharpe.)

There is a good illustration of this bird in the "Catalogue of Birds in the British Museum," Vol. XVII., Plate X., fig. 1. Mr. W. Goodfellow, in a paper describing a journey through Colombia and Ecuador (The Ibis, 1902, p. 210), says of *Momotus subrubriscens*—"Fairly numerous on the edges of the forest around the Indians' clearings. They sit so motionless and flat on the branches that they may be easily overlooked." This is all I have come across respecting the wild life. An example was purchased by the London Zoological Society in July, 1860, and, according to Buss, this is the only instance known of its importation;

The eggs are deposited and the young reared in holes made in the sandy banks of rivers of very similar situation in the forest favourable for the purpose. The entrance is scarcely larger than a mouse-hole, and is continued for a yard in depth, at the end of which is an excavation of sufficient size for the reception of the four or five beautiful pinky-white eggs, which are ten lines long by eight or nine lines broad.

"The stomach is tolerably muscular, and the food consists of various insects, principally Coleoptera and Neuroptera." This species reached the Amsterdam Zoological Gardens in 1864, but appears not to have been imported subsequently.

**Common Indian Bee-eater (Merops viridis).**

Above bright grass-green, ruddy golden at base of feathers, which becomes more pronounced on nape and hind neck; inner secondaries and upper tail-coverts slightly washed with blue; remaining flights reddish-buff, edged externally with green and tipped with dusky black; central tail-feathers with the elongated portion dusky black, remaining feathers fawn-buffish or inner webs; head more golden-green than the back; an emerald-green eyebrow-stripe; lores and a broad band enclosing the eye and ear-coverts black; sides of face washed with blue at base of cheeks and below the black ear-stripe; under surface yellowish-green, becoming more emerald on breast and abdomen; a transverse blue-black band across fore-neck; a patch of silvery-white feathers on each side of the vent; under wing-coverts and lining of flights fawn-buff; bill black, with brown tonyum; feet pinky-grey, claws horn colour; eyelids smoky brown; irides bright red. Female with the blue on sides of face a little less pronounced. Hab., Egypt and North-East Africa, extending to Senegambia, eastwards through Persia and Baluchistan, over Continental India southwards to Ceylon, and eastwards to Burma and Cochín China.

Mr. Gordon says ("Birds of India," Vol. I., pp. 205, 206): "It is a very common bird, and is most characteristic adjunct of Indian scenery. It generally hunts, like the Flycatchers, from a fixed station, which may be the top branch of a high tree, or a shrub, or hedge, a bare pole, a stalk of grain or grass, some old building, very commonly the telegraph wires, or even a mound of earth on the plain. Here it sits looking eagerly around, and on spying an insect, which it can do a long way off, starts rapidly, and captures it on the wing with a distinctly audible snap of its bill; it then returns to its perch, generally slowly sailing with outspread wings, the copper burnishing of the head and wings shining.
conspicuously, like gold, in the sunbeams. Sometimes it may be seen alone or in small parties, seated near each other, but hunting quite independently. It frequently takes two or three insects before it re-peats itself on its perch, and in the morning and evening they collect in considerable numbers, and, often in company with Swallows, hawk actively about for some time. I have seen one occasionally pick an insect off a branch, or a stalk of grain or grass; and Mr. Blyth informs me that he has seen a number of them assembled round a small tank, taking objects from the water, in the manner of a Kingfisher.

"They roost generally in some special spot, sometimes a few together in one tree; but at some stations all the birds for some miles around appear to congregate and roost in one favoured locality. The bamboo tops at Songor is a celebrated spot of this kind. Here Crows, Mynas, Parrakeets, Bee-eaters, Sparrows, etc., collect from miles around, and the noise they make towards sunset and early in the morning is distressing."

"The Bee-eater has a loud, rather pleasant, rolling, whistling note, which it often repeats, especially in the morning and towards the evening, and often whilst hunting. They sometimes collect in small parties towards sunset on a road, and roll themselves about in the sand and dust, evidently with great pleasure. They breed in holes, in banks of ravines or of rivers on both sides, laying two to four white eggs. Burches mentions that in a nest that he examined there were three young ones, all of different ages. They breed from March to July, according to the locality, earlier in the north of India, later in the south. Mr. Blyth observed them breeding near Moulmein as late as the middle of August."

Russ says that Emil Linden received one of these birds from Miss Christiane Hagenbeck under the name of "Bee-eater from the Cape," which he possessed for a number of years, although he had not received it in good condition. He fed it for a great part of the year upon Mango food, as well as mealworms and currants, of which it consumed a considerable amount; also for a short part of the year it received bees, wasps, etc., which are particularly supplied in the autumn, when they were abundant. He kept it in a cage by itself, as he dared not trust it to another cage, and as soon as it saw him raise the ladder it became aware that its master was bringing it fresh food, and began to greet him with a very pleasing and loud whistle, which it prolonged variously into certain harmonics resembling the song of the Chinese Laughing-Thrush (Leucosticton chinensis), to which Mr. Linden thought it might have listened. The bird was not shy, but confiding, and would take a mealworm from his fingers; it was not a greedy bird, and always left a good deal of its food untouched. It is somewhat strange if this Bee-eater actually mimicked the song of a Laughing-Thrush. I do not think the species of Munro are usually regarded as imitative birds.

Mr. Phillips, who offered a bee to his young European Bee-eaters, says that the bird which accepted the insect failed to cry before swallowing it, and evidently got stung inside in consequence, as it seemed to be in some trouble afterwards; but probably an adult bird would be more circumspect.

TOUCANS (Ramphastidae).

These are strikingly coloured arboreal New World birds of bizarre appearance, and come more nearly related to the Capitonidae than to any other family, having enormous compressed bills almost like the claw of a lobster, with arched culmen, terminating in a decurved tooth, the cutting edges sub-serrate or undulated, and the tongue long and fringed or feather-like, in which last characters they somewhat resemble the Motmot. They are thought wild generally from them. The bills of the sexes differ a good deal, that of the male being usually very distinctly longer, and, when viewed in profile, frequently narrower and with the culmen less arched than in the female. The wings are short, and appear weak, but the birds fly swiftly and in a direct line, and the feet have two toes directed forwards and two backwards.

As might be expected, Toucans hop clumsily on the earth, but move actively among the branches of trees. They nest in holes in trees and lay white eggs. Their food in a wild state consists of various fruits, insects, small birds and mammals. In captivity grapes, soaked sultanas, red or white currants, banana, pear, apple, or the pulp of orange cut up small, insects, a small bird or mouse occasionally, and a good insectivorous soft food, containing egg and ants' eggs, are most suitable. They are fond of bathing, but should not be exposed to extreme cold; therefore in winter they should be kept indoors.

When at roost Toucans bury their huge bills in the feathers of the back, and turn back their tails, which are capable of remarkable vertical movement; this gives them a very strange appearance.

GREAT-BILLED OR TOCO TOUCAN (Ramphastos toco).

General colour black; rump, throat, and fore-neck white, the latter slightly tinged with yellow and narrowly margined with red; lower tail-coverts crimson; bill orange, the upper mandible with a large oval black blotch near the extremity: irides green and yellow with a broad blue orbit; naked orbital skin orange. Female with a much shorter bill, narrower at base (which is unusual). Hab., Guiana, Lower Amazon, Brazil, Bolivia, Paraguay, and N. Argentina.

Mr. E. W. White ("Proceedings of the Zoological Society," 1882, p. 620) says:—"This Toucan I shot among the lofty forest-trees; they go generally in large flocks, and their flight is extremely swift, and in a straight line."

"They are wild, and by no means plentiful in this neighbourhood; but in Misiones I likewise met with them in greater abundance, where they, in company with the Parrots, commit dreadful havoc amongst the orange-groves."

Mr. J. G. Kerr, writing on the "Birds of the Gran Chaco" (The Ibis, 1901, p. 217), says: "I must not forget to mention the Toco Toucan (Ramphastos toco), of which small companies were often noticed flying across from one piece of woodland to another." Later on he speaks of a "flock of five," seen at Villa Concepcion on September 28th.

Schomburgk stated that at times this species devoured the fruits of the various kinds of Spanish pepper (Capsicum): also, that in captivity it accepted all varieties of human food, including flesh and fish; nevertheless he doubted whether the bird itself ever captured fish, small lizards and birds, as several other writers have assumed. Burmeister also observed that no authentic observation of the fact had come to his knowledge; nevertheless, I have seen a much smaller Toucan chasing Sparrows, and there can be no doubt that these birds do vary their fruit diet in this manner.

This species first reached the London Zoological Gardens in 1863, since which time it has frequently been recorded in the ninth edition of the Society's List having been received in 1894; it arrived at the Amsterdam Gardens as long ago as 1851. From its great size (22 inches), it is hardly suitable for
a cage, but should have a small aviary to itself, or a large one in company with other powerful birds.

SULPHUR-BREASTED TOUCAN (*Rhamphastos carinatus*).

General colour black; nape washed with maroon-purple; rump white; throat and fore-neck yellow, edged behind with reddish; under tail-coverts scarlet; “bill dark with red tip and a large yellow blotch on upper mandible.” bright green with blue cast, with red tip, narrowly black-edged at base, a wedge-shaped red spot at base of upper mandible. Female much smaller, and with an altogether shorter and more abruptly terminated bill. Hab., “Southern Mexico, examples have been exhibited at the Gardens. A specimen in the Berlin Gardens was studied as regards the colouring of the soft parts with the following result:—

“Bill bright green with bluish showing through it, with red tip, narrowly bordered with black at the base; at the base of the upper mandible a cuneiform red spot, which also, towards the front, appears to be shaded with deeper red; eyes brown-black; naked orbital region torquoise-blue, with greenish reflection; feet blue-grey.”

SHORT-BILLED TOUCAN (*Rhamphastos brevicarunus*).

Differs from the preceding in the better defined and

---

**Outlines of Heads of Male and Female of *Selenidera maculirostris* to Illustrate the Sexual Differences in Beaks of Toucans.**

Yucatan, Guatemala, Honduras, and Nicaragua.”
(Sclater.)

Mr. A. Boucard, writing on the “Birds of Yucatan,” “Proceedings of the Zoological Society,” 1883, p. 455, remarks:—“said to be very common in all parts of the State, though I have not found this to be the case. Only six specimens have been observed by me during the year. It is also said to go in immense flocks, but I have only seen solitary individuals. It lives upon fruits, and is found in the forests, rarely in the settlements, and never in the towns.”

The first specimen of this Toucan was purchased by the London Zoological Society in 1860, since when many broader collar on the nape; it is also smaller and has a shorter bill. Female smaller than male; her bill is considerably shorter, with more arched culmen, but with shorter and more abruptly-formed terminal hook. Hab., “Costa Rica, Veragua, Panama, and Northern Colombia.” (Sclater.)

Dr. O. Finsch (“Proceedings of the Zoological Society,” 1870, p. 585) regards this as a mere variation of the preceding, and states that the reddish nuchal band varies in individuals. It is probably a local race differing somewhat in size and form of bill; whether the colouring of the soft parts differs remains to be seen. I have found no published account of the wild life. A specimen was presented to the London Zoological Gardens in October, 1884, and a second was received
in exchange ten years later. In the trade it is quite likely that it may have been confounded with the typical Sulphur-breasted bird.

Swainson's Toucan* (Rhampastos tocard).

General colour black; neck and upper back washed with maroon; upper tail-coverts white; below, throat, and neck sulphur-yellow, bordered behind by a scarlet band; under tail-coverts scarlet, upper mandible crossed from nostrils to tympanum by a diagonal black line, above which it is yellow or white; it more or less red; irides red. Female not differentiated, but duller, smaller, with shorter and less tapering bill. Hab., "Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Panama, and Western Ecuador." (Sclater.)

Stolzmann observes ("Taczanowski's Ornithologie du Pérou," Vol. III., p. 146): "I suppose that the name of this bird, , is derived from the quotation note which, to a certain extent, resembles the name, accentuating the letters of the word . and . One hears it in the forest throughout the day, especially in the morning and evening. It is equally social to the other Rhhamphastidae. I have also found it between Oma and Sorror, at 4,500 feet elevation.

Mr. W. Goodfellow says (The Ibis, 1902, p. 215): "All these birds are kept for their voices, at Santo Domingo, we only secured two males during our stay there. It was very shy, and kept to the highest trees, generally in flocks of from eight to a dozen. Iris pale blue, bare skin round the eye yellowish-green; lower mandible black, upper mandible yellow, shaded with blue and green down the centre. The Ecuadorians call these birds 'Predicadores' or 'Dios de Que.'" This is all I have found respecting the wild life. A specimen reached the London Zoological Gardens in August, 1876, but Dr. Russ appears to have overlooked the fact.

Red-billed Toucan (Rhampastos erythrorhynchus).

Black; upper tail-coverts yellow; throat and neck white; a pectoral band and under tail-coverts scarlet; bill red, with a broad yellow band margined with black at base; tip of lower mandible black (according to Reichenau a bright blueish, black-margined transverse band); feet black; irides blue-grey; orbital patch bright blue. Female smaller than the male, with distinctly shorter bill, less curved at the tip. Hab., Guiana, Lower Amazon, and N. Brazil.

Dodds (The Ibis, 1897, pp. 157-158) says: "Striking is the difference in the cry of Rhampastos erythrorhynchus compared with that of R. aril and R. discolorus. It is particularly soft, nearly melodious, and may be tolerably interpreted by the syllables ti-tiu-fu-fu-fu." This species arrived at the London Gardens in 1859 and in 1874; it has also been exhibited in the Berlin Gardens.

Cuvier's Toucan (Rhampastos curvirostris).

General colour black; upper tail-coverts orange, sometimes washed with scarlet; throat and neck white, sometimes washed with lemon-yellow behind; pectoral band and under tail-coverts scarlet; bill black, with the culmen and a basal band yellowish; irides orange-yellow; naked orbital patch blue. Female not differentiated, but probably slightly smaller than the male, and with shorter bill. Hab., "Colombia, Ecuador, and Upper Amazonia." (Sclater.)

Stolzmann says (Taczanowski's "Ornithologie du Pérou," Vol. III., p. 147): "This Toucan keeps in small companies, more rarely in pairs or alone. Like the other representatives of the family, it remains chiefly on tall trees, rarely descending to the lower branches. Its voice nearly resembles that of R. tocard, but is a little more simple, composed of two notes. It is a very restless bird, though clumsy in its actions, or, at any rate, its beak gives it that appearance."

Mr. Walter Goodfellow (The Ibis, 1903, pp. 215, 216) says: "A few of the males and females from the Rio Napo, where they were extremely numerous. This was remarkable, for the Indians slaughtered them by the hundred, and at certain seasons organized expeditions especially for killing them. I have seen them return from these expeditions with many hundreds of smoked Toucans, which they keep to eat out of the fruit season, when game is scarce. When the fruit is ripe on certain forest trees, the Indian lads are sent to make a temporary dwelling under the branches, and they take up their abode there while the fruit lasts, each boy selecting a tree to himself. With their silent blowpipes they pick off all birds that come there to feed. Considering this wholesale slaughter, it is a wonder that this Toucan and many other birds have not long ago become extinct, in the Napo region at any rate. The Indians use their feathers for lower arm bands, their weapons and persons, while from the bills they carve quaint necklaces. The bare skin around the eye is shaded Oxford blue. Indian name, 'Dumbiqui.' When we were on the Napo we only met this Toucan singly or in pairs."

The first example of Cuvier's Toucan reached the London Zoological Gardens in December, 1871, and a second in October, 1875; it has also been represented in the Berlin Gardens.

Keel-billed Toucan (Rhampastos culminatus).

A smaller representative of the preceding, with much shorter and differently shaped bill. Hab., "Eastern Peru, Bolivia, Ecuador, and Colombia." (Sclater.) I have found no notes on the wild life of this bird. A specimen arrived at the Berlin Zoological Gardens in 1897.

Ariel Toucan (Rhampastos aril).

Black; upper tail-coverts scarlet; whole throat and neck orange; a broad pectoral band and the under tail-coverts scarlet; bill black, with a basal yellow band, the culmen blue-grey at base; feet leaden-grey, with black claws; irides bluish; naked orbital patch dark red. Female with shorter bill, with shorter terminal curvature; the flattened basal portion of the culmen often considerably broader, but this may not be a reliable character. Hab., Eastern Brazil.

Burmeister ("Systematische Uebersicht," Vol. II., p. 206) says: "In the coastal forest region this species is the commonest; one even meets with it in the vicinity of Rio de Janeiro, and especially in the forests on the Organ Mountains. At New Freiburg I have seen many examples, and once also a young bird which was fed with potatoes, mandioi, and Spanish potatoes. The Brazilians frequently trap the bird, because its flesh affords them agreeable food. Cooked with rice, the dish resembles a good pigeon broth, and is quite tasty. The Indians the beautiful yellow gorget is especially utilised as an adornment, but the bird is in like manner generally eaten by them." This bird first arrived at the London Zoological Gardens in 1859, since when many have come to hand; it reached the Amsterdam Gardens still earlier—in 1855. Prince Ferdinand of Bulgaria possessed it in 1878, when it was to be seen in most naturalists' establishments;
in that year Miss Hagenbeck exhibited it at an exhibition of the "Egintha" Society at Berlin.

SULPHUR AND WHITE BREASTED TOUCAN (Ramphastos vitellinus).

Black; upper tail-coverts scarlet; throat and sides of neck white; fore-neck yellow; a broad pectoral band and the under tail-coverts scarlet; bill black, with a pale blue basal band under mandible, tommium white; naked orbital patch blue. Female smaller than male, and with a considerably shorter bill. Hab., "Trinidad, Venezuela, Guiana, and Lower Amazonia;" (Solater).

I have found no notes respecting the wild life of this bird. It was purchased by the London Zoological Society in 1872, and seems not to have reached any other public gardens.

GREEN-BILLED TOUCAN (Ramphastos dicolorus).

Black; upper tail-coverts scarlet; cheeks, throat, and breast pale brimstone-yellow with a central orange patch; upper half of abdomen and under tail-coverts scarlet; bill pale green with a black basal band, tommium bright red; feet dark leaden grey with black claws; eyelids blue; irides grey-blue with green reflections; naked orbital patch vermillion. Female apparently with longer and somewhat narrower bill than the male, the sexual differences being reversed in this species. Hab., "S.E. Brazil and Paraguay." (Sclater.)

Burmeister says ("Systematische Uebersicht," Vol. II., p. 205): "This Tooucan is the commonest species in the regions of the interior which I have visited. I received it in Minas Geraes at all places where I stayed for a moderate time; one also hears its rattling voice continuously in the woods, and not infrequently has the opportunity of seeing the bird at roost in the distance, its varied plumage making it easily recognisable. In the neighbourhood of forest it appears to be absent, since Prince Wied did not observe it. Its mode of life presents nothing unique; the trapped young bird which I possessed for a long time preferred to eat cooked potatoes and roots of manioc, which, however, had to be offered to him to induce him to accept them; old birds will neither let themselves be caught nor tamed."

This well-known Toucan first arrived at our London Gardens in 1876, since when it has been exhibited in many other public gardens, at bird shows, and has been owned by various aviculturists.

CAYENNE ARACARI (Pteroglossus aracari).

Above dark, almost metallic, green; rump scarlet; head and neck, throat and neck black; ear-coverts with a wash of chestnut; below pale yellow; a scarlet ventral band; flanks and under tail-coverts rufescent-green; upper mandible yellowish white with a broad black stripe on the ridge and a black basal streak; lower mandible black with a narrow white basal line; feet greenish-grey; irides brown; naked orbital region slate-black. Female not differentiated. Hab., Guiana, Cayenne, Surinam, and Lower Amazonia." (Sclater.)

Above and Maximilian's being of Wied met with in the primary forest, and describes its manner of life as similar to that of other Toucans; he saw it in numbers roosting on the uppermost dry branches of forest trees, from which its short two-syllabled note, somewhat like "Kulik Kulik," sounded. As a rule it lives in pairs, but after the breeding season in small flocks, which wander about in search of fruits. In the cool part of the year, when most fruits are ripe, they often leave the woods and approach the coasts and plantations, where many of them are killed on account of their flesh, which is pleasant tasting and also plump in the cool season. They fly archwise and jerkily like the other Toucans, and flap little with their wings; when at roost, like the European Magpie, they beat up and down with the tail. The nest is found in holes in trees or branches with only two eggs. They pursue and drive off with abuse birds of prey, and especially Owls (cf. Rues, "Die Fremdländischen Stubenvögel," Vol. II., pp. 650, 651).

Russ says that this species reaches their market extremely rarely; it arrived at the Amsterdam Gardens in 1892, and is at present in the Berlin Gardens.

MAXIMILIAN'S ARACARI (Pteroglossus wiedii).

Differs from the preceding in the narrow stripe on the culmen and greener thighs. Female rather smaller than male, with smaller bill, the culminall stripe often, but perhaps not always, wider, especially at the base. Hab., "Lower Amazonia and S.E. Brazil." (P. L. Sclater.)

Burmeister says ("Systematische Uebersicht," Vol. II. pp. 207, 208): "In the whole tract of Brazil which I travelled over this bird is common; one finds it abundantly in pairs sitting quietly on isolated trees, and from time to time hears its cry—Kulik, Kulik. Its flocks are not in great numbers, five to six, rarely more. The bird is not very shy, and in its behaviour much resembles the Magpie; like it it beats with its tail and flies in the same jerky manner, with short quick flaps of the wing; it also delights in attacking birds of prey, especially Owls, and abuses them like Jackdaws."

The London Zoological Society first secured this bird in 1872, after which others came to hand from time to time. It seems to be merely a local race of P. aracari.

BANDED ARACARI (Pteroglossus torquatus).

Above dark green; a narrow chestnut collar on the back of neck; rump scarlet; head, throat, and neck brown below pale yellow; a black mandibular crest; breast more or less washed with crimson; a black abdominal band more or less varied with crimson; thighs chestnut; bill black; with the upper mandible pale yellow, excepting on culmen and towards tip, a narrow white basal line; irides yellow; naked orbital region, blue-green in front, red behind. Female slightly smaller, with a considerably shorter bill having the tip less curved, the culminall stripe sometimes narrower than in the male. Hab., "Southern Mexico and Central America down to Panama; also Northern Columbia and Venezuela." (P. L. Sclater.)

Mr. C. F. Underwood (The Ibis, 1886, p. 445) says that this bird is not so common on the Volcano of Miravalles as lower down, and this is all I have been able to discover respecting the bird in a state of freedom. The birds of Tropical America generally have been greatly neglected so far as their life-history is concerned. And I cannot but think that this is to a great extent the fault of those who have made a special study of Neotropical birds; they have not cared to know anything about the habits of the creatures brought home, but have devoted all their efforts to securing large series of skins of numerous species; necrology (not biology) is their delight. To me life has always been more important than raiment, and to know something of the habits of an animal far more instructive than to give it a name and put it into its supposed proper place in a list of
species; though, for some unexplained reason, or lack of reason, the latter is considered generally to be far more scientific.

This species first reached our Gardens in 1870, since which others have from time to time been added to the Zoological Society's collection. One was exhibited at the Crystal Palace in 1903.

**LETTERED ARACARI (Pteroglossus inscriptus).**

Above dark green; rump scarlet; head, throat, and neck black; under-surface pale yellow; thighs brown; bill clear ochreous-buff, with the culmen, tip, basal line, and a row of spots along inferior edge of upper mandible black; feet dull lead-coloured; orbital ring turquoise-blue; irides brownish-black. Female with the throat and neck brown. Hab., “Guaniana and Lower Amazonia.” (Sclater.)

I have found no notes on the wild life, but it probably corresponds closely with that of the other species of its genus. Although, as Mr. Reginald Phillips says (The Avicultural Magazine, First Series, Vol. V, p. 300), this species comes over occasionally, it appears only to have reached the Zoological Gardens of Berlin; Ruse was of opinion that this was the only instance of its importation alive, but this was an error. In 1902 Mrs. M. Rathborne wrote to the editor of The Avicultural Magazine respecting an example in her possession; this bird after recovery from a severe cold, with which at first it was afflicated, was fed upon “a mixture of egg, breadcrumbs, and potato pretty moist, for he will not eat it at all dry; also cut up banana, sweet grapes split, and squills in the drinking water.” The squills were probably given to prevent a recurrence of the cold.

**SPOT-BILLED TOUCANET (Solenidera maculirostris).**

Above dark green; flights internally blackish-grey; six middle tail-feathers brown-tipped; head, neck, and breast steel-black, a narrow pale yellow malar band; a broad stripe of feathers from the bill below the eye over the ear-coverts, yellow on each side, orange in front and citron-yellow behind; abdomen greenish; flanks orange; thighs brown; under tail-coverts scarlet; bill pale yellowish-white or greenish-yellow, greenish in front with some very variable broad bands and transverse blotches on the upper mandible, the base of culmen and a more or less defined band towards tip of lower mandible, black; feet greenish-grey. Female smaller; with chestnut instead of black on head, neck, and breast; the broad streak on the lower portion of the ear-coverts green instead of orange and yellow; the bill shorter, less tapering, but more distinctly hooked at tip. Hab., South-eastern Brazil.

Burmeister (“Systematische Uebersicht,” II, p. 231) says:—“They sat about five or six together roosting on not particularly lofty trees in the open field, and were hopping boldly about like Parrots, busy in searching for fruit, until my appearance alarmed them, and they hurried away screaming.”

According to Prince Maximilian the habits of this species do not differ from those of its allies, and I have been unable to find any definite account by recent collectors or explorers.

This little Toucan is not frequently imported, but it reached the Berlin Gardens in 1874, those of London in 1879 and 1880. In 1878 Linz, of Hamburg, imported it, and at the same time Miss Hagenbeck received two examples which she exhibited at the exhibition of the “Eginition” Society in Berlin.

**BARBETS (Capitonidae).**

Birds mostly of brilliant colours (though there are some notable exceptions) inhabiting Africa, Asia and Tropical America. Like the Toucans, they live chiefly upon berries and fruit, but also take insects, and in captivity will accept flesh. They lay white eggs in holes in trees, and their cry is loud and resonant. Their bill is short, stout, often with long basal bristles; their feet are short and the toes are in pairs, the outer anterior toe being turned backwards; the wings are short and rounded, and the tail short or of moderate length, consisting of ten feathers. They are heavy in their actions, arboreal in habits, rarely coming to the ground, upon which they hop; their flight is short. The plumage of the sexes differs very slightly, but the females generally have a shorter and broader bill than the males; in size also the sexes appear to differ, in some species one sex being larger, in others the other sex.

In captivity I should be inclined to treat the Barbets in much the same manner as the Toucans, but with less animal food.

**GREAT BARBET (Megalaima virens).**

Above brown, slightly rufescent; median wing-coverts shaded with maroon; all the coverts edged with greenish or greenish-blue; flights externally similar, inner ones tipped with cinnamon; lower back, rump, and upper tail-coverts grass-green, with paler edges; tail green above, bluish below; head and throat verditer-blue, inclining to greenish; sides of face and ear-coverts black; lower throat dark brown; breast and abdomen prussian blue, the latter streaked with yellow; sides and flanks also streaked, the former cinnamon and the latter green; thighs dull yellowish-brown; under tail-coverts scarlet; under wing-coverts pale yellowish, edge of wing green, flights below dusky with pale yellow inner edges; bill and gape wax-yellow, dark horn-colour towards end of upper mandible, white at tip of lower mandible; feet dull sap-green, claws horn-coloured; irides brown dark. Female smaller than male, with slightly longer wing but shorter tail. Hab., “Hills of Southern China, extending into the Burmese and Tenasserim Hills.” (Shelley.)

In Oates' edition of “Hume's Nests and Eggs of Indian Birds,” Vol. II, pp. 519, 520, we read:—“Major C. T. Bingham found the nest of this species in Tenasserim. He says:—'On the 12th February, on the bank of the Mekhna-choung in the Thongeen Valley, I found my first nest of this bird. It was in a hole of a jungle tree, name unknown, at a height of about 30 ft, from the ground. Not made, as many Barbets' nests are made, on the underside of a branch, but bored into the upright stem for about 3 in., terminating in a natural hollow, at the bottom of which, on the bare wood, lay three fresh eggs, broad oval, dull white, but only here and there with faint traces of a gloss. A second nest of the 5th March at Meeawuddy contained two young ones. “A third, found on the 26th March on the bank of the Maigla-choung, contained one young one, apparently just hatched, and one very hard-set egg. This was in a hole in a dead teak tree, at about 20 ft. from the ground, and was, like the first, an entrance bored into a natural hollow, which was unlined.”

"I am glad to say that, though the getting-out of the first necessitated the entrance, the birds did not desert their young one, for I saw them feeding it the next day. The four eggs procured mea-
THE REGENT BIRD.
sured $1.35 \times 1.06, 1.30 \times 1.05, 1.32 \times 1.05,$ and
$1.37 \times 1.01$.

The eggs are in shape broad ovals, always somewhat,
often conspicuously, pointed towards the small end. In
colour they are pure dull white, with only here and
there in some eggs a faint trace of gloss.

The London Zoological Society purchased its first
example of this Barbet in 1876; others were secured in
later years; in 1895 the Berlin Gardens acquired the
species. In 1908 an example was exhibited by Mr.
Townsend at the London Cage-Bird Association's Show.

BLUE-CHEEKED BARBET (Cyanops asiatica).

Above pale grass-green; primary-coverts and
primaries slightly darker green, the latter externally
yellowish towards the tips; tail green above, blue
below; crown, nape, and lores scarlet; a yellowish line
africa the forehead, followed by a black band, which
is continued backwards above the eyebrows; the latter
and sides of head generally bright sky-blue, as also is
the throat; sides of neck and under surface generally
yellowish-green; a spot of scarlet on each side of the
throat and under wing-coverts bluish; flights below dull
brown, yellowish at inner edges; bill greenish-yellow;
horn with black culmen; feet dull green; margins of
eyelids orange; irides hazel to reddish-brown.

Female apparently rather larger, but with shorter wing
and tail; her bill is slightly shorter and broader, and the
culmen, seen in profile, is rather more arched. Hab.
Himalayas from Cashmere eastward to the Burmese
country and Northern Tenasserim, occurring also in
Dacca and near Calcutta.  (Shelley.)

Jerdon ("Birds of India," Vol. I., pp. 313, 314)
says:—"Buchanan Hamilton states that it breeds in
holes in trees, which it excavates itself.  The name
Bassun t boa;" says he, "signifies the old woman of
the spring."  Tickell describes a nest made of grass,
and placed in a Medway tree, as belonging to this species,
but of exceedingly doubtful origin.  I imagine. Pearson
states that it has two broods in the year.

"It is rather a noisy bird, with a very peculiar call,
which Sundevall endeavours to imitate by the word
rokuroj-rokuroj; and it is syllabised by Blyth as
kuruwik, kuruwik, kuruwik.  It is more subdued
than the call of the last group (Megalama), but still
considered by Jerdon as the preliminary cackination.
It hops actively about the branches of trees, and lives
entirely on fruit, which Sundevall said he found always
broken asunder."

In Hume's "Nests and Eggs," Vol. II., pp. 320, 321,
are the following notes:—Mr. R. Thompson says:—
"The Blue-throated Barbet breeds in April and May,
digging out holes in the decayed branches of trees.

"It is a common breeder in our Kumaon forests,
keeping entirely to the hilly regions.  'Kutooruk,
kutooruk, kutooruk,' is its cry."

"Mr. Blyth tells us that in Lower Bengal it has two
broods, one in the month of May, the other in
November."

Colonel G. F. L. Marshall says that his shikaree
found a nest-hole in Kalesi Grove (Dehra Dun).
The entrance was on the water side of a bough about
15 inches in girth, and near the top of the tree.
The hole was circular, and about 10 inches in depth.

"Several nests found in May in the neighbourhood
of Darjeeling each contained three fresh eggs.  One
was in a hole in a large tree about 6 feet from the ground;
two others were in large holes belonging to Regional
types of trees.  One first mentioned had a large pad of shavings,
apparently taken off by a plane, and collected by the birds.
The others had scraps of decayed wood as a bed for the
nest.

"Another nest-hole found in July contained three
fresh eggs, had also in it a large pad, consisting almost
exclusively of coarse vegetable fibre, apparently strips
of the bark of some herbageous plant, but a few pieces
of grass, a piece of red wool, and one or two other
similar miscellaneous scraps are intermingled in the
pad. Whether the Barbets can possibly themselves col-
lect these pads, or whether they take possession of
holes in which other species have already collected
them, I have not been able to ascertain.

"The eggs vary from rather broad to considerably
congrated ovals, and are not uncommonly slightly
pointed towards one end.  The shell is fine and com-
pact, and in some specimens has a slight gloss, in
others is dull and almost entirely glossless.  The colour
is, of course, pure white.

"In length the eggs vary from 1.03 to 1.13, and in
breadth from 0.79 to 0.87; but the average of eight
eggs is 1.09 by 0.83."

A tolerably frequently imported species, which first
arrived at the London Zoological Gardens in 1896, a
good many other species having since come to hand.

In Germany and England various aviculturists
have owned specimens, one in Miss Alderson's possess-
sion being described by her as recently as February,
1908.  (The Avicultural Magazine, Second Series,
Vol. VI., p. 129.)

GOLDEN-THROATED BARBET (Cyanops franklinii).

Above golden grass-green; lesser wing-coverts deep
blue, median and greater coverts edged with blue;
 bastard-wing, primary-coverts, and flights black, blue
externally, except the secondaries, which are green;
crown bright golden yellow shading into scarlet on fore-
head and nape; sides of head black; bluish on sides
of nape; ear-coverts ash-greyish, extended over back of
cheeks and lower throat; front of cheeks, chin, and
upper throat golden yellow, rest of body below yellowish
green; tail below blue; under wing-coverts yellowish
buff, tinged with green; flights below blackish, yellowish
along inner edges; bill black at tip, diffusely grey at
base; "feet green, claws dusky; iris brown."  (J.
Scally); "feet pearl bluish, irides orange-yellow in
Grönvold's drawing from life.  Hab., 'Eastern Hima-
layas, Assam, and Manipur.'  "Kattooruk, or Bird of

"This handsome Barbet is very common at Darjeeling
---that is, at a certain altitude; from 4,000 feet to
8,000 feet, and upwards.  Its usual cry is something
like kattak-kattak-kattak.  It lives entirely on fruit."

The following notes are from Hume's "Nests and
Eggs," Vol. II., p. 322:—According to Mr. Hodgson's
notes, this species, the Golden-throated Barbet, begins
to lay in April, breeding in holes in trees in the central
hills of Nepal and Sikkim, and in the Terai.  The
nest-hole is about 10 or 12 inches in depth; the eggs,
three or four in number, are pure white, and one that
is figured measures 1.1 by 0.85 inch; a broad, regular
oval.

"Mr. Mandelli has favoured me with an egg of this
species taken at Ginzon the 5th August, at an elevation
of about 3,500 feet.  The nest-hole was placed in a
medium-sized tree at about 8 feet from the ground,
and contained two fresh eggs.

"The egg is a moderately broad oval, pure white,
and with very little gloss, and measures 1.11 in length
by 0.83 in breadth.  Mr. Mandelli and Phillips acquired two specimens
of this pretty species in September, 1902, which he
subsequently forwarded to Mrs. Johnstone, and one of
them eventually found its way to our London Zoological
Gardens.  Mr. Phillips has published an interesting illus-
trated account of these birds in *The Agricultural Magazine*, Second Series, Vol. III., pp. 323-330. He fed them “almost exclusively on fruits and vegetable matter, including cut-up raisins.”

**COMMON GREEN OR JUNGLE BARBET (Cyanops caniceps),**

Bright green, streaked and spotted with yellowish above; wing-coverts slightly browner green; primaries dusky, green externally; inner secondaries green with yellowish spots; lower back, rump, and upper tail-coverts without stripes; tail green above, bluish below; feathers of crown ashy-whitish edged with brown, more pronounced on hind neck; sides of head whitish, the ear-coverts, hind cheeks, and sides of neck with brown edges to the feathers; throat not at all or very slightly streaked; feathers of fore-neck and breast whitish broadly edged with brown; sides of breast, flanks, thighs, and under tail-coverts pale emerald-green with darker edges to the feathers; under wing-coverts yellowish-white edged with brown; flights below dark brown, yellowish along inner web; bill horn-yellow; feet feebly yellow, base of claws dusky brown; irides deep brown and reddish-brown; orbital ring deep yellow. Female with a broader bill. Hab., “Himalayas to Assam and the Burmese countries, and reoccurring in Java.” (Shelley.)

All that Jerdon tells us about this Barbet is that “its voice is very loud,” but in Hume’s “Nests and Eggs of Indian Birds,” Vol. II., pp. 322, 325, and 324, we read: “Franklin’s Green Barbet breeds in richly-wooded, well-watered districts, especially in the neighbourhood of hilly ground or hills, finding its way up into the valleys of these to an elevation of some 2,000 or 3,000 feet, at any rate, all over Continental, as opposed to Peninsular India. It lays in March and April. At Bareilly I obtained fully-fledged young ones by May 20, and Dr. King, writing from Mount Aboh, says he obtained them on the 25th of that month. “Three or four is the usual number of eggs found, and these appear to be laid very irregularly, as quite hard-set and almost fresh ones are found in the same nest-hole. These latter, so far as I know, are always excavated by the birds themselves in the trunk or one of the larger branches of some soft-wooded tree, such as the sitris. In Bareilly we found no nest-hole at a less height than 20ft., and one was at least 50ft. from the ground. “There is, of course, no real nest, the eggs being laid on the bottom of the hole amongst a few chips. The hole is comparatively small, not above 5in. in diameter, at bottom, from 6in. to 2ft. deep, and the passage, which is very neatly cut and rounded, and nicely bevelled off at the entrance, is only about 2in. in diameter.”

“The eggs are somewhat elongated, very regular ovals, dull white, and slightly glossy. They vary from 1.1 to 1.3 in length, and from 0.84 to 0.95 in breadth; but the average of a dozen eggs was 1.21 nearly by 0.88 nearly.”

Russ says that this bird has only once arrived living in Europe, Miss Christiane Hagenbeck having in 1873 brought it to the “Cypris” Exhibition, at Berlin. Of course, a common and widely-distributed Indian bird like this might arrive in the English bird market at any time.

**HODGSON’S BARBET (Cyanops lineata),**

Above grass-green, feathers of mantle and upper back with yellowish-white centres; outer webs of primaries olive-yellow towards the tips; tail green above, bluish below; feathers of crown ashy-whitish edged with brown, more pronounced on hind neck; sides of head whitish, the ear-coverts, hind cheeks, and sides of neck with brown edges to the feathers; throat not at all or very slightly streaked; feathers of fore-neck and breast whitish broadly edged with brown; sides of breast, flanks, thighs, and under tail-coverts pale emerald-green with darker edges to the feathers; under wing-coverts yellowish-white edged with brown; flights below dark brown, yellowish along inner web; bill horn-yellow; feet feebly yellow, base of claws dusky brown; irides deep brown and reddish-brown; orbital ring deep yellow. Female with a broader bill. Hab., “Himalayas to Assam and the Burmese countries, and reoccurring in Java.” (Shelley.)

All that Jerdon tells us about this Barbet is that “its voice is very loud,” but in Hume’s “Nests and Eggs of Indian Birds,” Vol. II., pp. 322, 325, and 324, we read: “Franklin’s Green Barbet breeds in richly-wooded, well-watered districts, especially in the neighbourhood of hilly ground or hills, finding its way up into the valleys of the lower regions of Nepal. It begins to lay about April, and the young are ready to fly by June or July. It excavates a deep hole, some 16in. in depth, in the trunk of some decayed tree, and lays three or four pure white eggs, which are figured as broad ovals, considerably pointed towards one end, and measuring 1.3in. by 0.98in.”

Major C. T. Bingham informs us that in Tenasserim “this Barbet was excessively common, but I succeeded in finding only two nests, one on March 25, and the other on April 13. This latter contained four young ones barely fledged. Out of the former, which was a mere hole leading to a shallow hollow in a dried bough of a teak-tree, which, having been cut down years ago, lay propped in a slanting position against a neighbour, I took three fresh eggs, which I found lying on the bare wood. The entrance-hole was irregular and evidently not a recently cut one.”

“Some eggs are rather elongated ovals, the shells fine, smooth, and rather fragile, but with scarcely any appreciable gloss. Other eggs are regular ovals, sometimes having a pyriform or even slightly cylindrical tendency; pure white and fairly, but not conspicuously, glossy.”

“An egg of this species, sent me from Sylhet by Mr. Cripps, measures 1.25 by 0.95. Other eggs measure from 1.16 to 1.38 in length, by 0.83 to 0.91 in breadth.”

This species reached the London Zoological Gardens in 1877; in 1881 Jamrach imported it, as also in 1894, and in about 1896 or 1897 it appears to have arrived at the Berlin Gardens.

**SMALL GREEN BARBET (Cyanops viridis),**

Above grass-green, primaries blackish internally, yellowish towards tips of outer webs; inner secondaries bluish; head, hind neck and under-surface ashy-whitish with pale brown edges to the feathers, darker on head, throat, and breast; hind neck slightly greenerish and distinctly streaked with brown; sides and flanks bright green with darker edges; thighs and under tail-coverts uniform green; under wing-coverts yellowish-buff; flights below dusky, yellowish along inner webs; bill pale brown, darker at tip of upper mandible; feet greenerish-lead; irides dark brown. Female smaller than male. Hab., Southern India.

Jerdon says (“Birds of India,” Vol. I., p. 312): “This is the common Green Barbet of the Malabar
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coast, extending up the Neighboury, where very common in the dense woods, and along the Malabar Ghats as far as N.L. 14 deg. Its voice is not quite so loud as that of the last species (M. caniceps). Its flight is, like that of the others of this genus, tolerably rapid, direct, and slightly undulating. It perches generally on the higher branches of trees. I have frequently heard both this and the last species calling by moonlight, and have always found fruit in its stomach.

I think the following note of the M. ceylonica of Ceylon that I noted carefully, although it ate fruit greedily, it would yet eat raw meat, and devoured several little Amadinias kept in an aviary with it. This is quite in conformity with what has been remarked of the South American Toucans in captivity. Mr. Bennet describes in full detail the dispatching of an unlucky Goldfinch by a caged Toucan. All of the species build in holes of trees, laying three or four shining white eggs."

Hume ("Nests and Eggs," Second Edition, Vol. II., pp. 325, 326, 328) says: "I have never taken the eggs of the Small Green Barbet; but Mr. Davison tells me that it breeds very commonly on the Nilgiris, in the trunk or larger branches of dry and partially decayed trees. Dr. Jordens seems to question their excavating their own nests; but of this there can be no doubt, as I have repeatedly seen them at work. The holes vary considerably, both with regard to the depth of the entrance-tube, if it may be so called, and also with regard to the depth of the egg-chamber. The hole is shaped something like a retort with a very short neck. The eggs are pure white, rather glossy, and generally nearly as thick at the smaller as at the larger end, but in this, as well as in size, they vary very considerably. The normal number of eggs is, I should say, four, but very often only three are laid, while occasionally even five are found. Nothing is used to line the hole, the eggs being merely laid on a few chips of decayed wood. The bird appears rather to sit on than on her eggs, as she may be seen for hours together with her head sticking out of the hole. Breeds in March, April, and May, and sometimes continues laying even as late as the first or second week in June."

"The eggs of this species, sent me from the Nilgiris by Miss Cockburn and Mr. Davison, are dull rather yellowish, or less brownish. They vary in length from 1.07 to 1.22 inch, and in breadth from 0.75 to 0.96 inch; but they average 1.13 by 0.86 inch."

Russ states that, so far as he knows, this species has only once been imported alive, by G. Bosz, of Cologne, who sent it to him for identification; nevertheless, a common South Indian bird might appear in the English market any day.

CRIMSON-BREASTED BARBET (Xantholeuca hamatocephala).

Above yellowish olive-green, many of the feathers with yellow edges, lesser and outer median and greater wing-coverts grey-green, barred brownish, primary-coverts, and flight blackish internally; primaries yellowish towards tips of outer webs; a broad scarlet frontal band succeeded by a band of black; occiput, nape, and hind-neck washed with bluish; sides of head black; a narrow eyebrow streak and a broad streak below the eye bright sulphur-yellow; hinder cheeks and back of each eye-slit bright sulphur-yellow, varied behind with black; sides of neck green, washed with bluish-grey; fore-neck bright scarlet, shaded at back with golden yellow; rest of under surface pale yellow, whitish in the centre, and streaked with green on sides, flanks, and under tail-coverts; edge of wing green; flights below dusky, yellowish along inner edge; bill dark horn slate-colour, paler at base; feet deep coral pink; iris dark brown; with a pale or pearl-grey outer circle. Female smaller and slightly duller than the male. Hab., Ceylon and India, eastward to Burma, and through Malaysia to Sumatra and the Philippines.

Jerdon observes ("Birds of India," Vol. I., p. 516): "It is very common wherever there is a sufficiency of trees, and sitting on open spaces in the jungles, groves of trees, avenues, colonnades, etc. It is not found near towns, and approaching close to houses, and not infrequently perching on the house-top. As far as I have observed, it does not climb like the Woodpeckers, but hops about the branches like other perching birds. The Rev. Mr. Philpotts, indeed, as quoted by Horsfield, states that it runs up and down the tree like a Woodpecker, and other observers have asserted it climbs to its hole; but I confess that I have never seen this, and Mr. Blyth is most decidedly of opinion that the Barbets never climb. This naturalist found that one which he kept alive would take insects into its mouth and munch them, but swallowed none of them, and forsook them immediately when fruit was offered. Its chief food is fruit of various kinds, sometimes perhaps insects. It utter a remarkably loud note, which sounds like look-look-tuck; and this it generally utters when seated on the top of some tree, nodding its head at each call, first to one side, then to another. Sundevall states that it is like a rather low note on the flute, from the lower G to the second E. This sound, and the motion of its head accompanying it, have given origin to the name of 'Coppersmith,' by which it is known both among natives and Europeans. The sound often appears to come from a different direction to that from which it does really proceed; and this appears to me to depend on the direction of the bird's head when uttering the call. Mr. Philpotts accounts for it by saying that it alters the intensity of its call. Sundevall remarks that 'the same individual always utters the same note, but that two are seldom heard to make it exactly alike. When, therefore, two or more birds are sitting near each other, a not unpleasant music arises from the alternation of the notes, each sounding like the tone of a series of bells.' It breeds in holes in trees, laying two (or more) white eggs. A pair bred in my garden at Sangor, in the cross-beam of a winery. The entrance was from the under side of the upper beam, and the nest had been used for several years, and the bird had gone on lengthening the cavity inside year by year till the distance from the original entrance was four or five feet; and it had then made another entrance, also from below, about 2½ feet from the nest. I quite recently observed a nest of this bird in a hole of a decayed branch of a tree, close to a house in a large thoroughfare in Calcutta."

Hume says ("Nests and Eggs," Vol. II., pp. 329, 330, 332): "I have always found the nest of the Coppersmith, or, as Jerdon pleases to call it, the Crimson-breasted Barbet, in March, April, or May; but in Central and Southern India it begins, I believe, to lay earlier. Sometimes it fixes upon a branch, hollow from end to end, and with a wide natural aperture, but in these cases it generally cuts a new entrance, nearer to the bottom of the cavity, some 2½ in. in diameter, and always, I think, on the underside of the bough. As a rule, however, like others of the family, these Barbets seem to be able to find out branches that are decayed internally, although externally to the human eye exhibiting no signs of this, and into such, through the harder external shell of the branch, they cut a perfectly circular
hole with the edges neatly bevelled off inside and out. The eggs are at the bottom of the cavity into which they have thus bored (and which they smoothen a good deal interiorly), often a couple of feet below the door, and laid merely on the chips produced in the course of the work.

The normal number of the eggs is four, but I have not unfrequently found only three hard-set ones or newly-fledged young birds.

"The hole varies in length from 1ft. to 4ft. or 5ft., and the diameter of the chamber, when, as sometimes happens, this is cut entirely by themselves in sound

though soft wood, scarcely exceeds 4in. The birds often use the same hole year after year, but generally lengthen it each season."

"The long, narrow, pure white egg of this species, whose fragile shell has rarely much, and is often devoid of all, gloss, reminds one much of those of our Common Indian Swift (O. affinis). Typically the eggs are almost cylindrical, tapering somewhat towards one end, but the ends themselves are broad and obtuse, and no tendency to point is observable; they vary, however, much in size, and within certain limits in shape also. Here and there a tolerably perfect oval may be met with, and a slightly pyriform variety is occasionally obtained. When fresh and unblown, like so many eggs of this type, they have a delicate pink blush." 

"In length they vary from 0.97 to 1.07 inch, and in breadth from 0.62 to 0.72 inch; but the average of a very large series is 0.99 by 0.69 inch."

This Barbet was added to the collection at the London Zoological Society's Gardens in 1901. Being a common and familiar Indian bird, there is no reason why it should not be freely imported.

**Purple Barbet (Trachyphonus purpuratus).**

Glossy black, with blue-black edges to the feathers; lesser wing-coverts wholly white, or with broad black tips; upper tail-coverts narrowly edged with sulphur yellow; a small white spot at end of outer tail-feathers; forehead and eyebrow lake-red, extending to sides of neck; throat streaked with pinkish-grey; a broad crimson pectoral band; remainder of under-surface bright yellow, excepting at the sides, thighs, and under tail-coverts, which are black with ovate yellow spots at tips of feathers; under wing-coverts white, dusky at base; flights below blackish externally, ashy-brown internally; bill yellow; feet blackish-green; irides reddish-brown; naked orbital region bright yellow. Female with the bill much shorter and broader than in the male. Hab., "West Africa from the Cameroons to Gaboon." (Shelley.)

G. I. Bates (The Ibis, 1904, p. 91) says that he found what he took to be the gristy part of slugs in the stomachs of this species. This is all I have come across respecting the wild life of the bird, but it is probable that it feeds, like other species of its genus, upon fruits, berries, leaves, and insects, that it utters its notes from a dead branch or bush, and it is certain that it must nest in a hole in the branch of a tree and lay white eggs.

An example of this species was purchased for the London Zoological Gardens in July, 1884. It is not mentioned by Russ in his "Fremdländischen Stubenvögel." In The Avicultural Magazine for October, 1909, Major Horsbrugh published an account, illustrated by a coloured plate, of Levallant's Barbet (T. cafer), of which he brought home two specimens.

**TOURACOUS.**

It would seem that the Hoatzin (Opisthocomus) is the nearest relative to the Touracous, which are also believed to be related to the Ochokoos and Cocks. Huxley considered the Hoatzin to approach more nearly to the gallinaceous birds and pigeons than anything else; but, in some respects, he recognised an approach to the Touracous. Garrod decided that the ancestor of the Hoatzin branched off from the parent stem shortly before the true Gallinae first appeared, and about simultaneously with the independent pedigree of the Cuculidae and Musophagidae.

The Touracous are fairly large brightly-coloured fruit-eating birds, confined to the Ethiopian Region; they are arboreal in their habits, but can run rapidly upon...
the earth; they nest on a platform built of sticks or twigs, upon which they lay two to three, or even "five," pure white, greenish, or bluish-white eggs.* Their flight is easy and graceful, but probably not sustained.

These birds have short stout bills, usually prominent crests; short and rounded wings, and a long rounded tail, consisting of ten feathers; the feet are short in the shank, and the toes are semi-zygodactyle, the outer toe being capable of movement both backwards and forwards.

One interesting peculiarity of these birds seems to me to be a conclusive answer to those who assert that a feather when once perfected is incapable of change, since the crimson colouring in the feathers of Touracous is soluble in water, leaving the webs pale and washed out in appearance; nevertheless after the feathers have become dry the pigment is gradually replaced. This pigment, which has been called "Turacin," has been proved to contain copper.†

It has been asserted that the Touracous do not differ sexually, and so far as plumage goes this statement is tolerably correct, but a comparison of the beaks of the two sexes shows that the male invariably has a decidedly longer and narrower beak than the female.

Mrs. Johnstone fed her Touracous upon cut-up banana, soaked biscuit squeezed dry, sweet-water grapes, and mealworms, caterpillars, including silkworms, and later bread and milk, not made sloppy. As she was successful in breeding with these birds we may take it that this food is satisfactory.

**Senegal Touraco (Turacus persa).**

Back, body of wing, and tail glossy violet; flights, except the outer one, bright crimson, with black edges and shafts; head, neck, front and centre of chest grass-green; bare ocular patch scarlet, with a band of white feathers in front and below, which is divided on the cheek by a black patch; rest of body below black with a violet shade; under wing-coverts dark brown, partly washed with green; flights below as above; bill deep olive, yellowish on edges; feet black; irides hazel. Female apparently larger, and with shorter, stouter bill. Hab., West Africa, from Senegambia to the Congo.

All we know about the wild life of this species is that it probably corresponds with that of its allies. It is rare in the market, but the London Zoological Society has received a good many examples; the first specimen exhibited in their Gardens having been presented as long ago as 1858. Russ evidently confounds it with some southern species, so that it seems doubtful whether the species received at Amsterdam in 1851, those owned by Baron von Cromely in 1834, etc., were really this species, though it is extremely probable that they were.

**Buffon's Touraco (Turacus buffoni).**

Differs from *T. persa* in having a broad jet-black band below the eye and no white band beneath it, but sometimes a narrow white line. Female with a noticeably shorter bill. Hab., "West Africa from the Congo to Senegal." (Shelley.)

Mr. R. Kemp, in an article on the "Birds of Southern Sierra Leone (The Ibis, 1893, p. 226) says: "Irides dark hazel; bill dull blood-red; orbit scarlet; feet and claws black. This Touraco probably breeds in May and June, as a hen obtained in the latter month contained in its ovary an almost fully-developed egg."

Captain Shelley ("Catalogue of Birds," Vol. XIX., p. 439) throws some doubt upon the validity of this species; but if his account of the soft parts in *T. persa* is correct, there should be no difficulty in distinguishing the living birds from each other.

*T. persa*     *T. buffoni.*

Bill deep olive, yellowish Bill dull blood-red.

on edges.

Feet black. Feet black.

Irides hazel. Irides dark hazel.

Orbital ring scarlet. Orbital ring scarlet.

The totally different colouring of the bill should be amply sufficient to indicate at least a right to sub-specific rank for *T. buffoni.* It first reached the London Zoological Gardens in 1858, since which time specimens have been occasionally received up to 1892 at least, as also in the Berlin Gardens.

**Schalow's Touraco (Turacus schalowi).**

Back and body of wing glossy green partially shaded with blue; flights crimson and black as usual; tail violet; head, neck, and chest grass-green; feathers of crest and nape tipped with white; bare orbital skin bright red, bordered in front by a white band from the lores and below by black feathers expanded into a patch across the cheek; behind the latter a second white band extends to beyond the ear-coverts; lower breast and remainder of under parts dusky slate-colour washed with glossy green; bill orange; feet black; irides brown. Female not differentiated, but doubtless with shorter and stouter bill. Hab., "Moosambique and Benguela to the western shores of Lake Tanganyika." (Shelley); German E. Africa (Neumann).

In Layard's "Birds of South Africa," p. 143, we read: "This beautiful species was first discovered by the Zambesi Exploring Expedition." "It likewise occurs in South-Western Africa, where Monteiro discovered it in Benguela. He gives the following notes concerning it: "They are sometimes brought to Benguela for sale by the negroes from Bibé. Appears to be much rarer than the *C. erythrolophus.* I have seen both pretty abundantly to the interior of Novo Redondo."

The Zoological Society of London acquired this bird by presentation in 1899, and it was still living in 1901.

**Livingstone's Touraco (Turacus livigtonii).**

Diffrs from the preceding in its shorter crest and greener tail. Hab., "East Africa from the Ugogo to the Zambesi." (Shelley); Zululand (Woodward).

In the Museum there are sexed examples from Nyassaland, in which the male is more golden-green on the mantle and wings than the female; the feathers of the mantle fringed with gold instead of blue. Oddly enough, in a paper on birds collected in Nyassaland (*The Ibis*, 1895, p. 9), Captain Shelley says: "Twelve specimens of both sexes, showing that they are perfectly alike in plumage."

Messrs. R. B. and J. D. S. Woodward (*The Ibis*, 1898, p. 225) say: "We were repaid for our trouble in coming here, as we obtained some very interesting birds, one of which was Livingstone's Plantain-eater (*Turacus livingstonii*), the finest of the three South African Louries. We knew it to be an unusual species by its cry before we shot it; it much resembles *Turacus persa,* but has a taller and more conic crest."

According to Lieut.-Col. W. H. Manning, the native

* Five is a number given by Dr. Stark, but must, I think, be an error; two is certainly the usual number of eggs laid.
† The green plumage contains iron, but not copper.
SENEGAL TOURACO.
name of the Touraco in Nyassaland is “Ngatuwalu.”
(See The Ibis, 1901, p. 592.)

Mr. C. F. M. Swnynerton (The Ibis, 1907, pp. 293, 294) says: “This lovely bird is the common Touraco of Chirinda, and is also found in the wooded kloofs and forest-patches of other portions of the district. Its call is a bold crowing ‘kurrur kurrur-kurrur,’ several times repeated—harsh, no doubt, but to my mind exhilarating and by no means unpleasant, which may be heard at all times of the day, but particularly towards evening, and to a somewhat lesser extent in the early morning. It is a somewhat unsociable bird, usually going about in pairs, though sometimes, particularly at the close of the breeding season, as many as four or five individuals—a family party, probably—may be found about one spot, answering one another or crowing in chorus. Again, it is not unusual to see large numbers—a dozen or so—feeding together on the ripe fruit of some large forest-tree; but these merely collect for a common purpose, and, when satisfied, disperse singly or in pairs. In October, 1901, two young birds, just getting their wing-quills, were brought to me: the nest, which I subsequently saw, was a rough flat structure of small sticks, placed about 12ft. from the ground in a small tree standing beside a stream in a kloof. One of these birds, when commencing to fly, abruptly ended its career in a box-wood, and was killed; the other lived for two and a half years, becoming extremely tame and a most charming pet. On one occasion it was taken in the net, presumably by a wild cat, the aviary being in bad repair, and feathers and blood on the ground indicated that I should not see it again. What was my surprise later in the day to find Mr. Gwala-gwala on his accustomed perch, minus his tail and a good many other feathers, and somewhat cut about the hinder parts, but as jaunty as ever, having returned of his own accord. I fed the bird chiefly on bananas, but when fruit was scarce it would eat mealie-meal porridge fairly readily, and appeared to thrive on it. Though taking no notice of other birds placed in the same cage while it was still young, I have little doubt that later it would have proved aggressive, for it had already, at the age of two years and a half, being a purple-feathered Touraco, not long before its death, it puffed out its velvety back-feathers, spread its wings and tail, and, leaning forward, crowded several times and attempted to attack them through the bars. It was very fond of water, bathing, in hot weather, several times a day—merely, however, splashing the water over itself a few times and then at once making for a sunny perch, where it drooped its wings and spread out its tail and rump feathers to dry. According to the natives, the eggs of this species are always two in number and pure white. In my tame bird, and in all others which I have examined, the bill and eyelids have been carmine. The length of this bird in the flesh is from 17in. to 18in. The stomachs examined contained wild figs and other fruits, whole or nearly so; I found three-fourths of a wild fig, 1.25 inch in diameter, in one of them.

In The Ibis for 1908, p. 416, the same observer gives its Singuni name as “Igwalagwala” and its Chindas name as “Ihurukuru.” He says: “I have noticed that these Touracos call most in the morning and evening, particularly the latter. One individual will start the loud quick ‘kâ-ka-kâ-ka!’ note, half a dozen others will join in, and finally all will end up with a regular chorus of the crowing note—really quite deafening when close at hand.”

Two examples of these Touracos were presented to the London Zoological Gardens in 1894; it has also been represented in the Amsterdam Gardens.

**White-crested Touraco** (*Tauracus corythaix*).

Differing from *T. livingstonii* in its shorter and more rounded crest; the back and wings with blue-washed edges to the feathers, the tail bluer; bill orange-brown; feet black; irides brown. Female not differentiated. HAB. South Africa, from the Zambesi and Natal to Natal and the Cape Colony. Messrs. Stark and Sclater (“Birds of South Africa,” Vol. III., pp. 215, 216) publish the following notes on this species: “This bird, known as the Touraco or Plantain-eater in Europe, as the Lourie in South Africa, is entirely confined to forest districts, where it frequents high trees, seldom descending except during rainy weather; its flight is very light and graceful as it glides from bush to bush, feeding on wild figs and other forest fruits; the old birds are usually seen in pairs, the younger ones in small parties.

The cry is a loud croaking sound, uttered in early morning and at sundown. At this time they are easily traced, but during the day, when they are silent, it is very difficult to find them. The nest is built like that of a pigeon, of sticks laid horizontally in the centre of a thick bush usually about 10ft. above the ground, and is of the size of a dinner plate; the eggs, five in number, are pure white and of about the same size as those of a tame pigeon, according to Ricket, who found a nest near East London on Jan. 27.

Perhaps the most interesting peculiarities about this bird (which it shares with most of the other members of the family) is the presence of a peculiar red pigment on the wing-feathers, named by Professor Church (“Phil. Trans.”, Vol. CLIX., pp. 627-636, 1870; and Vol. CLXXXIII A, p. 511, 1885), Turacin.

This pigment is soluble to a certain extent in water and exceedingly so in a soapy (i.e., alkaline) solution, and it has been observed by Verreaux and many others since, that during heavy rains these birds descend from the higher branches of the trees and seek shelter in the lower and thicker undergrowth to avoid the wet, but that notwithstanding this their plumage often becomes so saturated with moisture that they are quite unable to fly, and they can then be caught with the hand. At this time the greater part of the red colouring matter of the wings has become washed out. The same effect can be produced artificially by rubbing the feathers with soapy water, when the colour can be reduced to a dull white or grey colour. The bird, moreover, has the power of renewing the turacin of the wings, and very shortly after the plumage becomes dry the colour is as brilliant as ever.

“Turacin was carefully analysed by Professor Church, and was found to contain, in addition to the usual carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen, about 7 per cent. of copper, a substance not usually found in organic compounds and never in such large quantities. Many suggestions have been put forward as to whence the bird derives this metal, but it is probable that the presence of small quantities of it in plantains, bananas, and other fruits on which these birds feed is sufficient to account for the matter without having recourse to suppositions about their swallowing grains of malachite and other copper ores, as has been suggested.”

Messrs. Alwin Haagner and Robert H. Ivy (“Sketches of South African Bird Life,” p. 108) say that “the nest of this bird is situated from 6 feet to 16 feet above the ground,” and that it “usually lays two eggs of a pure white colour, and rounded oval in shape.” Their account is illustrated by an excellent photograph of the nest in situ, with the two eggs and bird.

The Messrs. Woodward, in their article on the “Birds of St. Lucia Lake, Zululand (The Ibis, 1900, pp. 519,
520), say: "These Touracous are common here, their hoarse croaking being constantly heard in the thick bush. The nest is built in the top of a tree, and is not often found. It is made of sticks, and the eggs are white. We noticed that the birds shot after rain had lost much of the brilliancy of the carmine colour of the wing-feathers, but apparently the colour returns after the weather gets dry again."

In The Ibis for 1904, p. 107, Mr. G. C. Shortridge says of a male bird: "Iris hazel; bill red; legs black. In the stomach, berries." And of a female: "Iris dark brown. In the stomach, wild figs." It would be interesting to ascertain whether this is a constant sexual difference, since we know that in many Parrots the colouring of the iris differs sexually. This species was first purchased for the London Zoological Gardens in May, 1870, since when the Society has acquired several other specimens; it has also got into private hands, and in The Avicultural Magazine, Second Series, Vol. VI., pp. 297, 298, the Rev. Hubert D. Astley, who secured four examples in 1871, has published an account illustrated by the plate from Messrs. Haagner and Prinsep of London. Astley writes to me that Shortridge says that he feeds his birds on "boiled rice, potato and carrot, with strawberries, cherries, grapes, banana, and sometimes melon."

Great-billed, or Fraser's, Touracou (Turacus macrophorus). Above, mantle, body of wing, and upper tail-coverts glossy violet-blue, varied with metallic green; flights, as usual, crimson and black; lower back blacker and less glossy than the mantle; tail glossy greenish violaceous, more greenish than the mantle; head, neck, and front of chest greenish-yellow, which shades into blood-red on the terminal half of the crest and the back of neck, but the longer crest-feathers almost deepening to black; feathers of hind-crest and nape white-tipped; naked orbital patch red, bounded in front by a broad white band extending to the bill, and below by a small patch of black feathers on the cheek; behind the latter a broad white band extending to below the ear-coverts; back of chest and remainder of under parts dusky black, partly glossed with green; bill orange, olivaceous towards the nostrils; feet black; iris brown. Female apparently slightly larger than the male, and doubtless with a stouter bill. Hab., "East Africa south of the Equator, between Kilimanjaro and Zanzibar." (Shelley.)

Captain B. Alexander says (The Ibis, 1908, p. 502): "In the adult male the upper mandible is yellow, orange at the lower part of the base, the lower mandible red, the iris bluish-black; the eyelids are coral, and the legs and feet black." Russ says: "It is but rarely imported alive. It first arrived at the Zoological Gardens of Amsterdam in the year 1864, and in the years 1865 and 1866 it came to the Berlin Gardens." He says nothing about the London Gardens, which also received it in the same year. The latter again subsequently—certainly up to 1890, if not later.

In The Avicultural Magazine, Second Series, Vol. III., pp. 26-29, Mrs. Johnstone published an interesting account of the nesting of this species in her aviaries. Unhappily, on this occasion the single young one hatched was not reared; it, however, afforded the material for the drawing in the Proceedings of the young Touracou by Mr. W. P. Pyrcraft (t. c. pp. 55-63). Undeterred by her lack of success in 1904, Mrs. Johnstone put up the birds again in the following year, and in The Magazine for 1906-7 (Vol. V., pp. 87-90) she has given a full account of the successful nesting of this species in an outdoor aviary. One young one was reared.

From what Mrs. Johnstone says, there can be little doubt that the Touracous in their wild state must, to some extent, feed upon insects as well as fruit, like other frugivorous birds.

Red-crested Touracou (Turacus erythrophthalmus). Above with mantle and metallic part of wings golden green; back dull blue, partly glossed with golden green; upper tail-coverts and tail purplish-blue; upper part of head and nape blood-red, darkest at ends of malar feathers; longer feathers of crest white-tipped; sides of head and chin white, shading into grass-green on throat, neck, and front of chest; remainder of body dull slate colour slightly glossed with green; bill yellow, olive-cous towards nostrils; feet black; irides brown; bare orbital ring probably red. Female not differentiated, but doubtless with a broader bill. Hab., West Africa, from Sierra Leone to Angola.

Monier met with this species "pretty abundantly to the interior of Novo Redondo" (vide Sharpe and Layard, "Birds of S. Africa," p. 143). According to Russ, this species rarely appears in the German bird market. It reached the London Zoological Gardens in 1878, and those of Amsterdam in 1887.

Purple-crested Touracou (Gallirex purpureolophus). Above with mantle and wing-coverts blue, changing to green towards neck and on breast; remainder of metallic part of wings, upper tail-coverts, and tail greenish-blue; primaries crimson and black, as in Turacus; remainder of back dull greenish-blue; forehead, sides of head, lores, chin, and upper neck metallic green; changing to glossy violaceous blue on crest and nape; remainder of under surface smoky ash, deeper and partly glossed with green on under tail-coverts; bill and feet black; eyelids scarlet; irides dark brown. Female not differentiated. Hab., "South Africa, from the Zambesi through Natal to the Knyasa in Cape Colony." (Shelley.)

Messrs. Stark and Solater say ("Birds of South Africa," Vol. III., pp. 218, 219): "The Purple Lourie is common in the dense bush along the sea coast of Natal, but retreats inland for about fifteen miles, according to Ayres, in the spring, returning during the summer, autumn, and winter, to the coast. Several birds are often to be seen together, hopping and climbing about among the branches of the larger trees, and playing antics with one another, depressing and expanding their tails and displaying the rich crimson on the sides of their wings. They have a loud and harsh voice, compared by Shelley to the name often applied to them, 'Tourakoo,' generally heard at early morning and in the evening. The food consists of hard, nutty berries and small fruits, which are swallowed whole."

Mr. C. F. M. Swynnerton (The Ibis, 1907, pp. 294-298) publishes the following valuable notes on this species: "This is the Touracou of the open woods, and is particularly fond of the large trees and clumps of dense bush growing on ant-heaps; it may often be seen flying from clump to clump, and traversing each with three or four long hops before proceeding to the next. I have never found it in the forest. It is a bold and strikingly-coloured bird, but quite lacks the grace and soft beauty of the preceding species (Livingstone's Touracou). Two young birds were brought to me by a native in February, 1905; he stated that the nest was placed in a bush, ten or twelve feet from the ground, and resembled that of a Dove, and that two was the usual number of the clutch. One of these fledglings has survived, having been kept till recently in a large aviary with a number of other birds, towards which, however,
FOREIGN BIRDS FOR CAGE AND AVIARY.

GREEN-NECKED TOURAUCO (Gallirex chlorochlamys).

Diffsers from the preceding species in the uniform colouring of the grass-green portions of the plumage, which show no trace of pink shading; it is also a trifle smaller. Hab., Eastern Africa north of the Zambezi and extending to Abyssinia.

According to Mr. F. J. Jackson (The Ibis, 1892, p. 513), the bill and feet black and the eyelids coral-red, so that in its soft parts this form does not appear to differ from the Abyssinian.

According to Fischer, "at Māurui at the Pangani it inhabits the densest portions of the forest on the banks in flights of from four to twelve individuals; they exhibited a very lively, restless demeanour, hopping from twig to twig and chasing one another without intermission in the tops of the trees, sometimes depressing, sometimes erecting their crests, and uttering a short growing note which sounded like 'koro.'"

According to Dr. Böhm, "this species keeps chiefly to the thickest of trees smothered with luxuriant parasitic climbers, but betrays itself here by its loud voice, which may be rendered by the deep and rapidly- jerked-out syllables, ku-kuluck, ku-kuluck, ku, ku, ku, ku. It stays nowhere long, flutters much more up and down, flings actively with its tail, shakes itself, erects and droops the feathers on its head. The flight is rapid, easy, and gliding. The birds are shy, and as soon as they think they are being followed, endeavour to glide away into the nearest thicket as easily and imperceptibly as possible." (cf. Russ "Die Fremdländischen Stubenvögel, Vol. II., p. 678).

In 1899 a specimen of this bird was presented to the London Zoological Gardens by Miss Dolly Kirk; three years later a second, from British East Africa, was presented, and in 1894 two more from British Central Africa. In 1895 the Berlin Gardens secured an example, and Mr. Meusel observed that when the bird washed the wing-feathers lost their colouring and the water became greenish.

VIOLEACEOUS TOURAUCO (Musophaga violacea).

General colour glossy violaceous blue, duller and darker on lower back, abdomen, thighs, under tail and wing coverts; flights coloured crimson and black, much as in Turua; crown and nape crimson, the feathers sharply pointed and somewhat longer, or else a blacker, and to bill scarlet; beneath the posterior half of the latter a white band extends under the ear-coverts; lower throat and fore-chest glossed with green; bill orange-red (or chrome-yellow), fading to yellow on anterior half of upper mandible; feet black; irides brown, Female not differentiated. Hab., West Africa from the Cameroons to Senegambia.

Ussher met with this species in small companies, but Reichenow says that in the marshy lands of the Cameron river be only observed it singly or in pairs. They affected low, dense scrub on the borders of the forest rather than high trees. They keep hidden away, and I have never heard a sound from them. They merit the name of Pisang or Banana-eater as little as the other members of the family, indeed not one of them feeds upon fruits of that kind." (cf. Russ, "Die Fremdländischen Stubenvögel, Vol. II., p. 669.)

Capt. B. Alexander (The Ibis, 1902, p. 362) says: "This species haunts the vicinity of streams and is generally observed in pairs. The male in the nesting season, which is in April, utters a turkey-like gobble."

First exhibited at the London Zoological Gardens in 1863, since which time many examples have found a home there, the last recorded in the ninth edition of...
the list being two specimens purchased in 1891. It reached the Amsterdam Gardens in 1852, and those of Berlin in 1853, since when it has come to hand from time to time.

**Variegated Toucan (Schizorhitis africana).**

Above with back of neck, mantle, and wing-coverts ashy-grey, the feathers mostly with dark brown shaft-stripes expanding into subterminal spots; bastard wing, outer greater coverts, and flights black; primaries with their inner webs largely white towards base; back and upper tail-coverts browner than mantle, with dark brown shaft-stripes; tail black, passing into ashy-brown on greater part of central feathers and towards base of approximate feathers; head, including chin and throat, dark brown mottled with white on front of crown and sides; crest-feathers with narrow white edges; feathers at back of throat white-edged; remainder of under parts white with narrow dark brown shaft-stripes; bill yellow; feet and tarsi dark brown. Female slightly smaller, and doubtless with broader bill. Hab., "West Africa, from the Niger to Senegambia, and inland to Stanley Pool on the Congo." (Shelley.)

Captain B. Alexander says (The Ibis, 1902, p. 368): "This species inhabits open, tree-grown country, and is generally found in pairs. It always selects the topmost boughs of a tree on which to alight."

The London Zoological Society first secured this bird in 1853, in 1866 they purchased a second, and in 1875 they received two in exchange. Rusd does not say whether it has appeared in any of the Continental gardens, but observes, "It rarely comes into our market."

This brings me to the end of the Picanian birds, next to which we have to consider the popular Psittacine forms; not that I personally take especial delight in them—on the contrary, I would rather take up the study of almost any other group of cage-birds; they are such risky creatures to handle, and in many cases so treacherous and vindictive that they do not appeal to me. Of course, there are exceptions, and for their sake I would not condemn the whole order; besides, even if the gaudy colouring of Parrots is sometimes inartistic and even vulgar, the capacity which many possess of learning to talk renders them amusing pets.

CHAPTER VIII.

**ORDER III.—PSITTACI.**

These birds are generally admitted to be allied to the Birds of Prey, to which the great, strongly-hooked upper mandible and basal cere give them some resemblance; certainly the taste which the Kea has acquired for fat torn from the kidneys of living sheep seems to point to a predatory instinct inherited from some Hawk-like ancestor. I remember my friend Mr. F. W. Frohawk, who possessed one of these birds for a considerable time, saying that it seemed more like a Buzzard than a Parrot. In their scamperish habits, zygoculacyte feet, usually arboreal life, and gaudy colours, their habit of nestling in holes and laying white eggs, they seem to show relationship to some of the Picarian groups, while the dilatation of the oesophagus, which secretes a milky fluid, reminds one of the Columbae. The highly-developed brain, which led some naturalists to regard them as having a claim to be placed at the head of the birds, the large, fleshy tongue and the conformation of the larynx, which render mimicry of the human voice and many other sounds easy to these birds, and the movable upper mandible, represent a combination of characters distinguishing the Parrots from all other orders. If you soften a Parrot's skull and raise the upper mandible, you will see a beautiful mechanism at work—a sort of piston-rod moving backwards and forwards in relation to the position of the mandible.

Most of the species lay in holes in trees, very few making any nest; the eggs are white, like those of Doves; the young are born naked, and are fed from the crop.

Count Salvadori divides the Parrots into six families:
1. Nestoridae, represented by the Ka-ka Parrots, very ugly and rarely imported birds, with long and fairly slender beaks; the family consists of one genus, and is confined to the New Zealand sub-region.
2. Loriidae, including the Lories and Lorikeets, occurring in Australia and Polynesia.
3. Cyclopsittacidae, a group of Lorikeets confined to the Austro-Malayan sub-region.
4. Ocacutidae, or Cockatoos and Cockatiels, extending over the Australian region and the Philippine Islands.
5. Psittacidae, occurring over a very extensive area both of the Old and New Worlds, and including the Macaws, Conures, Parrakeets, true Parrots, and Love-birds.
6. Stringopidae, containing the singular Night Parrot of New Zealand.

In captivity the parrots require different treatment according to the group to which they belong; their food in a wild state differs so greatly that to attempt to provide a general food for the whole Order is just as hopeless and absurd as it would be to make up a mixture for the universal diet of the whole of the Mammals. In these birds, therefore, I shall deal with the question of food under each group separately.

**KA-KAS (Nestor notabilis).**

In these birds the beak is long and comparatively slender with grooved culmen, the hook almost smooth below or very slightly ridged longitudinally; the lower mandible extended, without the usual angle or abrupt curve, but with an almost straight curvature towards the tip; tongue fringed.

The sexes differ in the size and outline of their beaks. In captivity these birds should be fed, according to Frohawk, upon carrots, swedes, potato, any kind of fruit, dog-biscuit, nuts, honey, either raw or cooked (which it greatly enjoyed); "it also caught, skimmed, and ate mice; in fact, anything seemed to suit it."

**KEA or Mountain Ka-Ka (Nestor notabilis).**

Dull olive-green with black edges to the feathers; flights dusky-brown; outer web of primaries bluish; inner web dentated with lemon-yellow; outer web of secondaries greenish-blue, inner web dentated with orange-red; rump and upper wing-coverts washed towards tips with orange-red; tail bluish-olive, belted near extremity with blackish-brown; inner webs of feathers dentated with bright lemon-yellow; ear-coverts dusky; under-wing-coverts and axillaries orange-red; bill greyish-brown; feet yellowish-olive; irides black. Female duller and with broader dusky borders to the feathers. Hab., South Island, New Zealand.

This species was discovered in 1856 by Mr. Walter Mantell in the higher mountain ranges of the South Island. In its wild state it feeds upon fruits, seeds, and
the larvae of wood-boring insects, but it also eats carrion, and has developed, within comparatively recent times, the objectionable practice, when driven by hunger during the winter, of attacking sheep, tearing them open so as to get at the fat about the kidneys. As to the amount of mischief done in the destruction of sheep by this Hawk-like Parrot there has been much discussion; but that sheep-owners have a genuine case against the bird can no longer be called in question since the publication of Mr. George R. Marriner's article, read before the Philosophical Institute of Canterbury, N.Z., in 1906, in which he describes the method of attack: "A Kea will settle on the ground amongst the sheep, and after hopping round one of the animals will jump on to its back and commence to tear away the wool. The sheep becomes frightened, and dashes away, but the Kea holds on tightly, or releases its hold only to fly after the animal and settle again immediately the sheep thinks it has shaken off its enemy.

"Having torn off the wool the Kea commences to dig its sharp bill into the flesh of the animal, which after rushing about frantically for some time generally lies down with neck stretched out in a helpless condition, when the Kea, which by this time has probably been joined by others, proceeds to tear up the flesh and greedily devour the fat. The attack is generally made in the early morning or late evening, or on foggy days, and only those flocks which are kept in the mountainous districts, where the Keas have their home, are in danger from these birds." (cf. The Avicultural Magazine, Second Series, Vol. V., p. 76.)

Because this Parrot has acquired the above abominable habit there seems no reason why in captivity, where more natural food can be supplied, it should be provided with unsalted mutton as part of its daily diet, as has (I am told) sometimes been done.

In The Weekly Press, Christchurch, N.Z., for Feb. 26, 1906, Mr. Edgar F. Stead has published an account of his experiences in trapping the Kea, which has been reprinted in The Avicultural Magazine, Second Series, Vol. VI., pp. 281-286. In this article he describes a nest which he found as follows: "We heard the female call away down in the bottom of a big rock slip, and I caught a glimpse of her as she moved. Hurrying to the spot, we found a lot of loose feathers and droppings, which indicated the presence of a nest. We soon located it, in a long hole, the entrance of which was formed by two enormous boulders, which leaned one against the other, forming a triangular space, partly blocked by a third stone. This latter we removed by using a thick vine as a rope, and after much scratching and scraping I reached in, and, striking a match, saw the bird on her nest. More scraping and digging among the small stones and earth, and then I reached in, the quickly withdrew my hand, minus a small piece of the middle finger. I then wrapped a handkerchief round my hand, and very soon had the bird out. I handed her to Mr. Murchison to hold, and she immediately took a piece out of his coat and clawed him pretty thoroughly, but my attention was on the nest, and to my joy I found four pure white eggs. They were laid on the ground among a few chips of rotten wood and bark, about 5ft. from the entrance of the hole."

The first specimen of this bird to reach the London Zoological Gardens was presented in 1872 by the Acclimatisation Society of Canterbury, N.Z. Since that date many specimens have been exhibited in our Gardens, the last two mentioned in the ninth edition of the Society's List having been presented in 1892. In 1882 Miss Hagenbeck exhibited one at a bird show in Berlin; but it seems to have been always rare in the German market, whereas in England several private aviculturists have possessed it.*

COMMON KA-KA (Nestor meridionalis).

Above olive-brown with dark brown margins; feathers of neck tipped with three semicircles—dull red, orange, and brown; wing and tail feathers olive, paler at margins and tips; inner webs of flights dentated with pale salmon-red; rump and upper tail-coverts dark red; tail-feathers dentated with red on inner webs; crown, nape, cheeks, and throat hoary bordered with brown, the former slightly tinged with bluish, and the feathers at base of bill washed with red; ear-coverts streaked with dull orange and brown; breast olive, each feather with a narrow subterminal brown crescent followed by a reddish-orange one; abdomen and under tail-coverts dark red; under wing-coverts scarlet, crossed by narrow black bands; bill dark bluish-grey; feet bluish-grey, the soles yellowish-brown; irides dark brown. Female with much smaller beak, the terminal hook less curved.

Hab., New Zealand.

According to John R. Haast (cf. Gould, "Handbook to the Birds of Australia," Vol. II., p. 549) "The noisy Ka-ka plays a conspicuous rôle in the forest. It is a gregarious bird, perching generally on the highest trees, but, as soon as the assembled flock hear a noise unknown to them, they approach and amuse the traveller by their various quarrsonome notes and shrieks. If in shooting at them one only be wounded so that it may be secured, it is an easy matter to shoot one after the other, as they always come back when they hear the cry of a wounded companion."

"If surprised by a dog the Ka-ka becomes a respectable opponent, for with outstretched wings he throws himself on his back, and defends himself stoutly with bill and claws.

Mr. W. W. Smith (The Ibis, 1893, p. 514) says that the stately and mellifluous flowers of the flax yield a rich supply of food to the Ka-ka Parrot (Nestor meridionalis) in the summer months. "It is very interesting to watch these birds flying from flower to flower and licking up the nectar with their brush-like tongues."

Mr. Richard Henry, of Resolution Island, says (cf. The Ibis, 1905, p. 516) "I have often found nests of the Ka-ka Parrot in hollow trees, not far from the ground. There are generally four pure white eggs, but I think the parents seldom rear more than two young ones. Sometimes they have young ones in November and sometimes in April. I do not know which is their favourite breeding season.

"Their staple food consists of grubs (which they cut out of partly decayed timber) varied with berries, and with honey which they lick out of the Rata-blossom in summer, and kernels of Miro-stones in autumn.

"They cut grubs out of a withering Panax in such a way that it shows they must have reasoning powers, and a distinct knowledge of the relationship between cause and effect. I have often tried to find the grub that was killing the branch, but I usually have to do twice as much cutting as a Ka-ka could do without finding it.

"Last April I took two young ones as pets, and when the parents saw me leaving the nest they went to it at once, and, understanding that I had taken their young, followed me down to the boat screaming their loudest for assistance. This attracted all the Ka-ka

* Mr. F. W. Frohawk says that his bird enjoyed a big bath, after taking which it looked "something like this," and he sends a sketch of a veritable scarecrow.
within hearing, and they made a great demonstration of sympathy. They often do the same in response to the call of a wounded one, and the shooter may then kill a large number without difficulty.

They make splendid pets, but are very difficult to feed when young—when a fruit-stone the size of a pea will kill them. They have a greater variety of notes and calls than any other bird met with in this locality.

When an old Ka-ka is eating a ripe Miro-berry he rejects the skin and only licks out the little bit of fruit between it and the stone. I think that they also break the stones for sake of the little oily kernels, but I am not quite sure of this.* All the stones are broken, and the Ka-ka has a habit like the kernels in their crops. The stones are terribly hard to break, but the rats can break them. Ka-ka's also cast up the skins of the big wood-grubs, which look like dry bits of tissue-paper.

After my pets were able to fly one of them was killed by a Hawk. I heard the scream of distress, and went to see what was the matter. Several old Ka-ka's also came to the rescue, and one of them followed the Hawk about through the trees, while others tried to intercept him, but they were not nearly smart enough.

Many New Zealand trees and shrubs are very erratic seed-producers. In some seasons all berries are scarce, while in others some are plentiful and some are absent; yet the Ka-ka's and Katapos seem to know beforehand when there will be plenty to feed their young ones and to hatch them at the right time.

"It often happens that the female has a much lighter-coloured head than the male, but no two of them are exactly the same."

The London Zoological Gardens first acquired this species in 1863, and in 1867 they added two others by presentation. It also reached the gardens of Amsterdam and Hamburg, and Russ says that of late a good many have been imported.

LORIES AND LORIKEETS (Loriidae).

In the Lories and Lorikeets the tongue is furnished with a kind of brush; the tail is rarely longer than the wings, which are acute, with the three first primaries generally longest. In their wild state these birds are gregarious, feeding upon fruit, honey, pollen, unripe seeds, and the buds of trees. In captivity Mr. Seth-Smith and others recommend milksop (slightly sweetened), ripe fruit, and canary, hemp and millet. On the other hand, Mr. E. J. Brook expressed dissatisfaction with this food, which seemed to have caused the death of some of his birds; an examination of the excreta revealed alkalii and some spcks of very acid undigested milk curd. A combination of Mellins' food with boiled milk proved satisfactory as a corrective, but oranges, as fruit for these birds, were found to be objectionable; peptonising the milk with Archiep's powders were found beneficial (cf. The Avicultural Magazine, Second Series, Vol. VI., pp. 85, 86). Later on Mr. Brook found that equal parts of milk, barley-water, and pure water poured on powdered plain biscuit, and then boiled and sweetened, answered admirably.

Never having personally kept these birds, I am aware that my opinion respecting a food for them can have little weight, but the Hon. and Rev. Canon Dutton says that a food which he has always found perfectly satisfactory consists of a mixture of dried fig and bun. Boiling water is poured over each, then the fig is mashed up with double the quantity of bun. If this is a satisfactory food I fail to see why stewed apple mashed up with sponge-cake should not answer equally well; it would do away altogether with the food of indigestion, which must exist, where a bird swallows milk and acid fruits as its regular articles of food. I cannot believe that so utterly unnatural a food as milk can be good for any Parrot, and I have had abundant evidence, since the infirmities of these birds have been repeatedly brought to my notice, week after week, since December, 1898, that for all birds of this order, excepting the Honey-eaters, it is extremely injurious.

BLACK LOBY (Chalcosittacus ater).

Purplish-black; rump, upper and under tail-coverts deep purplish-blue; tail above greyish-purple, changing to greyish olive towards tip, below dark red towards base, golden olive at tip; bill, cere, and feet black; irides maroon, with an inner white ring. Female not differentiated. Hab. Western New Guinea, from Dorei-Hum and Has (Beccari) to Sorong; Salwatty, Batanta; perhaps also Waigion. (Salvadori.) Dr. Guillemard ("Proceedings of the Zoological Society," 1885, p. 622) says: "Iris, inner ring yellow, outer red; bill and feet black." "This species was abundant in Mysol, in flocks of from ten to twenty individuals. One that lived in confinement on board the Marchesa for some months became excessively tame." I can discover no further notes respecting the living bird. An example reached the London Zoological Gardens in March, 1905, probably from Mrs. Johnstone, who described it in The Avicultural Magazine, Second Series, Vol. III., pp. 147-149.

RED-FRONTED LOBY (Chalcosittacus scintillatus).

Green; back of neck, lower back and rump brighter, but bluer; upper back, breast, and abdomen streaked with yellow; tail with basal half of inner webs red; forehead, lores, and upper cheeks red; crown, sides of head and chin black; throat and sides of breast washed with red, breast dark green, the shaft-streaks orange-yellow; tibiae and under wing-coverts red; flights below dusky, yellow towards base; tail below with yellowish olive tip; bill, cere, and feet black; irides orange-yellow. Female with much narrower beak, having a longer terminal hook; top of head distinctly duller than in the male. Hab. Western New Guinea; Aru Islands. I can discover no notes respecting the wild life of this species; it reached the London Zoological Gardens in November, 1872, and, on his return from New Guinea in 1907, Mr. Walter Goodfellow brought home a pair, which also found their way to the London Gardens. It is possible that others may have been imported, but if so the late Dr. Russ appears to have been unaware of the fact.

BLUE-STREAKED LOBY (Eos reticulata).

General colour red, mottled with darker red on underparts; hind neck and interscapular region streaked with blue; scapulars black, edged with red externally; lesser and median wing-coverts with concealed black bases; greater coverts black, tipped with red; primaries black, red at base of inner webs; secondaries red, tipped with black; rump and upper tail-coverts streaked with dull purple; tail black, slightly tinged with purple; inner boundaries of lateral feathers of tail not with outer webs of lateral feathers golden-olive; bill scarlet, tipped with orange; cere, orbital naked patch.
and feet black; irides rich brown. Female with longer beak, more slender towards tip, and with narrower terminal hook; head duller in colouring. Hab., Tenimber Islands. Introduced into Dammer and Tocal Islands (Kühn). I have not discovered any notes respecting the wild life of this Lory. Specimens were purchased for the London Zoological Gardens in 1862 and 1874. According to Russ it is very rarely imported, but nevertheless Dr. Paten brought home sixteen examples. It is said to have a sharply metallic voice according to Scheuda; does not scream, but has a pleasing whistled note, is lively and enduring, according to Dr. Frenzel.

**Blue-tailed Lory (Eos histrio).**

Red; the scapulars, tips of upper wing-coverts and flights black, with the exception of the base of the inner webs of the latter; the interscapular region blue; tail above purple, with the exception of the inner webs of the lateral feathers; vertex, ear-coverts, nape, and breast blue; flanks and vent purplish-blue; under tail-coverts red, tipped with blue; beak orange-red; feet blackish; irides amber-red. Female with stouter beak, but with a longer terminal hook to upper mandible. Hab., "Sanghir and Talaut Islands" (Salvadori).

Hickson, in his "Naturalist in North Celebes," p. 155, says that "at Salibabu, one of the Talaut Islands, the brilliant little red and blue Lory (Eos indicus) was found to be abundant, and numerous living specimens were obtained from the natives" (cf. *The Ibis*, 1890, p. 249).

According to Dr. Meyer, who obtained a specimen of this bird from a friend, these birds "are never dull and sulky, like the Cockatoos, but lively, active, charming and lovable"; "they learn to speak, but never as well as the Cockatoos and Eeecti." Mr. Scheuba, on the other hand, considered them dull, silent, nervous, and easily frightened. (cf. Greene, "Parrots in Captivity," Vol. III., p. 54).

The London Zoological Society purchased two specimens in 1871, and one in 1872, but they did not long survive. According to Russ, who adopted the trivial name "Blue-breasted Lory," first used also in the Zoological Society's earlier lists, says that it was known long ago, but is rare in the market; its price is high, but not fixed! An unnecessary remark, because everyone is aware that the price of all birds depends upon the number in the market.

**Red Lory (Eos rubra).**

Its prevailing colour is bright scarlet, but the outer webs of the first four flights are black, the remainder with black tips, and the last three or four black with bluish tips, the longest scapulars and a band from the thighs to the under tail-coverts, as well as these coverts themselves, blue; the tail below orange-vernilion, the bases of the inner webs of the feathers bright red; beak red, the cere blackish-grey, feet blackish-grey, the claws black; eyes varying from brown to orange, the naked skin blackish. Female with the beak narrower at the base and the culmen less arched.

In young birds the feathers of the under-surface are edged more or less prominently with blue, and the under tail-coverts are red ringed with purple. Hab., Southern Moluccas.

I have been unable to get together any notes upon the wild life of this species. Doubtless it resembles other Lories in being gregarious, feeding upon soft fruit, and buds, nectar of flowers, and insects. For a cage-bird Dr. Russ gives it an excellent character. He says that as a talker it is gifted, picking up new words and even sentences with ease; that it is playful, confiding, tame, and lovable. According to the Hon. Walter Rothschild, the tail and scapulars of specimens kept in captivity are sometimes distinctly greenish. (cf. *The Ibis*, 1890, p. 249). This species was first exhibited in the London Zoological Society's Gardens in 1874, since which time several other examples have been acquired for the Regent's Park collection. Russ speaks of it as very rare, but says that Dr. Paten brought home seven specimens.

**Violet-necked Lory (Eos riciiniata).**

Red; longest scapulars and some of the inner flights dull purple; primaries black, red at base of inner webs; secondaries mostly red, tipped with black; tail above dull purplish-red; back of head, nape, a collar round neck, abdomen and under tail-coverts purplish; tail below red at base of inner webs, yellowish-red with golden reflections towards tips; beak orange-red; feet blackish-grey; irides dark or reddish-brown; orbital naked region yellowish-grey. Female with the base of the beak narrower and the culmen less arched. Hab., Halmahera group of islands.

Dr. Guillemand ("Proceedings of the Zoological Society," 1885, p. 564) describes the soft parts as follows: 'Iris yellow; bill dull red, yellow at tip; tarsus dull grey.'

Russ says that this is one of the very rarest in the market; yet Mr. Frank Finn, in a paper on the cage-birds of Calcutta (The Ibis, 1901, p. 439) says: "*Eos riciiniata* is, perhaps, the most abundant." There seems, therefore, no reason why it should be especially rare in the European market. It was first purchased for the London Zoological Gardens in 1875, and others have been added to the same collection in later years.

**Whitish-rumped Lory (Eos fusca).**

Dull brown; feathers of hind-neck and interscapular region, as well as those of the lower throat edged with reddish, greyish, or olive; primary coverts and anterior greater coverts tinged with purple; innermost greater coverts and inner secondaries tinged with chestnut; primaries slightly tinged with olive on outer edges; their inner webs red at base; lower back and rump yellowish-white; tail above greyish-purple, the central feathers reddish towards the base; vertex of head and a band on the nape reddish-orange; a band across the throat, another across the breast, the middle of the abdomen and the tibiae, red; tail below red at base of inner webs, reddish-olive towards tips; beak red, or orangegrey; cere reddish-black; feet black; irides yellow to carmine-red; naked orbital skin black. According to Russ the female differs in having all the red portions replaced by orange or clear yellow; but, according to Salvadori, this is a character which distinguishes the young bird. Hab., "New Guinea, Jobi, Salwatty." (Salvadori.)

Dr. Guillemand describes a male obtained at Andai as having, "Iris, inner ring orange, outer white; bill orange; tarsus black; pectoral bands and abdomen red" ("Proceedings of the Zoological Society," 1885, p. 562).

Russ merely says of this species, "Extremely rare"; he does not say (in his "Handbook") when or by whom it was imported, but leaves it to be inferred that it has been, and for that reason alone I include it.

**Louisiana Lory (Lorius hypomochrous).**

Red; interscapular region crossed by a deep purplish-red band; wings green, flights yellow at base of inner
webs; tail above red towards base, purple tinged with greenish on distal half; crown and back of head black; back of abdomen, tibia, and under tail-coverts purple; under wing-coverts and base of tail below red, distal portion golden-olivaceous; beak orange-red; cere yellowish-white; feet blackish; irides scarlet to brown. Female not differentiated. Hab., “Louisiade Archipelago, New Guinea and East Cape, New Ireland, New Britain, and New Hanover.” (Salvadori.)

I have been unable to discover any notes on the wild life of this species. In captivity it is said to be lively, excitable, but not nervous; its cry is not a whistle, but rather a hissing, like that of a goose; it is a clever bird. Miss Hagenbeck has imported it on several occasions, and Russ thinks it may have been not infrequently imported and sold as Lorius lory.

**THREE-COLOURED LORY (Lorius lory).**

Red; a paler band below the back of head, and sometimes a second across the interscapular region; back of neck, continuous with the breast, and interscapular region, blue; wings green; some of the coverts and inner flights washed with golden-olivaceous; the base of inner webs of flights yellow; tail above deep red at base, greenish in the middle, deep blue on distal half; crown and back of head black; centre of abdomen, tibia, and under tail-coverts bright blue; under wing-coverts red; tail below bright red at base, golden-olivaceous towards tip; beak red; cere dull yellow; feet black; irides yellowish-red to brown. Female rather narrower in the skull, the beak distinctly narrower. Hab., “North-western New Guinea, Salwatty, Batanta, Waigiu, and Mysol.” (Salvadori.)

I have discovered no notes respecting the wild life, but Dr. Guillemard (“Proceedings of the Zoological Society,” 1885, p. 621) says: “Iris light yellow in the adult, yellowish-brown in immature birds. Bill bright orange-red; tarsus black.” “This species was found to be extremely abundant in Waigiu.”

With respect to its behaviour in captivity, Dr. Russ says that it has been “known and beloved from of old.” According to Dr. Meyer, it is abundantly kept in New Guinea, and learns to speak excellently. A female in Dr. Scheuba’s possession was uncommonly companionable and confiding, gave kisses, allowed itself to be cuddled and played with like a kitten, often whistling with pleasure; but occasionally, even at night, it piped sharply and shrilly; spoke tolerably often, preferably in the evening, in a deep tone, also made attempts at imitating songs.”

Other writers have spoken favourably of the ability of this Parrot, Dr. Finsch alone being inclined to scepticism on this point.
The closely related Red-breasted Lory (L. erythro-thorax) was secured (one specimen only) by Mr. C. B. Horsburgh in New Guinea, and reached the London Zoological Gardens in 1906. It may be the first and last specimen imported for all we know, and is hardly likely ever to be freely offered in the bird market.

**Purple-capped Lory (Lorius domicella).**

Bright red, the mantle and back a little deeper than the other parts; the forehead and crown deep violet, inclining to black; the wings green, the coverts above and the inner quills olivaceous; base of inner web of quills yellow; the bend of the wing and under-coverts blue tipped with whitish; tail purplish-red at tip above, but orange-red below; a yellow band across the fore-chest; shanks clear blue, feet blackish-grey with the claws black; beak orange-red; iris brown, brownish yellow, or orange, with a narrower ring round the pupil, clear yellow; naked skin round eyes blackish.

Female probably with its beak narrower at the base than the male. Hab., Guiana, and Ambayaca.

In the young there is a greenish tinge between the shoulders, and the shank-feathers are mostly dull green.

Dr. Guillemard mentions an example of this species which became partly yellow in confinement; this he notes as a well-known tendency in many of the Parrot tribe.

It is said to be imported from its native islands by way of Java, and has been known in the trade as long as any species of its group, but is still far from cheap.

Russ says that as a rule this Lory only learns single words, and at best prattles short observations quickly and hurriedly; its call is not so shrill, more flute-like than that of other Lories. In several instances he has known it to live many years in a cage; it becomes tame fairly quickly.

Dr. C. S. Simpson gave an account of a specimen of this species in his possession in the first volume of The Avicultural Magazine, pp. 69, 70.

**Green-tailed Lory (Lorius chloroceorus).**

Red; wings green, bend of wing bluish-white; base of inner web of primaries red; tail above red at base, distal half green; a broad yellow band across lower throat; a black patch on each side of neck; tibie and under wing-coverts blue; tail below red at base, golden olive towards distal extremity; beak orange-red; feet black; irides bright red to pale orange, with a narrow white ring round the pupil. Female with the beak narrower both at base and tip than in the male. Hab., Solomon Islands.

Consul Layard received a pair of this species which had been taken from the nest in a hole in a tree; one, doubtless the male, was lively and active, and uttered various notes, amongst which one could recognise the words "Pretty Joey," a name by which its captor had known it; it also whistled long and shrilly, and uttered several other sounds. The female was quieter. They were fond of drinking sugar-water in quantities, ate bread-sop, cooked potatoes, rice, various roots, and Indian figs; they fed peaceably out of a vessel or upon the aforesaid fruit. The male was charmingly tame, and allowed itself to be handled.

A pair of this species was purchased by the Zoological Society of London and exhibited in the Gardens at Regent’s Park in 1857.

**Blue-thighed Lory (Lorius tibialis).**

Red; wings green; bend of wing blue, with whitish tips to the feathers; some of the upper wing-coverts and primaries washed with dull red, base of inner webs of primaries yellow; tail red, with a dark purple band at tip; an ill-defined yellow band across the lower throat; under wing-coverts blue tipped with whitish; tibie blue; beak orange; feet pale. Sexes not differentiated. Hab., unknown. The type is in the British Museum.

The typical specimen was purchased by the Zoological Society of London in May, 1871, and was described and named by Dr. Sclater. It is not mentioned by Dr. Russ in his "Handbook."

**Chattering Lory (Lorius garrulus).**

Red; interscapular region sometimes minutely spotted with yellow; wings green, the bend of wing yellow; upper wing-coverts tinged with olive; base of inner webs of primaries red; tail with basal half red, distal half dark purple tinged with green; tibie dark green; under wing-coverts yellow; distal half of tail below golden-red; beak red; feet dusky; irides deep yellow, with a brighter yellow inner ring. Female not differentiated, but probably with the base of the beak narrower. Hab., Halmahera.

Schlectendall considered this bird to be an arrant screamer and not very clever; one in Mr. Blauw’s possession on the other hand showed wonderful talent, mimicked all kinds of sounds which it heard, learned to speak a good deal in a soft voice, and almost with understanding. It was always very excitable and passionate, snapping its beak at everyone who approached it. Its note was not so metallically sharp as in the other Lories, only annoying because of the endless repetition of the same note. It was quiet, however, if retracted out of the cage. Mr. Heer (a lawyer) held similar views of it. One in the possession of Mr. Scheuba laid eggs on several occasions. According to Russ, in his "Handbook," the price in the German market varies from 30s. to £5. The first two examples (a pair) owned by the London Zoological Society were purchased in January, 1854, since which time a good many examples have been exhibited in the Gardens, the last recorded in the ninth edition of the Society's list having been presented in 1890.

**Yellow-backed Lory (Lorius flavo-palliatus).**

Differs from the preceding species in having a broad yellow patch on the interscapular region. Female with the beak narrower at base and the culmen less arched. Hab., "Obi, Batchian, Morotai, Raou."—(Salvadori.)

Dr. Guillemard ("Proceedings of the Zoological Society," 1885, p. 564) says: "Iris of the Batchian birds yellow or orange; of the Obi birds yellowish-brown. Bill orange; feet greyish-black. With the exception of the different colour of the iris, there is no noticeable difference between the birds from the Obi group and from Batchian."

Although this species has been exhibited at the London Zoological Gardens more than once, it does not appear in Russ' Handbook; whether he includes it in his later work I cannot say, as I do not possess the volume dealing with the Parrots.

Under the genus Vini, Russ describes V. australis, but he does not say whether it has ever been imported; possibly, as in other cases, he thinks it may be some day.

**Kuhl's Lory (Vini kuhli).**

Above green; the upper back or interscapular region olivaceous. but the lower back, rump, and upper tail-coverts yellowish; wings with the outer webs of the primaries edged with blue, the inner webs black; tail
2. Black-winged Lory.
purlish-red on the inner webs with a blackish spot, the outer webs blackish-violet, tips of feathers yellowish-green; forehead and front of head dark grass-green; back of head dark violaceous-blue; lore, cheeks, throat, and breast, red; middle of abdomen purple; flanks and under tail-coverts yellowish-green; greater under wing-coverts black, smaller ones green; beak and feet red; iris tinged with an inner ring of yellow. Female not differentiated. Hab., Washington and Fanning Islands.

Once imported, in 1879, by Miss Hagenbeck.

It is disheartening, after looking through the pages of many volumes, to discover how very little has been published about the wild life of the true Lories. Of course, we know that they nest in holes in trees and lay white eggs, and we are well aware of the nature of their food; nevertheless, until the life history of each separate species has been described we never know what unexpected details may turn up; it is also interesting to know whether a bird nests at a great height or near to the ground, the number of its eggs, how long they take to incubate, whether both parents sit and feed the young, how long the young take to develop, and whether or no their nesting plumage differs from that of their parents.

LORIKEETS.

We now come to the Lorikeets, which my friend Mr. Seth-Smith has included (unlike the Lories) in his work on the Parrakeets. Respecting the sexes of the Lorikeets, he says (as I have noted in my book, "How to Sex Cage-Birds," p. 107):—"The sexes are, so far as I am aware, alike in plumage in all the Lories, but, in most cases at least, the females are slightly less in size than the males, and possess a smaller and more effeminate-looking head."

BLUE-FACED LORIKEET (Trichoglossus hamatodes).

Back, wings, and tail green, feathers of interscapular region with concealed red spots, sometimes tinged with red; forehead, cheeks, and chin blue; back of head, ear-coverts, and throat green; a greenish-yellow band on the nape; breast yellow, more or less suffused with orange, the feathers with diffused green edges; flanks and under wing-coverts yellow, more or less tinged with red; middle of abdomen dark green; back of abdomen, thighs, and under tail-coverts greenish-yellow spotted with green; flights below dusky, with a yellow band; tail below yellow; beak red; feet dark grey; irides yellow or red. Female probably with beak narrower and the orange suffusion on the breast less pronounced. Hab., Timor.

I have found no notes on the wild life. It is a rarely imported bird which first arrived at our Regent's Park Gardens in 1853; a second specimen being purchased in 1874.

FORSTEN'S LORIKEET (Trichoglossus forsteni).

Back, wings, and tail green, feathers of interscapular region with concealed red spots and brownish-purple edges; head purplish brown more or less suffused with blue, vertex faintly tinged with green; a greenish-yellow band on the nape; throat and abdomen dark purple; breast bright scarlet; flanks, vent, and under tail-coverts yellow, all the feathers broadly tipped with green; under wing-coverts red; flights below dusky black, with a yellow band; tail below yellow-greyish on inner feathers; beak red, pale yellow at tip of upper mandible; feet olive-green; irides probably red. Female with narrower and more tapering beak. Hab., Sumbawa.

Mr. Frank Finn says (The Ibis, 1901, p. 439) that, since 1894, this has been quite the most commonly imported species of Lory in the Calcutta market. Two examples of T. forsteni were added to the Zoological Society's collection at Regent's Park in December, 1896. In 1900 Mrs. Michel purchased a pair from Jamnach which went to nest in the hollow part of an old tree in her outdoor aviary; laying in all three eggs; the first two eggs were removed, but the third was hatched and reared. An account is published in The Avicultural Magazine, Second Series, Vol. IV., pp. 24, 25.

GREEN-NAPED LORIKEET (Trichoglossus cyanogranum).

Back, wings, and tail green; a yellowish-green band on the nape, the feathers of which are crossed in the middle by a concealed red band, as also are the interscapular feathers; forehead and cheeks blue; vertex greenish; back of head, ear-coverts, and throat purplish-black; lower throat and upper breast scarlet with purplish-black edges to the feathers, excepting at sides of breast where the edges are green; middle of abdomen green, lower abdomen and flanks yellow, barred with green; under tail-coverts yellow, tipped with green; under wing-coverts red; flights below dusky, broadly banded with yellow at the base, the latter tinged with red on the inner secondaries; tail below olive, with the inner webs of the feathers yellow; beak orange-red; feet lead-colour; irides red. Female probably with the beak narrower at the base than in the male. Hab., Amboyna group and Western Papua.

According to Salvadori this species "frequents the smaller branches of coppices and the tops of low trees, and nourishes itself on casuarina seeds, fruit and nectar. It is a quarrelsome and noisy bird" (cf. Seth-Smith, "Parrakeets," p. 6).

This Lorikeet was exhibited in the London Zoological Gardens in 1874; it has also reached the Hamburg Gardens, and in 1879 Dr. Platæn brought home three examples.

BLACK-THROATED LORIKEET (Trichoglossus nigricollis).

Differs from the preceding in the more uniform colouring of the head—blue, with the vertex and back of head green, the latter showing hardly a trace of purplish; throat purple; breast paler and of a more orange-red colour, with narrower dark borders to the feathers; middle of abdomen more or less varied with black. Hab., Aru, Southern New Guinea along the middle of the Fly River, and Ke Islands.

Dr. Guilleaume says ("Proceedings of the Zoological Society," 1885, p. 623) "Iris orange; bill bright orange-red; feet greyish black." "A common bird at Doboo especially, differs from T. cyanogranumus in the greater length of tail and wings."

Mr. W. A. Harding obtained a pair of this species through Mrs. Johnstone, who imported them in 1904. In The Avicultural Magazine, Second Series, Vol. IV., pp. 21, 22, he has published an illustrated account of the species, in which he quotes the following notes by Wallace (Annals and Magazine of Natural History, New Series, Vol. XX., p. 475) :-"The very first bird to attract one's attention at Doboo (Aru Islands) is a most beautiful brush-tongued Parroquet, closely allied to Trichoglossus cyanogranumus, Wagi. It frequents in flocks the casuarina-trees which line the beach, and its crimson under wings and orange breast make it a most conspicuous and brilliant object. Its twittering whistle
may be heard almost constantly in the vicinity of the trees it frequents."

**Mitchell’s Lorikeet (Trichoglossus mitchelli).**

Back, wings, and tail green; a yellow-green band across the nape; intercascal region with concealed red spots on the feathers; head purplish-brown, front and lores slightly bluish; vertex and cheeks slightly tinged with green; a green band on the throat; breast bright red, tinged with orange towards the tips of the feathers, which are more or less faintly edged with green; and the surrounding feathers with brownish green borders; and under tail-coverts green, yellow at base of feathers; thighs yellow; under wing-coverts red; flights below dusky black, with a yellow band; tail-feathers below with their inner webs edged with yellow; beak red; feet dark grey; irides red. Hab., unknown.

Formerly only known from two females living in the London Zoological Gardens and one in the Amsterdam Gardens. I must, however, have seen a male, as I note that its "beak is broader than the middle, and tapers less than that of the female." "How to Sex Cage-Birds," p. 108.

**Swainson’s Lorikeet (Trichoglossus nova-hollandiae).**

Back, wings, and tail green; a yellowish-green band on the nape; crown of the head, face, cheeks, and throat purplish blue, the breast and under wing-coverts, vermilion red; the belly, bright blue; a yellow band on under surface of wing; under tail-coverts yellow at base, green at tip; inner webs of lateral tail feathers yellow; beak orange-vermilion tipped with yellow; feet leaden grey; irides reddish brown. Female with shorter beak, narrower towards the tip; she is also, as usual, perhaps a trifle smaller than the male. Hab., Eastern Australia, from Cape York to Victoria and Tasmania. As usual, this Lory, in its own country, breeds in holes in the branches of trees, in which it deposits four white eggs. Being essentially an arboreal species, it rarely visits the solid ground; its legs, indeed, are suited rather for climbing than running. Gould says of this species: "The flowers of the various species of eucalypt furnish this bird with an abundant supply of food, and so exclusively is it confined to the forests composed of these trees that I do not recollect to have met with it in any other. However graphically it might be described, I scarcely believe it possible to convey an idea of the appearance of a forest of flowering gums tenanted by *Trichoglossi*; three or four species being frequently seen on the same tree, and often simultaneously attacking the pendent blossoms of the same branch. The incessant din produced by their thousand voices, and the screaming notes they emit when a flock of either species simultaneously leaves the trees for some other part of the forest, is not easily described, and must be seen and heard to be fully comprehended. So intent are they for some time after sunrise upon extracting their honey-food that they are not easily alarmed or made to quit the trees upon which they are feeding."

I suppose many of us have seen the effect of waves of sound upon sand distributed evenly over a thin steel plate, but to see sound itself surpasses all human comprehension.

The Northern form of this species is described as a distinct sub-species by Robinson, and in *The Ibis* for 1900 he says it can readily be distinguished by its smaller size and by the brighter and purer blue of the head and abdominal patch; he thus describes the soft parts:—"Iris red; feet black; bill red," quoting Olive as his authority.

The principal food in a wild state consists of the nectar and pollen of eucalyptus flowers, as well as the seeds of grasses and insects. When kept in captivity Dr. Russ recommends "canaryseed, millet, hemp, cats, egg-bread, boiled rice, fresh or soaked ants' eggs, sweet ripe fruit, cherries, berries, grapes, dates, figs, etc." In place of the egg-bread, ants' eggs I should substitute stewed apple mashed up with sponge-cake; also plenty of wholesome green-food in season, together with any flowers of fruit trees, including may-blossoms. This Lorikeet has been bred on several occasions in Germany and at least once in England, but it is not altogether a desirable bird to keep. Unless an aviary can be devoted to it alone, a separate cage with the more suitable as it is considered by most aviators who have kept it to be of a combative disposition; at the same time, as a cage-bird, it becomes very annoying on account of its shrieking propensities. The popular dealer's name for the species is "Blue Mountain Lory."

**Red-collared Lorikeet (Trichoglossus rubritorques).**

Back, wings and tail green; an orange-red band on the nape and a blue band on the hind neck; intercascal feathers, orange-red at the base; head and throat blue; breast, orange-red; middle of abdomen dark green; flank-feathers yellow edged with green; under tail-coverts greenish-yellow tipped with red; lateral tail feathers with yellow inner webs; under wing-coverts vermilion; flights yellow at base of inner webs; beak red; feet ashy grey; irides red with a narrow yellowish ring round the pupil. Female, with the beak narrower beyond the middle and more tapered towards the tip. Hab., N.W. Australia.

A near relative of the preceding species, which it resembles in its habits, and ants' eggs I should substitute for egg-bread, but which is rarely kept in captivity. According to Gilbert (in Gould's "Handbook," Vol. II., p. 96), "It is generally seen in large flocks, feeding on the summits of the loftiest trees. Its flight is rapid in the extreme. Like the other *Trichoglossi*, its food consists of honey and the buds of flowers."

Mr. D. Le Souëf (The *Ibis*, 1899, pp. 360, 361) says:—"These birds are very plentiful in the north-western coastal districts and are very noisy, flying generally in flocks, screeching as they go, and feeding on the honey of the various flowering trees and shrubs. They nest in the hollow spouts of the eucalyptus-trees at various distances from the entrance."

"The eggs are elongate and slightly smaller at one end, and are of a dull white colour, but soon get stained brown. December and January seem to be their principal nesting-season, and the two clutches herein described were found respectively on December 29th, 1898, and January 25th, 1899, and they measure:—(1) A. 1.4 by 0.83 inch; B. 1.8 by 0.84; (2) A. 1.6 by 0.82 inch; B. 1.2 by 0.83.

"These eggs were exhibited before the Field Naturalists' Club of Victoria on March 13th, 1899."

This Lorikeet has been represented in the London Zoological Society's collection at Regent's Park.

**Ornamental Lorikeet (Trichoglossus ornatus).**

The prevailing colour is green in several shades; the crown is purplish-blue, bounded at the back by a band of blue-tipped scarlet feathers; the ear-coverts are purplish-blue; a broad oblique bright yellow band runs down the side of the neck; the cheeks and chin are scarlet, the throat and breast also scarlet, but the feathers tipped with blue-black; the flanks are yellow barred with green, and the vent is yellowish; the primaries are bluish on the outer web; the beak is orange-red; the feet pale greyish-blue; the naked skin round the eye pale blue (bluish-black according to Russ); the iris chestnut. Female with shorter beak, narrower to-
towards the tip. Hab., Celebes, Buton, and the Togian Islands.

Like most Trichoglossi, this is an abundant and a noisy bird in its native islands, and is caught in considerable numbers and kept by the natives, who feed it upon rice and bananas.

It was rare in the trade until 1895, when a great importation took place, and specimens were offered to everyone who was considered likely to purchase them, to me amongst others. Though very gaudy in colour, the bird offended my artistic taste by its higgledypiggledy combination of brilliant colours, which forcibly reminded me of the patchwork mats sometimes to be seen at seaside lodging-houses. The hens of this species cannot have any eye for colour-harmonies to have selected such obtrusive colouring for their lordes, and it serves them right to have had to adopt the same dress themselves. No, I could not have a thing like that always before my eyes, so I was not tempted to purchase any.

A capital account of the species (accompanied by an excellent coloured plate by Frohawk) is given by Dr. C.S. Simpson in The Avicultural Magazine, Vol. III., pp. 81-84. The author is of opinion that this Lorikeet should be kept only in an avairy, as he found its movement over the limited area of a cage.

Dr. Ruse states that this species frequently dies suddenly, although apparently healthy and in perfect plumage.

**Mrs. Johnstone's Lorikeet (Trichoglossus johnstoniae).**

General colour grass-green; the first primary black; all the primaries excepting the first three with a large yellow patch on the middle of the inner webs; tail-feathers with black inner webs; forehead deep rosy-red, with greenish tips to the feather edges; orbital ring, and a stripe from the eyes backward to the nape (ill-defined in the female) deep brownish-purple; feathers round mandible and above and below ear-coverts dark rose-red, those nearest to ear-coverts tipped with yellowish-green; feathers of breast and greater part of abdomen yellow with grey bases and broad green tips; lower abdomen and under tail-coverts much greener; under wing-coverts yellowish-green, greener towards edge of wing, some of the longest pale yellow; tail below greenish and auburn for the limited area of a cage.

Mr. Goodfellow says, "The native Bagobo name for them is 'Lish-lish,' after their call-note. This custom of naming birds by their call is generally adopted by wild tribes all the world over, and almost entirely so by the Bagobos. Every evening from my camp on Apo I used to hear them passing overhead in small flocks to their sleeping-places lower down the mountain, returning again to the higher forests with the break of day; but at these times it was seldom possible to catch even a passing glimpse of them on account of the camp being much shut in by trees. When flying they utter incessantly their pretty 'lish-lish.'"

In the succeeding volume of The Avicultural Magazine Mrs. Johnstone published a very interesting account of the successful breeding of this species in one of her aviaries. They nested in a small wooden box, with a coconut husk cemented at the bottom; in both coconut husk and box rough nests were constructed of ends and twigs of fr cut mixed with coconut fibre; this is the only known instance of any Lory or Lorikeet making a nest. Incubation apparently lasted three weeks, and four weeks later the two young left the nest perfectly fledged, but with black beaks, a fine white ring of skin round the eye, the flights edged with white, and the maroon stripe from eye to eye less defined on the nape. Both parents seem to have incubated and attended to the young; these were fed on spray millet, sweetened bread and milk, and half an orange daily, the food being, of course, regurgitated by the parents.

These Lorikeets, though perhaps less beautiful than some of the better-known kinds, have one great advantage over the latter. Coming from a high altitude they are perfectly hardy, and Mrs. Johnstone says that throughout the winter they were out on every passable day scrambling and playing.

**Scaly-breasted Lorikeet (Ptilinopus chlorolepidotus).**

Crown bluish-green; remainder of upper surface grass-green, deeper in front than behind; the mantle mottled with yellow, flights with their inner webs greyish-black, with a broad orange-red transverse spot, below ash-grey with red transverse bar; under-wing-coverts and axillaries red; tail ochre-yellow below, with the basal half of the inner webs reddish; chin and throat clear green; breast yellow, the feathers with green outer crescents; abdomen grey mottled, with yellow at the sides; the bases of some of the feathers inclining to reddish; under tail-feathers yellowish-green; back red, the cere flesh-grey; feet greyish-brown with black claws; iris varying from dark brown (Russ) to scarlet, or scarlet with buff inner circle to yellow. Female not differentiated.

Hab., Australia, from Rockingham Bay through the interior to South Australia.

According to Mr. North, the Scaly-breasted Lorikeet breeds in the hollow spouts of eucalypti near the Dawson River, and of seven nests obtained each contained but a single egg, in several instances in an advanced state of incubation. As usual, the eggs are white, smooth, slightly tapering at one end.

It associates with other Lorikeets, feeding on honey from the cups of expanded blossoms of eucalypti.

According to Campbell, this species sometimes lays two eggs. In captivity it is reported as long-lived, amiable, and sociable, and its cry is said to be less penetrating than that of other species. According to Mr. Seth-Smith (''Parrakeets," p. 15), "this species seems to take more kindly to a diet of canaryseed than do most of the Lorikeets, and probably examples fed entirely upon seed would not long remain free from fits, or would very soon lose the natural brightness of their plumage."

An instance of the species breeding in captivity was recorded in "Notes on Cage-birds," p. 170 (1899); two young were reared.

Usually imported in small numbers, but in 1893Mr. Abrahams received a considerable number. It is said to have been bred in an open-air aviary in London in the winter of 1893-94, when the water was frozen every night and sometimes in the daytime. There ought, therefore, to be no difficulty in keeping this species.
SCALY-BREASTED LORRIKEETS.
Perfect Lorikeet (Psitteneulus cutesus).

Above green; tail-feathers yellowish-green on inner webs; head yellowish-olive; under-surface yellowish-green; flights below blackish, yellow towards base of inner webs; beak yellow; feet dark. Female not differentiated. Hab., “Timor, Flores, Wetter, Lettie, Babbar, and Timor-Laut.” (Salvadori.)

I have not come across any information respecting the wild life of this almost uniformly-coloured little Lorikeet, but it probably has much the same habits as its allies.

A pair were deposited in the London Zoological Gardens in 1896, and Mr. Seth-Smith reports them as still living (in a cage) in May, 1902, in the most perfect health and condition.

Red-crowned or Varied Lorikeet
(Pilobolus versicolor).

Green, streaked with yellowish-green; crown and lores red; ear-coverts and a band at back of head yellowish; cheeks and a collar on the nape bluish; breast vinous red, brighter at the sides; flights below blackish, with yellowish inner webs; tail below yellowish; beak red; cere and naked orbital area greenish-white; feet pale ash-grey; irides brown. Female not differentiated. Hab., Northern and Western Australia. Gould says of this species (“Handbook,” Vol. II., pp. 95, 99): “It is particularly abundant at Port Essington, where its suctorial mode of feeding leads it, like the other members of the genus, to frequent the flowery Eucalyptus. Gilbert informed me that it congregates in immense numbers; and when a flock is on the wing their movements are so regular and simultaneous it might easily be mistaken for a cloud passing rapidly along, were it not for the utterance of the usual piercing scream, which is frequently so loud as to be almost deafening. They feed on the topmost branches of the Eucalyptus and Melaleuca.”

Campbell (“Nests and Eggs,” p. 595) says: “These Lorikeets are said to breed in the hollow limbs of trees on the margin of the Margaret River, North-west Australia.” The above seems to be all that is known respecting the wild life, excepting that Mr. Fred L. Berney records the fact that he saw two broods, three and four respectively, that were taken from their nests, half grown, at Karratha on November 15.

About the middle of November, 1902, about nine pairs of this pretty Lorikeet came into Mr. Hamlyn’s hands, and were rapidly distributed over the country; one supposed pair went to the Zoological Gardens, another to Mr. R. Phillips, a third to Mr. Seth-Smith, a fourth apparently to Mr. E. J. Brook (unless he obtained his from Mr. Seth-Smith), a fifth to Mr. Hawkins, and a single specimen seems to have been purchased for exhibition by Miss Rosa Little, since only one specimen is recorded as having been shown by her. I saw Mr. Seth-Smith’s specimens on several occasions. The pair at the Gardens went to nest in 1906, but whether with satisfactory results I do not know. An account of the species, with a coloured plate, was published by Mr. Phillips in The Agricultural Magazine, Second Series, Vol. I., pp. 237-238.

Mousy Lorikeet (Glossopsittacus concinnus).

The prevailing colour, as usual, is grass-green; the forehead, lores, and ear-coverts red; back of head bluish; nape and upper back brownish-olive; back and sides of neck mottled with yellow; inner webs of flights sooty, below blackish-grey; inner webs of lateral tail-feathers yellowish, red at base; beak blackish-brown; feet ash-grey; iris “brownish-yellow to yellowish-red” (Russ); “buff, surrounded by a never-failing support of brown, naked skin encircling eye described as brownish. Female not differentiated. Hab., Australia, from Queensland to South Australia and Tasmania.

Gould says: (“Handbook to the Birds of Australia,” Vol. II., pp. 100, 101): “Like every other species of Lorikeet, the present bird is always to be found upon the Eucalyptus, whose blossoms afford it a never-failing support. Chaffey, one or other of the numerous species of that tribe of trees being in flower at all seasons of the year. It is stationary in New South Wales, but I am not certain that it is so in the more southern country of Tasmania, where it is known by the name of the Musk-Parrakeet from the peculiar odour it emits. It is a noisy species, and with its screeching note keeps up a perpetual din around the trees in which it is located. During its search for honey it creeps among the leaves and smaller branches in the most extraordinary manner, hanging and clinging about them in every possible variety of position. It is so excessively tame that it is very difficult to drive it from the trees or even from any particular branch. Although usually associated in flocks, it appears to be mated in pairs, which at all times keep together during flight, and settle side by side when the heat of the sun prompts them to shelter themselves under the shade of the more redundantly-leaved branches.

“The eggs, which are dirty white and two in number, are of a rounded form, lin. in length and lin. in breadth. Those I obtained were taken from a hole in a large Eucalyptus growing on the Liverpool range.”

In captivity this species is said, by those who have kept it, to be very subject to fits, not only in England, but also in its native land. Though formerly rare in the market, of late years it has been imported in some numbers. It first reached the London Zoological Gardens in 1869.

CHAPTER IX.

Cockatoos and Cockatiel (Cacatua).

A very natural group of birds which, with one exception, are peculiar to the Australian region; they are not found further to the east than the Solomon Islands. They are characterised by an ossified orbital ring, a very deep beak, with the upper mandible usually much compressed, and the terminal hook generally almost vertical (Licmetis is an exception) and with its under surface roughened like a file; the head is always more or less crested.

In captivity I have found the most suitable food for Cockatoos to consist of maize, oats, wheat, diki, hemp, or sunflower, nuts in winter, peas in the pod in summer, apple, raw carrot, lettuce, or other wholesome uncooked green food, and plain dry biscuit. A little-boiled maize does not hurt occasionally, but should not (I think) be given as a regular article of diet. Wood-boring grubs might be given to Black Cockatoos. Some of these birds talk fairly well, but all, when first imported, are liable to scream abominably; when acclimatised, however, many of them become this objectionable habit and make very amiable pets.

Cockatiels do best upon a diet of canary, with a little hemp and a few oats; also chickweed, groundsel and
dandelion; when breeding they require some soft food (sopped bread pressed nearly dry will do), with which to feed their young. In an outdoor aviary they breed freely, but indoors they frequently fail. They are pretty, fairly innocent, but noisy birds, repeating the same phrase over and over until it becomes irritating.

**Great Black Cockatoo (Microglossus aterrimus).**

Slaty-black, when living powdered with grey; wings and tail with a green gloss; forehead and lores intense velvety black; a long crest of narrow feathers on the head; naked cheeks pale red, passing into pale yellow on the borders; beak and feet black; irides dark brown. Female smaller than male, with much shorter and less regularly tapered beak, with a considerably shorter terminal hook. Hab., Papuan Islands and North Australia.

Gould ("Handbook," Vol. II., p. 23) quotes the following note by Mr. Macgillivray:—"This very fine bird, which is not uncommon in the vicinity of Cape York, was usually found in the deneest scrub among the tops of the tallest trees, but was occasionally seen in the open forest land perched on the largest of the Eureka trees, apparently resting on its passage from one belt of trees or patch of scrub to another. Like the *Calyptrorhynchus*, it flies slowly, and usually but a short distance. In November, 1849, the period of our last visit to Cape York, it was always found in pairs, very shy, and difficult of approach. Its cry is merely a low, short whistle of a single note, which may be represented by the letters 'Huuet-huuet.' The stomach of the first one killed contained a few small pieces of quartz and triturated fragments of palm cabbage, with which the crop was filled. Another specimen was completely filled; and the idea immediately suggests itself that the powerful bill of this bird is a most fitting instrument for stripping off the leaves near the summit of the *Seaforthia elegans* and other palms to enable it to arrive at the central tender shoot."

A. J. Campbell ("Nests and Eggs," p. 601) quotes the following field-note by Mr. Harry Barnard: "They have a singular habit of breaking off, with the aid of their powerful bill, green twigs about the thickness of a man's finger, stripping them of their leaves, and dropping the bare twigs into the nest-hole. The birds then bite the twigs into pieces about 2 in. or 3 in. in length. One nest in particular, which Mr. Barnard examined in a large bloodwood (*Eucalyptus*) stalk, had the bottom of the hole covered to a depth of about 4 in. with the portions of sticks. With regard to the use of this bottom lining, Mr. Le Soné suggests a feasible explanation, that, as the birds breed from November to March—the rainy season—and as the nest-holes are usually in upright trunks which would catch much rain, the 'cunnuage' of sticks would keep the egg or young off the damp rotten débris at the bottom of the hole."

Mr. Campbell (p. 600) thus describes the nest and eggs:—

"Nest.—The hollow branch or bole of a tree.

"Eggs.—Clutch, one usually; round-oval in shape; texture somewhat coarse or granulated; surface has a slight trace of gloss, also a few liny nodules; colour white. Dimensions in inches of single examples: (1) 2.16 by 1.59, (2) 2.05 by 1.5.

This bird first reached the London Zoological Gardens in 1861, since which time others have been added to the Society's collection. Russ speaks of it as of late occurring occasionally in the trade, and says that Dr. Platen brought home three examples. In 1907 Mr. Walter Goodfellow brought home a specimen from New Guinea, of which Mr. Seth-Smith says: "A most extraordinary bird, with an enormous bill, well adapted for breaking hard nuts, upon which it largely subsists in a wild state. The lower part of the face is bare of feathers and the skin bright red. The bird is wonderfully tame and gentle, and delights in being petted." (The *Avicultural Magazine*, Second Series, Vol. V., p. 243.)

**Funereal Cockatoo (Calyptrorhynchus funereus).**

Brownish-black glossed with green, especially on the head; body-feathers with narrow brown margins, more or less olivaceous on the under-surface; tail-feathers, excepting the two central ones, crossed by a broad brunsstone-yellow belt, more or less variegated with irregular zigzag brownish-black markings; external web of outer feathers and margin of external webs of all the others brownish-black; ear-coverts dull waxy-yellow; beak black; feet mealy blackish-brown; irides blackish-brown. Female not differentiated, but probably differs much as in the preceding species. Hab., South-Eastern Australia and Tasmania.

Gould says of this species ("Handbook," Vol. II., p. 21): "The thick brushes clothing the mountain sides and bordering the coast-line, the trees on the plains, and the more open country are equally frequented by it; at the same time it is nowhere very numerous, but is usually met with associated in small companies of from four to eight in number, except during the breeding..."
season, when it is only to be seen in pairs. Its food is much varied; sometimes the great belts of Banksias are visited and the seed-covers torn open for the sake of their contents; while at others it searches with avidity for the larvae of the large caterpillars which are deposited in the wattles and gums. Its flight, as might be expected, is very heavy, flapping, and laboured, but it sometimes skims about between the trees in a most rapid and extraordinary manner.

When busily engaged in scooping off the bark in search of its insect food, it may be approached very closely; and if one be shot the remainder of the company will fly round for a short distance and perch on the neighbouring trees, until the whole are brought down, if you are desirous of so doing.

Its note is so singular—a kind of whining call, which it is impossible to describe, but which somewhat resembles the syllables Wy-la, whence the native name.

"The eggs, which are white and two in number, about 1½ in. long by 1½ in. broad, are deposited on the rotten wood in the hollow branch of a large gum."

Mr. Campbell ("Nests and Eggs," p. 604) quotes the following note by Mr. A. E. Brett: "For about three weeks, when the female is sitting, I discovered that the male would go to the nest three times a day—at morn, noon, and night—and was most regular. I would find myself standing, watch in hand, looking for him regularly every day for several days, and found that his times never varied more than seven minutes. To ascertain his reasons I went to the nest at night, and crept, without disturbing the sitting bird, to a spot from where I could see all that went on, and waited. After some time the old bird's cry would be heard in the distance, and at the same time the female's head would appear at the hole, and she would answer him with a small scream, and would repeat in answer to him as he drew near. As soon as he appeared in sight she would fly out and settle on a dry branch, watching him there, and after the usual greeting he would sit and feed her for fully ten minutes, just as if she had been a young bird. After this she would sit and preen her feathers for a time, and then return to the nest, always entering the hole tail first. This performance I witnessed for several days.

First acquired for the Regent's Park collection in 1879, and subsequently in 1883; in 1880 Miss Hagenbeck exhibited a specimen at the "Ornis" Exhibition, in Berlin.

**Banks' Cockatoo (Calyptrorhynchus banksii).**

Glossy greenish-black; tail, extending the two central feathers, crossed by a broad crimson belt; external feather with the outer web, and all the other belted feathers with the outer margin, black; crest long; beak leaden grey to greyish-black; feet mealy black-brown; irides pale to black-brown. Female with the head and upper wing-coverts spotted and the under surface regularly barred with yellow, which becomes redder on under tail-coverts; the red belt on the tail varied with irregular black bars, changing to sulphur-yellow on the inner margins of the feathers and into yellowish-red on under surface. Hab., "Eastern Australia, from Port Denison to New South Wales and Victoria." (Salvadori.)

"Gould says of this species ("Handbook," Vol. II., p. 14): "It is not infrequently seen in the immediate neighbourhood of Sydney and other large towns, and it liketh frequents the brushes and the more open wooded parts of the colony, where it feeds on the seeds of the Banksia and Casuarina, but occasionally changes its diet to caterpillars, particularly those that infest the wattles and other low trees. The facility with which it procures these large grubs is no less remarkable than the structure of the bird's bill, which is admirably adapted for scooping out the wood of both the larger and smaller branches, and by this means obtaining possession of the hidden treasure within."

"The Banksian Cockatoo is a suspicious and shy bird, and a considerable degree of caution is required to approach it within gunshot; there are times, however, particularly when it is feeding, when this may be more readily accomplished. It never assemblies in large flocks like the White Cockatoo, but moves about either in pairs or in small companies of from four to eight in number. Its flight is heavy, and the wings are moved with a flapping, laboured motion; it seldom mounts high in the air, for although its flight is somewhat protracted, and journeys of several miles are performed, it rarely rises higher than is sufficient to surmount the tops of the lofty Eucalypti, a tribe of trees it often frequents, and in the larger kinds of which it almost invariably breeds, depositing its two or three white eggs in some inaccessible hole, spout, or dead limb, the only nest being the rotten wood at the bottom, or the chips made by the bird in forming an excavation."

The London Zoological Society first purchased this Cockatoo in 1862, since which time several other examples have been exhibited at the Gardens. Russ speaks of it as "very rare," and yet I think it has been more often owned and exhibited by private aviculturists in England than any of the other black species. Mr. C. A. Edward's bird is a well-known prize-winner, and in 1907 a pair were exhibited by Sir C. Lawes Wittewronge, Bart.

**Great-billed Black Cockatoo (Calyptrorhynchus macrorhynchus).**

Both sexes are very similar to the preceding species, but have a much heavier beak, shorter wings, and the female has yellow and scarlet mixed on the tail-belt. Hab., "Northern Australia, from Derby to Rockingham Bay." (Salvadori.)

Count Salvadori was rather doubtful as to the distinctness of this species from the Banksian Cockatoo. Mr. Campbell and Mr. E. M. Gould (p. 608): "Amongst the mountains and hills near our camp at Cardwell were some of these fine Cockatoos, at least, we took them to be the variety at present under consideration. They were exceedingly shy, and we only procured a pair."

"When exploring in the far north, Mr. O'Donnell flushed a Black Cockatoo from its nest in a hollow tree. The bird was most probably this Great-billed species."

It is uncertain whether this species has been imported, but it is quite likely to have been confounded with Banks' Cockatoo. I include it on the strength of a note by Mr. Seth-Smith in _The Avicultural Magazine_, Second Series, Vol. II., p. 136.

**Western Black Cockatoo (Calyptrorhynchus stellatus).**

Differed from the preceding in its smaller and more arched beak, shorter and more rounded crest and shorter tail. According to Gould "the male has the entire plumage glossy greenish-black; lateral tail-feathers except the external web of the outer one, crossed by a broad band of fine scarlet; irides dark blackish-brown; bill bluish lead-colour, feet brownish-black, with a leaden tinge."

"The female has the upper surface similar to, but
A GROUP OF COCKATOOS.

1. GREAT BLACK.
2. SLENDER-BILLED.
3. GREAT SALTUS-CRESTED.
4. LEMON-CRESTED.
5. ROSE-CRESTED.
not so rich as, that of the male, and has an irregularly-shaped spot of yellowish-white near the tip of each of the feathers of the head, crest, cheeks, and wing-coverts; the under surface brownish-black crossed by numerous narrow irregular bars of dull sulphur-yellow; the under tail-coverts crossed by several bars of mingled yellow and dull scarlet; the lateral tail-feathers dull scarlet, crossed by numerous irregular bars of black, which are narrower at the base of the feathers and gradually increase in breadth towards the tip." Hab., Western Australia.

Gould ("Handbook," Vol. II., p. 17) says: "As might be expected, its general economy closely resembles that of the other members of the genus. Except in the breeding season when it pairs, it may often be observed in companies of from six to fifteen in number.

"It breeds in the holes of trees, where it deposits its snow-white eggs on the soft dead wood. They are generally placed in trees so difficult of access that even the natives dislike to climb them. Those given to Gilbert by the son of the colonial chaplain were taken by a native from a hole in a very high white gum, in the last week in October; they are white, one inch and eight lines long by one inch and four lines broad.

"It flies slowly and heavily, and while on the wing utters a very harsh and grating cry, resembling the native name."

Jamrach imported an example of this species in 1885; it has been exhibited at the London Zoological Gardens, and may possibly also have got into private hands, but it is very rare in the market.

**Ganga or Gang-Gang Cockatoo (Callocephalon gelectum).**

Slate-grey; all the feathers excepting the flights and tail-feathers with greyish white edges, less distinct on under surface; secondaries and outer wing-coverts with a greenish tinge on outer webs; head, with the exception of the chin bright scarlet; beak pale horn-colour; feet meaty-black; irides blackish-brown. Female with pale grey bars on the flight and tail-feathers; the crest grey instead of scarlet; the feathers of the under surface edged with sulphur yellow and dull red; the under tail-coverts with dull yellow bars. Hab., South-Eastern Australia and Tasmania.

All that Gould could say of the habits of this species ("Handbook," Vol. II., p. 29) was: "That it frequents the most lofty trees, and feeds on the seeds of the various Eucalypti."

A. J. Campbell ("Nests and Eggs," pp. 610, 611) says: "To this day we are very much in the dark about the Gang-Gang, especially in reference to its nidification. Of course, like most Cockatoos, it lays in holes in tall forest trees. The only egg I have seen is a specimen which Mr. Keartland has kindly permitted me to redescribe from his collection, said to have been taken from the spout of a living eucalypt tree near Warragul, Victoria, October 20, 1897.

"The late Mr. Gregory informed me that he knew of an instance of five young Gang-Gangs having been taken from a nest in the Strathbogie Ranges.

"The Gang-Gang has the reputation of being easily tamed. It is not unlike an African Parrot, with forehead, crest and cheeks scarlet." Mr. Campbell thus describes the nest and eggs: "Nest.—A hole or hollow in a tall tree in thick forest."

"Eggs.—Clutch, four to five; round oval in shape; texture of shell somewhat coarse; surface without gloss; colour, pure white. Dimensions in inches: 1.31 by 1.08; according to Le Souef: (1) 1.28 by .92, (2) 1.25 by .94."

Dr. Greene says ("Parrots in Captivity," Vol. III., p. 131): "Authors vary greatly in their estimate of the Helmeted Cockatoo; some declaring that it makes a most charming cage-bird and pet, while others, on the contrary, give it a character of peevishness, moroseness, and, in fact, everything that a pet should not possess."

I have only seen Mr. Seth-Smith's example, and (apart from its rarity) it struck me as being anything but an interesting bird. Russ, however, speaks well of the bird; a Mr. Westerman, of Amsterdam, had one which was a good talker.

The London Zoological Society first acquired a male of this species in 1859, and in 1864 a female was secured; since then other examples have been added to the Regent's Park collection. Whereas the late Dr. Greene regarded this Cockatoo as delicate and short-lived, Dr. Russ says of it: " Vigorous and enduring, can be wintered without risk in an unheated room."

and as Dr. Greene never possessed the species I should accept Dr. Russ' statement as more likely to be correct.

**GREATER SULPHUR-CRESTED COCKATOO (Cacatua galerita).**

White with sulphur yellow crest, the feathers of the head and neck are pale yellow at the base, the coverts are sometimes washed with the same colour, as are the bases of the inner webs of the flights and tail-feathers; the beak is black, the feet blackish, with black claws; the eyes and naked skin round the eye white; the iris deep brown to reddish brown. Female smaller, the beak shorter and with shorter terminal hook. Hab., Australia and Tasmania.

Mr. Gould says of the present species ("Handbook," Vol. II., pp. 3, 4): —"As may be readily imagined, this bird is not regarded with favour by the agriculturist, upon whose fields of newly-sown grain and ripening maize it commits the greatest devastation. It is consequently hunted and shot down wherever it is found, a circumstance which tends much to lessen its numbers. It evinces a decided preference for the open plains and cleared lands, rather than for the dense brushes near the coast; and, except when feeding or reposing on the trees after a repast, the presence of a flock, which sometimes amounts to thousands, is certain to be indicated by their screaming notes, the discordance of which may be easily conceived by those who have heard the peculiarly loud, piercing, grating scream of the bird in captivity, always remembering the immense increase of the din occasioned by the large number of birds emitting their harsh notes at the same moment; still I considered this annoyance amply compensated by their sprightly actions and the life their snowy forms imparted to the dense and never-varying green of the Australian forest—a feeling, I participated in by Sir Thomas Mitchell, who says, 'Amidst the umbrageous foliage, forming dense masses of shade, the white Cockatoos sported like spirits of light.'

"The situations chosen for the purpose of nidification vary with the nature of the locality the bird inhabits; the eggs are usually deposited in the holes of trees, but they are also placed in fissures in the rocks wherever they may present a convenient site; the crevices of the white cliffs bordering the Murray, in South Australia, are annually resorted to for this purpose by thousands of this bird, and are said to be completely honeycombed by them. The eggs are two in number, of a pure white, rather pointed at the smaller end."
The Greater Sulphur-crest is fairly common in the bird-market, where (according to Russ) it commands a price varying from 15s. to £5; whether these are lower or higher than our English prices I cannot say.

When once acclimatised, this Cockatoo is vigorous, and lives to a good age. With care and attention it can be taught to speak various words, and even short sentences; but of the many which I have met with, very few get beyond the tiresome word "Polly," which people will persist in teaching every kind of talking Parrot.

This bird was bred near Berlin, in a garden, in 1883. The young were fed by their parents chiefly upon white bread and yolk of eggs. When seven or eight weeks old, and when kept up a continuous sound like that produced by rubbing a cork upon a bottle. They left the nesting-hole when eleven weeks old, being then but little smaller than their parents.

Although owners of these birds always speak of them as gentle and innocent, I have often observed that directly you approach to scratch their heads they throw their crests forward, open their formidable beaks, and look so menacing that distraction has always seemed to me the better part of valour.

In my "Foreign Bird-Keeping," Vol. II., p. 31, I published an account of an unusually accomplished specimen of this bird, which belonged to my wife's grandmother; I see no use in repeating it here. Parrots repeat what they are taught, and a few words or sentences which they pick up for themselves; in some instances they acquire a certain comprehension of the meanings attached to their utterances, and therefore astonish their hearers by the appropriateness of their remarks, but in some cases they jumble words together so that they make no sense whatever.

I remember, when a boy, seeing one of these birds, which had escaped from a cage on the balcony of a neighbour's house, flying high over our garden screaming at the top of its voice; it was soon out of sight, and I believe was never recovered. Specimens purposely turned loose in the country have lived for a year or two in freedom, coming down to feed with fowls in the winter-time; but doubtless such conspicuous birds get gradually shot by keepers and others; perhaps it is just as well for fruit-growers that this should be so.

This Cockatoo was first exhibited at Regent's Park in 1866, since which time the London Zoological Society has owned a good many dozen examples of the bird; doubtless in manner, it has been freely represented in all other Zoological Gardens; it is very enduring, living to fifty, eighty, and perhaps over 100 years.*

TRITON COCKATOO (Cacatua triton).

Closely related to the preceding, but smaller and with the naked orbital skin blue; beak and feet black; irides brown. Female smaller than male, with smaller beak, narrower when seen in profile, and with a shorter terminal hook. Hab., Papuan Islands.

In a paper on the "Birds of North Queensland" (The Ibis, 1900, pp. 642, 643), Messrs. Robinson and Laverock regard this as a mere form of the preceding species, and quote Olive's note on its habits as follows: "Plentiful, but very shy; generally in flocks, but sometimes in pairs and singly. I have counted nearly 200 roosting in the trees close together; in the morning they separate and go out in small flocks to their feeding-grounds and return to their roosting-place after sunset. They nip off all the leaves and smaller twigs from the trees on which they roost. Iris brown, feet and bill black; bare skin on the face blush white."

The authors of the article point out that these northern birds much more closely resemble those of New Guinea (the typical C. triton) than do the South Australian examples, and they point out that Salvadori refers an example collected at Hammond Island, Torres Straits, to C. triton; still, the field-note would have been more satisfactory as applying to the latter species if it had been made in New Guinea. Dr. Hartt, so far from regarding C. triton as a form of C. galerita, has strongly advocated its separation into three sub-species, on account of their differences in size. On the other hand, Count Salvadori says (The Ibis, 1906, p. 128): "— I should say that C. triton is a very variable species as regards dimensions." What earthly good species-splitters expect to do to science by naming all the links between continental and insular forms or all the gradations in size or tint of the same species when occupying a large area, I utterly fail to see. We know that is a fact recognised by Darwin that "common and widely distributed species vary most"; therefore the commoner and better known a species is, the more are we to be plagued with a multiplicity of names for it, when one name and a statement of the nature of its variability would answer all scientific purposes.

The London Zoological Society first acquired a specimen of C. triton in 1860, and various others were placed on exhibition from that date, though mostly on deposit; the last recorded in the ninth edition of the list was one presented in 1893.

LESSER SULPHUR-CRESTED COCKATOO (Cacatua sulphurea).

Considerably smaller than C. galerita, generally yellower in tint, and with a defined yellow patch on the ear-coverts, the wing and tail feathers yellow below; the feet blackish-grey with black claws; the iris dark brown in the male, but said to be reddish-brown in the female (as very likely to be the case in C. galerita). Female slightly smaller than male; the beak viewed from above rather shorter and narrower, the terminal hook shorter. Hab., Celebes, Butan, and Togian Islands.

It is probable that the wild life of this bird greatly resembles that of its larger relative; it certainly lays two eggs, as shown by Mr. Fraser (P.Z.S., 1865, p. 227), who also pointed out that hens of this and other Cockatoos are good talkers.

Dr. Russ speaks of the Lesser Sulphur-crest as becoming "easily and quickly tame, exceedingly confiding, never treacherous or snappish; also vigorous and enduring, nevertheless, it only learns to speak certain words." This is exactly the opinion which I have formed of the bird from the examples with which I have come in contact. A neighbour had one for several years which could be heard at intervals of a minute or so throughout the day. "Ma-ri"—it never said anything else; but at times it relieved the monotony of its existence by shrieking after the fashion of its kind. I was asked whether I wouldn't like to have the bird (when my neighbour moved), but I declined with thanks; a bird so accomplished seemed to me dear as a gift.

LEMON-CRESTED COCKATOO (Cacatua citrina-cristata).

White, base of feathers of head, neck, and inner web of flight and tail-feathers sulphur-yellow; crest yellowish-orange; undercoverts tinged with yellow; naked orbital ring whitish-grey; beak and feet black; irides dark brown. Female not differentiated, but pro-

* See The Ibis, 1890, p. 31.
bably smaller and with shorter, narrower beak. Hab., Sumba.

Doubtless the wild life is similar to that of allied species, but I have not come across any published notes dealing with it. All that Russ tells us in his "Handbook" respecting this Cockatoo is that it is much rarer than C. sulphurea, and the price higher. It first reached the London Zoological Gardens in 1855, and several other examples were received in later years, all apparently from Timor Laut.

Leadbeater's Cockatoo (Cacatua leadbeateri).

White, the feathers of the forehead rosy at the base, the crest (which consists of sixteen acuminate feathers curled forwards at the tips) is orange-vermillion at the base, yellow in the centre, and white at the tip; the sides of the head, neck, breast, and abdomen are washed with rosy, the rose-colouring being brightest under the wings and at the base of the inner web of the tail-feathers. The beak is pale yellowish horn-coloured, the cere and nostrils covered with rosy feathers; the feet brownish-grey, with the scales and claws black; the naked skin round the eye whitish; iris, black, the dark-eyed ones being the males. Female smaller, with brighter of the iris, and very slightly formed beak, the upper mandible broader, and with shorter terminal hook. Hab., "South Australia, from New South Wales, through the interior to Victoria and S.W. Australia" (Salvadori).

According to Mr. K. H. Bennett, who discovered this bird breeding plentifully in the interior of New South Wales, it nests during August, September, and October in the hollow limbs of trees, usually of a lofty eucalyptus, and lays three white eggs to the clutch. The note of the bird, as Gould observes, is, more plaintive and less grating than that of C. galerita.

In captivity, Leadbeater's Cockatoo, though perhaps somewhat less active than the preceding species, is tolerably amiable, tame, and enduring. It is a favourite show-bird, which has often been exhibited at the Crystal Palace and elsewhere; and when, from time to time, I have visited Mr. Housden, of Sydneyham, I have generally seen the species represented in his collection of living birds. I have always considered it by far the most beautiful of the Cockatoos.

Greater White-crested Cockatoo (Cacatua alba).

White, including the crest; base of inner webs of flight and tail feathers sulphur-yellow; naked orbital skin bluish-white; beak and feet black; irides red or dark olive. Female with the culmen of the beak much narrower and less arched than in the male, the terminal hook (seen in profile) narrower towards its base. Hab., Halmahera group of islands.

Dr. Guillelmos says ("Proceedings of the Zoological Society," 1885, p. 562) that the iris of the Batchian birds is blue, of the Obi examples red; in all the individuals the bare space round the eye was yellowish. It would therefore seem that the colouring of the soft parts is subject to various constant local races such as nowadays are distinguished by cabinet-ornithologists as sub-species.

Dr. Guillelmos observes that "this species has the same habits as the representative C. triton of the Papan islands, screaming noisily at sunset round the tops of the highest trees."

Russ remarks ("Handbook," p. 253):—"Can learn to talk better than others. According to Lord Burton (who bred hybrids between this and the Leadbeater Cockatoo flying at liberty in a park), the most gifted, or, at least, the cleverest of all the Cockatoos. Mr. Blaaauw, however, speaks of it as the most fearful screamer of them all. Rare in the trade. Price, from 36 to 75 marks for a specimen."

First purchased for the London Zoological Gardens in 1861, since which time a fair number of specimens has been added to that collection.

Blue-eyed Cockatoo (Cacatua ophthalmica).

White; base of inner webs of flight and tail feathers tinged with sulphur-yellow; long inner crest-feathers yellow; naked orbital skin blue; beak black; feet dark grey; irides dark brown. Female probably differing in the preceding species. Hab. New Britain (recorded in the Zoological Society's list as from Solomon Islands).

Dr. O. Finsch, writing from New Britain (The Ibis, 1881, p. 538) says:—"The nesting of Cacatua ophthalmica wears the same colours as the old bird; long before the tail-feathers are fully grown the yellow pendant crest is developed in the same style as in its parents."

Layard says that it is very abundant in New Britain, and is killed in great numbers by the natives and made into a very tasty soup. Russ says that it is very rare in the trade, valued preferably when a clever talker; price always high.

The London Zoological Society purchased the first two examples exhibited at the Gardens in 1865; two others were secured in 1866, and others have been acquired since that date.

Rose-crested Cockatoo (Cacatua moluccensis).

White with a rosy tint; inner webs of flight and tail feathers tinged with buffish-yellow; inner long feathers of crest edged with orange-vermillion; naked orbital skin bluish-grey; beak black; feet dark grey; irides dark brown. Female not differentiated, probably with shorter, thicker beak. Hab., Ceram and Ambon.

In an article on the duration of life of animals in zoological gardens ("Proceedings of the Zoological Society," 1880, p. 309) Dr. Max Schmidt gives the longest life of this species as twenty years five months and sixteen days; which is a greater age than that attained by other Cockatoos known to him as living under similar conditions. But we know that the Greater Sulphur-crested Cockatoo in the hands of private owners has attained to a considerably greater age—from fifty to eighty-one years according to Gurney (The Ibis, 1899, p. 29), while a Cockatoo is said to have lived once to 120 years (Land and Water, 1870).

In an article on Birds from Ceram ("Proceedings of the Zoological Society," 1882, p. 701) Dr. W. Blasius describes two pairs as having the iris dark brown; bill and feet grey-black; skin round eyes milk-white. He says also:—"Both the males have the red of the crest feathers of a more vivid colour, and the white of the feathers of belly and back a little more tinged with rose-colour than in the females."

I have found no information respecting the wild life in any work in my library, but as Dr. Russ says that they are taken in numbers from the nest and hand-reared, it is certain that it must be known if not recorded; probably the habits of this species do not differ from those of other white Cockatoos.

This species when reared from the nest is said to be amiable, clever, and readily taught to talk and whistle notes; moreover, when once tamed it is asserted that it ceases to scream; if, however, adult birds are caught and caged they remain wild, untamable, and irritating screamers.

Russ says that Dr. Platen brought home twenty specimens, but otherwise it is not abundant in the market;
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the price fluctuates to an extraordinary degree from 50 to 40 marks, but more often from 80 to 150 marks for one specimen. It is probable that in England it is more reasonable, since very many specimens have been exhibited since 1855 in the Gardens at Regent's Park.

Bare-eyed Cockatoo (Cacatua gymnocephalus).

White; the feathers of the head, hind neck, and abdomen stained at the base with rose; flights and inner webs of tail-feathers pale yellow; forehead and lores stained with red; orbital naked region blue and forming a large patch under the eye; beak whistit; feet bluish; irides dark brown. Female apparently with the beak broader, more arched, and with shorter and thicker terminal hook. Hab., Southern, Northern, and North-Western Australia.

Mr. A. J. Campbell ("Nests and Eggs of Australian Birds," p. 613) thus describes the nidification of this Cockatoo: "Nest.—A hole or hollow in a tree. Eggs.—Clutch, four; roundish in form; texture somewhat coarse; surface glossy and minutely pitted; colour, white. Dimensions in inches of a pair from the Barrier Range (New South Wales): (1) 1.5 x 1.15, (2) 1.45 x 1.12."

This species first reached the London Zoological Gardens in 1871, since which date other examples have been exhibited there. Russ says that since 1871 single examples have been infrequently received by the wholesale dealers of London and Hamburg, and generally advertised as talkers. He states that the cry is a long-drawn Owl-like call, but only uttered in the evening and during flight. He considers it one of the most charming and most gifted of all the Cockatoos.

Blood-stained Cockatoo (Cacatua sanguinea).

White; base of inner webs of flight and tail feathers clear sulphur-yellow; base of lores and sides of face stained with blood-red patches; nakted orbital ring white; beak yellowish-white; feet nearly brown; irides dark brown. Female with shorter and broader beak, with coarser terminal hook. Hab., "Australia: N. Coast, New South Wales, Interior." (Salvadori).

Gould remarks ("Handbook," Vol. II., p. 7): "That no bird is more common on the Victoria is certain, for Mr. Elsey informed me he saw it there in flocks of millions."

"The Blood-stained Cockatoo inhabits swamps and wet grassy meadows, and is often to be seen in company with its near ally, the Cacatua galerita, but I am informed it is even more shy and difficult of approach than that bird. It is doubtless attracted to the swampy districts by the various species of orchidaceous plants that grow in such localities, upon the roots of which at some seasons it mainly subsists."

Mr. A. J. Campbell ("Nests and Eggs," pp. 614-617) gives a very full account of the species, from which I quote the following: "Mr. Herbert Kenny, while at Cooper's Creek, wrote me: 'At times the Blood-stained Cockatoos are to be seen in immense flocks. In the season you may see the blacks bringing home their dilly bags full of eggs and young ones of all sizes, from these just son the shell to fully-hedged ones. Mr. Kenny sent me a set of eggs with the following interesting data: 'Eggs of Blood-stained Cockatoo taken from gum tree in Innamincka water-hole, Cooper's Creek, within a few yards of spot where Burke, the explorer, perished. The nest contained four eggs, which varied in size. Taken 17th August, 1899. Saw blacks with eggs latter end of July.'"

"Far north Blood-stained Cockatoos resort to the holes of the coolbar, or flooded box (a species of eucalyp), the principal tree in the district. After a certain age the young are left during the day, and are fed at evening, when the congregation of birds returns from the plains. The young are then fed in the usual Cockatoo manner, by the parent birds pumping half-digested food from their crops into the young ones' mouths."

Mr. Campbell thus describes the nest and eggs: "Nest.—In a hole in a tree; sometimes in timber standing in a lagoon or swamp. Eggs.—Clutch, three to four; oval inclined or roundish in shape; texture of shell somewhat coarse; surface glossy, in some examples rough, with limy nodules; colour, yellow. Dimensions in inches of a clutch from Cooper's Creek (South Australia): (1) 1.44 x 1.08, (2) 1.4 x 1.07; (3) 1.5 x .98; of a pair from the Gulf of Carpentaria district: 1.6 x 1.14, (2) 1.45 x 1.08."

This species was first purchased by the London Zoological Society in 1865; but, in spite of its abundance in its native haunts, it is rarely seen in the European bird-markets, and naturally fetches a high price. In the ninth edition of the Society's List I see that an example was purchased in 1895. See, however, the next species.

Goiffin's Cockatoo (Cacatua goffini).

Smaller than the preceding species; the orbital naked skin white tinged with blue; beak pale blue; feet dirty blue; irides light red. Female smaller than male, the beak longer and conical, and more slender terminal hook. Hab., Tenimber Islands.

Dubtless the wild life of this bird would nearly resemble that of C. sanguinea. According to Russ it is far-famed as gentle, peaceable, charming, clever and also learned in imitating words, whistling, and mimicry of all possible sounds, though some say it is an aggravating squeamer, whilst others say it is not gifted as a talker, but does not, as Russ says gives its price in Germany as from £5 to £7 10s. per specimen.

In the earlier editions of the Zoological Society's "List of Animals," C. goffini is said to be from Queensland; several examples having been acquired between 1862 and the issue of the eighth edition; the question is whether these ought not to have been referred to C. sanguinea. In the ninth edition five examples are enumerated, from the correct locality—Timor-Laut, the first three of which were deposited in 1883.

Ducors's Cockatoo (Cacatua ducorpsii).

Differs from C. sanguinea in the absence of red markings from the face, which is wholly white; the crest-feathers reddish-orange at base with a tinge of lemon-yellow; orbital skin nearly circular, pale blue; beak and feet grey; irides brown. Female with smaller and narrower beak. Hab., Solomon Islands.

I have found no notes on the wild life of this Cockatoo. It was first purchased for the Regent's Park Gardens in 1864, and in 1871 a third example was presented; others were received later. Russ speaks of it as rare, and gives its price as from 60 to 100 marks (roughly £5 to £6). He says that several examples in the hands of aviculturists have laid eggs in captivity, but this is not unusual with female Parrots; its behaviour is said to resemble that of Goiffin's Cockatoo.

Red-vented Cockatoo (Cacatua leucomelas).

White; inside of crest tinged with sulphur-yellow or with very pale vermillion; ear-coverts washed with rose-pink; under tail-coverts pale vermillion, with white edges; wings and tail beneath sulphur-yellow, brighter.

* The sexes female in the British Museum collection also has the head, throat, and breast white, the crest slightly yellowish; but possibly these colour differences may not be constant.
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on tail; naked orbital skin white; beak lead-colour; tipped with yellowish; feet dark lead-colour; irides dull carmine. Female with beak (seen from above) narrower to the middle, but with shorter and broader terminal hook. Hab., Philippine and Sula Islands.

Mr. J. Whitehead (The Ibis, 1889, p. 396) says: "Met with throughout the entire archipelago, but, curiously enough, we never noticed a single Cockatoo in the valley of the Rio Grande. During our expedition to the Province of Isabella, the natives told me that this species was not known to them; and also during my trip to Cape Engano in the north-east of Luzon, we found it absent. So perhaps this species does not pass the high mountains which divide Luzon at 16 deg. longitude." He does not describe the wild life of the bird.

Four specimens of this species were purchased for the London Zoological Gardens in 1885, since which date others have been added from time to time. Russ says it becomes very tame, but talks little, and screams horribly; is one of the rarest in the market and its price is from 75 to 100 marks.

ROSE-BREASTED COCKATOO (Cacatua roseicapilla).

"Crown of the head pale rosy-white; all the upper surface grey, deepening into brown at the extremity of the wings and tail, and becoming nearly white at the rump. Upper tail-coverts; sides of the neck, all the under surface from below the eyes and the under surface of the shoulders, rich deep rosy-red; thighs and under tail-coverts grey; irides, "rich deep rosy-red"; orbits, brick-red; bill, white; feet nearly dark brown." According to Campbell the irides of the male are black. Female with the irides pearl-coloured; the form of the beak probably differs as in the preceding species. Hab., Australia.

According to Gould the colouring both of the grey and rosy-red is darker in examples from New South Wales than in those from the North Coast. He speaks of this bird as feeding on the plains bordering the river Namo in flocks of from fifty to two hundred individuals. It is strong on the wing, and the effect of the change of light showing first the grey of the backs and then the rosy red of the under parts is described as very beautiful. It breeds in holes in the tall eucalypti, laying three white eggs.

Campbell ("Nests and Eggs," p. 617) thus describes the nidification: "Nest.—Within a hole in a tree, usually near or standing in water. Eggs.—Clutch, four to seven, but usually five; round-oval in shape; texture of shell comparatively fine; surface slightly glossy, occasionally with limy nodules; colour pure white. Dimensions in inches of a pair: (1) 1.4 x 1.04, (2) 1.39 x 1.06; of a rounder pair: (1) 1.35 x 1.09, (2) 1.34 x 1.08."

On page 618 he says: "The nesting places of the Rose-breasted Cockatoo or Galah are easily found, because the back surrounding the hole is peeled off all round for some distance. The nest is often similarly marked by the birds. The young are fed by their parents long after the former have quitted their nests."

No Cockatoo is probably imported in greater numbers or offered at so moderate a price, as this one. In Australia, where it is popularly known by the name of "Galah," it is made much of by sheep-farmers and settlers, who take great trouble in teaching it to talk. It is frequently allowed partial liberty, and feeds with the poultry and pigeons. I am informed that some of the individual birds kept in isolated farms are very

* This is the case with many species in which the eggs are usually smooth; I have found it not infrequently in eggs of the European Blackbird.—A. G. B.

accomplished talkers, but in Europe the Roseate Cockatoo is not considered at all gifted in this respect; indeed, although I have at various times stood by the cages of some dozens of examples of this species, I can honestly affirm that never yet have I heard anything but the most irritating shrieks from this noisy creature. I think it probable that those examples which have been taught to talk in this country have been taken from the nests and hand-reared, for it is not in the least likely that birds caught when adult would ever be teachable, since that is the case with other Cockatoos which are more talented by nature.

Dr. Russ speaks of the Rose-breasted Cockatoo with much affection. He admits that it is not a distinguished speaker, nor even the most gifted Cockatoo; but he admires it for its wisdom, drollery, the ease with which it can be tamed, and its amiability. He says it will lie on its back and play with a bit of wood or the like, will turn somersaults and do other tricks; moreover, when, as a jest, he nips his master in the ear or nose, he never injures him. According to his admirer, as the bird gets tamer it becomes less objectionable in the matter of shrieking. This is undoubtedly the case with other kinds of Parrots.

SLENDER-BILLED COCKATOO (Liococos novaeitn).

White is its prevailing colour, the lores and forehead being red, the bases of the feathers on the head, neck, and breast being also red, which colouring can be traced through the white of the overlapping feathers; wing and tail below washed with sulphur-yellow; beak bluish-white, the sere and nostrile hidden by little rosy-red feathers; feet blue-grey, the scales and claws blackish; naked skin round eye, pale blue, iris dark to light brown. Female with distinctly shorter, broader, and coarser beak than in the male. Probably the lighter iris will prove also to be a female character. Hab., Australia, from the Gulf of Carpentaria, through the interior to New South Wales and South Australia.

Mr. Gould says of this species: "Like the Cacatua galerita, it assembles in large flocks, and spends much of the time on the ground, where it grubs up the roots of orchids and other bulbous plants, upon which it mainly subsists, and hence the necessity for its singularly-formed bill. It not infrequently invades the newly sown fields and corn whilst the most destructivé bird imaginable. It passes over the ground in a succession of hops, much more quickly than the Cacatua galerita; its powers of flight also exceed those of that bird, not perhaps in duration, but in the rapidity with which it passes through the air."

"The eggs, which are white, two in number, and about the size of those of Cacatua galerita, are usually deposited on a layer of rotten wood at the bottom of holes in the larger gum trees."

Some years ago I purchased an example of this bird for a sovereign, as its owner wished to part with it. The bird was particularly amiable and gentle, but irritating from the fact that it could only say one sentence, which it repeated at short intervals throughout the day; this sentence—"Hullo, old Cocky-waxy!"—was also not even instructive. When, therefore, at the end of a week I heard of a lady who wished to purchase it for just double what I had given for it, I naturally accepted. I heard afterwards that, under the impression that the upper mandible was a monstrous growth, she had it trimmed down to resemble that of other Cockatoos. To my mind it certainly is a very ugly bird, its elongated upper mandible giving it a hideously deformed appear-
ance. The Corella, as it is called in Australia, is tolerably freely imported, and not excessively dear.

In captivity Gould speaks of this bird as dull, morose, and irritable. Most of those that I have seen looked just about as interesting and stupid as Owls. Russ evidently thinks well of the species; he says that usually it only learns single words, but some examples are extraordinarily gifted with speech. Captured when adult, they are obstinate, difficult to tame, easily disturbed, yet not really malicious, sometimes frightful screechers. Taken young they are altogether tame and trustful. He then speaks of a tame pair which used to accompany their master on his walks, flying from tree to tree, but coming to him when called, and allowing him to caress them. The male, being pursued by a Hawk, flew spirally so high that it could no longer be seen, and escaped its hunter.

There is not the least doubt that the sulkiness and ill-temper frequently noticeable in specimens of this species is due to their having been netted when adult.

Campbell gives the number of eggs to a clutch as one to four, but usually two to three. As will be seen, this differs a little from Gould’s statement.

**Dampier Cockatoo** *(Liometis pastinacior)*.

A little larger than the common Slender-billed Cockatoo, the naked orbital space larger and darker, of a bluish lead-colour. The female probably differs from the male as in the preceding species. Hab., Western Australia.

Both Gould and Salvadori agree that the characters which distinguish the two Slender-billed species are far more apparent in living examples than in the dry skins.

Mr. A. J. Campbell observes (“Nests and Eggs,” pp. 620, 681): “This species is probably the oldest-known Australian Cockatoo, for when the navigator Dampier, in August, 1699, was off the western coast, he saw birds flying from the mainland over to islands which form the archipelago now bearing his name, and recorded there was a ‘sort of white Parrot which flew a great many together.’ A correspondent on the western coast informs me the Cockatoos still fly ‘a great many together’ in August and September to breed on the islands, where they nest in the holes and crevices of rocks. However, in the season of 1891, on account of the prevailing drought, they did not visit the islands as usual. Near Point Clauses, the Western Long-bills are said by the natives to breed in numbers in the cliffs on the sea-coast, where a water-hole is situated. Mr. Tom Carter has observed birds passing over from inland towards that direction. He also states they breed in numbers in the hollow stems of mangrove trees on the islands in Exmouth Gulf.

“The first authenticated eggs of this species were three in number, taken by Mr. Carter on September 22, 1888, from the hollow spout of a gum tree on the Minilga River.”

The eggs are thus described: “Clutch, three to four; oval or round-oval in shape; texture of shell comparatively fine, surface glossy; colour, pure white, more or less stained with the dust of the nest. Dimensions in inches of a pair: (1) 1.53 x 1.15, (2) 1.52 x 1.14.”

First presented to the London Zoological Gardens in 1858, since which time a fair number of specimens has been exhibited there.

*In the Zoological Society's list this is called the Western Slender-billed Cockatoo, and I adopted that name in "How to Sex Cage-birds," but the Australian name is shorter and therefore preferable.*

**Cockatiel** (*Calopsittacus nova-hollandiae*).

General colour of upper surface deep ash-grey, below slightly paler; a broad curved belt of white runs from the shoulders over the greater wing-coverts; the face and crest of the cock bird are bright lemon-yellow, a large orange patch being placed on the cheek behind the eye. In the hen the face is greyish, but still with a slight yellowish tint, and the orange patch is duller. The under surface of the tail in the cock is black, but in the hen it is mottled and banded with yellow, and the upper side of the tail in this sex has also a faint banded appearance; the legs and beak are grey, and the iris of the eye is hazel. Hab., Australia generally.

Gould says of this species (“Handbook,” Vol. II., pp. 84, 85): “It would appear to be more numerous in the eastern division of Australia than in the western. During the summer of 1839 it was breeding in all the apple-tree (*Angophora*) flats on the Upper Hunter, as

*The name is usually spelt "Cockatiel," but I have followed the more natural spelling adopted by the Zoological Society.*
as well as on all similar districts on the Peel and other rivers which flow to the north-west. I have seen the ground quite covered by them while engaged in procuring food, and it was not an unusual circumstance to see hundreds together on the dead branches of the gum trees in the neighbourhood of water, a plentiful supply of which would appear to be essential to their existence.

The flight of the Cockatoo-Parrakeet is even and easy, and is capable of being long protracted. When it rises from the ground it flies up into the nearest tree, almost invariably selecting a dead branch, upon which it frequently perches lengthwise. It is by no means a shy bird, and from the circumstance of its being excellent eating many are killed for this purpose by persons leading a bush life.

"It breeds in the holes of gum and other trees growing in the neighbourhood of water. The eggs are white, five or six in number, 1 in. long by $\frac{1}{2}$ in. broad."

Campbell says: "Eggs.—Clutch, four to seven, usually five"; but he tells us that "occasionally more than one pair of birds breed in the same tree." I should think hardly in the same hole, when one sees how quarrelsome they often are in the breeding season. In the same year it is said only two broods to be found in the year, but, like many other Australian birds, when kept in an aviary, its fecundity seems to be greatly increased; at the same time, I found my first pair much more inclined to breed during the winter than the summer months in an indoor aviary, though they never got beyond eggs.

This pretty species has a crest somewhat similar to that of the Lemon-crested Cockatoos, but the bird has not the same power of depressing it, although when excited he can bring it more forward.

The best contrivance for nestling purposes I found to be the ordinary log-nest; boxes with a hole at one end, and with an inch or two of sawdust in the bottom, have been recommended (see "Hints on Cage-Birds," p. 59), and my friend Mr. Seth-Smith succeeded best with these; but though I tried one in my Parrakeet aviary the hen Cockateel would not lay in it, but dropped her eggs anywhere in preference; in the log-nest she laid four eggs, evidently at intervals of several days, and sat upon them steadily every night, the cock taking his turn by day; but, for some reason or other, they did not hatch out, though all were fertile, the eldest having rotted in the shell, the second died when ready to hatch, the third when half developed, and the fourth when just beginning to solidify. The mother was evidently out of health, and one evening she refused to go on to the eggs, although her husband did his best to persuade her to do so; on the following morning she suddenly fell to the floor of the aviary in a kind of a fit, and when picked up by a man who chanced to be in the house, and wished to put her back on a branch, she struggled and bit so savagely that he let her slip through his hands with the loss of her tail; the next day she died, and I opened the eggs, which were then all cold. I purchased what was believed to be another hen, but it shortly developed the cock plumage, and the quarrels between the two broods so incessant and so terrified my Budgerigars that I got rid of them. At the end of 1905 I exchanged a cock Wonga-Wonga Pigeon with Mr. Thorpe for two pairs of Cockateels, and turned them into one of my bird-room aviaries, where they quarrelled a good deal. I again supplied a box, a log, and various large receptacles of the cigar-box pattern. (See "Hints on Cage-Birds," p. 81.) Throughout 1906 many attempts were made at breeding, most of the eggs being dropped from the branches and broken, but one or two being laid first in one box, then in another, but never incubated. Finally the hen of the stronger pair died on March 18, 1907, egg bound; she had been weakened by incessant laying. I therefore removed the cock to a cage, leaving one pair in the bird-room. The latter continued to waste their energies until about the middle of June, when they finally selected a cigar nest-box in which to lay. Early in July I heard a young bird being fed, and finally this one left the nest. The parents continued to feed it for a small space of time; it was well able to eat for itself. Unfortunately it proved to be a cock. In 1906 I turned all four into a small aviary which had been recently enlarged, and there they are as I write.

Pretty and easy to breed in an outdoor aviary as the Cockateel is, I cannot say that it is a favourite of mine; a rapid runner, noisy flier, and hard biter; the cock bird is a great quarreller; the song is varied, but at an extent, but a bad phrase is repeated many times. One very frequent utterance seemed to be an obsession with my birds one day when my grandson was present, and he asked me, "Grandpa, what are those birds saying?" "Listen!" I replied. "Here you're coming! Where are you going!" "Yes, grandpa, that's just what they are saying." And when such a senseless jingle is reiterated for about ten minutes without cessation it becomes tiresome. At times the utterance bears a strange resemblance to its own name in a harsh whistle, cocka-ckecca; at others it sounds like "Very poorly, poorly, poorly, poorly." A cock bird of this species, if brought up from the nest, has been known to learn a few words, or even short sentences; he then makes a very nice cage pet; but in an aviary he makes too great a disturbance amongst his smaller cousins.

CHAPTER X.

PARROT-LIKE BIRDS (Psittacidae).

This is the largest, most widely distributed, and most difficult to characterise of all the families of Parrots: it has been sub-divided into six sub-families:—Nasiternae, containing Nasiterna (a genus of spinel-tailed Parrots); Conurina, including the Macaws, Conures, Passerines, and a few allied forms; Pionina, comprising the Amazons, Caiques, and a few others; Peittacina, to which group the Grey Parrot and other African types belong; Pachonitina, including the Eclect, the various Ring-necked and other allied Parrakeets, the Love-birds and Hanging-Parrakeets; Platycercina, which includes the Broadtailed, Grass, and Ground Parrakeets. The lovely little Pigmy Parrots (Nasiterna) appear to have never been imported alive, although in 1906 Mr. Walter Goodfellow had twelve examples of the most beautiful species (N. bruijni), but had to release them because he had run short of seed on which to feed them during the journey home. They are among the tiniest of Parrots, the largest being only 4½ in. in length; all are brightly coloured. Doubtless these birds will be imported, but it is probable that only public institutions or the very wealthy will ever have the pleasure of keeping them.

Macaws, Conures, &c.

(Sub-Family Conurina).

The Conurinae are mostly brilliantly coloured birds, with very powerful beaks, deeper than long, the hook
of which has a file-like surface on its lower side; the culmen either flattened and grooved or rounded and smooth; the cere forming a band round the whole base of the beak; the orbital ring frequently complete. Excepting in the genus *Psittaca* the sexes are much alike. The sub-family is represented in the New World from Carolina to Patagonia.

**Macaws.**

The Macaws are birds of large size, and, in spite of their gaudy colouring, their huge punchinello-like beaks give them a somewhat unpleasing appearance. They have long graduated tails, the feathers of which taper to a point, the two central ones being the longest. In captivity they are generally attached to Parrot-stands, with food at one end and water at the other of the perch; but, to see them to advantage, the canal aviary at Regent's Park is most suitable. Although they bear a good character for intelligence and general amitability, they should never be implicitly trusted. I have known one (for a very slight cause) to inflict a vicious and very severe bite upon its master, which might indeed have cost him a finger. Macaws are, to me, the least attractive of all *Psittaci*: they are too large for a cage, too powerful to handle with perfect safety, they are frightful screechers, not cleanly, and their colouring is too loud to be restful. On the wing, in their native haunts, I have no doubt these gaudy monsters harmonise with their surroundings, but nowhere else. They should be fed principally on dry seeds: maize, oats, sunflower seeds, hemp, and canary, also a plain dry biscuit, from time to time, as well as raw carrot and ripe fruit. The stupid notion that these and other parrots do not require anything to drink should be ignored, for though with the help of plenty of luscious fruit it may be possible to keep the poor things alive for years, a perpetual raging thirst cannot be calculated to improve their condition of health or temper.

**Hyacinthine Macaw (Anodorhynchus hyacinthinus).**

The adult bird is cobalt-blue, slightly paler on the head and neck, and duller below than above; the base of the inner webs of the flights and the underside of the wing and tail feathers black; the beak black, with the lower mandible yellow at the base; the feet blackish, the naked skin round the eyes yellow, the iris brown. The female is probably rather smaller than the male, with a smaller, shorter, and perhaps narrower beak. Hab., Central Brazil and Matogrosso.

Burmeister says of this bird: "It is less shy than the blue and yellow Ara, but is nowhere so abundant or met with in such numerous flocks. According to Ang. de St. Hilaire, one invariably only sees it in pairs. The same observer is certain that this species properly bears the name Ararana among the natives."*

There can be little doubt that, as is the case with Macaws generally, this bird lays two or three eggs, but from books at my disposal I have not been able to obtain much information as to its wild life. Not being a very common bird, even on the Amazon river, it is not surprising that it is not very freely imported, and consequently commands a high price." Russ speaks of it as having only been seen occasionally in zoological gardens, but the Hon. and Rev. F. G. Dutton says that he has possessed one, and most bird-lovers in this country will remember the fine specimen formerly belonging to Mr. Fulljames. The latter gentleman spoke of the bird as perfectly amiable to its keeper, but spiteful to strangers. The first example exhibited at the London Gardens was purchased in 1867, since which date other examples have been acquired.

**Lear's Macaw (Anodorhynchus leari).**

Cobalt-blue; back, scapulars, and wing-coverts with narrow paler edges; flights blackish-grey towards base of inner webs; head, neck, and under surface greenish-blue; the feathers of the abdomen with bluish-green edges; greater under wing-coverts and flights below blackish-grey; tail below black; naked orbital ring orange-yellow; a large patch behind lower mandible yellow; beak black; feet blackish; irides brown. The female probably differs in the usual way. Hab., South America (exact locality unknown).

The Rev. H. D. Astley has published an account of three examples of this bird which he possessed, illustrated by a coloured plate, in _The Avicultural Magazine_, Second Series, Vol. V., pp. 111-115. He says it is "terminally a bird uncially a kindly disposition," and "the Lear's Macaws can make themselves heard, no doubt about that, but it is a voice of a much less strident ear-piercing tone than that of the vari-coloured large Macaws. It has more of the Carrion-Crow 'timbre' in it."

The first example received by the London Zoological Society was purchased in 1860, and others have since been received, but it seems to be rarer than the preceding species.

**Glauous Macaw (Anodorhynchus glaucus).**

Greenish-blue; flights blackish towards base of inner web; head and neck somewhat greyish; cheeks, throat and front of breast somewhat brownish; under-surface greener; the greater under wing-coverts and under surface of flights and tail-feathers blackish; naked orbital skin and patch behind lower mandible yellow; beak black; feet blackish; irides probably brown. Female slightly smaller, with shorter beak and shorter tail-coverts. Hab., Paraguay, Uruguay, and Southern Brazil. I have been unable to find any notes on the wild life of this bird in any book in my library. Burmeister tells us nothing about it.

This rare Macaw did not reach the London Zoological Gardens until 1886. Oddly enough, Russ only speaks of it as being as rare in the trade as _A. hyacinthinus_, price equally high, only in the case of freshly-imported specimens at 350 marks (he gives 600 to 750 marks as the price of _A. hyacinthinus_). I wonder if any German aviculturist ever gave as much as £37 10s. for a Hyacinthine Macaw!

**Spix's Macaw (Cyanopittacus spixi).**

The colouring is blue, the head and neck being somewhat greyish; the feathers of the back, upper wing-coverts, rump, upper and under tail-coverts with paler margins; flights with blackish inner webs; breast and abdomen slightly greenish; wings and tail below blackish. Feet blackish; naked lores and skin round eyes black; iris pale yellow.*

The female is a little smaller than the male, and has a narrower and smaller beak, with shorter terminal hook. Hab., Province of Bahia.

I can discover nothing as to the wild life of this species from books in my library. A good illustration, taken from a living example,

* Burmeister describes the lores and cheeks as quite naked, and yellowish white; Dr. Selater says that the lores and skin surrounding the eyes are black.
purchased by the Zoological Society, is published in their "Proceedings" for 1878. It was the first example that Dr. Sclater had ever seen alive. Writing in The Agricultural Magazine in 1837, the Rev. F. G. Dutton says that he has only seen two (one of them being the above-mentioned bird), and he found both of them ill-tempered. On the other hand, Mr. Fulljames tells us (The Agricultural Magazine, March 1839) that "Spix's Macaw "is one of the best-tempered birds in the collection." Canon Dutton evidently had not seen the example deposited at the Gardens in 1834. Russ only speaks of the bird as being extremely rare.

As all bird-keepers know well, it is impossible to be certain of the character of any species from a study of one or two examples only. Even in the case of birds which are generally ill-tempered and malicious, amiable individuals may occasionally be met with. Moreover, circumstances may alter cases, and a Parrot chained by the leg to a stand may be excused for being more morose than one in a roomy cage.

BLUE AND YELLOW MACAW (Ara ararauna).

The prevailing colour of the upper parts is blue, the forehead, crown, and rump, being somewhat greenish; the primaries and tail-feathers above of a purplish-indigo colour; the feathered lines on the cheeks are black; the chin of the same colour; the lower part of the face, throat, breast and belly saffron-yellow; the under tail-coverts greenish-blue; the tail and wings below yellow; the beak black; naked parts of the face white; iris of eye yellow; feet deep grey. Female slightly smaller, with shorter, narrower beak, the terminal hook shorter. Hab., Panama to Bolivia and Guiana, and throughout the Amazon Valley. Like the other Macaws, it inhabits wooded districts, laying its two eggs in a hole in the trunk of a tree; it is usually seen only in pairs, which may partly account for its limited importation to this country; for although, next to the Red and Blue Macaw, this is the best known species of its group, it is perhaps less frequently to be met with, excepting in zoological gardens. It is quite as noisy as the other species.

In his "Handbook" Dr. Russ gives no information of importance respecting this species. As is well known, it was bred as long ago as 1818 by Mr. Lamouroux; the hen nestling in a small barrel, pierced toward a third of its height with a hole of about 6 inches in diameter, and in the bottom of which was placed a bed of sawdust 3 inches thick, on which the eggs were laid and hatched.

"In four years and a half, from the month of March, 1818, to the end of August, 1822, these birds laid sixty-two eggs, in nineteen broods. Of this number twenty-five eggs produced young ones, of which ten only died; the others lived, and became perfectly accustomed to the climate. They laid eggs at all seasons; and the broods became more frequent and more productive in the course of time, and in the end much fewer were lost. The number of eggs in the nest used to vary, six having been together at one time; and these Macaws were seen to bring up four young ones at once. These eggs took from twenty to twenty-five days to be hatched, like those of our common hens. Their form was that of a pear, a little flattened, and their length equal to that of a pigeon's egg. It was only between the fifteenth and five-and-twentieth day that the young ones became covered with a very thick down, soft, and of whitish slate-grey. The feathers did not begin to make their appearance until towards the thirtieth day, and two months were required to acquire their full growth. It was a dozen or fifteen months before the young arrived to the size of their parents, but their plumage had all its beauty from six months old. At three months old they abandoned the nest and could eat alone. Up to this period they had been fed by their father and mother, which disgorge the food from their bill in the same manner as pigeons do."

This species was first exhibited by the London Zoological Society in 1839, since which time specimens have been frequently added to the collection, sometimes several in one year; thus in 1871 no less than four were either presented or deposited, and in 1874 five were added, and in 1888 four, in 1899 three; altogether, I suppose something like five dozen examples must have found their way to the Regent's Park Gardens.

RED AND BLUE MACAW (Ara macao).

Prevailing colour, scarlet; the scapularies, greater and median wing-coverts above, yellow tipped with green; flights above, blue; lower back, rump, upper and under tail-coverts, pale blue; tail-feathers with black shafts, the two centre ones faintly tipped with blue, which increases externally, the three outermost feathers being almost entirely blue above; wings and tail below mostly orange-vermilion, the greater wing-coverts being, however, brownish, and the three outer tail-feathers very dark; feet blackish; beak with white upper mandible tipped with black, lower mandible black; naked skin of cheeks dull flesh-coloured; iris yellowish-white. Female smaller; the beak shorter and with shorter terminal hook. Hab., Mexico, through Central America to Bolivia, Guiana, and the Amazon Valley.

Speaking of this species, as observed by him in Costa Rica, Mr. A. Boucard says:—"Common at San Carlos. Every morning they fly about in large flocks. In the daytime you can see them in the forest eating fruit; they are easily detected by the noise they make, and by the rejected pieces of fruit constantly falling down from the trees on which they are perched."

While describing the cultivation of the tonca-bean tree, Eugène André says ("A Naturalist in the Guianas," p. 8):—"During the months of October and November, while the fruit is still quite small and green, the large Macaws and several other members of the Parrot family commit great havoc upon the young crop."

Dr. Russ speaks of this Macaw as common in zoological gardens much admired on account of its splendid colouring, endures for many years; like the allied species, much attached to those of its kind, easily comes to grief through plucking itself. A bird belonging to Mr. Czarnikow, at the "Ornis" Exhibition of 1879, could speak about a hundred words.

Doubtless the plucking spoken of by Russ is due to improper food offered to these birds by visitors to the Gardens.

First deposited at the London Gardens in 1859; since which time a good many examples have been exhibited there, though far fewer than of the "Blue and Yellow" species.

RED AND YELLOW MACAW (Ara chloroptera).

Deep crimson; the lower back, rump, upper and under tail-coverts pale blue; lesser wing-coverts deep crimson; median coverts olive-green; greater coverts blue, but the innermost ones and the scapulars olive-green tinged with blue; flights blue; two middle tail-feathers deep red tipped with blue; the next two pairs blue, with broad red edges to both webs towards the base; remaining feathers almost wholly blue; flights and tail below golden red; naked skin on sides of head flesh-colour lined with red feathers; upper mandible horn-white, black at base of edges; lower mandible
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black; feet greyish-black; irides straw-yellow. Female of the same size as the male, but with a shorter beak, broader when seen in profile, with more arched culmen. Hab., "Guatemala to Guiana and Bolivia and the Amazon Valley (Salvadori.)"

Burmeister ("Systematische Uebersicht." II., p. 156) says that this is the farthest south of all the Araras, and formerly might even be met with in the wooded environs of Rio de Janeiro, now it has long since deserted! the inhabited regions. It delights in the great primeval forests in the neighbourhood of rivers so long as they flow through level country, and is unwilling to ascend to the higher mountain-forests. Nevertheless, one finds it at the lower Parahybá and Rio da Pomba, as well as farther to the north in all the dense coastal woods right up to Bahia; yet it is in evidence even farther south than Rio de Janeiro, at St. Paulo.

"The loud, quite Crow-like, cry of the flushed bird astonished me, and I soon recognised it by its size and brilliant colouring. I cannot deny that the sound has a resemblance to the name of the bird Arara, but it sounded deeper, as a throaty sound which passed into a screech, and I do not doubt that in other ears it would seem exactly Arara. As a rule the indication of animal voices is subject to considerable variations, because different nations recognise different sounds from ourselves; whereby the difference of the accounts is explained. Thus, for instance, the Prince zu Wied denies the resemblance of the note to the name. According to the detailed information given by this attentive traveller the bird chiefly subsists on the fruits of the Sapucaya (Lecythis olaria), the Juvia (Bertholletia excela), and various melic palm-berries, such as the Liciuri (Cocos capitata) or Aricuri (Cocos carinata), the reddish-yellow fruit-clusters of which are serviceable even for human beings, and must suit these birds admirably. One also sees them frequently basking with the fruits of the climbing plants, among which especially the forms called Spinphia by the Brazilians afford them food. All these plants thrive only in the dense primitive forest, and that is also the home of the bird; they do not occur on the open Campos, and they scarcely encroach upon the more open forests of the interior far from the larger rivers; but where the primeval forest is ever most in evidence the Arara can be expected with certainty. Yet one sees it only in small companies, and more often than with other Parrots, even solitary; they do not occur in large flocks, like several smaller species." The first specimen of this Macaw exhibited at Regent's Park was deposited in 1861; altogether, probably about four dozen examples have, at various times, found a home there. It is a very well-known bird, which Russe speaks of as represented at almost every large exhibition.

MILITARY MACAW (Ara militaris).

The prevailing tint is a somewhat olivaceous green, with the head of a purer green; on the neck is a slight bluish shade; the forehead and lines on the lores are vermilion; on the cheeks are greenish-black lines; the chin is brown; the hinder part of the back, the rump, and upper tail-coverts are pale-blue; the primaries and secondaries blue, yellowish olivaceous below; the under wing-coverts green, the greater ones slightly dusky; the four central tail-feathers dull red, broadly tipped with blue; the two next on each side blue, edged towards the base with dull red; the two outer feathers almost wholly blue; under-surface of tail olivaceous yellow; the naked skin of the cheeks flesh-coloured; iris of eye yellowish-grey; the beak blackish, and the legs blackish-grey. Female smaller, with distinctly shorter beak, the culmen more arched. Hab., Mexico to Central and South America, occurring from Bogota to Peru and Bolivia.

Stolzmann ("Taczanowski's Ornithologie de Péron." Vol. III., p. 192) says: "It keeps in companies composed of two, three, or more pairs. The most numerous which I have seen was of nine pairs; they usually fly very high, making themselves heard by a penetrating and strong voice. After they have settled upon a tree they feed in silence, and one is only conscious of the crushing of fruit and the sound of the fall of the remains of the husk. Sometimes they only babbled quietly, as if they were holding a conversation together. It is a very cautious bird; at the slightest cracking of a branch their leader, crying ere-cra-ere, alarms the whole assembly, which departs crying. Their flight is hurried.

"At Concolo, a colony composed of some cottages above the little town of Choros, I have seen the nesting-place of the Parrakeets. It was a vertical, clayey declivity excavated in many burrows; these holes serve for its eggs. A very numerous colony has successively occupied it without intermission. It was in the month of May. I suppose, however, that it may also nest in holes in trees.

In his "Two Bird-lovers in Mexico" C. W. Beebe says (pp. 173, 174): "In the morning we were wakened by the screams of Macaws. When the notes first reached my ear I knew that I had heard them before, but where I could not think, and not until I rushed out and saw the birds did I connect the sound with the din of a Parrot-house in a zoological park. There the harsh screams rend one's ears, but here, between the walls of the mighty gorge, it is an entirely different utterance. From high overhead the guttural tones came softened, and, our eyes following, we see a pair—always a pair—of the great birds, with their long, sweeping tails and quickly-vibrating wings, passing steadily across the sky. While thus silhouetted against the light they seemed black, but when they reached a background of rock or trees their colours flashed out—beautiful living greens with lesser tints of brown and golden olive. They were Military Macaws, and they always flew thus closely together, morning and evening, from roost to feeding-ground and back."

As usual, this species generally nests in hollow trees, laying its two eggs on the bare wood. Though rather smaller than its handsome relative, the Red and Blue Macaw, this species has quite as powerful a voice. In its own country it is said to be very destructive to the crops.

Attempts have been made to breed this species, and (I believe) with partial success, inasmuch as young have been hatched; but whether any have ever left the nest I cannot say. Doubtless in a very strongly-built and extensive aviary, furnished with plenty of branches and hollow logs, this or any other Macaw might be successfully bred, and as these birds are still very expensive it might be worth while for a man who had a big aviary vacant to try the experiment; only I should advise him to have a very stout wire for its enclosure, or the Macaws, with their natural cutting pliers, would soon be at liberty. When tame the Military Macaw is intelligent, and soon learns to speak or imitate the cries of animals.

The first example exhibited at the London Zoological Gardens in Regent's Park was purchased in 1864, and others have been purchased, presented, or deposited
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since that time, but it has not been secured in anything like such numbers as the last three species. Russ says of it: "Fairly frequent in zoological gardens; rare with aviculturists."

**Severe Macaw (Ara severa).**

Green; primary coverts and flights blue, the latter edged with black at the tips, the secondaries with green edges to the outer webs; innermost secondaries entirely green; tail-feathers above reddish-brown, edged with green towards base and tipped with blue; head washed with blue; forehead, margin of cheeks, and chin chestnut-brown; feathered lines on cheeks black; naked skin on sides of head whitish flesh-colour; edge of wing and outer lesser wing-coverts below red, the rest green; greater under-coverts dull-olive; flights and tail below deep golden-red; beak and feet black; irides yellow. Female probably with shorter beak and more arched culmen. Hab., "Brazil, the Amazon's Valley to Bolivia, Guiana, Colombia, and Panama." (Salvadori.)

According to Burmeister ("Systematische Uebersicht." Vol. II., p. 161):—Prince zu Wied says that "it lives in pairs during the breeding season, otherwise in company, subsists especially on the fruit of the Jandiróla (Feuillea coridifolia) of the Jikittibá, and another with milky juice, which the prince did not recognize. Their flocks are very injurious to the maize plants. When seeking food in the tops of the trees, they are, like many species, talkative; utter all kinds of wonderful sounds, such as snarling, shouting, whistling, and they fly thence with screeching cries as soon as one approaches them. Their flight is strikingly rapid." The London Zoological Society acquired two specimens of this bird in 1854, one by purchase, the other on deposit. Russ says that it occurs "in Zoological Gardens and at all exhibitions, rarely in the hands of an aviculturist; little admired. Price 15 to 20 marks for a specimen." From the above it would appear that it is only exhibited by dealers.

**Illiger's Macaw (Ara moracana).**

The prevailing colour of this bird is green; the rump, upper tail-coverts, and under wing-coverts olivaceous; forehead, rose-red: remainder of head and nape, greenish blue, the crown deeper in tint; a red patch on the lower back and another on the middle of the abdomen; front margin of wing bluish; wing, excepting the lesser and median coverts, chiefly blue; tail blue, the base washed with reddish-brown; under surface of flights and tail yellowish olive, dusky towards the tips; beak horn-black; feet brownish or ochreous flesh; naked cheeks yellowish flesh"—iris, chestnut. Female smaller, the rose-red on the forehead more restricted, the beak slightly shorter. In the young the restriction of the rose red on the forehead is greater, the upper parts are spotted with greyish-brown, and the red patches on back and abdomen are yellower. Hab., Brazil and Paraguay.

Burmeister says of this Macaw: "I obtained this Parrot at New Freiburg, but only once; it is no friend to mountain forests, but lives rather in the lower plains near the mouths of streams; it is, for instance, found abundantly on the Parahyba between Capé Frio and the mouth of the river."

From his further observation—"that it agrees with the 'Severe Macaw' in its manner of life"—it is evident that during the breeding season it is seen only in pairs, but at other times in companies, that it subsists upon fruits of various kinds and maize, that when feeding in the treetops it is extremely noisy, and its flight is astonishingly rapid.

An interesting fact of this species in captivity is given by Mr. O. E. Cresswell in Vol. IV. of *The Avicultural Magazine*, First Series, pp. 65-67.

Illiger's Macaw first arrived at the Regent's Park Gardens in 1851, after which there was an interval of ten years, and then two examples were added; others have been purchased or deposited since that time.

Russ says: "A pair belonging to Dr. Frenzel bred one young one, which, however, only survived a few days. The pair were very amorous; little destructive to work; rarely screamed; on the contrary, they uttered not unpleasant sounding grunts, and the male also a little song; never fly in the aviary, climb actively. They first went to nest in June, 1880. Clutch two eggs; the female

*Burmeister says the cheeks are reddish-yellow; the iris, brown internally, orange externally.*

**Illiger's Macaw.**

*(Photograph from life.)*
incubated alone, fed by the male. Peaceful during incubation, almost noiseless; the male then spiteful, even bit Eclectus Parrots and others. Second brood May, 1881; duration of incubation 24 days.” After the last brood the old birds became such furious screamers and so malicious to other birds that Dr. Frenzel gave them away."

**Noble Macaw (Ara nobilis).**

Green, rather yelloower below than above; first primary-coverts and first primary bluish on outer web; edge of wing from bend scarlet; forehead and a band over the eyes blue; naked skin of the cheeks white; greater under wing-coverts golden olive; remaining coverts scarlet; flights and tail-feathers below golden olive, the former dusky on outer webs; upper mandible hornish white with black tip; lower mandible hornish blackish; feet yellowish flesh-colour; irides yellow. Female slightly smaller, with shorter beak, more compressed towards the terminal hook. Hab., “Brazil from Para to Matogrosso and the Eastern Provinces.” (Salvadori.)

Burmeister says ("Systematische Uebersicht," Vol. II., p. 165): “The species inhabits the central Brazil, but not in abundance.” “Its manner of life is the same as the preceding.”

This Macaw has been represented in our Zoological Gardens, but Russ says it is rare in the trade. “Mrs. von Proshek, of Vienna, had a pair for years; it even made attempts at breeding, but brought up no young.” The female was tame and lovable, the male clever as a speaker; had learnt 50 words as well as singing and laughing. Price high, although little esteemed.”

**Hahn’s Macaw (Ara hahni).**

Differing from the preceding species in its inferior size and entirely horn black beak. Female with broader skull and beak; the latter shorter and narrowing more just before the terminal hook. Hab., "Guiana, Trinidade, and Rio Branco." (Salvadori.)

I have discovered no notes respecting the wild life; but doubtless it closely corresponds with that of the preceding species.

The London Zoological Society purchased a pair of this Macaw in 1872.

**Conures.**

The Conures are numerous, and many of them have been imported, but as a general rule they do not commend themselves to aviculturists, though the late Mr. Creswell, who had kept three species, was favourably disposed towards them. They are very hardy, long-lived, and some of them are good talkers; but I think even their most eloquent advocate cannot deny that they are noisy. There is no question that they are extremely destructive to woodland, and they are reputed to be malicious towards other birds, so that it is necessary to keep them by themselves; nevertheless, they are intelligent, become remarkably tame, confiding, and even affectionate towards their owners; some of them also have bred in captivity.

In their wild state Conures feed upon seed, fruit, and green food; in captivity Mr. Seth-Smith recommends: “Canary, hemp and millet seed, and oats,” “while green food, such as chickweed, flowering grass, groundsel, and fruit, should be added, freely in the summer and sparingly in winter. Sunflower seed is also appreciated by some species.” (“Parrakeets,” p. 27.)

**Sharp-tailed Conure (Conurus acuticaudatus).**

Green; flights olive on the inner webs; lateral tail-feathers brownish-red at base of inner webs; crown, lores, cheeks, and ear-coverts dull blue; naked orbital skin white; breast sometimes bluish; greater under wing-coverts dull olive; flights below golden olive, dusky towards tips and on outer webs; tail below olive, the base of inner webs golden red; upper mandible whitish with blackish tip; under mandible blackish; feet yellowish flesh-colour; irides red. Female with narrower beak and longer terminal hook than in the male. Hab., “Bolivia, Paraguay, Northern Argentina, and Uruguay.” (Salvadori.)

Hudson says ("Argentine Ornithology," Vol. II., p. 42): “White obtained specimens of this Parrot near Andalgala, in Catamarca, in September, 1830. He tells us that it is not very abundant in that district, and flies very swiftly in flocks of seven or eight, screeching continually when on the wing.”

Mr. J. Graham Kerr (The Ibis, 1892, p. 140) says that it is abundant on the Lower Pilcomayo in spring and summer.

The species is rarely imported, but a specimen was exhibited at the London Zoological Gardens as long ago as July, 1838.

**Blue-crowned Conure (Conurus cyanorrhous).**

Differs from the preceding species in its brighter green colouring, with only the forehead and crown bluish; the naked orbital skin whitish flesh-colour, as also both mandibles; the feet dirty flesh-colour; irides either yellowish-brown, yellow, or orange. Female probably differs from the male as in *C. acuticaudatus*. Hab., "Brazil, from Bahia to Cujaba in the interior." (Salvadori.)

Burmeister says ("Systematische Uebersicht," Vol. II., p. 165): “This species inhabits the Campos region in the interior of Brazil, and extends from the Amazon to the River Paraguay.”

I have found no notes on the wild life.

Mr. Seth-Smith (“Parrakeets,” pp. 29, 30) quotes a passage from Russ respecting examples in the possession of Mr. Schmalz, of Vienna; this gentleman’s birds were said to be gifted with great intelligence; they became wonderfully tame, and one of them said several words as distinctly as a Grey Parrot.

Though rarely imported, this bird was first exhibited at the London Gardens in 1864, and altogether something like a dozen examples have from time to time found a home there.

**Golden Conure (Conurus guarouba).**

The prevailing hue is deep lemon-yellow; the flights dark green above, golden-olive below; beak horn yellowish; feet flesh-coloured; naked skin round the eye whitish; iris varying from deep orange to brown. Female paler in colouring, not so bright; the beak shorter and more curved. Young birds have the cheeks and upper wing-coverts flecked with green, and when still younger are nearly all green. Hab., North-eastern Brazil.

According to Burmeister this species is a native of both sides of the Amazon and down to Pernambuco and Bahia, but is nowhere abundant. Wallace found it “very rare in the neighbourhood of Para, where it appears once a year, when a particular fruit is ripe.” He only saw one flock in one tree, and shot four or five specimens.

An example of this Parrot was purchased by the Zoo-
logical Society of London in 1871, and a second one was acquired by exchange in 1880; the Hon. and Rev.
173) speaks of a third which he saw there on deposit,
and which he says is "the only really fascinating Conure
I have seen. You could swing it about by one leg or
by the tail; it would lie on its back in your hand, and
delighted in being played with; it was said to be a good talker."** On the
other hand, Prince Ferdinand of Saxe-
Coburg-Gotha considered the bird
apathetic and wearsome; he said that
it gnawed through a lot of wood, but
had no objectionable cry. It is per-
factly evident that with this, as with
most birds, individuals differ greatly.

YELLOW CONURE (Conurus solitarius).

Yellow; tinged with orange on the
lower back, rump, forehead, sides of
head, lower breast and abdomen;
sometimes all over the yellow feathers;
greater upper wing-coverts green,
irregularly tipped with yellow; bas-
tard-wing, primary-coverts, and
secondaries dark blue margined with
green externally; primaries with the
outer web green towards base, blue
towards tips; tail olive-green towards
base, blue towards tips, the outer
feathers on each side with the outer
web entirely blue; under wing-coverts
 wholly yellow; flights and tail-
feathers below olive, dusky towards
tips; beak brownish horn-grey; feet
flesh-brown, claws black; irides dark
brown. Female with shorter and
slightly narrower beak, not quite so
dep deep when viewed in profile. Hab.,
Guiana and Rio Branco.

Much valued by the natives in its
own country, and on that account
tamed, so that in some villages from
twenty to thirty may be seen flying
about at liberty.

Russ mentions, on the authority of
Mr. H. Gadeau de Cerville, of Rouen,
that a pair was in the possession of
his wife from 1872, which in summer was confined in
an open-air aviary, from October to April in a heated
room. The female for four years did not lay in the
aviary, but in the following four years laid no less than
twenty-nine eggs, four to six to a clutches. When the
male died on 1881, it was immediately replaced, and
this pair after two years nested successfully. The
female laid four eggs in July and three in August; in-
cubated alone; the duration of incubation was three
weeks. The young were fed by both male and female;
they remained three months in the nest-box. Nestling-
down short, whitish-grey. At four months the young
plumage was brown above, slightly mixed with yellow;
wing and tail feathers pale yellow at base, deep blue
at tips; crown, back of head and sides of head orange-
yellow, more or less greenish; under surface greenish-
yellow, abdomen pale red; eyes dark brown; naked
orbital ring pale flesh-coloured, surrounded by reddish
feathers; beak brownish-black; feet brownish, claws

* He also mentions two young examples which he saw in Mr.
Bartlett's possession.

The Zoological Society of London first acquired this
bird in 1862, since which date other examples have been
purchased by or presented to that body.
YELLOW-HEADED CONURE (Conurus jendaya).  
This is a very showy Parrot, its head being bright yellow, suffused with orange-red on the forehead, around the naked eye-ring, on the throat, breast, belly, and the margins of the feathers of the lower back and rump; the bastard-wing, primary-coverts, outer webs or primaries, excepting towards the base, outer tail-feather and tips of all the others above, blue; inner webs and under surface of quills, greater under-wing-coverts, and under surface of tail, blackish; remainder of body grey; beak black; feet blackish, with black claws; iris varying from pearl-grey to brown. Female probably with shorter and narrower beak than the male. Hab., Eastern Brazil.

This bird is said to visit the maize crops in small flocks consisting of from eight to twenty individuals, and to do much mischief; its cry is loud and startling, and it is very destructive to wood; nevertheless it has a very good character as a cage and aviary bird, being peaceable, affectionate, and harmless when associated with smaller birds.

Dr. Russ says: "A pair belonging to me took possession of a nest-box; the male and female were very tender to each other, carried out the whole business naturally, even eat together on the laying of four eggs. If anyone approached the cage they sang together, the male with bristling feathers and puffed out neck ruffles, with stopping and other wonderful gestures. Looking subsequently I found seven hatched dried-up young. They have laid eggs with several other breeders, but hitherto have not been successfully reared."

However, Mr. Seth-Smith ("Parrakeets," p. 34) quotes an account of the successful breeding of the species recorded in "Notes on Cage Birds." Second Series, p. 173, by a writer who signs himself "Blue Robin." Oddly enough, as in the case of the Yellow Conures described above, the young appear to have remained in the nest (from the commencement of the incubation of the eggs) about three months. It seems a long time, but with two independent witnesses there can be no question of its correctness. Four specimens of this pretty bird were sent from the London Gardens in 1869, and altogether a fair number have been since acquired.

GOLDEN-HEADED CONURE (Conurus auricapillus).
Diffsers from the preceding, but with the front of the crown yellow; the back of crown and hind neck green; the sides of head green, more or less washed with yellow; a reddish tinge round the naked orbital region and on the ear-coverts; throat and front of breast green, back of breast and abdomen red, with the base of the feathers more or less green. Female with shorter and narrower beak, also a deep view when viewed in profile. Hab., Eastern Brazil.

I have found no notes respecting the wild life of this species. It is very rarely imported, and is not mentioned in Russ' "Handbook"; it has, however, been exhibited at our London Zoological Gardens more than once.

BLACK-HEADED CONURE (Conurus nenday).
Dr. Russ thus describes it: "An extraordinarily coloured Parrot; grass-green, on the underside yellowish-green; forehead, crown, and front of cheeks deep brownish-black; back of head, dark chestnut-brown; ear-coverts, lower back and rump yellowish-green; flights and tail-feathers marked with blue; throat and upper breast greyish-blue-green; thighs scarlet-red; beak blackish horn-grey; eyes red to black-brown; feet brownish horn-grey; claws blackish." Female with a narrower beak, not so deep when seen in profile. Hab., Paraguay and Argentina.

Mr. J. Graham Kerr (The Ibis, 1889, p. 140) says: "Abundant, in very large flocks, about the neighbourhood of Fortin Page. Frequently associates with flocks of Bolborhynchus monachus. One of the favourite foods of these species consists of the berries of the parasitic Loranthaceae, which are so common on some of the trees."

In a subsequent paper, on the Birds observed in the Gran Chaco, the same author (The Ibis, 1891, p. 229) says: "Very common, large flocks."

It is therefore not surprising that, although regarded as a great rarity when first purchased by the London Zoological Society in May, 1870, it is now a very freely imported species. Russ says of it: "Since 1870 occasionally imported singly; in 1878, for the first time, in several pairs by Charles Jamrach, of London; after that it made its appearance from time to time in bird-rooms. Behaviour comical; cry penetrating, loud, hardly so shrill as that of the Carolina Parrot; sexes very affectionate. Bred in 1881 by Baron von Cornelv. Unhappily no further details communicated. Price 20 to 50 marks for the pair."

Mr. Seth-Smith ("Parrakeets," pp. 36 and 37) quotes two accounts of the breeding of this species in England, one in "Notes on Cage Birds," and the other from "The Avicultural Magazine." Yet he tells me that it is a popular species with aviculturists. In the trade this Conure is generally known as the Nenday or Nanday Parrakeet.

RED-HEADED CONURE (Conurus rubrolarvatus).
Bright green, slightly paler on underparts; the whole front of the head to well behind the eyes and including the chin, also the bend and front edge of the wing, lesser and median under wing-coverts and thighs, scarlet; greater under wing-coverts, flights and tail below olive, the former dusky at tips and on outer webs; beak yellowish-white; naked orbital ring pale yellow; irrides yellow. Female probably with a narrower beak than the male. Hab., Colombia, Ecuador, and Peru.


In The Avicultural Magazine, First Series, Vol. VI., p. 69, Mr. Walter Goodfellow says: "These birds I observed sold for sale in London at 5s. each, with no doubt at half that price they could have been bought. Being rather large birds, they show off their colour to advantage. I imagine, though, they must be rather noisy birds to keep, for they have a disagreeable shriek. They ought not to be at all delicate, for we shot specimens near the Volcano of Paracé, by Popayan, in Colombia, at an altitude of over 8,000 ft. In passing through the little village of Carmen (still in Colombia*), on our ride from Buenaventura to Cali, we saw the same birds in immense clouds, coming from their feeding grounds in the high mountain forests, to pass the night in the little sheltered valley below. Carmen could boast of little else in the way of vegetation but bamboos, which grew in great thickets, and every branch of these giant grasses was literally weighing down with its burden of C. rubrolarvatus. The noise was simply deafening! Those we shot by the acid waterfall of Paracé, in the month of May, 1898, were undoubtedly nesting in the crevices of the perpendicular cliffs there; for on the report of our firearms numbers of them flew screaming from the holes and ledges around. I noticed,

* Probably by a printer's error it is spelt Columbia in the article.
too, that the plumage of some was dragged, evidently by sitting on their eggs."

First purchased by the Zoological Society of London in 1854, since which time one or two others have been added to the Regent's Park collection. Russ speaks of an example in the possession of Mr. C. Forster, exhibited at Vienna, which was "delightfully tame, spoke several words, laughed, and coughed." It is, however, a rarely imported species.

**WAGLER'S CONURE (**Conurus wagleri**).**

Green, slightly paler on underparts; forehead and crown red; some red feathers, sometimes forming a band across the throat; greater under wing-coverts red; greater under-coverts yellow; flights and tail below olive; beak yellowish-white; feet dusky; irides yellow. Female probably, as usual, with a narrower beak. Hab., Venezuela and Colombia.

The wild life appears to be undescribed, and Russ gives no notes in his "Handbook" respecting its life in captivity. One example was purchased by the London Zoological Society in July, 1873, but it seems to be very rarely imported.

**GREEN CONURE (**Conurus leucophthalmus**).**

Green, rather paler on underparts; bend of wing, front edge of same, and lesser under wing-coverts red; greater under-coverts yellow; flights and under tail-coverts golden-olive, the former dusky towards tips and on outer webs; beak yellowish flesh colour; naked orbital ring ashy flesh colour; feet dusky; irides greyish or reddish-orange-yellow. Female beak broader at the base and with coarser terminal hook than in the male. Hab., Guiana, Trinidad, Colombia, and through the Amazon Valley to Eastern Peru, Bolivia, and Brazil. (Salvadori.) Also found in Uruguay. (Aplin.)

Mr. O. V. Aplin ("The Ibis," 1894, pp. 191, 192) says: "I found this fine Parrot only in the valley of the Rio Negro, where, without being scarce, it is not abundant. It is known there as the 'Loro,' or the 'Barranquero,' the latter name properly belonging to *C. patagonus*, which is unknown there. The 'Barranquero' (to retain the most usual local name) to a great extent keeps to particular spots in the monte, although it visits the chacras when the maize is ripe. They are rather shy and not very easy to procure, as when sitting on the trees their green colour renders them inconspicuous, and they easily take alarm and fly off to a distance. They are usually seen in pairs, or in parties of four or five, flying over the trees or the river at a great pace, uttering rather deep-toned harsh screams. The two specimens I procured had been feeding on some unripe flat-shaped seeds. They were in worn plumage (December). The charcoal-burners there say the 'Loros' breed in holes in trees, and as they occasionally procure young birds for English and other residenta they are doubtless correct. At the end of March I saw two young ones which had been brought from that locality, and from what I could learn, were taken about the end of February. They must grow their feathers very slowly, as one was not nearly covered at the time I saw them. The talking powers of this bird are very considerable, and it is highly prized in captivity on this account. They become wonderfully tame."

Two examples were presented to the London Zoological Society in 1871, and several others have since been exhibited at the Gardens, but it is rarely imported. Russ observes that it is reported by travellers to be tameable and teachable.

**MEXICAN CONURE (**Conurus holochlorus**).**

Green, underparts paler; greater under wing-coverts, flights and tail below olive; sometimes a few scattered red feathers on throat and breasts; the flights dusky towards the tips and on outer webs; beak yellowish flesh colour; naked orbital skin and feet brownish flesh colour; irides brown. Female with stouter beak than the male. Hab., Mexico to Nicaragua.

Salvin says of this species ("Proceedings of the Zoological Society," 1866, p. 44): "It frequents the patches of maize (*Zea maiz*) which cover the hill-sides, and commits serious damage on the crops. It may constantly be seen flying over the plains and low country at all hours of the day, in flocks varying from two birds to twenty or thirty in number. When any large number fly together they usually—I may say almost always—divide themselves into couples, though these do not preserve regular order like a flock of geese."

A rarely imported species, which has nevertheless been exhibited at the London Zoological Gardens. In his handbook Russ describes it, but gives no information respecting it.

**RED-COLLARED CONURE (**Conurus rubitorquus**).**

Diffsers from the preceding species in having the chin and throat occupied by a broad red band (according to the illustration from life the beak is buffish horn colour; the naked orbital ring pale lilacine; the feet sordid flesh colour; the irides hazel). Hab., Nicaragua. In the "Museum Catalogue of Parrots" (Volume 24, p. 25) Count Salvadori regarded this as a variety of the Mexican Conure; but the receipt of ten specimens from Nicaragua by Messrs. Salvin and Godman convinced him that the two were distinct species. ("The Ibis," 1897, p. 321.)

The typical specimen reached the London Zoological Gardens in April, 1886. It was purchased from Cross, of Liverpool. It is figured in the "Proceedings of the Society" for that year, on plate LVI, and I have taken the colouring of the soft parts from that figure.

**AZTEC CONURE (**Conurus aztec**).**

Upper surface green; a narrow orange-yellow frontal band between the nostrils; flights blue tipped with black, green at base of outer webs; tail tipped with blue; throat and front of breast bluish with darker shafts to the feathers; back of breast and abdomen olive; flanks, thighs, and under tail-coverts green; tail below golden-olive; smaller under wing-coverts and axillaries pale yellowish-green; beak brownish horn colour; feet blackish; irides yellow. Female with the beak rather broader at base, and with a coarser terminal hook. Hab., "Southern Mexico, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua, and Costa Rica." (Salvadori.)

In a paper on "Birds from Yucatan" ("Proceedings of the Zoological Society," 1883, p. 465) Mr. A. Bonnard says: "This bird abounds in all parts of Yucatan; but the largest flocks were met with in Western Yucatan, where 400 or 800 were seen in a single flock. In November and December they were feeding upon the seeds of a plant which grows very abundantly in that part of this State. The sharp piercing cry of these birds is almost deafening when in large flocks."

This species was purchased for the Zoological Gardens of London in 1858, two specimens being secured in May of that year. Two more were purchased in 1874, and another in 1876, so that it is evident that a few are imported from time to time by the English dealers.
CONURES.

Cactus Conure (Conurus cactorum).  

Count Salvadori thus describes this species:—"Adult male. Upper parts green, pileum pale brown, lighter on the edges of the feathers and blending on the nape in the green colour of the back; lores, cheeks, throat, sides of the neck, and upper breast pale brown; a yellow line below the eyes, edging the upper ear-coverts; ear-coverts green; lower breast and abdomen dull orange; flanks, thighs, and under tail-coverts yellowish green; bastard wing and primary coverts green, with a slight bluish tinge, especially on the inner webs; primaries bluish-green, greenener towards the bases of the outer webs; secondaries greenish blue; all the quills tipped with blackish; carpal edge yellowish in the middle; smaller under wing-coverts yellow-green, the greater ones and quills below blackish grey; tail above green, with the four central feathers blue towards the tips, below golden-olive, with the outer webs dusky; upper mandible whitish, under mandible horn-brown; feet, pale horn-brown; iris orange." Russ says, "Beak clear white, horn-grey, the cere white; eyes yellowish grey to orange-yellow, with naked whitish grey ring; feet, deep flesh-coloured." Burmeister says the "beak is dull white horn-grey, darker towards the base, the iris narrowly bordered with orange, the naked orbital ring grey; the legs flesh-red suffused with horn-grey."

The female is decidedly smaller, and has a shorter beak. Hab. S.E. Brazil.

In its wild state this Parrot is met with in open pastures feeding upon the fruits of Cactus, whence it has derived its name; when flying from one place to another its piercing cry is heard continually, but when feeding it is perfectly mute.

This is a freely imported species; and, in spite of its terrible voice, is a general favourite with Parrot-lovers; both the late Mr. O. E. Cresswell and Miss Alderson have written pleasantly about their examples of this bird in the pages of The Agricultural Magazine. Of his pair Mr. Cresswell wrote:—"They don't talk, but are always merry and bright, and seem to have a great capacity for enjoying life." I believe that Russ' statement that "hitherto they have not been bred" still holds good. I believe Conurus cactorum perhaps the fact has been unrecorded. If the London price for the species is anything like so reasonable as that mentioned by Russ, "eight to twelve shillings a pair," it may have been bred half a dozen times by amateurs, who might have had no interest in publishing the fact.

The London Zoological Society purchased its first specimen of this bird in 1862, and has added remarkably few examples since that date.

Brown-throated Conure (Conurus aequinosus).

Above green with a slight blue tinge on the crown; bastard wing and primary-coverts bluish towards tips; flights blue, green towards base of outer webs; tail above green, bluish at tips of central feathers; forehead, front of lores, cheeks, ear-coverts, and throat buffish-drab; naked orbital skin (broad below the eye) orange-yellow; breast, abdomen, smaller under wing-coverts and under tail-coverts yellowish-green; an orange patch at middle of abdomen; greater under wing-coverts and flights blackish; tail below golden-olive; beak horn-brown; iris light orange-brown, probably orange. Female differs in having a longer and more slender beak than the male, thus reversing the usual rule. Hab. Guiana, Venezuela, and Rio Negro.

In its wild life this Conure appears to agree very closely with the preceding species. Mr. P. R. Lowe, writing on the "Birds of Margarita Island, Venezuela" (The Ibis, 1907, p. 537), says: "This is a common bird in Margarita. It is noted by its loud cries, rising from the low-lying coast-belt, as well as the hills. Large flocks used to fly over regularly in the evening from the tall mangrove-trees lining the large lagoon at the west end of the island, making their way towards the foot-hills, where apparently they roosted."

A frequently imported species, but I should imagine hardly a favourite (judging by the number preserved to be unprinted at the London Zoological Gardens since 1866); it would have been a work of supererogation for the Society to purchase the species.

St. Thomas' Conure (Conurus pertinax).

Back of head, nape, and rest of upper surface green; bastard-wing and primary-coverts bluish towards the tips; flights blue, edged with black at tip, the outer webs green towards base; four central tail-feathers bluish towards the tip; forehead, sides of head and chin yellowish-orange; crown slightly bluish; throat and front of breast olive; back of breast and abdomen yellowish-green, the middle of the latter orange; smaller under wing-coverts yellowish-green, greater coverts blackish, slightly edged with yellowish; flights below blackish; tail below golden-olive; beak horn-brown; feet dusky. Female apparently with the beak broader and shorter. Hab. St. Thomas, St. Croix, and Curaçao.

According to Dr. Hartert (The Ibis, 1893, p. 320) these birds "are no longer caught for sale, while formerly they were brought to the steamers by the negroes. On Curaçao it is very numerous in the western part of the island, but not so common, although by no means rare, in the eastern. The nests are mostly built in large anta nests placed in trees, into which they dig holes. The negroes take the young ones from the nests and keep them in cages. Large numbers are sold to the sailors."

Although, in his "Handbook," Dr. Russ only mentions the name of this species, not even describing it, the Zoological Society of London purchased two specimens in 1865, and has exhibited a fair number in the Regent's Park Gardens since that date. The late Mr. O. E. Cresswell described a specimen in his possession in The Agricultural Magazine, First Series, Vol. IV., p. 176, and it is safe to conclude that other aviculturists have, from time to time, owned specimens.

Golden-crowned Conure (Conurus aureus).

The prevailing colour is greenish, the forehead and crown, as well as a circle round the eye, orange-yellow or red, vertex and lores dull blue, back of head and ear-coverts washed with bluish; flights black with a blue spot at the tips, below olivaceous dusky at the tips; the tail-feathers blackish-grey below; cheeks and throat olive, slightly washed with bluish, remainder of under surface orange-yellow in the centre, greenish at the sides; beak black; feet blackish-brown; iris varying from grey to orange-yellow, or even to chestnut. Female with shorter and broader beak. Hab., Guiana, the Valley of the Amazons, Bolivia, Brazil, and Paraguay.

I have not discovered any account of the wild life of this species (though Russ says it is destructive to the rice-crops), but it has been bred in captivity, Mr. J. W. May, of Danzig, having bred it in 1850 in a large cage, where it was associated with Red-rumps and Cactus Conures. The setting of two eggs was produced in April, and both parents incubated them; incubation lasting twenty-six days. The young left the nest after fifty days, and resembled their parents excepting that
their colouring was a little duller, the beak horn-grey, and the birds themselves slightly smaller. During the breeding the male was so speckful to the other Parrots that they had to be removed. This is a hardy, long-lived species.

A strikingly coloured and freely imported bird, its price, according to Russ, being ten to twelve or even eight marks for a pair. The first examples owned by the London Zoological Society were presented in 1869; altogether nine specimens are enumerated in the fifth edition of the "List of Animals," and since that time many others have been added.

**Petz's Conure (Conurus canicularis).**

Green; primaries blue towards the tips and with black tips; the inner webs blackish; secondaries blue, the outer webs narrowly edged with green; tertiaries green; two central tail-feathers slightly bluish towards the tip; forehead orange-red; crown and lores blue; cheeks olive-green; throat and breast olive; abdomen, under wing- and tail-coverts greenish-yellow; greater under wing-coverts blackish-grey, with yellow edges; flights below blackish-grey, all below except underwing yellow; the outer webs of the feathers slightly dusky; upper mandible flesh-white; under mandible white in front, dusky on sides; feet grey (or blackish-brown); naked orbital skin white (yellow or brownish, according to Russ); irides yellow to yellowish-brown. Females with the beak more finely formed and less curved. Hab., Mexico and Central America to Costa Rica. W. M. Beebe gives the "Two Bird Lovers in Mexico," pp. 178 and 181, says: "These little fellows have an individuality which is irresistible. They are the most sociable little creatures, calling loudly to each other when on the wing, and keeping up a continuous low chinkling and chattering when perched. One would climb, foot over foot, to a large fruit, take several bites, and return to his mate, close to whom he would snuggle and offer his head for an affectionate nibble. The favourite fruit of these birds was very sticky and juicy, and the little creatures were almost always in a disgracefully soiled condition—their bills and heads encrusted with the gummy liquid. These little Parrakeets were not shy, but very watchful, and, when frightened, they always flew to a curious tree which, though bare of leaves, was sparsely covered with an odd-looking, and four-sided fruit of a green colour. Under such circumstances, they alighted all together, and, unlike their usual custom of perching in pairs, they scattered all over the tree, stood very upright, and remained motionless. From a distance of fifty feet it was impossible to distinguish Parrakeet from fruit, so close was the resemblance. A Hawk dashed down once and carried away a bird, but the others remained as still as if they were inanimate fruit. This silent trust in the proteiv-tive resemblance of the green fruit was most remarkable, when we remembered the frantik-shrieks which these birds always set up at the approach of danger, when they happened to be caught away from one of these Parrot-fruit trees. These latter have no common name; botanists know it as *Pileus conicus."

Mr. Beebe states (p. 137) that this species is numerous in the barrancas and in the lowlands.

Petz's Conure is a rarely imported though desirable little Parrot. The first two to reach the London Zoological Gardens were purchased in June, 1869, since which time a few others have been added from time to time.

**Caroline Conure (Conuroops carolinensis).**

Green, paler on under-surface; escapulars, greater wing-coverts, and inner secondaries olivaceous; band of wing and front edge yellow; primary-coverts dark green; primaries yellowish at base of outer webs; head and upper part of neck yellow; forehead, lores, orbital region, and cheeks orange; greater under wing-coverts and under-surface of flights greyish-black; thighs with a few orange feathers; tail below olive, the outer webs of the feathers more or less dusky; beak whitish horn-colour; feet yellowish flesh-colour; irides brownish-grey. Female with the orange on the head more restricted, the beak narrower and slightly shorter. Hab., formerly widely distributed, but now restricted to the Gulf States and the Lower Mississippi Valley, and only occurring locally.

Major Charles Bendire ("Life Histories of North American Birds, Vol. II., pp. 1-6) gives a very full account of this Parrakeet, from which I culled the following: "With the more general settlement of the regions inhabited by these birds, their numbers have gradually but steadily diminished, and even as early as 1839 Audubon speaks of their not being nearly as common as formerly. As late, however, as 1860 they were still comparatively numerous throughout the Gulf States and the Mississippi, Arkansas, and White River valleys; and I well remember seeing large flocks of these birds throughout that year in the vicinity of Port Smith, Arkansas, and near several of the military posts in the Indian Territory.

"Although rather restless birds at all times, they can generally be considered as restful whenever found, roving about from place to place in search of suitable feeding grounds, and usually returning to the same roosting-place, some large hollow tree, to which they retire at night, hooking or suspending themselves by their powerful beaks and claws to the inner rough wall of the cavity.

"Previous to the more extensive settlement of the country, their food consisted of the seeds of the cocklebur (*Xanthium strumarium*), the round seed balls of the sycamore, those of the cypress, pecan and beech nuts, the fruit of the papaw (*Asimina triloba*), mulberries, wild grapes, and various other wild berries. According to Mr. J. F. Menage, they also feed on the seeds extracted from pine cones and those of the burrage, or sand burr (*Cenchrus tribuloides*), one of the most noxious weeds known. They are also rather fond of cultivated fruit, and in Florida they have acquired a taste for both oranges and bananas. They are also partial to different kinds of grains while in the milk. Mr. Frank M. Chapman states that while collecting on the Sabathian River, Florida, in March, 1890, he found them feeding on the milky seeds of a species of thistle (*Cirsium lecontei*), which, as far as he could learn, constituted their entire food at that season."

Among other things, the red blossom of the maple (*Acer rubrum*), osage, orange-fruit, and buds and corn in the milky stage are also mentioned. He continues:—

"Their flight, which is more or less undulating, resembles both that of the Passenger Pigeon and again that of the Falcons; it is extremely swift and graceful, enabling them, even when flying in rather compact flocks, to dart in and out of the densest timber with perfect ease. Their call-notes are shrill and disagreeable, a kind of grating, metallic shriek, and they are especially noisy while on the wing. Among the calls is one resembling the shrill cry of a goose, which is frequently uttered for minutes at a time. Formerly they moved about in good-sized and compact flocks, often numbering hundreds, while now it is a rare occurrence to see more than twenty together, more often small companies of from six to twelve. When at rest in the middle of the day on some favorite tree they
sometimes utter low notes, as if talking to each other, but more often they remain entirely silent, and are then extremely difficult to discover, as their plumage harmonises and blends thoroughly with the surrounding foliage."

"Considering how common this bird was only a few decades ago, it is astonishing how little is really known about its nesting habits, and it is not likely that we will be able to learn much more about them. The general supposition is that they breed in hollow trees, such as cypress, oak, and sycamore, and that they nest rather early in the season, whilst others think they nest rather late."

Major Bendire then proceeds to quote the statements of various persons who have asserted that this Conure constructs flimsy nests of cypress twigs loosely put together and resembling nests of the Carolina Dove, the eggs being visible from below, and he says: "It is quite possible that the Carolina Paroquet, from its exceeding social nature, was compelled, where very numerous, to resort to open nesting sites from necessity, as suitable cavities are rarely found in sufficient quantities close to each other to accommodate any considerable number of pairs."

"Dr. Karl Russ, of Berlin, Germany, in his interesting article on this species, in his work on "Die Fremdländischen Stubenvögel — Die Papageien," Vol. III. (1879), pp. 221-236, mentions several instances of the Carolina Paroquets breeding in captivity in Germany, where the eggs were deposited in June and July, two being the number laid; but in his "Handbuch für Vögelliebhaber" he gives the number from three to five, and he describes them as pure white, fine grained, very round, and quite glossy, like Woodpeckers' eggs, measuring 38 by 36 millimetres, or about 1.50 by 1.42in."

"Mr. Robert Ridgway's birds would not use the nesting-boxes provided for them, and both females deposited their eggs on the floor of the cage; they were laid in July, August, and September respectively. None of these eggs can be called round; they vary from ovate to short ovate, and are rather pointed."

Although I cannot admire the arrangement of colours on this Conure, Dr. Russ hints that, partly on account of its beauty and partly its low price, it would seem a highly desirable bird if one did not know its evil propensities. According to him this bird is most destructive to wood-work, gnawing through strong pine match-boarding without difficulty; he therefore recommends a strong metal cage for it. Dr. Rey considered it keen-witted, cunning, and distrustful, only pleasing when hand-reared, but nevertheless hardy.

In Germany this Conure has been freely bred. It lays from three to five eggs; both sexes incubate, and both feed the young. The nestling down is mouse-grey; the young plumage bright green, changing slowly; the orange on the forehead not appearing for months, whilst the adult colouring is not acquired until the second year. Apparently the species has not been bred in

LESSER PATAGONIAN CONURE.
England, and now that it has become so rare, even in its native land, there is little chance of it being bred in this country. It was purchased for the London Zoological Gardens in 1860, since which date other specimens have been acquired.

**Lesser Patagonian Conure (Cyanolycaena patagonus).**

Dark olive-green above; the forehead somewhat darker; the wings, with blue bastard wing, primary coverts, and primaries tipped with black; secondaries slightly bluish; lower back, rump, and upper tail-coverts yellow; under parts olive-green, darker on the throat; yellow on the flanks, a large whitish band crossing the throat; abdomen yellow, with a large central patch, and the thighs red. Female smaller, with the beak smaller, shorter, and broader at the base. Hab., Uruguay, La Plata, and Patagonia.

Hudson says of this Conure: "In habits it differs somewhat from most of its congeners, and it may be regarded, I think, as one of those species dying out, possibly owing to the altered conditions resulting from the settlement of the country by Europeans. It was formerly abundant on the southern pampas of La Plata and, being partially migratory, its flocks ranged in winter to Buenos Ayres, and even as far north as the Paraná river. When, as a child, I lived near the capital city (Buenos Ayres), I remember that I always looked forward with the greatest delight to the appearance of these noisy dark green winter visitors. Now they are rarely seen within a hundred miles of Buenos Ayres, and I have been informed by old gauchos that half a century before my time they invariably appeared in immense flocks in winter, and have since gradually diminished in numbers, until now in that district the Bank Parrot is almost a thing of the past. Two or three hundred miles south of Buenos Ayres city they are still to be met with in rather large flocks, and have a few ancient breeding places, to which they cling very tenaciously. Where there are trees or bushes on their feeding ground they perch on them; they also gather the berries of the *Empetrura rubrum* and other fruits from the bushes. But they feed principally on the ground, and, while the flock feeds, one bird is invariably perched on a stalk or other elevation to act as sentinel. They are partial to the seeds of the giant thistle (Curtisia mariana) and the wild pumpkin, and to get at the latter they bite the hard dry shell into pieces with their powerful beaks. When a horseman appears in the distance they rise in a compact flock, with loud harsh screams, and hover above him, within a very few yards of his head, their combined dissonant voices producing an uproar which is only equalled in that pandemonium of noises—the Parrot-house in the Zoological Gardens of London. They are extremely social, so much so that their flocks do not break up in the breeding season; and their burrows, which they excavate in a perpendicular cliff or high bank, are placed close together, so that when the gauchos take the young birds—esteemed a great delicacy—the person who ventures down by means of a rope attached to his waist is able to rifle a whole colony. The two eggs are usually white, or white tinged with grey, and are deposited on a slight nest at the extremity. I have only tasted the old birds, and found their flesh very bitter, scarcely palatable.

"The natives say that this species cannot be taught to speak, and it is certain that the few individuals I have seen tame were unable to articulate."

This species first arrived at the London Zoological Gardens in 1866; other examples have been added from time to time, and it has found its way even into the collections of private bird-owners. The late Mr. O. E. Cresswell had a specimen, respecting which he wrote an interesting account in *The Feathered World* of October 11th, 1895.

**Greater Patagonian Conure (Cyanolycaena byroni).**

Very like the preceding species, but considerably larger and with a better defined whitish band across the breast. Female larger than male, the beak shorter, more angular at the base, and broader. A rarely imported species respecting the wild life of which I have been unable to find any information in books in my library. It is not mentioned in Russ's "Handbook," though the Zoological Society of London purchased two specimens in 1870 and two more were received in exchange in 1873.

**Slight-billed Parrakeet (Henicoglydus leporhynchus).**

Dull green; each feather with a dusky edge; bastard-wing and primary coverts bluish-green; primaries washed with bluish towards the tips; first primary blackish, bluish towards tip of inner web; tail dull red, greenish towards tip; head rather brighter than the dusky edges of the feathers behind the straight on the crown; forehead, lores, and a small edged round the naked orbital ring, dull crimson; an ill-defined dull red patch at centre of abdomen; greater under-wing-coverts and primaries below greyish black, washed with greenish on inner webs; beak and feet lead-colour; irides orange. Female with shorter beak, narrower exserting at the base.

Mr. Ambrose A. Lane (The Ibis, 1897, p. 50) says: "This is a very numerous species in Southern Chili, where the birds are found in large flocks, and are more plentiful in the interior. They are generally called 'Choroi' by the natives, sometimes 'Catita.'

"They feed on certain trees in the forests, to which they appear to be restricted, as they do not resort much to cultivated fields; but I was told at Rio Bueno that in some years they make incessant raids on gardens and orchards, doing great havoc when the fruit began to ripen."

This curious-looking bird, in the character of its head, somewhat reminds one of the slender-billed Cockatoos; a good illustration of it is given in Mr. Seth-Smith's useful book "(The Birds of) British Guiana." It cannot be extremely slender, so much as to be strictly applicable to a similar use to that of the Cockatoos.

**H. leporhynchus** is rarely imported, but a specimen was purchased for the Regent's Park Gardens in 1870. Russ says of it: "According to von Bock, in its native country the young are taken out of the nest, reared, and tamed; it learns to speak very little. "It seems to be extremely social, so much so that therefore it is marvellous that it is not often imported. A *leporhynchus* in my possession became tame and confiding without trouble."

**Chilian Conure (Microsticte fortiuginae).**

Dull green; each feather slightly edged with dusky; primaries with their coverts and crown slightly washed with bluish, the feathers of the latter with black edges; the lores a brown-red, and the uppertail-coverts greyish black; the inner webs tinged with olive; beak and feet blackish; irides russet-brown. Female much smaller than male, the beak shorter, narrower, and less curved. Hab., Chili and Straits of Magellan.

Mr. Ambrose A. Lane (The Ibis, 1897, pp. 50 and 51) says: "I found this Parrot in large flocks in the
forest part of Maquegua, and subsequently about Valdivia." The natives eat these Parrots when they can get them.

"Their habits are similar to those of H. lepiorhynchos, and they utter the same discordant cries, and appear to be confined to the forests, feeding on similar trees."

Captain Richard Catesby says ("Birds of Tierra del Fuego," vol. 37): "The existence of such a bird as this Parrot in these high latitudes as reported by the early voyagers was for a long time discredited.

"It is common in flocks in the more open portions of the forest to the south of Useless Bay. Unfortunately, I did not at once secure specimens when I could very well have done so; ultimately, on visiting the places where I had seen them, I could not again come across any.

"It is plentiful in the forest behind Punta Arenas on the Patagonian mainland, but I never succeeded in finding more than their feathers."

"On the survey of the 'Adventure' in 1827, Capt. King met with it in all parts of the Strait, and he says it feeds principally upon the seeds of the Winter's-bark."

"At Sira Settlement, Mr. Rigby had a pair of these birds tame, which had been taken from a nest at the head of the Rio Chico."

The London Zoological Society first acquired this rarely-imported Conure in 1866, and has added one or two other specimens since that date. Russ adds no information in his "Handbook."

**RED-EARED CONURE (Pyrrhura cruciata).**

Green; a broad dark red patch on lower back and rump; bend of wing crimson; bastard-wing and primary coverts tinged with blue, especially on inner webs; outermost primaries blue, edged with green on outer webs, olive on inner webs; tail olive, the lateral feathers washed with brownish-red on inner webs; crown and nape brownish-black, the feathers, especially on the nape, edged with buff-yellowish; edge of forehead, lores, orbital ring, and ear-coverts brownish-red; a yellowish-orange patch on sides of neck; cheeks and chin green; throat and a narrow collarly round inner webs; neck blue; a bright red spot on base of lower mandible; flight below grey, the base of their inner webs and the greater under coverts olive; tail below brownish copper-red tipped with olive; beak horn-brown; feet dusky; irides yellowish-orange. Female smaller, the beak broader, rather shorter, less arched, narrower at base when seen in profile. Hab., "South-eastern Brazil, from Bahia to Rio Janeiro." (Salvadori.) I have discovered no notes on the wild life of this species. It is very rarely imported, but two specimens were purchased for the London Zoological Gardens in 1869, and others have been added more recently.

**RED-VESTED CONURE (Pyrrhura vittata).**

Green; feathers of lower back edged with brownish-red, forming a patch of that colour; primary-coverts slightly washed with bluish; outermost primaries blue, excepting a green edging to the outer webs and a green tinge towards tip; tail more or less coppery-red towards the tip and on the inner webs of the feathers, but the tip itself green like the whole of the rest of the tail; a narrow chestnut band, sometimes ticked with red, on the forehead; a greenish-brown spot on the ear-coverts; throat and breast olive, the edges of the feathers barred with yellowish and dusky; feathers of the sides with ill-defined, dusky edges; a brownish-red patch at middle of abdomen; greater under wing-coverts and flights below blackish-grey, washed with olive on inner webs; tail below brownish-red, slightly greenish at tip; beak black-brown or dusky; feet grey ("brownish-black"—Russ); irides orange-reddish to dark brown. Female slightly smaller, the beak narrower, shorter, and with coarser terminal hook. Hab., South-Eastern Brazil, Paraguay, and Argentina.

Mr. J. F. Hamilton (The Ibis, 1871, p. 308) says: "I met them frequently in the neighbourhood of maize plantations, on which they commit great havoc. Along the Sao Paulo railroad flocks were frequently seen flying overhead."

Mr. T. Graham Kerr, writing on the Avifauna of the Lower Pilcomayo (The Ibis, 1892, p. 140) says: "Fairly abundant during autumn."

Two specimens of this rarely-imported Conure were purchased for the London Zoological Gardens in May, 1869, and others have since been added, no less than five having been purchased in June, 1883. Russ speaks of it as nervous and intractable; he records the price of it in Germany as from 15 to 20 marks for a pair, so that it would seem not to be so rare in the German as in the English market; some were, however, sold in London in 1899, three of which came into Mr. Seth-Smith's possession.

**WHITE-EARED CONURE (Pyrrhura leucotis).**

The prevailing colour is green, the top of the head and nape brownish-black; the forehead and cheeks flesh-red; ear-coverts white; feathers of the breast transversely striped white and black; bend of wing, a large patch on the lower back, the tip of the tail, and middle of abdomen deep red; bastard-wing and primary-coverts greenish-blue; primaries with blue outer webs, greater under wing-coverts and quills below olivaceous-blackish; tail below coppery-reddish; beak horn-brown to black, the cere greyish-white; feet blackish-grey with black claws; naked skin round eye dull-white; iris varying from orange-yellow to red-brown. Female distinctly smaller, the beak broader, shorter, and more arched. Hab., Eastern Brazil.

According to Burmeister this species inhabits the wooded coast region, and is by no means rare; he regarded it as incomparably the neatest and most elegant of all Parrakeets.

Dr. Russ says that this species has been imported since 1871, rarely at first, more numerously in 1884, since which time it has been more abundant. It was bred in the bird-room of Prince Ferdinand of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha, at Vienna, in 1880, and by a Mr. Johns, a schoolmaster in London, in 1885, two young being produced which died before they were fully fledged. Mr. Seth-Smith ("Parrakeets," p. 61) quotes another instance of partial success in breeding the species from ("Notes on Cazee-Birds."

The Hon. and Rev. F. G. Dutton once owned a pair of this species, which he turned into an aviary; he says he found them wild and uninteresting, and they showed no desire to breed, therefore he parted with them.

The first two specimens to reach the Regent's Park Gardens were purchased in 1871, since which time others have been added from time to time.

**BLUE-WINGED CONURE (Pyrrhura pica).**

Green; lower back dark red; bend of wing red; bastard-wing, primary-coverts, and outer webs of primaries blue; tail above brownish-red, green at base of outer webs of feathers; forehead, lower part of cheeks, and an ill-defined band at back of nape blue; upper part of cheeks chestnut; ear-coverts sordid grey; throat and sides of neck brown, the feathers with grey-brownish
edges; upper breast greenish with pale greyish borders to the feathers; a dark red patch at centre of abdomen; greater under wing-coverts and flights below blackish washed with olive; tail below coppery-red, darker on outer webs of feathers; beak horn-brown; feet dusky. Female distinctly smaller, with the beak narrower at base, but shorter and generally fuller. Hab., Guiana and Trinidad.

Burmeister says ("Systematische Uebersicht," Vol. II., p. 176) : "It inhabits dense woods, is very nervous, and is not tame." It is extremely rarely imported, but has been exhibited more than once in the London Zoological Society's Gardens; the first specimen was purchased in 1870.

PEARLY CONURE (Pyrrhura perlata).*

Green; bend of wing red; bastard-wing and primary-coverts blue; first primary black, the others deep blue, brighter at edge of outer webs; secondaries blue, with green outer webs; tertials wholly green; outer upper tail-coverts bluish; tail brownish-red, washed with olive at base; a band on the forehead, a second across back of neck; the cheeks, front of breast, sides, vent, and under tail-coverts bluish; crown and nape brown; upper part of cheeks greenish; ear-coverts brownish-grey; throat and greater part of breast brown, the feathers with pale edges, those of the breast double-handed pale brown and blackish; a more or less defined brownish-red patch at centre of abdomen; smaller under wing-coverts red; greater ones more or less blackish; flights below blackish, slightly washed with olive; tail below dark reddish-brown, redder at base of inner webs of feathers; beak horn-brown; feet dusky. Female probably differing as in P. leucotis. Hab., Lower Amazon.

Burmeister gives us no information respecting the wild life of this species, nor have I been able to discover anything in the works of other authors.

The Zoological Society of London purchased two specimens of this extremely rarely-imported Conure in August, 1864.

The species which follows is of especial interest from the fact that it constructs huge nests of sticks. As will be seen by my accounts, some other Parrots make more or less successful attempts at building, and from what has been recorded by various observers respecting the Carolina Conure, one must suppose that it also frequently constructs a simple platform of twigs, upon which to deposit its eggs; but the nests built by Myopsittacus are elaborate domed structures formed of sticks.

GREY-BREASTED OR QUAKER PARRAKEET
(Myopsittacus monachus).

Upper parts varying from greyish to golden-green; the primaries blue, the under parts whitish, the breast feathers being greyish with paler borders; the beak dull flesh-pink; the legs grey. Owing to its habit of constantly ruffling up the feathers on the head this bird looks stouter than it really is. Female more bulky and with a much longer and more powerful beak. Hab., Bolivia, Paraguay, Argentina, and Uruguay.

In the "Argentine Ornithology," Vol. II., pp. 44 and 45, Mr. Hudson gives a very full and interesting account of the habits of this species. He says:—"The Common Green Parrakeet, called Cotorra or Catia in the vernacular, is a well-known resident species in the Argentine Republic. It is a lively, restless bird, shrill voiced, and exceedingly vociferous, living and breeding in large communities, and, though it cannot be said to speak so distinctly as some of the larger Parrots, it is impossible to observe its habits without being convinced that it shares in the intelligence of the highly-favoured order to which it belongs."

"In Buenos Ayres it was formerly very much more numerous than it is now; but it is exceedingly tenacious of its breeding places, and there are some few favoured localities where it still exists in large colonies, in spite of the cruel persecution all birds easily killed are subjected to in a country where laws relating to such matters are little regarded, and where the agricultural population is chiefly Indian. At Mr. Gibson's residence near Cape San Antonio, on the Atlantic coast, there is still a large colony of these birds inhabiting the Talca woods (Celtis talca), and I take the following facts from one of his papers on the ornithology of the district."

"He describes the woods as being full of their nests, with their bright-coloured, talkative denizens and their noisy chatter all day long, drowning every other sound. They are extremely sociable and breed in communities. When a person enters the wood their subdued chatter suddenly ceases, and during the ominous silence a hundred pairs of black, beady eyes survey the intruder from the nests and branches; and then follow a whirring of wings and an outburst of screams that spreads the alarm through the woods. The nests are frequented all the year, and it is rare to find a large one unattended by some of the birds any time during the day. In summer and autumn they feed principally on the thistle; first the flower is cut up and pulled to pieces for the sake of the green kernel, and later they eat the fallen seed on the ground. Their flight is rapid, with quick flutters of the wings, which seem never to be raised to the level of the body. They pay no regard to a Polyborus or Milago, but mob any other bird of prey appearing in the woods, all the Parrakeets rising in a crowd and hovering about it with angry screams."

"The nests are suspended from the extremities of the branches, to which they are firmly woven. New nests consist of only two chambers, the porch and the nest proper, and are inhabited by a single pair of birds. Successive nests are added, until some of them come to weigh a quarter of a ton, and contain material enough to fill a large cart. Thorny twigs, firmly interwoven, form the only material, and there is no lining in the breeding chamber, even in the breeding season. Some old forest trees have seven or eight of these huge structures suspended from the branches, while the ground underneath is covered with twigs and remains of fallen nests. The entrance to the chamber is generally underneath, or, if at the side, is protected by an over-hanging eave, to prevent the intrusion of opossums. These entrances lead into the porch or outer chamber, and the latter communicates with the breeding chamber. The breeding chambers are not connected with each other, and each set is used by one pair of birds."

The breeding season of this bird begins in November, and seven or eight very thin-shelled, elongated white eggs are deposited.

From an account published in The Agricultural Magazine, Second Series, Vol. I., pp. 181, 2, of Quaker Parakeets at large in the New Forest in 1900, it seems evident that my supposition expressed in "How to Sex Cage-Birds," p. 116—that the female alone cuts the sticks to form her marvellous nest—must be
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correct: with her much more powerful beak she is certainly better fitted for the work than the male.

In 1892 I had a pair of these birds, and found them amusing, though somewhat treacherous, and hard biters; I always took care that they bit upon my thumb-nail, and when the pressure got too hard I squeezed the under side of the lower mandible, which made them let go at once.

In the adjoining aviary. With their powerful beaks they, or perhaps it was the female alone, had cut a circular piece about four inches in diameter out of the tolerably strong iron wire netting, and were disporting themselves among much smaller birds. I bundled them back, patched up the hole, and hoped for better things, but now they started at the back of their aviary, cut out a large piece of wire, and got between the wirework and the glass at the back of a greenhouse.

Quaker Parrakeets are fond of a game; they play with one another, with a bit of stick, or one's finger, like a couple of lively puppies, and, although at times they are noisy, it is only for lack of something more entertaining to do. A tin full of seed, or a piece of wood, will stop their noise at once. The singing of an English Thrush generally starts them off, and they squall until they are tired; but the din made by Quaker Parrakeets is melody compared with the horrible shrieking of the larger Parrots; it is nothing more than a combination of the cawing of a Rook with the yapping of a small dog.

After I had kept my birds for some little time in a cage, I thought I would try them in an aviary. They seemed to enjoy the change and increased liberty, and gave no trouble for a week or two; then, to my horror, when I came down in the morning I found my birds
I found they had eaten a lot of white-lead putty, but they were none the worse for it. I now returned them to their cage, and some time later disposed of them to some one who admired them. Since then I think I have seen them one or two occasions at the Crystal Palace.

The Quaker Parrakeet is rather dainty, always eating its favourite seeds first; it begins with sunflower seed, then hemp, thirdly canary, fourthly millet, and lastly oats; maize it simply throws out untouched; it shakes its head at acid fruits, but is fond of stale bread and raw carrot.

This is one of the most freely imported of the Parra-
keets, and, consequently, is never expensive. It first reached the Zoological Gardens of London in 1859, and since that date some dozens of specimens have been added to that collection. Mr. Seth-Smith recommends as food for this bird ("Parrakeets," p. 70):

- Canary, millet, and hemp seed, oats, sunflower seed, and other small corn, should form the staple diet of these Parrakeets in captivity; and fruit of all kinds should be added, if possible. I should add—provided that acid fruit is not offered, because these birds certainly like their fruit sweet.

**LINKOLATED PARRAKEET** (*Bolborhynchus lineolatus*).

Dull green, with black edges to the feathers, but those of the rump and upper tail-coverts, median and greater wing-coverts with black spots at the tips; lesser upper wing-coverts black; bastard wing blackish; primary coverts black, with green edges; front edge of wing yellowish-green; first primary black, the others with black inner webs; tail black in the centre; head brighter green than the back; forehead, sides of head, and middle of under surface of body yellowish-green; wing below black, with the inner webs of the flights bluish-green; tail below bluish-green; beak horn-yellowish-white; feet flesh-coloured. Female smaller, with less strongly spotted rump and all the black edges to the feathers narrower; the tail wholly green; the beak blackish; size allied to that of the Quaker.

Mr. Salvin says (*The Ibis*, 1871, p. 94): "Mr. Godman and I discovered a small flock in the Volcan de Fuego, at an elevation of about 8,000 ft. above the sea level. We saw them in a tree overhanging the track to Acetamango, above the Indian huts of Calderas, and succeeded in securing three or four speci-
mens before the rest took flight and flew away." Unfortunately this tells us nothing respecting the habits of the species when in freedom.

Mr. Seth-Smith ("Parrakeets," pp. 71, 72) says:

"In captivity this species is said to be tame and gentle. It is somewhat delicate, and should never be subjected to a lower temperature than 60 deg. Fahr.

- Canary and millet seed and ripe fruit should form its staple diet."

Russ observes ("Handbuch," pp. 196, 197): "In 1832 I received a pair from Fockelmann, of Hamburg. In the collections of Prince Ferdinand of Saxo-Coburg-Gotha, of Vienna, and Mr. Blauw, of Amsterdam, otherwise not yet imported. Mr. Blauw's bird was very tame, uttered a song-like chattering, and spoke two French words."

Russ's book appeared in 1837, and in 1886 the Zoological Society of London acquired a specimen; in 1889 two more were added, and a fourth in 1895. Of late years it has been more freely imported, and I had the pleasure of seeing a pair in Mr. Seth-Smith's collection.

**BLUE-WINGED OR PASSERINE PARROTLET** (*Pitucula passerina*).

Deep green, the cock bird with ultramarine blue on the rump and wing, the face emerald green, the under parts lighter than the upper; beak and feet flesh-coloured. The hen is slightly smaller; the entire green, the head and neck being tinted with greyish; her beak is more arched and rather blunter. Hab., Brazil, between Cape St. Roque and the mouth of the Amazon.

Dr. Finch says that this species is always gregarious in its own country, and flies about in vast flocks; it inhabits the wooded coast, country, or brushwood on the plains; it is abundant even in the neighbourhood of human habitations. Its favourite seed when wild is that of tamarind trees. Its song is a fine whistling, and its call-note is not unlike that of a Sparrow. This author also says that even in its own country it is a delicate bird in captivity, and difficult to keep in a cage. As regards the last part of this statement, it may be well to add the testimony of Herr August Wiener: "When newly arrived the Brazilian Lovebird is rather delicate, but with a little care the species becomes quite hardy," which is not more than might be said of half the birds that are imported from the tropics. The Passerine Lovebird, the Blue-winged, as it is sometimes called, has been bred in captivity by Dr. Russ and other German aviculturists, but in Great Britain attempts to breed it have generally been less successful. Mrs. Rathbone (*The Avicultural Magazine*, Second Series, Vol. I., p. 53) says: "Our Blue-winged Lovebirds also bred in a log-nest out of doors while we were away, but on our return we found five dead young ones fully feathered in the nest. I fancy rain must have got in and drowned them."

Although often called the Blue-winged Lovebird, it is not allied to the true Lovebirds, though from its small size and short tail, the affections of the sexes to one another, and the fact, vouch'd for, that males of this species will pair with female Lovebirds, its affinity to the Old World group might well be assumed.

I think it was either in 1903 or 1904 that I purchased a pair of Passerine Parrotlets, and turned them into a flight-cage, at the back of which I had fixed a small log-nest, in the hope of breeding the species. Unfortunately the hen speedily died, and the cock for some time was doomed to a solitary existence. It has been asserted by sentimental writers that the so-called Lovebirds (including the Blue-wing and the Budgerigar, as well as the true Lovebirds) speedily pine away if kept alone in a cage, but this I have on several occasions proved to be a pure myth. My Passerine Parrotlet was quite happy by himself, but at the beginning of 1905 I turned him into one division of my smallest aviary with two hens of the Madagascar Lovebird, and (unluckily for himself and his choice) he selected as his mate the smaller and weaker hen of the two. Shortly afterwards, in a fit of jealousy, the stronger bird killed the weaker and gobbled away half her skull. She then made up to the Parrotlet, but he persistently refused to breed with her, though apparently friendly enough. In 1906 she lost her temper and treated the Blue-wing as she had the hen of her own species, and in October of the same year she died. The two hens had lived together for some years before I turned the Parrotlet in with them, and therefore I rather doubt the advisability of attempting to breed the above hybrid.

The first specimen of this common species to reach the London Zoological Gardens was presented in 1858.
Blossom-headed Parrakeet.
Quaker Parrakeet.

Ring-necked Parrakeet.
GUIANA PARROTLET (*Psittacula guianensis*).

Green; lower back and rump emerald-green, sometimes washed with blue; upper tail-coverts yellowish-green; outer edges and tips of greater upper wing-coverts emerald-green, the outer ones sometimes tinged with cobalt-blue; innermost primary coverts deep blue; metacarpal edge bluish-green; tail with yellow inner webs to the feathers; hind neck tinged with greyish; forehead and sides of head emerald-green; under parts yellowish-green; under wing-coverts deep blue, partly tipped or edged with bluish-green; axillaries bluish-green tipped with deep blue; flights below with greenish inner webs; beak whitish; feet flesh-coloured; iris brown. Female green, with brighter rump, the sides of head and under-surface yellowish-green; inner webs of flights below greenish. Hab., "Guiana (?) Venezuela, Trinidad Island, Colombia, and Amazon Valley from Rio Branco to Diamantina Creek and Santarem." (Salvador.)

The form from the lower Amazonas is now separated as *P. delicosa*. Mr. E. W. Harper (*The Aivicultural Magazine*, New Series, Vol. VI., p. 36) says: "The Guiana Lovebirds (*Psittacula guianensis*) appear to be all imported from the neighbouring colony of Dutch Guiana; they breed freely in captivity in quite small cages, the cock being very fussy when he becomes a father. Although, owing to the "safety in numbers," several dozen may be put together, yet two pairs in one cage cannot agree, as I proved to my cost—one cock promptly killing the other."

Mr. Harper brought home a pair of this pretty species in 1905, and presented them to the London Zoological Society.

We now come to the genus Brotopryes, of which Mr. Seth-Smith writes ("Parrakeetz," p. 71): "These little Parrakeets are only moderately hardy, and should therefore never be subjected to a lower temperature than 55 deg. or 60 deg. Fah., although they may not at first seem to feel the cold."

"Their food should consist chiefly of canaryseed and ripe fruit, but white and spray millet may be added in small quantities, and plain biscuit, given in strict moderation, is much appreciated by some species."

ALL-GREEN PARRAKEET (*Brotopryes tirica*).

Green; somewhat yellowish on the under parts; the primary-coverts and primaries are blue, whilst the greater under wing-coverts and basal half of the inner webs of the quills below are bluish; the two central tail-feathers are bluish, and the remaining feathers have narrow yellow edges to their inner webs; the beak is reddish flesh-coloured with whitish cere; the feet brownish-flesh; iris brownish-grey. Female smaller, her beak shorter and broader, more bell-shaped when viewed from above. Hab., Eastern Brazil; perhaps also British Guiana.

Burmeister describes the female as less brightly coloured and bluer than the male. He says that the species inhabits the entire forest region of the Brazilian coast, where it is one of the commonest birds. He adds: "We were frequently brought living specimens, which are eagerly captured and kept in rooms—that is, to say in the small townships. Of its manner of life there is nothing special to record." It is said to do considerable injury to the grain crops.

Dr. Russ says that this bird is universally known, but little admired. It was rare until 1875, when it was first imported in considerable numbers by W. Schütter, of Halle, and Gudera, of Leipzig, since which it has been common in the market. He says it may be wintered in an unheated enclosure, or even out of doors. It has been freely bred. Parson Hintz, of Rastenburg, in 1882 reared a brood of four young; then Prince Ferdinand of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha and others followed. Herr Hintz's birds gnawed a hole in the ceiling of the bird-room and laboriously carried out a quantity of plaster. They were little heard or seen during incubation, fed quickly, and disappeared again without noise until the succeeding day. With Mr. Graeff, jun., this species nested for several years with abundant results "in a large flight-cage." (Flughecke.)

Mr. Phillips informs us that this bird, which Dr. Russ seems not to care for, is said to make a delightful pet; if so, it is worth breeding, but so far I have not heard of anyone breeding it in this country. The young are gayer than the adults, and show no blue in their plumage, according to Burmeister. The first specimens to reach the London Zoological Gardens were presented in 1862, after which others were obtained from time to time.

CASAR-y-winged PARRAKEET (*Brotopryes chilingi*).

Green, slightly paler below; bastard-wing and outer greater-coverts bright deep-yellow; primary coverts deep blue; great under wing-coverts and inner webs of primaries below blue; tail below bluish; beak fleshly horn-coloured; feet brownish horn-coloured; iris dark brown. Female with a narrower beak, without lateral angle at end of cutting edge of upper mandible, when viewed from above. Hab., South-Eastern Brazil, Matto Groasso, Bolivia, the Upper Amazon, and East Peru.

Edward Bartlett, speaking of this bird, as observed by him in Eastern Peru, says that it "breeds in the white ants' nests, and is found in flocks about the banks of the rivers and towns. The eggs are white, and from five to six in number."

Dr. Russ seems not to have personally possessed this Parrot, but he informs us that one in the possession of Dr. Lucas, of Warmbrunn, learned to speak several words.

By some this Parrakeet has been accounted specially noisy, but Mr. Phillips thinks it is not more so than its allies.

The London Zoological Society purchased an example of this bird in 1863, but it seems rarely to reach this country.

WHITE-WINGED PARRAKEET (*Brotopryes viridescens*).

The adult male is deep grass-green above, the under parts being slightly paler and yellower; the forehead, lores, and upper parts of cheeks tinged with bluish-grey; first primary black, with edge of outer web and tip blue; three succeeding primaries blue, with green outer edge; bastard-wing and remaining flights white, the secondaries slightly yellowish; greater coverts yelow; greater under wing-coverts, inner webs of first four primaries below and under-surface of tail bluish-green; beak pale yellowish horn-coloured; feet flesh-brownish; iris brown. Female with thicker beak, with less defined culmen, and without the defined angle at the end of the cutting-edge of the upper mandible, as viewed from above. Hab., the valley of the Amazon from Para to the Andes of Peru.

Burmeister says that nothing special is known as to the wild life of this bird. According to Russ, it was recognised by Buffon as a talking bird.

* See notes by Mr. Reginald Phillips in the *Aivicultural Magazine*, Vol. IV., p. 18.
Mr. Walter Goodfellow (The Ibis, 1902, p. 220) says: "A very common bird on the Lower Napo, but unknown on the upper parts of the river. On our canoe-journey down the stream we found it congregating along the banks by thousands in the evening. If disturbed the flock flew around with such deafening cries that it was impossible to bear each other's speech. Threats of injury did not disturb them. They roosted in trees growing in marshy ground and where the river-banks were less dense than elsewhere. They were nesting on the Marañón in August."

This is by no means a common species; indeed, Mr. Phillips speaks of one in his possession as the only living example he has seen, and he was informed that it was the only one in Europe; it has, however, on several occasions been an inhabitant of our London Zoological Gardens, a specimen having been purchased as long ago as 1862, a second presented in 1870, a third purchased in 1871, and the illustration in Mr. Seth-Smith's "Parrakeets" was drawn from an example living in the Gardens, probably in 1902.

**Orange-flanked Parrakeet (Brotogeris pyrrhopterus).**

The male above is dark green, below more yellowish; the forehead, lore, chin, and cheeks grey; crown bluish-grey. The female is of a lighter shade with feathers blackish with narrow yellow edges; greater coverts and bastard wing dark blue; under wing-coverts deep orange; beak pale flesh-coloured; feet flesh-coloured; iris brown. Female apparently smaller, and with shorter beak. Hab., Western Ecuador and North-Western Peru.

Stolzmann says (Taczanowski's "Ornithologie du Pérou, Vol. III., p. 206"): "Occurs in large flocks; all the pairs are mixed during flight. As noisy as the other Parrakeets, they love to assemble on the same tree where its food attracts them. The inhabitants assert that it nidificates in the nests of termites, which has been proved in the case of several other species. From Guayaquil a great number of these Parrakeets is supplied for the whole Peruvian coast; it is said that it learns to talk, but I have never met with an instance. Those which are reared imitate fowls. I have had an opportunity of verifying its hatred of the little Parrakeet of the coast (Pittacula celastis), for on placing one in their cage they flew down in a great rage and began to attack it; then, when that Parrakeet was wounded, they mangled it in an atrocious manner. The sight of a cat or an owl frightens them extremely. In the month of April M. Jelski has seen the young completely fledged. Its name is perico."

Mr. Walter Goodfellow (The Avicultural Magazine, First Series, Vol. VI., p. 68) says: "The Ecuadorians seem to take no interest whatever in the bird life which surrounds them on every side, and it is quite the exception rather than the rule to find them keeping birds in captivity, and when they do their ambition does not soar beyond a Parrot. However, at times in Guayaquil birds are offered for sale in fair quantities, even if the varieties in vogue are limited. No doubt the European population has caused a certain demand for them there, and prices are very cheap indeed—1 real (2½d.) or 2 reals each seems to be the usual price for almost any bird. At the former price can be bought any of the little Orange-flanked Parrakeets, and very tame indeed they all seem. These birds are exceedingly common in the neighbourhood, and can be met with almost anywhere in vast flocks. "Paviches," they are locally called. They commit great damage in the banana plantations, and bananas seem to be their staple food in captivity."

Dr. Russ says that this is one of the rarest species. Mrs. Strutzky, of Berlin, had one for nine years which had previously been in captivity six to eight years. It was very tame, sensible and pleasing, spoke several words, and could laugh like a human being. Although formerly rare in the market, this very noisy little species is now fairly cheaply imported, yet is still expensive. The first specimens exhibited at Regent's Park were purchased in 1862, since which date several others have been acquired.

**Tovi Parrakeet (Brotogeris jugularis).**

Green above, more yellowish below; the head scapulars, lower back, rump, two central tail-feathers, and abdomen more or less bluish; lesser upper wing-coverts olive brown; primary-coverts deep blue; an orange spot on the chin; lesser under wing-coverts yellow; beak, pale brownish flesh-coloured; feet yellowish flesh-coloured; iris brown. Female with narrower, shorter and more arched beak. Hab., South Mexico, Central America, and Colombia.

This is a common species which, like many other Parrakeets, feeds partly upon fruit in its wild state. It breeds in nests of the white ant. Mr. Walter Goodfellow (The Ibis, 1902, p. 220) says: "Fairly numerous on the upper parts of the Napo, but not seen by us on the lower parts of the river. We saw young in the possession of the Indians in April."

Although not infrequently imported and bred by several German aviculturists, Dr. Russ, in his hand-book, was unable to give any details as to the breeding; he, however, tells us of one specimen which learned to speak several words distinctly from an Amazon Parrot.

Mr. Phillips speaks of a very tame pair of this species which he possessed, and which used to follow him and settle on his head and shoulders. The Zoological Society purchased its first specimen of the bird in 1872; oddly enough, although this seems to be one of the most charming representatives of the genus, very few examples have found their way to the Regent's Park Gardens.

**Golden-fronted Parrakeet (Brotogeris tuipara).**

The male is green with somewhat lighter under-surface; forehead, chin, and primary coverts, orange; flights deep blue, tipped and edged with green; greater under wing-coverts and inner webs of flights below blue; lateral tail-feathers with their inner webs edged with yellow; beak and feet horn-white; naked skin encircling eye broad and bluish-white; iris deep brown. Female with longer beak, less arched, and not showing a defined angle at end of cutting edge of upper mandible when viewed from above. Hab., Lower Amazons.

Dr. E. A. Goeldi, in an article on an expedition up the Capim River (The Ibis, 1903, p. 491), says: "The beautifully orange-marked Brotogeris tuipara was observed opening the fruits of a gigantic Mongüba tree (Bombax monguba) in search of the seeds, and its crop was filled with masses of the substance thence procured. The same predilection for Mongüba seeds I had already observed several times in Pará."

Although not frequently imported, this Parrakeet was living in our Zoological Gardens in 1879, and Mr. Phillips has possessed two females, which he describes as very timid birds. One of these paired with a Musky Lorikeet, and laid four clear eggs, which are described as "round oval of large size, larger than those of the Golden-shouldered Parrakeet, but not exhibiting the slight inclination to quince-shape of most of the eggs of the Tovi with which I was favoured..."
some years ago." (The Avicultural Magazine, First Series, Vol. VI., p. 142.)

Mr. Seth-Smith also obtained a specimen in 1906, which he at first paired up with a Musky Lorikeet: but, as the latter plucked out his wife's feathers, they were separated, and she was subsequently paired with a Tovi Parrakeet, with which she lived happily.

Golden-winged Parrakeet (Brotogeris chrysopterus).
Differes from the preceding species in having the forehead and chin brown instead of orange; it is also rather smaller. Female with the beak narrower at base, with less defined culmen, also longer and without indication of angle at end of cutting edge of upper mandible when viewed from above. Hab., Guiana, Venezuela, and Trinidad.

I have found no notes on the wild life of this rarely imported species. The Zoological Society of London first received an example in exchange in 1878, and at least one specimen has been added to the Regent's Park collection since that date.

Tui Parrakeet (Brotogeris tui).
The adult male is grass-green above, the rump, upper tail-coverts and under surface somewhat paler and yellowish; front of head, lores, and a streak behind the eye yellow: bastard wing blue with green outer webs to the feathers; primary coverts bluish; inner webs of flight blackish above, bluish below; greater under wing-coverts bluish; beak dark yellowish brown; feet clear horn grey, the claws darker; iris brown. The female has no yellow streak behind the eye; her beak also is narrower and shorter than in the male. Hab., Western Brazil, Upper Amazonas, Eastern Ecuador, and Eastern Peru.


Mr. Walter Goodfellow (The Birds, 1902, p. 220) says: "First seen by us on the Lower Napo near the mouth of the Curari. Just after we entered the Maranon our Indians discovered a nest a little way off in the forest. It was about twenty feet from the ground, in the hollow of a branch. It contained five young, some almost fully fledged, while others had hardly a feather on them. I reared several of these, and brought them to England with me. Mr. Goodfellow gives a fuller account (in which, however, he says that six young ones were obtained from the nest) in The Avicultural Magazine, First Series, Vol. VI., p. 126. It appears that they fed readily on banana until that gave out, and then, as readily, took to canaryseed. One pair was brought home; he found them tame and affectionate.

Dr. Russ says that this is one of the smallest and most beautiful of the small-beaked Parrots. He found a pair which he turned into his bird-room uncommonly pleasing and lovable, and their chattering neither shrill nor unpleasant, but on the contrary comical; they were peaceable towards smaller associates. Although they took possession of a nest-box they did not breed.

Mr. Phillips expresses similar satisfaction with three examples which he has owned; he, however, considers it a delicate bird and one difficult to get into good plumage.

Although still rare in the market, this little bird is more often imported than formerly; it is, however, unfortunate that it should be the least hardy of its genus, since otherwise it has everything to endear it to its owners. The Zoological Society of London secured its first specimen in 1862, and has since owned several others.

CHAPTER XI

SUB-FAMILY PIONINAE.

Amazons, Caiques, etc.

The Amazon Parrots are characterised by a rather short, broad tail about half the length of the wing. The oil-gland is not tufted; the under-surface of the hook of the upper mandible has a roughened filé-like surface; the cere which surrounds the entire base of the beak is naked, and swollen in front of the nostril. The Amazons are confined to tropical America; they are noisy but intelligent birds, of rather large size, and with bright green as the prevalent colour; they are somewhat treacherous, but very gifted as talkers, and consequently are general favourites. In their wild state they appear to nest rather high up in the hollow branches of lofty trees; they are very destructive to fruit. In captivity a dry seed-mixture, consisting of one part wheat to two each of dari, sunflower, and canary, seems to suit them best; but a little maize, boiled for two hours, should be added once or twice a week; nuts should be given in winter (the best being Barcelonas or walnuts removed from the shells), and in summer peas in the pod; banana, ripe grapes, apple, or orange should be given daily, and, for variety, occasionally a piece of plain dry biscuit. On no account should any form of animal food, any form of sop or squashy food be given, nor should any of the mixtures advertised under the misleading title of "Parrot Food" be given to these or any other Parrots, inasmuch as they are suited to the requirements of none; in fact, the very supposition that it is possible to prepare a general food for an order of birds which varies so greatly in the nature of its food as the Petitiac is preposterous on the face of it.

As it is most important, in order to keep Parrots in good health and plumage, that each group should be fed according to rule and on the most suitable food, so it is equally important to avoid unnatural drinks. It is a common error with owners of Parrots to offer them some of the drink which they happen to be themselves partaking of—usually milk, tea, coffee, cocoa, or chocolate, though two instances have come under my notice in which the unfortunate birds have been given beer. Pure water only should be given, excepting, of course, in case of illness, when some medicine or stimulant may be temporarily added. To give unwholesome food or drink is to undermine a bird's constitution, causing indigestion and all other ills to which the feathered tribe is liable.

Should an Amazon catch cold, put a few chillies among its seeds and a few drops of tincture of iron with a little glycine (eight drops) in its drinking water. A nasal douche, consisting of one part glyco-thymol in nine parts water, is also an excellent remedy.

Guilding's Amazon (Chrysolis guildingi).
Copper brown, with black edges to the feathers; bastard-wing and primary-coverts green, the first somewhat bluish, the last orange at base of outer webs;primaries black, yellow at base; secondaries blue, edged with green, first three or four secondaries orange at base, basis of inner secondaries yellow; tertials partly green; edge of wing yellowish-orange in front, yellowish-green behind, the edges of the feathers blue; tail above with the base yellow and orange, the middle blue, the tip yellow; crown white, shading into yellow behind; lores and feathers below the eyes white, black and sides of head and throat blue, with the bases of
the feathers yellowish-green; lower neck more or less greenish; feathers of abdomen green towards the black edges; under tail-coverts greenish-yellow; smaller under wing-coverts orange varied with green; greater coverts and bases of inner webs of flights below yellow; tail below orange at base, green in the middle, yellow at tip; beak pale horn-colour; feet grey. Female with a much broader beak with less arched culmen. Hab., St. Vincent, West Indies.

This is one of the most beautiful of the Amazon Parrots, as may be at once seen by a reference to the charming coloured plate published in The Avicultural Magazine, Second Series, Vol. II., facing p. 121; it was supposed that the eruptions at St. Vincent completely exterminated the species, and Canon Dutton says (loc. cit., p. 122): "Now—everyone who possesses one says, 'Mine is the last of its species.' I know of five 'last of their species.' One in the Zoo, one belonging to a lady, my own, and two in the island of St. Vincent. I had an opportunity of buying one or two or three years ago, but its character was not attractive, and I let it pass into the hands of Mr. Jamrach."

Mr. Clarke, an American, obtained specimens of this bird on St. Vincent in 1904; therefore we read in Mr. M. J. Nicholl's interesting book ("Three Voyages of a Naturalist," p. 140): "On St. Vincent the fine Parrot — Chrysotis guiltingi—which is found nowhere else in the world, has not yet become extinct, and is still found in some numbers on the high peaks."

This species was first purchased for the Regent's Park Gardens in 1874, and since that date several other specimens have been added to the collection; I saw one there in 1905 or 1907. It is generally regarded as rather a morose and stupid bird.

AUGUST AMAZON (Chrysotis augusta.)

Upper surface mostly green, the feathers edged with blackish; front edge of wing and speculum crimson; primaries dark-brown, green at the base of the outer webs; outer secondaries dull purple, inner ones tipped with dull blue; tail above dull reddish-brown, vinous at tip, the central feathers and base of the lateral ones tinged with undermost feather reddish-brown; head, neck, breast, and abdomen deep purplish-blue, edged with black, excepting that those of the crown are edged with dark shining green; feathers of upper breast and vent distinctly purple; sides, flanks, thighs, and under tail-coverts green, with blackish edges to the feathers and with a more or less blue tinge towards the edges; smaller under wing-coverts green, tipped with blue; greater coverts and base of inner webs of flights below dull green; tail below reddish-brown, shot with green; upper mandible deep horn-colour, marked on each side of the base with whitish; under mandible paler; feet blackish-brown.

Female perhaps slightly duller in colour, the beak probably differs from that of the male as in the preceding species. Hab., Dominica, West Indies.

Messrs. G. E. and A. H. Verrill (Transactions Connecticut Academy VIII., page 315, 1886) say that C. augusta is said to be common among the mountains on the windward side of the island. "It was mainly to procure these Imperial Parrots, so seldom seen in collections, that our trip was made to Bass-en-ville, which is a single house in the primeval forest, and only to be reached by one of the worst trails ever travelled, and we spent a number of months among the Sierra Nevada Mountains. This trip, however, well repaid us for our trouble, as it was there we took many of our best birds and other specimens; but though Parrots were seen nearly every day, and we were accompanied by Mr. Hennessey Dupigny and another hunter, our united efforts secured but two of these shy birds in the ten days we were there."

According to Mr. A. Hyatt-Verrill, of Newhaven, U.S.A., this species is now much less common than C. bouqueti, a bird which (on the authority of Mr. Clark) was supposed to be extinct (cf. The Ibis, 1907, pp. 365, 367). It was first presented to the Zoological Society in 1865, but it seems to be rarely imported, although Canon Dutton (The Avicultural Magazine First Series, Vol. VIII., pp. 151, 152) describes a specimen in his collection, and speaks of one in the possession of Lady Thompson. He says it is the largest of the Amazons, and apparently it is a good talker. The article is accompanied by an excellent coloured plate.

VINACEOUS AMAZON (Chrysotis vinacea).

Green, the feathers edged with black; long feathers of the hind neck, with a bluish-grey band; here the black edges; upper tail-coverts yellowish-green; front edge of wing and speculum at base of outer webs of three first secondaries, red; first primary black, with blue outer web; the others with the outer webs green towards base, blue towards the tip; tail gradually becoming yellowish-green towards the tip, and with the lateral feathers bright red at base of inner, and dull purple tipped at base of outer webs; frontal band, lores, and chin red; breast and the abdomen more or less reddish-vinous, tinged with bluish towards the black edges of the feathers; under tail-coverts yellowish-green; greater under wing-coverts and part of inner webs of flights towards base verditer-green; beak red tipped with white; feet olivaceous-grey; irides orange. Female smaller, rather duller, the beak less bright in colour, broader, but more compressed from the nostrils forward on each side of the culmen; the latter more arched. Hab., "South-Eastern Brazil, Paraguay, and N. Argentina" (Salvadori).

Herr H. von Ihering, in his "Ornithological Notes from South Brazil" (The Ibis, 1901, pp. 13, 14) describes the egg of this bird as follows:—"This is an egg of 38 by 50 mm. in dimensions, and of oval form. The poles are subequal, the surface is smooth, little polished, and with some scattered deep pores. The nest from which it was taken was a hole situated very high in a colossal muerta tree. The level of the nest was at 2 m. below the entrance, and to obtain the eggs it was necessary to make a second opening with an axe."

In Sclater and Hudson's "Argentine Ornithology," Vol. II., p. 47, we read:—"White gives us the following notes on its habits: Both in Concepcion and San Javier these Parrots are found in incredible numbers feeding in the orange-groves which cover and enclose the extensive Jesuit ruins in those parts of Misiones. They seem to be very voracious, as they feed all day long, and the inhabitants shoot them for food; but they are not easily scared, for on hearing a shot they only fly up in clouds to descend again, meanwhile making the air resound with their shrill cries. They can be taught to talk tolerably well if taken young."

Russ gives the price of this species in Germany as from 50 to 75 marks when freshly imported; it is therefore evidently a rare bird in the European market, yet several examples have been exhibited in the London Zoological Gardens.

BLUE-FACED AMAZON (Chrysotis versicolor.)

Green, the feathers conspicuously edged with black, especially on the upper surface; upper tail-coverts yellowish-green; front edge of wing also yellowish-
green; speculum formed by the bases of the outer webs of the first three or four secondaries, red; primaries black, but all excepting the first, and the primary-coverts, deep blue towards base of outer webs; outermost secondaries blue towards the tips; tail with a broad terminal belt of greenish-yellow, central feathers otherwise green, but the lateral feathers with the basal half of outer webs blue, deeper on the outer side of the three outer ones also with a red spot at the base; bases of the primary-coverts forming a black line of crowning head, and throat, blue; forehead, lores, and cheeks with a purple tinge; a broad red belt across the lower throat; breast and abdomen yellowish-green, each feather dull pale-red at base and towards the black edge; under tail-coverts and smaller under wing-coverts yellowish-green; greater under wing-coverts and base of inner webs of flights below verditer-blue; tail below black towards base, with three red basal spots as above; beak horn-blackish, yellowish at base of upper mandible; irides orange. Female probably with shorter beak. Hab., St. Lucia, West Indies.

I have found no notes on the wild life of this Amazon; it was formerly wrongly identified in the Zoological Society's list as C. bouqueti. The first example was purchased for the Gardens in 1874, and two more were obtained in the year following.

**Bouquet's Amazon (Chrysothrix bougeti).**

Green, the feathers with black edges; upper tail-coverts yellowish-green; primary coverts blackish-green tinged with blue at the tips; first primary black, the others deep blue at base of inner webs and tinged with green at the edges; first three secondaries with a red spot at base of outer webs, forming a speculum; all the secondaries tinged with blue towards the tips; lateral tail-feathers with a broad greenish-yellow belt at the tips; central feathers with narrow tips of the same colour; first four feathers red at base of inner webs, outer feather with blue edging to the base of the outer web; forehead, lores, orbital region, front of cheeks, and throat purplish-blue; a red spot on middle of lower throat; greater under wing-coverts verditer-green; flights below with the inner webs verditer-blue; under tail-coverts yellowish-green; tail below with the terminal half yellowish-green, the inner webs of the lateral feathers red at base; beak pale horn-colour, yellowish at base of upper mandible; feet dusky; irides orange. Female not differentiated. Hab., Dominica, West Indies.

As already noted, Mr. Clark stated that this species was extinct. In reply to this Mr. A. Hyatt-Verrill wrote to Count Salvadori (see *This Is*, 1907, pp. 365, 366) as follows: "During the past three years I have resided in Dominica, and have made extensive collections of the birds. I have found Chrysothrix bougeti particularly abundant and easy to procure, and have secured over forty specimens. Graf von Berlepsch has a number which I sent him, and others were disposed of to various collectors. This species is increasing rapidly, and spreading over the whole island. On a former visit, fifteen years ago, I found Bouquet's Parrot much rarer than *C. augusta*, whereas at the present time it is far more common. The birds are found within a few miles of Roseau, and are particularly abundant in the Lagoon valley in the central part of the island, where they are very tame and feed near the houses of the planters in enormous flocks. In fact, at that place I have shot them from the verandahs of the houses. They are killed in large numbers for the market, and during the open season can be bought for 1s. each.

"How Mr. Clark could have been misled into supposing this Parrot extinct is inexplicable to me."

Although this bird appears never previously to have reached the London Zoological Gardens (the species entered under that name in the list having, as already stated, been *C. versicolor*), the Hon. and Rev. Canon Dutton received a specimen in June, 1903, which he subsequently sent to the Gardens. He says of it: "My bird was tame enough to let me scratch its head, but beyond that had nothing to recommend it. It was not affectionate, it never said a word, and uttered ceaselessly a cry which, although unlike that of any other Amazon, was not the less wearisome on that account."  

(*The Agricultural Magazine*, First Series, Vol. VII., p. 110.) An excellent coloured plate accompanies Canon Dutton's article.

**Guatemalan Amazon (Chrysothrix guatemalae).**

Green, upper surface meaty; feathers of hind neck edged with blackish; first primary black, the rest also black, but with the basal half of the outer webs green, next to which colour the black is more or less suffused with blue; base of first four secondaries red, forming a speculum; tips of secondaries black, more or less tinged with blue; tail with the terminal half yellow or greenish-yellow; crown and stripe over eye bluish; back of crown slightly tinged with lilacine-grey; cheeks and under-surface of body yellowish-green; greater under wing-coverts verditer-blue with yellowish edges; inner webs of flights below partly verditer-green; beak bluish-black, with a yellowish or reddish spot at base of upper mandibles; feet greenish-ashy; irides orange-red. Female with a broader beak, especially at the base, the terminal hook courser. Hab., "Southern Mexico and Central America, as far as Honduras and Nicaragua (?)." (Salvadori.)

I have no notes on the wild life of this Amazon in any work in my library. Russ speaks of it as rarer in the trade than Natterer's Amazon, yet the London Zoological Society has had several examples, the first being purchased in 1870.

**Mealy Amazon (Chrysothrix farinosa).**

The adult male above is green, having a meaty appearance; below paler, and yellowish on the under tail-coverts; forehead and cheeks yellowish; centre of crown yellow, frequently finely spotted with red; feathers of back of head, nape, and hind-neck edged behind with black; front margin of wing and speculum scarlet; primaries black, bluish at tips, all excepting the first green towards the base of the outer webs, between which and the black is a bluish tinge; tail with a yellowish band on its terminal half, the outer tail-feather often with its outer web narrowly edged with blue; beak pale horn-grey, core blackish, base of both mandibles with an orange-yellowish spot; feet blackish-grey powdered with whitish, the claws black; iris brown internally, red or orange towards the outside. Female apparently with less yellow and no red on the crown, and probably with the irides paler (as is certainly the case in some, if not all, Amazons); the beak slightly broader at base, longer, and with more slender terminal hook (thus forming an exception to the general rule). Hab., Guiana and apparently Eastern Brazil.

Burmeister describes the beak of this bird as clear bluish-grey, almost white at the tip. He says that this is the largest species of its genus in Brazil and apparently in the whole of America. It is very common on the Amazon and throughout Guiana.

Dr. Emil A. Goddi, in an article on the birds of
South Guiana (The Ibis, 1897, p. 158) says: "On some of the gigantic trees (such as 'Sumaumas') we observed charming societies of ... Parrots (such as Chrysotis farinosa, the 'Moleiro,' which was very frequent)."

As a cage-bird the Hon. and Rev. F. G. Dutton did not find it teachable, but Dr. Russ says: "A favoured talker, is one of the most gifted, at the same time gentle and amiable, but unhappily one of the most frightful shriekers." He states the German price as 30 to 45 marks, or, for a talker, 75, 90, to 100 marks.

The first example to reach the Regent's Park Gardens was deposited in 1853, and probably in all they have had the honour of exhibiting about a dozen specimens to the public.

**Mercenary Amazon (Chrysotis mercenaria).**

Green; feathers of the hind-neck edged with black; upper tail-coverts paler, brighter green; front edge of wing yellow more or less tinged with red; tips of flight black, more or less tinged with blue; the usual red speculum at base of first, secondaries; central tail-feathers white-yellowish tips, lateral feathers mostly red between the green base, and greenish-yellow tips, but dark purple between the red and green on the outer webs; the second and third feathers with the inner webs red to the base, the outermost one with a blue edge to its outer web; forehead, cheeks, and under-surface paler and brighter green than the back; tail below with a reddish tinge on the lateral feathers up to the greenish-yellow tips; beak dusky, yellowish at base of upper mandible; feet brown; irides yellow. Female probably differing in form of beak as in the preceding species.* Hab., "Peru, Ecuador, and Colombia." (Salvadori.)

Stolzmann says (Taczanowski's "Ornithologie du Pérou, Vol. III., p. 222): "Parrakeet going to the greatest height in the mountains after Conurus mitratus; the commonest at Huambo, where one often sees great numbers arrive upon the trees. In the morning and at sunset they are most restless, especially at that last period of the day's work one sees them arrive at the place of their choice in great or small communities. There they scream, and finally, when all the company is complete, they all take wing at one signal given and retire screaming to the place where they pass the night; afterwards one sees isolated flocks follow the principal community."

"When feeding they are quiet and difficult to discover. The hunter does not usually discover their presence until they fly away, trice uttering their cry of alarm and including the entire community in their flight. I have never seen this species in captivity, for the inhabitants do not know the nesting-places. Meanwhile, I have been assured that it is sometimes reared and taught to talk perfectly."

"Its flight, like that of Chrysotis in general, most resembles that of doves, just as hurriedly flapping the wings. In the forest they always keep in pairs. Its name is loroordo."

This rarely-imported Amazon arrived at the London Zoological Gardens in 1882. Russ thinks this is the only time in which it has been imported. ("Handbuch," p. 235).

**Orange-winged Amazon (Chrysotis amazonica).**

The adult male is green above, paler below; feathers at back of neck edged with blackish; forehead, lores and supercilious stripe blue; front of head and a spot on the cheeks from below the eye extending to the beak of shining yellow; ear-coverts grass green; first primary coverts tipped with blue; wing-speculum orange-red; primaries black, all existing; first, with green outer webs, with a blue tinge between the green and black as in the preceding species; lateral tail-feathers with the inner web orange-red almost to the tips, and crossed by a green band; outer feather with the middle of the outer web blue; beak pale horn yellowish, the tip dusky; a yellow spot at the base of the upper mandible; feet brownish horn-grey; iris cinnamon red, more yellow. Female with shorter, less tapering and more arched beak than the male. I should think it probable that the examples with clear yellow iris would prove to be the females, and those with cinnamon or redish-orange iris the males. Hab., Guiana, Venezuela, Trinidad, Colombia, and the Amazons.

This species is abundant in the woods and scrub of the plain region. At night great flocks collect in their favourite roosting places, whence during the day they wander through the neighbourhood in search of food. In spring and summer the sexes of each pair are continually seen together. The species is much sought after, and cherished as a pet by the natives. This is practically all that Burmeister has to say respecting the home life of the species, but from what Dr. Russ says, it appears to nest near the top of extremely lofty branchless trees (of course in holes).

Dr. Goidi's notes on the birds of the Capim River (The Ibis, 1903, pp. 478-9) he speaks of "the deafening noise made by various Parrots, among them especially the 'Curica' (Chrysotis amazonica)." This confirms the late Dr. Russ's statement that it is the most irritating of screamers, though admitted to be very teachable; nevertheless, even when it talks, it does not omit to scream.

This Amazon was first purchased by the Zoological Society of London in 1875, since which time a good many examples have been exhibited in the Gardens at Regent's Park.

**Blue-fronted Amazon (Chrysotis aestiva).**

The general colour of this beautiful bird is grass-green, clearer below than above; the forehead is bright azure blue; the face, chin, and throat are occupied by a large patch of yellow; the shoulder of the wing and the third and fourth primaries are scarlet; the first and second primaries blue; the centre tail feathers washed with reddish on the inner web; beak blackish brown; feet grey; iris of eye orange. Dr. Russ, however, says that the beak is blackish-brown, with black cere, the feet bluish-grey, with black claws, and the iris varying from orange-red to yellow, and I think that he is more likely to be correct than Burmeister (who states that the beak is horn-grey, with paler culmen and pale yellow cere). Female with the beak shorter and broader at the base. Hab., Bolivia, Southern and Central Brazil, Paraguay and Argentina.

Burmeister says that this is the commonest Parrot in the forest region of the Brazilian coast. It affects the marshy headlands of the river. Its favourite fruits appear to be those of Cocconurus and Aricenna; it is also said to do some mischief in orange gardens, which I can quite believe.

Dr. E. Lönnberg, writing on Birds from N.W.
Argentine and the Bolivian Chaco (The Ibis, 1903, p. 467), says: "Iris reddish-yellow. Occurs in large flocks of several hundreds, but is very shy. In the morning and evening they fly to and from their feeding-places, making a deafening noise."

This is more freely imported than any other Amazon, and is a general favourite as it is an excellent talker; in fact, in this respect it almost equals the Grey Parrot; it is also very long-lived, so that for anyone who wants one of these big fellows as a companion this is undoubtedly the species which he should select.

I have never possessed it, I have met with so many at the houses of my friends that I have no hesitation in stating emphatically that I consider it far and away the most talented and most attractive of its genus.

Some years since I had occasion to call upon my old friend Mr. Abrahams, and, finding him out, I waited and had lunch with him. As we sat at table I heard, as it were, a thought, a street arab murmur the whole of the words of "Ta-ra-ra-boom-de-ay" from beginning to end, in a monotonous voice. "Do you hear it?" said Mr. Abrahams. "What, that child singing?" That tickled my friend. "Why, my good man," he said, "that's my Blue-fronted Amazon; if you wait you will hear him sing the whole of the words of a second song and then whistle a third." Sure enough the whole programme was carried out conscientiously by that clever bird, and then it started again.

The Blue-fronted Amazon is very hardy, but, like all its congeners, it is not perfect, for it is undoubtedly treacherous and noisy.

First deposited at the London Zoological Society's Gardens in 1864, this Amazon has never since been absent from that collection, in all probably considerably more than two dozen specimens have, from time to time, found a home there.

**YELLOW-SHOULDERED AMAZON (Chrysothoe ochrocephala).**

The prevailing colour of the adult male is green, somewhat paler below than above, all the feathers with black margins; the forehead and lores yellowish-white; the crown, cheeks, sides of head, including the ear-coverts, upper part of throat, and bend of wing yellow; primaries mostly black; wing-speculum scarlet; outer tail feathers with the basal third cinnamon-red; the outer feather with blue outer web; the tips of all the tail feathers broadly yellowish; greater under-wing-coverts and inner webs of quills below blue; beak horn-white; feet pale; iris orange, "reddish-brown" (Hartert). The female differs, according to Russ, in having the region of the lower mandible, the lower breast and abdomen sky-blue; all other colours duller; it is probable that it has a paler iris than the male and a shorter beak.

Hab., Venezuela, perhaps Trinidad, certainly the Islands of Aruba and Margarita.

In an article by Dr. E. Hartert (The Ibis, 1893, pp. 301-303), he says: "This beautiful Amazon, of which, in spite of the numbers that are kept in confinement, specimens procured in a wild state are so rare in museums that its habitat could only be given with certainty by Capt. Abrahams' "Cayenne's Parrots," inhabits the Island of Aruba. It might not be out of place here to state that it is also common in the lowland forests of the district of Coro and in other parts of Venezuela, whence large numbers are sent to the bird-shops of the larger towns of Venezuela and to Curacao."

"This Parrot is not rare in the more wooded and rocky parts of the island, but is somewhat shy and not easily to be obtained in numbers. It is said to breed in hollow trees."

Mr. P. R. Lowe, writing on the birds of Margarita Island, says (The Ibis, 1907, p. 557): — "I saw some of these Parrots in the high trees above El Valle, where Capt. Robinson observed the species in large flocks, but there were also several parties round the lagoon at the west end of the island."

Dr. Russ accounts this one of the most familiar Parrots in the trade, much beloved by many friends of feathered prattlers, whilst others despise it generally, and do all small Amazons. Individual birds of this species are astonishingly diversely gifted with speech. Acknowledged connoisseurs have indicated certain remarkably richly endowed Little Yellow-heads (German trivial name); many will learn nothing. Behaviour entertaining; for instance, it mimics faithfully all kinds of animal voices, the crowing of cocks, the cackling of hens, the cooing of pigeons, the miauling of cats, the barking of dogs, etc.; it becomes uncommonly easily and altogether tame."

"Two examples of this species were deposited at the London Zoological Gardens in 1869, since which date a good many examples have been exhibited there.

**YELLOW-FRONTED AMAZON (Chrysothoe ochrocephala).**

The prevailing colour of this bird, as usual, is grass-green, with more or less defined dusky band margins to the feathers; lighter and more glistening below than above and more golden, with dark shaft-streaks on the flanks and under tail-coverts; a large yellow frontal patch which in its centre extends backwards to the middle of the crown, in some examples (probably males) the yellow covers the crown, always, however, leaving a broad green interval above the eye; bend of wing and wing-speculum crimson; in the open wing the base of the outer web of fourth secondary is seen to be broadly purplish crimson; primaries blue black, all but the first, with their outer webs green towards the base; secondaries blue-black towards the tips, becoming bright blue on the outer webs; tail with golden green terminal belt narrowest on the central feathers, all the lateral feathers with a large rose-red spot towards the base of their inner webs, and a green band across the middle; upper mandible fleshly horn colour, blackish towards the tip, the cere blackish beset with black bristles; lower mandible blackish horn-grey; feet ash-grey, with whitish powdering; claws horn-whitish; iris, orange to pale amber.

The females differ in having the yellow on the crown restricted if not absent, and the iris pale. The beak is narrower from before to beyond the middle when viewed from above. Hab., "Venezuela and Trinidad, Colombia, Ecuador, and Eastern Peru" (Salvadori).

The only note I have found respecting the wild life is that quoted under C. ochrocephala; it is freely imported, and, according to Russ, the Indians regard it as the most highly intelligent species; he says that it is "prized as a capable talker; Surinams learn to speak superstibly well, also to laugh, cry, sing, and whistle beautifully; most of them are middling good birds, only a few are slightly or not at all gifted."

About the year 1893 an aunt of mine gave me a female example of this species which had been in her possession about twenty years, and had been in captivity in the possession of at least two owners for many years previously. Although an unquestionable female, this bird had entirely forgotten its own language, and expressed all its
emotions of rage, pleasure, fear, etc., precisely in the same manner as a child would. When startled or angry it would shout at the top of its voice exactly like a boy in a passion, filling up the intervals between the shouts with heart-rending sobs; sometimes it would call in a loud voice (which could be heard half-way down the road) for Lala, but Lala never came to help it. On enquiry I discovered that Lala was the Parrot's rendering for Nana, an ayah who at one time had stayed with a child at my aunt's house.

Although our Amazon said many things very distinctly, and evidently, in many cases, understood the meaning of what it was saying to some extent, it also talked a lot of utterly unintelligible twaddle to itself, apparently asking itself a series of nonsensical questions, to each of which it answered with a grave decided swing of its head— "No!" One funny little series of questions often took place when one first came down in the morning: The bird would stretch out its neck, look is wanting; hairy feathers round nostrils partly golden; the thighs yellow; beak yellowish (whitish horn-grey according to Russ), lead-coloured at tip. Female probably with shorter and broader beak. Hab., Panama, Veragua, and Colombia.

I have obtained no information respecting the wild life. Russ states that it comes into the market associated with the preceding species and is usually not distinguished from it, doubtless it is equally gifted. He describes another (species!) under the name of Hagenbeck's Amazon (Pitaicus hagenbecki), which has been ignored by systematists; it is said to differ from C. ochrocephalus in its white beak with blackish tip, the almost entire absence of red from the edge of the wing and the tail, as well as the different marking of the latter (each feather with a weak reddish spot) from C. panamensis by its clearer green under surface, the lack of the blue-green spot on the abdomen, yellow thighs and superior size. Hab., Unknown. If these birds come home together from Colombia, where both occur, is it not probable that they may interbreed there and produce inter-grades in size and coloration? The Zoological Society of London has, at various times, owned a fair number of this species; it would be interesting to know whether all have been perfectly typical.

Golden-naped Amazon (Chryotosis auripalliata).

The adult male is grass-green, rather paler below than above; the nape and often part of the crown yellow; edge and bend of wing with a few red feathers: wing speculum red; primaries black, all excepting the first with the base of their outer webs green; tips of both primaries and secondaries shot with blue; tail with a yellowish terminal belt; lateral feathers with the inner webs red at base; outer feathers edged with blue at base of outer web; beak pale horn-grey, yellowish at base of upper mandible; cere black; feet dusky; iris orange-red to hazel. Female with narrower beak, less bell-shaped when viewed from above, more arched, and with shorter terminal hook. Hab., Western Central Americas from Guatemala to Costa Rica and Tigré and Ruatan Islands.

Mr. C. F. Underwood, writing on the Birds of the Volcano of Miravalles (The Ibis, 1896, pp. 445, 446) says:—"Very rare so high up; in fact, I only remember seeing some three or four pairs flying over the whole time I was there. But, on the other hand, in Bagaces these Parrots are extremely abundant, and regularly make the town their headquarters; in fact, the traveller arriving there a little before sunset is often deafened by their noise, and on his first visit is amazed at the strange scene. From all sides arrive innumerable bands and solitary pairs of "Loros" (the Spanish name), which remain for about an hour squabbling and fighting, constantly changing their perches before going to roost in the low trees in the immediate vicinity of the houses. "Supas" (Macaws) also make the town their roosting quarters. At daybreak there is a repetition of the noise; they then go off to their various feeding-grounds.

"The natives here appreciate a good talking Loro as a pet as much as Europeans do. The young are eagerly sought after, and the birds, when they begin to talk—which is generally at about a year old—sell for fairly good prices. This species seems to be far the most easily taught."

According to the Hon. and Rev. Canon F. G. Dutton, this bird is a marvellous talker, and he recommends it very highly as a pet. It is a general favourite, but

**YELLOW-FRONTED AMAZON (Female).**

fixedly at you, and ask—"Quite well?" "Better, thanks Polly." "O! much better?" "Yes, much better." "Quite better?" "Yes, quite better." "Quite right," and with a swing of its neck the bird turned round and began to strut backwards and forwards. Another favourite series of sentences was gone through whenever anyone came into the room dressed for a walk: "Are you going out?" "Are you going in the park?" "There's a cat in the park!" "Goodbye."

This bird was my servant's pet. She carried it about on her shoulder, and I was often afraid it would peck her eyes out; it bit her once or twice, but when it died in February, 1898, she was almost inconsolable.

A good many specimens of this species have been exhibited at the London Zoological Gardens, the first received there being presented in 1868.

**YELLOW-BILLED AMAZON (Chryotosis panamensis).**

Very like the preceding species, but smaller, the vertex of the head tinged with glaucous-green; the yellow of the head confined to the front, where the glaucous-green
unhappily is high-priced, and like all its relatives it knows how to scream.

Russ says that this species is somewhat rarer than its allies, yet generally known. He mentions the German prices as 50-75 marks for freshly imported birds; 100-150 marks for talkers. The London Zoological Society first purchased it in 1844, and has added others from time to time; the latest mentioned in the ninth edition of the "List of Animals" was deposited at the Gardens in 1893.

**Double-fronted or Levant's Amazon (Chrysothrix leucyrhina).**

The adult male above is green, more yellow on the upper tail-coverts; the head and neck yellow, pale round base of beak; the under surface paler and more bluish; bend of wing and speculum red; bastard wing and primary coverts slightly bluish; primaries black, all excepting the first with green bases to their outer webs; secondaries tipped with blue-black; tail with a broad yellowish belt towards the tip; the lateral feathers red at the base; the outer feather with blue outer web; tail below red at the base, green in the middle, yellowish at the tip; beak whitish; feet pale brown; iris red with yellow inner ring. Female smaller; her beak slightly shorter and a trifle broader at the base when viewed from above. Hab., "Mexico, from Nuevo Leon on the east and Mazatlan and Tres Marias on the west to Tehantepec, Yucatan, and Honduras." (Salvadori.)

I have found no notes respecting the wild life; but Russ says:

"Just as with us, it is treasured in its own home. The natives steal the young out of the nests, and all large Yellowheads (German trivial name) reach the market already at least half-tame and speaking some words, yet always singly or in a few heads. Being delicate immediately after their importation, they then require considerable attention, but when well acclimatized, they belong to the longest-lived of all Parrots. Marvellous excellence! Astonishing gift of comprehension! Certain birds of this species, nevertheless, learn nothing. However, one should not conclude that such a one is beyond hope, for often, even after years, it learns quite admirably. Even the most excellent of such talkers, nevertheless, at times utters the most distracting natural scream."

The Hon. and Rev. F. G. Dutton speaks very highly of this Parrot, of which he says he once had one which sang seven songs, did the French military exercises, said other things, and swore like a sailor, and did it all when he told it. The bird must have been useful when anything unpleasant occurred which required the services of a layman.

The London Zoological Society first secured this Amazon in 1859, and has since exhibited a good many examples of it at the Gardens.

**Natterer's Amazon (Chrysothrix nattereri).**

Green; bend of wing and speculum red; tail, excepting the two central feathers, with a greenish-yellow terminal belt; forehead, sides of head and throat, blue or bluish-green; naked orbital-skin white; beak horn-grey, blackish towards the tip, and with a yellowish spot on the sides of upper mandible towards the base; feet brownish-grey tinged with greenish; irides orange. Female not differentiated. Hab., "Rio Mamoré, W. Brazil, near Rio Madeira." (Salvadori.)

In his "Catalogue of the Birds," Count Salvadori speaks of this species as not having been seen by him; neither is it mentioned in the ninth edition of the Zoological Society's "List of Animals," but Dr. Russ says ("Handbuch für Vogeljünglinge," p. 238): "Extremely rare and always only singly in the market." This is evidence that it has been imported into Germany.

**Dufresne's Amazon (Chrysothrix dufresniana).**

Green; front edge of wing yellowish-green; first four secondaries orange at base, forming a speculum; primaries black, green at base of outer webs; innermost primaries and secondaries dark blue at tips; lateral tail-feathers with a broad yellowish-green terminal belt; the four outer feathers tinged with orange or reddish on inner webs of terminal portion; forehead and lores orange-yellow, crown yellowish; cheeks and throat bluish at tips of feathers; orbital ring white; beak dusky, "coral-red, yellow at base" (Russ); reddish-white at base of upper mandible; feet yellowish-grey, claws horn-grey; irides orange-red. Female smaller, and with distinctly shorter and broader beak. Hab., Guiana. I have found no notes on the natural life in my library.

The Hon. and Rev. Canon Dutton says of this species (Greene's "Parrots in Captivity," Vol. I., p. 97): "This is a handsome bird. He is about the size of the common Amazon, a golden-green head, and black neck. Even the belly is a brilliant crimson, but the upper tail-coverts are brilliant crimson. He has a brownish line of feathers from eye to eye over the beak, which is dark horn-colour."

Salvadori says nothing about crimson upper tail-coverts or about the brownish feathers from eye to eye; his description of the beak also differs both from Canon Dutton's and Russ', since he says: "Bill dusky, with the base of the upper mandible red," and Russ says: "Bill clear to orange; and later: "Base of beak and upper throat yellow." Greene figures the bird with a flesh-coloured beak, blue cheeks and chin, a scarlet cap, orange towards the edges, and the outer webs of the third to fifth secondaries wholly red. Doubtless this illustration is incorrect; but is the bird which Canon Dutton says is "not very attractive," and of which furthermore he remarks: "I have never seen a specimen that talked. They are rather quiet and dull," that same species as the true *C. dufresniana* described in the "Catalogue of Birds"? Greene's figure would do better for *C. rhodocorytha*.

*C. dufresniana* was first exhibited at Regent's Park in 1863, but several specimens of this, or the next species, have reached the Gardens since that date.

**Red-topped Amazon (Chrysothrix rhodocorytha).**

Green; wings with a red speculum, otherwise as in the preceding species; tail also only differing in having a red patch towards the tip of the inner webs; crown or front of crown red, back of head and hind neck with brownish-red or maroon edges to the feathers; lores yellow; cheeks and throat tinged with blue at the tips of the feathers; upper mandible whitish, reddish towards the base; lower mandible horn-dusky; feet yellowish-grey; irides orange. Female smaller and droller in colour, but with longer, narrower, and less arched beak. Birds from Espirito Santo to Serra dos Orgãos."

Burmeister says: "Inhabits especially the middle and northern Brazil (Rio de Janeiro, Spirito Santo), and there palpably the most beautiful species, but not abundant; lives in dense primeval forest and is recognizable by its weakly screaming hollow note, sounding like hoot-mot."
Le Vaillant's or Double-fronted Amazon.
descriptions of that species which have arisen from confounding the two (both in Russ' and Greene's books).

*C. rhodocorythla*, purchased in 1885, is recognised as distinct in the ninth edition of the Zoological Society's "List."

**Green-cheeked Amazon (Chrysotis viridigena).**

Above green, below brighter; feathers with black edges, most strongly marked on back of head and hind neck; front edge of wing pale-green; base of outer webs of first five secondaries crimson, forming a speculum; primaries black, all excepting the first, with green outer webs and bluish-black tips; secondaries with deep blue tips; tail green, the terminal half yellowish-green, this colouring more restricted on the two central feathers; crown and lores crimson, yellow at the base of the feathers; a deep blue band from above the eyes down the sides of the neck; cheeks and ear-coverts bright grass-green; beak yellowish-white, or whitish-yellowish-grey; feet yellowish horn-grey, sometimes bluish-grey; irides reddish-yellow to pale straw-yellow (the latter probably indicating the female colouring). Female with the red on the crown more restricted, her beak also slightly less heavy in character. Hab., Eastern Mexico.

I have found no account of the free life of this Amazon; it was originally entered in the Zoological Society's list as coming from Columbia (not "Colombia," as indicated in the catalogue of birds. The first example was purchased in 1863, and others have been secured from time to time, the last recorded in the ninth edition of the list having been purchased in 1892.

**Finsch's Amazon (Chrysotis finschi).**

Above deep grass-green, lighter and yellower below; the feathers with blackish or black edges; feathers of hind-neck faintly lilac-banded; front-edge of wing pale green; primaries black, the outer webs green at base, deep blue at tips; first five secondaries red at base, forming a speculum; tips of secondaries deep blue; tail with a broad yellowish-green terminal belt, narrower on the two central feathers; outer feather-edged with blue at base of outer web; frontal band extending to lores deep red; beak yellowish-white; feet pale grey; irides orange. Female smaller and rather duller in colouring than the male; the beak, seen from above, broader, shorter, and with coarser terminal hook. Hab., Western Mexico, from Sinaloa to Tehuantepec (Salvadori).

In C. W. Beebe's "Two Bird-lovers in Mexico," pp. 182-183, we read:—"Several times during our stay we saw a beautiful sunset flight of Finsch Amazon Parrots. A flock of 200 or more, massed together as closely as possible, appeared high in air, alternately soaring and fluttering. Then the entire flock swung earthward in a magnificent loop, from wall to wall of the barranca, the delicate lavender edgings of the feathers showing plainly as they swept past with a loud whirr of wings, each little foot clinched tightly close to the tail-feathers. Upward they went again, swinging together with a grace and unison of which one never gets a hint from caged specimens."

This rare Amazon was first presented to the Zoological Society of London in 1874, and would seem not to have been received there since that date. Russ says of it "very rare," yet only puts the German price at from 30 to 60 marks, or, roughly speaking, £1 10s. to £3 per specimen.

**Diademé Amazon (Chrysotis diademata).**

Green, slightly mottled, with somewhat dusky edges to the feathers, lilac-edged feathers on the hind neck; front edge of wing yellowish-green; primaries black, deep blue at tips, outer webs green at base; secondaries deep blue at tips, the bases of inner webs of first five secondaries red, forming a speculum; lateral tail-feathers with a broad yellow-green terminal belt; inner webs red at base, outer webs blue; forehead crimson shading into deep purplish-red on the lores; crown lilac; back of head greenish-yellow; chin vinous-red; under tail-coverts mainly yellowish-green; beak dusky, yellowish at base of upper mandible; feet greyish-black. Female probably with shorter beak than the male. Hab., Rio Solimões, Amazons.

I have found no notes respecting the wild life. Salvadori says, "This bird seems extremely rare," and Russ says, "Rare in the trade;" but the price which he mentions (50 marks) hardly bears out that statement. The Zoological Society of London purchased a specimen in 1894.

**Salvin's Amazon (Chrysotis salvini).**

Green, slightly mottled, with somewhat dusky edges to the feathers; feathers of crown, back of head, and hind neck with lilac edges, the last mentioned narrowly edged with black; front edge of wing pale green; first primary black, the others also black, but deep blue at tips, and with the outer webs green at base; secondaries deep blue at tips, the first five with the inner webs red at base, forming a speculum; tail with a broad terminal yellowish-green belt, narrower on the two central feathers; lateral feathers red on inner webs, the outer one edged with blue at base of outer web; frontal band, extending to lores, crimson; under surface paler than above; under tail-coverts yellowish-green; beak dusky, whitish horn-colour at base of upper mandible; feet dusky; irides red. Female smaller and duller; her beak much shorter, slightly narrower, and more arched. Hab., "From Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Veragua, and Panama, in Central America, to Colombia, and also to Rio Negro, in the Amazon Valley" (Salvadori).

I have not come across any notes relating to the wild life. Though nearly related to the preceding species, Salvin's Amazon seems to be less rare. Russ does not mention it in his handbook, but it is quite likely that he may have confounded it with the Diademé Amazon; it stands under that name in the fifth to eighth editions of the Zoological Society's list of animals. The first specimen purchased for the Gardens was secured in 1871, and since then others have been exhibited there.

**Yellow-cheeked Amazon (Chrysotis autumnalis).**

Green; front edge of wing yellowish-green; primaries black, all excepting the first, with the base of the outer webs green, and the tips blue-black; secondaries with blue tips, and the usual scarlet speculum; tail with a broad terminal yellowish-green belt on the lateral feathers; the outer feather edged with blue on outer web; forehead and lores scarlet; feathers of crown, back of head, and nape lilac towards the tips, and edged with blackish; upper part of cheeks from beak to ear-coverts yellow, crimson at base of feathers; lesser under wing-coverts yellowish-green, the others and inner webs of flights grass-green; beak pale horn-colour, dusky, throat pale ash; feet pale greenish-ashy; irides orange-yellow. Female smaller than the male; the scarlet frontal band narrower, the
cheeks also showing less scarlet and more yellow; the beak much shorter and lighter, with shorter terminal hook. Hab., E. Mexico and Central America to Honduras and Rutaan Island.

Speaking of this species as occurring on Rutaan Island, Salvin says: "Not uncommon on the adjoining mainland" (The Ibis, 1889, p. 373). I have found no notes describing the wild life. The Zoological Society of London first acquired the species in 1869, and others have been added to the Regent's Park collection since that date, the last recorded in the ninth edition of the "List" having been deposited in 1895.

Yellow-bellied Amazon (Chrysothis xanthops). Green, with darker edges to the feathers; primaries with bluish-green outer webs; lateral tail-feathers with the basal half orange-red, the terminal half greenish-yellow; outer feather with green outer web; forehead and crown to the middle yellow: cheeks and sides of head greenish-yellow; under surface paler green than above; a broad yellow abdominal belt; an orange-red spot on the sides; beak dusky yellow, whitish at tip. Female not differentiated. Hab., "Eastern and Central Brazil, from Minas Geraes to Cuyaba." (Salvadori.) I have seen no notes on the wild life. Russ says ("Handbuch für Vogeliebhaber," p. 239): "There were two specimens in K. Hagenbeck's collection."

Red-tailed Amazon (Chrysothis brasilensiis). Green, with black edges to the feathers; front edge of wing rosy; upper wing-coverts and innermost secondaries with yellowish-green edges; primaries black, all excepting the first bluish on terminal half, green at base of outer webs; secondaries with blue tips; tail with a greenish-yellow terminal band, a subterminal carmine red band, and on the three outer feathers an inner purplish-blue band, the outer web of the outer feather more than half of the latter colour; front of head and lores rosy, top of head slightly yellowish; cheeks, ear-coverts, and chin purplish, bluer at tips of feathers; under surface paler green than above; under wing-coverts yellowish-green; flights below blackish, tinged with bluish or bluish-green towards base of inner webs; tail a little duller than above; beak pale horn-colour, dusky at tip of upper mandible; feet grey. Female smaller, less red on the head and the cheeks less purplish; beak broader at base, but narrower towards tip, and with more delicate terminal hook. Hab., Province of San Paulo, South Brazil.

Nothing seems to be published respecting the wild life of this Parrot. Two specimens reached the Zoological Gardens at Amsterdam in 1879, and others have since been received at the London Gardens, the last recorded in the ninth edition of the "List of Animals" having been purchased in 1888.}

Bodinus' Amazon (Chrysothis bodini). Green; front edge of wing yellowish; first primary and inner webs of the others black; lower back and rump red; tail with yellowish-green tip, the outer feathers edged with bluish on outer web; a broad frontal band dull red; lores blackish; feathers of top and back of crown edged with dull lilac; feathers at back of head edged with black; superciliary band and chin pale blue; feathers of cheeks edged with purplish-blue; under surface yellowish-green; greater under wing-coverts and inner webs of flights verditer-green; beak and cere blackish; feet dark leaden grey; irides yellow encircled with red. Female apparently smaller, with less red on front of crown and less lilac on back of crown and rump, the beak rather shorter and narrower. Hab., Venezuela and British Guiana.

This rare relative of C. festiva has been represented both in the Amsterdam and London Zoological Gardens; Russ says that since 1879, when it was first received, there have been several in the market.

Festive Amazon (Chrysothis festiva). Dark grass-green, the under surface being somewhat lighter, the under tail-coverts yellowish-green; the forehead and a bridle streak are blood-red; a broad curved streak above the eye and a stripe on the chin bright blue; primaries black, the outer webs dark blue on their basal half, coverts of the first primaries and angle of wing of the same colour; secondaries green on the outer webs, black on inner webs, tipped with white, but the four last feathers uniformly green; under wing-coverts greenish-yellow, the inner feathers dark green on their basal half; tail feathers green, their inner webs greyish, hinder part of back and rump scarlet, the base of the feathers yellowish; bill yellowish horn-brown: feet horn-brown; iris of eye golden yellow. Female smaller, with shorter and fuller beak. Hab., Valley of the Amazon to Eastern Peru and perhaps Guiana.

According to Dr. Finsch this bird is somewhat rare, and, quoting Schomburgh, he says, "Chrysothis festiva is the most learned Parrot of America, as it not only speaks very plainly, but also learns to whistle entire melodies. It is, therefore, most highly prized by the Indians, and they require a much greater fee for it. In its manner of life it does not differ from its allies." Selby also says that "it is docile and easily trained, and, being of an imitative disposition, readily learns to pronounce words and sentences with great clearness and precision."

Dr. Russ says: "It does not count among the best speakers, and therefore is little admired. Rare in the trade."

The Hon. and Rev. F. G. Dutton is inclined to think well of this bird, although of the two which passed through his hands neither was tame or talked.

The general evidence tends to show that the Festive Amazon is hardly worth purchasing at the high price at which it is usually offered. It was first secured for the London Zoological Gardens in 1865, and several other examples have been received subsequently.

Red-fronted Amazon (Chrysothis vittata). Green, with black edges to the feathers; bastard-wing, primary-coverts and outer webs of primaries bluish; outermost secondaries blue; eyes green with the terminal edge yellowish, as also the inner webs of the lateral feathers, which are, moreover, generally more or less red at base; outer feathers with blue outer webs; under surface paler green than above; a narrow red frontal band; beak yellowish; naked orbital skin whitish; feet brownish flesh-colour; irides yellow. Female probably with shorter and stouter beak. Hab., Porto Rico.

I have not come across any notes on the wild life. Russ says that it is "common, but little known," and he states the German price to be from 20-50 marks. It has been represented at the London Zoological Gardens since June, 1869, the last specimen recorded in the ninth edition of the "List of Animals" having been purchased in 1895.
PRÉTÈRE'S AMAZON (Chrysoitis pretrei).

Green, with black edges to the feathers; head and front edge of wing, bastard-wing, and primary-coverts red; some of the outermost greater upper wing-coverts red, or spotted with red; flights black, blue at tips and green at base of outer web; central tail-feathers with pale tips, lateral feathers with the terminal half yellowish-green, the three outermost with small red marks on the inner webs between the basal green, and terminal yellowish areas; head, neck, and under surface brighter green than above, front of head, lores, orbital region, and thighs, red; inner webs of flights below green; under tail-coverts yellow; base of beak red; face pale grey; irides yellow. Female probably with broader beak. Hab., "South-eastern Brazil and Rio de la Plata." (Salvadori.)

WHITE-BROWED AMAZON (Chrysoitis albiloruscens).

Green; the feathers of neck and back with narrow dusky edges; upper tail-coverts yellowish-green; bastard wing and primary-coverts bright scarlet; primaries black, the outer web blue at tip and green at base; secondaries with blue outer web; tail green, with a yellowish-green terminal band, increasing in width from the middle outwards, four outermost feathers red at base, white, sometimes yellowish; top of crown blue; lores and orbital region red; greater under wing-coverts and inner webs of flights below verditor-green; beak pale yellow; cere and feet dull white; irides yellowish-white. Female with shorter beak, the terminal hook shorter and thicker. Hab., "Western Mexico from Sonora to Chiapas, Northern Yucatan, and Guatamala on both sides of the Cordillera, and Western Costa Rica." (Salvadori.)

Salvin says ("Proceedings of the Zoological Society," p. 455): "This bird abounds in every part of Yucatan, rarely entering the villages, though common near the ranchos, and frequently seen in the wild orange groves, where it spends much of its time eating the fruit of this tree. This bird is found domesticated in almost every house, and learns to speak quite readily."

Mr. C. Underwood, writing on the "Birds of the Volcano of Miravalles" (The Ibis, 1896, p. 455) says: "Plentiful, feeding on the fruit of the 'guagabo' (guava), an abundant tree in Miravalles, where it dots the pasture-grounds, and is preserved, as the cattle are very fond of the fruit."

According to Russ ("Handbuch," p. 241), "Described by Mrs. Arnold, of Munich, as lovable and clever, speaks much, but only certain words clearly; learns and forgets quickly."

The London Zoological Society purchased its first specimen of this Amazon in January, 1878, and the last recorded in the ninth edition of the "List of Animals" was deposited in July, 1895. This bird has sometimes been called "Spectacle Parrot," but why is not evident.

YELLOW-LORED AMAZON (Chrysoitis xantholora).

Green, with black edges to the feathers; upper tail-coverts yellowish-green; tips and inner webs of feathers of the bastard-wing edged with blue; smaller anterior upper wing-coverts and primary-coverts scarlet; primaries black, the second to fifth with their outer webs blue towards the tips and green at the base; greater secondaries with the tips and outer webs deep blue; two central tail-feathers yellowish-green at the tips, lateral feathers yellowish-green with crimson base; front of crown white; top of crown blue; lores yellow; orbital region, except in front, and upper part of cheeks red; car-coverts blue; greater under wing-coverts and inner webs of flights below verditor-green; beak yellow; feet dull white. Female apparently with more blue on the crown, the forehead only being white, also with less crimson round the eye; the beak is less pointed towards the tip, and has a shorter terminal hook. Hab., Yucatan, Cozumel Island, and British Honduras." (Salvadori.)

Mr. A. Boncard says ("Proceedings of the Zoological Society," 1883, p. 455): "This bird seems to be very rare." He thinks the collector did not distinguish it from C. albiloruscens. On the other hand, in Cozumel Island, Mr. Salvio says (The Ibis, 1889, p. 574) many specimens, including both sexes and immature birds, were obtained. He adds: "This is apparently the only Parrot found on Cozumel Island."

I have found no field-notes dealing with this species. It was first secured by the London Zoological Society in 1875, a second specimen being purchased the year following: the last example, reported in the ninth edition of the "List of Animals," was added to the collection in 1886. Russ says it is very rare, yet fixes the price as from 20-30 marks.

SALLE'S AMAZON (Chrysoitis ventralis).

Green, with black edges to the feathers; bastard-wing, primary-coverts, and secondaries blue, with bluish-green outer edges; primaries black, all but the first with deep blue outer web, paler edged towards the base; lateral tail-feathers with yellow inner webs and red bases, the outer feather with blue outer web; forehead, lores, and a line under the eyes, white; top of head and upper part of cheeks dull blue; a large black patch on the ear-coverts; middle of abdomen vinous-green; thighs, bluish; greater under wing-coverts and inner webs of flights below verditor-green; beak and the feet yellowish flesh-colour; irides reddish. Female apparently with smaller and rather narrower beak, with slightly shorter terminal hook. Hab., San Domingo.

Dr. C. Christie (The Ibis, 1897, p. 334) says that the local name of this bird is "Cotoro." He adds: "This Parrot is common in San Domingo. Round Sanchez it was to be met with at every turn, flying out of its nesting-hole in some old palm-tree or in small parties overhead, waking the echoes with their screeches.

"I can testify from personal experience that the flesh of this Parrot is very good eating, and it is much esteemed by the natives, whom I often met coming home with a string of half a dozen or more shot with their old muzzle-loaders."

"At times at Sanchez these birds afforded first-rate sport, for they flew with the greatest regularity from their breeding-haunts among the palm-trees in the swamp to the rice-fields and other feeding-grounds eastward, and back again in the evening, making all the way more noise than a flock of geese. When in returning they found a strong wind against them, they were observed to fly underneath the town, and low down to get the shelter of the hills, so that one only had to take one's stand on the verandah, or behind a palm-tree, or, better still, between two houses, and shoot as they passed over. But shooting was extremely difficult, owing to the high wind, the speed at which the birds flew, and the suddenness with which they rose.
to a higher level the instant they caught sight of a man."

Russ says that this bird is rare and little admired; he prices it at 18 to 20 marks. The first example exhibited at the Regent's Park Gardens was presented in 1862; a second was purchased in 1875, and others have since been acquired, the last recorded, in the ninth edition of the "List," in 1895.

**WHITE-FRONTED AMAZON (Chrysoptis leucocephala).**

The adult male is green with black margins to the feathers; the crown, lores, and margin of eye white; top of crown tinged with rose-red; the cheeks and throat rose-red; ear-coverts black; bastard wing, primary coverts and outer webs of quills blue; tail with the inner webs of the lateral feathers red at the base and yellowish towards the tip, outer feather with blue outer web; abdomen dull red, with green edges to the feathers, greater under wing-coverts and inner webs of quills below blue; beak and cere whitish; feet flesh-coloured; iris brownish yellow.

The female, according to Russ, differs in having the red throat patch extended to the chest, and the lower breast purple violet; what I take to be the femoral tuft is smaller, with the crown creamy-white without a trace of rose-red, the beak much smaller and weaker. Hab., Cuba.

Count Salvadori regarded the examples with rose-red on the front of the crown as varieties, but an examination of all the skins in the British Museum series convinced me that this character occurred in all the sexed males in the collection, so that I have little doubt that the absence of rose-colour from the sinciput is a characteristic feature of the female.

According to Gundlach, this Amazon is very destructive in gardens and orchards, and especially in the case of the cocoa palm, of which it devours the central shoot, and so naturally destroys the tree; it is therefore not surprising that, as Russ observes, this bird is hunted as game, and he adds: "Only young birds taken from the nests, hand reared, and tamed, are brought over amongst us. Not rare; in recent years, for instance, imported through Reiche and Ruhe of Alfeld; are also freely purchased in New York. In its own country it is accounted clever and gifted with speech, and is so described by many aviculturists amongst ourselves. According to P. Hieronymus a male of this species went to nest at Karlsruhe in 1865 with a female of the Red-shouldered Amazon (Blue-fronted). From four eggs three young hatched, of which only one grew up. In the summer of 1865 that pair went to nest again, and Mr. Hieronymus got a female of a Noble Parrot (Edectus) to incubate one egg and rear the young one." The late Dr. Greene gives a long account of this species in his "Parrots in Captivity," Vol. III., pp. 101-106, with a few notes on its habits by the Hon. and Rev. Canon Dutton, who, in opposition to Bechstein, Creutz, etc., observes: "The small Amazons are not, according to my experience, good talkers, and the White-headed is not even good amongst the small Amazons."

The first two specimens to reach the London Zoological Gardens were received in exchange in 1868; ten years later a third was purchased, and since that date a good many others have been acquired. Russ prices this bird at from 20 to 30 marks for a specimen, but Canon Dutton says: "Unless the specimen be clever, £1 is ample at any time. They might be bought much cheaper."

**BAHAMA AMAZON (Chrysoptis bahamensis).**

Differs from C. leucocephala in its slightly larger size, brighter colouring, the abdomen usually entirely green, rarely showing a few scattered red feathers; the tail also showing red only on the two outer feathers. The female, so far as I could judge, seems to have a broader skull and shorter, broader beak than the male. Hab., Bahamas.

Under the name of C. leucocephala, Mr. J. L. Bonhote (The Ibis, 1903, p. 296) says of this species: "I brought home several specimens of this bird alive. They are now becoming very scarce, and are exterminated in most of their former haunts—viz., Abaco and Long Island. A few may possibly still be found on Inagua, but I only know of their existence positively on an island the name of which I think it inadvisable to divulge."

In *The Avicultural Magazine* for June, 1904, Mr. Bonhote gives an interesting account of the species under its proper name; the article is illustrated by an excellent coloured plate, which shows the tasteful colouring of this most beautiful of the Amazon Parrots to perfection.

Mr. Bonhote says: "The Bahama Amazon seems to have a great disinclination for flying, and even when in an aviary with full use of its wings it always prefers climbing."

While in the West Indies, Mr. Bonhote's birds had the run of the garden, and only came indoors at meal-time to receive their food—bread, potato, or banana. He says: "This was their only food, and on it they seemed to thrive. When spring came round, and the sapodillas began to open, they betook themselves to the sapodilla tree and wrought untold havoc amongst the fruit, throwing down what they had no use for." He adds: "They are very noisy, especially during the summer, sunrise and sunset being their most noisy periods, but unfortunately they are not over particular, and may be heard within a quarter of a mile radius during any of the hours of daylight."

I had the pleasure of seeing Mr. Bonhote's pair of this charming species in their English aviary, but was not close enough to be absolutely certain of their sexual characters. They nested in 1903, laid three eggs, and hatched one chick, but it unhappily died. I do not know of any other specimens having been imported.

**RED-THROATED AMAZON (Chrysoptis collaris).**

Green; the feathers on back of head and nape edged with black; feathers of the neck dull reddish with black edges and subterminal green band; bastard wing, primary coverts, and outer webs of flights blue, the secondaries with green edges; upper tail-coverts yellowish-green; tail with yellowish-green extremity, the lateral feather bases reddish on the basal half and yellow on the terminal half of the inner web, outer feathers blue on the outer web; forehead white; top of head washed with blue; cheeks and throat dull reddish; a white line bordering the cheeks below the eyes; the upper part of cheeks washed with bluish-green and all the feathers with green edges; under tail-coverts yellowish-green; under wing-coverts and inner webs of flights below green; beak and cere whitish; feet flesh-coloured or ochraceous. Hab., Jamaica.

Gosse calls this the "Yellow-billed Parrot." Comparing it with *C. agilis* and another Parrot, he says ("Birds of Jamaica," p. 269): "The Yellow-bill is less common than either of the two preceding, but its habits are the same. The same fruits supply it with food, but, in addition, it divides the oranges to procure the
pips, and even cuts the acrid cashew-nut to extract the kernel, which the others will not do.

"The present and the preceding species build in holes in lofty trees; often a hollow bread-nut is chosen, and the capacious and comfortable cavity is lined out by the Woodpeckers. Four eggs are usually laid; and when the green feathers begin to clothe the callow heads of the promising family, they are too often taken by some daring youth, who, having watched the parent to her hole, climbs the giddy elevation. He feeds them with ripe plantain or banana, till they approach maturity, and their appetites can digest phinan food; for when grown they will eat almost anything."

Greene ("Parrots in Captivity," vol. III., p. 95) calls this bird "Jamaica Parrot, or White-fronted Amazon," which looks as if he failed to distinguish it from *C. leucocephala*. This, however, is not the case, for he calls the latter "Cuban Parrot, or Red-throated White-headed Amazon," surely a most cumbrous name! I prefer to follow the London Zoological Society's list in these instances.

This Amazon, like its close allies, is not generally considered very gifted as a talker. Greene, who seems never to have kept the bird, says boldly that "it is best fed on boiled maize and hempseed with an occasional tit-bit in the shape of some ripe fruit, or a morsel of sweet cake or biscuit, but animal food should be strictly prohibited." I fancy that a diet consisting solely of two heating seeds and only fruit occasionally would speedily upset this or any Amazon.

The London Zoological Society acquired its first specimen of this bird in 1869, and two others reached the Gardens in 1873; others have been added subsequently.

**Active Amazon (Chrysotis agilis).**

Green; the top of the head darker and bluish; feathers of neck slightly edged with black; primary-coverts red; the primaries black, all excepting the first with the outer webs, especially at base, blue edged with green; secondaries blue, green at base of outer webs; tail with outer webs of lateral feathers red, the outer webs of the outer feathers bluish; under-surface rather paler green than above, the under tail-coverts yellowish-green; greater under wing-coverts and part of inner webs of flights below verditer-green; beak greyish-black, with a pale spot at base of upper mandible; cere blackish-grey; feet greyish-black; irides dark brown. Female with a shorter and rather broader beak, with shorter terminal hook, white, and rather more slender terminal hook; the naked orbital area sometimes (if not always) much darker than in the male. Hab., Upper Amazons and Ecuador.

Goose says ("Birds of Jamaica," pp. 266-268); "Flocks varying from half-a-dozen to twenty or thirty fly hither and thither over the forest, screeching as they go, and all alight together on some tree covered with berries. Here they feast, but with caution; on a slight alarm one screams, and the whole flock is on the wing, vociferous if not musical, and brilliant if not beautiful, particularly when the sun shines on their green backs and crimsoned wings. They generally prefer lofty trees, except when, in June, the ripe yellow plantain tempts them to descend, or when the black berry shines upon the pimento. Of the latter the flocks devour an immense quantity, and the former they destroy by cutting it to pieces with their powerful beaks, to get at the seeds.

"One day in January, when the pimento on the brow of Bluefields Mountain was about ready for picking, being full-sized, but yet green and hard. I observed large flocks of Black-bills and a few Parroquets flying to and fro, with voluble chattering, now lightening to feed on the hot, aromatic berry, now flying off and wheeling round to the same neighbourhood again. They were not at all shy, but, with unusual carelessness of our proximity, scarcely moved at the report of the gun which brought their companions to the ground. Of two which I shot on this occasion I found the claws stuffed with the cotyledons of the seed alone, the most pungently aromatic part of the berry, the fleshy part having been, as I presume, thrown off by the beak and rejected. When alighted, as is often the case, on a dry branch, their emerald hue is conspicuous and affords a fair mark for the gunner; but in a tree of full foliage their colour proves an excellent concealment. They seem aware of this, and their sanguiney prompts them frequently to rely on it for security. Often we hear their voices proceeding from a certain tree, or else have marked the descent of a flock upon it, but on proceeding to the spot, though the eye has not wandered from it, and we are therefore sure that they are there, we cannot discover an individual. We go close to the tree, but all is silent and still as death; we institute a careful survey of every part with the eye, to detect the slightest motion, or the form of a bird among the leaves, but in vain. We begin to think that they have stolen off, or on throwing a stone into the tree a dozen throats burst forth into cry, and as many green birds rush forth upon the wing."

The first specimen of this species exhibited at the Gardens in Regent's Park was purchased in 1873, and I am not aware that any other has been received since that date. Russ asserts that it has only been in evidence at the London Zoological Gardens.

**Short-tailed Parrot (Pachyulus brachyrhynchos).**

Green; upper tail-coverts yellowish-green; primaries and primary-coverts darker green; secondaries and greater wing-coverts with yellowish-green edges; a dark red patch on front edge of smaller wing-coverts; tail yellowish-green, greener on central feathers, a red band near base of lateral feathers; under-surface yellowish-green; under wing-coverts greener, excepting at the edges; greater coverts and flights below verditer-green; beak dusky horn-grey; feet brown; irides red ("pale yellow," Goodfellow). Female with longer and narrower beak, with more slender terminal hook; the naked orbital area sometimes (if not always) much darker than in the male. Hab., Upper Amazons and Ecuador.

Dr. Emil A. Goedki, writing about a visit to South Guyana (The Ibis, 1897, p. 162), says: "The bird, however, which most interested me was the *Pachyulus brachyrhynchos*, a short-tailed and corpulent green Parrot, of which a flight of some twenty individuals perched (October 30) on a siriuba. Unfortunately I got one specimen only of this species, which is not found, as I know well, after nearly three years' residence, in the vicinity of Pará."

Mr. Walter Goodfellow (The Ibis, 1902, p. 219) says: "We only once came upon a large flock of these Parrots, when they were congregating at sunset in the high trees along the river banks for the night."

These are the only field notes that I have come across. The species is not mentioned in Russ' "Handbook." Two examples were purchased for the London Zoological Gardens in 1894.

The genus *Pionus* is characterised by its red under tail-coverts and complete orbital ring. The species should be treated in captivity in the same manner as the Amazons, to which they are very closely related. Up to the present, the green species appear to have been imported as cage-birds.
RED-VENTED PARROT (Pionus menstruus).

Green; upper wing-coverts with a golden brownish-olive sheen; outer web of first primary edged with greenish-blue; lateral tail-feathers with the outer webs bluish towards the tips or wholly bluish; head and neck blue; a black patch on the ear-coverts; a more or less concealed rose red patch on the throat; feathers of upper breast more or less tinged with olivaceous-brown and edged with blue; under tail-coverts rose-red tipped with green more or less washed with blue; greater under wing-coverts and inner webs of flights below grass-green; beak blackish, with a red patch at base of upper mandible; cere greyish; feet grey; irides brown. Female with a smaller and narrower beak, with longer terminal hook. (Hab., “From Costa Rica to Colombia, Trinidad, Guiana, Amazon Valley, Ecuador, Peru,” and perhaps Bolivia. (cf. Salvadori Cat.)

T. K. Salmon (“Proceedings of the Zoological Society,” 1879, p. 538) says that this bird “builds in the holes of decayed palm trees, and lays four white eggs.”

Burmeister (“Systematische Uebersicht,” Vol. II., p. 190) states that this “bird is the commonest species among the short-tailed Parrots of medium size in the forest region of the coast, and is everywhere called Maitaçacu.”

Schomburgh (Reise III., p. 725) met with it equally abundantly in Guiana, where it especially sought for the ripe guava-fruits.

Mr. Walter Goodfellow, writing on the birds of Colombia and Ecuador (“The Ibis,” 1902, p. 219), says that this species is “common on the Napo, but most plentiful on the lower parts.”

The Hon. and Rev. Canon Dutton says of this Parrot (Greene’s “Parrots in Captivity,” Vol. III., p. 108):—“Mine took a strong dislike to one man, but the rest of the world could do what they pleased with it. It was very quiet, never screamed, but never learnt anything; it was a stupid bird.”

Russ says:—“Known in the trade, but not commonly; easily tameable, that is if taken out of the nest when young; learns to speak single words. When adult a hateful screamer. Price 50-50 marks for a pair; tame and talking, 60-70 marks for a specimen.”

The first two specimens exhibited at the London Zoological Society’s Gardens were purchased in 1868, and a fair number has since been acquired.

SORDID PARROT (Pionus sordidus).

Above olive-green; first primary edged with blue on outer web; lateral tail-feathers with blue outer webs, red towards base of inner webs; feathers of head with dark blue edges, those of cheeks tipped with blue; chin and a band across the throat blue; breast and abdomen dull olivaceous; under tail-coverts red; greater under wing-coverts and inner webs below malachite-green; tail below green, with the lateral feathers red at base; beak red, the base of culmen dusky and a yellowish tinge at base of upper mandible, near the tomium; feet dusky. Female probably smaller, with a rather broader beak. Hab., Venezuela.

I have found no notes on the wild life of this bird. Russ says of it:—“Fairly quiet, is easily tamed, but when excited screams a good deal and by no means agreeably.”

Two specimens were purchased by the London Zoological Society in 1875 and one in 1883.

CORAL-BILLED PARROT (Pionus corallinus).

Dull green; feathers of interscapular region with dusky bluish edges and a greyish subterminal shade; lateral tail-feathers with blue outer webs, the inner webs red towards the base; feathers of head with bluish edges; chin, and a band across the upper breast, blue; under tail-coverts red, with dark shafts; greater under wing-coverts and inner webs of flights below malachite-green; beak coral-red; feet grey; irides brown. Female not differentiated. Hab., Ecuador and Colombia.

Walter Goodfellow (The Ibis, 1902, p. 219) says:—“A male from Guanacillo, Western Ecuador. Beak coral-red, white at the tip.”

I have found no notes on the wild life in works in my library. Russ says:—“So far as I know, on one occasion, for the first time, offered for sale by Miss Hagenbeck.”

MAXIMILIAN’S PARROT (Pionus maximiliani).

Green; feathers of hind neck with whitish shaft-streaks; feathers of back, rump, and wing-coverts with dusky edges with olivaceous brown sheen; outer web of first primary edged with greenish-blue; lateral tail-feathers with the outer webs mostly blue and the inner webs more or less red; feathers of the head with dark grey edges; forehead and lores nearly black; feathers of cheeks with bluish-grey edges; chin and a band across lower throat dull purplish-blue; feathers of breast and abdomen with dusky edges; under tail-coverts red, sometimes washed with purple, the longest with narrow yellowish-green edges; greater under wing-coverts and inner webs of flights below grass-green; tail below with the base of the inner webs of the lateral feathers more or less red; beak horn-yellowish, dusky at base of upper mandible; feet dusky. Female with smaller and slightly stouter beak. Hab., South-eastern Brazil and Paraguay.

Mr. E. W. White, writing on the “Birds of the Argentine Republic” (“Proceedings of the Zoological Society,” 1882, p. 622), says of this Parrot:—“Only one specimen seen, perching on one of the topmost branches of a high tree in the dense forest on the banks of the Vermejo.”

That is the only field-note I have come across, and it tells us practically nothing respecting the wild life of the species.”

Russ says:—“Rare in the market. According to von Schlechtendal, at first distrustful, cry piercing, soon became tame.”

First purchased by the Zoological Society in 1862; others have been acquired more recently.

WHITE-HEADED PARROT (Pionus senilis).

Olive-green; lesser and median upper wing-coverts olive-brown with a golden sheen; front edge of wing white; bastard-wing, primary-coverts, and primaries deep blue, edged with green on outer webs; central tail-feathers blue towards tips, lateral feathers blue, red at base of inner webs; the inner ones green towards base of outer webs; crown white; rest of head green, with blue edges to the feathers; a white patch on chin and middle of throat; breast olive-brown, with purplish-blue edges to the feathers, becoming greener towards the abdomen; under tail-coverts red, bluish towards tips and with green shafts, the longer ones with yellowish-green edges; under wing-coverts green, washed with blue towards tips, the greater ones and

* A field-note by Schomburgh is believed not to refer to this species. (See “Foreign Bird-Keeping,” Part II., p. 59).
inner webs of flights below grass-green; tail below bluish green towards terminal extremity, red towards base; beak pale horn-yellow; feet pale brown; irides brown. Female slightly smaller, with smaller, shorter, and more arched beak, with shorter terminal hook. 

Hab., "Southern Mexico and Central America, as far as Costa Rica." (Salvadori.)

I have found no field-notes relating to this species. Russ says it is rare, the price for single examples being 20 to 30 marks in the German market. It first arrived at the London Zoological Gardens in 1862, and a second example was purchased five years later.

**Bronze-winged Parrot (Pionus chalcoterus).**

Blackish-blue; back and scapulars dark green, brownish in the middle and indistinctly edged with blue; lower back and rump deep blue; upper tail-coverts brownish-green edged with blue; upper wing-coverts copper-brown; outermost greater coverts blue edged with brown; bastard wing, primary coverts, and flights purplish-blue; inner secondaries edged with brown; tail blue; head and neck dark green, with dark blue edges to the feathers; under surface blue, dark green at base of feathers; feathers of chin edged with white, those of throat edged with pale red; under tail-coverts vermillion, bluish along the shafts; lesser and median under wing-coverts blue; greater coverts and inner portion of inner webs of flights below verditer-blue; tail below either verditer-blue or reddish towards base of inner webs of feathers; beak horn-yellowish-white; feet and naked orbital skin reddish flesh-colour; irides brown. Female, when fully adult, with much broader beak and much shorter terminal hook. Hab., Colombia and Eastern Ecuador.

Mr. Walter Goodfellow obtained two pairs of this species at Santa Domingo. He says (The Ibis, 1902, p. 220): "Not common there, and met with in pairs. Bill yellow-horn-coloured. Bare skin round the eyes red."

I have found no notes on the habits of the species when at liberty. Russ does not mention the species in his Handbook. The London Zoological Society purchased a pair in June, 1883.

**Dusky Parrot (Pionus fuscus).**

Above dark brown, the edges of the feathers paler; bastard wing, primary coverts, and flights purplish-blue; tail purplish-blue, with the inner webs of the lateral feathers red excepting at the tips; head dark blue; lores with a red tinge; ear-coverts black; a whitish collar on throat and sides of neck; feathers of chin with reddish edges; under surface brown, the feathers with purplish-red edges; under tail-coverts purplish-red; lesser and median under wing-coverts purplish-blue; greater under-coverts bright purplish-blue; flights below black, their inner webs internally bright purplish-blue; beak greyish-black, yellowish towards base of upper mandible; feet greyish-black; irides brownish-black. Female smaller, with smaller and broader beak, with shorter terminal hook. Hab., "Guiana and Lower Amazons as far up as Rio Negro and Borba." (Salvadori.)

Burmeister never met with this species, and therefore gives no account of its wild life; nor have I come across any notes relating to it. Russ speaks of it as "Very rare and mentions no price. It reached the London Zoological Gardens in 1869 and 1875, and in 1884 a specimen was acquired by exchange.

Of the Caiques, which have to be considered next, I have had no personal experience; but, judging from the writings of those who have kept them, I should suggest canary, oats and hemp, with plenty of ripe fruit and plain biscuit occasionally, as most suitable food for them in captivity; at the same time it is quite likely that they might do well upon the same food as the Amazons, from which they differ chiefly in details of plumage. *Deroptyus* is characterised by its father long tail, rather short beak, and broadly edged erectile feathers on the hind neck, but some of the true Amazons can partly erect the feathers of the hind neck and length of beak is a very variable character as well as usually a sexual one.

**Hawk-headed Caique (Deroptyus accipitrinus).**

The prevailing colour of the upper parts in the adult male is deep grass-green; the head is brown, with the forehead and lores darker, the crest grey, and the sides of the head with greyish shaft-streaks; the ruff or long feathers of the nape, the breast, and abdomen deep red, with feather bordered with blue; the bastard wing, the primaries and their coverts black; the secondaries green, with blue-black tips; tail feathers green, with the tips increasingly blue from the middle outwards; wings and tail below mostly black, but the lateral tail feathers spotted with red at the base of the inner webs; beak chiefly blackish; feet blackish; iris brown to dazzling yellow, the difference being possibly sexual. Female probably without red spots on the lateral tail feathers, undoubtedly smaller than the male, and with a lighter construction of beak. Hab., Guiana, Amazons to Ecuador and Maranham (N.E. Brazil).

Salvadori speaks of the beak as dusky horn colour, and Burmeister calls it brownish-horn-grey with paler tip, but I have followed Russ. According to Schomburgk it is less abundant than the typical Parrots. It lives chiefly in pairs, more rarely in little companies, affects the lower woods in the vicinity of settlements, is confiding, easily tamed, but delicate and unteachable. Its cry sounds like hia-hia (the English equivalent would be hea-hea); it, moreover, nests in tree-holes, and lays more than two eggs, occasionally four. When excited it erects its beautiful nape feathers in a broad half-circle.

Dr. Russ regarded this as far and away one of the most beautiful and interesting of Parrots, but he noted it as rarely and only singly imported. His verdict does not quite correspond with that of Schomburgk: "Vigorous and long-lived, easily tamed, subsequently lovable and confiding, wise and intelligent, quiet, peaceful, gentle, and thoughtful;Whistles loudly and not unpleasantly; learns to repeat certain words; screams at times, for the most part only for pleasure, piercingly and shrilly, then expands its collar; it, however, settles down quietly at once when spoken to."

The late Dr. Greene, in his "Parrots in Captivity," gives a long account of two specimens which had been in his possession. One of them he considered almost as talented as a Grey Parrot.

The Hon. and Rev. F. G. Dutton considers the bird somewhat treacherous and inclined to bite. In captivity it may have hemp, oats, dari, canary, plain biscuit and fruit.

The Zoological Society of London has, at various times, possessed a good many examples of this bird. Their first specimen was purchased 1856, and the last recorded in the ninth edition of the "List" was deposited in 1894.
Hawk-headed Parrot.
VIOLET-BELLED PARROT (Tricirius cyanogaster).

Green; outer webs of first four or five primaries more or less blue; tail tipped with blue, the outer feather also tinged with blue on outer web; chin and thighs slightly olivaceous; middle of lower breast and of abdomen rich violet, with a reddish suffusion; greater under wing-coverts and inner webs of primaries below verüuir-blue; tail below also verditer-blue; beak horn-white; feet brownish; irides rich chestnut. Female smaller, the body below entirely green, without the violet patch; the tail below greener. Hab., South-eastern Brazil.

Burmeister gives us no account of the wild life of this species, although he says he received several examples both in New Freiburg and in Lagoa Santa. It would seem that he did not himself secure them, for he says: "To me it was called by the shooters Matitacca; the Prince and Spix call it Sabiak-si or Sabiak-sica, which means Green throat" (or Thrush).

In Canary and Cage-Bird Life for July 24th, 1908, the Rev. H. D. Astley published an account of a specimen of this bird in his possession. He there says:

"My bird is extremely gentle, and a curious mixture of timidity and confidence. If I put my hand into the cage he does not altogether approve, but when I remove it he commences his curious call notes, and seems to be telling one that he did not really mind, and was only in play:

"He has a most uncommon voice, unlike any other of the Parrot tribe that I have ever heard, a kind of shrill, yet not unmelodious, crowing.

"Intelligent" he was, yes, decidedly, in his own way. He cannot speak, and he will sit quite still for a long time in meditative moods, but he knows what's what, and is, I am sure, a beggar to think!

"He won the first prize in his class at the Crystal Palace Show this year, and in my humble opinion, as well as in that of others, he deserved the special prize for the rarest bird in the exhibition, for he was also in perfect condition and health, and I doubt if many, if any, aviculturists knew what he was at first sight, which one could not say of any of the other foreigners, and that is a fairly good test of rarity. Mr. Seth-Smith saw him last summer, and could not at all say what he was, or from whence he came.

"This bird is quite well and happy on canary seed, a little fruit, and green food; and he loves his bath. Had I more time and fewer birds, I believe I could make him finger-tame.

"He did not arrive in England, but was 'made in Germany,' at any rate he put in his appearance in the Hamburg docks, and was recommended to me by that great and courteous dealer in all that is wonderful. Herr Carl Hagenbeck. That was two years ago, and the little Parrot shows every sign of going happily on for some time yet.

"Let us hope so!"

RED-CAPPED PARROT (Pionopsittacus pileatus).

Green; bend to front edge of wing, bastard-wing, primary-coverts, and flanges deep blue; outermost primaries (excepting the first) and secondaries with green edges to outer webs; tail deep blue, the central ones green, excepting along the middle and at the tips, the other feathers with green outer edges; crown, lores, and a narrow band below the eyes to the upper ear-coverts, red; abdomen and under-tail-coverts tinged with yellowish; under wing-coverts bluish-green, the greater ones and inner webs of flights below verditer-blue; tail below verditer-green, bluer towards tips of feathers; beak bluish-grey, whitish at tip; feet blackish-grey; irides brownish-grey. Female with a blue wash on the forecrown, and a chestnut or greyish-green; no red on the head, excepting a small longitudinal dash across the forehead; beak rather smaller and broader. Hab., South-Eastern Brazil and Paraguay.

Burmeister says ("Systematische Uebersicht II," p. 195): "This beautiful Parrot is not rare in the forest region of the coast of Brazil from Rio de Janeiro to Bahia. It lives less socially than the succeeding smaller species, and first assemble in great flocks in the cold time of the year (May to September). In its manner of life it does not differ from the general habit of the Parrots."

Herr H. von Ihering, in his "Ornithological Notes" from South Brazil (The Ibis, 1903, p. 14), says of the nest of this Parrot: "This nest was also in the hollow of a tree with the aperture far above. The eggs are of rounded form, not polished, measuring 26 by 22—22.5 mm."

This Parrot was first exhibited in the London Zoological Society's Gardens at Regent's Park in 1877. A second specimen was purchased in 1883, and a pair about 1894 or 1895. Russ says ("Handbuch," p. 229): 

"Beloved, because beautiful, pleasing, gentle, and peaceable, vigorous, and enduring. Unhappily rare and generally imported singly. In the birdroom it always roosts on the highest branches, yet is not a little fool; does not scream unpleasantly, its cry is only sharp and penetrating when one is close to it. Male and female prattle in a pleasant twittering, like the Singing and Undulated Parrakeets; soon tame and confiding. Price 20 to 30 marks for the pair."

About 1904 Mr. F. C. Thorpe, of Hull, imported a few specimens, and in October of that year a male was exhibited at the Crystal Palace. In The Avicultural Magazine, Second Series, Vol. III., pp. 351, 352, the Rev. Hubert D. Astley published a short account of a male in his possession, the article being illustrated by a beautiful coloured plate, by Goodchild.

BLACK-HEADED CAIQUE (Caica melanocephala).

Above green; an orange-reddish collar, edged above and below by some bluish feathers, on the hind-neck; front edge of wing partly yellow; primary-coverts and primaries black, with deep blue outer webs, edged with green; tail edged with yellow at tip; crown black; cheeks and throat yellow; breast and abdomen whitish-cream colour; sides of breast, axillaries, flanks, and thighs orange-yellow; under tail-coverts yellow; greater under wing-coverts and flights below black; tail below brownish with a golden sheen; beak horn-black; feet and orbital skin-black; irides brown internally with an outer ring of red. Female with the beak narrower, and rather longer than that of the male when viewed from above. Hab., Guiana and Upper Amazonas to the Rio Negro, and perhaps Bogota.

According to C. A. Lloyd ("Timehri," New Series, Vol. IX., p. 270) this species "nest in holes high up in the trunks of trees."

The London Zoological Society purchased this species in 1855, and since that date has not been recorded in the ninth edition of the list being deposited in 1893. Yet Russ ("Handbuch," p. 232) says it is "Very rare. A male in the possession of Mr. E. von Schlechtendal played comically, at the same time uttering a screeching whistle; it was bold, but unfriendly."
White-bellied Caique (Caica leucogaster).

Above green; wings as in the preceding species; crown, hind-neck, and upper ear-coverts orange-reddish; lores, sides of head, and throat yellow; breast and abdomen whitish-cream colour; axillaries orange-reddish; flanks and thighs green; under tail-coverts yellow; tail below dull-golden; beak white; feet pale brown; naked orbital skin reddish flesh-colour; irides reddish-brown. Female probably differs as in the preceding species. Hab., Lower Amazonas.

I have come across no field-notes relating to this species. The London Zoological Society purchased a specimen in 1880, and a second in 1883. Russ says it exists only in the London and Amsterdam Gardens.

Yellow-thighed Caique (Caica xanthomera.)

Differs from the preceding species in having the flanks and thighs lemon-yellow instead of green. Hab., Upper Amazonas.

I have discovered no notes on the wild life of this Parrot. Two specimens were purchased for the London Zoological Gardens in 1877.

As in my little work "How to Sex Cage-Birds," p. 128, I shall commence the next chapter with the African forms of the present sub-family, followed by the Psittacinae. The species of Africa have been more studied in their wild state than those of Central and Southern America, and consequently the account of the species is likely to occupy more space than those considered in the present chapter.

CHAPTER XII.

AFRICAN PIONINÆ & PSITTACINÆ.

Typical Parrots.

The species of Poicephalus to which all the African Pioninae belong are characterised by having the second and third primaries the longest, and the first equal to the fourth. In captivity, they may be treated in the same manner as the Grey Parrot and its allies.

Levaillant's Parrot (P. robustus).

Above, interscapular region, scapulars, and wing-coverts black, each feather marked with green on the edge; bend of wing and front edge vermilion; lower back and rump, bright grass-green; flights and tail-feathers dark brown; head and neck olive with brown centres to the feathers; lower part of cheeks and chin brown; breast, abdomen, and under tail-coverts bright grass-green; thighs vermilion; beak whitish horn-colour, or greyish-white, feet bluish-grey; irides dark brown. Female with a slightly broader and much shorter beak. Hab., South Africa to Zambesi on the east and Angola on the west.

In Sharpe and Layard's "Birds of South Africa," p. 194, we read: "Le Vaillant states that they breed in hollow trees, and lay four white eggs, about the size of those of pigeons. According to Dr. Kirk the food consists of wild fruit and the kernels of nuts."

In Stark and Sclater's "Birds of South Africa," Vol. III., p. 225, we get a much fuller account, as follows:—"Levaillant, whose name it bears, first accurately described this Parrot; he gives a long account of it as observed by him in the eastern portion of Cape Colony, stating that its habits are extremely regular." "In the early morning they are to be found in considerable flocks on certain dead bare trees sunning themselves and drying their damp plumage. From about ten to eleven in the morning they disperse to feed, chiefly on the nuts and seeds of the Geelhout (Podocarpus), and the Wilde Kersen (Pterocelastrus?). During the heat of the day, they rest in the recesses of the forest. In the afternoon they again feed, and later on resort in large companies to special watering-places to bathe and drink; an evening toilette is performed on the bare dead trees, and finally they disperse to roost at night. They nest in holes in trees, and lay four round white eggs about at large as those of a domestic pigeon, and both male and female assist in the incubation."

The best modern account of these birds is that of the Woodwards, who state as follows: "These Parrots, like the rest of their tribe, are gregarious and congregate in large numbers in the upper districts of Central Africa, and when visiting the coast. They frequent the highest trees, sitting quietly during the day, but as evening draws on they fly out in search of food, making the woods resound with their shrill cries. Owing to their wild nature they are rather difficult to approach, and the only species we obtained were on the Upper Umzimkulu."

Mr. G. C. Shortridge says (The Ibis, 1904, pp. 197 and 198): "This is a plentiful bird. It flies high and rather swiftly when travelling, but is easily distinguished from other birds by its quickly flapping wings and continuous screaming."

This bird was first exhibited in the Regent's Park Gardens in 1853, and several others have been received since that date. Russ says it is very rare in the market; a tame male, talking and whistling, was offered for sale by Dieckmann, of Altona, in 1883, and later a pair, the female of which laid three eggs.

Brown-necked Parrot (P. fusicollis).

Above, interscapular region, scapulars, and wing-coverts greenish-brown, greener at edges of the feathers; lower back, rump, and upper tail-coverts bright grass-green; bend and front edge of wing vermilion; flights and tail dark brown; head and neck dull green; wings dark brown; centres to the feathers; lower part of cheeks and chin brown; forehead and sometimes top of head, rose-red; lores blackish; upper breast greenish-grey; lower breast, abdomen, and under tail-coverts bright grass-green; thighs vermilion; beak whitish; feet lead-colour; irides maroon. Female probably with shorter beak and a shorter terminal hook. Young without red on head and front of wing; thighs mixed green and red. Hab., "Western South Africa, from Gaboon to Angola, Damaraland, and across Africa to the Zambesi region." (Salvadori.)

In Stark and Sclater's "Birds of South Africa," we read: "Mr. Andersson states that this Parrot is very wild and difficult to approach, and that it is only in the dry season in early morning and late evening, when they come down to the water, that they can be procured of."

Russ says that this bird is very rare. Two specimens were purchased for the London Zoological Gardens in 1869.

* A statement confirmed by C. F. M. Swynnerton (The Ibis 1907, pp. 286, 297).
JARDINE'S PARROT (Pavocephalus gularis).

The prevailing colour of this bird is grass-green, the forehead, bend and front margin of wing, and thighs varying from yellowish-orange to red; lores blackish; back and shoulders brownish-black, each feather with a dark green border; rump yellowish-green; sides of abdomen and lower tail-coverts with olive-yellowish centres to the feathers; beak greenish-black, the base, cere, and naked space encircling the eye flesh coloured; feet greyish-black; iris pale brown. The female is rather smaller than the male, and has a lighter and less powerful beak. In the young the forehead, bend and front margin of wing, and the thighs are green, but the axillaries and under wing-coverts are partly red. Hab., "Western Africa from the Gold Coast to the Congo." (Salvadori.)

Respecting a form of this species occurring in Cameroon, Mr. G. L. Bates says (The Ibis, 1904, p. 91): "The green Parrots (Pavocephalus subrufescens) were shot in a tree, where they were feeding. These birds have so little fear that they will return to the same tree again and again, till all the flock is killed. They are seen here only occasionally." In The Ibis for 1907, p. 426, he says: "Heard in the Zima Country. The species is known by its shriller scream." I have not discovered any other field-notes relating to this species. A specimen of this Parrot is particularly a bird in the European markets, but acclimatised specimens, and especially talkers, fetch a tolerably high price.

As regards its capacity for learning, individuals vary greatly. Dr. Russ, from his experience of the species, describes it as "very quiet, and exhibiting little activity; only when terrified and anxious uttering a shrill cry. A little gifted with speech." In opposition to this, it is evident it will be remembered that in The Feathered World for June 30, 1899, J. McMillan published a very entertaining account of a specimen in his possession which (without any systematic training) had picked up numerous sentences, called the children by their Christian names, laughed, cried, whistled, and imitated the milkman's call.

The first specimen of Jardine's Parrot exhibited in the Regent's Park Gardens was deposited in 1862; others have, from time to time, been on view there since that date.

BROWN-HEADED PARROT (Pavocephalus fuscoripilloides).

Green; lower back, rump and upper tail-coverts, brighter; flights brown, edged with green on outer webs, tail-feathers olive-brown, tipped, and edged on outer webs, with green; head and neck olivaceous greyish-brown; ear-coverts silvery-grey; breast, abdomen, and under tail-coverts paler and brighter green than upper back; wing-coverts yellow, upper mandible horn-colour, lower mandible white; feet black; irides yellow. Female smaller. Hab., "Zanzibar and South-eastern Africa, from Mombas to Swaziland." (Salvadori.)

In Sharpe and Layard's "Birds of South Africa," p. 197, we read: "This seems to be, as Dr. Kirk remarks, the most common of the Parrot tribe in Eastern Tropical Africa. It has been seen at various places from Uzaramo southwards to the Zanzibar region. Mr. Frank Finn says it is called "Goe," and he states that it is "usually found in small flocks or in pairs; feeds on fruits, such as figs, etc., but also eats native millet and maize. Its clear scream may be heard at a great distance."

Mr. Frank Finn, writing on East African birds (The Ibis, 1895, p. 229), says: "I met with this bird a few occasions in captivity at Zanzibar and Mombasa, and wild some miles away from the latter town on the mainland. It flies with a quicker stroke of the wings than one would expect from their length."

Capt. Shelley, writing on birds from British Central Africa (The Ibis, 1901, p. 176), says the native name is Nyag. Later in the same volume (p. 283) he spells the name Nygot.

Stark and Selater ("Birds of South Africa," Vol. III., pp. 227, 228) say: "The Woodwards found these Parrots pretty common on the thorn flats of Zululand: "They are generally seen in pairs, and fly very rapidly, uttering shrill screams. They are fond of wild figs, the fruit of a huge species of banyan tree, which grows along the banks of many of the larger rivers, and we have seen them feeding on green mealies in the Kaffir mealie gardens. These Parrots make round holes in the dead trees, where they lay their eggs. We found one; it was pure white, and nearly round."

Mr. C. F. M. Swynnerton, writing on the birds of Gazaland, says (The Ibis, 1907, p. 297, 298): "A single specimen of this Parrot was brought to me in April, 1895, by a native, who had caught it with bird-line in the Jhut; it lived in my aviary till November, when it died. Though wild enough for a time, it was remarkably tame, and after its death, climbing down daily to my hand and picking the grains from a mealie-cob; it was noticeably sick only for a day before its death. This sudden tameness before death appears not to be uncommon, Mr. Marshall informing me that he has seen several instances of it in his aviary at Salisbury."

In The Ibis for 1909, the same writer says (p. 418): "Two of these Parrots flew over my house and near Chirinda on August 29. It is the common species of the low veld, and I came across it constantly in travelling from Inyajena to Chibavava and on to Chironda, as well as in the Madanda forests during December and January. It might usually be heard all day in the dense foliage of the large Trichillas and other trees in parties of as many as six or seven together. Under these circumstances a continuous conversation of comparatively pleasant conversational notes is kept up, the shriek uttered in flying being somewhat harsher, though less piercing, than that of our other two species. It is far tammer than either of these, and will usually permit anyone to pass under the tree without moving, though even then its green coloration renders it very difficult to detect amongst the dense foliage."

Russ says this is rare, and rarefied singly in the market. The first two specimens exhibited in the London Zoological Gardens were presented in 1870, and I do not know of others having arrived there since that date.

YELLOW-FRONTED PARROT (Pavocephalus flavifrons).

Green, with brighter edges to the feathers; lower back, rump, and upper tail-coverts paler and brighter, yellower at base of feathers; flights brown, greenish and edged with green on outer webs; tail olive-brown, with a golden sheen; forehead, top of head, lores, orbital region, and upper part of cheeks yellow; lower mandible, rump and undertail-coverts orange-yellow or brighter green than upper back; thighs more or less yellow; tail below golden olive-brown; beak pale dusky horn-colour, with more or less whitish under mandible; feet ash or blackish; irides red or reddish. Female not differentiated. Hab., North-east Africa from Shoa to Abyssinia.

Henslow says ("Ornithologie Nord-Ost Africa's," 1, 2, p. 742): "I found this species not rare in January in Ataba Valley in the Abyssinian province Telemet, at
5,000 to 8,000 ft. above sea-level, in narrow moist defiles, upon thickly-leaved tall trees. They live together like their allies in flights of three to eight specimens, are lively, but appear to be somewhat heavy in their movements, and in their sudden, whistling, and direct flight utter an unpleasing whistled note. The food consists of cereals, berries, pulp and kernels of the fruits of Adansonia digitata, etc. Whether resident I cannot say."

Alfred E. Pease (The Ibis, 1901, p. 679) says:—"The Yellow-fronted Parrot was seen only on the higher Hawash and near the Meki River." He describes the soft parts as follows:—"Iris orange-brown; upper mandible black-grey along the ridge, lower mandible greyish-white; legs black."

Russ says ("Handbuch für Vogeliebhaber," p. 250): "A pair in the possession of Mr. Fiedler, of Agram, soon became tame; otherwise it has hitherto only occurred in the Zoological Gardens of Frankfort-on-the-Maine."

**Senegal Parrot (Poicephalus senegalus).**

The upper parts are mostly grass-green, but the head, cheeks, ear-coverts, and throat vary from brownish to blackish-grey; the quills and tail feathers are brown, the outer webs edged with green, under parts yellow, more or less tinted with orange, a belt across the breast, and the thighs green; beak blackish-brown; feet dusky brown; iris varying from yellow to brown, perhaps sexually.

In the female the head is of a paler grey, the under parts not orange tinted, and the under tail-coverts yellowish-green. The beak is probably lighter in construction. Hab., Gambia, W. Africa. When at liberty this species is very destructive to the crops of banana, rice, maize, etc.

Mr. J. S. Budgett (The Ibis, 1901, p. 484) says that he identified this species on the Gambia River in large flocks of over twenty, and later (p. 485) he says:—"McCarthy Island, December 7, 1899. Very common in flocks. I have found no other field-notes.

Dr. Russ says that when acclimatised this Parrot is beautiful, vigorous, and enduring; he observes further on: "A pair in my bird-room were wild and excitable; both shrieked piercingly when approached, and every attempt to tame them was without result. When nervous, an astonishing squeaking, and, when in great terror, a penetrating whistle. They took possession of a new room, resorting to it at first only from shyness and wildness; nevertheless, they began to nest. The male performed a wonderful love-dance. Laying three eggs, round and comparatively small; they were devoured by the male. Soon, moreover, the female was killed by him."

The above account will doubtless be a great encouragement to owners of this amiable Parrot to try and breed with it. It is probable, however, that Dr. Russ's male was captured when adult, for birds when taken young are said to be usually docile, and some of them have even been taught to speak.

The first specimen of this Parrot exhibited at the London Zoological Gardens was presented in 1855, since which date many others have found a home there.

**Meyer's Parrot (Poicephalus meyeri).**

The male has the head, neck, mantle, wings, and tail brown with olive shading, often with a broad crescentic yellow band across the crown; back, rump, upper tail-coverts and under parts, bluish-green; bend and edge of wings, under-wing-coverts and thighs, yellow; beak dark greenish horn; feet greenish-black; naked skin round eye, black; iris orange-red, or brownish externally, red internally. The female is smaller, and has a much less powerful beak, with shorter terminal hook. The young are said never to have the yellow band across the crown, the feathers of the mantle and the wing-coverts with green edges, the yellow feathers at the bend of the wing and the under wing-coverts with brown bases, the thighs green; the lower back and rump bluer, and the lower parts decided green. Hab., from Abyssinia through Eastern Africa to the Transvaal and thence across the Continent to Damaraland.

According to Von Heuglin, this bird is met with chiefly in the forest region in companies of as many as ten individuals; it breeds in holes in trees during the rainy season, and may be easily tamed. In the late autumn it assembles in considerable crowds, which wander noisily from one lofty tree to another, even into the steppes, where far and wide no water can be discovered. Von Heuglin says he has never seen either this or any other N.E. African Parrot drinking. The call-note consists of an extraordinarily piercing whistle. The flight is straight, powerful, and noisy, rarely somewhat swerving.

Stark and Sclater say ("Birds of South Africa," Vol. III., p. 229): "Meyer's Parrot is perhaps the most widely distributed and the commonest of South African Parrots. It is found in pairs or small parties among high thorn bushes or along the wooded banks of rivers and periodical streams. As with other Parrots, its flight is rapid and headlong and its note a shrill scream. Holub is the only observer who has noticed the nesting habits of this species; it builds in a hole in a tree, either making it itself or adapting to its needs that of some smaller bird. Holub did not discover the eggs, which are doubtless white, like those of other Parrots.

"This bird is often kept as a pet and becomes exceedingly tame; it is to be seen on many of the farms in the Western Transvaal flying in and out of the houses and taking food from the hand. It will eat bread, cooked and uncooked fruits and vegetables, grain and even raw meat, but this latter diet is stated by Holub to cause the birds subsequently to pull out their feathers, a trick not uncommon among caged Parrots."

Mr. B. Alexander (The Ibis, 1900, pp. 429, 430) says:—"Fairly plentiful from Tete onwards. Observed generally in companies, but now and again in couples, frequenting the wooded banks of dried-up water-courses dotted with pools. At the end of August this species was breeding, when all the males kept company together." Mr. Alexander goes on to discuss the characters upon which the sub-species erythreus and transvaalen sis have been separated, and shows that they are extremely variable. Perhaps there is more excuse for an ornithologist to name so-called sub-species than there is for an entomologist, since the latter always has plenty of new species to which he can stand sponsor, whereas the ornithologist meets with new forms at comparatively long intervals unless entirely new ground is explored.

Mr. A. L. Butler, writing about the ornithology of the Egyptian Soudan (The Ibis, 1905, p. 660) says:—"I have seen Meyer's Parrot in Kordofan, when from the vicinity of El Obeid to Mazruth, it was met with almost daily, though always in small numbers. The birds were most frequently in pairs, but sometimes in parties of seven or eight. They keep principally to the huge 'baobab' trees, which in Kordofan are scattered through the thorn-bush, and in these they doubtless
broad. They are very little birds, difficult to approach, and take a good deal of hitting to bring them down.”

Dr. Russ speaks of this as a rarely imported Parrot; a pair which he possessed died from excessive heat during the month of June. Whether Meyer’s Parrot is more freely imported into England than into Germany I do not know; but, since the London Zoological Society

Meyer’s Parrot.

first acquired the species in 1855, a good many examples have found their way to the Gardens; it is rare in private collections.

Rueppell’s Parrot (Psittacus rueppelli).

General colour smoky brown; feathers of rump and upper tail-coverts with darker edges; bend of wing and front edge yellow; sides of head greyish, the ear-coverts decidedly silvery-greyish; under wing-coverts and thighs yellow, the latter more or less tinged with orange; beak and feet dark horn-colour; irides orange. Female smaller, with the lower back, rump and upper tail-coverts bright blue; vent and under tail-coverts washed with paler duller blue; beak less powerful. Hab. “South-Western Africa from Benguela, perhaps also from Gaboon, to Damaraland” (Salvadori).

In Sharpe and Layard’s “Birds of South Africa,” p. 196, we read: Mr. Anderson gives the following note:—“This species is common in Damaraland, but is chiefly found in the middle and southern parts of that country; it is always met with in small flocks of about half-a-dozen individuals, and seems to prefer the larger kind of trees. It is rather shy, and when perched amongst the branches is very difficult to perceive, until its presence is betrayed by the cries it utters as soon as it conceives itself to be in danger; these are at first shrill and isolated, but increase in strength and frequency till it leaves its perch, and are usually continued during its flight, which is generally short, but very rapid. It is rarely found far from water, which it usually frequents twice a day. It feeds on seed and berries, sometimes also on the young shoots of trees and plants.”

Russ does not mention this species in his Handbook; but in 1882 four specimens from Western Africa were purchased for the Zoological Society’s collection in Regent’s Park; two others were subsequently received dead from Mr. Jamrach (who probably sent them for examination in order to decide the sexual differences; the year following a third (living) example was presented to the Garden reputed to be from East Africa.

This completes the Parrots of the sub-family Pionina and brings us to the nearly related forms of the sub-family Psittacinae.

SUB-FAMILY PSITTACINAE.

Typical Parrots.

The general colouring of these birds is either grey or brown, often with a certain amount of red; they are characterised by the broad cere at the base of the upper mandible, narrower below the nostrils; the latter rounded, not encircled by a swelling; the orbital region and often the lores occupied by an extensive naked area; beak without notch, the lower mandible longer than deep. * The species inhabit the Ethiopian Region, Madagascar, the Comoro and Seychelles Islands, and one genus and species comes from New Guinea.

In captivity the imported species of this sub-family, when first imported, and if unable then to crack seed, should be fed upon maize boiled for two hours, and banana; so soon, however, as they are old enough to take hard food, a mixture of one part wheat, two barley, two hemp, and two canary (by measure) should be gradually substituted for the boiled maize; nuts should be added in winter, and green peas in the pod in summer; fruit also should be given daily, especially
banana, grapes, ripe pear, or orange; and, as an occasional treat, a piece of cracker or other plain dry biscuit. Of course, pure water should be supplied to these, as to all other Parrots, but no other form of drink.

**Grey Parrot** (*Psittacus erithacus*).

The adult bird is of a deep ash-grey, slightly paler on the under parts; the tail is crimson, the beak is black, the upper mandible with a powdery white cere; the upper part of the face, which is naked, is also of a powdery whitish character; the feet are darkish grey; the iris of the eye, which is silver-grey in the young bird, changes to pale yellow as it becomes adult. Female more thick set, with a broader rounder head; the naked patch on the side of the head rounded instead of obtusely pointed behind; the posterior angle of the lower jaw more acutely pointed, the beak shorter and more compressed just before the terminal hook; as a general rule the colouring is deeper, but individuale vary in this respect. Hab., Western Africa from Senegambia to the Congo and Prince Island; also across the continent to the Victoria Nyanza. Some examples have a pair of many red feathers irregularly scattered over the body, and it has been stated that they are sub-specifically distinct and occur only in the Interior; it has also been asserted that these birds are more talented as talkers, but this I greatly doubt.*

Dr. Otto Finsch, in his monograph of the Parrots, says that in its native country this species is very abundant; it feeds on fruits and various seeds, but especially palm nuts. Its breeding season is in December, after the rains; it selects, for purposes of nidification, a deep hole in a tree, in which it deposits five white eggs. Within a certain radius one may often find some hundreds of pairs breeding, but rarely more than one pair in the same tree.† The natives are afraid to take the young birds from the nest, as they have a superstition that so much heat is generated there as to burn one's finger (a very natural superstition when one considers the formidable beak of this bird); they therefore wait until the young have flown and then rear them afterwards usually selling them to strangers at the rate of about a dollar apiece. Dr. Finsch attributes the absence of Kites on Prince's Island to the fact that the Grey Parrot is there so abundant. He says that birds of prey are frequently seized and destroyed by them on the wing. On the other hand, J. G. Keulemans, the well-known bird artist and traveller, says: "On Prince's Island we find these birds in great abundance, while on the neighbouring island of St. Thomas not a Grey Parrot is to be seen, a fact to be accounted for by the large numbers of the Kite (*Milvus parasiticus*) inhabiting the latter island." No doubt both views are correct; both of these colonies (or nations, so to speak) of birds are powerful, each has a wholesome dread of the other, and keeps to its own dominions. This Parrot is essentially gregarious; it not only nests in communities, but it is always to be seen in flocks. In time of danger (says Keulemans) the old birds defend their progeny vigorously, and should the enemy prove too strong to be successfully resisted by one pair, other Parrots come up to their assistance, and, joining forces, either kill or put the aggressor to flight.

Mr. Frank Finn, writing on "Birds Observed in Eastern Africa" (*The Ibis*, 1893, p. 229), says that *P. erithacus* is a "common pet with Hindoos, Goanese, and Europeans, being brought down from the interior."

According to J. H. Gurney (*The Ibis*, 1899, p. 29), Le Vaillant speaks of a Grey Parrot which began to lose its memory at sixty, to moult irregularly at sixty-five, and to become blind at ninety, and died at ninety-three; but he thinks it hardly sufficiently established to be included in an authenticated list of the ages to which birds live. It is nevertheless quite likely to be a fact.

Oscar Neumann (in the "Journal für Ornithologie," 1899, p. 33) says that he met with a small flock of *Psittacus erithacus* in Kiva Kito, in Kavironda, on the east shore of the Victoria Lake—the most easterly point of its occurrence recorded—and found it abundant among the banana gardens of Usoga, north of the lake.

F. J. Jackson, describing birds obtained in British East Africa (*The Ibis*, 1902, p. 612), speaks of examples of this species obtained by him at Entebbe as having the "iris dark grey." This would give them a very different appearance from the ordinarily imported Western specimens.

Writing on the birds of Fernando Po, Mr. Boyd Alexander says (*The Ibis*, 1903, p. 397): "Constantly observed passing high overhead in large flocks. It is a migrant to the island."

Few birds are more freely imported, and probably none are more widely popular, than the Grey Parrot. Nevertheless, owing chiefly to the unnatural treatment to which these birds were generally subjected when first imported, I believe that, up to the end of the last century, Mr. Abrahams' estimate that only 2 per cent. of those imported lived to become household pets, was literally true; and even now, in consequence of the prevalent ignorance of the requirements of Parrots in the case of many dealers and more purchasers, the mortality is still much higher than it need be. Since 1898 I have waged perpetual warfare against the hopelessly injudicious feeding to which this unhappy bird is generically exposed; and, from letters which I have received from time to time, both from thoughtful dealers and private individuals, I know that attention to my directions for the treatment of the Grey Parrot has resulted in the salvation of many specimens which would otherwise have been irretrievably lost; but so long as purchasers continue listless respecting the com-

---

*This form is called the "King Parrot" and is common at Cassenge, in the interior of Loanda.

† On the other hand, Mr. Keulemans says: "Often in one tree two or more holes may be seen occupied by hatching pairs."
fort and health of their birds, and (to save themselves a little trouble) are satisfied to purchase the first packet of hopelessly impossible seeds which claims to be a suitable food for every kind of Parrot, so long also as the person responsible for the helpless supposition that because a Parrot talks it can be kept in health upon human food, just so long will this interesting bird suffer from all the ills to which a maltreated bird is heir—vomiting, lasitude, diarrhœa, cramp, fits, dryness and irritation of the skin, inducing feather-plucking, tumours, septicaemia, and early death.

I do not doubt that unhealthy conditions during importation may be the cause of death in some cases, but unquestionably by far the greater number of Grey Parrots which die after importation would live if correctly fed from the beginning, instead of being poisoned with sopped bread, table scraps, and so-called “Parrot food,” with most unwelcome and unnatural drinks.

I have had to recommend treatment for many hundreds of these birds, and I find, almost invariably, that a bird which appears to be suffering from a severe cold, accompanied by vomiting and diarrhœa, has been fed partly upon unsuitably prepared bread or toast soaked in some breakfast drink; then a bird which plucks itself has more often than otherwise had some kind of animal food—butter, cheese, egg, bones, or some kind of flesh; a bird with cramp has often been fed upon “Parrot food” alone and has selected certain seeds—perhaps maize and sunflower—throwing over all the others, and has got itself into a thoroughly unhealthy condition in consequence. For a Grey Parrot when at liberty maize in the milky stage, millet, and other cultivated cereals are natural food; but that is no reason why the same bird in captivity should be restricted to hard horse-tooth maize and sunflower, with no variety unless it chooses to eat prairie-grass seed, pumpkin seed, dry bread stained with turmeric, monkey nuts, and dirt; or as a change dry chilies. As for fruit, of which in its wild state the Grey Parrot eats quantities daily, the owners of many unhappy individuals never think of it as a necessary article for the bird’s daily consumption.

On May 20th, 1899, I had a young Grey Parrot sent to me from Liverpool. I got it from an approved source, and it reached me in tolerably good health, although its bowels were somewhat relaxed. In the cage I found boiled horse-tooth maize and the remains of what looked like brown bread sop. I continued to give the bird the same for several days; after that, hemp, wheat, daf, canary, and cracknell biscuits; I also gave bananas, which the bird seized and devoured ravenously. To cure the diarrhœa I gave the bird a piece of cuttlefish bone to chew up.

After a few days my Grey refused the boiled maize, and I substituted a piece of stale household bread (about a cubic inch), a piece of boiled potato of about the same size, and part of an orange. Later on, as orange became scarce, I substituted pears and sweet-water grapes, with walnut occasionally. If the bird sneezed, I promptly mixed a few chilies with his seeds.

Although I had decided what to feed my bird on before I purchased it, I made the unfortunate mistake which many other Parrot owners make of covering the cage over at night; the result was that after it had been some time in my possession and had become an accomplished talker, it began to pluck out its breast-feathers, and I only discovered the cause of the trouble when it was too late to cure it. Across the bare patch on the breast I saw several small black creatures running—parrot-lice, as I discovered as soon as I examined them through a lens. These wretched little parasites, when seen with the naked eye, look not unlike the Physopoda of the genus Thrips, which are so mischievous in greenhouses; but, when magnified, they are seen to be true lice (Anoplura), and bear a fugitive resemblance to the Rove-beetles (Staphylinae) of the genus Stenus, though not when examined in detail. On examining the cover I found dozens of these insects concealed in the folds, where they had harboured and bred. Of course, I speedily got rid of the cover and powdered the bird well with pyrethrum. All the para-sites were exterminated, but the feather-plucking habit induced by the irritation was established, and therefore persisted to the end.

I do not think there is much to be learned by repeating the words and sentences spoken by any particular Parrot. Each bird repeats what has been taught, occasionally picking up a word or sentence which it has chanced to hear, and sometimes unintentionally (very rarely with intelligent comprehension of the meaning of the words) uses them in an opposite manner. A Parrot easily learns to comprehend the meaning of names, and, having learned to know different persons by their Christian names, never confuses them with another.

Thus my bird knew that its own name was Bobby; it knew me as Arthur, my wife as Mary, my man as Tom, and his sister as Ann. It would always call us by name with perfect discernment. If I were making a fuss over my English Jay, the Parrot usually became jealous, and called out, “Arthar! Arthar! Bobby’s a pretty boy,” or “Poor Bobby!” and gave me no peace until I took notice of him. Why Parrot-owners almost invariably call their birds—both male and female—“Polly,” and speak of them as she, I never could understand.

My bird was poisoned early in 1905 through eating a berry of Solanum, given to it in a fit of absent-mindedness by a visitor—I was away from home at the time—the skin of the berry was found on the floor of its cage after its death. I have never purchased another; though if I were restricted to one bird as a pet I think I should certainly choose a Grey Parrot because of the delight which its remarkable occasion to young and old alike. The grave manner in which my bird looked at a perfect stranger, saying, “Hullo, old chap! How’s your grandmother?” and then as the visitor turned round with a laugh, added with evident conviction, “You’re a rascal!” was extremely funny, and, though an old joke to me, gave fresh delight to every newcomer.

The Grey Parrot was successfully bred by Herr Fritz Lotze in 1903, two young having been reared.

TIMNEH PARROT (Psittacus timneh).

Dark grey; lower back and rump pale grey; flights bluish; tail dull deep red, darker and browner at margins of feathers; head and neck with paler edges to the feathers; forehead and orbital region naked and covered with small whitish papille; abdomen pale grey; longer under tail-coverts dark grey with a reddish tinge; upper mandible pale horn-colour becoming black towards tip, lower mandible black; feet grey; irides pale yellow or yellowish-white. Female smaller than the male, and with rather different markings as in the preceding species. Hab.: Liberia and Lower Sierra Leone. Doubtless the habits of this species in a wild state nearly resemble those of the Grey Parrot, which it replaces in Liberia. According to Russ it was regarded either as a young plumage or aberration of P. erithacus, but is now established as a distinct species;
he says it is rare in the trade, but generally known. *One in the possession of the Baroness von Schlechter was comical in its behaviour and extremely confiding, whistled in a wonderfully clear tone, spoke plainly, and also to some extent, but in a vaguely drawling fashion, uttered a clear, shrill cry. In all other respects like the Grey Parrot.* Price 30-75 marks.*

This species was first purchased by the London Zoological Society in 1891, and several other examples have been exhibited at the Gardens since that date.

**Greater Vasa Parrot (Coracopsis vasa).**

Blackish-brown; wings, lower back, upper tail-coverts, and tail glaucous-grey; lesser and median upper wing-coverts blackish-brown; under tail-coverts grey, with black shafts; a scarcely perceptible darker band across the middle of the tail; cere and naked orbital skin yellowish; beak black after the moult, whitish later; feet and irides dusky brown. Female smaller, duller, probably with shorter and less powerful beak.

Hab., Madagascar; introduced into Réunion.

In the "Proceedings of the Zoological Society," 1894, p. 410, Dr. Scelatter calls attention to a singular habit of this species as observed in the Gardens: *Two of these Parrots, believed to be a pair (one presented by Mrs. Moore); the other, presented by Mr. K. King, March 29, 1892, had been for some time kept together in one large cage in the Parrot-house. "One of these birds—it was not known certainly which of the two, but believed to be the female—had the habit of producing from its cloaca a mass of dark, flesh-coloured substance, about 6 inches long and 4 inches in breadth, and of drawing it in again, after exposing it for several minutes. This phenomenon had been witnessed on several occasions by the keeper of the Parrot house, by Mr. Bartlett, the superintendent, who had kindly prepared a rough sketch of the object, by Mr. Clarence Bartlett, and others.*

"The bird appeared to be in perfect health; and the only suggestion Mr. Scelatter could make on the subject was that part of the membranous lining of the cloaca in this bird was capable of being blown out in peroral movement, like the bladder in the neck of the Adjutant (Leptoptitus), and the wattles in the neck of the Tragopasus.*

"The head keeper, Benjamin Misselbrook, had stated that he recollected the same occurrence taking place in the case of a Greater Vasa Parrot in the society's collection some thirty years ago.*"

At page 565 of the same volume Dr. Scelatter called attention to the death of a female of this species which had been presented to the society in 1830, and which therefore had passed nearly fifty-four years in the Society's Gardens. An anatomical examination showed a cloaca of remarkable size, rendering it probable that the previously-described case was due to protrusion of the cloaca by the female bird.

The Rev. J. Sibree, jun. (The Ibis, 1893, p. 212-217), says:—"Two species of Parrot and one Parrakeet are among the denizens of the Malagasy woods and plantations in almost every part of the country. *1. These Parrots, the one dark grey in colour, and the other slaty black, are both of sober plumage, with none of those brilliant tints which mark many species of Parrot in other parts of the tropics. But they are both intelligent birds, and, like their congeners, can be easily taught to speak a few words and to whistle a tune; they are therefore frequently kept as pets by the Malagasy. The sooty species (Coracopsis obscura)* is found also (introduced) in Réunion, but the black one (C. nigra) is peculiar to Madagascar. Mr. Cowan speaks of the latter species as having been seen by him in large flocks at Ihéy and Isalo, in the Bâra country (south-central region)."

"The Sooty Parrot, except in the breeding season, is found in small companies of from six to eight individuals. Its food is rice, seeds, roots, and wild fruit. A Malagasy proverb, whose 'moral' is to 'reprove a too easy-going, changeable disposition, speaks of 'a male Parrot seeking fruit in the forest; he finds a luscious morsel here, but in an instant he is off to get another there. This bird flaps high, but if one of his companions is wounded its companions will come with sharp cries of defiance at the hunter, as if to save their comrade. This Parrot, M. Grandier says, is fady, or sacred, to one of the royal families of the Vézo Sâkalâva, and he gives the following story as accounting for the origin of the veneration in which they hold it:—"*Lâhimerisa, King of Fiherémana, told me that one of his ancestors was one day walking alone in one of his manioc plantations at some distance from the royal palace. He returned, when he was almost surrounded by a band of robbers on a marauding expedition from the Bâra country. They did not know the king, who had nothing in his appearance or dress to denote his rank. But seeing his thick chain of gold gleaming under the knobs of hair covered with green and white clay, they took him unawares, speared him, and possessing themselves of the coveted prize, threw the body into a hastily dug grave and decamped. How long he remained there no one knows; but he was not dead, only seriously wounded; and on recovering consciousness, and seeing nothing but darkness around him, and feeling the earth pressing heavily on his chest, he believed himself in the other world. He was in profound distress; when, suddenly, he seemed to hear shrill, piercing cries, as if a flock of Parrots had passed over his head. He listened attentively; the cries which met his ears were approaching nearer. Doubtless a babbling and restless crowd of them was perched on a neighbouring tree. But there are no Parrots in the other world,' thought our hero; 'I am not dead!' He took courage, and freeing himself by a tremendous effort from the layer of earth which covered his body, he perceived the bright shining of the sun, in whose rays the Parrots were sporting in the trees around him. Hope revived within him, and he made his way, not without difficulty, to his village, where, after the needful care and nursing, he eventually recovered strength. In thankfulness to the birds whose cries had roused him from the torpor and given him courage to free himself from his tomb, he solemnly vowed for himself and his descendants, to the latest generation, that they would never kill Parrots.*"

"The Sooty Parrot is the larger of the two species, the black one being a third less in size; but the latter is found in much greater abundance, and in companies of from six to twelve individuals. Both species are more terrestrial and less arboreal in their habits than most Parrots, nor do they make much use of their claws to convey food to the mouth. These birds have many provincial names besides the common one of Bôlôky, by which they are known both to the Hova and Bêtsiko. Some of these names seem imitations of their harsh cry, while the meaning of others is obscure, except in so far as they denote their comparative size, as Koéra Dé and Koéra Kèlé (the large Koera, the small Koera), etc.*"

*Mr. Frank Finn (The Ibis, 1901, p. 442) speaks of this as one of the cage-birds which may sometimes be*
obtained at Calcutta. In his "Three Voyages of a Naturalist," pp. 95, 96, Mr. M. J. Nicoll says:— "As we entered the cultivation at the bottom of the valley, a large dark-coloured bird flew overhead, uttering a loud, but most musical, whistle. This proved to be one of the Madagascar "black" Parrots—Coracopsis vasa. We were much surprised at the extremely rapid flight of this bird, as it dashed over us with outstretched neck into the forest. The following day we had a good view of a pair of these Parrots sitting in the top of a tree close to the camp, and we also acquainted with a smaller species—C. nigra. These Parrots are, we were informed, quite common in every strip of forest in the neighbourhood of the Camp d'Ambré."

This species nests in holes of lofty, vigorous trees in primitive forest or in almost inaccessible rocks; apparently it produces two broods in the year, each consisting of two young ones; the female incubates, the male meanwhile uttering throughout the day, and even in the evening if the moon is shining, a long-drawn whistled note, varied with softer flute-like sounds (cf., Russ, "Handbuch für Vogelliebhaber," p. 247).

Although not attractive in appearance, this bird is amiable, hardy, not especially noisy or destructive, and is long-lived; that it is capable of being taught to talk and whistle we have already seen, though the late Dr. Greene seems to have been a trifle sceptical regarding its talents. Russ gives its price as from 30-45 marks per specimen.

The London Zoological Society seems to have acquired specimens at rather long intervals, their first example having been presented in 1830, their second in 1866, a third in 1882, and a fourth in 1888.

**Lesser Vasa Parrot (Coracopsis nigra).**

Smaller than the preceding species, and with the naked orbital skin rose-colour; beak black after the moult, whitish later; feet blackish; irides brown. Female smaller than male, apparently with shorter and slightly weaker beak. Hab., Madagascar.

I have found no additional field-notes dealing with this species. Russ says it is "even quieter than the preceding, as well as ill-tempered and unteachable. Sreeches continuously in an unpleasant manner, with melodious whistling for variety. I could not discover a specific name for this species. To me the male, like the preceding, it is offered singly. Price 15-20 marks." It first reached the London Zoological Gardens in 1857, then in 1872 three were received, and others have come since that date.

**Praeslin Parrot (Coracopsis barklyi).**

Pale brown; primaries greyish on outer webs; crown with ill-defined paler spots; beak horn-brownish, paler at tips; feet black; irides dark brown. Female smaller than male, with a smaller, weaker beak. Hab., Praeslin, Seychelles Islands.

This Parrot was received by the London Zoological Society in 1867, and described by Mr. E. Newton, a coloured illustration being published in the "Proceedings of the Zoological Society" (Plate XXII). In 1871 a second example was received in exchange; in 1874 a third was presented and two others deposited. The last recorded, in the ninth edition of the "List of Animals," was deposited in 1889.

In *The Ibis* for 1906, p. 709, Mr. M. J. Nicoll, writing on the Birds collected and observed during the Voyage of the "Valhalla," says: "I saw only one example of this Parrot, an immature female, which I obtained. It was feeding in a Magnolia, the only tree of its kind on the island. These birds are strictly preserved by M. Edouard Boulé, the owner of the estate on Praeslin where they are found. Formerly they were killed in numbers by the natives for food. M. Boulé told me that he has recently seen about one hundred individuals together. The note of this Parrot is a very musical whistle, somewhat resembling that of *C. vasa* of Madagascar."

Russ says that, in addition to the specimens in the London Zoological Gardens, it was offered for sale in 1881 by Anton Jamrach. If it continues to be strictly preserved it is not very likely to be offered again.

This species concludes the imported *Pittacus*. We now pass on from these sombrely-coloured birds to the brilliantly-coloured Noble-parrots (*Edelpapageien* of the Germans) and Ring-necked Parrakeets, the Lovebirds, Hanging Parrakeets, and a few others.

**CHAPTER XIII.**

**SUB-FAMILY PALLEORNITHINÆ.**

(*Eclectus* Parrots, Ringnecks, Lovebirds, etc.).

This is a group of brightly-coloured birds, in many of which the sexes differ in pattern and colouring; in some the tail is long and graduated, in others short and square as in some of the typical Parrots. The beak is powerful, smooth, often red in colour, the culmen rounded, smooth, or with a longitudinal groove; the cere is narrow, of equal width, surrounding the whole base of the beak, generally partly feathered. In the wing the second and third flights are usually the longest. All the species are from the Old World. Each group requires somewhat different treatment in captivity.

The *Eclectus-parrots* (*Edelpapageien* in German) should, according to Russ, be fed in captivity upon hemp, maize, sunflower, canary and paddy-rice, a little sweet fruit—cherries, pears, apples, etc. (he furthermore recommends somewhat damped bread, which I should not advise), and fresh green twigs of "pointed-leaved trees"—doubtless plum, cherry, etc. I should certainly add nuts in winter, since these birds eat them when at liberty.

**Red-sided Eclectus (Eclectus pectoralis).**

The adult male is brilliant green, the edge of the wing blue, the flights dark blue, the outer webs more or less green, tail feathers with yellowish tips, the central ones green, the others blue, with more or less green on the outer webs, the outermost feather, however, with little or none; sides, under wing-coverts, and axillaries red; flights and tail below black; beak with red upper mandible and black under mandible; feet black; iris red.

The female is quite different: the head, neck, and breast dazzling red, a narrow ring encircling the eye, a band across the upper back, the edge of wing, chest, abdomen, and under wing-coverts blue, sometimes purplish; primaries and their coverts blue, their outer webs edged with green; outermost secondaries with their tips and part of their inner webs blue, otherwise blood-red with greenish inner webs; back, excepting in front, rump, upper tail-coverts and tail blood-red, the latter with paler tip, and on the underside with
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dusky base and golden glossed middle; beak and feet black; iris pale yellow. Hab., Papuan Islands, and ranging eastward as far as the Solomon group.

In Duke of York Island and New Britain the natives call this Parrot *Kalangi*. Dr. Guillemaud describes the feet as dull olive-green and the iris of the female as orange or yellow. Dr. Russ says of the male: "Upper mandible yellow to coral red, tip wax yellow, under mandible black; two black spots at the base of the ring; brown, brown, or orange-coloured; feet leaden-coloured, claws black"; and of the female he says: "Eyes brown, ring round the iris beautifully pearl white, feet grey, the scales and claws black." Altogether there seems to be a great difference of opinion as to the colouring of the soft parts.

Dr. Welehan says that on Buguota, one of the lesser islands of the Solomon group, the native name is "Kilo" (cf. *The Ibis*, 1895, p. 374). In 1899 an account of the nidification of this species was published in the "Proceedings (Mittheilungen) of the Berlin Museum of Natural History," Vol. I., Part II., by Dr. F. Dahl. Unfortunately I have been unable to refer to this work. Russ says that in 1879 Dr. Platen imported nine examples of this species. He mentions that the price of the male at 50 to 60 marks for the female; 60 to 75 and even up to 120 marks for the female.

It is not at all unusual for females of this species to lay eggs in captivity, and there should be little difficulty in breeding with a pair in a strongly-constructed large outdoor aviary. As a cage-bird it is not especially interesting, apart from its gorgeous colouring, as it is sluggish in its movements and seems to take little interest in anything going on about its cage; though I believe it has been taught to speak a few words, neither this nor any of the species of the genus is anything like so teachable or talented as a Grey Parrot or an Amazon.

The London Zoological Society has at various times exhibited a good many examples of this species at the Gardens in Regent's Park. The first received was a female, which was presented in 1899.

**GRAND ECLICTUS (Eclectus roratus).**

The adult male nearly resembles that sex of the preceding species, from which it differs in the slightly duller and yellower green colouring and the usually bluer lateral tail-feathers; upper mandible red tipped with yellowish, under mandible black; feet black, iris red. The female is red, brighter on the head; the nape, mantle, chest, and abdomen purple, the breast with a wash of the same colour over the red; primaries and their coverts deep blue; secondaries, excepting the innermost ones, with blue inner webs and tips, a band at the extremity of the tail and the under tail-coverts yellow, tail below orange-red, dusky at the base; beak and feet black; iris yellow. Hab., Halmahera group of the Moluccas.

Dr. Guillemaud says that in the Island of Batchian both sexes have the iris yellow. He also observes: "The birds log blackish and have narrow grey; in considerable numbers, appear rarely to get tame, and I have never heard them talk."

I have been unable to discover any facts respecting the wild life of this bird.

Dr. Russ says that it is not abundant, though generally known in the market. Dr. Platen brought home thirty males and twenty-four females of the New Guinea and Halmahera Eclectus Parrots.

In 1880 and 1884 two Germans succeeded in so far rearing young of this Parrot that the latter left the nest alive; but Dr. Frenzel, of Freiberg, in 1881 succeeded in breeding the species successfully, after which the same pair had several unsatisfactory broods. Mr. Hieronymus, of Karlsruhe, reared two broods in 1884 and one in 1885. Both young of the earliest brood nevertheless died when five and six weeks old respectively; but, in the second one female and in the third one male reached maturity. The laying consisted of two eggs only, at intervals of three days; duration of incubation, the female alone-brooded the eggs, being fed by the male; the latter also fed the young after they left the nest, and retired with them to the nest-box at night excepting in the case of the young cock bird, which was fed by the female only. This successful breeder was awarded the gold medal in recognition of his achievement at the "Ornis" Exhibition, held at Berlin in 1897. The young male became very tame, and learnt to speak ten or twelve short sentences.

The London Zoological Society purchased its first three specimens of this Parrot in 1885, and has continued to add others at comparatively short intervals ever since. Both this and the preceding are well-known show birds, for which their brilliant colouring and cosmopolitan breeding are eminently suitable. As they are always likely to take a prize, this helps to counterbalance their high market price.

**CERAM ECLICTUS (Eclectus cardinalis).**

Smaller than the preceding, and of a purer, darker green; the blue on the tail restricted to the sub-terminal portion of the lateral feathers and the external web of the outer one, the terminal yellow band narrower; upper mandible red tipped with yellowish, under mandible black; cere greyish-black; feet blackish; irides golden-yellow. Female smaller than the preceding species, with the red on back and wings dullest; the blue primary-coverts narrowly edged externally with green; tail tipped with bright red tipped with yellow; under tail-coverts also red, the longer ones more or less yellow; beak and feet black; irides yellowish. Hab., Amboyna, Ceram, and Bourn.

In an article on the coloration of the young in *Eclectus* (*The Ibis*, 1890, pp. 28, 29) Dr. A. B. Meyer says: "Mr. Hieronymus paired a female of *Eclectus cardinalis* (Bodd.) from Ceram with the male bird which had been productive with the female of *E. roratus*, and got the following results:

1888.---First deposit, 2 embryos.
Second deposit, 2 embryos.
Third deposit, 2 unimpregnated eggs.
Fourth deposit, 2 young birds, which died after one or two days.
Fifth deposit, 1 green male (which was reared) and 1 embryo.
1889.---First deposit, 2 embryos.
Second deposit, 2 unimpregnated eggs.
Third deposit, 2 unimpregnated eggs."

Dr. Meyer is trying to prove that the young males are more productive when reared in captivity, in contradiction of Dr. Gadow's assertion that the young are "reddish but not yet green." The experiments of Hieronymus are of interest to the aviculturist as showing how rarely the breeding of the species is successful as compared with the failures. Dr. Russ says that a male of the Ceram Eclectus went to nest with a female of the Red-sided species in his bird-room, but the latter was so excitable and spiteful that every trifling disturbance caused the destruction of the eggs and tiny nestlings. He tells us that it is extremely rarely imported. Price 100-130 marks for the pair. It is not
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recorded as having reached the London Zoological Gardens in the ninth edition of the "List!"

WESTERMANN’S ECLECTUS (Eclectus westermanni).

Green; edge of wing blue; primaries deep blue, edged with green towards base of outer web; outer secondaries blue at tip and on inner web; primary coverts blue edged with green; tail with a yellowish terminal band, the outer feathers more or less tinged with blue on outer web; under-wing-coverts red; upper mandible red, lower one black; feet black. Female differs from that sex of E. pectoralis in having a blue collar; the innerweb-coverts of a much darker and duller red; and no blue ring round the eye; both sexes are also smaller than in that species. Hdb.—?.

Dr. Meyer was of opinion that this species was founded upon specimens kept in confinement, the plumage of which had been arrested in development, and Dr. Sharp found it "was one of the rarest birds in the world." The male differs from all the other species in being entirely green on the breast; the female came nearest to E. pectoralis, but differed in having the lower breast dull purple instead of bright blue like the collar. Unfortunately, the habitat of the species still remained unknown.

In 1849 and 1850 this species is said to have been living in the Amsterdam Zoological Gardens; in 1857 and 1865 there were specimens in the London Gardens. Miss Hagenbeck had a specimen in 1882, and (as noted above) ten specimens reached London, six of which died, in 1899.

CORNELIA’S ECLECTUS (Eclectus cornelia).

Male above dark green, most of the feathers with paler borders; outer webs of primaries deep blue, mostly with greenish edges, inner webs black; tail blue towards tip, yellowish at tip; head and neck paler green; sides of breast and upper abdomen, and under wing-coverts, except at edge of wing, red; primaries below black; tail below also black with the tip sordid yellow; upper mandible orange-red tipped with yellow, lower mandible black; irides orange-yellow. Female red back, the better wing-coverts red; edge of wing, primaries and their coverts deep blue; secondaries with the outer webs red, the inner webs dark green, excepting the outermost secondaries, which are blue, with the base of the outer web green; tail slightly paler red at tip; under-wing-coverts red, more or less mixed with blue; tail below golden red; beak black; feet dusky; irides yellowish, with a red outer ring. Hdb., interior of Sumba (Lesser Sunda Islands).

In June, 1897, Mr. Rotaschild exhibited a pair of this species at a meeting of the British Ornithologists’ Club, and stated that it had previously only been known from females which had died in captivity, but recently Mr. W. Doherty and Mr. A. H. Everett had collected a series, including examples of both sexes, in the interior of the island of Sumba.

It is impossible to trace any record of the species being kept in captivity in recent times, but it seems probable (as Russ puts it down in his "Handbook" as the female of E. westermanni) that one if not both of the examples of the latter species recorded as living in the Amsterdam Gardens must represent Bonaparte’s type of E. cornelia, and it is possible that the example referred to in the "Catalogue of Birds" in the British Museum may have lived in the Surrey Zoological Gardens.

RACKET-TAILED PARROT (Prioniturus platurus).

Bright green, yellower on undertars, especially on the under-tail-coverts; vertex crossed by a red band; upper wing-coverts greenish grey, becoming delicate bluish-grey towards bend of wing; innermost secondaries yellowish white on inner webs; middle tail-feathers spatulate, the rackets green centred with blue; lateral tail-feathers with deep blue terminal third; flights and tail-feathers below verditer-green; beak and face greyish; irides brown. Female without red, and without the greyish shades on back of head, back, and upper wing-coverts which occur in the male; racket feathers shorter.

Hab., Celebes, Togian Islands, Siao and Bouton.

A female arrived at the London Zoological Gardens in 1902, and in the following year Mr. Seth-Smith published an illustrated account of the species in The Agricultural Magazine, Second Series, Vol. I., pp. 345-347.

The species of Tanynthus would probably do well upon the same food as the species of Eclectus. Mr. Seth-Smith simply says "the usual seeds, nuts and fruit."

BLUE-CROWNED PARRAKEET (Tanynthus luzonensis).

Green, yellower on interscapular region and under surface; scapulars and sometimes the lower back tinged with blue; flights dark green, the secondaries more or less tinged with blue; smaller upper coverts black near bend of wing; median coverts blue-black, with brownish-yellow borders; greater coverts blue, edged with yellowish-green; primary coverts bluish-green; top and back of head, and sometimes the lower cheeks, blue; upper mandible rose-red, lower mandible pale pinkish-red; feet dusky greenish or olive-brown; irides yellowish-white with an inner brown ring. Female smaller, beak smaller, shorter, and less powerful. Hdb., Philippine Islands, including Palawan, Mantanani, the Sooloo Islands, and perhaps the Sanghir Islands.

Mr. J. Whitehead (The Ibis, 1890, pp. 41, 42) says: "Very common. This Parrot is one of the first birds that attracts the traveller’s attention in Palawan, as it flies swiftly from forest to forest in small flocks, screaming loudly. In flight the wings are often kept much below the level of the body. This species frequents the deepest forests. Feeds on fruits, but often during the heat of the day they hide amongst thick-foiled trees only a few feet from the ground, from which they dash out with loud screams when disturbed. Bill rosy-red; feet horny-green; the pupil black, with a small black ring round it."

Professor J. B. Steere (The Ibis, 1894, p. 418) says that this species is "the common form found everywhere abundantly" in the Philippines. And again in The Ibis for 1896 we read: "The Blue-crowned Parrakeet appears to be universally distributed throughout the islands, and seems to have been fairly common in the low forest of Mindoro." In The Ibis for 1897, p. 248, birds from Samar and Leite are described by Mr. Whitehead as having the "iris straw-white, a ring of brown round the pupil; bill rosy-red; lower mandible pale pinkish-red; feet the same." In The Ibis for 1899, p. 397, Mr. Whitehead adds to the above information: "Nesting in numbers in old tree trunks in the month of June in Samar."

According to Mr. Walter Goodfellow, describing the birds of the Volcano of Apo and its vicinity, in South-East Mindanao, the soft parts differ in the sexes as follows: — "Male.—Iris cream coloured, shading into olive-green near pupil; bill red, yellowish towards the tip; cere black; feet greyish-olive. Female.—Iris pale
olive-green, shading into yellowish-cream on the outer ring; upper mandible coral-red, lower of a more yellowish tinge; feet dark greenish slate coloured.""

This is a rarely-imported species, the first specimen of which to reach the London Zoological Gardens was purchased in 1871; a second was presented in 1875.

**Great-billed Parrakeet (Tanygnathus megoloryrhynchus).**

Green; feathers of interscapular region edged with pale blue; scapulars black, edged with blue, greater upper wing-coverts and flight-feathers edged with green; lesser and median-coverts black, the latter edged with bright yellow; tail green, with yellow tips; below yellowish-green, the sides yellow, as are also the under wing-coverts and axillaries; tail below golden-yellow, duller towards the base; beak coral-red; feet lead colour; irides yellowish, with an outer white ring. Female smaller than male, the beak noticeably smaller, and narrower when viewed from above.

"Western coast of Northern New Guinea, the Western Papuan Islands, Mysol, Salawatty, Batanta, Waigiu, and Guebeh, the Northern Moluccas of the Halmahera group, and the Sanghir and Talart Islands; according to Meyer also the Togian Islands." (Salvadori)

Dr. F. H. H. Guillemand (Proceedings of the Zoological Society, 1865, p. 529) describes the soft parts of a male obtained at Weeda Island, S. E. Halmahera, as follows: " Iris whitish-yellow; bill scarlet; tarsi dull olive-green."

In *The Ibis* for 1879, p. 43, Dr. Meyer says: "It is not easily found, as itretires into the deep forest. In the middle of the day it sleeps or sits quietly, concealed among the green foliage of high trees, and cries very loudly if anyone approaches."

I have found nothing further respecting the wild life. Russ says of it: "A beautiful bird, but its gift of speech is slight. Rare and single in the market. Dr. Platen brought home six specimens. Price hardly to be decided—50, 100 to 120 marks for a specimen."

Mr. Seth-Smith does not agree with Russ; he says ("Parrakeets," p. 92): "This Parrakeet is very rarely imported; but if it were common I much doubt whether it would ever be a favourite with aviculturists. It certainly is not beautiful."

This species was first added to the living collection of the London Zoological Society in 1856, after which nineteen years elapsed before a second example was purchased, and in 1884 a third was added, again by purchase.

**Mueller's Parrakeet (Tanygnathus muelleri).**

Green; the neck, interscapular region, scapulars, and under surface yellowish-green; lower back and rump blue; upper tail-coverts slightly edged with blue; lesser upper wing-coverts and primary-coverts edged with blue; median and greater-coverts edged with yellowish-green; tail above with the tip yellowish; under wing-coverts yellowish-green; tail below golden olive-yellow; beak red; feet olive-green; irides whitish-yellow. Female with the beak slightly shorter, less arched, and more compressed before the commencement of the terminal hook than in the male. Hab., Celebes and perhaps Sula and Sanghir Islands.

The White-billed Parrakeet (*T. abirostris of Wallace*), which formerly was recorded as a distinct species in the list of animals in the Zoological Society's collection, is now decided to be the young of Mueller's Parrakeet.

I have found no published field notes relating to this bird. The Zoological Society received its first specimen (adult) in 1857 by presentation; the first young specimen was purchased in 1886, and the following year adult and young were secured together; others have been added since that date. Russ says that it is not rare in the market, but little admired. Dr. Slaten brought home twenty head. Price when freshly imported and rough 20, 50 to 55 marks for a specimen.

**Everett's Parrakeet (Tanygnathus everetti).**

Green; neck slightly yellowish; interscapular region darker, with blue edges to the feathers; lower back and rump deep cobalt-blue; upper tail-coverts more or less edged with blue; smaller upper wing-coverts edged with blue near bend of wing; all the others and the secondaries edged with yellowish-green; primary-coverts tinged with blue; tail with paler tip; head grass-green; under-parts paler yellowish-green; under wing-coverts indistinctly edged with yellowish-green; tail below golden olive-yellow. Female not differentiated. Hab., "Philippine Islands, Samar, T'ana'y, and Mindanao." (Salvadori)

A single example of this rare Parrakeet was imported by the late Mr. Joseph Abrahams in 1882 (cf. Russ, "Handbuch," p. 226).

We now pass on to a group much better known to aviculturists—the Ring-necked Parrakeets and allies (Palœornis)—birds in their wild state most destructive to orchards and gardens, especially where peas are grown for food. In captivity they should be fed upon barley, oats, and hemp; nuts in winter, peas in the pod in summer, and any ripe fruit that may be available daily.

**Cinghalæse Alexandrine Parrakeet (Palœornis eudoriae).**

Above grass-green; wings darker green; a dark-red patch on the secondary wing-coverts; central tail feathers green at base, then changing to blue, and yellowish at tips; forehead and lore's brighter green; a blackish stripe from nostrils to eye; back of head and cheeks tinged with greyish-blue; a broad black stripe from beak downwards and across sides of neck. Where it meets a rose-coloured collar round back of neck a wide surface dirty green, excepting on abdomen and under tail-coverts, which are brighter; greater under wing-coverts and flights below slate-grey; tail below yellowish; beak deep cherry-red, paler on lower mandible, yellowish at tip; feet sparrow-green or leaden-grey; irides pale yellow, with greyish inner circle; eyelid dull-reddish. Female rather smaller; without black stripe from beak round neck, and rose collar.

Hab. Ceylon.

Legge ("*Birds of Ceylon*," Vol. I, p. 170) says—"Large colonies of this species take up their abode in districts where coconut cultivation borders on forests and wild jungle, which afford an abundance of fruit-bearing trees, on the berries of which the Alexandrine Parrakeet subsists. It is also found in openings of timbered country and in forests. It roosts in considerable numbers in coconut groves, often close to a village, pouring in about half an hour before sunset in small swiftly-flying parties from all directions, which, as their numbers increase towards the time for roosting, create a deafening noise in the excitement of choosing or finding their accustomed quarters. The fronds of the coconut afford them a favourite perch, on which they sleep huddled together in rows. At daybreak the vast crowd is again astir, and after much ado, flying from..."
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tree to tree with incessant screaming, small parties start off for their feeding-grounds, flying low, just above the trees, and every now and then uttering their full and loud note ke-aar; this sound is more long-drawn and not so shrill as that of the smaller bird, and can be heard at a great distance. Isolated birds have a habit of apparently leaving the rest of the flock and roaming off at a great height in the air, every now and then giving out a loud scream, which often attracts the attention of the traveller or sportsman for some little time before he is aware of the position of the Parrakeet, which is flying swiftly on far above his head. It is a shyer bird than its smaller congener, and rather difficult of approach when not engaged in feeding or in the business of settling down for the night; at the latter time numbers may be shot without their companions doing more than flying out of, and directly returning to, their chosen trees. In the forests of the south-eastern part of the island I observed these Parrakeets resorting at evening to dead and sparsely-foliaged trees, the bare branches of which afford them a similar perch to that of the palm-frond.

"They feed on grain as well as on the fruits and berries of forest trees; and I on one occasion captured a pair of them with a net, entangled in a species of vetch which covered the earthy portions of a very islet near Pigeon Island; it had been feeding on the seeds of the plant, and while extracting them from the pod had got beneath the tangled mass and was unable to extricate itself again. In confinement this species is possessed of the usual docility peculiar to the Parrot order, and is a very favourite pet in Ceylon with both Europeans and natives; I do not think it is as often taught to imitate the human voice as the next species, but I have heard it occasionally speak native words with a fair amount of distinctness. Indian writers say that it is taught with facility to speak; but I think that as a general rule in Ceylon it is kept more as an ornament than for its powers of talking, and when newly feathered, with its tail in perfect order, is a very handsome bird.

"Layard writes that he was informed by natives that this bird laid two eggs, building, of course, as all Parrakeets, in a hollow tree. It excavates the hole in which it breeds, generally choosing a small limb, of which the hard shell to be cut through before reaching the interior cavity is not very thick. I have never succeeded in getting the eggs, and therefore can state nothing certain concerning their size.

Less frequently imported than the larger Indian bird. It is impossible to say when (if ever) it first reached our London Zoological Gardens, because all the Alexandrine Parrakeets are united in the Society's List under Scopoli's name of Alexandri, no definite localities being indicated.

NEPALESE ALEXANDRINE PARRAKEET
(Palœornis nepalensis).

Much larger than the preceding species, but otherwise (excepting that the back of head and cheeks are greener) similar in both sexes. Hab., North and Central India.

Jerdon confounds this with the other forms of Alexandrine Parrakeets, so that his notes on the habits need not be quoted here. Hume also unites them all under one heading, but notes the habitat under each observation. He says: "The Rose-band Parroquet breeds in the mountains in April, laying four eggs in large holes in trees, excavated by the birds themselves. Though I have found plenty of nests with young, I have never taken the egg myself, and owe this information to Major Cock.

"An egg of this species, taken by him, was a very long oval, very much pointed towards one end, white, a good deal soiled, and with little or no gloss. It measured 1.52 by 0.95 inch.

"Of this species Captain Hutton remarks: 'Towards the end of January and beginning of February it begins to cut a circular hole in some tree wherein to lay its eggs, which are usually two in number and pure white. The tree generally in request for this purpose is the semul or cotton-tree (Bombax heptaphyllum and malabaricum), although, sometimes, even the hard-wooded sil (Shorea robusta) is chosen; the entrance-hole is a neatly-cut circle, either in the trunk or in some thick upright branch. The trees selected by these birds are not situated in the depths of the forests, but are detached on the outskirts, and, what is curious in such a quarrelsome bird, there are often three or four nests in the same tree. The eggs are hatched in about twenty-one days, and in the middle of March the young birds are about half-fledged and are then removed for sale.'

According to Willoughby, writing in 1678: "This was the first of all the Parrots brought out of India into Europe, and the only one known to the ancients for a long time; to wit, from the time of Alexander the Great to the age of Nero, by whose successors (as Pliny witnesseth) Parrots were discovered elsewhere, viz., in Gagandi, an Island of Ethiopia."

This is perhaps the most frequently imported and best known of all the Alexandrine Parrakeets, and it is probable that most of those recorded in the Zoological Society's List from 1855 to 1893 belong to this race.

INDO-BURMESE ALEXANDRINE PARRAKEET
(Palœornis indicus varmanica).

Differs from the preceding in the brighter red patch on the wing-coverts and in having a narrow blue collar above the rose-coloured one on the back of the neck; beak bright red with yellow tip. Female smaller and without the black stripe and collar. Hab., Sikhim to Tenasserim and eastwards to Cambodia.

In Hume's "Nests and Eggs of Indian Birds," Second Edition, Vol. III., p. 84, we read: "Mr. J. Darling, jun., found the nest of this Paroquet in Tenasserim. He says: 'December 10th. Took four eggs of this bird at Weppatan, a small village at the mouth of the Moulmein River, on the opposite bank to Amherat, some two miles from the seashore. The nest was in the hole of a tree in light jungle, bordering the side of one of the numerous creeks, and which is always flooded at high water. It was 32 ft. from the ground; the entrance was 4 in. in diameter, and seemed to have been made by the bird in order to get to the hollow in the stump. The eggs were about 2 ft. 3 in. below the entrance; there was no lining of any sort, only a few chips on which the eggs were laid.'

Count Salvador says that this bird "cannot always be readily distinguished from P. nipalensis."

Whether this race has been imported of not I cannot say, but Mr. Seth-Smith includes it and the next in his book on the Parrakeets, and therefore I also include it. It is quite as likely to come to hand as P. rosa.

GREAT-BILLED ALEXANDRINE PARRAKEET
(Palœornis magnirostris).

Differs from the preceding in its much larger and stronger beak; beak bright red, the tip yellow; cere yellow; feet orange-yellow; irides bright yellow; eye-lids pale pink, with orange edges. Female smaller; without the black stripe and rose-red collar. Hab., Andaman Islands. This is another race included by
Mr. Seth-Smith in his "Parrakeets"; he does not say whether it has been imported, but I presume that it has. The wild life would be similar to that of the other races.

**RING-NECKED PARRAKEET OF MAURITIUS (**Palaearnis eque**s**

Very like the Indian Ring-necked species (P. torquata) but larger, of a darker green colour and with broader tail-feathers; upper mandible red, lower mandible reddish-black; feet dark grey; irides yellow; naked orbital skin orange. Female with no bluish tinge on back of head, no mandibular black stripe or rose collar; the black stripe being only indicated by a darker shade of green; central tail-feathers bluer; beak entirely dusky black. Hab., Mauritius.

Russ says of this species ("Handbuch für Vogelkunde" p. 203): "Shy, invariably far from human habitations, is gradually becoming extinct. Call-note kikkik repeated four or five times, also melodious whistling. Rare in the trade, is mostly confounded with the little Alexandrine," by which he means P. torquata.

Mr. Seth-Smith says that Russ had a specimen which "became extremely tame and affectionate, and learnt to speak well." He probably quotes from Russ's "Talking Parrots," a popular little book which I do not possess.

**INDIAN RING-NECKED PARRAKEET (**Palaearnis torquata**)

The prevailing colour of the cock bird is green, but the back of the head and the central tail-feathers are somewhat bluish; a black line runs from the nostrils to the eye, and a broad stripe runs downwards from the beak and then across the sides of the neck; immediately below this black stripe is a rose-red collar which encircles the neck excepting in front; the breast is tinged with greyish; the under wing-coverts are yellowish-green; the whole of the lateral tail-feathers are yellow, and greenish on the outer web, and all are tipped with yellow; the beak is red with brownish tip, the cere grey, feet ash, iris of eye pale yellow, with the edges of the eyelids pale orange. The hen differs from the cock in the absence of the black stripes and the rose-red collar, the latter being indistinguishably indicated in emerald green. Hab., India, Ceylon, and the Indo-Burmese region as far as Cochín-China.

Jerdon says of this bird ("Birds of India," Vol. I., pp. 258, 259): "It is one of the most common and familiar birds in India, frequenting cultivated ground and gardens, even in the barest and least wooded parts of the country, and it is habitually found about towns and villages, constantly perching on the house top. It is very destructive to most kinds of grain, as well as to fruit gardens. Burgess says that they carry off the ears of corn to trees to devour at leisure, and I have observed the same sometimes. When the grains are cut and housed, it feeds on the ground, on the stubble corn field, also on meadows, picking up what seeds it can; and now and then takes long flights, hunting for any tree that may be in fruit, skimming close to and examining every tree; and when it has made a discovery of one in fruit, circling round, and sailing with outspread and down-pointing wings, till it alights on the tree. It associates in flocks of various size, sometimes in vast numbers, and generally many hundreds roost together in some garden or hedge.

"It breeds both in holes in trees, and very commonly, in the south of India, about houses, in holes in old buildings, pagodas, tombs, etc. Like the last, it lays four white eggs. Its breeding season is from January to March. Adams states that "he has seen this Parrakeet pillage the nests of the Sand Martin; but with what intent, he does not guess. Its ordinary flight is rapid, with repeated strokes of the wings, somewhat wavy laterally, or arrowy. It has a harsh cry, which it always repeats when in flight, as well as at other times."

The Ring-neck is generally known amongst soldiers and sailors as the "Green Parrot," under which name I was familiar with it when a child. On account of the facility with which it can be taught to speak, it is a great favourite with the ladies, although it gives them many a headache through its propensity to scream. At times it is imported in such numbers that the market becomes glutted, and specimens can be purchased at absurd prices. I have known it to be offered as low as 5s. per bird. Some specimens have been taught to talk quite well; though, more often than not, their owners have supposed that they could not be instructed to speak distinctly, but only with a nasally twang, the consequence being that the birds always talked as if they belonged to a Punch and Judy show.

When nicely instructed, the language is distinctly human, but low-pitched, so that one has to stand near the cage to hear what the bird is saying; there is none of the outspoken clearness which characterises the utterances of the Grey Parrot or any of the talking Amazons.

I have never kept this species myself, though I was once offered a hen in a good cage for 5s.; but a shrieking hen Parrot did not tempt me; had it been a cock bird, I might have closed with the offer.

In The *Agricultural Magazine*, First Series, Vol. VIII., p. 46, Mr. Porter describes his experiences in breeding this species in a lean-to aviary:—A four-and-a-half-gallon barrel was suspended for the nesting-receptacle. In 1900 one young one was reared; in 1901 two were hatched, but one crawled out of the hole and was killed by its fall to the ground, the other was reared. In Germany the species has been bred on several occasions, notably by Mr. Wigand; the young are six weeks in the nest, and then for some time afterwards are fed by the female parent. The first example recorded in the London Zoological Society's "List" was deposited at the Gardens in 1862; altogether quite six or seven dozen specimens must have been added to their collection since that date. In 1889 my old friend Col. Charles Swinhoe presented a yellow aberration to them.

**AFRICAN RING-NECKED PARRAKEET (**Palaearnis docilis**)

It differs from P. torquata in its shorter wings and smaller beak, the colouring of which is less vivid, more or less suffused with slaty purplish, but it is by no means black, as has been asserted. Von Heuglin describes the beak as crimson, more blackish at the tip; the feet floozy leaden; the iris rosy yellowish, with similarly-coloured naked circle surrounding the eye. Hab., North of the Equator from Abyssinia to Senegambia.

In its wild state this species lives chiefly in small companies in wooded steppes and on the banks of rivers where there are tall trees. It flies restlessly with much noise from tree to tree, and is very conspicuous wherever it is—restless and very voracious. It devours figs, dates, tamarinds, and other fruits. Its flight is high, rapid, and direct, its long tail held quite horizontally, and the well-known whistle of the old males is abundantly heard, both when leaving and approaching
the trees. The breeding season is from March to June; the careless nests are formed in hollow trees (such as acacias) at a height of from fifteen to thirty feet from the ground, and produce from three to four half-naked young, which are an unusual time in developing.

Capt. Boyd Alexander, writing on the "Birds of the Gold Coast" (The Ibis, 1902, p. 370), says: — "We observed it near Busu in December in very large flocks, frequenting the guinea-corn plantations, the corn being then nearly ripe."

At p. 437, the soft parts are thus described from specimens obtained on the White Nile by R. McD. Hawker: - "Iris pale straw-colour; bill red, blackish at tip and on lower mandible; legs and feet grey."

My friend, Mr. James Honsiden, of Sydenham, had a pair of this species committed to his care by Major, then Lieut. Horshrub, and consequently I had an opportunity of examining them. They appeared to me slightly smaller than the Indian bird and somewhat less noisy; the size and colouring of the beak would alone serve to distinguish them at a glance from P. torquata, and it is to me surprising that the two should have been confounded. I should describe the upper mandible as crimson, blackish at tip, and more or less suffused with blackish about the middle (as if the beak had been dipped into an ink-pot so as to dull the crimson on the distal half), the lower mandible also suffused with blackish, but to the base. In fact, the beak is altogether dingier than that of the Indian species.

This species first reached the London Zoological Gardens in 1861.

Blossom-headed Parrakeet (Palaearctis cyanoccephala).

The cock bird, when adult, is of a brilliant green colour, the head having a beautiful peach-like colouring, red, shaded with blue, at the back and the nape of the neck, and less distinctly on the cheeks. There is a black stripe from the lower mandible, which is continued as a collar round the neck, and is followed by a yellowish ring. The lesser wing-coverts are marked with a bright cinnamon reddish patch; the axillaries and under wing-coverts are of a glaucous or verditer blue colour. The two central tail-feathers are blue, tipped with white, and the remainder green, tipped with yellow. The upper mandible is waxy yellow, varying to orange, and the lower mandible black or dusky. The hen has no back collar or red patch on the wing-coverts; the top, back, and sides of the head are lilacine, somewhat browner on the sides, and bounded by a better defined yellow collar. The black collar is wanting. Hab., Himalayas, the northern, western, and southern portion of Central India, and Ceylon.

Mr. Good says that the Plum or "Blossom-headed" Parrakeet prefers jungly districts to the more open parts of the country, but occurs in all the more richly-wooded, cultivated districts. Its flight is very swift. It breeds in the jungle in holes of trees from December to March, and usually lays four white eggs. The Plumhead is very destructive to grain crops, and my brother found it a perfect pest in his Indian Garden, where a flock would alight upon a row of peas and shell the pods almost as quickly as they could be done by hand: directly they appeared, all available missiles were hurled at them, sometimes more effectively injuring the peas than even the destructive Parrakeets.

Writing on the "Birds of Lucknow" (The Ibis, 1903, p. 61), Mr. W. Jesse says: — "It is more abundant in the wild than in the cultivated, with which I fancy that it must be less migratory. I have never taken the eggs, but Reid got four fresh specimens in a pinal-tree on the 15th of April, which averaged .98 in. by .80 in. The cry of this bird is less harsh and far more pleasing than that of P. torquata."

The Blossom-head is one of the best known and most freely imported of all Parrots, and has, at times, been sold at a very cheap rate. It was bred by Dr. Russ in his bird-room in 1872; it first reached the London Zoological Gardens in 1862.

Rose-headed Parrakeet (Palaearctis rosa).

Both old and young birds are distinguishable at the first glance from the Indian Blossom-head, the male when adult having its head of a pretty rose-colour shading into lavender on the crown, the black colour not succeeded by a blue-green stripe as in the Indian species; the back and under parts are less yellow, the rump bluer; the patch on the wing is browner, and the central tail-feathers are tipped with yellow.

The female has the head more ashy (less blue); the yellow collar indistinct at the sides; the green colour above and below purer, and the wing marked with a red-brown patch as in the male.

The young when they leave the nest nearly resemble the female, but are a little duller; both sexes show the wing-patch distinctly. Hab., "Siilkhim, Dacca, Eastern Bengal, Assam, Upper Burma, and eastwards as far as Cochin China, and Southern China." (Salvadori).*

In Hume's "Nests and Eggs of Indian Birds," Second Edition, Vol. III., p. 88, we read: — "Writing of the Eastern Rose-headed Parrot in Pegu, Mr. Good remarks: — "Nest with four eggs well incubated in a hole of a tree about six feet from the ground. The hole was a foot deep, very roomy, but the entrance, which had been enlarged by the bird, was only large enough to admit its body. The eggs were laid on the bare wood. Although the sitting bird was poked at with a stick, and it took fully half an hour to enlarge the hole in order to take the eggs, yet the bird could not be induced to quit the nest, and eventually had to be dragged out. When disturbed with the stick the female made a noise like the hissing of a snake. These eggs were taken on the 22nd February."

"On the 22nd March two fresh eggs were taken from another hole, and on the 16th March another nest was found also with two eggs well incubated."

"The eggs are, of course, pure white, rather glossy when fresh, but becoming dull with incubation. The eggs measure from .97 to .95 in length, and from .85 to .8 in breadth." (Salvadori refers to P. rosa, and probably that is so, though P. rosa is quoted as distinct in the same work.)

Hume ("Nests and Eggs," Vol. III., pp. 87, 88) appears to have transposed the two species of Blossom-headed Parrakeets, but the habits of the two are so identical, both at liberty and in captivity, that it is of little consequence.

I purchased two pairs in young plumage about 1893, but I soon discovered that both sexes of one pair had been pinioned, and (before many weeks) these died. The other pair acquired their full adult plumage in the autumn, and in 1894 I was successful in breeding with them, one hen bird leaving the nesting-log and being reared to maturity. It was decidedly larger than its mother, and she, having twisted her tail in the nest when sitting, looked a very inferior bird.

In the following spring the young bird attacked her

* Salvadori gives Southern China on the authority of Consul Swinhoe, but expresses his belief that the two specimens from Chefoo and Canton are both cage-birds, and may have been brought to China.
mother, and I was obliged to remove the latter to a flight-cage to save her life. The father and daughter paired on several occasions, but without result. Now comes the most remarkable fact. The female which I had caged retained its crooked tail until the second moult, and after being two years in a cage it suddenly acquired the perfect colouring of a male bird; shortly after which it died. When opened, the taxidermist assured me that it was a male bird; the ovarium had entirely disappeared with the exception of two fragments on the left side, which had become tightly convoluted so as to present the appearance of male organs, the only irregularity in the appearance being their lateral position.

Had I not known absolutely that it was impossible for me to have made a mistake, the bird having been two years isolated in its female plumage, and at first with the distorted tail acquired during incubation, I should not have hesitated for a moment to accept the verdict of the taxidermist. Doubtless the acquisition of male colouring was due to the decay of the ovarium.

I found these Parrakeets so destructive to other small birds in the aviary with them that I sent them to a show at the Crystal Palace, pricing them at the cost of the original two pairs of young birds; they were speedily snapped up, and I was not sorry to see the last of them. This species was exhibited at Regent's Park in 1877.

**SLATY-HEADED PARRAKEET (Palæornis schisticeps).**

Green; hind-neck tinged with verdigris; a dark cherry-red patch on median wing-coverts; front edge of wing yellow; primaries with dark green outer webs with narrow yellowish edge, dark grey inner webs; central tail-feathers more or less green at base, blue in the middle, bright yellow on distal half, the other feathers green on outer and yellow on inner webs; head slaty bluish-black; chin, mandibular stripe and a narrow collar at the back of neck, black; under parts paler and more yellowish-green than above; under wing-coverts verdigris; tail below yellow; beak with coral-red upper mandible, the terminal hook and lower mandible yellow; feet dusky green; iris straw-colour; orbital skin slaty. Female without the dark red wing-patch. Hab., North India where, according to Hume, "it is confined to a narrow zone lying between the bases of the sub-Himalayan ranges and the first high snowy ridge."

Of this species Jerdon remarks ("Birds of India," Vol. I., p. 261): — "Adams says: 'Its favourite food is seeds of wheat, apricots and pomegranates; very noisy and gregarious.'"

Hume says ("Nests and Eggs," Vol. III., p. 89): — "The Slaty-headed Pareoquet breeds throughout the Himalayas, south of the first Snowy Range, at heights of from 4,000 to 7,000 feet. During the winter they keep much lower down, but about March they begin to come upwards to breed, and the majority lay during the latter half of March and April, though I took one nest of fresh eggs on the 5th of May.

"They nest at times in natural hollows of trees; in fact, this I think is more usual, but not infrequently in holes cut by themselves. The trees in which I have most commonly found them is the hill-oak. The eggs are often very deep down and difficult to secure, especially when, as is often the case, the tree is a sound one. The egg-chamber is at times very large, but is never less than 4 or 5 inches in diameter. They lay from four to five eggs, which are commonly placed on chips of wood; the nest has no other lining. The female sits very close, and will not leave her eggs, though you may be twenty minutes hacking away with an axe to get down to the nest.

"The eggs are rather broad ovals, pure white when fresh, and glassless. In size they are intermediate between those of P. purpureus and P. torquatus. They appear to be often much soiled and stained during incubation, as is not uncommon with those of P. purpureus, but which is not common with those of P. torquatus. In length these eggs vary from 1.08 to 1.17 inch, and in breadth from 0.89 to 0.94 inch; but the average is about 1.12 by 0.92 inch."

The P. purpureus of Hume's work is the Indian Blossom-headed Parrakeet. 

Russ does not mention P. schisticeps in his "Handbook," nor does it appear in the Zoological Society's "List," but Mr. Seth-Smith says ("Parrakeets," p. 107): "It is a very beautiful Parrakeet, but one that is seldom seen alive in England."

**Burmese SLATY-HEADED PARRAKEET (Palæornis finschi).**

Differs from the preceding, in the yellower tint of the green; the bluer head and the more brownish back; the central tail-feathers much narrower; beak with upper mandible orange-vermilion tipped with yellowish; lower mandible pale yellow; feet pale sordid green; irides creamy white or grey with a narrow inner ring of golden yellow; sometimes pale brown, with an outer ring of white. Female smaller and without the dark red wing-patch. Hab., Burmah, and probably northward to Arrakan.

According to Mr. Davison ("Stray Feathers," Vol. VI., p. 119), "It occurs in small parties, frequenting the edges and thinner portions of the forest and the banks of streams. Its voice is very similar to that of P. schisticeps of India."

Mr. Davison found it feeding upon large red flowers, but doubtless its general food would be similar to that of other species of Palæornis.

Mr. E. W. Harper presented a specimen of this very rare Parrakeet to the London Zoological Society in 1900.

**MALABAR PARRAKEET (Palæornis peristerodes).**

Green, somewhat bluer above than below; the head, neck, upper back, and breast ashy-grey, with the exception of the forehead, which is green edged behind with blue; the lores and a patch encircling the eyes, which are green; from the back a large black transverse stripe which joins a black collar bordered behind by
bluish which becomes broader on the throat; upper wing-coverts with pale edges; first primary black, the others blue edged with green; central tail feathers blue, greenish at the base, and tipped with yellowish; next pair blue on the outer web, greenish towards the base; remaining feathers with blue outer and yellow inner webs; all the tips and the under surface yellow; upper mandible red with horn-white point, lower mandible dusky reddish; feet greenish leaden; iris varying from yellow to brown.

Dr. Russ describes the feet as "brownish grey," but he states that the female agrees with the male, whereas Salvador says that she "wants the bluish-green collar and the eyes." The feathers of the head, especially in the female; both green and black coverts are wanting; the black mandibular stripes are slightly indicated.

Hab., southern India, from Travancore up to about N. lat. 17 degrees.

Jerdon says of this Pardakeet: "It, in general, keeps to the depths of the forests, and frequents only the loftiest trees. Its flight is rapid and elegant, and it associates in small flocks. Its cry is mellow, subdued, and agreeable. It feeds chiefly on fruits of various kinds. The young birds are occasionally taken in the Wynaad by some of the jungle races there, and brought for sale to the Neillgherries."

In the second edition of Hume's "Nests and Eggs of Indian Birds," Vol. III., pp. 68, 90, we read: "Mr. P. Bourdillon informs me that he has taken several nests of this species in the Assam Bamboo Hills, in Travancore. He says: "The first nest we found contained a single fresh egg; this was on the 6th of January. The second (taken on the 20th of January) contained two fresh eggs, while the third, which we found on the 16th of February, yielded four hard-set ones. Probably four is the full complement. The nest is invariably in a hole in a tree, at a considerable height from the ground, and is made of a mixture of feathers, young leaves and rotten wood. I have never observed this species either cutting a hole for itself or carrying any material for a nest. The breeding-season seems to last from the 1st of January to the close of March. During April old and young birds are very noisy; the latter learning to fly, the former showing them the way to set about it. The eggs are roundish, white and slightly polished, and the average dimensions of seven were 1.07 inch by 0.85."

Russ says that Von Schlechtendal possessed a small flock of these birds for a long time. Now and again they are malevolent, yet not spitefully snappish towards one another; they have a sharp clattering cry, but not so piercing as that of the Ring-necked Pardakeet. In other respects quiet and peaceful.

After giving the above account of the Malabar Pardakeet, Russ finishes his notes as follows: "One of the most irritating screamers, not to be scared: a bit of."

The two or three examples of this species which I have seen did not strike me as particularly noisy; but, doubtless, with this as with all species, individuals vary.

This Pardakeet was first purchased by the London Zoological Society in 1853, and a fair number of specimens has been added to the collection since that date.

DERBYAN PARDAKEET (Paleornis derbyana).

Green; more yellow on centre of wings; lateral tail-feathers above with a slight bluish tinge on outer webs; four central feathers blue, broadly edged with green towards the base; forehead, lores and a broad moustachial streak velvety-black; front of crown and orbital region verditer green; back of crown and ear-coverts violaceous blue; a narrow vinous line from back of ear-coverts down the side of the neck; the under wing-coverts and under surface to vent similarly coloured; under tail-coverts green narrowly edged with bluish; tail below dull golden-olive; beak black; irides pale straw-colour. Female with the upper mandible red.

Hab., "interior of China," probably Hainan.

The type of this rare species was long believed to be unique in the Derby Museum in Liverpool, but in June, 1863, the Hon. Walter Rothschild received two females alive, which he deposited in the Parrot House of the London Zoological Gardens in Regent's Park. Mr. Seth-Smith tells us ("Parrakeets," p. 122) that there "was also a fine pair living in the Berlin Zoological Gardens in 1900."

Banded or Moustache Parrakeet. (Paleornis fasciata).

Green; a large yellowish-green patch and a slight tinge of bluish on median wing-coverts; middle tail-feathers blue, edged with green near the base and tipped with yellowish, the others bluish-green; head grey, slightly bluish, lores and orbital region slightly greenish; a band from forehead to eye and a broad stripe from beak to side of neck, black; an emerald green stripe, to sides of neck; throat, breast, and front of abdomen vinaceous red; hinder abdomen, vent, and under tail-coverts green washed with blue; upper mandible coral red with yellow tip, lower mandible black; feet dusky greenish-yellow; irides pale yellow. Female with more blue on the head, the vinaceous red of the breast extended up the sides of the neck between the blue of the head and the emerald green of the neck; beak black, orange-brown at base of lower mandible.

Hab., "Eastern Bengal and along the Himalayas as far as Kumaon, Indo-Burmese Regions, Andaman Islands, Cambodia, Cochín China, Hainan, and, according to Swinhoe, also south of China, near Amoy." (Salvadori.)

Jerdon says of this species ("Birds of India," Vol. I., pp. 268-269): "In some parts of Lower Bengal, as in Goruckpore and Rumpore, it visits the plains, when the rice is ripe, in large flocks. It is brought to Calcutta, caged, in great numbers, from Tipperah, Chittagong, and other places to the East, etc., and is rather a favourite with the pet fancier than the bird connoisseur. Its call is much more agreeable than that of torquatus or Alexandri. At Thyet-myo in Upper Burmah, in May, I observed large flocks of what I presume was this species, though the only specimens I obtained were in immature plumage. They were feeding on the ground on cow-dung, on the dry bed of the Irrawaddy."

The following account of the nidification by Mr. R. Thompson is quoted in Hume's "Nests and Eggs of Indian Birds," Vol. III., p. 91: "The Madhun Gour Pardakeet breeds in the lower forest of the sub-Himalayan range and are peculiarly restricted to this locality when breeding. Any hole in a tree serves for a nest provided it is near the top of the tree, and the eggs are four in number, pure white, and about the size and shape of those of P. torquatus. The breeding-season commences in March, and is carried on till the middle of May, when the young birds leave the nest. The eggs are four in number, pure white, and about the size and shape of those of P. torquatus. The breeding-season commences in March, and is carried on till the middle of May, when the young birds leave the nest. Large numbers of them are taken every season when they are yet too young to be able to fly, and carried to the plains where they are much prized by the natives, learning easily to repeat words and phrases taught them. This Paroquet is generally distributed
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through the dense and lofty forests, but nowhere is it very common."

On the same page we read: "Six eggs vary from 1.12 to 1.18 inch in length, and from 0.94 to 1.0 inch in breadth."

A male obtained at South-west Yunnan by Capt. A. W. S. Wingate (The Ibis, 1900, p. 599) is said to have had the iris yellowish-brown; as this species varies in length from 14 to 16 inches, it is quite likely that the colouring of the soft parts may have a local and therefore racial significance.

This is a freely imported and fairly popular bird, yet I have not been able to trace it in Russ's "Handbook," and can only suppose that he confounded it with some other species. I am not aware that it has ever been bred in captivity. It first reached the London Zoological Gardens in 1871, and other specimens have been acquired from time to time since that date.

**Javan Parrakeet (Palaearctis alexandri).**

Differs from the preceding in its inferior size; the beak wholly red in both sexes. Hab. Java and South Borneo.

This is practically little more than a race of the preceding species, and does not differ from it in its habits; it is not nearly so often imported; it first reached the Regent's Park Gardens in 1859.

**Blyth's Nicobar Parrakeet (Palaearctis caniceps).**

Green, brighter on rump and upper tail-coverts; primaries and their coverts black, the outer webs washed with green and narrowly edged with blue towards base; middle tail-feathers greyish towards the tip, and sometimes with bluish at the base, tip greenish; head grey, passing gradually on to the nape into greyish black; a broad black band from the forehead to the eye, a broad mandibular stripe, and the chin, black; tail below dull golden; upper mandible red, lower mandible black; feet leaden-green; irides bright red. Female with the crown and nape bluer and the beak wholly black. Hab. Nicobar Islands.

According to Mr. Davison this species does not associate in flocks, but is found singly or in pairs, occasionally in small parties of five or six. It is a loud screech, continually uttered, both when flying and settled, and its food consists largely of the ripe fruit of the pandanus.

Two examples were placed or deposited in the London Zoological Society's Gardens in 1902; but otherwise this Parrakeet seems to be unknown as a cage-bird in this country.

**Lucian Parrakeet (Palaearctis modesta).**

Green; upper back pale yellowish-green, more or less washed with bluish; lower back also somewhat bluish; inner webs of flights blackish; central tail-feathers changing to blue towards terminal half, the tips slightly greenish; forehead dark bluish-green shading off into the ordinary green behind; crown dull reddish with a greenish tinge; back of head and nape brighter reddish; lores and mandibular stripes black; cheeks and ear-coverts bright brick-red; fore neck and upper breast pale yellowish-green shading into brighter green on posterior portion of under surface; under surface of wings and under flights and under coverts blackish; tail, dull golden olive; upper mandible red tipped with whitish; lower mandible black; feet grey; irides yellow. Female with the crown greenish-brown; frontal margin, lores, and mandibular stripe dark bluish-green; cheeks and ear-coverts reddish, a bluish band mar-

ning the latter behind; beak wholly black. Hab., Engano, off the west coast of Sumatra.

Very little seems to be known about this bird; though, according to Mr. Seth-Smith it is a dull and stupid cage-bird. Count Salvadori quotes two examples as having been in the possession of the London Zoological Society, but in the ninth edition of the "List," the species previously recorded as received in 1857 is said to have come from China; so also is the one received in 1884, whereas Count Salvadori enters them in the "Catalogue" as "Indian Archipelago (?)" although he says that Dr. E. Modigliani has quite recently discovered the habitat, previously unknown, of this bird as Engano. Why then not have entered them as "Engano"?

Russ says of it: "Recently imported on several occasions," and gives the Moluccas (?) as the habitat.

**Nicobar Parrakeet (Palaeornis nicobarica).**

Green; interscapular region pale green washed with bluish; flights blue, edged with green and greenish towards tips; primary-coverts blue; middle tail-feathers blue, edged with green, the others somewhat bluish along the centres; lores bluish-black; cheeks and ear-coverts brick-red; mandibular stripe black; nape pale yellowish-green, slightly suffused with lilac behind back of head; fore neck and upper breast yellowish-green, brighter on rest of under surface; tail below golden yellowish; upper mandible vermillion tipped with yellow, lower mandible horny-black, yellowish horn-coloured, or deep dull red; feet dull earthy or brownish-green; irides bright yellow, pale yellow, creamy white, or pale brown; orbital skin greenish-brown or brownish-green. Female with an olive tinge on the crown, the nape and interscapular region without lilac or bluish suffusion; the cheeks of a duller red; the mandibular stripe slightly greener; beak wholly blackish. Hab., Nicobar Islands.

In Hume's "Nests and Eggs of Indian Birds," Vol. III., pp. 91, 92, we read: —"Mr. Davison remarks: On the 17th of February I found on the island of Trinkut, Nicobar, a nest of the Nicobar Parrot in a hole in a branch of a screw-pine (Pandanus), about 12 ft. from the ground; the nest contained two young birds, one covered with feathers, the other a tiny little thing, with its eyes closed, and without the trace of a feather. There was no lining to the hole, only a little powder from the decayed wood. Again, on the 2nd March, I found a nest, also on the island of Trinkut, situated about 30 ft. above the ground, in a hole in a branch of a large forest tree; this nest contained two very young birds."

"It is curious that the bills of all the young of these species that I examined were quite red, both upper and lower mandibles; the adult females always have the bills black. Can it be that the bills turn from red in the young females to black in the adult females?"

"The young of P. nicobaricus and P. *erythri* that I examined may have been all males; but this I think was not likely. I must have seen during my stay at the Andamans and Nicobars at least thirty young birds of these species, of all sexes, either with convicts or in the Nicobarese huts, and yet I never saw a young one that could not fly that had a black upper or lower mandible. The only very young one that I actually dissected was a male."

According to the same writer, quoted in "Stray Feathers," Vol. I., p. 182, "this species is exceedingly abundant on all the islands of the Nicobar group"; he says that they frequent forests, gardens, and the mangrove swamps, generally in small flocks, but occasion-
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ally singly, more often in pairs or small parties of four or five when feeding in gardens. "They feed largely on the papaya (Carica papaya) and on the ripe pandanus fruit, and I have seen them eating the ripe outer covering of the betel nut (Areca catechu), which is so very abundant on some of the Nicobar Islands; but this is evidently not a favourite food with them, and they apparently never touch it when they can obtain better food, as on Camorta."

Russ gives no information respecting this species in his "Handbook." An example was purchased for the London Zoological Gardens in 1875, but it seems to be seldom imported, although Mr. Davison says that they are very easily reared in captivity.

Andaman Parrakeet (Paleornis tytleri).

Rather smaller than the preceding, the nape and upper back more suffused with lilac and bluish, the breast also slightly suffused with bluish. Female differing from that sex of P. nicobarica in its inferior size and the deep green colour of the mandibular stripe. Hab., Andaman Islands.

Mr. Davison says (cf. Hume's "Nests and Eggs," op. cit.): "On the 17th of April, at Port Monat, Andamans, I saw a female (P. tytleri) feeding two young ones that were sitting on the edge of a hole in an old dry mangrove stump about 12 ft. high. As I did not require the birds, I did not climb up to the nest, and so cannot say whether the hole was lined or not."

In its habits this species perfectly agrees with P. nicobarica. Mr. Seth-Smith includes P. tytleri in his book because he thinks it must have been imported; Russ also includes it, but says nothing about it.

Long-tailed Parrakeet (Paleornis longicauda).

The adult male above is green, darker on the lores; the sides of the head and a broad collar across the nape vinous red; broad black mandibular stripes; mantle yellowish shaded with bluish; lower back and rump pale blue; flights blue, tinged at the tips and edged with green; upper tail-coverts and tail green, but the central tail-feathers blue, edged at the base with green; under parts yellowish, the axillaries, under wing-coverts and tail below yellow; upper mandible red, lower mandible brown; feet greyish; iris yellow.

The female is a little darker on the crown; the sides of the head less red, the ear-coverts with a bluish tinge, the mandibular stripes dark green, tail shorter than that of the male; beak horn-brown. The young male is similar, but smaller; the rump bluish and the upper mandible red. Hab., Penang, Malacca, Singapore, Sumatra, Nias, Billiton and Borneo.

The late Consul R. Swinhoe, writing in 1870 of a visit to the market at Canton, says: "Parrakeets with red cheeks (Paleornis longicauda) were in abundance. The dealers told me that they were brought from the western portion of the province, down the west river."

According to Governor Ussher, writing from Labuan: "About April this Parroquet appears to congregate in large numbers, especially the males, uttering loud cries. They then separate, probably for breeding purposes. The males are extremely handsome and swift of flight."

Dr. Russ says: "Much mentioned in the legends and poems of the Malays, described as unnaturally clever; moreover, much caught as an article of food. Not bred hitherto."

It seems a strange thing that a bird so abundant in Malaysia should only come to hand in the European bird-markets occasionally and in single examples. Two specimens of this species were purchased for the London Zoological Gardens in 1854, and others have been added at intervals from that date. Russ says it is rare, and only imported singly; but, according to Mr. Seth-Smith, some of those which come to hand are advertised by dealers as the much rarer Lucian's Parrakeet.

For the species of Polytelis which follow, various foods have been recommended; but Mr. Seth-Smith recommends boiled maize, hemp, and canaryseed as food for them; he also gave ripe fruit daily. This genus is characterised by its weaker beak with the upper mandible not notched.

Barraband's Parrakeet (Polytelis barrabandi). As usual the prevailing colour is green, the adult male with bright yellow forehead, cheeks, and throat; the bastard wing, flights, and tail, dark blue washed with green; thighs usually green, but sometimes red; beak red; feet brown; iris orange-yellow.

The female has the face dull greenish-blue; the chest dull rose-colour; the thighs scarlet; primaries bluish-green; central tail-feathers green; remaining feathers with their inner webs rose-red and their outer webs bluish-green; beak pale reddish-orange; feet, dark brown; iris, brown.

The young male resembles the female. Hab., New South Wales and the interior, to Victoria and South Australia.

Gould appears to have been unacquainted with the wild life of this handsome bird. He says: "Living individuals are frequently brought down to Sydney by the draymen of the Argyle county, where it appears to be a common species." "From the length of its wings and the general contour of its body, we may be assured that its power of flight is very great, and that it doubtless removes from one part of the continent to another whenever nature prompts it so to do."

Campbell says ("Nests and Eggs of Australian Birds," p. 625): "This most elegant and exquisitely coloured species is a somewhat scarce Parrakeet, being limited to isolated localities inland from South Queensland down to South Australia."

"The Barraband Parrakeet, or, as it is called, the 'Green-leek' is well named on account of its general grass-green plumage, the beauty of which is intensified by the forehead, cheeks and throat being of rich gamboge-yellow, and immediately beneath the throat is a conspicuous crescent of scarlet. The female is entirely inferior in colouring to the male. Total length of a bird about 1½ ft. The bird is a striking adornment to an avairy. He thus describes the nidification: 'Nest.—Within a hole or hollow in a tree, usually by a stream. Eggs.—Clutch, four to five; elliptical in shape; texture of shell somewhat fine; surface glossy; colour pure white. Dimensions in inches: 1.17 x 0.9.'"

Dr. Russ speaks of this Parrakeet as rare in the market, but says that a German sailor imported twenty examples of a bird about a year ago. The bird is a striking adornment to an avairy. He describes the nidification: 'Nest.—Within a hole or hollow in a tree, usually by a stream. Eggs.—Clutch, four to five; elliptical in shape; texture of shell somewhat fine; surface glossy; colour pure white. Dimensions in inches: 1.17 x 0.9.'

Hume says (cf. Hume's "Nests and Eggs of Australian Birds," p. 625): "This most elegant and exquisitely coloured species is a somewhat scarce Parrakeet, being limited to isolated localities inland from South Queensland down to South Australia."

"The Barraband Parrakeet, or, as it is called, the 'Green-leek' is well named on account of its general grass-green plumage, the beauty of which is intensified by the forehead, cheeks and throat being of rich gamboge-yellow, and immediately beneath the throat is a conspicuous crescent of scarlet. The female is entirely inferior in colouring to the male. Total length of a bird about 1½ ft. The bird is a striking adornment to an avairy. He thus describes the nidification: 'Nest.—Within a hole or hollow in a tree, usually by a stream. Eggs.—Clutch, four to five; elliptical in shape; texture of shell somewhat fine; surface glossy; colour pure white. Dimensions in inches: 1.17 x 0.9.'

Dr. Russ speaks of this Parrakeet as rare in the market, but says that a German sailor imported twenty examples of a bird about a year ago. The bird is a striking adornment to an avairy. He describes the nidification: 'Nest.—Within a hole or hollow in a tree, usually by a stream. Eggs.—Clutch, four to five; elliptical in shape; texture of shell somewhat fine; surface glossy; colour pure white. Dimensions in inches: 1.17 x 0.9.'

In the 1830th ed. C. D. Farrar successfully bred the species in his aviary, and published an account of his experience in The Avicultural Magazine, First Series, Vol. VI., p. 219. He fed his birds entirely on hemp and canary seed.

I was much tempted to buy a handsome pair of this fine species which was offered to me about the year
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1897 or 1898, but I had then practically given up keeping Parrots, and therefore resisted the temptation. This species was first exhibited at the London Zoological Gardens in 1897, and others have been received since.

**BLACK-TAILED PARRAKEET** (*Polytelis melanura*). Upper back olive; scapulars and flights black, the latter with a purplish-blue suffusion on outer web; innermost greater wing-coverts red at tips; innermost secondaries red near tips of outer webs; tail deep purplish-blue; head, neck, shoulders, rump and under surface bright yellow, the head, nape, and upper tail-coverts with an olive tinged; flights below brown; tail below black, with paler tip; beak scarlet; feet ash-grey; irides bright red. Female dull olive-green, darker on back; the rump, breast and abdomen with a yellowish tinge; a greenish yellow patch on the wing-coverts; bastard wing, primary coverts, primaries and some of the secondaries deep blue, with olive outer margins; innermost greater wing-coverts and innermost secondaries red towards the tips; tail bluish-green, black on inner webs and below; three and sometimes all five of the lateral feathers margined on inner webs and tipped with rose-red; under wing-coverts yellowish-olive. Hsb., South Australia, from New South Wales to Western Australia.

Gould says ("Handbook to the Birds of Australia," Vol. II., p. 34): "Gilbert remarks that, in Western Australia, it is met with in small families of from nine to twelve in number, feeding on seeds, buds of flowers, and honey gathered from the white gum-tree. Its flight, as indicated by its form, is rapid in the extreme."

A. J. Campbell ("Nests and Eggs of Australian Birds," pp. 525, 526) says: "Nest.—Within a hole or hollow of a tree, usually bordering the stream in the interior, or in the crevice of a cliff, notably on the Lower Murray River. Eggs.—Clutch, four to six, roundish in shape, textured of shell comparatively fine, surface glossy in some instances, with limy nodules, colour pure white. Dimensions in inches of proper clutches: A (1) 1.26 × .9; (2) 1.24 × .98; (3) 1.2 × .98; (4) 1.19 × .96; B (1) 1.17 × .91; (2) 1.16 × .91; (3) 1.12 × .91; (4) 1.11 × .95; (5) 1.07 × .91."

"The late Captain F. C. Hansen (of the Murray steamer "Maggie") informed me that he has found the Black-tailed Parrakeet nesting in the Broken Bend cliffs (mallee cliffs) of the River Murray, near Wentworth, also in the cliffs lower down, between Morgan, South Australia, and the border of Victoria. Captain Hansen also states that generally only a pair of young is hatched out of a clutch of four eggs, and that a pair of old birds rears two broods a season in the same nest."

This Parrakeet is fairly well known under the name of "Rock-pebbler." It is not a common species in captivity in this country. Russ states that it has laid eggs on several occasions in confinement, and in 1886 was bred by Mr. B. Christensen, of Copenhagen. In 1903 Mrs. Johnstone bred it at Bury St. Edmunds. Being a rare bird, its price is high. Russ puts it at 60 to 75 marks for a pair. It was purchased by the London Zoological Society in 1864, and others have since been added.

The genus *Ptilotes* is characterised by having its tail-feathers of almost equal length and very broad. According to Mr. Seth-Smith, the one species hitherto imported should have a generous and varied diet—cannary hemp, oats, sunflower, boiled maize and ripe fruit, especially apples.

**PRINCESS OF WALES' PARRAKEET** (*Spathopterus alexandrae*). Differ from *Polytelis borbonian* in its pale blue forehead and the rosy colour of the lower part of the cheeks, the chin, and throat, which are yellow in that species; the central tail-feathers are also bluish-olive, the two succeeding feathers olive-green on their outer webs and dark brown on the inner ones; the remaining feathers with black centres, the outer parts olive-grey and the inner deep rose-red; the beak is coral red; the feet mealy-brown; iris, orange-yellow. Female smaller and duller, with less rose colour on the throat, and the third primary not spatulate as in the male. Hsb., Northern and Central Australia.

Mr. Keartland ("Report of the Horn Expedition to Central Australia," pp. 61, 62) says: "Professor Tate said he had seen a strange-looking Parrot in the oaks near hand at. I started off in the direction indicated, and, after going about two hundred yards, saw what at first appeared to be a Cockatoo-parrot flying towards me. Having carefully noted the branch on which it perched, I hurried forward, but, notwithstanding the sparse foliage of the tree, I had to look carefully for some minutes before I found it. Immediately the shot was fired a number of these beautiful birds flew out of the trees in all directions, in twos and threes. Five birds flew into one tree, but I had to walk round three times before I could see them. At last four heads were visible, just raised from a thick limb, the bodies and tails lying horizontally along the timber."

"I have since heard that one of their breeding places has been discovered on the Hale river. Mr. Charles Pritchard, who accompanied the party as supporter for gold, and assisted me in obtaining my birds, has forwarded to me three eggs out of a clutch of five, which is the usual number. They closely resemble those of *Platycercus eximius* in shape and size, but have a smooth and glossy surface, more like a pigeon's egg. I have since compared them with one laid by Mr. Magarey's bird in captivity, and find they exactly correspond."

"Writing under date 15th November, 1894, Mr. Pritchard says: 'Their appearance here. This is the first time on record that they have made this their breeding ground, but I do not think they have come to stay, and perhaps in a year or so they may be as rare as ever. These birds travel in lots from one pair up to nearly any number, are very tame, feeding about in the grass near the camp, and seem in no way afraid of people, cattle or horses. They breed in hollow trees, laying five eggs in a clutch, and several pairs of birds occupy holes in the same tree. They are nesting now in the eucalypts on the banks of the Hale river and other large watercourses. They do not always lie along the limbs, as you found them at Glen Edith, but perch as other Parrots. I have a number in captivity, amongst them being an old male bird with a tail 17in. long.'"

Mr. Fulljames gives an account of a pair which he obtained, in *The Agricultural Magazine*, Vol. V., pp. 168, 169, and he mentions another pair in the Adelaide Zoological Gardens which have nested and produced a pair of young. The cocks of Mr. Fulljames' pair and that in the Adelaide Zoo both died young, and it would appear that the species is by no means a hardy one, though very beautiful. When once established, Mr. Fulljames fed his hen bird upon millet and canary-
seed, but at first he was obliged to give it sponge cake and fruit.

Our Zoological Society received a specimen on deposit in 1895, and a second seems to have been received subsequently, but this Parrakeet is very rarely imported; it is not mentioned in Russ’ "Handbook."

CRIMSON-WINGED PARRAKEET (Pistes erythrops.terus).

The male has the crown and nape verditer-green; the scapulars and upper back black; the lower back and rump rich blue; the wing-coverts rich crimson; yellow at the base of the feathers; the primaries and inner secondaries dark green, the outer secondaries almost black with green edges, edge of wing green, with a few black feathers below the bend; tail dark green, tipped with yellow, edged with reddish; under parts yellowish-green, the quills and tail below dark brown, the latter with yellowish-green tips to the feathers, reddish at extreme edge; beak orange-scarlet; feet, olive-brown, iris varying from scarlet to reddish-orange.

The female is dull green above and yellowish-green below; a few of the wing-coverts red, forming a stripe; rump pale blue, the lateral tail feathers edged with pink to the tips; beak pale horn-colour, iris olive-brown. Hab. Northern and Eastern Australia.

Gould called this a Lory on account of its habits. He says: "The extensive belts of Acacia Pendent which diversify the plains of the eastern portion of Australia are tenanted by this bird, either in small companies of six or eight, or in flocks of a much greater number. It is beyond my power to describe the extreme beauty of the appearance of the Red-winged Lory when seen among the silvery branches of the Acacia, particularly when the flocks comprise a large number of adult males, the gorgeous scarlet of whose shoulders offers so striking a contrast to the surrounding objects. It is rather thinly dispersed among the trees skirting the rivers which intersect the Liverpool Plains, but from these towards the interior it increases in number. Being naturally shy and wary, it is much more difficult of approach than the generality of the Parrakeets, and it seldom becomes tame or familiar in captivity. "Its flight is performed with a motion of the wings totally different from that of any other member of the great family Psittacidae I have seen, and has frequently reminded me of the heavy flapping manner of the Pewit, except that the motion was even slower and more laboured. While on the wing it frequently utters a loud screeching cry."

"Its food consists of berries, the fruit of a species of Loranthus, and the pollen of flowers, to which is added a species of scaly bug-like insect, that infests the branches of its favourite trees; and in all probability small caterpillars, for I have found them in the crops of several of the Platycerci. It breeds in the holes of the large Eucalypti growing on the banks of rivers; the eggs, which are white, being four or five in number, about an inch and an eighth long by seven-eighths broad."

Mr. North mentions a clutch of eggs taken by Mr. George Barnard from the hollow branch in a lofty Eucalyptus in 1822, which were four in number. He says that the species commences the breeding in October, and continues the three following months.

Dr. Russ gives the Blood-wing a better character than Gould does. He says it is graceful and amiable, though, perhaps, somewhat clumsy, enduring, and bears cold without risk. It was first bred in Germany in 1878 by Mr. Seybold, of Münich. The clutch, according to Russ, consists of from two to four eggs; the female incubates alone, twenty-four days; later the male assists in feeding. The young remain in the nest twenty-four days.

In 1899 and 1901 the Rev. C. D. Farrar hatched young of this species in his aviary, but none were reared; but in the latter year Lady Morshead successfully reared three young ones (The Avicultural Magazine, First Series, Vol. VIII., p. 54).

Like most Parrakeets, this species is not a safe companion for smaller and weaker birds. In spite of its ugly sound, I am not sure that Blood-winged is not a better name than Crimson-winged for this species, since Gould called it Red-winged, and applied the name Crimson-winged to a smaller race.

This Parrakeet was first exhibited in the London Zoological Society’s collection in 1861, and a good many examples have been acquired since that date.

The genus Aprosmitus is characterized by its graduated tail, weaker beak, and notched upper mandible. The diet in captivity, according to Mr. Seth-Smith ("Parrakeets," p. 153), should consist of "canaryseed, hemp, oats, millet, sunflower seed, and boiled maize, to which should be added ripe fruit, such as apple, pear, grapes, or bananas, and green food, such as chickweed and groundsel."

King Parrakeet (Aprosmitus cyanopygius).

In the cock bird the head, neck, and under surface are crimson; the back and wings green, a line bounding the crimson at the back of the neck, and the rump deep blue; a band of pale verdigris-green along the wing-coverts; under wing-coverts green, edged with blue; inner web and under surface of quills black; under tail-coverts crimson, but the base of the feathers dark blue; upper tail-coverts dark olive; tail black, slightly olivaceous above, the outer feathers tinged with blue; beak vermilion, legs brown, iris of eye yellow. The hen has the head, neck, back, and wing green; the throat and chest dull green, tinged with red; the abdomen crimson; the under tail-coverts green, broadly edged with red; the rump blue, with the bases of the feathers green; the upper tail-coverts green; the tail above also green, but the lateral feathers tinged with blue on their outer webs; beak dusky. The young resemble their mother, excepting that their lateral tail feathers have rosy tips; the tail plumage is retained for the first two years. Hab., Eastern Australia from Port Denison to Victoria.

Mr. Gould says that this bird, which he calls the "King Lory," is "exclusively confined to the brushes, particularly such as are low and humid, and where the large Casuarina grow in the greatest profusion. All the brushes stretching along the northern and eastern coast appear to be equally favoured with its presence, as if there finds a plentiful supply of food, consisting of seeds and berries." He also observes that at the season when the Indian corn is ripening it is visited by great flocks of this Parrakeet, which cause considerable havoc amongst the crop; as regards its breeding habits he was unable to obtain any particulars. But Mr. North says that it builds in such lofty trees that the nest is very difficult to take.

Mr. A. J. Campbell ("Nests and Eggs of Australian Birds," p. 623) thus describes the nidification: "Nest.—Within a hollow limb or trunk of a giant tree (Eucalypt), sometimes as far down as the base, in heavy forest country. Eggs.—Clutch four to six; roundish in shape; texture of shell coarse; surface slightly glossy, but somewhat rough, being minutely pitted, and with here and there a limy nodule; colour pure white. Dimensions in inches of a clutches: (1) 1.3 by 1.06; (2) 1.27 by 1.11; (3) 1.21 by 1.06."

Dr. Russ describes this bird as abundant in zoological
Masked and King Parrakeets.
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institutions, also in bird-rooms; quiet and peaceable, but owing to its sitting so still it is more pleasing on account of its fine colouring than its agreeableness. It is fond of bathing, endur ing, and insensible to cold; therefore to be recommended for large aviaries out of doors. Bred by Mr. A. Kohler, of Weissenfels. Several instances have been recorded of the successful breeding of the species in this country also, and if more females were imported, there can be little doubt that successes would be still more frequent.

The London Zoological Society acquired its first specimen of the King Parrakeet in 1859, and has since exhibited a considerable number of both sexes.

In the genus Pyrrhulopis the tail is graduated, but the beak is much stronger than in Arucnites, and the upper mandible is not notched: the feeding in captivity should be the same as for the King Parrakeet.

Red Shining Parrakeet (Pyrrhulopis splendens).

Prevaling colour above green; a blue band across the nape; primaries and their coverts blue as well as the outermost secondaries, those next to them with a blue tinge along the middle; tail blue, greenish towards base, especially on the central feathers; head and under surface crimson; under wing-coverts bluish green; flights and tail below black; beak and feet black; irides orange. Female smaller, the beak smaller, shorter, less arched, with courser terminal hook. Hab., "Fiji Islands, Vitki Levu, and Kandavu." (Salvadori.)

Speaking of these birds, as observed in the Fiji Islands, the late Mr. E. L. Lazard says (The Ibis., 1876, p. 143): "They frequent the forest, feeding on various fruits and berries as they come into season; and making descents on the planters' Indian corn crops, where their depredations are very serious. They are very shy and wary, planting sentinels, who with harsh cries warn the flock of approaching danger, when off they all troop to the forest, and hide silently in the dense crowns of the broadest-leaved trees. If they find themselves discovered, they utter low cries, "waying themselves to and fro on their perches, and holding themselves ready for flight in a moment."

In the "Proceedings of the Zoological Society," 1876, p. 425, he says:—"Breeds in holes of trees, and lays two eggs, white, or so much stained as to appear reddish. I am not sure how this strain arises, whether from the parent bird, or the dark with which the nest is lined. It occurs also in eggs of P. personatus to such an extent that I mistook some eggs sent me for those of Astur cruenus, until assured by my correspondent that he had only taken those of the Parrot. Axis 1", 5/10, diam. 1" 2/10."

Russ says that Miss Hagenbok had a specimen of this species which talked well at the "Ornis" Exhibition of 1890; Mr. Bos, of Amsterdam, had a parrot which he described as clumsy and clumsy in an aviary, tryannical towards other Parrots; only when isolated in a large open-air aviary did both become tame and the hen laid eggs.

The London Zoological Society has, at various times, acquired a fair number of specimens of this brilliantly coloured Parrakeet; the first specimen was purchased for the Gardens in 1864.

Tabuan Parrakeet (Pyrrhulopis tabueni).

Chiefly differs from the preceding species in the deep cherry-red or maroon of the head and under parts (Russ calls it purplish brown-red). Female smaller, the beak much shorter and with shorter terminal hook. Hab., Fiji Islands—Vanna Levu, and introduced into Eooa (Tonga Island) from Fiji." (Salvadori;) also Tongatibu.

In the "Proceedings of the Zoological Society" for 1876, Mr. E. L. Layard says: "In answer to my inquiries, after birds, I was always comforted with, 'Ah! you will get the Parrot of Eooa!' and I confess my curiosity was greatly excited. However, as I was bound to Eooa on duty, I confidently expected to get it, and charged all my messmates in H.M.S. 'Nymph' to shoot every Parrot they could see!"

"This Eooa (or E-u-a) is a small island to the south of Tongatibu. It appears to me to be a mass of coral, metamorphosed, by the action of volcanic heat under great pressure, into crystallised limestone. It has then been raised to a considerable height (compared with Tongatibu, its near neighbour) above the sea-level, and, having cracked in cooling, is traversed by numerous deep perpendicular fissures. In these flourish a luxuriant tropical vegetation, while the gently rising surface of the island itself is covered with rich grass, oh which are depastured some ten or fifteen thousand sheep. As the forest has encroached in places on the pasture-land, the island, viewed from the higher levels, appears like a garden; and it
deserves the reputation of being the 'loveliest island in the South Seas'."

"I had to visit one of the stations; so, arming myself with 'Long Tom,' and handing my large double 'Westly Richards' to a native, I sallied out, determined to get a 'black Parrot' if possible. I also specially hired a native to go in search of them, and shoot nothing else."

"In one of the deep fissures, I heard the undoubted 'Ka-ka,' of a Parrot, that sounded vastly like that of our Fijian bird; so, while I kept watch for a flying shot, I sent the native down the perpendicular sides. Presently I heard below me the loud report of my big 'ten-bore,' followed by the native's shout of triumph; and he shortly reappeared, bringing me my old friend Platycercus tabuenus.

"Here, then, was a surprise! the 'black' Parrot turns out a dark maroon; and here, on this speck of land, and only on it, appears a Fijian Parrot! The more I think over it, the more I am convinced that the bird has been introduced into Eooa artificially. I have already (The Ibis, 1876) described the varieties of this species and Pl. splendens, Peale. It will be seen that Pl. tabueni and its allies inhabit that part of Fiji to which the Tongans have long years ago had free access. They and the Samoans are specially partial to red feathers for trimming their fans, etc., and for this purpose keep our little Luris solidarius in confinement, plucking it twice a year. I was told they fished as high as 20 or 30 dollars a pair in Tonga, to which place, and to Samoa, they are conveyed by every canoe or vessel that leaves those islands. What more likely, then, that some Tongan (a chief, probably) took with him the form of P. tabueni, found in Vanna Levu, and either purposely or accidentally let it loose in Eooa? It would never fly thither of its own accord; its powers are too limited, and not one representative of the genus is found elsewhere among the islands. No! it must have been introduced."

First purchased by the London Zoological Society in 1873; several other specimens have since been added to the collection.

Masked Parrakeet (Pyrrhulopis personata).

The adult male is green, the face black, the primaries and their coverts blue, tail bluish towards the tip, middle of breast yellow, middle of abdomen orange, flights and tail below black, beak black, feet dusky, iris orange-yellow. The female is similar, but smaller,
with a shorter, narrower, and altogether more elegantly formed beak; the young have the beak horn-coloured with yellow edges, the feet black, and the iris dark brown. Hah, Western Fiji Islands.

E. L. Layard says ("Proceedings of the Zoological Society," 1875, p. 426): "This species is characterised by possessing a musky smell, resembling that of a he-goat. I supposed it originated from the trees in the holes of which they breed; but having obtained some very young birds, I noticed they did not smell. Since, however, they have attained their full plumage the odious scent has come to them. They are easily reared, become very tame, and may be trusted with their liberty, foraging for themselves in the forest, and returning to roost to their old nursery. A young lady of my acquaintance has two which thus fly at liberty; and my own birds keep to the house, and never dream of flying away. In certain lights their plumage is shot with a beautiful golden sheen, which be."

Masked Parrakeets.

comes dim in a dead specimen. The iris changes from brown in the nestling to a brick-red with a dash of orange in it in the adult; the bill is dark horn-colour, with a whitish tip; the feet livid black. In habits they resemble the former species, and keep to the same description of country, forest and wooded river-banks. Breed in holes of trees, and lay two eggs; axis 1" 6"; diameter 1" 3". Called 'Vanga' at Bua (Holmes.)

"The nestling of this Parrot is green above, feathers here and there tipped with white down; black on the face scarcely showing. Body covered with black down, with a row of bright yellow feathers changing into orange on the belly and vent on each side; outside the yellow cere a few green feathers appearing. Bill horn-colour, with the edges, tips, and bases of mandibles orange. Thighs nearly naked. Tarsi livid. Iris brown." Von Cornely, who, in 1883, had six examples of this species, describes it as vigorous and enduring, not sensitive to cold. It is, however, noted by Russ as rare, and only met with singly in the trade. For many years I used to see a fine example daily outside a house between my own dwelling and the railway station. The London Zoological Society first acquired it in 1862, and must altogether have possessed close on a dozen specimens from first to last. A specimen was exhibited at the Crystal Palace in 1899; as also were specimens of the other two imported species of this genus. Psittinus is a genus of short-tailed Parrakeets, with moderately swollen beak, the upper mandible notched. Russ recommends as food hemp, canary, millet, and other seeds; boiled rice occasionally, egg-bread, ants' cocoons, and fruit. (I should object to the boiled rice and egg-bread.)

BLUE-RUMPED PARRAKEET (Psittinus incertus).

Upper back and scapulars olivaceous black; lower back, rump, and upper tail-coverts deep blue; wings green, the front edge yellow; a dark red patch along the lesser coverts; the coverts and the last secondaries edged with greenish-yellow; bastard-wing edged with blue; primary coverts blue; primaries with the inner webs black narrowly edged with yellow; lateral tail-feathers greenish-yellow, central feathers green; head and neck grey more or less tinged with blue; under surface olive-green suffused with bluish-grey; vent green tinged with blue; under tail-coverts yellowish-green, slightly edged with blue; under wing-coverts and axillaries bright red; primaries below black; tail below yellow; upper mandible orange-vermillion, lower mandible dull reddish-brown; feet pale sordid green; eyelids and cere dull green; fringes creamy white. Female with the back, rump, and upper tail-coverts green, a small blue patch on lower back; head and nape reddish-brown, sides of head yellowish tinged with reddish-brown and with dusky shafts to the feathers; under surface yellowish-green, the breast - feathers with darker centres; upper mandible dusky white, lower mandible sordid white; feet dull green, as well as cere and eyelids. The beak is also noticeably shorter than in the male. Hah., Tenasserim to Malaysia, Singapore, Sumatra, Bangka, and Borneo.

Mr. W. Davison ("Stray Feather," Vol. VI., p. 120) observes: "It frequents principally old toonvahs and other places where there is a dense growth of secondary scrub. It feeds chiefly on the small gummy flowers of a plant that always springs up where forest has been felled and burnt. It goes about in small flocks of fifteen or more, and is not at all shy or wild.

"It is migratory in Tenasserim, coming in just before the setting in of the rains, about April and May, though a very few do arrive earlier, about the last week in March. In June and July, I am told, they are very common about Malewoon.

"They have nothing of the harsh screaming notes of the Paroquets, their usual note being a sharp whistle not unlike that of Calornis; they have also a series of pleasant notes—a warble, in fact—which they chiefly give utterance to when seated.

"It has a rapid flight, and you often see small parties of them (like Loriculus) flying about round and round.
over the tops of the trees, apparently for fun or exercise, now settling for a moment, then off again, whirling round and round, and all the time whistling at the top of their voices.”

According to Dr. Platen (cf. Russ’ “Handbuch für Vogelliebhaber,” p. 227): “In the vicinity of a stream in Sarawak flights of 3 to 8 head; breeding-season February to May; nest always in hollows in the highest and most decayed trees; laying 2-3 eggs.”

One of the early descriptions and figures of this species was taken by Shaw from a specimen belonging to Lady Beresford which had been kept in a cage in London for nine years. Dr. Russ received a male in 1877 from Messrs. Alpi, of Trieste, and he tells us later that he had two specimens, one of which lived for two years, the other died speedily. In 1878 Mr. Wiener sent an example to Berlin to be exhibited, and later Mr. Abraham received several specimens.

The London Zoological Society purchased it first in 1866, a second example was sold the year following, and two in 1874. One in the Berlin Zoological Gardens lived for three years, and Dr. Russ seems to think that the species cannot be expected to live longer in captivity, in spite of Lady Bead’s experience. Now I should put down the early death of the German birds to the egg-food and boiled rice, which I feel sure they would have been better without.

The Love-birds (Agapornis) are distinguished by their short rounded tails, with a subterminal black band and the absence of a central ridge along the middle of the underside of the lower mandible. As a rule, they do well upon canary, millet, and oats, but the larger species may have a little hemp occasionally; chickweed, groundsel, and flowering grass may also be given when obtainable, and banana should be offered. They do not care for fruit in captivity as a rule, but they certainly feed upon it when wild.

**Madagascar or Grey-headed Lovebird (Agapornis cana).**

The principal colour is bright but deep green, but the head and breast of the cock bird are of a silvery greyish colour; rump and upper tail-coverts brighter green; flights dull black, with green outer webs; tail with a broad subterminal black band, the lateral feathers yellowish at base; lower breast, abdomen, and under tail-coverts yellowish-green; under-wing-coverts black; edge of wing whitish; beak and feet whitish-grey; irides brown. Female practically of a uniform green colour, the grey of head and breast being absent; her beak is also slightly broader than in the male. Hab., Madagascar; introduced into Mauritius, Réunion, Rodriguez, Anjouan, and perhaps Mafia, south of Zanzibar.

The Rev. J. Sibree, jun., writing on the “Birds of Madagascar” (The Ibis, 1891, p. 217), says that this “is a lively and brightly-coloured little bird, and is found in considerable numbers, in the outskirts of the woods and near the cultivated districts, all over the island. They go in large flocks, often of as many as a hundred together, and sometimes do considerable damage to the rice crops. They are however, very excellent eating, and are often shared with a kind of bird-lime.” “The two sexes of this Parrakeet show great affection for each other, the pair sitting close together on their perch, from which habit they are often called Love-birds (Agapornis).”

One of the native names of this Parrakeet, Karaoka, is probably descriptive of its cry; while another, Maskey, means ‘degenerated,’ or ‘became small,’ apparently because it is considered a dwarf species of Parrot. This idea also appears in the latter portion of their Hova name Sāriézú or Sāriiváza, Vaza being a name for the two Parrots also, and probably is identical with the root vazo, ‘loud-voiced,’ ‘clamorous.’”

Writing of the Comoro Islands (“Three Voyages of a Naturalist,” p. 87), Mr. M. J. Nicoll says: “The grey-headed Love-bird is not uncommon on the cultivated land near the seashore,” and at p. 96 he says: “They were always in pairs, and their flight was wonderfully rapid.”

According to the late Mr. Wiener and others who have bred this species, it lines its nesting-hole with shavings of bark or thin splinters of wood, which it carries to the nest stuck between the upper tail-coverts, but Mr. Seth-Smith says “sometimes in their beaks, a mode of conveyance that is probably never adopted in a natural state, in which the material, consisting of plant strips of green bark, is carried under the feathers of the lower back. My own first pair of this species built in a log and carried all the material in their beaks, but the hen never laid in the nest, but dropped her eggs all over the place.

Just when the cock bird was at its best, at the commencement of the winter of 1891-92, it must have rendered itself objectionable to my Rosella Parrakeet, which promptly killed it; it was a very jealous and irritable little bird, always ready to attack any bird, however large, which showed an interest in its wife. After its death the latter and the Rosella were on excellent terms. She spent much of her time in a log-nest, and he used to look down at her through the entrance hole until she saw fit to take an airing, when he followed her about from one part of the aviary to another, only varying this occupation by hunting the Budgerigars under the mistaken notion that he could catch them.

A male which I had subsequently was so aggressive that I was glad to exchange it for something more amiable.

The Madagascar Love-bird is very spiteful towards any weaker species associated with it (and this seems to be true of Love-birds generally); I had two hens sent to me many years after I had lost my first pair, and finding that they seemed very anxious to breed, I turned them into a section of my toy-aviary (an ornamental thing to stand on the floor of a conservatory) along with a male Blue-winged Parrotlet; unfortunately he took a fancy to the weaker hen and neglected the stronger one; and eventually, in a fit of jealousy, she
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murdered her sister, chewing away one side of her skull; some months later, finding that the Blue-wing was proof against her fascinations, she treated him in like manner, and the following year she died.

As a rule, when caged, Love-birds crouch in a corner and utter harsh, scolding notes whenever anyone approaches them, but in 1899 I had the pleasure of seeing a really tame example in the possession of my friend Miss E. E. West.

Of late years this bird has become such a drug in the market that they have been sold as low as about 2s. a pair. The first pair to reach the London Zoological Gardens at Regent’s Park was purchased in 1860, and, of course, plenty of examples have been received since that date.

Abyssinian Love-bird (Agapornis taranta).

Green, rump and upper tail-coverts brighter; outermost greater wing-coverts black; tipped with green; bastard-wing, primary-coverts, and secondaries black; primaries brown, with a narrow green edging to outer web; tail with a broad subterminal black band; lateral feathers with the inner web yellowish towards the base; front of head, lores, and nasal orbital ring red; under surface bright green; under wing-coverts black; beak red; feet leaden grey, dark brown, or black (according to various authors); irides brown. Female with no red on front of head. Hab., North-eastern Africa, from Abyssinia to Shoa.

Heuglin says ("Ornithologie Nord-Ost Afriques," pp. 747, 748): "It usually lives in families of three to eight individuals, most abundantly in the so-called Woma-Dega (7,000 feet above sea-level), yet it descends to the lowest limits of the Abyssinian olive-tree and the Qolgual Euphorbia, and in Semien and Wogara we still met little parties at 9-10,000 feet altitude.

"The isolated companies lead a tolerably independent life, but keep close together among themselves. They affect the crowns of the higher trees, especially of Juniperus and the chandelier Euphorbia; at the season of the ripening of the fruits of the Cordias and Sycamores they also settle upon them. The call-note consists of a shrill, at times more chattering, chirp, very like that of Agapornis pullarius. The males when in flight often utter a sharp pffft. The flight itself is usually high, straight and humming; these birds also climb with great facility." Heuglin thinks the pairing season must be midsummer.

Alfred E. Pease, speaking of the species as observed by him in South Abyssinia (The Ibis, 1901, p. 680), says: "The Red-fronted Parrot was common generally, occurring in twos and fours; its flight was extremely rapid."

In 1898 a dealer at Genoa had several specimens of this Love-bird, a pair of which was presented by a lady friend to the Rev. H. D. Astley.

Red-faced Love-bird (Agapornis pullarius).

Bright green, paler below than above; the beak, forehead, front of crown, and cheek are scarlet, the rump bluish, the flight feathers brownish, edged externally with green, the upper tail-coverts green, the tail-feathers with the basal third scarlet, bounded outwardly by a broad black bar, the remainder green, legs grey; the cock differs from the hen in the black coloration of the under surface of its wings, her wings having the under-coverts black, also is less brightly coloured, shorter, more arched, and with shorter terminal hook; her face and rump are paler; she is also smaller. Hab., "Western Africa, from the Gold Coast to the Congo, including the islands of Bight of Benin, ranging eastwards across Equatorial Africa as far as the Gabzel River district and Niam-Niam Country."

According to Heuglin, this species flies much in the same manner as A. taranta, and has a similar note; he was unable to discover anything definite respecting its habits.

Mr. George L. Bates (The Ibis, 1905, p. 89) says: "They resemble miniature Parrots in their tones and actions, as well as in their appearance. They go about in small flocks, making little metallic squeaky cries, and yet have something in them recalling the screams of Parrots. They like open country, and especially the tall grass called 'ukac,' from which they get their Bulu name of 'Kos-uko'; hence they are more common inland, for grass is scarce within a hundred miles of the coast.

"At the back of my house at Efuleu was a sort of wild fig-tree, and when its fruit was ripe a flock of these little birds often visited it. Among them were apparently young birds, which would sit on a limb making a great racket and fluttering their wings till the others brought them food."

Mr. F. J. Jackson, describing birds obtained during a journey to the Ruwenzi Range (The Ibis, 1906, p. 514) says: "Iris brown; bill salmon-pink; feet light grey. Extremely common here. In passing this shamba I must have seen between twenty and thirty of these birds climbing about the trees amongst the bananas."

The colouring of the soft parts would seem to vary in different localities, since in his expedition to Uganda the same collector obtained specimens which he describes differently (The Ibis, 1892, p. 312): "Iris brown; upper mandible yellowish-pink, lower one yellowish-white; feet pale green."

In The Avicultural Journal, Second Series, Vol. II., pp. 350-352, Mr. G. C. Porter published an account of his experience in breeding this species in an outdoor aviary: "They nested in a small box with half a cocoanut husk cemented inside, but any exact details I cannot give. On my return I found two fine young ones, which had been reared, dead on the floor of the aviary. I do not know whether to attribute their deaths to the mice which infest the place or to the excessive heat at the time."

Dr. Russ assures us that it has never yet been successfully bred, and if he has not succeeded, it is a poor look-out for any other aviarist who attempts it. Still, Mr. Porter's experience should encourage one to persevere.

I was never tempted to purchase the Red-headed Love-bird, not only because of its apparent stupidity, but because, when first imported, it is acknowledged to be extremely delicate and liable to collapse. It is also to be decidedly unpleasing towards other specimens of its kind, as well as Passerine Parrakeets and Budge-rigars. The partial successes in breeding the species in Germany show that it lays from three to five eggs, which are incubated by the hen alone for twenty-one days; the young in down are scantily covered, white, with pure white beak and feet.

The London Zoological Society acquired its first pair of this species in 1863 and has, of course, had many others since that date.

Rosy-faced Love-bird (Agapornis roseicollis).

In its colouring the Rosy or Peach-faced Love-bird is decidedly more pleasing than its red-headed relative. It chiefly differs in its greenish-grey beak, rose-coloured cheeks and chin, the sky-blue colouring of the rump and
upper tail-coverts and the duller-coloured tail, which is reddish, blue, black, and green in bands; the under-surface of the wings is dark grey. The hen differs from the cock in the paler red colouring of the frontal patch, which is also generally rather more restricted; she is a trifle smaller than the male, and her beak is shorter. More archd, when viewed from above, it forms a short cone as compared with that of her mate. Hab., "South-western Africa, from Angola to Great Namaqua-Land, and, according to Layard, also South-Eastern Africa, on the Limpopo." (Salvadori.)

Messrs. Stark and Schlater say ("Birds of South Africa," Vol. III., pp. 232, 233): "The only notice of the habits of this little Parrot is that of Anderson, which is as follows: 'This species is always observed in small flocks, and seldom far away from water, to which it resorts at least once a day, and is consequently not a bad guide to a thirsty traveller; though if he be inexperienced it would hardly avail him much, as it frequently happens that the drinking places resorted to by this and other water-loving birds are but of small compass and strangely situated."

This species is very swift of flight, and the little flocks in which they are observed seem to flash upon the sight as they change their feeding-grounds or pass to and from their drinking-place; their flight, however, is only for a comparatively short distance at a time. They utter rapid and shrill notes when on the wing, or when suddenly disturbed or alarmed. Their food consists of large berries and berry-like seeds.

"This bird does not make any nest of its own, but takes possession of those belonging to other birds, especially the Social Weaver Bird (Philetairus socius) and the White-browed Weaver Bird (Plocepasser socularis) and I cannot say whether it forcibly ejects the rightful owners of these nests, or merely occupies such as have been abandoned, but in the case of the first-named species, I have seen the Parrots and Weaver Birds incubating in about equal numbers under the shelter of the same friendly roof. The egg is pure white, not unlike a Woodpecker's, but more elongated. Examples in the South African Museum measure 32 mm. by 0.63 mm.

This species was first bred at the Berlin Aquarium, subsequently by Dr. Russ and various other German aviculturists. Mr. Cockedage bred eight specimens (vide The Avicultural Magazine, Vol. V.). The laying consists of from three to five eggs, which the hen alone incubates, being fed by the cock bird. As a rule three broods are produced, but Russ states that when not prevented six and even seven broods have been produced in succession; if, however, this is permitted, the hen is likely to die. Deserted eggs of this species have been successfully hatched and reared by Budgerigars.

Being tempted by the soft colouring and the hope of breeding a remunerative stock at a time when this species still fetched a high price, I (some years ago) asked Mr. Abrahams to send me a pair. Alas! I soon regretted the action, for not only did both birds spend the whole day in trying to pole-axe their companions with blows of their powerful beaks, but from dawn to sundown they kept up one unending ear-piercing racket resembling the sound of an ungreased trainwheel at express speed. The torture of this intolerable din was so unbearable that friends and neighbours alike began to glare upon me, until at last, after bearing up bravely for several days, I was compelled to throw myself upon the mercy of my friend, who generously took them back.

Some years later I became possessed of two hens, but I am ashamed to say I have forgotten who gave them to me. I put them into a flight-cage, at the back of which was hung up a receptacle of the cigar-box type ("Hints on Cage-Birds," p. 41), in which they deposited several eggs which I discovered too late to preserve them for my collection. I believe I exchanged one of these hens with Mr. Seth-Smith; the other lived until January 28th, 1906.

The first specimen exhibited at the London Zoological Gardens was purchased in 1862, and others were added subsequently.

**BLACK-CHEEKED LOVE-BIRD (Agapornis nigrigenis).**

Green, flocked with bluish above; upper tail-coverts brighter; front edge of wing yellow; flanks dusky, washed with bluish-green on outer webs; tail dark green; all the lateral feathers with a red shaft-stripe and a dusky subterminal spot; hinder half of head and neck washed with olive; front half of forehead and crown sienna-brown; sides of face, including ear-coverts and throat, purplish-black; under surface yellowish-green streaked with yellow on flanks; a patch of salmon-red on lower throat; beak coral-red, nearly white at base; feet flesh-coloured; orbital ring white; irides pale yellowish-hazel. Female slightly smaller and duller in colouring, the forehead and front of crown darker and duller; front edge of wing green; the orbital ring narrower; the beak less suffused at base with white, and not quite so full. Hab., Magnazi-River, North-West Rhodesia.

This species was only described in 1906, and in April, 1908, a small consignment reached the London market by way of Germany. Others must have come to hand subsequently, judging by the number shortly afterwards in the possession of various aviculturists. On January 23rd, 1909, Mr. Babb brought a pair round to my house in order to get my opinion as to whether they actually were of opposite sex. This I had no hesitation in deciding to be the case, judging from the differences indicated in the preceding description.

In The Avicultural Magazine for Oct., 1908 (Second Series, Vol. VI., pp. 317-329), Messrs. H. D. Astley and Reginald Phillipps published accounts of the species, illustrated by a most characteristic coloured plate of the two sexes. Mr. Phillipps described his success in breeding the species in his bird room, which opens into one of his garden aviaries. The birds went to nest in June, carrying chips of dead poplar, hay, wheat stalks, spray millet stalks, and sticks, in their beaks, to the log in which they proposed to lay. The first egg was believed to have been laid on June 20, and by the 23rd there were two eggs in the nest. They were, as usual, white, but of a much elongated pear shape (unlike the eggs of *A. cana*, *A. pullaria*, and *A. roseicollis*). In all four eggs were laid and the young reared, the first bird leaving the nest on Aug. 22 (see continuation of Mr. Phillipps' article (Vol. VII., pp. 31-36). On Aug. 30 apparently the first egg of a second clutch was laid.

From what Mr. Phillipps observed, the female seems to incubate alone, the male not feeding her, so far as he could ascertain, until after the young were hatched. Those who desire more information respecting this beautiful species should read through the whole of Mr. Phillipps' very interesting article.

The next birds to be considered are the Hanging Parakeets (*Loriculus*); quaint little creatures, which always sleep suspended head downwards from a branch or perch. They are characterised by their somewhat slender beaks, the upper mandible of which is long and not much curved. In their wild state the Hanging Parakeets feed upon honey and fruit; therefore in
cage and aviary.

The Vernal Hanging Parrakeet is rarely imported, and is not mentioned in the ninth edition of the London Zoological Society's list.

Russ says that in 1873 he received a male of *L. pusillus*, which unfortunately died soon afterwards. It comes from Java.

Golden-backed Hanging Parrakeet.  
(Loriculus chrysopterus).

Green; nape and upper back golden-yellow, the former with an orange spot in the middle, and the latter tinged with orange; sides of lower back tinged with blue; rump and upper tail-coverts red; flights and tail above dark green, the former with blue inner webs, the latter with pale tip; forehead red; remainder of head and neck golden-yellow; grasshopper yellow; a large orange-red patch on the throat; tail below blue, with pale-green tip; beak orange-red; feet orange; irides brown. Female smaller, with a blue tinge on front of cheeks and throat, no red patch on the latter; the yellow on head and nape less bright; the blue on sides of lower back paler; her beak is also longer, more arched, and rather broader at base. Hab., Ceylon, Philippine Islands.

I have not come across any field notes dealing with this species. A pair was purchased by the London Zoological Society in April, 1871, and these went to nest and hatched a young one on Aug. 23 following; but no details are given in the Society's Proceedings. Another specimen was purchased in the year following from Dr. Meyer, who states that numbers are taken by the natives from the nest and reared.

Ceylonese Hanging Parrakeet (*Loriculus indicus*).

The general coloring of both sexes is green, paler below than above, the crown, rump, and upper tail-coverts red; the nape and mantle washed with orange; lores, cheeks, chin, and throat bluish, inner webs of flights and under surface of tail greenish blue; beak orange-red, the tip and lower mandible pale; cere yellow; feet dull yellow; iris white. The female is smaller than the male, and her beak is shorter, more arched, and broader at base. Hab., Ceylon.

Colonel Legge says of this bird: "The Ceylon Lorikeet frequents woods, detached groves of trees, compounds, native gardens, patanas dotted with timber; and, in fact, any locality which is clothed with fruit-bearing trees or those whose flowers afford it its favourite saccharine food. It is a most glutinous little bird, constantly on the wing in active search for its food, darting with a very swift flight through the woods, uttering its sibilant little scream, its bright plumage flashing in the rays of the tropical sun. When it reaches a tree which attracts its attention it instantly checks its headlong progress, and, alighting on the top, outset-rays to the fruit which it has espied, or, should the tree prove barren, after giving out its call-note for a short time, darts off, perhaps in the opposite direction from which it came. It is excessively fond of the 'toddie' or juice which exists in the Kitool or sugar-palm (*Caryota urens*), and feeds on it to such an extent that it becomes stupefied and falls an easy captive to the natives, who cage it in large numbers for sale at Point de Galle."
"While in a state of captivity they are fed on sugar-cane, of which they are very fond, but they do not live for any length of time should the supply of cane come to an end. It feeds so glutonously on the beautiful fruit of the Jambu tree, that I have seen bird after bird shot out of one tree without their companions taking the slightest notice of the gun or the death of so many of their little flock. When held up by the legs, after being shot, the juice of this fruit pours from their mouths and nostrils. The flowers of the cocoanut tree come in for a large share of its patronage, so do also those of other trees, on the 'cups' or calyces of which it subsists, biting them off in a pendent attitude. Layard writes that 'at Gillimally they were in such abundance that the flowering trees were literally alive with them. They clung to the bright scarlet flowers head downwards, or scrambled from branch to branch, while the forest echoed with their bickerings. They bit off the leaves (which fell like scarlet snow upon the ground) to get at the calyx, and when this dainty morsel was devoured they flew off to the banana trees, down the broad leaves of which they slid, and fastened upon the ripening clusters of fruit or the pendent heart-shaped flower.'"

Mr. F. Lewis (The Ibis, 1896, p. 346) says: "I am inclined to consider that this species should be regarded as more abundant in the intermediate districts between the wet and dry zones, as it is certainly to be found in greater numbers in that limit than in the extremes. It often ascends up to the highest hills, but is then only an occasional visitor. It breeds in high trees, but I have never succeeded in procuring the eggs."

"In Colombo it may be frequently found for sale, and is known as the 'Love-bird.'"

This is the most frequently imported of the Hanging Parrakeets, but nevertheless is rare in the market, and consequently expensive. Our Zoological Gardens have at various times exhibited specimens, the first pair being purchased in 1872.

Dr. Russ states that a pair of this pretty species in the possession of Mr. Blaauw was kept in good health and plumage in a room only slightly warmed in the daytime. They ate nothing but canary seed and rather stale, moistened, but well-pressed-out white bread.

### Blue-crowned Hanging Parrakeet (Loriculus galgulus).

Green; a triangular golden yellow spot on upper back; a bright yellow belt across lower back; rump and upper tail-coverts scarlet; tail with yellowish green tip; a dark blue spot on middle of crown; a large scarlet patch on throat; greater under-wing-coverts, inner web of flights below, and tail below verditer-blue; beak and cere black; feet grey or buffish brown; irides dark brown. Female noticeably duller, with no scarlet on throat or yellow belt across lower back; the beak broader, rather shorter and more arched. Hab., Wellesley Province to Singapore, Sumatra, Nias, Bangka, and Borneo.

Mr. F. Nicholson (The Ibis, 1888, p. 239) says that in Sumatra this species is met with "in villages on cocoanut trees, and kept by natives in cages."

Mr. C. Hose says (The Ibis, 1893, p. 416): "This little Lorickeet is found on all cleared land, and ascends Mount Dulit to 2,000 ft. It is caught by the natives in large numbers. Native name, 'Entalit.'"

This is a species tolerably well known to birdkeepers, and has been exhibited from time to time. Russ says that, according to F. T. Salva, it does not need very much care, being a native of the sugar-cane plantations, sugar-cane being a favourite food. Its song, according to Dr. Frenzel, is a true melody similar to that of the Red-rumped and Plain-headed Parrakeets, late in the evening and early in the morning. Call-note, zizi-zizi.

The London Zoological Society first purchased a pair in 1869; in 1873 five were added to the collection, and in 1875 two more. Others have been received since that date, the last recorded in the ninth edition of the "List of Animals" being three presented in 1889.

### Sclater's Hanging Parrakeet (Loriculus sclateri).

Green, flights and tail darker, the former with black inner webs above, the latter with pale tip; a large orange-yellow patch, becoming orange-vermilion in the
centre, on the upper back; rump and upper tail-coverts bright red, as well as front edge of wing; feathers of forehead red-brownish at base; a red patch on the throat; flights below with blue inner webs; tail below blue; beak black; the base of upper mandible and cere yellow; feet yellow; irides yellow. Female apparently differing in having the red throat-patch narrower, forming a longitudinal streak, sometimes orange-red. Hab., Sula Islands.

I have discovered no account of the wild life. An example was purchased by the London Zoological Society in 1865, and no other seems to have come since; it is, therefore, perhaps hardly more worth mentioning than the Russ' alleged example of *L. pusillus*, excepting that its identification is certain, from a note in Salvadori's "Catalogue of the Parrots," that the late George Gray mistook a young example of *L. galgulus* for *L. pusillus*, and Russ may have done the same for all we know to the contrary.

This concludes the present sub-family, and now we pass on to the extremely popular Parrakeets of the sub-family *Platycerci.*

CHAPTER XIV.

SUB-FAMILY PLATYCERCINÆ.

(Broadtails, Horned Parrakeets and many others).

This group is characterised by a short, thick beak, the upper mandible of which is usually swollen at the sides and the lower mandible hidden by the feathers of the cheeks; the cere is small, only surrounding the nostrils and forming a sort of saddle over the culmen; tail rather long; wings pointed; some of the outermost primaries narrowed towards the tips.

In the Broadtails (*Platycercus*) the beak is distinctly notched, and the feathers of the tail are broad and not pointed at the tips. The species of this genus range over Australia, Tasmania, and Norfolk Island, and are mostly very brilliantly coloured, with the feathers of the back black with broad borders, which gives them a scale-like appearance. They feed in their wild state upon seeds, berries, and sometimes insects and their larva. Their food in captivity should consist, according to Mr. Russ, with "Parrakeets," (p. 158), "of canaryseed, hemp, oats and dart, peas, nuts, and fruit, or green food, such as chickweed, groundsel, or flowering grass. Some are fond of insects, and mealworms may be given occasionally, especially towards the nesting season." The sexes are much alike in pattern and colouring, but the females are generally slightly smaller, duller, and with less swollen upper mandible.

Masters' Parrakeet (*Platycercus mastersianus*) is doubtless a variety of Pennant's Parrakeet

PENNANT’S PARRAKEET (*Platycercus elegans*).

The adult male has the head, neck, under surface, rump, and upper tail coverts rich crimson; the sides of the back and scapulars black, broadly margined with crimson; cheeks and shoulders blue; greater wing coverts pale blue; primaries and secondaries black, with the basal half of their outer webs deep blue; the four centre tail feathers bluish green, edging into blue on their margins and tips; remainder of tail feathers black on the inner webs for three-quarters of their length, deep blue on the outer webs for nearly the same length, and largely tipped with pale blue on both sides; beak, horn-coloured; legs, blackish brown; iris of eye, dark brown.

The female very closely resembles the male, but the crimson of the upper parts and head is less vivid and the quills are white. The entire bird is slightly smaller, and its head is a trifle rounder; her beak is not so much swollen in the middle. Hab., Eastern and Southern Australia; especially common in New South Wales; probably introduced into Norfolk Island.

This bird, according to Gould, is found on gravelly hills and in bushes, especially of the Liverpool range and similar districts; its natural food consists of berries, grass seeds, and sometimes insects and caterpillars, to obtain which it descends to the bases of the hills and open glades. It runs rapidly over the ground, but its flight is not enduring; it breeds in holes in the large gum trees, especially those on hillsides within brushwood, the cedar brushes appearing to be its favourites. Its breeding season extends from September to November; it lays from four to ten eggs on the rotten wood at the bottom of the holes. The song of this species is said to be not unpleasant, though at times it is little given to screaming in a mild way. It is tolerably peaceable, tractable, and quite capable of being bred in a good-sized aviary; in fact, there are not a few cases on record of its having been reared in confinement; indeed, Dr. Russ says that it has often been bred, but that it rarely rears its young satisfactorily. It is an absolutely hardy bird, quite capable of resisting the cold of our severest winters in an outdoor aviary. When breeding, this and all the *Platycerci* should have an aviary to themselves—that is to say, to each pair of birds.

The Pennant's Parrakeet is tolerably freely imported and not excessively dear; the first pair to reach the London Zoological Gardens was presented in 1861, since which date many others have been added to the collection at Regent's Park.

ADELAIDE PARRAKEET (*Platycercus adelaide*).

Diffs from the preceding species in the brick or orange-red colouring mixed with yellowish, in place of the crimson of Pennant's Parrakeet; the black feathers of the back and those of the under parts with yellowish or buffish edges, as also the red feathers of the rump and upper tail-coverts; the blue of the cheeks rather paler, and the centre tail feathers a little more vividly green, slightly washed with blue. The sexes differ exactly as in *P. elegans*. Hab., Southern Australia and the interior of the Continent.

Mr. Gould says of this species:—"The *Platycercus adelaideius* at first caused me considerable perplexity from its close similarity in some stages of its plumage to the *P. pennanti*; as in that species the plumage of the young for the first season is wholly green, which colouring gradually gives place to pale orange-red on the head, rump, and upper surface, the scapulars and back feathers being margined with the same, but which soon disappears, and gives place to dull yellow on the flanks and olive-yellow on the upper surface, the scapulars and back feathers in the mature dress being edged with yellowish-buff and violet. It was only by killing numerous examples at all their various stages of plumage, from the nesting to the adult, that I was enabled to determine the fact of its being a distinct species.

"When I visited the interior of South Australia in the winter of 1838 I found the adults associated in small groups of from six to twenty in number; while near the coast, between Holdfast Bay and the Port of
BROADTAIL PARRAKEETS.

Adelaide, the young in the green dress were assembled in flocks of hundreds; they were generally on the ground in search of grass seeds, and when so occupied would admit of a near approach; when flushed they merely flew up to the branches of the nearest tree. It is impossible to conceive anything more beautiful than the rising of a flock of newly-moulted adults of this species, for their beautiful broad blue tails and wings glittering in the sun present a really magnificent spectacle."

Dr. Russ says of this bird: "Entire nature corresponding with that of the preceding species, for the most part not distinguished at all by aviculturists and dealers." And as Dr. Russ tells us that the price of the two birds is the same (in Germany, at any rate), I suspect that to this day the smaller and less experienced of English dealers sell the Adelaide Parrakeet as the female of the Pennant. Of course, if one possesses a male Pennant and a female Adelaide (or vice versa) they may be expected to interbreed under favourable circumstances; for, after all, they are but geographical races, though easily separable by their colouring. It is also quite possible that the result of such a cross would not be an admixture of colouring, but as with the varietal forms of the Gouldian Finch, when interbred, would reproduce the male colouring in the young males and the female colouring in the young females, or the reverse, as happened when I paired male P. gouldiae with female P. mirabilis. The natural effect of such a result upon the owner would be to render him obstinate in upholding the dealer's statement that the brick-red bird was the female of the crimson bird, and not a distinct species or geographical form, but in all these matters it is far better to sift your facts to the bottom before making positive assertions. It is unpleasant to know yourself wrong, and trying to some men to own it."

An example of this bird was deposited at the London Zoological Gardens in 1863; few specimens have found their way to Regent's Park, however.

YELLOW-RUMPED PARRAKEET (Platycercus flavolus).

The adult male has the head yellowish with the forehead red, the lores and throat washed with red, and the cheeks blue; the feathers of the back and the scapulaires are black edged with pale yellowish and sometimes with a bluish tinge between the black and the yellow; wings blue, the bastard wing and outer web of basal portion of the primaries deep violet blue, the remainder of the primaries deep brown; inner wing-coverts and inner secondaries black with slight blue tinge and edged with pale yellow; rump, upper tail-coverts, and entire under surface pale yellowish; central tail feathers blue, the second pair blue with black inner webs; the remainder more or less blue on their outer webs, becoming pale blue towards their extremities and white at the tips; beak, pale horn colour; feet, dark brown; iris, brown.

The female is slightly smaller than the male, but, excepting that she is a trifle duller, is very similarly coloured, it is probable that, as with the preceding species, her beak is less swollen at the sides than in the male. Hab., Victoria to New South Wales and the interior.

The young are greener than the adults with narrower
red frontal band, upper parts more olive in tint, the rump and upper tail-coverts yellowish-olive; inner wing-coverts and inner secondaries olive, as also the central tail feathers; a white band on the quills below.

Mr. A. J. Campbell ("Nests and Eggs of Australian Birds," p. 652) thus describes the nidification:—"Nest...—Within a hollow branch or bole of a tree, usually a red-gum (Eucalyptus rostrata), growing on a flat or bordering a stream. Eggs.—Clutch, four to five; round oval in shape; texture of shell fine; surface slightly glossy; colour, pure white. Dimensions in inches of a proper clutch (1) 1.16 × .93, (2) 1.16 × .92, (3) 1.12 × .93, (4) 1.10 × .92."

In the Moulamein district of Riverina, Mr. J. Gabriel and myself found the yellow Parrakeet numerous, especially in the timber bordering streams, and not infrequently visiting the gardens of selectors and others.

The birds were then (September, 1894) pairing, or had paired, but we were unable to discover in the numerous red-gums on the flat, or along the water-course, the eggs, which were new to science. However, Mr. W. White, with a relative, who happened to be out collecting during the same month in the Flinders Range, South Australia, kindly forwarded me a set of four eggs, which specimens are herein described. They were taken on September 29th, 1894, from a hole under a large red-gum (Eucalyptus) growing in a grassy vale in the Warrabri Forest, which is 200 odd miles north of Adelaide.

Two examples of this species were purchased by the London Zoological Society in May, 1867, but it is a rarely imported species, and, to my mind, by no means a tastefully coloured one; a single young one was bred by Mr. Wm. R. Fasey in 1894.

**YELLOW-BELLED PARRAKEET (Platycercus flavidiventris).**

In this bird the forehead is crimson; the crown of the head and back of the neck pale yellow, each feather thinly edged with brown; below the eye is a patch of dull crimson; the cheeks are blue; the back and shoulders olivaceous black, each feather having a green margin; the middle of the wing is blue, the basal half of the primaries with blue outer edges, the remainder being blackish-brown; the rump and two central tail feathers green, the remainder dark blue at the base, lighter towards the tips; under surface of body yellow; beak flesh-coloured; legs greyish-brown. The female is duller and greener; her beak is less swollen at the sides. Hah, Tasmania, South Australia, and the islands of Bass' Straits.

According to Gould, this fine species "frequents every variety of situation, from the low-crowned hills and gullies in the depths of the forest to the open cleared lands and gardens of the settlers. It runs over the ground with great facility, and when observed in small flocks searching for seeds among the tall grass, few birds are seen to greater advantage." He then continues thus: "I found this species very abundant on the banks of the Tamar, and in one instance I saw hundreds congregated at a barndoor among the straw of some recently threshed corn, precisely after the manner of Pigeons and Sparrows in England. The food of this Parrakeet when wild consists of various grass-seeds and the flowers of Eucalypti; it mates from September to December in holes in the branches of large gum trees, and lays from six to eight white eggs.

This species seems to be extremely rarely imported; it was, however, bred by Baron von Cornelv in 1882. An example was purchased for the London Zoological Gardens in 1860, and a second in 1875; but it seems to be sent home singly and at long intervals. Mr. Seth-Smith says he has never seen it offered for sale.

**MEALLY ROSELLA (Platycercus pallicicops).**

In this species the crown of the head is either wholly white or pale gamboge-yellow; in some examples the front of the forehead is crossed by a fine line of crimson; the lower parts of the cheeks are deep blue; the feathers of the nape, scapulaires, and back are black, broadly bordered with gamboge-yellow; the rump is greenish-blue, varying in some specimens to gamboge-yellow; the lower tail feathers are blackish-brown, the base of the outer webs being deep blue; the greater and lesser wing-coverts and shoulders above and below bright blue; that part of the wing nearest the body black; under surface greenish blue, excepting the under tail-coverts, which are crimson; the two middle tail feathers greenish-blue; the basal half of the remaining tail feathers blackish-brown on the inner, and deep blue on the outer webs; the terminal half pale blue, fading into white at the tips; beak horn-coloured; legs dark brown; iris of eye blackish-brown. Female apparently smaller, duller in colouring, and with the upper mandible less swollen at the sides. Hah, Queensland and New South Wales.

A. J. Campbell ("Nests and Eggs of Australian Birds," p. 654) describes the nidification of the Pale-headed or Mealy Rosella as follows:—"Nest.—Within a hole in a tree. Eggs.—Clutch, four to five; nearly round or round oval in shape; texture of shell somewhat fine; surface glossy; colour, pure white. Dimensions in inches of a proper clutch (1) 1.03 × .88, (2) 1.04 × .89, (3) 1.02 × .87, (4) 1.02 × .84."

The eggs of the Pale-headed Parrakeet in my collection bear the data, Coomooboolaroo (Queensland), etc., where I had the pleasure of observing the birds in a state of nature, and procuring skins.

"Usual breeding season, September to December, but at Coomooboolaroo the birds have been observed laying in March and July, but generally in October."Russ states that, in captivity, this species behaves like the common Rosella; it has been bred several times, and is almost as tame as the ordinary Rosella. Price 20 to 30 marks for a pair. On the other hand, Mr. Seth-Smith says ("Parrakeets," p. 165): "It is well known to aviculturists in this country, although not nearly so often to be obtained as its commoner relative, P. eximius. It was bred by Mr. C. P. Arthur, the hen laying four eggs, of which two got broken; the other two were hatched and reared; these two birds appeared to be sexes, and differed when they left the nest in the colouring of the under tail-coverts—scarlet in one, faint orange in the other.

Mr. Seth-Smith had a pair which showed the greatest antipathy to a pair of Blue-bonnet Parrakeets in the adjoining aviary, and made themselves so objectionable to the latter by biting their toes severely through the wire that he had to get rid of them.

A very nice specimen of this bird was exhibited by Mr. Dewar at the Crystal Palace Show in 1882, and other specimens have appeared on the bench since then.

The first two specimens to reach our Zoological Gardens were presented in 1863; altogether, at least a dozen examples have been exhibited there at various times.

**BLUE-CHEEKED PARRAKEET (Platycercus anaithus).**

Differs from the preceding species in the paler yellowish edges to the feathers of the back, in the yellower tinge of the feathers of the rump and upper tail-
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coverts, the almost entirely blue cheeks, the yellow tinge of the upper breast, the greener tinge of the lower breast and abdomen and of the base of the two central tail-feathers. Female apparently differing in its less swollen upper mandible. Hab., North Australia, from Port Darwin, Rockingham Bay, and Tasmania.

Nothing seems to be known respecting the life-history of this bird; an example was received in exchange at the London Zoological Gardens in 1887, and in the following year no less than ten examples were deposited there.

The Red-mantled Parrakeet ('Platycercus erythroplepus) is now known to be merely a hybrid between Pennant's Parrakeet and the common Rosella. It first reached the London Zoological Gardens in 1890.

Brown's Parrakeet ('Platycercus broueni').

Feathers of back and scapulars black bordered with pale yellow; those of the rump and upper tail-coverts pale yellow, with the concealed bases and fringes black; a black patch on the wing-coverts; anterior coverts from bend of wing downwards, base of primaries, and outer webs of secondaries, blue; the last inner secondaries edged with pale yellow; inner webs of flights black; central tail-feathers blue, tinged with green at base, the others with the base of inner webs brown, of outer webs deep blue, beyond which they are pale blue with black shafts and white tips; crown, lores, and ear-coverts black; cheeks white, bordered by blue below; feathers of breast and abdomen pale yellow, with black concealed bases and fringes; under tail-coverts scarlet; under wing-coverts blue; beak pale horn-colour, becoming blue at base; feet blackish-brown; irides blackish-brown.

Female probably differing as in the other species. Hab., North Australia, from Port Darwin to Port Essington.

Gould observes ("Handbook to the Birds of Australia," Vol. II., p. 53): "This is a very abundant species on the northern and northwestern coast of Australia, where it inhabits grassy, meadow-like land and the edges of swamps, and mostly feeds upon the seeds of grasses and other plants; sometimes it is seen in pairs, but more frequently in families of from ten to twenty in number. It frequently utters a rapid succession of double notes resembling 'tirn-se tirn-se.' Its flight is low, somewhat rapid and zigzag, seldom further prolonged than from tree to tree."

The nidification of the species appears to be still undescribed. Brown's Parrakeet, known in Australia as the Smutty Parrakeet, appears to have been first exhibited by Mr. Fulljames in 1899; in 1900 four examples were deposited at the London Zoological Gardens; in 1901 a few were imported, and Mr. Seth-Smith secured a pair, which he had the pleasure of seeing in his aviaries. The cock bird eventually fell out with his wife, and would have murdered her if they had not been separated. In 1902 the Hon. Walter Rothschild had a pair; the hen laid eggs. In 1903 an example was exhibited at the Crystal Palace.

Rosella Parrakeet (‘Platycercus eximius').

Crown of the head, back of neck, chest, and under tail-coverts crimson; cheeks white; the feathers of the back black, bordered with rich yellow; the rump, upper tail-coverts, and lower belly pale green; the centre of belly yellow; the shoulders and middle of wing blue, as also the edges of the primaries, which are otherwise dark brown; the two central tail-feathers green with bluish tips; the remaining tail-feathers dark blue at base, shading into light blue beyond and tipped with white; the beak horn-colour; legs and iris of eye brown. Female smaller, slightly duller in colouring, often, if not invariably, with a small round green spot on the crinoline of the nape, not an irregular patch (as sometimes occurs in male birds); the beak shorter and rather narrower at the base. Hab., S.E. Australia, from Wide Bay, Regency and Moreton Bay districts.

The natural resorts of this bird, according to Gould, are "open parts of the country, undulating grassy hills and plains bordered and studded here and there with large trees or belts of low acacias or banksias, among the branches of which, particularly those of the acacias, it may be seen in companies. In a word, district of a sandy nature, small plains, open spots among the hills, and thinly-timbered country where grass abounds, constitute its natural habitat. It is constantly to be seen on the public roads, and, upon being disturbed, will merely fly to the nearest tree or the rails of wayside fences. Its natural food consists of seeds of various kinds, especially grasses, and occasionally insects and caterpillars. Its flight is short and undulating, rarely extending more than a quarter of a mile, the bird frequently alighting on a leafless branch, always flying a little below it and rising again just before settling."

The Rosella breeds in holes in the branches of trees, its breeding season ranging from October to January; it lays from five to nine eggs.

The Rose Hill Parrakeet, popularly called the "Rosella," is the best-known species of the genus 'Platycercus.' It is a common bird in Australia, and is largely imported into this country, where, on account of its gorgeous colouring and cheapness, there is a large demand for it, both as a cage and aviary bird. In Europe it has frequently been bred in aviaries. Anyone wishing to breed it should provide a commodious log nest, and, after the young are hatched, bread soaked in cold water and pressed nearly dry should be supplied to the parents. From what I have seen of this species, I should expect to have no difficulty in persuading it to pair either with a hen of its own species or any other of the same genus.

I had a male of this species given to me about 1889 or 1890. I found it noisy, but not unpleasantly so; only a slightly irritating sound, a sort of incessant arra-charra-chakorra, or something to that effect, and if I whistled to him he always accompanied me with that sound; when, however, he heard my Persian Bulbul singing he used to stand up, stretch his neck, spread his tail, and utter a long whistle. He made assiduous love to a Red-crested Cardinal in the aviary with him, and seemed puzzled that he seemed unwilling to accept his attentions.

Being perfectly hardy, and indifferent to cold, this bird may be kept either in or out of doors.

The first example recorded as having been exhibited at Regent's Park was presented to the London Zoological Society in 1861; after that no more were received until 1866, when half-a-dozen were deposited; in 1868 two were presented, and after that one or more examples came to hand almost annually, the last recorded in the ninth edition of the list being presented in 1895.

Yellow-mantled Parrakeet (‘Platycercus splendidus').

Differs from the preceding species in having no yellow on the nape, the borders of the feathers on the back gamboge-yellow instead of greenish-yellow; the rump, upper tail-coverts, and lower abdomen pale verdigris-green instead of yellowish-green; beak horn-colour; feet mealy-brown; irides dark brown. Female probably differs in the less swollen character of the upper mandible. Hab,
STANLEY PARRAKEETS.
Eastern Australia from Wide Bay district to New South Wales and the interior.

The wild life of this species appears to be unknown, though it would doubtless correspond closely with that of the Rosella Parrakeet. It is a very rarely imported bird, and is not recorded in the ninth edition of the London Zoological Society's list; nor does Russ mention it in his "Handbook." I include it on the authority of the author of "Parrakeets."

**STANLEY PARRAKEET (Platycercus icterotis).**

Crown of the head, back of neck, chest, and under-surface crimson; cheeks and thighs yellow; back black, each feather bordered with green, yellow, and sometimes crimson; rump and upper tail-coverts golden-green; shoulders and outer edges of the primaries blue, the tips and inner webs blackish-brown; the two central tail-feathers green, the remainder light blue, tipped with white, their basal portion being darker and with a greenish shade; beak light horn-colour, legs dull ashy-brown; iris of eye blackish-brown. Female apparently greener than the male, and with a less swollen beak; it is said to have very little red in its plumage. Hab., South-Western Australia.

Mr. Gould tells us "it is one of the most common birds in the country, and, except in the breeding season, may always be seen in large flocks, which approach so near the houses of the settlers as frequently to visit their gardens. The flight of this Parrakeet is of short duration, and consists of a series of rather rapid undulating sweeps; it usually feeds on the ground, eating seeds of various grasses, but not infrequently it also attacks unprotected ripe fruit in gardens; its note is a feeble, piping kind of whistle, which is occasionally so much varied and lengthened as almost to assume the character of a song." The six or seven white eggs are deposited in holes in large trees, without any form of nest.

Some of our readers may remember Mrs. Pretyman's beautiful example, and the illustration of it which appeared in The Feathered World. I don't think I have ever seen a second specimen. Why are these common Parrakeets so seldom brought home? Do they die on the journey from Australia, or does it pay better only to import a few and get higher prices for them? Even in Germany the price of the Stanley Parrakeet, according to Russ, is "very high on account of its rarity," and yet it is quite common.

The London Zoological Society received its first example of the "Stanley Broadtail" in exchange in 1864, and, from first to last, something like a dozen specimens must have been exhibited at the Gardens, the last recorded in the ninth edition of the "List of Animals" being deposited in 1893.

**PILEATED PARRAKEET (Porphyrocephalus* spurius).**

Back, scapulars and upper wing-coverts green; rump and upper tail-coverts greenish-yellow, the longest of the latter green; front edge of wing, primary-coverts and primaries at base of outer webs dark blue; central tail-feathers green, changing to deep blue towards the tips; lateral feathers green at base, crossed by a black band, then changing to blue, which becomes paler towards the tips, the third and fourth pairs with white tips; crown deep maroon-red; lores dusky-red; cheeks yellowish-green; sides of neck yellower; breast and abdomen violaceous blue; vent greenish-yellow, with broad red tips to the feathers; thighs red, whitish at base of feathers; under wing-coverts deep blue; under tail-coverts red; beak horn-colour; feet dull brown; iris dark brown. Female smaller, duller, and with a lighter beak. Hab., Western Australia, from King George's Sound to Port Essington.

Gould says of this species ("Handbook," Vol. II., pp. 60, 61): "It is usually seen in small families feeding on the ground, but upon what kind of food it subsists has not been ascertained. The breeding season extends over the months of October, November, and December. The height and branch of a gum or mahogany tree is the place usually chosen by the female for the reception of the eggs, which are milk-white, and from seven to nine in number, about an inch and an eighth long by seven-eighths of an inch broad.

"The flight of this species, although swift, is not of long duration, nor is it characterised by those undulating sweeps common to the members of the genus Platyceerus. Its voice is a sharp chucking note, several times repeated, in which respect it also offers a marked difference from those birds."

According to Mr. A. J. Campbell, this Parrakeet, loves "to feed upon the kernel of the native pear (Xylomelum) when the fruit opens under the summer sun."

This is a rarely imported species, of which an example was exhibited for several years at the Crystal Palace. The late Dr. Greene also had a specimen, which he describes in his "Parrots in Captivity." Vol. III., p. 8. According to Russ, Mr. Abrahams imported it on several occasions. It first came into the possession of the London Zoological Society in 1854, and others were purchased subsequently.

The genus Barnardius chiefly differs structurally from Platyceerus in the want of the notch in the upper mandible; the character of its colouring also differs. It requires the same treatment in captivity, and altogether seems much more closely related to the true Broadtails than Porphyrocephalus.

**BARNARD'S PARRAKEET (Barnardius barnardi).**

Various shades of green represent the chief colouring of this Parrakeet; but the forehead is crimson; the lower part of the cheeks bluish; a broad olive brown band crossing the crown to the eyes, and behind this a yellow crescent across the nape; back bluish-grey; primaries and bastard wing black edged with blue externally, but the apical half of the outer webs of the primaries grey; lesser wing-coverts deep blue; central tail feathers deep blue at the tips; other feathers deep blue, becoming bluish-white at the tips; centre of abdomen crossed by a broad orange crescent; beak horn-colour; feet brown; iris dark brown. Female smaller, duller, the back greener, the beak shorter and less powerful. Hab., South Australia, New South Wales, and the Interior.

Gould says that: "To see Barnard's Parrakeet in perfection, and to observe its rich plumage in all its glory, the native country of the bird must be visited, its brooks and streamlets traced; for it is principally on the banks of the latter, either among the high flooded gums or the large shrub-like trees along the edges of the water, that this beautiful species is seen, and where the brilliant hues of its expanded wings and tail show very conspicuously as it passes from tree to tree amidst the dark masses of foliage."

"It is generally met with in small companies of

* Characterised by its long, slender upper mandible, which is notched and terminates in a long hook. According to Mr. Seth-Smith it should be treated in captivity like the King Parrakeet (Aprosimetus)."
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from five to ten in number, sometimes on the ground among the tall grasses, at others among the high trees, particularly the Eucalyptus.

Mr. North says: "In the cultivated portions of the country the birds assemble together in small flocks, and commit great depredations on the crops, consequently a merciless warfare is waged against them by the farmers. For a set of the eggs of this species I am indebted to Mr. Joseph A. Hill, of Pine Rise, Kewell, Victoria, who obtained them after carefully watching a pair of birds for some time in the vicinity, on Sept. 15, 1887. They were deposited on the decaying wood, about 2 ft. down the hollow limb of a Eucalyptus, at a height of 30 ft. from the ground. The eggs are five in number, for a sitting, pure white, oval in form, nearly equal in size at both ends."

"The species breeds during September and the three following months."

In 1902 Mrs. Johnstone, of Bury St. Edmunds, succeeded in breeding this handsome species in her aviaries. She published an interesting account of her experience in The Avicultural Magazine, First Series, Vol. III., pp. 249-251. According to Miss Alderson, it is a cheerful, hardy bird, preferring even during a bitter winter to spend the night in an outdoor flight to remaining unheated. The species is one well known to aviculturists, but by no means so freely imported as to have become cheap. On the Continent it was bred by Baron von Cornely. It was first purchased by the London Zoological Society in 1853, and others have been received subsequently.

In Australia this is called the "Bulla-Bulla Parrakeet."

YELLOW-NAPED PARRAKEET (Barnardius semitorquatus).

Green; a broad yellow collar at the back of the nape; outer wing-coverts yellowish-green; lesser coverts tinged with verdigris; primary-coverts and base of outer webs of primaries deep blue; two central tail-feathers dark green, the next pair shading into blue and becoming bluish-white at tips; lateral feathers similar, but only green at base; head brownish-black; with a red frontal band; cheek-feathers and ear-coverts tipped with purplish-blue, uppermost dark green, slightly bluish; lower breast, sides, and under tail-coverts yellowish-green; under wing-coverts blue mixed with green; flights below black; beak pale horn-colour, changing to leaden at front of upper mandible; feet dark brown; irides dark brown. Female smaller, with the head browner and the green colouring darker, the beak much shorter and rather broader at base. Hab., Western and South-western Australia.

According to Gould ("Handbook," Vol. II., p. 49), this Parrakeet "inhabits almost every variety of situation, sometimes searching for food upon the ground, and at others on the trees, its chief food being either grass-seeds or the hard-stoned fruits and seeds peculiar to the country in which it lives."

"While on the wing its motions are rapid, and it often utters a note, which, from its resemblance to those words, has procured for it the appellation of 'Twenty-eight' Parrakeet from the colonists, the last word or note being sometimes repeated five or six time in succession."

"The Platycercus semitorquatus begins breeding in the latter part of September or beginning of October, and deposits its eggs in a hole in either a gum or mahogany tree, on the soft black dust collected at the bottom; they are from seven to nine in number, and of a pure white. In some instances these eggs have a pinky blush before being blown."

A well-known but not very frequently imported species; it is sometimes confounded with the next species, and Mr. Pays Mellier, of Champigny, in 1882, bred hybrids between the two species. It was first presented to the London Zoological Society in 1862, and one or two other specimens have been acquired since that date.

BAUER'S PARRAKEET (Barnardius zonarius).

Differs from the preceding species in its inferior size, the want of the red frontal band, and its yellow lower breast and abdomen. The female is duller in colouring, has a browner head, the beak wider in the middle, less regularly triangular, and narrower towards tip. Hab., Victoria, South, West and North-west Australia, and the Interior.

Mr. A. J. Campbell ("Nests and Eggs of Australian Birds," p. 642) thus describes the nidification: "Nest.—Within a hole or hollow branch of a tree, the eggs, as in the case of the majority of the tribe, being deposited on the dry decayed dust at the bottom. Eggs.—Clutch, five or more; roundish in shape; texture of shell fine; surface glossy, with occasionally tiny limy nodules; color pure white. Dimensions in inches of a proper clutch from Western Australia: (1) 1.27 x .96, (2) 1.2 x .94, (3) 1.2 x .93, (4) 1.19 x .9, (5) 1.18 x .35; of odd examples from Central Australia: (1) 1.15 x .95, (2) 1.1 x .95.

According to Mr. Kearn, "Although generally in pairs, flocks of six or seven are not uncommon, probably being the parent birds and young brood. Their chief food is grass-seed, but they also display great activity in raking amongst the foliage in search of blossom."

In Australia this is known as the "Yellow-banded" or "Port Lincoln" Parrakeet; it is not rarely imported into this country, but it is doubtful whether it has been bred here, though Mr. Kohler, of Weissenfeld, had a pair which went to nest and reared four young. It seems likely enough that Dr. Greene's observation respecting the ease with which the Yellow-naped Parrakeet goes to nest and brings up its young may in reality apply to the present species, since neither does Mr. Seth-Smith know of an instance of the breeding of B. semitorquatus in this country, nor does Dr. Russ, in his "Handbook" (whatever he may have done elsewhere), record any instance of the pure species being bred on the Continent, but only the rearing of hybrids. This Parrakeet first reached the Regent's Park Gardens in 1853; others have since been added to the collection there.

The genus Psephotus has the two central tail-feathers longer than the pair next to them; it contains what Mr. Seth-Smith regards as perhaps the most beautiful, delightful, and desirable of the imported Parrakeets. I have no doubt they are excellent subjects for aviculture, but the colouring of some of them does not appeal to me personally. The species of Barnardius strike me as infinitely more beautiful, but each one to his taste. In captivity Mr. Seth-Smith recommends canary-seed as the staple food for these birds, to which should be added millet, a little hemp and oats, and plenty of green food during the summer months; but on no account soft food unless they are breeding, and then only bread soaked in cold water and squeezed nearly dry.

RED-VENTED BLUE-BONNET PARRAKEET (Psephotus humatorrhous).

"The male has the forehead and face ultramarine blue; crown of the head, upper surface, sides of the neck, and the chest greyish olive-brown, washed with
yellow on the rump and upper tail-coverts; lesser wing-coverts mingled verditer green and blue; greater coverts rich reddish chestnut; basal half of the external webs of the primaries and secondaries and edge of the wing rich indigo blue; under surface of the shoulder light indigo blue; inner webs and tips of the primaries dark brown; apical half of the external web of the primaries fringed with grey; two centre tail feathers light olive-green, passing into deep blue at the tip, the remainder deep blue at the base, largely tipped with white; the blue gradually blending with the while on the external web; upper part of the abdomen and flanks primrose yellow; centre of the abdomen and under tail-coverts crimson-red; irides dark brown; feet mealy brown; bill horn-colour. The female differs in being smaller and less brilliant in all her markings." (Gould.)

The beak of the female also appears to be smaller and shorter than in the male. Hab., Interior of New South Wales.

As regards its habits, Gould says: "I met with it in tolerable abundance in the neighbourhood of the Lower Namoi, where it appeared to give a decided preference to those parts of the plains which were of a loose mouldy character, and with which the colour of its back so closely assimilates as to be scarcely distinguished from it. Like the other members of the family, it is mostly observed in small flocks, feeding upon the seeds of the various grasses abounding on the plains."

As might be expected from this account, canary, millet, and a few oats should form the staple seeds in captivity, but a little hemp may be added with advantage. It is fond of gnawing green branches of poplar or other wholesome trees; plum or apple would probably please it well.

The eggs of this bird number about seven, are pure white without gloss; they are deposited in hollow branches of Eucalyptus.

The greatest caution must be exercised in associating this Parrakeet with others, as it is very liable to run amuck amongst smaller and weaker associates, which it murders most ruthlessly. On the other hand, it is hardy, amusing, intelligent, though I cannot admire its patchy and inharmonious colouring.

According to Russ, a female of this Red-vented species in the possession of the late Joseph Abrahams laid eggs, by which means he was able to decide its sex. He tells us also that in 1862 Mr. Jamrach had a snow-white Blood-vented Parrakeet, only with a blue cap and red breast patch. According to the late Mr. Wiener it is a pleasing, playful and most intelligent bird. It would seem, however, from what Mr. Seth-Smith tells us, that Mr. Wiener's example was intermedial between this and the next species.

The Zoological Society of London first purchased the species in 1862, and subsequently they added others to their collection; now it seems not to come to hand.

YELLOW-VENTED BLUE-BONNET PARRAKEET
(Psephotus zanthorhous).

Differing from the preceding species in the olive-yellow (instead of reddish chestnut) patch on the wing-coverts, the deep blue lesser coverts, the better defined yellowish crescent on the front of the ear-coverts, the more distinctly motled breast, and the yellow (instead of red) under tail-coverts; beak pale horn-colour; feet mealy brown. Female probably with a smaller beak than the male. Hab., "South Australia." (Salvadori.)

Mr. A. J. Campbell ('Nests and Eggs of Australian Birds," p. 644) says: "The Yellow-vented Parrakeet, or the 'Blue Bonnet' of the bird-catchers, is chiefly found in the interior portions of New South Wales and Victoria, notably on the plains of the Murray and Riverina, were it was usual to the birds of timber to breed. It is also found in South and Western Australia." When flying through the belt of timber in pairs or small flocks, their voices are harsh and grate upon one's ears.

"I first received eggs from Mr. G. H. Morton, Benjeroop, 1863, and the following season I myself found the species nesting in the belt of timber near Pyramid Hill, where, on the 8th October, seven young ones, about three or four weeks old, were taken from a nest.

"Apparently these Parrakeets are not always easily flushed from their nests. Mr. Morton tells me he has taken eggs from under the sitting birds."

On p. 645 Mr. Campbell thus describes the nidification: "Nest.—Within a hole or hollow, usually in a box-tree (Eucalyptus), growing in belts of timber on the plains; also reported to breed in the cliffs of the Lower Murray River. Eggs.—Clutch, five to seven usually, ten maximum; round in shape, texture of shell fine, surface glossy, colour pure white. Dimensions in inches of a clutch: (1) 1.0 x 0.84, (2) 0.94 x 0.84, (3) 0.94 x 0.8, (4) 0.92 x 0.84, (5) 0.92 x 0.82."

This is one of the most dangerous Parrakeets to associate with other birds in an aviary, as everyone who has kept it testifies. It appears to have been bred many years ago by Mr. A. Johnson, of St. Olave's Grammar School, and Russ mentions that a female in the possession of Messrs. Seiter, of Ludwigsburg, laid eggs. The species is not mentioned in the London Zoological Society's List, but possibly it may have been wrongly identified as "P. hamatogaster" ("hamat-chorbeus"). It is well known as an imported species under the name of "Blue-bonnet."

BEAUTIFUL PARRAKEET
(Psephotus pulcherreina).

The male has a frontal band of scarlet, which fades into pale yellow round the eyes, lores, and cheeks, the latter gradually shading into the green of the underpart; the crown and nape are blackish-brown, fading into greyish-brown on the back; the sides of the neck and shoulders bluish-green with yellowish reflections; the rump and upper tail-coverts greenish-blue, the longer coverts with black terminal bands; a spot of vermilion on shoulder of wing; the primaries and secondaries black, edged with green above and blue below; two middle tail-feathers olive-brown, bluer towards the tips; the three outer lateral feathers with a zigzag black band, beyond which they are greenish-blue to the tips, the inner webs almost white at the tips; throat and chest emerald-green, each feather with a bluish tip; middle of breast and flanks greenish-blue; abdomen and under tail-coverts scarlet; beak horn-colour, blackish towards the base; feet yellowish-brown; iris dark brown.

The female is smaller and duller than the male, with little or no red on the forehead. Closely on the wing coverts the abdomen is a bright golden-green in the plumage is replaced by pale brassy-yellowish, flecked or barred with golden ochre or red. Hab., Eastern Australia, from Port Denison to New South Wales.

This species frequents upland grassy plains, where it is observed in small flocks feeding upon the seeds of grasses and other weeds. It nests in the hollow branches or the deserted "burrow" of Leech's Kingfisher; sometimes in that of Macleay's Kingfisher, tunneled into the nest of the white ant. The eggs are white and three to four in number.

Mr. Wiener evidently regards this bird as very delicate, but Mr. Seth-Smith is of opinion that it supposed
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delicacy was due to its being wrongly fed in captivity, and he says: "Given plain food, such as the best canaryseed, millet, a little hemp, and perhaps a few oats, and a regular supply, especially in the spring and summer, of chickweed or grass in flower, there is little doubt that the Paradise Parrakeet would prove to be no more difficult to keep in health than the Many-colored Parrakeets, or the rare Golden-shouldered Parrakeets, which have both been proved to be, when once acclimatised, long lives in captivity." ("Parrakeets," p. 200.)

Formerly tolerably freely imported, this species seems now never to be sent home; it is generally regarded by aviculturists as the most beautiful of Parrakeets, but the colouring consists mainly of violent contrasts; it is showy and brilliant unquestionably, but hardly artistic, though certainly far ahead of the Blue-bonnet Parrakeet. I consider the "Many-coloured" a far more beautiful bird. The London Zoological Society acquired a pair of this species in 1866, and for some years afterwards added specimens to the collection at Regent's Park. Prince Ferdinand of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha bred one young one in his bird-room at Vienna in 1869, and Princess von Croy bred four in 1882 at her castle in Belgium. Previously the latter lady had bred hybrids between a male Beautiful Parrakeet and a female Red-rumped Parrakeet; the mules chiefly differed from their father in the blue-green instead of blue colouring on the breast and lower back; they sang like the Red-rump. (Cf. Rues, "Handbuch," p. 177.)

Golden-shouldered Parrakeet (Psophotus chrysoperityius).

Back of neck, back, scapulars, inner upper wing-coverts, and inner secondaries pale greyish-brown; a large yellow patch on the anterior lesser and median wing-coverts; greater coverts and flights black edged with blue; rump and upper tail-coverts turquoise-blue; two central tail-feathers olive-green at base, changing to deep blue towards the tips, which are black; the other feathers pale bluish-green crossed by an irregular black band, stained with bluish-green on outer webs towards the tips, which are white; forehead pale yellow; centre of crown black; sides of head, neck, throat, breast, and front of abdomen turquoise-blue; a wash of yellow on orbital region; under wing-coverts deep blue; upper tail and tail-coverts red barred with white; back and nape bluish horn-colour; feet grey; irides brown.

Female (according to Seth-Smith) with the front band yellowish-white; crown brownish; sides of head nearly white, washed with blue; under parts greenish washed with blue down to the lower abdomen and under tail-coverts, which are marked with red and white, as in the male, but much fainter; back, scapulars, and upper wing-coverts yellowish-green, the yellow becoming brighter on the wing-patch; rump and upper tail-coverts bright blue; primaries blackish, edged with blue on the outer web; tail as in the male." Hab., North Australia, from Port Darwin to the Gulf of Carpentaria.

Nothing seems to have been published respecting the wild life of this rare Parrakeet, but in 1897 eight immature birds appeared in the collection at Regent's Park; the only male and a female were purchased by the Zoological Society, but no attempt was made to breed from them. Mr. Reginald Phillips acquired two females (see The Avicultural Magazine, First Series, Vol. IV., p. 152), one of which paired with a male Red-rumped Parrakeet and laid four eggs, which, unfortunately, proved to be clear; they are described as small, of a stout oval in shape, of precisely the same length as those of the Peach-faced Love-bird, but thicker." (The Avicultural Magazine, Vol. V., p. 158.)

Mrs. Johnstone obtained a pair in 1902; both she and Mr. Phillips describe them as sensitive to cold.

Many-coloured Parrakeet (Psophotus multicolor).

The upper surface of the cock bird is principally emerald-green; the forehead, a band on the shoulder, the sides, and vent yellow; the back of the crown, rump, abdomen, and thighs crimson; the throat and breast yellowish-green; the primaries deep blue, with a greenish tinge; the tail-feathers greenish-blue; the two central feathers and bases of the remainder very dark, banded with black towards the base, the outer ones pale blue at the tips; beak horn-brown; legs wood-brown. Female smaller, with a much shorter beak; altogether dulleer in colouring; the frontal blue band paler as well as the blue on the shoulder of the wing and the yellow on the under tail-coverts. Mr. Seth-Smith also tells us that the upper parts are "mostly brownish-grey with an olive-green tinge, the patch on the wing-coverts red; frontal band reddish in some individuals, yellowish in others; some specimens have a faint patch of reddish on the occiput, which is absent in others; lower breast, abdomen, and under tail-coverts yellowish-green with a bluish tinge; a faint indication of red on some of the feathers of the abdomen." Hab., Interior and South of Australia.

Mr. A. J. Campbell tells us that this species is found in the open forest country of the interior portions of Southern Australia; in central Australia it is found near all water-holes; eggs in his collection were obtained from a nest in a hollow mallee limb. He thus describes the nidification: "Nest.—Within a hole or hollow trunk of a tree. Eggs.—Clutch, four to six; round in form; texture of shell fine; surface glossy; colour, pure white. Dimensions in inches: (1) .9 x .76, (2) .9 x .72, (3) .69 x .76, (4) .76 x .75, (5) .86 x .76. ("Nests and Eggs," p. 647.)

Formerly this species was supposed to be extremely delicate, but Mr. Seth-Smith, who has kept and bred this really beautiful bird in his aviaries (where I had the pleasure of seeing them), assures us that, although when first imported they need care, no sooner are they established than they become almost as hardy as the Red-rumped Parrakeet; they should, however, receive a little warmth in the winter. Mr. A. Savage, of Rouen, the Rev. C. D. Farrar, Mr. W. Fasey, and, I think, Mrs. Johnstone have also bred the species in their aviaries; so that, though expensive, this is a most desirable bird for the aviculturist. The first pair to reach the Gardens at Regent's Park was purchased in 1862, and others have been added to the collection from time to time since that date.

Red-rumped Parrakeet (Psophotus horaminotus).

The crown of the head, back of the neck, cheeks and breast are emerald-green, paler on the forehead and cheeks; the back brownish-green; the rump crimson; the apex and under-surface of the shoulder, bastard-wing, and outer edge of the basal half of primaries bright ultramarine blue, the blue of the shoulder shading into sulphur-yellow and forming a conspicuous spot of this colour in the centre of this part of the wing; the greater and lesser wing-coverts and the secondaries bluish-green; the upper tail-coverts and two central tail-feathers green, passing into blue towards the tips, which are blackish-brown; the remainder green at the base, shading into greyish-white on the inner webs and tips; centre of the abdomen yellow:

FOR.
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thighs dull bluish-green; under tail-coverts greyish-white; beak horn colour; legs brown; iris of eye pale brown. Female with the middle of the abdomen pale yellow; vent and under tail-coverts white; wing-coverts greyish-green, tinged with blue; primary-coverts and outer web of primaries dull blue." (Seth-Smith) the beak is smaller and shorter than in the male. Hab., South-Eastern and Southern Australia.

Mr. Gould says that the Red-rump is found in the interior of South-East Australia, being abundant over the Liverpool plains and all open country northward as far as explored; also over similar tracts in Victoria and South Australia; it is seldom seen on the plains round Adelaide; it is more often seen on the ground than in trees, and evidently prefers open grassy valleys and naked crowns of hills to a wide and almost boundless plain. During winter it congregates in flocks of from twenty to a hundred individuals, which trip nimbly over the ground in search of grass and other seeds; frequently hundreds may be seen sitting in lines along the whole length of a naked eucalyptus branch. The Red-rump has a pleasing whistle, which almost approaches a true song; its five to six white eggs are deposited in spouts and hollows of gum trees.

Mr. A. Savage, who gives an interesting account of the rearing of this species in the fifth volume of The Aulicultural Magazine (pp. 28-31), mentions only seed and chickweed as having been given to them, but a little bread soaked in cold water, and then pressed nearly dry, greatly assists all these Parrakeets in feeding their young. The Red-rump is easily bred, and Mr. Savage reared numbers in a large cage in his garden at Ronen; it has also been bred in this country and in Germany, two, or even three, broods being reared in a season. It is an easily tamed species, but must be kept in an aviary or bird-room by itself, as it is extremely malicious towards smaller and weaker birds. When breeding, Dr. Russe recommends that these birds should be fed upon 'egg-bread, ants' eggs, softened rice, fruit, mealworms, green food, and mawseed,' but I consider most of these items as not only unnecessary for a bird of this kind, but positively injurious.

The first pair of this Parrakeet to reach the Gardens at Regent's Park was purchased in 1861, and others have since been added; it is a very well-known species amongst bird-lovers.

The genus Neophema (Grass-Parrakeets) is characterised by the four central tail-feathers being of equal length. In their wild state they feed chiefly upon seeds of various grasses, and in captivity canary, millet, and green food are most suitable for them. They are graceful birds, the sexes of which are much alike in colouring.

Bourke's Grass-Parrakeet (Neophema bourkei).

Above rufescent brown; anterior upper wing-coverts and outer webs of flights violaceous blue; outer upper tail-coverts pale blue; other coverts with pale edges; three outer tail-feathers white, excepting at the base, which is brown on the inner, and blue on the outer, web; six middle feathers with the outer webs tinged with blue, otherwise brown like the rest of the upper surface; forehead and an eyebrow stripe of pale blue; a few feathers on the forehead, a strip below the latter, and a patch below the eyes, and on front of cheeks whitish; cheeks otherwise rosy, each feather with a brown edge; feathers of breast brown edged with rose; abdomen bright rose-pink; flanks and under tail-coverts pale blue; beak dark horn colour; feet brown; irides brown. Female rather smaller, with a much shorter beak, the terminal hook or which is thicker; she is also duller and paler, with no blue frontal band. Hab., 'Interior of New South Wales, and of South Australia.' (Salvadori.)

Mr. A. J. Campbell says of this bird ("Nests and Eggs," p. 649): "Of birds kept in captivity it has been ascertained that the male bird assists in the task of incubation, and in all probability this rule applies to the other members of this beautiful genus.

"With the original description of an egg, furnished in the 'Catalogue' of the Australian Museum, it is stated that the late Mr. K. H. Bennett took a set of these rare Parrakeet eggs on August 30th, 1894, in the interior of New South Wales.

"Breeding season includes August and probably the three or four following months."

He thus describes the nidification: "Nest.—Within a hole or hollow in a tree. Eggs.—Clutch, four, in some instances probably five; inclined to oval in shape; texture of shell fine; surface glossy; colour, pure white. Dimensions in inches about .9 x .7."

When Mr. Seth-Smith wrote his "Parrakeets" this species was, and had been for about twenty years, practically unknown in the bird market, though previous to that date a few pairs were imported. He describes a pair in the possession of Mr. Groom, of Kentish Town, which went to nest; incubation lasting about seventeen days; the hen died about the time when the young hatched, and apparently none were reared. In Germany Dr. Russ appears to have been the first to breed it in his bird-room, and afterwards various others were successful. "Mr. Kessel's, of Uclee, owned a pair for nine years, which, in the first summer, bred six young and then every year several others. In 1877 from February 17th to September 7th nineteen young from five broods. Clutch three to seven, usually five eggs; duration of incubation twenty-two days; nestling down pure white; young plumage similar to that of the adult female, but duller in all its colours, and the young male, though it has a blue frontal band, has it weak and narrow." (Vide Russ "Handbuch für Vogelliebhaber," p. 176.)

In 1904 Mr. W. Fasey became the owner of a pair of this species, imported by Jamrach, and in 1905 the Rev. Hubert D. Astley secured four specimens from a consignment of Australian birds on board a ship touching at Genoa on its way to England; he subsequently gave an account of the species, illustrated by a coloured plate drawn by himself, in The Avicultural Magazine, Second Series, Vol. III., p. 232. Mr. Astley says: "The male bird has a pretty warbling song, somewhat after the warble of a Budgerigar, but softer, with no shrill interludes, and the call note is also like a Budgerigar's, but softer again.

"Indeed, had I not had wiser and more learned people to guide me, I should have thought that the Bourke's and the Budgerigar were connected more closely than in mere binomial names. There are the same scaly-looking feathers on the wings; the same manner of the male in sitting with his head close to his mate's, and warbling for half-an-hour at a time; the same way, too, of rapid fluttering of wings with that whistling sound, whilst they hold to a perch with their feet."

Gould observes ("Handbook to the Birds of Australasia," Vol. II., p. 80): "The most interesting and particularly interesting, as exhibiting, in the crescentic form of the markings on the back, an approach to the style of colouring observable in the single species of the genus Melopsittacus (M. undulatus)." Why is it interesting, if there is no affinity between the two birds? When one considers upon what comparatively slight external
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characters many of the genera of the Parrakeets are separated, surely there can be no insuperable difficulty in admitting that individual species, arbitrarily placed in different genera for purposes of classification, may be really more nearly related to each other than to their congeners according to formula."

A pair of Bouque's Parrakeets, probably from the same consignment from which Mr. Astley procured his specimens, reached the London Zoological Gardens early in 1905; one of them, however, died almost immediately. In April, however, a second consignment appears to have reached Mr. Hamlyn, from which Mr. W. R. Fasey secured six specimens, and in The Agricultural Magazine for the following year (Second Series, Vol. IV., pp. 276-277) he records his success in breeding the species. He says: "They appear to be easy to breed, and sit very steadily, the hen never leaving the nest even when I have tried to disturb her." He adds: "Neither these birds nor any of the Grass Parrakeets (excepting the Budgerigar) can stand much cold; and I am of opinion they cannot be kept alive for any lengthy period of time in a grass, grass to est."

In 1907 Mr. Seth-Smith paired two hen Bouque's Parrakeets to one cock; the hens laid in separate logs in the same aviary, one nest resulting in four young birds, the other in two. The second season, however, were killed by the damp weather which prevailed at the time.

The first example of this species to arrive at the Regent's Park Gardens was purchased in 1867; in 1869 half a dozen were added.

BLUE-WINGED GRASS PARRAKEET (Neophema venusta).

Above brownish olive-green; upper wing-coverts blue; primary-coverts and primaries black, the latter with blue edges to the outer webs; inner webs of secondaries black; four middle tail-feathers greenish-blue; the rest black at base of inner webs, and blue at base of outer webs, otherwise yellow; forehead crossed by a band of deep indigo-blue, edged above with pale blue; lores and region behind the eye yellow; throat, cheeks, and flanks pale brownish olive-green; abdomen and under tail-coverts yellow; middle of abdomen brighter; under wing-coverts deep blue; back, feet, and irides brown. Female duller in colouring than the male. HAB., "New South Wales, South Australia, and Tasmania." (Salvadori.)

A. J. North says ("Catalogue of Nests and Eggs," pp. 262, 263): "This beautiful species is found breeding in the hollow branches of the eucalyptus and other trees. An average specimen of the eggs taken from the bottom of a hollow stump in which the female was captured while sitting is white, and the shell smooth, and measures—length 0.95 × 0.67 in. Eggs usually five for a sitting. The breeding season commences in September, and lasts the three following months." According to Robert Hall ("Victorian Naturalist," 1880): "I found a field of standing cats is much appreciated by this species; failing this, milk thistle and flat weed (Hypochoris sp.) seed come next in favour."

According to Mr. Seth-Smith ("Parrakeets," p. 216), this bird "is very seldom imported into this country nowadays, although at one time it was occasionally to be obtained. It very closely resembles the Neophema elegans, both species passing with bird dealers as 'Elegant Parrakeets.'"

Russ says: "Since 1881 frequently imported, particularly from London," which may perhaps account for it not being on sale in the London market. He continues: "Bred several times since 1882 by Baron von Cornely at his castle of Beaujardin, near Tours. Price 20-30 marks for a pair."

This species has been represented in the collection exhibited at Regent's Park, but not of late years.

ELEGANT GRASS PARRAKEET (Neophema elegans).

The upper parts of this Parrakeet are dark green with a golden gloss, and the under parts olive-green; the frontal band to behind the eye, the edge of the wing and lesser-coverts blue; the belly yellow, acquiring a saffron central patch with age; the back black with whitish lower edge to the upper mandible; the feet brown; the iris reddish or dark brown. Russ describes the female as "dinger; the forehead, face, and wings with the same pattern, but more restricted and duller; the abdominal patch and shoulder patch not present."

Salvadori says: "Like the male, but duller and smaller (Gould); and, according to Reichenow, with the frontal blue band narrower." Seth-Smith says: "Differ from the male only in being slightly smaller and duller. I found the sexed females smaller, with a considerably shorter beak, duller in colour, and with a narrower frontal blue band." HAB., Southern Australia, from New South Wales to Western Australia.

Gould says that this bird appears to prefer the barren and sandy belts bordering the coast, but occasionally resorts to the more distant interior. Flocks were constantly rising before me while traversing the salt marshes, which stretched along the coast from Holdfast Bay to the Port of Adelaide; they were feeding upon the seeds of grasses and various other plants, which were there abundant. In the middle of the day, or when disturbed, they retreated to the thick Banksias that grow on the sandy ridges in the immediate neighbourhood, and in such numbers that I have seen those trees literally covered with them, intermingled with the orange-breasted species (E. aurantiaca), which, however, was far less numerous. When they rise they spread out and display their beautiful yellow tail feathers to the greatest advantage.

Gilbert informed me that in Western Australia "the Elegant Grass Parrakeet inhabits every variety of situation, but particularly where there is an abundance of grass, the seeds of which are its favourite food; it may be generally observed in small families, but at Kojenup, where there are several pools, and no other water for many miles round, I saw these birds in myriads; but although I shot a great many, they were nearly all young birds. Its flight is rapid and even, and frequently at considerable altitudes. The breeding season is in September and October, the eggs being from four to seven in number, of a pure white, eleven lines long by eight and a half lines broad."

Dr. Russ says that this bird has a soft, pleasing song, as Alexander von Homeyer first made known. It endures captivity admirably, has freely nested in Belgium and Holland, and in the London Zoological Gardens in 1879 hybrids were bred between it and the Tanimbar.

Mr. John Sergeant published notes on the breeding of this species in one of his aviaries in The Agricultural Magazine, First Series, Vol. II., p. 93. He says that"
incubation lasts eighteen days, and the young appear in about twenty-eight days.

Unfortunately, this species is rarely to be seen in the London market nowadays. It first reached the London Zoological Society's Gardens in 1862, and continued to be received from time to time up to 1887.

**Orange-bellied Grass Parrakeet (Neophasa chrysogaster)**

Above grass-green; lesser wing-coverts, carpal coverts, anterior greater-coverts, primary-coverts, and outer webs of primaries deep blue, the latter webs, of the latter webs, however, tinged with greenish towards the tip; two central tail-feathers bluish-green, inner towards the tip; the next pair similar but with black margins to the inner webs; the rest greenish-blue on outer, black on inner webs and broadly tipped with bright yellow; frontals band blue with a paler edging on both sides; lores, cheeks, and breast yellowish-green, becoming greenish yellow on the abdomen; a large central abdominal orange patch; under tail-coverts yellow; under wing-coverts deep blue; back dark brown, paler below; feet dull brown; irides dark brown. Female smaller and duller, with the orange abdominal patch more restricted and less brilliant. Hab., South-Eastern Australia, from the Clarence River District to Victoria, and Tasmania; very abundant on the Actaeon Islands (Salvadori).

Gould says ("Handbook," Vol. II., p. 75):—"I observed it sparingly dispersed in the neighbourhood of Hobart Town and New Norfolk, but found it in far greater abundance on the Actaeon Islands, at the entrance of D'Entrecasteaux Channel. These small and uninhabited islands are covered with grasses and scrub, intermingled with a species of Barilla, nearly allied to *Atriplax* halimus; and almost, the only land-bird that enlivens these solitary spots is the present beautiful Parrakeet. I frequently flushed small flocks from among the grass, when they almost immediately alighted on the Barilla bushes around me, their sparkling orange bellies forming a striking contrast with the green of the other parts of their plumage and the silvery foliage of the plant upon which they rested. I made many unsuccessful attempts to discover their breeding-places; as, however, these islands are destitute of large trees, I am induced to believe that they lay eggs in holes on the ground, or among the stones on the shore. On visiting South Australia in winter, I found it equally abundant, on the flat, marshy grounds bordering the coast, especially between the Port of Adelaide and Holdfast Bay."

Mr. A. J. Campbell ("Nests and Eggs of Australian Birds," p. 652) says:—"Mr. A. E. Brent informs me that this bird usually lays late in the season (December), depositing its eggs in a small broken spout of a fallen tree." He thus describes the nidification:—

"Nest.—Usually within a small hollow spout of a fallen tree or log. Eggs.—Clutch, four to six; round in form; texture of shell fine; surface slightly glossy; colour pure white. Dimensions in inches of a pair: (1) .84 x .75, (2) .83 x .75; three from a nest taken near Ross, Tasmania: (1) .86 x .74, (2) .84 x .7, (3) .82 x .7."

Russ says of it:—"Very rare in the market; imported by J. Abrahams, of London."

Four examples were purchased for the London Zoological Gardens in 1873.

**Rock Grass-Parrakeet (Neophasa petrophila)**

Above dull olive-green; smaller under wing-coverts near bend of wing and outer coverts verditer-blue; outer greater coverts blue; bastard-wing, primary-coverts, and outer webs of primaries deep blue, the latter more or less greenish towards tips; inner webs of primaries brownish-black; central tail-feathers bluish-green, the rest bluish-green at base, the inner webs brownish-black, the tips brownish-black; outer webs, central band deep indigo-blue, edged on both sides with dull verditer blue; lores and orbital ring dull verditer blue; under surface more yellowish than above, especially on the abdomen, which is often slightly tinged with orange in the centre; under tail-coverts yellow; upper mandible deep reddish-brown, lower mandible pale yellow at the tips, bluish-grey at the tip; feet dark brownish-grey; irides very dark brown. Female not differentiated. Hab., South-Western Australia.

Gould says ("Handbook," Vol. II., p. 76, 77):—"It occurs in great numbers on Rottnest and other islands near Swan River." Here, says Gilbert, "it breeds in the holes of the most precipitous cliffs, choosing in preference those facing the water and most difficult of access; and hence it required no slight degree of exertion to procure examples of the eggs, which, according to the testimony of the natives, are white, and seven or eight in number.

"Its flight is extremely rapid, and at times it mounts to a great height in the air."

Mr. A. J. Campbell ("Nests and Eggs," p. 653) says:—"It is a rare picture to witness a pair of the lovely little creatures in their golden-green plumage, perched on the face of a limestone crag, amidst such romantic and rugged surroundings. I was singularly successful in securing a series of their eggs at Rottnest Island, where the birds invariably select rocky islets off the main island for breeding purposes, notably Green and Parrakeet Islands.

"By a curious coincidence the first person on the island to present me with specimens of both eggs and live birds was Mr. A. H. Conder, a corresponding member of the Society before which I described the eggs, viz., the Royal Society of Victoria. Other eggs I took myself. The birds make no nest, but simply deposit four or five eggs under the slabs of indurated sand or limestone, where the eggs are sometimes very difficult to reach, especially if a crevice on a steep side sloping to the water's edge be selected." He thus describes the nidification:—

"Nest.—In a crevice of a rock or under shelving stones, usually on islets adjacent to the mainland.

"Eggs.—Clutch, four to five; somewhat oval, laid in a depression in the floor of the nest-box, of shell fine, surface glossy; colour, pure white. Dimensions in inches of a proper clutch: (1) .90 x .75, (2) .98 x .78, (3) .96 x .75, (4) .95 x .76. The eggs of the Rock Parrakeet appear to be the largest of the genus."

Mr. Seth-Smith rightly conjectured that this Parrakeet had been imported into England; though the specimens were sent to the Continent. Russ says:—A pair from Abrahams in my birdroom sat for several months in a cage together with young Rose-headed Parrakeets, and also fed with pleasure on the following, prepared for the latter:—Cooked rice, egg-bread, sweet fruit, etc., the females from a chalky sand, the Nest-box, which chance to be in the cage, and one day a young (Rock Parrakeet) flew out; two rotten eggs were left in the nest. Young plumage:—Above fawn-greysish olive-green, below clear olive-green (without yellow tinge); cheeks and ear-region yellowish-green; the bluefrontal band only narrow and ill-defined (loral and orbital ring wanting); beck brownish horn-grey; eyes black; feet brownish-grey. The following year the pair laid four eggs in the nest-box, which unhappily were infertile."
GRASS-PARRAKEETS.

_Turquoise Grass-Parrakeet._
*(Neophema pulchella.)*

The forehead, a stripe over the eye the cheeks, shoulders, and lesser wing-coverts of a bright metallic greenish blue; the crown of the head, back of neck, upper surface and flanks bright olive green; at the insertion of the wings is a bright patch of chestnut red; the primaries and secondaries are deep blue on their outer, but blackish-brown on their inner, webs; the lower breast, abdomen, and under tail-coverts are bright yellow; the four central tail-feathers are green; the remainder, however, are largely tipped with yellow; the back and legs are dark brown. Female smaller and duller, with a thicker, shorter beak; frontal band blue passing over and behind the eye; a line in front of the frontal band and the lores pale yellowish; cheeks with a blue tinge; no chestnut red patch on the inner upper wing-coverts; throat and breast yellowish-green.

_Hab._, South-eastern Australia, from Wide Bay to Victoria.

Mr. Gould was not fortunate enough to discover the nest of this species; but he was informed that it laid eight white eggs in a hole in a tree. He says that when flushed it flies off to a short distance between the trees, perches on some dead branch, and remains there until it has returned to the ground. 'Unlike many of the Parrakeets, the Turquoise does not appear to travel in large companies, but usually in little bands consisting of from six to eight individuals; it is essentially a seed-eating bird, and therefore, so soon as it has got over the effects of its journey to this country, there is no difficulty in keeping it on a diet of white millet and canary-seed. Moreover, in a cool aviary, there should be every chance of breeding from a pair, as Dr. Russ assures us that the Turquoise is a "ravishing little bird" and amiable.

This species was bred in the Zoological Gardens at Antwerp in 1861, subsequently by Leuckfeld, of Nordhansen, and later in numerous other bird-rooms, even to the fourth generation. The pair, according to Russ, sat motionless, apparently tired and sleepy, but only until the birds become tame and confiding. Being crepuscular birds, he says that they only become lively in the evening, but at the nesting season they develop an active disposition. The affection of the couple is exceedingly hearty. The male then utters a whistling prattle, a sort of little not unpleasant song. The clutch consists of from four to eight eggs. Incubation lasts twenty to twenty-two days. The female alone incubates, the young being fed by the male; later both sexes feed them. The young plumage closely resembles that of the adult female, above soft yellowish grey, below greyish; the male, if vigorous, even when it leaves the nest with a delicate purplish-brown shoulder spot; beak, silver white; eyes, black; feet, bluish white. The change of colour takes place after nine months.

Mr. Seth-Smith says ("Parrakeets," p. 225): "The Turquoise is at the present time extremely rare in this country, although it appears to have been imported somewhat frequently years ago; and it has bred in captivity in this country and on the Continent on numerous occasions. In the London Zoological Gardens alone numbers were bred between the years 1860 and 1883, but for several years past no specimen has been exhibited there."

This author also tells us that this desirable bird "is one of the gentiest of Parrots, and may be trusted with birds much smaller and weaker than itself."

**Splendid Grass-Parrakeet.**
*(Neophema splendida.)*

Above grass-green; upper wing-coverts pale blue; primary coverts and primaries black, slightly bluish, the last with the outer edges greenish towards the tip; secondaries blue tinged with green, the innermost quite green; two central tail-feathers dark green; the next pair black on inner and green on outer web and broadly tipped with bright yellow extending more and more from within outwards; face, tail-coverts and sides of neck blue, darker on forehead and cheeks; back of head and nape green washed with blue; breast bright scarlet; sides green; abdomen and under tail-coverts yellow; under wing-coverts deep indigo blue; beak black; feet brown. Female apparently with a slightly broader beak; colouring much duller; face and upper wing-coverts pale lazure-blue; no scarlet on the breast, which is green, and the upper surface, including the crown and nape green tinged with orange. _Hab._, Southern Australia from New South Wales to S. Western Australia.

Mr. Gould remarks that it differs from the chestnut-shouldered bird "by the entire absence of the chestnut mark on the shoulders, the more intense blue of the face and the gorgeous colouring of the chest." Like all the Grass Parrakeets, the Splendid Parrakeet passes much of its time on the ground in its own country, where, owing to the protective green colouring of its upper parts, it is inconspicuous, but when flushed there is immediately, as Gould observes, "a brilliant display of blue, red, and yellow on its face, breast, and abdomen." It nests, like its congeners, in a hollow branch, laying from three to four white eggs. Incubation lasts about eighteen days. This beautiful bird unfortunately is rarely imported; otherwise, as it is quite hardy, there might be some hope of breeding it in our aviaries. Being a Grass Parrakeet there is no difficulty in feeding it, millet, canary, and oats, together with grass and other wild weed-seeds, being sufficient to keep it in health, a little green food being also acceptable.

A pair of this species reached the London Zoological Gardens in 1871, and a young one was hatched in the Gardens in the year following; another example was also purchased in the same year; but it is practically unknown to aviculturists, and is, as Russ says, one of the rarest in the market.

The genus _Cyanorhamphus_ is characterised by the shining pearl-grey base of the upper mandible combined with the absence of a crest (which does not distinguish it from _Nymphicus._) The species have long tarsi, and spend much of their time on the ground feeding upon seeds. In captivity Mr. Seth-Smith says they should be fed upon "canary, millet, and hemp seed and ripe fruit; green food, such as chickweed and groundsel, should also be given in the summer time."

**Antipodes Island Parrakeet.**
*(Cyanorhamphus unicolor.)*

_Above_ olive-green, paler or yellowish on the rump; bastard-wing and primary-coverts with bluish green inner and bright blue outer webs; primaries tinged with blue; tail dull green; forehead, sides of head, and ear-coverts brighter green; under surface yellowish-green; flights below greyish-brown; tail below dull golden olive; beak black, pearly-grey at base of upper mandible; feet brown. Female smaller and paler than the male, the beak greyish-white, with the terminal portion of the upper mandible brownish-black; a
clouded bluish spot in front of each nostril. Hab., Antipodes Island.

According to the late Sir Walter Buller, "Captain Fairchild, who is an excellent observer, reports that on Antipodes Island he found it inhabiting a plateau 1,530 feet above the sea. It was very tame, and easily caught. He never saw it take wing, which he attributes as much to the boisterous winds that sweep over this exposed island as to its naturally feeble powers of flight. It habitually walks and climbs among the tussock-grass, reminding one of the habits of the Australian Ground-Parrot (Pezoporus formosus) of New Zealand," Second Edition, I., pp. 145, 148.) This is perhaps the largest species of the genus, measuring from 15 in. to 14½ in. in length. Russ appears to have had no knowledge of it as a cage-bird, but it had probably never been imported when he wrote his Handbook. The London Zoological Society received four specimens in 1894 and 1895.

**New Zealand Parrakeet**

(Cyanorhamphus novaezelandiae)

Green; a broad concealed yellowish-white marking on the nape; a more or less defined dark crimson spot on each side of the rump; front edge of wing blue; flights dull black, the outer primaries with their coverts and the bastard-wing with bright blue outer webs; forehead, crown, and a streak crossing the eye on to the ear-coverts deep crimson; under surface paler green; under wing-coverts bluish-green; flights below paler black than above; tail below dull golden olive; upper mandible bluish-white tipped with black; lower mandible bluish-black; feet pale brown; irides cherry-red. Female smaller and with less conspicuous crimson frontal cap. Hab., New Zealand.

The late Sir Walter Buller says of this species: "It frequents every part of the bush, but appears to prefer the outskirts, where the vegetation is low and scrubby, as also the wooded margins of creeks and rivers. It is often met with among the dense koromiko (Veronica), which covers the low river-flats, or among the bushes of Leptospernum and other scrub. It seldom ventures beyond the shelter of the woods, unless it be to visit the farmer's fields for its tithe of grain, or to reach some distant feeding-place, when it rises rather high in the air and flies rapidly, but in a rather zigzag course. When on the wing it utters a hurried chattering note; and like many birds accustomed to its fellows, it emits a cry resembling the words 'twenty-eight,' with a slight emphasis on the last syllable. It often resorts to the tops of the highest trees, but may always be enticed downwards by imitating this note. It is gregarious, forming parties of from three to twelve, or more, in number, except in the breeding season, when it is generally met with in pairs.

"Its food consists chiefly of berries and seeds; but I suspect that it devours small insects and their larvae; for I have observed flocks of a dozen or more on the ground, engaged apparently in a search of that kind.

"A hole in a decaying or dead tree affords this species a natural breeding-place, the eggs being laid on the pulverised rotten wood at the bottom; for there is no further attempt at forming a nest. The months of November and December constitute the breeding season. The clutch varies in number from three to seven.

"Although exhibiting a preference for hollow trees, they sometimes nest in the holes or crevices of rocks. On the Upper Wanganui the natives pointed out to me a small round cavity in the perpendicular cliff forming the bank of the river, and assured me that this was the entrance to a small chamber where a pair of Parrakeets had reared their young in security for years. The eggs are very broadly oval, measuring 1.05 by .83. They are pure white, and are very finely granulated on the surface, sometimes with minute hymy excrescences near the thicker end."

Although, like most New Zealand birds, this species is now seldom (if ever) imported, it is a species so easily bred in captivity that home-bred birds may sometimes be secured; it is not dangerous to other species, and therefore is a desirable inhabitant of the aviary. Russ says that it was first bred by Fiedler, of Agram, in 1872, it also went to nest twice with him in 1878, and has been freely bred in Belgium and France. Delaurier, of Angoulême, reared thirty-eight young from one pair in succession. Clutch 3-5 eggs; the female incubates alone for twenty-four days; several broods every year. Mr. Seth-Smith had a pair for a short time, but unfortunately the hen died. The London Zoological Society first purchased the species in 1864, and secured several other examples in later years.

**Saissé's Parrakeet**

(Cyanorhamphus saissii)

Larger than the preceding, and with a longer tail; the flights of a brighter blue and the tail bluish towards the tips and with the tips yellowish; cheeks and throat more distinctly yellow; under surface greenish-yellow; beak blackish leaden, bluish grey at base of upper mandible; feet greyish-brown. Female smaller than the male. Hab., New Caledonia.

This is a local race of the New Zealand Parrakeet. According to E. L. Layard (The Ibis, 1882, p. 524): "It is very partial to the ripe fruit of the pawpaw, tearing away the melon-like pulp to arrive at the pungent seeds within."

An example of this species reached the London Zoological Gardens in 1882.

**Golden-crowned Parrakeet**

(Cyanorhamphus auriceps)

Grass-green; a concealed yellowish white spot on the nape; a crimson spot on each side of the rump; flights dull black; bastard wing, primary-coverts, and the second to fifth primaries at base of outer web, indigo-blue, the latter also edged with green; frontal band continued on each side to the eye, crimson; crown golden yellow; under surface more yellow than the upper; irides; under surface of flights sometimes (perhaps only in young birds) crossed by a pale yellow band; tail below golden olive; upper mandible bluish-white at base, black towards the tip; lower mandible bluish-black; feet pale brown (Buller); bill blackish-grey, feet yellowish-brown; irides red (Hutton). Female smaller than the male. Hab., North and South Islands of New Zealand and Chatham Islands. The late Sir Walter Buller says that this Parrakeet is seen generally in pairs. It "loves to frequent the tutu bushes (Corokia ruscifolia), to regale itself on the juicy berries of this bushy shrub; and on these occasions it is easily snared by the natives, who use for that purpose a flat noose at the end of a slender rod. When feeding on the tutu-berry the whole of the interior becomes stained of a dark purple. When the wild dock has run to seed this pretty little Parrakeet repairs to the open field and feeds on the ripe seeds of that nutritious weed. At other seasons the berries of Coprosma lucida, Fuchsia excorticata, and other forest-shrubs afford it a plentiful and agreeable nutriment."

"Like its congener, it nests in hollow trees, and lays from five to eight eggs, resembling those of Platypterus novaehollandiae, but smaller. Specimens in
HORNED PARRAKEETS.

my collection measure .9 in. in length by .75 in. in breadth."

A full account of his experience of this species in captivity was published by Mr. G. E. Bouskill, in *The Avicultural Magazine*, First Series, Vol. IV., pp. 45, 46. The birds paired, and the hen laid five eggs and began to sit. From further notes (pp. 77, 78) it appears that a sort of nest of fibre was formed inside a coconot-husk; the female alone incubated, about twenty-one days from the laying of the first egg; the nestling-down of the newly-hatched young was dirty yellow; when about fourteen days old the young began to feather, and they were fully hedged when about a month old; they left the nest when five weeks old. The young plumage chiefly differed from that of the parents in the barely perceptible crimson frontal band, the golden yellow patch less bright, the red under the wings barely indicated, the beak flesh-colour, rather darker at tip. They were reared on canary, hemp, and millet, about thirty to forty merlins and stale bread soaked in cold water and then squeezed nearly dry.

Russ says it was bred in 1872 by Fiedler in Agrim and then by himself; in 1883 also by Delaurier of Angouleme. He adds that it is only occasionally in the market; its price uncertain. It was first purchased for the Regent’s Park Gardens in 1865, and the last recorded in the ninth edition of the "List of Animals" was a pair purchased in 1890.

**ALPINE PARRAKEET (Cyanorhamphus malherbei).**

Smaller than the preceding, the frontal band orange, the crown very pale yellow; spot on sides of rump orange; under surface pale green, not yellowish; tail below dull grey, more bluish on tip, silvery-blush at base of upper mandible; feet pale brown. Female probably smaller than the male. Hab., North Island (Reischek) and South Island, New Zealand.

According to the late Sir Walter Buller, this species frequents "the alpine scrub, in pairs or in small parties, and is very tame and fearless. It is by no means common in the wooded hills surrounding Nelson." He was of opinion that it did not exist on any part of the North Island, but this is now known to be an error. (Cf. *The Ibis*, 1907, p. 317.)

According to Dr. Russ, Delaurier bred four young of this rare species in 1883. It was purchased (two specimens) by the London Zoological Society in 1872.

The Horned Parrakeets (*Nymphicus*) are chiefly distinguished by the singular crest on the front of the head; they are rarely imported and difficult to keep alive owing to the fact that their treatment in captivity seems not to be understood. Russ says they should have all kinds of green food, chiefly salad; gradually, after milk, canary, and hemp, may be accustomed to all kinds of other seeds, fresh ants’ cocoons or ant-cocon mixture, with egg-bread, etc., also service berries, a little apple, and mealworms. I should fight shy of service berries myself, and also of egg-bread; I think sponge-cake would be safer.

**HORNED PARRAKEET (Nymphicus cornutus).**

Green, yellower on the under than the upper parts; the singular crest consists of long black feathers tipped with crimson; two of these feathers are immensely elongated, and curve upwards and forwards from just behind the middle of the crown, whilst two shorter ones project backwards from the posterior part of the crest; the face and chin are covered by a black mask enclosing the eyes; the nape and ear-coverts golden yellow; bastard wing, primary coverts, and outer webs of primaries deep blue; inner webs and undersides of quills black; rump washed with yellow; tail blue above, but with green base and pale tip, blackish with greyish tips below, beak black, bluish on culmen; feet grey-brown; naked skin round eye brownish; iris amber, reddish externally. Female smaller, duller, in colouring, with rather narrower and less tapered beak. The young have the nape and ear-coverts washed with green, and the pale tips to the tail feathers are somewhat yellowish. Hab., New Caledonia.

E. L. Layard says *The Ibis*, 1886, p. 594: "This crested Parrot, which is peculiar to New Caledonia, is found in all the forest region, frequenting trees in flower or fruit. It usually flies in pairs, though often several pairs may be found feeding on the same tree. They are very partial to the candle nut fruit and to the blossoms of the *Erythrina*. We have seen them on the ground on fallen fruits and berries, but they do not usually resort thither. They nest in holes in trees, and we obtained their eggs on October 15. They are dirty white, rough, four in number, similarly shaped at each end, and much rounded; axis 12, diameter 10."

An illustration of the head of this species, together with that of *N. uveensis* was published by the Messrs. Layard in "the Proceedings of the Zoological Society" for 1882, Plate XXVI.

In *The Avicultural Magazine*, First Series, Vol. VI., the Hon. and Rev. Canon Dutton says: "The species that beats me is *Nymphicus*. To look at their bills you would say they were seed-eaters; but I bought a lot of eight once, which looked healthy enough. They all died, one after the other, of digestive troubles. And I have had other specimens, which I have kept for twelve months or so, but then they never have been kept very long in the Zoological Gardens. I cannot but think they would live longer, if we knew how to feed them correctly."

It would seem that in Germany this and the following species are not regarded as delicate. In 1882 Baron von Cornely bred three hybrids between this and the Uvean Parrakeet.

In 1883 Layard brought home living examples of this species, which were placed in the London Zoological Gardens, and Abrahams imported it later.

**UVLEAN PARRAKEET (Nymphicus uveensis).**

Grass-green, the rump yellowish; bastard wing, primary-coverts, and outer webs of primaries blue; tail grey, changing to yellow at tips; the three lateral feathers blue, paler at tips, and with very little green at base; long frontal red tipped feathers and crest dark green, the latter consisting of six up-curved paler tipped feathers; face, cheeks, and chin dark green; under surface yellowish-green; bill black, bluish at base of upper mandible; feet black; irides orange. Female duller in colouring, with more slender beak, especially towards the tip, but noticeably shorter. Hab., Uvéa, and perhaps Lifu, Loyalty Islands. I have found no notes on the wild life of this species; it was brought over alive by Layard and deposited in the London Zoological Gardens. According to Mr. Seth-Smith, it is more freely imported than the Horned Parrakeet, but it is regarded as equally delicate. Russ tells us that Baron von Cornely succeeded in breeding it, after breeding the hybrids previously noted; so that it is evident that these birds are understood on the Continent.

**SWIFT PARRAKEET (Nanodes discolor).**

*In the adult male the prevailing colour of this bird is bright green; the forehead, throat, and under wing- *

*This being a brush-tongued bird, with the habit of a Lorikeet, should be treated in captivity in the same manner.*
coverts, and a contiguous patch on the sides, are brigh-
red; the crown of the head is black, shading into blue;
the shoulders and base of the primaries are also
blue; the tail is deep red, shading into blue towards the
tip; the under parts are yellowish-green; the beak
is yellowish, the legs are grey. Female smaller and
duller, with narrower beak, but with a broader and shorter
terminal hook. Hab., South-Eastern Australia, from
the Wide Bay district to Victoria and Tasmania.

Gould says that it is "a migratory species, passing
the summer and breeding season only in the more
southern parts of the Australian Continent and Tas-
amania, and retiring northwards for the remainder of
the year. During September and the four following
months it is not only abundant in all the gum forests
of Tasmania, but is very common in the shrubberies and
gardens at Hobart Town. It is frequently to be seen
on the gum-trees bordering the streets, within a few
feet of the heads of the passing inhabitants, and so
intended upon gathering the honey from the fresh-blown
flowers which daily expand, as almost entirely to dis-
regard their presence. The tree to which it is so eagerly
attracted is the Eucalypts gibbon, cultivated speci-
mens of which appear to have finer blossoms in them
in their native forests. It is certainly the finest of the
Eucalypti I have ever seen, and when its pendant branches
are covered with thick clusters of pale yellow blossoms,
presents a most beautiful appearance; these blossoms
are so charged with saccharine matter that the birds
soon fill themselves with honey, even to their very
throats; several of these I shot, upon being held up by
their feet, discharged from their mouths a stream of
this liquid to the amount of a dessertspoonful. Small
flocks of from four to twenty in number are also fre-
quently to be seen passing over the town, chasing each
other, like the Swift of Europe, whence in all prob-
ability has arisen its colonial name. Sometimes these
flights appear to be taken for the sake of exercise, or in
more carefulness of disposition, while at others the
birds are passing from one garden to another, or pro-
ceeding from the town to the forests at the foot of
Mount Wellington, or vice versa. Their plumage so
closely assimilates in colour to the leaves of the trees
they frequent, and they, moreover, creep so quietly
yet actively from branch to branch, clinging in every
possible position that we are not for their movements
and trembling of the leaves, it would be difficult to
perceive them without a minute examination of the
tree upon which they have alighted. I found them
breeding about midway between Hobart Town and
Brown's River, but was not fortunate enough to obtain
their eggs, in consequence of their being laid in holes
of the lofliest and most inaccessible trees, they are
said to be two in number, and perfectly white."

Rams says that "since 1879 this species has been
imported now and again during the spring months in
several pairs, at other times rarely. If accustomed to
seeds it is long lived. Altogether an amiable room
companion. In the bird-room gentle and graceful, yet
always restless, and quarrelsome towards all other in-
habitable. It has not the deafening cry of the Mountain
Lory, only occasionally the male cries tolerably shrilly
as he sits on a branch with a peculiar fluttering of his
beautifully-coloured wings. Male and female, the latter
more softy, possess a pleasing yet little varying singing
utterance. They are fond of climbing, fly little. Close
cage-bars are necessary, because they recklessly force
their heads through. Not yet bred."

It is a question whether this bird should not have
been regarded as an aberrant form of the family
Loriidae, to which it exhibits strong affinity. The first
two specimens to reach the London Zoological Gardens
were purchased in 1863, the last pair (recorded in the
ninth edition of the List of Animals) in 1884.

The genus Melopsittacus has narrow and pointed tail-
feathers, and the upper mandible is not notched; it
contains one species, the Budgerigar, which in cap-
tivity can be kept upon canaryseed alone, but I think
it does better when supplied also with millet and a few
oats. When breeding breed soaked in cold water and
then squeezed as dry as possible, should be given, as
well as chickweed or grass in flower.

BUDGERIGAR (Melopsittacus undulatus).

The cock bird has the crown of the head cowslip
yellow; the back of the head, cheeks, mantie, and
wing-coverts greyish yellow barred with black, the
feathers of the shoulder being slightly tinged with
emerald green here and there; the chin and throat
bright sulphur yellow. An irregular streak composed
of ultramarine blue and black spots separates the barre-
red of the cheek from the bright yellow of the throat;
this streak is followed at the back of the throat by
two or three lateral black spots; the breast, belly,
thighs, and under tail-coverts are of the most intensely
brilliant emerald green colour; the back and upper
tail-coverts are of a similar, but slightly bluer, green;
primaries deep grey, edged yellow, and with greenish
outer web; the middle tail-feathers are deep blue,
slightly greenish towards the base, the remainder bright
yellow, broadly tipped with dull blue shading into pea-
cock-green, the borders of the outer web also washed
with pale emerald-green; the cere, in the breeding
season, is bright blue, but after that season it becomes
much dulled (so that the inexperienced at this time
sometimes mistake cocks for hens); the beak is white
and the legs grey, irides straw whitish. The hen has
a slightly shorter beak, the cere being pale blue with
white borders when not breeding, but this changes to
a coffee-brown colour in the breeding season; the
head is paler, the crown being pale primrose yellow,
and the sides of head and throat slightly less vivid, the
black barring is not quite so sharply defined, and the
green of the under-part is just perceptibly yeller.
Hab., Australia from the Gulf of Carpentaria and Port
Denison on the East, through the interior, to New
South Wales, Victoria, West and South-West Australia.
This well-known and abundant little Parrot is some-
times called the "Undulated Grass Parakeet."

Gould says ("Handbook," Vol. II., pp. 82, 83); "On
arriving at Brezi, to the north of the Liverpool Plains,
in the beginning of December, I found myself surr-
rounded by numbers, breeding in all the hollow spots
of the large Eucalypti bordering the Molokai; and on
crossing the plains between that river and the Peel,
in the direction of the Turi Mountain, I saw them in flocks of thousands. Their flight is remarkably straight and rapid, and is generally accompanied by a screeching noise. During the heat of the day, when flocks of them are sitting motionless among the leaves of the gum-trees, they are with difficulty detected.

"The breeding season is at its height in December, and by the end of the month the young are generally capable of providing for themselves. The eggs are three or four in number, pure white, nine lines long by seven lines in diameter, and are deposited in the holes and in the crevices of the gum-trees without any nests."

"In a state of nature they feed exclusively upon grass-seeds, with which their crops are always found crammed; in confinement they thrive equally well upon canaryseed."

This is one of the commonest, and certainly the most freely imported, of all the Australian Parrakeets; it is also largely bred in aviaries throughout civilised Europe. In captivity it breeds at any time, provided that the cere is properly coloured (which indicates its fitness for breeding). At liberty it lays three to four eggs; but in cage or aviary it lays four or five on alternate days. The birds are fit to breed when about a year old. To breed Budgerigars successfully several pairs should be turned into an aviary by themselves. In the second place a certain amount of care, out of preference, as, for hardy birds like Undulated Grass Parrakeets, artificial heat is not only unnecessary, but is enervating. Then there should be plenty of nesting places—such as log-nests, cocoa-nut husks, or square boxes with a hole at the side, and a half cocoa-nut-shell cemented on the bottom. At least three pairs should be turned in together, so that the example of one pair may stimulate the other, and also that the stock may not be weakened by too much inbreeding, thereby losing its feathers and becoming a hideous eyesore; this state of things has, without rhyme or reason, been called "a French moult." There is perhaps one advantage in inbreeding, for the yellow variety, which, though less beautiful and more delicate, is considered more valuable, has originated in this way; as with the albino forms of some of our British Birds (which naturally inbreed if too strictly protected) this form does sometimes occur in a wild state. The much rarer blue form, which the late Mr. Abrahams thought was likewise a result of inbreeding, is more probably the result of just the opposite treatment, and should be extremely vigorous. I have never seen this form, but it was well known to Mr. Abrahams.

The Budgerigar is a lively little bird, and his action when courting is very comical: for he stands facing his hen, singing his chukling little song and bobbing his head up and down with a circular motion, as if trying to indicate a halo round her face—doubtless a form of worship!—then suddenly he flies round in a circle alighting again in the same place and repeating the process. I purchased three pairs of this species in 1892, and in the winter of 1892-3 they went to nest, and, although one hen died and the widower killed several youngsters of other nests, nine young ones were successfully reared. The result of breeding in the frosty weather was that none of these young birds were ever vigorous, and during 1893 they dropped off one by one until by the end of the year only one survived. I therefore strongly advise intending breeders not to attempt to rear young in a cold aviary during the winter months.

Both sexes of the Budgerigar bite severely, but the hen, as Mr. Abrahams informed me, draws blood when she bites; therefore, if you purchase your birds after the breeding season, you have nothing to do but let every specimen bite you, and the first which draws blood will be a hen; the fingers of that enthusiastic naturalist were terribly scarred with the frequent bites of this and other Parrots which he handled in the interests of his business. I remember picking up one of my hens one day when she was dying, and she at once reminded me of the fact that she was not dead yet. In an outdoor aviary, with plenty of breeding receptacles, this Parrakeet sometimes multiplies so rapidly that it becomes necessary to give the young away in order to get rid of them.

In the Ground Parrakeet (Pezoporus) the tail is longer than the wing, and the claws are long and straight; it runs with great speed on the ground, and is not known ever to perch on trees. Its food consists of seeds of grasses, etc., and in captivity I should imagine it would do well upon canary, millet, oats, and perhaps a little hemp, but neither Russe in his "Hand-book," nor Soth-Smith in his "Parrakeets" says anything as to its food in captivity; however, as it is rapidly becoming extinct, the chances are that none of my readers will ever possess it.

GROUND OR SWAMP PARRAKEET (Pezoporus terestris).

Above green, irregularly banded with black and yellow; flights internally brown, externally greenish, and with a yellow spot on each; four central tail-feathers green with numerous yellow transverse bars; lateral feathers yellow with numerous dark green bars; frontal band dark orange; feathers of crown and nape with a broad central black streak; a few black spots on the fore neck; under-surface greenish-yellow, crossed by numerous blackish bands; wings below dark grey, with a yellow band; under-wing-coverts more or less tinged with blue along edge of wing; beak horn-coloured; feet bluish-flesh-coloured; irides black, with a fine pale grey ring. Female slightly smaller, her beak much smaller; plumage duller, the frontal band both duller and narrower. Hab., South and West Australia and Tasmania.

Gould observes "Handbook," Vol. II., pp. 86, 87: "Having very frequently met with it in a state of nature, I am enabled to state that in its actions it differs from every other known species of its family. Whether the power of perching is entirely denied to it or not I am uncertain, but I never saw it fly into a tree, nor could I ever force it to take shelter on the branches. It usually frequents either sandy, sterile districts covered with tall thick rank grass and herbage or low swampy flats abounding with rushes and the other kinds of vegetation peculiar to such situations. From its very recluse habits and great powers of running, it is seldom or ever seen until it is flushed, and then only for a short time, as it soon pitches again and runs off to a place of seclusion. On the approach of danger it crouches on the earth or runs stealthily through the grasses, and, from the strong scent it emits, dogs run and point as dead to it as they do to ordinary game birds; consequently, when shooting over swampy land in Australia, the sportsman is never certain whether a Parrakeet, a Quail, or a Snipe will rise to the point of his dog. It flies with great rapidity, frequently making several zig-zag turns in the short distance of a hundred yards, which it seldom exceeds without again pitching on the ground. Its flesh is extremely delicate, being delicious in flavour, and equaling, if not surpassing, that of the Quail and Snipe. It has from six to eight white eggs deposited on the bare ground."

* Campbell says that although Gould obtained young birds he did not secure eggs, which no doubt accounts for his over-estimating the number of eggs to a clutch.
According to Mr. A. J. Campbell ("Nests and Eggs," p. 658), the nest is a "somewhat deep hollow in the ground, evenly lined with fine grass, etc., under a tussock of grass—usually a button-grass tussock in Tasmania. A nest in the Australian Museum is composed of rushes and wire-grass, bitten into suitable lengths, bent double, woven into a platform about 4 in. in diameter, and about ½ in. thick. Eggs: Clutch, three to four, round in form; texture of shell fine, surface glossy; colour, white; dimensions in inches of a clutch (1) 1.11 × .8, (2) 1.1 × .87, (3) 1.09 × .9." 

The London Zoological Society purchased an example of this bird in May, 1865, but I do not know of any private bird-lover who has possessed it in this country.

**Night Parrakeet (Geopithecus occidentalis).**

Above olive-green; upper back black spotted with yellow; lower back, upper wing-coverts, upper tail-coverts, and breast, with the feathers spotted with black and irregularly banded with yellow; primary coverts and flights greyish brown; tail blackish, banded with yellow; feathers of crown and hind neck, black in the middle; cheeks and sides of neck with small black spots; abdomen and under tail-coverts sulphur-yellow, the former irregularly banded with black at the sides, the latter just perceptibly spotted with black; primaries below banded with yellow; beak horn-coloured; feet flesh-coloured. Female not differentiated, probably with a weaker beak than the male. Hab., South-western and South Australia.

A. J. Campbell says ("Nests and Eggs," p. 660): "The Night Parrakeet ranges across Southern Australia, living chiefly in the porcupine or spinifex grass of dry and arid tracts. The bird has been observed in the Wimmera district, Victoria, where it was reported a nest containing five eggs was found in some porcupine grass."

"The following interesting 'Notes on the Night Parrot' were read by the late Mr. F. W. Andrews before the Royal Society of South Australia, Feb. 6, 1865: 'During the day this bird lies concealed in the inside of a tussock or bunch of porcupine grass (Triodia), the inside being pulled out and a snug retreat formed for its protection. Here, also, its rough nest is formed, and four white eggs laid. When the dark shades of evening have fairly set in, it comes out to feed, but generally flies direct to the nearest water, which is often a considerable distance from its nest; in some instances I have known them fly a distance of four or five miles. After drinking and shaking themselves up a little, they fly off to feed on the seeds of the porcupine grass, returning to water two or three times during the night."

"The name given to this bird by the aborigines is 'Myrllambing,' from the supposed resemblance of their whistling note to the sound of that word. They have also a peculiar croaking note of alarm whilst at the water, which much resembles the loud croak of a frog. On one occasion one of these Parrots was caught in a hut, where it had apparently been attracted by the light of a bush lamp; it was put into a box, with a handful of dry grass. On examination the next morning the bird could not be seen; it had placed the dry grass in a heap and had drawn out the inside straw by straw until it had formed a hole, in which it had concealed itself."

An example of this Parrakeet was presented to the Zoological Society of London in 1857, and a second was purchased in 1873.

**Family Strigopidae (Night Parrots).**

This family is represented by one genus, containing two species; they are tiny Owl-like Parrots in outline, though not in colour; the beak is thick and swollen at the sides, without notch to the upper mandible; the nostriles open in a much swollen cere. The wings are short and rounded, as also is the tail, the feathers of which are somewhat pointed; the tarsus is rather long; the feathers soft, those round the eye arranged in a circle as in the Owls. In their wild state they feed upon grass, weeds, vegetables, fruits, nuts, seeds, and roots. They nest in holes under trees or rocks.

**Night Parrot or Kakapo (Strigops habroptilus).**

Above sap-green, tinged with verdigris on the greater wing-coverts; each feather with a yellow central marking, bounded on each side by a black band, which emits transverse irregular bands of the same colour; outer webs of greater wing-coverts, flights, and tail brownish-buff, crossed by irregular black bands, between each alternate pair the interval is lemon-yellow; inner webs of flights black more or less banded with lemon-yellow; feathers of crown brownish-black, edged with sap-green and greenish in the middle; forehead, cheeks, ear-coverts, and projecting feathers of the face pale umber, with yellowish-white centres; under surface pale greenish-yellow, washed with lemon-yellow, and more or less banded with pale yellow and black; beak yellowish-white; feet yellowish-brown; irides black. Female apparently smaller, duller, and with less heavily constructed beak. Hab., New Zealand.

Dr. Lyall, R. N., published an account of the habits of this species in the "Proceedings of the Zoological Society of London" for 1852, which is quoted in full by Gould, as follows: "Although the Kakapo is said to be still found occasionally on some parts of the high mountains in the interior of the north island of New Zealand, the only place where we met with it, during our circumnavigation and exploration of the coasts of the islands in H. M. s. 'Beagle,' was on the west coast of the south-west end of the middle island. There, in the deep sounds which intersect that part of the island, it is still found in considerable numbers, inhabiting the dry spurs of hills or flats near the banks of rivers, where the trees are high, and the forest comparatively free from fern or underwood."

"The first place where it was obtained was on a hill nearly 4,000 feet above the level of the sea. It was also found living in communities on flats near the mouths of rivers close to the sea. In these places its tracks resembled footpaths made by man, and led us at first to imagine that there must be natives in the neighbourhood. These tracks were about a foot wide, regularly pressed down to the edges, which are two or three inches deep amongst the moss, and cross each other usually at right angles."

"The Kakapo lives in holes under the roots of trees, and is also occasionally found under shelving rocks. The roots of many New Zealand trees growing partly above ground, holes are common under them. There were frequently two openings to these holes, and occasionally, though rarely, the trees over them were hollow for some distance up."

"The only example on which the Kakapo was seen to fly was when it got up one of these hollow trees, and was driven to an exit higher up. The flight was very short, the wings being scarcely moved; and the bird alighted on a tree at a lower level from the place.
from whence it had come, but soon got higher up by climbing, using its tail to assist it.

"Except when driven from its holes, the Kakapo is never seen during the day, and it was only by the assistance of dogs that we were enabled to find it."

"During the latter half of February, and the first half of March, whilst we were amongst the haunts of these birds, we found young ones in many of the holes, frequently only one, never more than two in the same one. In one case, where there were two young ones, I found also an addled egg. There was usually, but not always, an old bird in the same hole with the young ones.

"They build no nest, but simply scrape a slight hollow amongst the dry dust formed by decayed wood. The young were of different ages, some being nearly fully feathered, and others covered only with down. The egg is white, and about the size of a pigeon's, 2½ in. long by 1 9-16 in. broad."

The cry of the Kakapo is a hoarse croak, varied occasionally by a discordant shriek when irritated or hungry. The Maories say that during winter they assemble together in large numbers in caves, and, at the times of meeting, and again before dispersing to their summer haunts, that the noise they make is perfectly deafening."

Dr. Lyall then gives some account of specimens which he kept as pets; they were subject to sullen fits and used to bite severely. On the other hand, Sir George Grey gives them a good character, as lively, animated, playful, etc. When pleased with its food it makes a grunting noise.

Between 1870 and 1875 no less than six examples of this Parrot were exhibited at Regent's Park, and in May, 1907, a specimen was deposited there.

CHAPTER XV.

ORDER COLUMBÆ

(Doves or Pigeons).

Jerdon observes that the "Pigeons may be said to be intermediate to Rasores and Insessores; and Cuvier considered that they form the passage from one tribe to the other. Some ornithologists place them as an aberrant family of the Rasores; others as the last of the Insessores. They approximate the Rasores by their vaulted beak, their large nasal fosse, covered by a soft membrane; their crop dilatable externally, the form of their tarsus and foot, and their blunt nails, their massive form, and general physiognomy, and by their affording excellent food; whilst they hold to the Insessores by their monogamous habits, the young being hatched blind and helpless, the hind toe being on a level with the other three, and the short tarsus never being spurred. In their internal anatomy, too, they equally partake of both, having the thick gizzard of the Rasores, and the small ceca and simple gastric glands of the Insessores. On the whole, I consider, with Weld and others, that they approach the Rasores more nearly than they do the Insessores."

The Doves, as a general rule, form a platform of twigs in a tree as a nest, upon which they lay two white eggs. Some species, however, build and lay in caves, and others merely scratch a hollow in the earth and line it sparsely with dead grass or other herbage; some species also only lay one egg. In a general way the Columbo are vegetable feeders, living upon fruit, young shoots of various plants, or seeds, but they also greedily devour earthworms; and I suspect that the soft larvae of certain insects are not despised by them; they eat them greedily in captivity.

FRUIT PIGEONS (Treronide).

I do not think it worth while to consider the three sub-families into which Salvadoris has divided this family, chiefly upon the relative length and width of the bill. This is an excellent feature for the differentiation of the sexes; but I should think that in the case of a multitude of species it would be less valuable, the differences being more defined in one species than another, so that one would sometimes have to rely upon colouring to decide as to which sub-family a bird belonged to. Perhaps I am wrong; but I note that colouring enters into the diagnoses, and it is not a safe character to rely upon even for genera, much less for sub-families.

The fruit pigeons, with a few exceptions, have fourteen tail feathers; the soles of their feet are very broad, and those having the skin expanded at the sides.

They are, for the most part, beautifully coloured birds, but common, and easily obtainable, as they should be, from the natives of the Papuan and South Pacific Islands, are hardly ever to be seen alive here; or, if perchance one sickly bird does reach the London dealers, its price is so high as to be prohibitive. I supposed at one time that fruit pigeons might be difficult to feed during the journey home; but, on the contrary, I understand that they will readily accept moistened meal or boiled potato, in the absence of fruit; and I cannot see why preserved fruits should not be soaked in warm water and supplied as a change of diet. It is a grievous thing that the lovely species of Ptilopus should so rarely be seen in captivity.

In confinement, according to Russ, these birds may be fed upon a soft food mixture, boiled carrot, potato, figs, moistened white bread, boiled rice, as well as minced raw meat and hard-boiled dried egg. I should be inclined to omit the raw meat and substitute a few small earthworms or mealworms.

WEDGE-TAILED FRUIT PIGEON (Sphenocercus sphenurus).

Upper surface olive-green; the back washed with maroon; lesser upper wing-coverts maroon; median and greater-coverts olive-green, the latter narrowly edged with yellow; flights mostly slate-black, narrowly edged with yellow; tail of the latter colour, but increasingly tinged with grey, and with an ill-defined subterminal blackish band; head, neck, and under surface mostly greenish-yellow, but the crown and breast suffused with rufous; sides grey, with green edges to the feathers; flanks dark green, with yellowish-white borders to the feathers; centre of abdomen yellowish-white; longer under tail-coverts buff or pale ashy, the basal ones greenish with a tinge of grey, yellowish-white towards tips; wing below leaden-grey; tail below grey; bill dull small-blue, very pale blue towards both; feet crimson-pink; orbital skin pale small-blue; irides with an inner ring of pale bright-blue, and an outer ring of buffy-pink. Female of a darker green, with no maroon on the back and wings, which are uniform with the rest of the upper surface; crown and breast not suffused with rufous; the longer under

* It has been stated that the Columbo never lay more than two eggs, but I have seen three well-grown young in the nest of the European Wood-Pigeon; of course, two females may have deposited in the same nest.
tail-coverts yellowish-white, centred with ashy olive-green. Hab., "Kaschmir, along the Himalayas and Burmah, north as far south as Mooliyit in Tenasserim." (Salvadori).

Jerdon says ("Birds of India," Vol. III., p. 453): "They frequent high trees, and feed, of course, exclusively on fruit. Hutten found them breeding in May and June, making the usual nest of dried twigs, and with two white eggs.

"The male has a most agreeable note, more prolonged and musical than that of Croopax. Blyth says of it: "The notes bear some resemblance to the human voice in singing, and are highly musical in tone, being considerably prolonged and modulated, but always terminating abruptly, and every time the stave is repeated exactly as before, so that it soon becomes wearisome to a European ear. After moulding in confinement the green colour, in some specimens, becomes replaced by a delicate pearl-grey, and the russet tinge of the head and breast becomes pale marone."

Russ says that in captivity in Europe this species has only appeared at the London Zoological Gardens, an example having been presented in 1867 and a second ten years later.

**Waalia Fruit-Pigeon** (*Vinago waalia*).

Upper surface mostly olive; lesser and median wing-coverts, excepting the innermost ones, rich vinous; wings otherwise blackish-brown, the outer median and greater coverts and the secondaries with yellow borders to the outer webs, the primaries with narrow yellowish edges; central tail-feathers leaden-grey, the other feathers with a terminal leaden-grey belt; head, neck, and front of breast greyish-olive; back of breast bright yellow; sides olive-greyish; abdomen whitish-buff; thighs buff, more or less yellowish; under tail-coverts with broad whitish-buff borders, the centres of the smaller ones dark olive-grey, of the longer ones chestnut; wings below and axillaries leaden-grey; under wing-coverts slightly greenish; tail below black with a broad terminal grey belt; bill bluish-grey with the base red; feet pinkish-yellow; irides blue, with an outer rim of salmon-pink ("whitish-yellow—Antinori").

Female smaller and probably with a more slender bill.

Hab., "North-East Africa, Somaliland, Socotra, and through the Equatorial region to Senegambia." (Salvadori.)

Heuglin says: "According to my notes the iris is either whitish with a bluish tinge, violet, or yellowish with a distinct sky-blue ring, or brownish-yellow with a similar ring, or, lastly, sky-blue encircled with brownish-yellow." He remarks respecting the wild life ("Ornithologie Nord-Ost-Africa's," Vol. I., pp. 819, 820): "Brehm, like myself, considers this to be a resident bird, and according to him it assembles in small families in the deeper mountain valleys and the plains of Samhar (Abbyssinian coastal region), lying immediately at the foot of the mountains in which the beauty of the tropical region has become permanent. Loftiness and majestic aspect which the Christ-thorn surrounds as a protection and the Criesus with its manifold tendrils interfaces, there form the chosen home of this pigeon, while in the mountain valleys the beautiful tamarinds, kigeliai, with their dense foliage, and lastly the shady summits of the more mighty eucamenes, still afford suitable residences. On the other hand, I never met with the Waalia upon acacias or kigeliais.

"It is a tolerably skulking bird, which understands well how to conceal itself in the foliage and, as it were, to crouch against the grey-green branches of the fig trees, so that one rarely catches sight of it. If one approaches the favourite trees, one of the pigeons after another shoots noisily off in the opposite direction in order again to conceal itself in the crown of another tree. The Waalia in this way makes its presence to the hunter, however, from a great distance by its restless disposition, the flapping of its wings, and a peculiar twittering and whistling of the amorous males, lastly in that these birds are always busy feeding and throw a quantity of fruits on the ground. When flying away one notices a violent jerk or forward impulse, and then the vigorous flapping of the wings. The flight itself is quick as lightning and direct, in spite of its heavy body, and the necessary effort required for it seems soon to tire the pigeons. According to my hunter's assurance, the Waalia breeds in the hollow branches of the daro trees. I did not see it on the earth. We also never found cereals in the crop. At the time when figs are ripe its whole face is often plastered with the yellow pulp of these fruits, also the fat is of a deep yellow colour, while the dry flesh is hard and tasteless."

Two specimens of this pigeon reached the London Zoological Gardens in November, 1898.

**Thick-billed Fruit-Pigeon** (*Vinago crassirostris*).

Upper surface mostly dark olive; upper wing-coverts near bend of wing dark purple; greater coverts with a pale yellow band near its inner edge; inner tail-coverts and entire tail blackish, the latter edged with yellow; tail dark grey, central feathers edged with olivaceous towards the base, lateral ones black about the middle; head, neck, and breast dark olivaceous-grey; abdomen, flanks, and tibial feathers yellow; flank-feathers dark olive down the centre; under wing-coverts and flights below leaden-grey, the former edged with dark olive; tail below black, with a broad terminal grey belt; bill short and thick, grey at tip, dark red at base; feet yellow; irides bluish-white. Female smaller and of a deeper colour.

Hab., "Islands of St. Thomas and Rollas, W. Africa." (Salvadori.)

I can discover no field notes relating to this species, nor does Dr. Russ seem to have noticed it, although it was represented in the London Zoological Society's collection as long ago as 1865, and was again received in 1864.

**Bare-faced Fruit-Pigeon** (*Vinago calea*).

Above mostly olive-green; a broad leaden-grey collar at base of hind neck; a vinous-purple patch near the bend of the wing; primary-coverts and flights black, the latter edged with yellow; greater wing-coverts and secondaries bordered with yellow; tail grey, the lateral feathers with a more or less distinct paler terminal belt; forehead naked, and apparently swollen into a large knob; head, neck, and underparts more or less yellowish olive-green; flanks olive, the feathers edged with yellowish-white; centre of abdomen pale yellow; tibial feathers bright yellow; under tail-coverts cinnamon, edged with pale buff, the smaller ones partly olive, edged with whitish; under wing-coverts greenish leaden-grey; flights below leaden-grey; tail below black, with a terminal grey belt; bill bluish-grey, red towards base; feet yellowish-flesh or orange-yellow; irides blue, surrounded by a red rim. Female smaller, with smaller vinous patch on the shoulder, and little or no grey on the nape.

Hab., "Western Africa from Bissao to Angola, and through Equatorial Africa to East Africa, as far south as Zambesi." (Salvadori.)

Heuglin gives no account of the habits of this pigeon in his work, but Reichelhof describes its call-note as a prolonged turr. Dr. S. L. Hinde ("The Ibis," 1896, p. 586) says:—"Common wherever there are a few trees from Mombasa Island inland. This bird never
feeds on the ground, and I should think it doubtful whether it ever alights there."

Mr. Boyd Alexander observes (The Ibis, 1903, p. 385): "Iris blue; bill bluish horn-coloured, soft parts crimson; legs and feet white-yellow."

"A common pigeon in the vicinity of cultivation."

Mr. G. L. Bates (The Ibis, 1907, p. 419) says: "The 'Obeii' is the most abundant pigeon in every place where I have been. It was often seen in the Zima country. It is found wherever there is ripe, wild fruit, but is most abundant in old clearings where the 'Umbrella-tree' ('Asen') grows. I have seen large flocks in the more open inhabited country, where the above-named tree grows abundantly, in the dry season (July); and I used also to see large flocks in the mangroves of the Lower Benito River at the same season. But usually the birds are seen, three or four or half a dozen together, among the leaves of the trees in which they feed; or, on a cool, misty morning, perched motionless on a high, bare limb. The call which they make at intervals while feeding is very unlike the cooing of a Dove. It consists of several varied syllables, suggesting words of human speech, and my Balu boy can tell you what the Obeii says."

"Specimens shot in July were breeding. A bird was seen sitting on its nest in September. This pigeon makes a rude nest in the forks of small trees, often near villages. It lays two white eggs."

Mr. A. L. Butler, writing on the birds of the Egyptian Sudan (The Ibis, 1908, p. 248), says: "These Fruit-Pigeons were abundant between Meshra-el-Rek and Chak Chak, collected in flocks to feed on the fruit of a large Ficus locally known as the 'Gameiza'. They have a clear, modulated whistling note, like that of Osmoteron."

Mr. Douglas Carruthers describes the soft parts as follows (The Ibis, 1908, p. 316): "Iris blue; frontal knob and base of bill scarlet, tip pale grey; feet yellow, claws pale grey."

According to Mr. G. L. Bates (The Ibis, 1909, p. 562) this pigeon appears to breed all the year round in Southern Kamerun.

Between the years 1870 and 1872 the London Zoological Society received no less than nine examples of this Fruit-Pigeon, and Russ says that after 1870 it was imported fairly frequently, but does not mention its arrival at any of the Continental Gardens.

**Delalande's Fruit-Pigeon (Vinago delalandae).**

Upper surface mostly olive-yellow; a broad grey collar at back of hind neck; lesser wing-coverts vinaceous towards bend of wing; primary-coverts and flights black, the primaries edged, the secondaries and greater coverts bordered, with yellow; terminal third of tail pale whitish olive; head, neck, and under surface greyish-green; centre of abdomen and tibial feathers bright yellow; feathers of flanks olive along the centre, with broad, white borders; under-tail-coverts chestnut, with broad, whitish borders, the basal ones olive with white borders; under wing-coverts and flights below leaden-grey; tail below black with a whitish-grey terminal band; bill with the basal half crimson, the terminal half pale slate-colour; feet verminous; irides pale blue, whitish towards the pupil. Female smaller; the head and neck more uniform, and of a deeper olive-green than in the male; the under-tail-coverts olive, broadly bordered with whitish, and with very little cinnamon in the centre. Hab., "Eastern and Southern Africa, from Mombasa to Kaffiraria, and inland as far as the Nyassa." (Salvadori.)

Stark and Slater ("Birds of South Africa," Vol. IV., pp. 158, 159) describe the soft parts as follows: "Iris pale blue to greyish or greenish-white; bill light bluish-horn; cere bright scarlet; tarsus and feet bright orange by vermillion." They state that the habits: "This Green Pigeon seems to be a partial migrant, making its appearance suddenly when the wild berries and fruits of certain trees, especially figs, on which it chiefly feeds, are ripeing. It is usually seen in small flocks, though occasionally found solitary. Owing to the colour of its plumage, and to its habit of frequenting tall and thickly-leaved trees, it is difficult to observe; moreover, it sits very close, only dashing out with rapid flight at the last moment. The Woodwards, however, found it very easy to shoot when feeding, and state that it is usually fat, and very delicate eating. The note is a somewhat musical whistle, and is quite different to the cooing of other pigeons."

"Ayres found a nest of this species in the Magaliesbergen of the Transvaal towards the end of November, 1892; it was composed of the usual layer of sticks, and was not more than ten feet from the ground; it contained a well-fledged young bird and an addled white egg."

Mr. J. L. Sowerby, describing birds from Mashonaland (The Ibis, 1898, p. 575), says: "This pigeon appeared suddenly in rather large flocks to feed on the fruit of certain trees. It has a note quite unlike an ordinary pigeon's, being more of a whistle than a 'coo.'"

Mr. Guy A. K. Marshall also remarks (The Ibis, 1900, p. 251): "This handsome bird is common and generally distributed, though subject to partial migrations depending on the ripening of the various fruits on which it feeds. It is especially fond of the wild fig, the dense foliage of which affords it excellent protection, rendering it very hard to detect, as it sits very close, but it dashes out with considerable speed when roused. Its flesh is excellent."

It appears from a note in The Ibis for 1901, p. 176, that in British Central Africa, the bill of this bird is "white," and its native name there is "Nyandi.""

A note in The Ibis for 1904, p. 200, by Mr. G. C. Shortridge, merely repeats the observations already recorded by other collectors.

Mr. C. F. M. Swynnerton, writing on the "Birds of Gazaland" (The Ibis, 1907, pp. 305, 306), gives the following interesting account of the habits: "Extremely common throughout the district, and usually to be found feeding in flocks wherever wild figs or other ripe fruits are to be had, while frequently visiting the forest-patches for food, though in this case it seldom descends below the upper branches of the trees. It is evidently double-brooded, as I have had young brought to me in October and again have found a nest with eggs—the usual frill structure of sticks, about 10 feet from the ground—in Chirinda (somewhat to my surprise) in January; the large wild fig-trees which are scattered through the more open country are favourite nesting-sites. They are stolid birds, those in my aviary, even when freshly caught, allowing me to approach quite close before moving, and merely staring stupidly though quite evidently in fear. The call is a piping 'kureti, kureti, kureti,' followed by a harsh 'kurrrr.' The natives say that one individual out of a flock will sometimes purposely give a false alarm, returning immediately and enjoying the feast along."

Miss Alderson (The Agricultural Magazine, Second
Series, Vol. I, pp. 232, 233) describes an example of this species in the possession of a friend which was fed upon boiled maize; it did not long survive. An example was presented to the London Zoological Society in 1892.

**Purple-shouldered Fruit-Pigeon**

(*Crocopus phoeniceps*).

The adult male has the crown of the head and the ear-coverts ash grey; the forehead, lores, and throat greenish; the neck and breast yellowish green; front of the mantle occupied by a half-collar of ash grey; remainder of back, including the scapularies, innermost lesser wing coverts, and tertiaries olive green; upper tail-coverts washed with grey; wing-coverts near bend of wing lilac; greater coverts bordered with pale yellow, forming an oblique bar across the wing; flights blackish with narrow pale yellow edges; tail above grey, yellowish oliveaceous at the base; chest, abdomen, flanks, and axillaries pale grey; wings, below leaden grey; the coverts with slightly greenish edges; tail below black with a broad terminal grey band; bill whitish; feet, deep yellow; iris crimson with an outer circle of small blue.

The female differs in having hardly a trace of lilac on the bend of the wing, and the under tail coverts slate grey in the middle, more or less varied with chestnut. Hab., Eastern portion of the Punjab and Rajpoottana, through the North-Western and Central Provinces to Bengal and the Eastern Himalayas.

According to Jerdon ("Birds of India," Vol. III., p. 446), Tickell "states that it breeds in the thick damp forest in the valley, and is found at Sumbulapore during the rainy season. Many breed in various parts of Lower Bengal; and, as Bligh remarks, in the hot weather, not during the rains."

Hume ("Nests and Eggs of Indian Birds," pp. 371, 372) says that this species breeds from March to June. He adds: "I have only myself found two of its nests, both in the Etawah district (where I have taken at least a dozen of those of *C. chlorogaster*), both placed near the outside of large mango-trees, at heights of from 20 to 30 feet from the ground, and in the vicinity of water.

"The nests were slight twig-structures, laid upon two or three thin branchlets, forming a horizontal fork, devoid of lining, and perhaps 6 inches in diameter and 1 inch in thickness, with a shallow central depression barely ½ inch in depth. Two is, I believe, the full complement of the eggs.

"The eggs are of the usual Pigeon type, white and glossy, as a rule broad, nearly perfect, ovals, but occasionally in this and other species of Green Pigeons a good deal pointed at one end.

"In length they vary from 1.16 to 1.35, and in breadth from 0.9 to 1.0; but the average of eighteen eggs is 1.23 by 0.95."

According to Ram Braham Sináyl, the superintendent of the Zoological Garden at Calcutta, this bird does not appear to bear captivity well. It is a strange fact, but it is an undoubted one, that many species of tropical origin do not bear captivity in a tropical country (though it be their native one) so well as they do in our inclement land; either the soaked or parched grain which they constantly get is not sufficiently nourishing, or they need plenty of exercise to enable them to bear the overpowering heat of the climate.

An example of this species was deposited at the London Zoological Gardens in 1864, and a second specimen was presented the same year. In 1893 it arrived at the Berlin Gardens.

**Southern Fruit-Pigeon** (*Crocopus chlorogaster*).

Differens from the preceding species in its almost wholly grey crown, very slightly tinged with greenish on the forehead; tail above grey, with scarcely a trace of yellowish-green at the base, or none at all; the under surface pale yellowish-green. Female differing from the male in the ill-defined purple tinge near the bend of the wing, and the under tail-coverts grey in the middle, more or less mixed with chestnut. Hab., India, as far north as Nepal, and Ceylon.

Colonel Legge ("Birds of Ceylon," Vol. II., pp. 723, 724) observes that he was never fortunate enough to meet with this Pigeon. He adds: "As regards this fine Pigeon's habits in Ceylon I know nothing but that it is said by Layard to be very fond of the fruit of the banyan. Jerdon states that "it comes in large parties, generally about 9 a.m., to certain spots on river-banks to drink, and, after taking a draught of water, occasionally walks a few steps to the damp sand, appearing to pick up small pebbles, pieces of gravel or sand." Their call, he says, "is very similar to that of the Bengal Green Pigeon"; but this he does not describe. Like all its family, it is entirely frugivorous in diet. Captain Butler states that the berries of the *Ficus indica* appear to be its favourite food.

"Nidification."—This Green Pigeon breeds throughout Continental India from March till June, making, according to Mr. Hume, a typical Dove's nest, and laying two white eggs. Mr. Blewitt, writing concerning nests he found near Hanie, says that they "were placed on various trees, mostly growing on the canal-bank, at heights of from 14 to 18 feet from the ground. They were composed of Shishum, *Zityphus*, and Keeker twigs, in some cases slenderly and in others somewhat densely put together. One or two were absolutely without lining; but they were mostly very scantily lined with leaves, feathers, or fine straw." This is remarkable for a Pigeon's nest, as they usually have no lining at all, and other observers testify to there being none in the case of this species. The birds sit very close, Messrs. Hume and Marshall both stating, with regard to nests found by them at different times, that they pecked the bird without her, and also sat in it 0.95 inch."

A specimen of this species was deposited at the London Zoological Gardens in 1895.

**Nepal Thick-billed Fruit-Pigeon** (*Treron nipalensis*).

Neck, rump, and upper tail-coverts olive-green; mantle and lesser upper wing-coverts chestnut; wings otherwise black; the median and greater coverts and secondaries with yellow edges; middle tail-feathers olive-green, other feathers grey crossed by a median black belt; crown ash, paler on the forehead; breast and abdomen olive-green, the former faintly tinged with fulvous; sides leaden grey; flanks green mixed with white; under tail-coverts cinnebar; bill pale yellowish; or greenish-white tipped with greenish, the gape and base of upper mandible to nostrils bright red; feet lake— to coral-red; orbital skin pea-green; irides varying from bright orange to yellowish-red. Female with olive-green in place of the chestnut on the plumage above, and the under tail-coverts white or buffish-white, irregularly barred with green. Hab., "Eastern Bengal and South-Eastern Himalayas, extends down the Malay Peninsula to Sumatra, Borneo, and the Philippines; it occurs also in "1.28 and Cochín-China." (Salvadori.)

Jerdon does not describe the habits of this species, but merely comments upon its extremely strong bill.

The late Colonel Charles T. Bingham found nests in Tenasserim, respecting which I quote from Hume's
"Nests and Eggs of Indian Birds," Vol. II., p. 370, as follows:—"I found several nests of this bird, which breeds in the Thonggreen forests, throughout the end of February and the whole of March. My first four nests were all found in one day, and all were little platforms of straw on horizontally-growing bamboo, containing each a couple of unfeathered young. This was on the 3rd March. Again on the 22nd March I got a nest similarly placed, with two eggs so hard-set that I failed to save them.

"The only other egg I got was on the 28th March, near Yok village, in the Meplay district. It was placed in the usual flimsy nest in the fork of a small tree about 10 feet above the ground, and was pure white in colour and perfectly fresh. I procured the female to make certain." According to Hume this egg measures 1.13 by 0.89.

Russ states that in 1894 G. Boenz, of Cologne, imported this species for the first time, and forwarded it to him for identification.

Double-banded Fruit-Pigeon (Osmotetera bicincta).

"Male, above green, brighter and more yellow on the forehead, with the usual yellow wing band; occipital region and nape ash grey; tail grey, with a blackish median band on all but its middle feathers; beneath green, yellowish on the throat, and with a large buff-orange patch on the breast, surmounted by a narrow lilac band somewhat broader on the sides; vent pale yellow; under-tail-coverts cinnamon coloured, and the lower surface of the tail blackish, tipped with greyish white.

"The female differs in wanting the blue and orange breast, in the whole lower surface being brighter green, and in the lower tail-coverts being mingled reddish ash and buffy white; bill greenish glaucous; legs pinkish-red; irides red, surrounded by a blue circle. (Jerdon.) Hab., "Sub-Himalayan region, Eastern Central Provinces of India and Burmese countries, as far east as Cochín-China and Hainan, and also the Malay Peninsula, with the island of Salangal and Ceylon." (Salvadori.)

In India this bird is generally seen in flocks of fifty, sixty, or more individuals. It flies very rapidly; its note is very melodious. The young are often brought into the Calcutta market about June.

Ceylonese birds are slightly smaller than those of India. They frequent low jungle, the outskirts of the forest, detached rows of trees in the open, or almost anywhere where their favourite food may be found. The Ceylon birds, excepting when feeding, are seen mostly in small companies. The favourite food of the species consists of berries of the bo, banyan, palna, and poppallilae trees; its times for drinking are at seven in the morning and four in the afternoon.

Nidification commences in May or June, but sometimes continues until August; the nest is formed of twigs, and lined with roots; it is placed either in a fork or near the end of a branch, and contains two glossy white eggs.

"A female of this species was deposited at the London Zoological Gardens in 1864, and the same year a second example was presented; in 1895 Mr. Frank Finn also gave a specimen to the Society.

Parrot Fruit-Pigeon (Osmotetera vernanes).

Green; neck all round vinaceous purple; mantle, back, lesser and median upper wing-coverts dull grass-green; upper tail-coverts with a rufescent tinge; greater covert and flights black, the former and the tertiaries with pale yellow borders; tail dark slate-grey with a broad sub-terminal black belt, ill-defined on the central feathers; head, chin, and throat grey; the forehead, sides of head and throat faintly tinged with greenish; a deep orange patch on the breast; abdomen yellowish-green; sides and under surface of wing pale slate-grey; flanks and vent pale yellow, varied with grey; tibial plumes pale yellow; under tail-coverts chestnut; tail below black, narrowly tipped with grey; bill pale leaden grey, cere dirty yellow; feet carnation-pink or pale lake-red; irides with an outer ring of rose-pink, a central ring of Prussian blue, and an inner ring of dull violet. Female with the head, neck, and breast green; forehead, sides of head, throat and breast tinged with dull yellowish; under tail-coverts buffish-white, more or less suffused with pale dull cinnamon, the latter often mottled with dark grey or greenish-grey; the grey on the head, the vinous purple on the neck, and the orange on the breast are all wanting. Hab., "Siam and Cochín-China, South of Tenasserim, Malay Peninsula, Sumatra, Nias, Bangka, Billiton, Java, Sumbawa, Borneo, the Philippines, Sulu Islands, and Celebes." (Salvadori.)

The following notes on the nidification of this species occur in Hume's "Nests and Eggs of Indian Birds," Second Edition, Vol. II., p. 376:—"Mr. Davison, writing from Southern Tenasserim, says:—"On the 12th of January (1880) I found a nest of this Pigeon in a small, very dense thorny bush. The nest was of the usual pigeons and dove type, consisting merely of a few dry twigs. It was placed about 5 feet from the ground."

"These eggs measure 1.15 in length by 0.81 and 0.82 respectively in breadth.

"Two other eggs found at Kuala, in the Malay Peninsula, on the 7th July measure 1.11 and 1.05 in length, by 0.86 and 0.85 respectively in breadth.

"The eggs are ovals, varying from moderately broad to considerably elongated ones, always apparently obtuse at one end, often at both. They are pure white and have little gloss.

Russ observes that Kesham observed them very numerous in Malaca, but especially on the well-wooded islands of the peninsula. Every evening before sunset, they fly over, always in the same direction, in about five or ten individuals, occasionally in great flocks, in order to spend the night in a favourite group of trees. If, however, they were much shot at, after a few evenings they altered their route. Their flight is swift. The same gentleman found them breeding in Perak among bushes in marshy valleys. They construct a small flat nest loosely formed of dry twigs at about 2 to 3 feet from the ground. The clutches consisted of two eggs of a delicate cinnamon-red colour, white when blown.

According to Blauw, this species is not only profitable towards its own kind, but even will not permit its wife to approach it; the male of a true pair injured its female so severely that it was impossible to keep them together in a large flight. He tried various experiments, but could not get two to agree, and consequently failed to breed with them. He says that the voice is the most noticeable thing about this Pigeon. It commenceys with a sharp, long-drawn krah krah, frequently repeated, then follows a kind of barking and mewing, and krah krah terminates the exercise. At the time the tail is moved up and down, the bill is widely opened, and the head jerked forwards and backwards.

A pair of this species reached the London Zoological Gardens in 1876, the Amsterdam Gardens acquired the species in 1892, G. Reitz exhibited a pair at the
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"Ornis" Exhibition in 1893, and priced them at 25 marks, and of late years others have appeared from time to time in the bird-market.

We now come to the most brilliantly-coloured of the Fruit-Pigeons, and it would be a delight to see in our aviaries, but which are incomprehensibly rare in the bird-market, namely, the species of the large genus Ptilopus.

The British Museum Catalogue describes no less than seventy-five different forms of this most attractive group. Mr. D. G. Elliot, speaking of their geographical distribution, says: "The members of the genus Ptilopus are found in only two of the zoogeographical regions of the earth, viz., the Oriental and Australian.

Of these the latter contains by far the great majority of the species, and... the Papuan group of the Austro-Malayan sub-region is apparently the headquarters of the genus. The Polynesian sub-region also possesses many species; but they are altogether of a different style of plumage, and constitute almost a division by themselves.

Of the seventy-five known species only seven appear to have been imported alive into Europe, although many thousands of specimens have been wantonly slaughtered in order to decorate ladies' bonnets; indeed, Mr. Elliot states that he saw one box three feet square containing hundreds of examples of one species, which were destined to be torn to pieces to supply the demands of this disgraceful fashion.*

**JAMBOO FRUIT-PIGEON (Ptilopus jambu).**

The adult male has the head to the middle of the crown, behind the eyes, across the ear-coverts to the throat, deep crimson; the back of head, nape, and upper parts generally bronze-green; the primaries are black, with dark blue-green outer webs; their tips and secondaries narrowly edged externally with buffish white; tail above green, but with somewhat buffish terminal band; the back of ear-coverts, sides, and front of neck pure white, tinted with buff on the sides of the breast and all over the abdomen; a chestnut stripe passes down the chin and middle of throat; the middle of the breast is flushed with pink; the flanks, axillaries, and thighs are greyish-green; the under tail-coverts deep cinnamon; wings below leaden grey, excepting the under coverts, buffish white; tail below blackish-grey, with pale terminal band; bill bright yellow; feet deep red; iris red.

The female has the facial mask of a duller crimson, the stripe down the throat deep cinnamon; the breast greyish-green, changing behind to greyish-white; the under tail-coverts paler than in the male. The young are most like the female, but show no crimson on the head and have buffish-white under tail-coverts. Hab., Malay Peninsula, Sumatra, Bangka, Bilillon, and Borneo.

Mr. C. Hose says (The Ibis, 1893, p. 422) that this is a "low-country species, but found on Mount Duit in 5,000 ft."

Mr. Frank Finn (The Ibis, 1901, p. 443) observes that Mr. Rutledge, of Calcutta, has on a few occasions procured the beautiful Ptilopus jambu, and he adds: "Fruit-Pigeons are quite easy to keep, as they live well on any soft vegetable food, such as sataoo paste or boiled rice, and I wonder that the home dealers do not take more trouble to introduce these most exquisitely coloured birds."

Mr. L. Wray, jun., states (cf. "Proceedings of the Zoological Society," 1887, p. 432) that this species is very rare in Perak. He describes the soft parts as follows: "Irides white, bill yellow, feet and legs red."

This species first reached the London Zoological Gardens in 1870; a pair was added in 1874 and a fourth example in 1875; it reached the Amsterdam Gardens in 1874.

**Banded Fruit-Pigeon (Ptilopus fasciatus).**

Back, rump, and upper tail-coverts bronzy green; wings shining green, with yellow edges to the flights; inner secondaries with lilac spots towards the tips; tail above green, with a broad yellow terminal band; fore head and crown magenta, faintly edged behind with yellow; back of head, neck, and breast greyish-green; throat yellowish-white; a dark purple band between the breast and abdomen; the latter rufescent in the centre; hinder abdomen and vent yellow; under tail-coverts yellow, tinged with orange, or even slightly rosy; tail below dark grey, with a pale grey terminal band tinged with yellow; bill, greenish-grey; feet, purple; irides yellowish-buff. Female smaller, with no yellow edging to the magenta on the crown; the back of neck and mantle greyish-green, paler than the back; underparts altogether greener. Hab., Samoan Islands.

The Rev. S. J. Whitmee ("Proceedings of the Zoological Society," 1873, p. 153) says: The Ptilopus fasciatus is a favourite bird with the natives of these islands, and is kept very generally by them. Its native name is Manu-tagi (the crying bird). The Samoans train it to act as a decoy, and take it into the woods in a wicker cage open at the top. When it calls, other birds come to it and enter the cage, when they are taken by the native, who lies hidden near the spot. The birds thus taken are eaten by the natives.

But this custom of decoying is going out now in consequence of the ease with which the birds may be shot."

Mr. M. J. Nicol1 (The Ibis, 1904, p. 61) says: "This beautiful little Pigeon is not uncommon in Upolu at an altitude of about 1,000 ft., but is very shy. It feeds on the fruit of a tall tree; this fruit is about the size of a large olive, and is swallowed entire."

In his "Three Voyages of a Naturalist," p. 236, the same writer observes: "The most numerous and probably the most beautifully coloured of all the birds in Samoa is a small Dove, of about the size of a Turtle-Dove, with an emerald green back, a ruby red crown, and a brilliantly-coloured breast of several shades of red and yellow."

Russ observes that at the Exhibition of the "Ornis" Society of Berlin in 1851 Miss Virginia Wolffgumath, of Charlottenburg near Berlin, sent this lovely Pigeon, which is prized here on account of its beauty and rarity. The brother of the lady, who was an officer of the German marine, had brought it from the Samoan Islands. Otherwise it has only once arrived alive in Europe, one example in 1862 at the Zoological Gardens of London.

In 1885 Miss Wolffgumath made me a present of the pigeon, and it survived for two years longer in my bird room. It was evidently of a good age when I received it. It sat motionless there, or fed upon the food.
mentioned at p. 840." Rarely, usually in the evening, it uttered its strange, four-syllabled cry—Kikikihuit." This is one of the instances of a lovely dove, kept by the natives of all the Samoan Islands, easily decoyed, and not difficult to keep, which has only twice been imported.

**Purple-crowned Fruit Pigeon (Ptilopus porphyreus).**

Back, rump, and upper tail-coverts bronze-green; wings shining green with yellow edges to the flights; inner secondaries spotted with lilac towards the tips; tail above green, a greyish-white subterminal band tinged with green and yellowish at the edges; forehead and crown magenta, with an ill-defined yellow edge at the back; back of head, neck, and breast greyish-green; throat yellowish-white; a dark green patch, sometimes tinged with deep purple between the breast and abdomen; abdomen and flanks green; vent and under tail-coverts yellow or orange-yellow; tail below dark grey, with a broad terminal pale grey belt; bill greenish-grey; feet magenta; irides yellow. Female altogether much greener than the male; the dark green patch in front of abdomen sometimes, if not always, without purple tinge. Hab. "Tonga Islands—Tonganata, Ene, Lifuka, Hapai, Vavao, Niaufo, Futuna Island; Savage Island and Fiji Islands—Balsaw, Wakaia, Mokani, Loma-toma, Mango, and Tavium." (Salvadori.)

E. L. Layard ("Proceedings of the Zoological Society," 1876, pp. 502, 503) says: "This 'green dove' is not uncommon, and is decidedly intermediate between our P. fasciatus and the Samoan P. apicalis." "In habits it resembles its brethren, and is called by the natives 'Kullu Kulu.'" Dr. Hans. Gadow, writing on the birds of the Island of Rotumah (The Ibis, 1896, p. 269), says: "Called 'Ku-ku' from its note, cu-cu-cu, etc.,"

At Nine or Savage Island the native name of the bird is stated (The Ibis, 1905, p. 601) to be "Kulu Kulu.” An example of this Fruit-Pigeon was deposited at the London Zoological Gardens in 1885.

**Superb Fruit-Pigeon (Ptilopus superbus).**

The adult male has the crown deep rich purple; sides and back of head, olive-green; sides and back of neck, bright olive-green; shoulders; remainder of upper surface and wings, olive-green; the scapulars, inner greater coverts, and inner secondaries with deep blue subterminal spots; the flights are black, the primary with narrow yellow outer edges, secondaries and greater coverts green edged with yellow on outer web; tail with greyish-white terminal band; chin and part of cheeks, pale grey; breast, grey with purple bases to the feathers, bordered behind by a black belt tinted with blue or green; abdomen white; flanks green, with two white bands; under tail-coverts white, with yellowish apical margin and a longitudinal green dash on their inner webs; under wing-coverts, greyish green; flights below, dark grey; tail below, dark grey, with white terminal belt; bill, olive-green, yellowish at the tip; feet, rose-colour; iris, yellow.

The female has no purple on the crown, but a dark blue spot on the occiput; the blue wings and spots less distinct than in the male, no blue patch on the lesser coverts near the bend of the wing; lower part of throat and breast grey and green, with no purple at the base of the feathers; no black belt behind the breast. Hab., Meluan and Papuan Islands and North Australia.

Mr. Gould evidently knew nothing as to the wild life of this pigeon, but Dr. Ramsay states that the eggs obtained by Mr. Boyer-Bower in the bushes near Cairns, Queensland, are small compared with those of the species of inferior size; they are two in number for a clutch, and are white, rather elongated, and pointed. The same gentleman, in another article, speaks of it as "tolerably abundant in all the scrub lands of the Herbert River and a esp. range, 1905, 8.4." P. porphyreus is a broken 'coo,' prolonged into a rolling guttural sound at the end; they may be heard at least half a mile off. But, owing to the dense nature of the scrub, the birds are at all times difficult to obtain, although not rare.

Mr. Campbell ("Nests and Eggs of Australian Birds," p. 665) says that according to Mr. Kendall Broadbent this Bird Pigeon lays yellow eggs, but as the nest is very gruff, resembling the word 'whistle,' uttered at short intervals, and may be heard at a considerable distance from the spot of its emission." The nest is made in a small bush, and constructed loosely of a few sticks, which just serve to retain the eggs when laid. The usual clutch consists of two eggs, which are generally visible to an observer from the ground.

On the other hand, Mr. D. Le Souëf procured several nests, each with a single egg only, and Mr. H. Barnard, in the season of 1896-97, obtained eight nests, in every instance containing one egg only. Mr. Campbell therefore concludes that one is the usual clutch. He describes the egg as "elliptical in form; texture of shell somewhat fine, excepting the smaller end, which is distinctly faceted, convex at the larger end, white, slightly tinctured of a faint creamy tint. Dimension in inches: (1) 1.22 x .88, (2) 1.15 x .87."

As with other Doves, the male incubates during the daytime. The breeding season is from September to February.

Our Zoological Gardens received this lovely Fruit Pigeon in 1885, and Dr. Russel, in his most recent work, published in 1899, states that it has been found alive nowhere else. In spite of the difficulty of securing it, one would suppose that after the first living example had been obtained an effort would have been made to capture others, for undoubtedly there could not fail to be a market for such handsome birds, and they would command a tolerably high price.

**Painted Fruit-Pigeon (Ptilopus coronatus).**

Green short with golden; wings glossy green, tinged with bluish; greater coverts and flights edged with yellow, more broadly on the inner secondaries; tail above glossy green, the feathers towards the tips with narrow yellow edges; crown rosy-lilac, edged behind with deep purple and encircled by a yellow band, which is broadest behind; sides of head greyish-green; chin and throat yellowish; a lilacine-violet patch on middle of abdomen; vent and under tail-coverts yellow; wings below grey; the under wing-coverts slightly greenish; tail below grey, with paler terminal band; bill olive-green; feet purplish red; irides with an inner red ring and an outer yellow one. Female with the yellow of abdomen and under tail-coverts absent. Hab., Ara Islands and South-eastern New Guinea.

This is also known as the Lilac-crowned Fruit-Pigeon. Dr. Meyer, in 1892, described a race of it from German New Guinea under the subspecific name of *huonensis*.

Mr. D. Le Souëf (The Ibis, 1900, p. 616) says: "These beautiful little Green Fruit-Pigeons are most difficult to detect among the thick foliage in which they make their home, and one is fortunate to be able to secure a specimen. They have the curious habit of laying their single egg on the leaf of a palm-tree, when these large leaves branch out horizontally they are slightly concave, and often have a few dead leaves and twigs on their surface that have fallen from the surrounding trees. This Pigeon just lays its egg on the leaf, but...

*The food mentioned at the end of my notes on the family Turacoidea.
makes no nest of any kind, and directly anyone approaches the sitting bird darts off and flies away as if wounded, and is soon lost to sight: but Mr. Barnard succeeded in the male one bird as it flew off its egg, which was on a palm-leaf about 3 ft. from the ground. The egg is creamy-white and an elongated oval, and measures 1.24 × 0.72 inch."

An example of this extremely rare Fruit-Pigeon was deposited at the London Zoological Society’s Gardens on August 17th, 1909.

**BEAUTIFUL FRUIT-PIGEON (Ptilopus bellus).**

Bronzy green; scapulars with rounded bluish-black spots in the middle; primaries dark greyish-green, narrowly edged with white; secondaries and tail-feathers with narrow yellow edges, the latter otherwise green; back and sides of head of a deeper and brighter green than the rest of the upper surface; front of head and middle of lower breast purplish-red; a crescentic pectoral band, yellow in front and white behind; lower abdomen and under tail-coverts green with more or less yellow edges to the feathers; tail below grey, with a pale grey terminal band; bill yellow; feet dark carmine; irides yellow. Female green; crown and sides of head deeper and brighter; no blue-black spots on the scapulars; no purple on the front of head and middle of lower breast, and no crescentic band on the chest.

Hab., New Guinea.

Dr. Guillemand states ("Proceedings of the Zoological Society," 1885, p. 658) that this bird is not, as had been previously supposed, confined to the mountainous districts. This is all I have come across respecting its wild life. An example was presented to the Zoological Society of London by Sir William Ingram in July, 1898.

**BLACK-HEADED FRUIT-PIGEON** (Ptilopus melanopechaleus).

Green; primaries black on inner webs, the first primary slightly scalloped and narrowed at tip; head and neck ashy, with the back of head and neck black; chin and throat pale lemon-yellow; vent and short under tail-coverts yellow, long ones carmine; edge of eyelids pale yellow; bill greenish-yellow; feet vinous-red; irides with an outer ring of pale yellow, a middle one of dark grey, and an inner one of pale grey. Female smaller than the male, the head greyish, the abdomen broadly streaked longitudinally with ash greyish, the feathers edged with yellow fringes; only the longest of the under tail-coverts carmine; otherwise wholly green.

Hab., "Java, Flores, Sumbawa, Sumba, and Lombok." (Salvadori.)

Mr. H. O. Forbes states (The Ibis, 1881, p. 154): — "Irides dark yellow; cere round eye bright yellow. Hard seeds of some species of Accaia in stomach."

"He-keojan.""

The London Zoological Society purchased two females of this species in 1865, a male in the year following, and two other examples in 1872. Russ states that it has also been represented in the Amsterdam Gardens.

**RED-CROWNED FRUIT-PIGEON** (Alestranops pulcherrima).

Blue-black; the reflections best marked on the back and upper wing-coverts; upper back grey; wings and tail black; feathers of crown hairy and carmine; sides of head, neck, and upper breast grey, darkest on the ear-coverts, the feathers long and pointed; vent and under tail-coverts yellowish-white, the latter with longitudinal dark green spots on the inner webs; naked orbital skin, lores, and wattles on sides of forehead red; bill dusky black, whitish at tip; feet greyish-olive; irides red. Female very slightly smaller, her bill shorter and noticeably broader at base; the plumage less lustrous, the blue reflections being less pronounced. Hab., "Seychelles Islands—Mahé, Silhouette, Praslin, Marianne, and Féllicité." (Salvadori.)

I have found no notes on the wild life, but it is probable that, like A. sanguine, it is an unsuspicious bird, and therefore easily shot, and that it feeds upon wild fogs.

According to Herr Blauw, who possessed a pair of this pigeon in 1883, its note is a deep murmur, or not unlike the bark of a small dog, and sounds like woof, woof. It is very awkwardly on the ground to which it does not willingly descend. Two examples reached the London Zoological Gardens in 1866, one in 1868, eight in 1874, and four at least have been received subsequently; it first reached the Amsterdam Gardens in 1885, and Russ tells us that a pair existed in the Berlin Gardens.

**PACIFIC FRUIT-PIGEON (Globicera pacifica).**

Above bronze-green, more or less tinged with blue; head and hind neck pale grey, the latter sharply defined from the green mantle; margin of forehead and feathers at base of bill and chin whitish; fore-neck, breast, and abdomen pale vinous; sides, flanks, and tibial feathers grey, the last with a vinous tinge; under tail-coverts chestnut; under wing-coverts ashy; flights and tail below carminish-black; bill and basal knob black; feet red; irides unknown. Female smaller than male, its bill broader at the base, and possibly with a smaller roughened knob at the base. Hab., Samoa Islands on the east to New Guinea.

E. L. Layard says ("Proceedings of the Zoological Society," 1875, p. 438): "This large Fruit-Pigeon is not nearly so common as the two preceding (C. vitiensis and C. latrans), but it frequents similar places, and cannot be distinguished from them by voice or appearance when at a distance. It breeds in December, and its eggs, sent me from Wakaia, are pure white." According to the Rev. S. J. Whitmee (t. c., p. 495), the native name of the bird appears to be *Lupe*.

According to A. J. North ("Records Australian Mus. III.", n. 4, p. 85), this is the Fruit-Pigeon of Funafuti.

"Ornithological Notes in the New Hebrides" (The Ibis, 1900, p. 607), Captain A. M. Farquhar, R.N., says: "The forest here abounds in the fine pigeon *Globicera pacifica*, the loud booming note of which may be heard at a great distance. When looking for small birds, I found great difficulty in preventing the natives taking me after these pigeons, as they could not understand why I should trouble about such insignificant little things as Honey-eaters, Flycatchers, Zosteropes, etc., when there was bigger game about. *Globicera pacifica* has an extraordinary large lump at the base of the bill. Later on, at Erromanga, I shot a good many pigeons of this genus, and I then noticed that the Erromanga bird differs considerably in colouring, and that the lump on the bill is much smaller than in *Globicera pacifica*.

According to Col. Speedege (The Ibis, 1905, p. 599), "the native name of this Fruit-Pigeon is 'Rupe.'" It will be noticed that Mr. Whitmee says it is "Lupe." Mr. Scott B. Wilson, writing on "Birds of Tahiti and the Society Group," calls it "Rupe," and he adds (The Ibis, 1907, p. 577): "During my visit to the island of Rarotonga I obtained several specimens. In their crops were banyan seeds, and I was told that they feed on the wild plantain and the banaa. I fear that this bird is likely to become extinct shortly, as its flesh is highly esteemed by the natives, and they are taken whole into soup, while wild cats and the frequent cyclones,
which destroy the forest trees, are also contributing causes to its extinction.'

This Pigeon first arrived at the London Zoological Gardens in 1862, and two more examples were added four years later; several others have since been acquired.

**Vinous-throated Fruit-Pigeon (Globicera raufugula).**

Neck and upper mantle grey; back, rump, upper tail-coverts, and wings brilliant bronzy-green tinged with blue; primaries with black inner webs and deep steel blue outer webs; tail above deep steel-blue with blue edges to the outer webs; head and upper breast grey; cheeks, ear-coverts, and throat pale vinous; chin whitish; breast vinous, becoming chestnut on abdomen and vent; under tail-coverts cinnamon; under wing-coverts grey; primaries below darker grey; tail below brownish-black; bill black, the basal knob and the feet probably red; eyes dark red. Female probably smaller, and with its bill broader at the base than in the male. Hab., Solomon Islands.

Brenchley ('Cruise of the Curacao,' p. 265) mentions the fact that the natives of San Cristoval, where he obtained this species, "had eyes like lynxes, and could discover from a great distance, though the day was anything but clear, the pigeons which were in the trees hidden by the leaves." He adds: "I brought back a dozen pigeon-eggs of which the way, the flesh was not very well flavoured. I have taken the colouring of the soft parts above from the description by Salvadari, but in the "Proceedings of the Zoological Society" for 1887, p. 332, the bill, wattle, legs, and iris are stated, on the authority of the collector, Mr. C. M. Woodford, to be red; and as Mr. Woodford was a careful collector and an excellent observer, we must conclude that his account is accurate, at any rate as regards the specimens of this pigeon to be found on the island of Malaya, though of course it is possible that the colouring of the soft parts may differ on San Cristoval.

An example of this fruit-pigeon was presented to the London Zoological Society in 1888 and a second in 1899.

**Wharton's Fruit-Pigeon (Carpophaga whartoni).**

Above metallic bronzy green, some of the feathers with bluish edges; flights blackish on inner webs; frontal edge whitish; forehead, crown, cheeks, and throat dark grey; lower throat metallic green; breast and abdomen deep vinaceous purple, becoming grey at the sides, on the tibial feathers, and vent; under tail-coverts chestnut; under wing-coverts dark grey shot with greenish; flights below dark grey; tail below blackish-brown; bill black; feet crimson. The female is probably smaller than the male. Hab., Christmas Island. Dr. C. W. Andrews says ('A Monograph of Christmas Island,' p. 38) :—"The large Fruit-Pigeon, called by the Malays 'Pergam,' is very common over the whole island, but is much more often heard than seen, since it lives among the thick foliage of the tops of the lofty forest trees, where, to the unperturbed eye, it is extremely difficult to discover. In addition to the ordinary cooing note the male utters a deep booming cry which is the most striking of the forest sounds during the daytime. This note is said to resemble closely the noise made by tigers, and Mr. Ross told me how an old Bahama stoper cutter who came to the island was at first afraid to enter the forest, and was with much difficulty persuaded that a bird was responsible for the sound. These birds are very tame, and when a number were feeding in a tree it was generally possible to shoot several, one after the other, without disturbing the rest. The boys in the island used to catch them with a noose of string at the end of a long stick, and the birds would sit quietly while the instrument of their destruction was prepared, and the boy climbed into a convenient position for using it. On one occasion I caught one with my hands while it was drinking at a puddle on a tree trunk.

The food is the fruit and leaf-buds of the various forest trees, and the birds gather in great numbers in trees of which the fruit is just ripening. The feet are very powerful, proboscide organs, and, while feeding, this Pigeon clammers about among the branches like a Parrot. The nest is a very scanty structure of sticks placed high up in a tree. The eggs are two in number, white and elongated, with both ends alike. I saw a pair building on December 24, and obtained an egg on January 6. Many young birds were shot in April. There seem to be two broods a year, for in the middle of November there were also great numbers of young birds, characterised by their looser, duller plumage and grey legs; in the adult the legs are a bright red. I have counted between fifty and sixty on the bushes round the small waterfall on the east coast. The year before I visited the island was a very dry one, and Mr. Ross informed me that great numbers of these Pigeons had been destroyed.

Two examples of this species were added to the collection at Regent's Park in October, 1903.

**Nicobar Imperial Fruit-Pigeon (Carpophaga insularis).**

Upper mantle grey; back, rump, and wings dark metallic green, more or less tinged with bluish; flights above black, dusky greyish-green on outer webs; tail above dark bluish-green; head, neck, breast, and abdomen grey, the forehead rather paler and not tinged with vinaceous; under tail-coverts dull chestnut, more or less shading into dark green, especially on the longest feathers; flights below brownish-grey; under wing-coverts grey shot with greenish; tail below blackish-brown; bill pale lemon-grey, the tips lighter, the base and cere darker; feet dull deep pink, pinkish-red, or livid purple; irides sometimes pale ruby-red, sometimes clear, sometimes dull lake-red; eyelid pale lavender. Female not differentiated, probably smaller than the male. Hab., Nicobars.

Hume says ('Nests and Eggs of Indian Birds,' Second Edition, Vol. II., pp. 367, 368) :—"Mr. Davison remarks of this species that 'they breed in February and March. On Feb. 17 I found a nest on the Island of Trinkut. It was built in a cocoanut palm, and was about 20 ft. from the ground. As usual with Pigeons and Doves, it was simply a platform of dry twigs very loosely put together, and was built on a dried-up fruit branch, which was itself merely a mass of dry twigs. It contained one large white egg. It is my belief that the normal number of eggs laid by this pigeon is only one. This certainly is the case with Oudaena nicobarica, for I must have examined at least a couple of dozen nests, and in no single case was there more than one egg or one young one; and I have found that one egg was the usual number laid by Palumbus elphinstonii, and I was informed by several convicts that they usually obtain only one young one from the nests of the present species and those of C. bicolor.

"The eggs which Mr. Davison obtained is pure white, a very regular, moderately broad oval; the shell smooth and satiny, but with very little gloss. It measures 1.9 in. by 1.39 in."

Specimens of this species were received by the
FRUIT-PIGEONS.

London Zoological Society in July, 1901, and in 1904 and again in 1906 one young one was hatched in the gardens, the latter one being apparently successfully reared.

BLUE-TAILED FRUIT-PIGEON (Carpophaga concinna).

Back, rump, upper wing and tail coverts, metallic golden-green somewhat shot with blue; flights steely-blue-black, the secondaries brighter; tail above metallic steely blue; head, neck, breast, and abdomen pale grey; frontal edge whitish; back of head and nape tinged with pale vinous; under tail-coverts chestnut; under wing-coverts dark grey, shot with golden-green; flights below slaty-black; tail below black; bill dark horn-colour; feet vinous-red; irides pale yellowish-orange; eyelids pale with a white edge. Female rather smaller. Hab., “Tenimber Islands, S.W. Papuan Islands—Aru and Ké Isl.; Moluccas—Tejoor, Mata-bello, Monawolka, Pandjang, Goram, Banda, Batang Kitjiti and Sanghir Islands” (Salvadori).

I have discovered no field-notes relating to this species. An example reached the London Zoological Society's Gardens in November, 1900, and two others in October, 1904.

RED-NAPED FRUIT-PIGEON (Carpophaga paulina).

Back, upper tail-coverts and upper wing-coverts metallic golden-green; flights above metallic greyish-green; tail metallic green; head, neck, throat and under surface generally pearly-grey, the vertex, throat, and abdomen with a roseate suffusion; forehead whitish; nape coppery-chestnut; under tail-coverts chestnut; under wing-coverts grey; tail below dark grey; bill leaden-blue, red from above nostrils to base; feet vinous-red; irides deep red; eyelids red. Female smaller, her bill a trifle longer and more slender; the under surface more uniformly coloured. Hab., Celebes and Sula Islands.

Dr. Guillemand (“Proceedings of the Zoological Society,” 1885, p. 557) thus describes the soft parts: “Iris indian-red; tarsus red; bill in male bluish-green, with a red patch at the base of upper mandible. The female is without this.” “Native name, Kum-kum.”

Russ says: “In the years 1874 and 1880 it arrived at the Zoological Gardens of London, and in the year 1894 a pair was present at the exhibition of the "Ægintha Society of Berlin.”

BRONZE FRUIT-PIGEON (Carpophaga anea).

The adult male has the head, neck, breast, and abdomen vinous-grey; frontal margin and chin, whitish; back, rump, upper tail-coverts and wings bronze green; flights and tail above bluish-green; under tail-coverts deep chestnut; flights and tail below blackish; bill grey, dull red at base; edges of eyelids and feet purplish-red; iris red. The female is smaller than the male, and the plumage of the under surface is more uniformly coloured. Hab., India, Ceylon, the Andaman Islands, Burma, and Malaya, Cochin China, Hainan, the Sunda Islands, Philippines, and Sula Islands.

This bird inhabits low-lying forest regions, and was formerly believed not to occur at a higher elevation than 1,500 ft. Mr. C. Hose, however, obtained it up to 2,000 ft. on Mount Dulit, where its native name is “Pergum” (vide The Ibis, 1893, p. 421). Mr. F. Lewis, writing of it as observed in the Sabaragamuwa Province, Ceylon, states (The Ibis, 1893, pp. 549, 550): “It is found in both the very wet as well as in very dry parts of it. I have found it up the valley of the Kaluganga river, the Wallaway river, the Kalani river, and the Maha Oya stream, but it is met with in greatest abundance in the Kolonna Korah, where it is often be found in large flocks. I have questioned many natives on the nidification of this well-known pigeon, but beyond a vague statement that it nests on the tops of very high trees, I am unable to give any satisfactory evidence.”

Mr. W. Eagle Clarke, writing on birds of the Island of Negros (The Ibis, 1900, p. 558), says: “The Bronze Fruit-Pigeon is very common, and nests in high trees in the mountains. It visits the mangrove-swamps near the coast, daily in great flocks, ‘thousands upon thousands of them.” The native name is ‘Balud.”’

Its note is said to resemble the syllables “wuck-wooor,” the second note being sepulchral in character, and is generally heard most about 10 o'clock in the morning. In Ceylon its favourite food consists of the berries of the bob tree and the ironwood, and the branches of these trees may be seen laden with the birds when the fruit is ripe; they are also fond of wild nutsmegs, the mace of which they digest, regurgitating the nutmegs.

From the little that is known respecting the nidification of this common fruit-pigeon, it appears that it builds a slight nest of sticks and stiff grasses in April or May, and lays two broad oval pure white eggs. In this respect it differs from most other members of the genus, which only lay one egg.

This species reached the Amsterdam Zoological Gardens in 1838; in 1866 the first example was secured for the London Gardens, a second being presented in the year following, three being received in exchange in 1871, and one presented in 1878. Others have been added since that date. In 1879 Dr. Platen brought home eighteen specimens from the Malay Archipelago, and sold them at the rate of 40 marks the pair. Both Landauer and A. E. Blauw possessed specimens, and the latter gentleman states that when once acclimatised this bird becomes very enduring, and may be kept out of doors both in summer and winter. A pair of the Philippine race (C. chalybura) was imported by Mrs. Johnstone in 1903.

Russ regards C. sylvatica as distinct, and says that it differs in the pure white colouring of the upper throat and region of the bill and eyes, and by its superior size; he says it has only once reached Europe alive, and that it was in 1875, when it arrived at the Zoological Gardens of Amsterdam. On the other hand, Salvadori tells us that C. sylvatica “has smaller dimensions.”

BROWN-TAILED FRUIT-PIGEON (Carpophaga latrans).

Back and rump dark brown; scapulars, upper wing and tail coverts dark glossy greyish-brown; primaries greyish-black; secondaries brownish-black suffused with greyish, the base of the inner webs of all the flights rufous; tail above reddish-brown; head and neck ash; back of head, throat and breast vinous-grey; lower abdomen, vent, and under tail-coverts pale reddish-buff; under wing-coverts chestnut; flights below conspicuously rufous at base of inner webs; tail below paler than above; bill black; feet reddish-brown; irides blood-red or purplish-red; eyelids carmine. Female smaller than the male and more uniformly coloured on under surface. Hab., Fiji Islands.

E. L. Layard (“Proceedings of the Zoological Society,” 1875, p. 43) says: “The ‘Barking Pigeon’ of the settlers is generally distributed. To give some idea of the gastronomic powers of these large Pigeons, I annex the size of two seeds found in the crop of one, axis 4; circum. 3" 6"; axis 5; circum. 3. This was only the hard, wood part; the pulp had been digested.
"This bird is called 'Sonki,' or 'Songi,' by some natives, especially about Tavuni. It has fourteen tail-feathers. Mr. Storck writes from the Rewa that it feeds largely on the wild nutmeg, the large drupe-like seeds of some Lauraceae forest trees, and the fruits of both the Kafua Pakus.

"I have received eggs laid in April, pure shining white, axis 1" 10", diam. 1" 3". Some natives say they only lay one egg; but this I doubt.

Mr. M. J. Nicoll (The Ibis, 1904, p. 65) describes the soft parts as follows: "Iris red; bill dark brown; tarsi and toes dull red." The London Zoological Society purchased two examples of this Fruit-Pigeon in April, 1866; it does not appear to have been imported more recently.

**Nutmeg Fruit-Pigeon (Myristicora bicolor).**

The adult bird in both sexes is creamy-white; the bastard wing, the flights (except the tertiaris), the primary coverts, and the terminal part of the tail black, the central feathers being about half black, this colour decreasing towards the outermost pair, in which only the tip and part of the outer web are black; bill, leaden blue, and at the tip; feet, small-blue; iris, dark brown. The female has a more slender bill than the male. Hab., Mergui and the Andamans eastward to the Philippines and southward to Java, and perhaps Christmas Island, also the Australian portion of the Malay Archipelago.

This bird is said to be rather difficult to secure, from the fact that it affects chiefly the summits of the highest trees. It is sometimes seen in small companies of from twelve to twenty individuals; it lays a pure white egg. In Borneo it appears to be sometimes called "Burong rawa," and sometimes "Peagam rawa."

Captain Wimberley (quoted by Hume, "Nests and Eggs," Vol. II., p. 569) says: "I obtained this egg on Trinkut Island (Nicobars) during the first week of February. The nest was built of sticks and twigs, and was very similar to that of our English Wood-Pigeon. There was only one egg in the nest, and it was much addled. The nest was placed in a low mangrove-tree overhanging the river, and the old bird flew off the nest as I drew near to it, but I failed to shoot it." Mr. Hume says: "The egg is of a longish oval shape, a good deal pointed towards the small end, pure white, and tolerably glossy. It measures 1.78 by 1.25." According to Mr. Davison the breeding-season is from January to March. It usually lays only one egg.

The Nutmeg Fruit-Pigeon is the only member of the family which I ever had an opportunity of acquiring, and I resisted the temptation without much difficulty. As Dr. Russ tells us, it only comes into the market now and again, having reached the Amsterdam Gardens in 1859, those of London in 1867, and those of Berlin in 1893. For a pied bird I prefer the small and easily kept Tambourine Dove; mere rarity does not appeal to me much.

**Spotted Fruit-Pigeon (Myristicora splorrah).**

Differ from the preceding in having regular sub-terminal black spots on some of the flank-feathers covering the thighs, on those of the vent and on the under tail-coverts. The plumage is sometimes more or less tinged with grey. Hab., Australia, Eastern Papuan Islands, Eastern New Guinea, dark from New Guinea, and Aru Islands.

According to Gilbert, this pigeon "pairs and commences breeding immediately after its arrival in November. The nest is formed of a few sticks laid across one another in opposite directions, and is so slight a structure that the eggs may usually be seen through the interstices from beneath, and it is so flat that it appears wonderful how the eggs remain upon it when the branch is waving about in the wind; it is usually built on a horizontal branch of a mangrove, and it would seem that it provides for this with a horizontal overhanging water. That it never lays more than one egg appears to me without a doubt, for on visiting Tablehead River, on the eastern side of the harbour of Port Essington, I found no less than twenty nests, all of which contained either a single egg or a single young bird."

Mr. A. J. Campbell describes the egg as "elliptical in shape; texture of shell somewhat coarse, especially on the smaller end; surface slightly glossy; colour, pure white. Dimensions in inches (1) 1.76 by 1.24, (2) 1.7 by 1.18."

Mr. E. Olive says (The Ibis, 1900, p. 647): "Abundant at Cooktown during the winter months; breeding in enormous multitudes on the outlying islands of the Barrier Reef, some eight or nine miles from the mainland. In the early morning they lend their way to their feeding-grounds in the scrub, sometimes flying as great a distance as forty miles, and return to roost on the islands at night. They feed principally on a species of nutmeg (Myristica insipida), of which I have found as many as eight or nine fruits in the crop. Iris dark brown; feet bluish-slate; bill greenish-yellow."

Miss Rosie Alderson possessed an example of this species supposed at first to be the more frequently imported Nutmeg Pigeon.

**White Fruit-Pigeon (Myristicora lucuana).**

Differ from M. bicolor in the black-edged slate-grey colour of all the flight-feathers; some of the flank-feathers covering the thighs, the feathers of the vent, and the basal under tail-coverts, with large black spots. Hab., Celebes and Sula Islands.

Dr. Guillemaud ("Proceedings of the Zoological Society," 1885, p. 557) describes the soft parts as follows: "Iris dark brown; bill bluish-green, yellow at the tip; tarsus bluish-green."

Doubtless the wild life of this species closely resembles that of the two preceding species. Russ confounds it with M. spilorrhoea, so that his statement that it reached the Amsterdam Zoological Gardens in 1857 may apply either to that or the present species. One specimen was presented to the London Zoological Society in 1867, and four were purchased in 1870.

**Double-Crested Fruit-Pigeon (Lopholaxmus antarcticus).**

General plumage of adult bird, including the frontal crest, grey, darker above than below: a line of black from each eye to the occiput, which unites posteriorly, and is continued a short way down the back of the neck; sides of head rust reddish; feathers of chin elongated; those of neck and breast hackled; quills black; inner secondaries grey; tail black, grey at base, and crossed by an irregular band of buffish-grey about an inch from its extremity; bill bright rose-red, bluicicine at tip, the cere and base of lower mandible greenish-blue in the male, but lead colour in the female; feet purplish-red, greyish-brown at the back and on the soles; iris fiery orange, with rosy lashes; a bare mean pink patch surrounding eye. Female, in addition to difference already noted, probably smaller and with rather less developed crest, a narrower and less defined band on tail. Hab., Eastern Australia, from Cape York to Tasmania.

A very gregarious bird, which is often seen passing over the forests and brushes in flocks of many hundreds.
in search of its favourite fruit; the entire flock, according to Gould, settling down simultaneously as soon as it is discovered, so as to bend down the smaller twigs and branches with the weight. Wild figs, the berries of the cabbage palm, and probably larger fruits are devoured by it.

The nidification is thus described by Mr. A. J. Campbell ("Nests and Eggs," p. 671):—"Nest.—A platform of fairly stout twigs placed in a tall tree. Dimensions, 8 in. to 10 in. across, by about 3 in. in thickness. Eggs.—Clutch, one; elliptical in form, with sometimes the ends peculiarly pointed, especially the smaller, which nips off suddenly; texture of shell somewhat granular; surface glossy; colour pearly white. Dimensions in inches: (1) 1.76 x 1.21, (2) 1.65 x 1.14, (3) 1.64 x 1.16."

Mr. Campbell tells us that in the Richmond River district Mr. S. W. Jackson "found two nests similarly situated at a height of 115 ft., in some tall fig trees that stood in a clearing, and was enabled to circumvent the fine birds by reaching their nests with the aid of his ingeniously made rope ladder. As the ladder only reached about half way it had to be drawn up and shot the remaining distance—a very difficult, not to say dangerous, undertaking, which occupied nearly the whole day to accomplish. An unfortunate loss of time occurred on account of the second nest not being discovered until terra firma was regained after the first nest was robbed, which necessitated a second day’s work. There was one egg in each nest."

Mr. Campbell says that the "Top-knot Pigeon" utters a somewhat gutteral double call, resembling "Quok-quok."

According to Dr. Russ, this remarkable Fruit-Pigeon has only been owned hitherto by our London Zoological Gardens, which received the first example in 1864, but has subsequently obtained others. Considering that it is sometimes seen in flocks numbering thousands of individuals, it is strange that so very few are imported. Though somewhat sombrely coloured, its crest renders it an interesting species, which doubtless many aviculturists would like to possess and try to breed.

This species brings us to the end of the imported Fruit-Pigeons, and we now pass on to the more familiar Typical Pigeons.

CHAPTER XVI.

TYPICAL PIGEONS (Columbidae).

In this family only the hind toe has the skin much expanded at the sides. The tail has twelve feathers. Three sub-families are recognised—Columbine, Macropygine, and Ectopistina; these are characterised by the length and form of the tail.

In their wild state these birds feed upon grain, beech-nuts, acorns, berries, small wild fruits, young green shoots, smooth caterpillars, various grubs, and earthworms. In captivity maize, wheat, dali, millet, tares, a little hemp, and small white peas, with a little chopped green food and a few small earthworms or smooth larvae of various insects, suit them well.

WHITE-BACKED PIGEON (Columba leuconaota).

Upper back, scapulars, and lesser upper wing-coverts brownish-grey; lower back white; rump and upper tail-coverts dark brown; median and greater wing-coverts grey; flights grey, with the tips and outer webs brownish; a brown band across the median coverts, a second across the greater coverts, and a third across the inner secondaries; tail blackish-brown; near middle of two central feathers and towards tips of lateral feathers a broad whitish band; the outer feather white at base of outer web; head dark slate-grey; neck and under surface white, pearly ash-coloured on the flanks, lower abdomen, vent, and under tail-coverts; under surface of wings also pale grey; axillaries white; bill horn-black; feet bright pale red; irides yellow. Female slightly smaller, the grey colouring of the head, neck, and wings somewhat duller, the back and quill feathers of the nape less white; abdomen smoky instead of pearly ash-coloured. Hab., Yarkand and Cashmere, through the Himalayas to Thibet.

Jerdon says of this Pigeon ("Birds of India," Vol. III., p. 472) that it is stated to frequent rocky heights and sequestered valleys, from 10,000 ft. to the snow level, in large parties. "It feeds in the fields, returning to the rocks to roost, and is said to be shy and wary."

Liet. W. W. Cordeaux says (The Ibis, 1894, p. 373): "Common from 11,000 ft. and upwards in Kaschmir and Ladakh. I found it breeding among the inaccessible crags of the Aig nullah in August."

Mr. J. Davidson (The Ibis, 1898, p. 38) observes: "This beautiful Pigeon was very common in the beginning of May on the Sonamurgh plateau, and occasionally among the cultivation along the Sind River as far down as Kular. It was then in small flocks. During June we saw it occasionally at Sonamurgh, singly or in very small flocks. It seemed generally to fly to and from a ridge of rocks not far from the nullah joining the Sind River, close to the village of Sonamurgh. We intended to visit these rocks, but never were able to find them."

Speaking of the Cage-Birds of Calcutta (The Ibis, 1906, pp. 245, 246), Capt. H. J. Walton says: "Snow-Pigeons were in large flocks in the Chumbi Valley in January. The bird does not appear to occur in the country north of the Himalayan Passes."

In 1876 Baron von Cornely bred this species in the park of Castle Beaujardin at Tours. In the same year three examples were purchased by the London Zoological Society, a fourth was added in the following year, and many others have been received since that date.

INDIAN STOCK-DOVE (Columba eversmanni).

Dark ash-grey, much whiter, sometimes quite white, on the rump; two or three black spots, forming rudimentary bands, on the wings; tail black at the tip; the outermost feather with the basal two-thirds of the outer web white, a black followed by a narrow grey band towards the tip; crown and breast tinted with vinaceous; back of neck with metallic cuprous reflections; wings below whitish-grey; bill pale yellowish-grey; base of lower mandible and gape slaty; feet yellowish-flesh-coloured; irides deep yellow. Female probably smaller. Hab., "W. Siberia, through
Turkestan and Afghanistan, to N. India” (Salvadori); “Southern Persia” (Blanford).

Jerdon says (“Birds of India,” Vol. III., p. 468): “It flies in pretty large flocks, and affects trees. A correspondent of the Bengal Sporting Review states that he saw them in hundreds at Hansi in March, but they soon disappeared. They feed in the fields, morning and evening, and roost in the day (and, I suppose, the night also) in trees, generally in the common Babul trees. To Europeans here (at Hansi) they are known as the Hill-pigeons.”

Lieutenant C. H. T. Whitehead (The Ibis, 1909, p. 266) says of this species: “Migrates through Kohat in the latter half of April in small flocks, which feed chiefly on the mulberries that are then ripening. Less wary than other members of the genus. Appears to be scarce in the Kurram Valley, and probably only passes through. I shot an example at 6,500 feet in hex-scrub on May 2nd.”

Three examples of this species reached the Gardens at Regent’s Park on June 24th, 1896.

**Triangular-spotted Pigeon (Columba guinea).**

The principal colour is ashy-grey, paler on the rump; the neck is vinaceous-reddish, the tips of the feathers about and ash, glossed with green; the scapulars, upper wing-coverts and back vinous-chestnut, with numerous triangular white spots; flights smoky-greyish, darker underneath; tail grey, with a broad apical black band; basal half of outer webs of outer tail feathers white; bill blackish; feet red; bare skin round eye blood-red; iris red. The female is rather smaller than the male, and her bill is probably more slender. Hah, Western Africa, across Central Africa, and on the Eastern side up to Abyssinia, Sennaar, and Kordofan.

This bird (according to Von Heuglin) in its wild state is most accommodating, frequenting both mountain and plain, houses, ruins, and trees, open places and forests. In Abyssinia it is a common domesticated pigeon, therefore it is not surprising that it has been frequently bred in our Zoological Gardens. It builds freely on the roofs of buildings or in the leaf sheaths of Doyle’s palms. It may be seen either in pairs or small companies, feeding upon the roads or in the stubbles, and in the evening it alights to drink. The note of this bird resembles that of our Rock Pigeon. Breeding is carried on in our winter.

According to Lord Lovat (The Ibis, 1900, p. 332): “This widely-distributed pigeon nests in the rocks” in Abyssinia. He thus describes the soft parts: “Iris red, round pupil dark red; bill dark; legs pinkish.” Mr. Alfred E. Pease, however (The Ibis, 1901, p. 696), describes them as follows: “Iris orange; bill black; naked skin round eye dark purple-red; legs pale red.”

Captain B. Alexander says (The Ibis, 1902, p. 348), speaking of the birds of the Gold Coast: “During the dry season, from November to the beginning of April, these pigeons are seldom seen in the Hinterland, but as soon as the first rain has fallen they appear on the newly-sown fields in large flocks, and may be seen from early morning till evening.

Mr. A. L. Butler, writing respecting the ornithology of Captain Scott (The Ibis, 1905, p. 359), says: “The Maroon-backed Rock Pigeon is common in the rocky gorges of the Upper Atbara, from which it ranges into the surrounding district. I have shot it at Gedaref and Gallabat, and have seen it also at Tewfikia, on the White Nile, where I noticed it feeding about the town almost as tamely as a domestic pigeon.”

In a later paper (The Ibis, 1908, p. 248) the same observer says: “The Guinea Pigeon was, as usual on the White Nile, first met with among the “Doleib” palms at Tewfikia, and in the Bagh-e-Hazal country we found it abundant wherever these palms occurred. I occasionally saw sixty or seventy individuals in a flock.”

Miss Alderson once purchased a female of this species, and subsequently obtained a male from the Zoological Gardens, but she was not successful in breeding from them. She says the cage was more like the bark of a small dog than the nest of a bird.

The London Zoological Society purchased two specimens of this species in 1865, and a pair the following year; many others have been acquired subsequently, chiefly by breeding the species year after year at the Gardens.

**Naked-eyed Pigeon (Columba gymnocephala).**

Back, scapulars, and wings pale brown; lower nape with pale and dark-grey narrow bands in front and opaline and blackish bands behind; lower back and upper tail-coverts dusky-grey, the latter slightly brownish towards the tips; anterior wing-coverts broadly edged with white; primaries brown, with narrow paler edges; secondaries with narrow white edges; tail above sandy or drab-grey; head, throat, fore-neck, breast and abdomen pale rosy-vinaceous, fading to whitish on vent and under tail-coverts; under wing-coverts dull greyish; flights below greyish, darker towards the tips; tail below pale sandy-grey. Female probably smaller and with more slender bill. Hah, Curaçao, Aruba, Bonaire, and perhaps the coast of Venezuela.

Dr. E. Hartvig (The Ibis, 1883, pp. 323, 324) observes: “In the living bird the bill is of a whitish flesh-colour; the iris deep orange-brown. Round the eye is a smooth bare ring of a bluish-grey colour; this ring is surrounded by a large granulated naked space of a dark reddish-brown colour, somewhat like an overripe strawberry. Feet raspberry-red. The lower surface of the bird is vinaceous-grey, shading into ash on the flanks and belly. Thighs and under tail-coverts greyish-white. The broad white line along the wing has caused this bird to be named ‘Aba blanco,’ or ‘White-wing,’ on these islands.”

“This beautiful pigeon generally flies about in flocks, picking up its food from the ground, as well as from the trees. Its note is a deep cooing, consisting of four sounds. I found a fresh-made nest on July 23rd, but no eggs in it. I also shot young birds at this time, so I believe that they breed twice during the year. The nest is a loose structure, like that of Columba palumbus, and placed mostly in the mangroves, but sometimes in other trees. They are rather shy birds, but can be shot in great numbers in very dry weather near the water. The Europeans and natives on the islands much appreciate its flesh as food, and it does well in captivity.”

Russ confounds this species with C. piceauro; and consequently his notes on the species are the less satisfactory, although they probably relate to this species and not to C. piceauro. He says: “This beautiful pigeon, rare in the market, reached the Zoological Gardens of London on several occasions since the year 1838, there being also, soon after its importation, it was freely bred, and at various times hybrids between it and the Stripe-Pigeon (Columba maculosa, Temm.) were produced, as, for instance, four broods in the year 1875. The Amsterdam Zoological Gardens have also possessed it. M. Delaurier, senior, of Angoulême, wrote in the year 1843:—"A beautiful pigeon, which is long-lived, and with me passed the winter in the open. Male and female resemble each other. I used
up part of the summer in discovering a pair among several, and at length this pair supplied me in August with two young ones. In the Basle Zoological Gardens a pair was to be found in the year 1855, and in the year 1891 Fockelmann imported another. The species which reached our Gardens in 1859 and bred freely was undoubtedly the Naked-eyed Pigeon, not the Picazuro; therefore it is probable that most, if not all, of Russ's remarks apply to the same species.

**Picazuro Pigeon (Columbia picazuro).**

The prevailing colour of the adult male is rich vinous, but the back of the neck is grey, each feather with a pale subterminal and a black marginal bar; farther back the feathers are lilacine; the centre of upper back, scapularies and upper wing-coverts smoky brown, the coverts becoming greyer and white-edged outwardly; the greater coverts with broad white borders; quills grey, darker towards the tips; lower back, rump, upper and under tail-coverts, leaden grey; tail of the same colour but broadly belted with black; bill brownish red. The female is probably rather smaller and with more slender bill. Hab., Paraguay, Uruguay, and Argentina.

In the breeding season this pigeon is met with in pairs, building its flat nest in hot low-lying woodlands and laying two white eggs similar to those of our Rock Pigeon. In winter it is seen in flocks of from a score to two hundred individuals. The coo consists of five long-drawn, intensely mournful notes, which are said to have a very human sound.

There is no doubt that in its wild state this pigeon feeds upon grain and young green shoots; it is very stately in its movements when on the ground; in August it appears to live principally upon clover leaves.

At night, like many pigeons, this species roosts on very lofty trees; it is a timid bird. Gibson says that it breeds in November and December, and that in six nests which he examined each contained only one egg; Hudson, on the other hand, declares that two are deposited, which is what one would expect in the case of *Columba.*

Mr. W. A. Forbes says (*The Ibis*, 1881, p. 556): "This Pigeon is well known to the Brazilians as the "Ara Branca" or White-winged Dove. I was told it was sometimes abundant round Parahyba, and also heard of it at Quipapá, Garanhuns, and other places. However, I never succeeded in seeing it wild, though I got several living specimens at Parahyba and elsewhere."

Mr. O. V. Aplin remarks of it at Uruguay (*The Ibis*, 1894, p. 201): "A fairly abundant resident, living in the monte and visiting the chacras for maize both at seed-time and harvest. At these times it is very wary, and reminds one of the Wood-Pigeons at home by setting a sentinel on the fence. In the breeding season they often frequent the tall gums about estancia houses, where their low, deep *coo* may be heard; it is a long, grating *ooook*, followed by *coo-coo-coo.* This magnificent Pigeon has the irides bright yellow; eyelids and small space behind the eye crimson; legs crimson. It is known as the "Paloma," and also as 'Torcaza grande.'"

Dr. E. Lönberg, describing the bird as observed by him in the Bolivian Chaco (*The Ibis*, 1903, p. 459), describes the iris as 'light grey,' so that it is evident that, as with many other species, the soft parts differ in colouring in different parts of the bird's range, and probably represent the first steps towards differentiation and the evolution of fresh species.

The London Zoological Society purchased two examples of this species in 1868, and in 1875 three others were presented; it occasionally appears in the market, and is quite likely to have been privately bred.

**Spot-Winged Pigeon (Columbia maculose).**

This bird is slightly smaller and distinctly greyer than the preceding, the sides of the head deep grey; feathers of the mantle, scapularies, and upper wing-coverts sooty brown, tipped with triangular white spots; outer greater coverts bluish-grey, with white edges; quills grey-black edged narrowly with whitish; bill grey; feet red; iris grey. Hab., Paraguay, Argentina, and Patagonia.

This appears to be a commoner bird than the preceding, and is certainly more frequently imported; from its fondness for grain and its rapidity of movement when feeding it is said to be a great plague to the farmers, vast flocks settling down on the newly-sown fields and devouring the wheat before it has had time to sprout. The coo is described by Hudson as similar in number and length of notes to that of the Picazuro Pigeon, but more hoarser, like that of the English Wood-Pigeon.

White found this bird in flocks in paddocks and lucerne-fields, their crops being filled with young lucerne shoots.

Mr. O. V. Aplin says (*The Ibis*, 1894, p. 201): "Abundant in the wide monte of the Rio Negro, where it frequents chiefly parts where there are open glades. At Sta. Elena it was much less common, but I have shot it in the rincón of the Monzon and Arroyo Grande. The cry of this bird has a resemblance to that of our large Wood-Pigeon in sound and delivery, but has only three notes, *coo ... ko ... coo-oo.* The legs and feet of this bird are crimson, not yellow."

Dr. E. Lönberg says (*The Ibis*, 1903, p. 459): "In great flocks near water, Colonia Crevaux, in April, 1902. Iris greyish yellow."

The first six examples of this species to reach the London Zoological Gardens were purchased in 1870, and were supposed to have come from Chili; another example was deposited in 1872. A good many have been bred in the Gardens up to 1902: three in 1894, two in 1895, one in 1900, 1901, and 1902.

**Olive Pigeon (Columbia arquatrix).**

Upper back, smaller scapulars, and inner half of wing-coverts deep purplish-chestnut, shading into leaden-grey on the rest of the wing-coverts; the smaller scapulars and lesser and median coverts spotted with white at the tips; flights brownish black; lower back and rump deep slate-grey, shading into black on the upper tail-coverts; tail also black; feathers at back and sides of neck partly showing their black bases; front of crown, cheeks, and neck deep vinaceous purple; back of crown grey; breast slaty-purple; white spots at tips of feathers; feathers between neck and breast deep purple, with broad vinaceous purple borders; abdomen, under tail-coverts, and under wing-coverts slate-grey; bill, feet, and naked orbital skin yellow; irides greenish. Female rather smaller and duller in colour, the vinous-purple of the neck greyer. Hab., South Africa to Abyssinia on the east, and to Benguela and Angola on the west.

According to Ayres the iris is yellow.

In Stark and Scater's "Birds of South Africa," Vol. IV., p. 164, we read:—"This, the largest of South African Pigeons, is chiefly an inhabitant of the forest; it seems to be partially migratory in its habits, appearing in very large numbers at certain seasons of the year, when the forest fruits are ripe, especially those
of the wild olive tree; this is in November and December at Knysna, and in June, July and August near Durban. At other times of the year they appear to be dispersed about solitary or in pairs. They build the usual loose nest of sticks in trees, usually in mountain ravines, and lay two white eggs, measuring about 1.5 by 1.12. Atmore found nests in the top of trees, and near the mountain ravines near Blanco in the George district, and Layard states that he was informed that they laid four eggs, only two of which hatched out. On the other hand, Major Sparrow tells me that, as a rule, only one egg is laid and hatched, and that this is somewhat rounded, and of a pale greenish tinge."

The Messrs. Woodward, writing on the birds of Zululand (The Ibis, 1898, p. 217), say: "Here we found plenty of pigeons in the trees. Of these Columba arquata is a fine bird, 13 in. in length, with bright yellow bill and legs, and, from its dark plumage, is popularly known as the 'Black Pigeon.' It seems to confine itself to the woods. We see more of them in the winter, when the berries are ripe; we have noticed tree-seeds in individuals killed."

Dr. S. L. Hinde, in a paper on birds observed near Machako's Station (The Ibis, 1893, p. 567), says of this species: "Very wild; common on bushy hills, but hard to get near." Lord Lovat, speaking of it as observed in Abyssinia (The Ibis, 1900, p. 332), says: "Iris orange-red; bill, eyelids, and legs light yellow."

"The only two occasions on which we came across this pigeon was in thick forest. The food found in the crop consisted of berries, which it obtains by climbing about among the branches. It appeared to move about in the trees with greater ease than is usual among birds of this kind."

Lient.-Col. W. H. Manning states that in Nyassaland the native name of this bird is "Kilanganjuna" (The Ibis, 1901, p. 593).

Mr. F. J. Jackson, who met with it in the Toro forest during a journey to the Ruwenzori range, says (The Ibis, 1906, p. 508): "Iris light greyish-green; bare skin round eye lemon-yellow, suffused with pink; bill, breast and feet lemon yellow."

"Fairly common in the forest."

It will be seen that here again the colouring of the soft parts varies with locality, showing the initial steps towards a sub-division of the species.

The first example of this bird to reach the London Zoological Society's Gardens was purchased in 1864; the Amsterdam Gardens received a pair in 1891; and Russ tells us that during recent years a fair number has been imported into the German market.

**WHITE-CROWNED PIGEON (Columba leucocephala).**

The adult male is chiefly leaden-grey, deeper above than below; the crown white, bordered behind with grey; the nape deep maroon; behind this a bronze-green mantle, each feather of which has a velvet black border, extending on to the sides of the neck; back faintly glossed with blue; quills and tail-feathers slate-black, the former with linear whitish margins; bill dull greenish-white, with carmine cere; feet dull red, with carmine scales; naked skin round eyes powdered with white, eyelids with red edges; iris pale buffish-white.

The female is smaller and duller than the male, the crown of the head greyish; and the young are greyish-brown, with whitish foreheads and brown iris, according to Gundlach. Hab., Southern North America and the West Indies.

In Cuba it is a very common resident species, occurring in all the forests throughout the year, but when the berries are ripe which form its favourite food immense flocks collect to devour them.

Being eminently gregarious, considerable numbers nest on the same tree; nidification appears to take place in May or June, according to the habitat in which the species may be obtained, and by July the woods abound with the young birds. As usual, the eggs are two in number, and pure white. The call of the bird is described as tuhu-tu-tutu.

In the Bahamas Mr. J. L. Bonhote found this pigeon "very abundant at certain seasons, especially during July and August; they were to be found only in the pine woods far from the settlements" (The Ibis, 1896, p. 517).

In The Ibis for 1903, p. 296, he says: "A resident, not very numerous during the winter. It breeds in large numbers in some of the outlying cays, flying ten or twenty miles to the mainland for its food. The breeding season is late, not commencing till June."

Writing respecting birds collected in the Swan Islands, Caribbean Sea (The Ibis, 1909, p. 532), Mr. R. Lowe says: "This is a common and well-established species. It breeds on both islands, and is not nearly so shy as such pigeons usually are. On the eastern island it is, in fact, almost confiding, and I shot six or seven specimens with a small collecting gun in less than half an hour."

"Colours of soft parts in the fresh state: Iris white or creamy-white; Circumorbital bare space white on a pinkish background, which here and there shows through the white; base of mandible and maxilla dull crimson-lake, dull crimson, or dark brownish-purple, according to age; tip of bill pale greenish-white, horny-white, or pearly-green; feet and tarsi bright crimson, claws brown."

Gosse states that "incubation takes place chiefly in the months of June and July. In Bluefields morass many nests are found on the tallest black mangroves, and are much robbed by the negro youths, who rear the young for sale, the native pigeons being, more than any other birds, kept in cages by the creoles. The nest is merely a very slight platform of dry twigs, rudely attached, on which two eggs are laid" ("Birds of Jamaica," p. 301).

The London Zoological Society first acquired this pigeon in 1865, and in 1866 two pairs were added by presentation and bred one young one the same year; in 1867 a second pair was bred in July, two in August, and one in December. The species has been continually on exhibition ever since, four examples having been added as lately as 1904.

Mr. Seth-Smith bred this species in his aviaries in 1902 (see The Avicultural Magazine, First Series, Vol. VIII., pp. 287-289, with illustration).

**PORTO RICO PIGEON (Columba squamosa).**

The prevailing colour of the adult male is leaden-grey, very slightly paler below than above; but the head, neck and throat are wine-reddish; the nape and a cape which extends over the sides of the neck, metallic violet, each feather bordered with velvety maroon; the flights have narrow pale margins and the tail is dark slate-coloured; bill crimson-lake, tipped with yellowish-white; feet lake-red; skin round eyes dull red dusted with yellow; iris with an inner scarlet ring and a narrower outer yellow one. The female is a little smaller and duller than the male, and the young are brown, with reddish-chestnut tip to the feathers. Hab., on many of the West Indian Islands, but not Jamaica or Bahamas.

This is said to be essentially an arboreal species,
never visiting the earth; this, however, I should regard as rather an extreme statement. The same author, after observing that it is "almost wholly confined to the high forest," continues: "Although in the month of September, if certain berries are ripe, it may also be found upon open places in the vicinity of the forest." It is inconceivable that any number of pigeons in a clearing would never alight on the earth.

Mr. M. J. Nicholl says ("The Ibis," 1904, p. 566): -- "This fine Pigeon is abundant in the high woods of Grenada. I obtained three examples at Grand Etang. They feed on the large date-shaped seeds of a palm. They are exceedingly wary. I was told that during the eruption of the Soufrière at St. Vincent, enormous flocks of these Pigeons arrived at Grenada and stopped for some weeks, and then disappeared. The note of this species is a harsh 'coo.'"

Two examples of this species were purchased by the London Zoological Society in 1868; four were deposited at the Gardens in 1870, six were purchased in 1873, and one in 1875; in the two succeeding years it was bred at the Gardens; subsequently other specimens were presented and purchased, and in 1886 it was again bred. According to Russ it is rare in the German market.

**SPECIOUS PIGEON (Columba speciosa).**

Back, rump, and lesser upper wing-coverts maroon tinged with purple; neck-feathers with regular dark metallic greenish borders, more or less shot with violet; those of the upper part with sub-terminal white spots, but the feathers of the lower neck without spots and chestnut in the middle; flights brown, the primaries with narrow paler margins; longer upper tail-coverts brown; tail brownish-black; head vinaceous; breast dull vinaceous with darker edges to the feathers; middle of abdomen, vent, and under tail-coverts white, with dusky edges to the feathers; under wing-coverts greyish-brown, with a more or less vinous tinge; bill and feet yellowish; iris dark brown. Females dullest in colouring, the maroon of the upper parts replaced by brown. Hab., "Mexico and through Central America to Colombia, Guiana, Brazil, and Peru" (Salvadori).

Mr. W. A. Forbes speaks of this as one of the species which abounds in the forests of North-Eastern Brazil when the fruits are ripe; their native name is "Gallegas" (cf. "The Ibis," 1851, p. 318).

The first example of this pigeon exhibited at Regent's Park was purchased in 1868, a second was added in 1871, and five others in 1876; others have been purchased subsequently. The Amsterdam Gardens secured it in 1885; but, according to Russ (1889) hitherto these are the only Zoological Gardens which have possessed it.

**CUBAN PIGEON (Columba inornata).**

Upper back, scapulars, lesser and greater wing-coverts and inner secondaries brownish-grey; median coverts washed with chestnut; anterior and greater coverts with well-defined white borders; primaries greyish-brown, with narrow pale edges to outer webs; lower back, rump, and upper tail-coverts leaden grey; tail dark leaden-grey, rounded; head, neck, and under surface vinaceous purple, the chin more or less whitish; sides, under surface of wings, and under tail-coverts leaden grey; bill black or horn-coloured; feet carmine-red; irides with a leaden grey inner ring, a brownish central

ring, and an ochre-yellow outer ring; edge of eyelids and naked orbital skin carmine-red. Female rather smaller and duller. Hab., Greater Antilles.

Gundlach found the nest of this pigeon in May. As usual it was built in a tree, constructed of twigs, and contained two white eggs.

In his "Field Notes on the Birds of San Domingo" ("The Ibis," 1897, pp. 336, 337), Dr. C. Christy says: -- "At the head of Samaná Bay there are well-recognised Pigeon months, June, July and August, and during these months the natives make almost daily excursions from Sanchez to the mangrove-swamps, where the Pigeons are in tens of thousands. They load and fire as fast as their antiquated muzzle-loading appliances will permit, and come home sometimes with their boat literally laden with Pigeons, which they sell for 10 cents per couple. These are delicious eating at this season if properly cooked.

"I made several excursions into the swamp after Pigeons, and one day, June 25, I shot as many as 120, mostly on the wing, in about three hours. It is only necessary to put on a pair of waders or top-boots and take one's stand in the best open space one can find among the tallest mangrove trees. After a dozen or so have fallen, some shot as they fly over and others as they settle for a moment on the tops of the trees, the most difficult work of the day begins, that of wading round to lock for them. Unless a native is employed to retrieve them, one has to climb through the network of wet and slippery aerial mangrove-roots, sometimes sinking into the black mud and water up to one's middle, while legions of small crabs, and some big ones with legs a foot long, recede and disappear behind each root or up each stem as one approaches, to say nothing of the clouds of sandflies and moquitoes.

When all that can be found are picked up, one returns to one's post, and the shooting goes on once more, till sufficient are shot again to make it worth while to collect them."

Two specimens of this species were purchased for the London Zoological Gardens in 1868, but it is probable that its very abundance is the cause of its rarity in the market, it being thought that so common a bird is hardly worth the trouble of capturing.

Gosse, who confounded this with the next species, says ("Birds of Jamaica," pp. 236-238): -- "The Blue Pigeon is found both on the mountains and in the lowlands. On the former it seems less to affect the deep forest than such woods as skirt cultivated ground. When the purple berries of the *phytolacca* are ripe, about the end of the year, these pigeons flock in considerable numbers to feed at dawn and at evening. About the same time they are numerous in the lowlands, for I have found them plentiful in the large morass that extends along the shore from Crabpond to Parker's Bay. They were flying about in pairs for the most part among the black mangrove trees, on whose margins they were probably feeding. But I found in the stomachs of those which I shot the white blossoms of a species of mistletoe which is abundant there, and in one the bean-like seeds of, as I believe, the madjibitter (*Picramnia*). Early in February I visited the mangrove woods of Mount Edgecumbe morass to seek these birds. They were rather numerous, but allaged only on the summits of the tallest trees. Finding that they were very shy, I seated myself, and remained quietly watching. Thus I obtained several successive shots, as they appeared to come round to the spot periodically, perhaps once in half an hour. Two or three were in company, and as they flew from tree-top to tree-top their movements were announced by a
guttural *jug, jug,* and by the loud rushing of their powerful wings. Frequently one would chase another round the trees, playfully, which I conjectured to be a symptom of pairing.

The common note of the Blue Pigeon resembles somewhat the barking of a cat; *boe-boe-boe* the last syllable protracted and falling.

"About the end of April I was informed of a Blue Pigeon's nest on a lofty limb of an inaccessible cotton tree. It was a more substantial structure than those of its congeners, being made of dried grass, or similar material, as well as twigs. A Baldpate had a nest on a contiguous tree, and the neighbouring birds were continually squabbling. I have never seen the eggs."

**Rufous Pigeon (Columba rufigula).**

Back, scapulars, lesser and median wing-coverts, chestnut purple with a tinge of lilacine; lower back, rump, and upper tail-coverts leaden-grey; greater wing-coverts brownish-grey; flights brown with narrow paler edges; tail brownish-grey, with terminal sordid grey band; forehead, crown, front of neck, and breast purplish vinous, tinged with blacine; back of head and upper nape metallic bronze-green, shot with gold and purple; cheeks grey; chin and throat whitish-grey; the vinaceous purple of the breast shading into grey on the sides, abdomen, and under tail-coverts; under wing-coverts also grey; tail below paler than above; bill blackish; feet dark red; irides red. Female rather duller; the chestnut of the upper surface more restricted on back and upper wing-coverts. Hab., Guatemala to Colombia, Guiana, Brazil, Ecuador, and Peru.

Mr. W. A. Forbes, speaking of this species in Northeastern Brazil (The *Ibis*, 1861, p. 258), says: "I obtained a single living specimen of this pigeon at Parasuyba, where I was told that at some seasons of the year, when certain fruits were ripe, it was common in the forests around. The Brazilians know it as the "Gallinago.""

Mr. W. L. S. Loat, speaking of it as observed in British Guiana, says (The *Ibis*, 1863, p. 566): "The wild fruits attract the Common Pigeon (Columba rufigula) sometimes in great numbers; they are generally fat, and make very good eating."

Two specimens of this species were purchased by the London Zoological Society in 1867, and in 1880 it was again received: the German chemist, Landauer, possessed it in 1882.

**Ring-tailed Pigeon (Columba caribica).**

Upper surface grey, slightly tinged with olivaceous; primary-coverts black, partly edged with whitish; primaries black; tail dull grey, banded towards the middle with black; back of neck metallic green, shot with purple; head, sides of neck and under surface vinous; under tail-coverts sordid whitish-grey; wing below grey, darker on the flights; tail below dusky grey, with a broad, paler, terminal belt; bill black; feet probably red; irides varying from reddish orange to deep vermilion. Female rather smaller, and more smoky in all its tints than the male; sometimes, if not always, more gravel-reddish on under surface. Hab., Jamaica and Porto Rico.

Gosse says ("Birds of Jamaica," pp. 291-295): "Of all our Doves, none is so exclusively arboreal as this; he is never seen to put his feet upon the ground. Though it is probable that he must occasionally procure gruels to aid in the communing of his hard food, and that when the resources of the wild pines are exhausted in the long droughts, he must descend to drink at the mountain ponds, or gully springs, it seems that he cautiously selects his occasion, when unwitnessed by human eyes. And yet it is said not to be a shy bird, nor, at certain times, difficult to obtain by those who have made themselves acquainted with its habits. It inhabits the most secluded and dense mountain forests, where a few are able to follow it but the negro fowlers. The penetration of steep mountain woods, assurning in prickly bushes, and tangled beyond all description by twining and pendent lianes, many of which are formidably spiny, where there is nothing like a pathway, and the ground is strewn with enormous masses of honeycombed limestone, over whose sharp points the hunter must often climb at the risk of his neck, or with a loose ruffle that slips from beneath the feet and causes continual falls, is an enterprise that demands no small degree of courage, temper, and perseverance. The naked feet of the negroes catch hold of the rocky projections, almost like the bird hands of the monkey, and they can proceed with rapid and noiseless step, while the shoes of the white man, in his slow and painful progress, betray by the displacing of stones and the rustling of vines with which bird and hunter baffle while yet far away. The mosquitoes also that, thirsting for blood and swarming in such situations, dance around his face with their maddening hum, and soon inflame head, hand, and foot with their pungent stings, make a tyro long to be out again almost before he has lost sight of the open sky of the clearing. But it is the presence of these most annoying insects which affords an opportunity of obtaining the highly-prized Ring-tail. This bird appears to suffer more from their stings than others, or else its superior sagacity has taught it a resource of which others are ignorant or unwilling to avail themselves. It is aware that these little insect pests cannot abide smoke, and wherever the blue clouds curl gracefully through the tall trees from the woodman's fire the Ring-tail is said to resort thither, if within the neighbourhood, and solace itself with a temporary suspension of insect assaults. But, alas! it is only to expose itself to a more fatal peril, for the negro sportsmen have marked the habitat and fail not to take advantage of it. Whenever they have noticed the birds feeding on the berries of any particular tree, they take an early opportunity of kindling a fire beneath it, near which they conceal themselves, so as to watch the tree. The birds being thus driven to return, one by the bowler one after another, the repeated flashes and reports and the falls of their companions driving the survivors away for a few moments only from the attractive spot, to which they again and again return till the gunner's ambition is satisfied."

"The Ring-tail is stated invariably to perch near the middle of a tree, usually in the fork of the principal limbs; when seated, it will remain quietly looking down at the bowler, perhaps within a few yards of his head. The centre of those trees which are clothed with a dense, tangled mass of withes or creepers, is preferred; and it is asserted that on no occasion is this bird to be seen perched on an exterior twig or branch."

"The Ring-tail will sometimes leave his solitudes and come down to eat the berries of mistletoe growing on sum-sop and other trees. A friend has seen four thus engaged on a tree in the house-yaad. It eats the seed of the yam, also in the provision ground."

"Robinson found in one of the hard, perforated seeds of the small palmetto-thatch. He mentions also that in the autumn they owe their fatness to feeding on the fruit of the trumpet-tree, wild raspberries, and wild star-apples."
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Difficult as it would seem to be to obtain this pigeon, it has been exhibited at the London Zoological Gardens. Russ, however, does not mention it in his "Fremdländischen Stubenvögel."

BANDED PIGEON (Columba fasciata).

Upper surface grey, brownish on the upper back and lesser wing-coverts, otherwise bluish; flights brown, with narrow whitish margins; the greater upper wing-coverts also with whitish outer margins; tail above grey at base, crescent-shaped at the middle by a narrow black band and purely greyish-grey at extremity; a narrow white half-collar on the neck; hind neck metallic golden green; head, sides of neck, throat, and breast; a large pink or purplish-vinaceous; sides pale grey; middle of abdomen and under tail-coverts white; tail below paler than above; bill yellow with black tip; feet yellow; irides carmine, edged with gold. Female smaller and duller, the head and under surface redder, less vinous. Hab., Western United States, from Washington Territory and New Mexico southward to Guatemala and Nicaragua.

I quote the following from Major Bendire's "Life Histories of North American Birds," Vol. I., p. 123: "Mr. O. B. Johnson, in his 'List of the Birds of the Willamette Valley, Oregon' states: 'An abundant summer resident, feeding chiefly on berries. They nest in various situations, much like the common Dove, Z. carolinensis. I found one of leaves and moss beside a tree, placed upon the ground between two roots; another one upon an old stump that had been split and broken about 8 ft. from the ground. Another was in the top of a fir (A. grandis), and was built of twigs laid upon the dense, flat limb of the tree, about 180 ft. from the ground. These each had two eggs, pure white, and elliptical, differing from those of Z. carolinensis only in size, a set of one measuring 1.80 by 1.20, and 1.55 by 1.19 inches.'

According to Mr. Poling, quoted by the same author, this species appears to nest at all seasons, to sit very closely, and even, when disturbed, to carry off the egg from the nest (sometimes only one egg is deposited) in the feathers of the belly, in which position it is held by the legs. This seems a very extraordinary proceeding, but it is based upon several observations made by Mr. Poling.

Major Bendire says (p. 127): 'The egg of the Band-tailed Pigeon is large for the size of the bird, and is somewhat peculiar in shape. This may be called a pointed elliptical ovate. All the eggs I have seen show this feature. They are pure white in colour, the shell is close grained, smooth, and slightly glossy.'

I have included this species in "How to Sex Cages-Birds," and therefore must have had some evidence of its importation, but when it came to hand or who received it I cannot now discover, having omitted to note the facts (as I usually do) in my copy of the "Catalogue of Birds."

WHITE NAPED PIGEON (Columba albilinea).

Back and wings slate-coloured, slightly glossed with olive-green; rump and upper tail-coverts bluer and paler; flights brownish-black, the outer primaries with narrow, whitish edges; tail slate-grey at base; with an indistinct blackish band across the middle, terminal extremity dull grey; hind neck dark metallic green shot with gold; crown deep vinaceous purple; a whitish band on the nape; throat slate-grey; rest of under-surface purplish-vinaceous, with the sides, under wing-coverts and under tail-coverts leaden grey, the last-mentioned mixed with vinous; tail below paler than above; bill and feet yellow; irides red with an inner whitish ring. Female probably duller than the male. Hab., "Columbia, British Guiana, Ecuador, Peru, and Bolivia." (Salvadori.)

According to T. K. Salmon ("Proceedings of the Zoological Society," 1879, p. 543), this species "makes a nest of sticks and twigs in high undergrowth in forest."

Taczanowski ("Ornithologie du Pérou," Vol. III., p. 233) says: "The egg, received from Chirimoto, in February, shows the following dimensions: 39.3 millimetres in length by 29 in diameter." He quotes the following note by Stolzmann: "This pigeon is distributed in the sierra of northern Peru between the limits of 5,000 and 10,000 feet. It is not rare at Cuteraro and 5,000 or 6,000 feet in the Chupio and San Martin provinces; also in the cultivated fields or the young forest. I have often eaten the flesh of this species, but it has an unpleasant taste, and is of a dark brownish violet colour. It is known by the name panicunga (pano = cravat in Spanish, cunga = neck, in Quechua), taken from the white band resembling a cravat;" and the following by Jelasky: "During a certain time this pigeon sustains itself on the seeds of a certain bush of Solanum, at other seasons of different fruits of trees and shrubs. It allows itself to be approached easily when it is not disturbed, but it becomes wild at the first shot of a gun, and is always ready to profit by a lesson. They perch in company on dry trees, sleep towards noon, some of them so soundly that they are none the wiser, or at any rate pay no attention to the sound produced by the hunter approaching through the bushes. Usually they do not all fly off together; some wait a considerable time, the others go from the opposite side."

A specimen of this pretty pigeon was purchased by the London Zoological Society in 1851.

ARUCANIAN PIGEON (Columba araucana).

Upper back and scapulars vinaceous-chestnut; lower back, rumpl, and basal upper tail-coverts leaden-grey, longer tail-coverts brownish-grey; upper wing-coverts greyish-brown, paler on the outer and greater ones; flights brownish-black, with narrow whitish edges; tail above dull grey, with a subterminal black band; a web of vivid yellow on the hind underwing covert; green; head and under surface vinaceous-chestnut, washed with lilacine on the breast; under-tail-coverts leaden-grey, with a purplish or rufous tinge; under wing-coverts and sides leaden-grey; bill black; feet rose-red; irides reddish-yellow. Female smaller, the bill more slender when seen in profile. Hab., Chili and Straits of Magellan.

This species is said to be extremely abundant on the wooded banks of rivers in Chili. Mr. Ambrose A. Lane says (The Ibis, 1897, p. 297): "I did not see much of this species in Central Chili, though I observed it once in a wooded and secluded glade on the hills near Hospital, where I was told a pair nested. The birds were said to come in flocks there in the cold season. In the south I found them abundant, especially about Vallenar and Rio Bueno. In Arauco they are fairly numerous, but not so much so as in the former places. They probably extend far south.

"These Pigeons nest at Rio Bueno about December. The nest is a loose structure of sticks, like that of the Queest, and one I got was in the fork of a tree about 15 feet high. Their nest is situated in the vicinity of a standing sound.

"They are generally known as the 'Tocara.'

"The iris of this Pigeon is a double ring, the outer section being cadmium-yellow, and the inner opuntia-orange. The bare skin round the eye is Indian purple, marked with a delicate network of pomegranate-purple. The farsi and feet are of a brilliant poppy-red, the bill and claws black.'

In spite of the abundance of this species in the south
of Chili, no effort seems to be made to import it. One specimen, presented by the late Lord Lifford to the London Zoological Society, appears to be all hitherto recorded.

**Canarian Pigeon (Columba laurivora).**

Prevailing colour, grey; the head and nape glossed with green; the front of mantle and under parts with metallic magenta margins to the feathers; back, rump, and upper tail-coverts leaden-grey; wings brown, the outer web of the primaries with pale edges. Tail feathers with a paler terminal band; under tail-coverts dull grey, the basal ones tinged with vinous; tail below grey at base gradually getting paler to the extremity; bill white, the nostrils pink, pale rose at tip; feet lake red; iris orange, with outer red ring. Female much smaller, and with more prismatic rosy-illiac on the back.

Hab. Canary Islands—”Gomera and Palma.” (Salvadori.)

Mr. E. G. B. Meade-Waldo, writing about a visit to Gomera (The Ibis, 1889, pp. 7, 8), says: “On the Cordiller,a, which was very steep indeed, and covered with thick heath and laurel-scrub, and with many precipices, the whole descending into the valley by a series of flat terraces, I found C. laurivora fairly abundant, flying along the face of the mountain in pairs and singly. Their light-tipped tails were very conspicuous, and looked white when flying, giving them somewhat the appearance of gigantic Turtle-Doves. Their flight was peculiar, quite unlike that of any Pigeon I had ever seen, a soft flapping flight, fairly fast. I found it extremely difficult to get good specimens, as, if shot when flying along the mountain-side, the birds were mostly dashed to pieces by a fall of over 100 feet into the scrub; but I eventually found a place in a barranco where they used to settle in some tall trees, and there I managed to get some very good birds. They varied very much in size, my finest cock being 17½ inches, while some were only 15 inches in length. I had on this and subsequent days many opportunities of watching them. They are very active on the ground, on which a great deal of their time appears to be spent, as one might gather from their strong, muscular thighs and legs. I only heard one bird ‘coo’, and none of those I shot proved to be nesting.”

“Three months later, May 6th, I went again to Gomera, but this time being to get, if possible, some young C. laurivora alive. Canon Tristram accompanied me on this occasion. We found the Pigeons had only just begun to breed; some had laid, and others were going to do so. I had, however, one dead young one brought to me. One egg only is laid. In the crops of some shot were the blossoms of flax and a little barley; the Pigeons came down into the barley regularly to feed.”

Describing a visit to Palma (t.c. pp. 509, 510), the same writer observes: “C. laurivora has much the same habits as in Gomera, but is scarcer and more distributed; it keeps to the almost perpendicular slopes covered with scrub, and it is especially fond of the ledges in the steep sides of the barrancos, where ferns grow. On these ledges it nests; it was, however, only just thinking of breeding in the end of April. The native sportsmen say that when the cherries are ripe the ‘Rables’ come down to them, and that then they shoot numbers. This Pigeon has a very peculiar walk, marching along with a long, swinging gait, raising its tail and bowing its head at every step; it can, however, run quickly, like a Partridge. A fine old male in my aviary has given me many opportunities of studying its actions, and I have had many wild birds walking about quite close to me. My bird was secured with a shot in his head and another in his intestines, from both of which he quickly recovered, but remained almost senseless, and had to be crammed for three weeks; he is now in perfect health, and fairly tame, but won’t touch his natural food, and prefers wheat and hempseed to anything; he eats large quantities of green rape. The principal food of these Pigeons in La Palma is the fruit of the til-tree and the vihagito.”

Mr. St. Quintin has published an account of the breeding of this species in his aviaries in *The Avicultural Magazine*, First Series, Vol. V., p. 74. I believe Mr. Meade-Waldo turned loose some specimens in the Kentish woods, and that they did fairly to establish themselves. It is to be hoped that they have done so, for our fauna will bear a good deal of improvement, and so long as the introductions are recorded I can see no possible objection to the addition of many beautiful creatures to the British collection.

An example of this species was deposited at the Regent’s Park Gardens in 1892.

**Dolle’s Pigeon (Columba bollii).**

Slate-blue, back and sides of neck glossed with green and purple; a patch at side of neck glossed with coppery-reddish; mantle glossed with purple in front and with dull green behind; flights and primary-coverts dead black; tail slaty-black, crossed by a broad sub-terminal dark grey belt; breast and abdomen rich vinous; vent, flanks and under tail-coverts slate-blue; bill red, with darker tip; feet coral-red; irides straw-yellow edged outside with coral-red. Female smaller, and considerably duller; the prismatic colours at back of neck less pronounced; the hinder abdomen more ashy.


Writing about a visit to Gomera (The Ibis, 1889, p. 6), Mr. Meade-Waldo says: “C. bollii was common enough, and I shot two or three for specimens, finding some of its nests, each containing one egg, and catching alive a nearly full-grown young one, a fine male, which I have at the present time.”

Of his visit to Palma (t.c. p. 510), he says: “I heard and saw plenty of Columba bollii; they frequented the higher mountains, as in Gomera, and the larger tracts of forest. I shot two fine males, just to identify them for certain, as a man told me they had a ring round their necks; he meant the copper-coloured feathers on each side of the neck.”

The same writer (The Ibis, 1893, p. 200) says: “This laurel-loving Pigeon inhabits all the suitable grounds in the islands of Teneriffe, Gomera, La Palma, and Gran Canaria, in which island, however, Canon Tristram reports it to be very scarce, owing to the almost complete destruction of the old laurel forests. In Teneriffe, ever since we went there, in 1887, it has become very rare in the neighbourhood of Orotava and Santa Ursula. In La Palma and Gomera it appeared to be fairly abundant. It lays but one egg, and breeds all the year round, but principally in winter and early spring.” Five examples of this Pigeon were deposited at the Gardens at Regent’s Park in 1898, and the same year one young one was reared; a second was reared in 1899, shortly after which two more examples were deposited at the same Gardens.

**Madeiran Pigeon (Columba trocaz).**

Slate-blue, rather paler on the head, fore neck, lower back, rump, and under-surface; upper mantle glossed with green and purple; primary-coverts and flights slaty-black, the primaries with narrow pale grey edges; tail dark leaden grey, crossed beyond the middle by a
grey belt; feathers of back and sides of neck tipped with silvery-grey, those at back of neck glossed with green; breast vinous-red; bill and naked orbital region coral-red, the former with blackish tip; feet coral-red; irides straw-yellow. Female distinctly duller than the male, with less prismatic green on back of neck and the abdomen bluer. Hab., Madeira.

Mr. W. R. Ogilvie Grant shot eight specimens of this species during a visit which he paid to Madeira in 1890 (vide The Ibis, 1890, p. 442). He says it is "still fairly common in the north of the island."

I have not come across any notes relating to the wild life, but doubtless, like C. laurieora and C. bollii, it lays only one egg.

Three examples of this species were deposited at the London Zoological Society's Gardens in June and September, 1891.

WHITE-THROATED VIOLET PIGEON (Columba albicollis).

Blackish slate colour; feathers of crown, neck, back, rump, and under surface edged with metallic purple varying to green; edges of upper wing-coverts and longer upper tail-coverts narrower and greener; flights and tail slaty-black; cheeks and throat white; bill red with white tip; feet dull coral-red, with pale claws; irides ochreous-orange; orbits red. Female probably smaller and duller. Hab., "From the Halmahera and Amboyna groups through the Papuan Islands to the Louisiades." (Salvadori.)

I have found no notes on the wild life of this pigeon; but Herr A. E. Blaauw, who possessed several examples early in 1890, says that "the behaviour of this pigeon is a very quiet one; it moves rarely and rather awkwardly on the ground, and is decidedly an arboreal bird. I have never heard it utter a note. It is a pity that it is so rare, for it is not at all dangerous to other pigeons, or other birds generally, and even sitting quietly is a remarkable ornament in the aviary."

This species reached the Amsterdam Zoological Gardens, in 1875, and although Russ states that beyond this importation and those possessed by Blaauw, it has certainly not been brought home alive, he overlooks the fact that the London Zoological Society received it in March, 1874, and recorded it in the "List of Animals" under the name of tomentosa leucocoloma (a species not noted in the "Fremdländischen Stubenvögel"). In 1906 six examples were deposited at our Gardens.

VINECLOUSE PIGEON (Columba plumbea).

In the adult male the head, neck, and under surface are purplish-vinous; the back, rump, upper tail-coverts, tail, and upper wing-coverts dark brown, glossed with olive and showing more or less defined purple reflections; flights having the inner webs sometimes tinged with ruddy-brown; under wing-coverts deep greyish-vinous; bill black; feet dark-red tinged with violet; iris deep vinous-red.

The female is duller, less vinous on the under parts, and often with reddish spots on the nape. The young have narrow rufous edges to the feathers of the head, wing-coverts, and under parts. Hab., "Cayenne, British Guiana, Colombia, Ecuador, N. and E. Peru, Bolivia, and Brazil." (Salvadori.)

Burmeister says that this bird was very abundant in New Freiburg when he was there. It is strictly a wood pigeon, and rarely leaves the shelter of the woods and dense scrub. Although Burmeister believed the C. vinaea of Temminck and C. plumbea of Vieillot to be distinct species, Count Salvadori regards them as synonymous.

According to T. K. Salmon ("Proceedings of the Zoological Society," 1879, p. 543) the food of this bird consists of fruit.

Tschudi says (Vidu Taczanowski, "Ornithologie du Pérou," Vol. III., p. 255) that it inhabits the forest regions of Eastern Peru.

Dr. E. A. Goeldi, who obtained examples of this pigeon during an expedition up the Capim River, says (The Ibis, 1903, p. 481) that it is "here called 'Pomba gallega.'"

Russ tells us that the chemist Landauer possessed this species alive, and considered it very delicate; which does not seem very probable. The Zoological Society of London purchased two examples in 1870, one in 1877, and one in 1895; but Russ does not refer to any of these.

MAYER'S PIGEON (Nesiaza mayeri).

Head, neck, mantle, and under surface pale pink, fading to whitsid towards the forehead, cheeks, and upper throat, and deepening in tint on the mantle; remainder of upper back and wings brown, slightly shaded with olive and rufous; lower back and rump greyish, the latter mottled with chestnut; upper tail-coverts and tail cinnamon, the outer tail feathers fading to buff on outer webs and towards the tips; under surface of wings ash-grey, brown, paler on axillaries and under wing-coverts; bill yellow, reddish to the base; feet red; irides yellow. Female not differentiated. Hab., Mauritius.

I have not come across any field notes relating to this species. Two examples were presented to the London Zoological Society, by Lieutenant-Colonel Neville Mander, in October, 1906, and Mr. T. H. Newman, who very kindly sent me a list of Columbae not included in "How to Sex Cage-Birds," tells me that other specimens have since been added to the collection at Regent's Park.

This species completes the Columbinae (the first subfamily of the Columbidae. We now pass on to the Macropygiinae, which are large pigeons, running to from 14½ in. to 17 in. in length.

NARROW-BARRED PIGEON (Macropygia leptogrammica).

Back, rump, wings, upper wing- and tail-coverts irregularly barred with black and chestnut; flights brown; four central tail feathers barred with black and vinous-chestnut; third pair of feathers brown, broadly belted with slate-grey about the middle, and narrowly barred with blackish towards tip and at base of outer web; three outer pairs slate-grey, with a broad black belt; the outermost with a chestnut spot on inner web; forehead, chin, and throat vinous-buff; crown, back of head, nape, sides of neck, and mantle shining metallic-green, with purple or bronze reflections, the nape sometimes purple, with green reflections; lower throat and breast greyish-vinous, the former with bronze reflections; flanks and axillaries vinous slaty-grey; abdomen buff, frequently shading into cinnamon-rufous on under tail-coverts; bill black; feet red; irides very narrow, yellow; eyelids red. Female much more rufous on under surface; the head, neck, and mantle barred with black and chestnut, like the rest of the upper surface, the head slightly purplish; the feathers of neck, mantle, and breast with transverse golden-brown bars and metallic-green tips, shot with purple. Hab., "Hills of Java and Sumatra up to 7,500 feet, and the Malay Peninsula." (Salvadori.)

I have found no field notes relating to this pigeon; but Jerdon says of its larger and rather more brightly-
coloured Indian representative ("Birds of India," Vol. III., p. 474) that it "is found singly, occasionally in small parties; feeds on various fruits, which it chiefly takes from the trees, now and then descending to the ground. Its voice is a deep, repeated coo. I found its nest on the Khasia Hills at about 4,500 feet on trees, at a moderate elevation."

Russ evidently regards this and the Indian M. tuscula as one species, and he considers it of no interest for aviculture, because, he says, it has only existed in the London Zoological Gardens, where, however, one example was exhibited in 1876 and two in 1892, but under the incorrect locality of "Celebes".

**EMILIAN PIGEON (Macropygia emiliens).**

Back, rump, wings, and tail deep chestnut, faintly tinged with purplish; flights brown, their inner webs broadly cinnamon; tail conspicuously rufescent, the three outer pairs of feathers bright rufous, with a broad black belt extending towards the base of the inner web; head, neck, and under surface cinnamon-rufous; the hind neck and upper mantle lilacine lilacine, the latter finely streaked with brown; bill horn, with a faintly coloured; feet red or purplish; irides pearly, or red with a yellow inner ring. Female without lilacine lilacine on upper surface, and more or less barred, especially on the nape and mantle, which are bright cinnamon; below cinnamon with transverse dusky bars on the lower throat and breast according to a specimen sexed by Wallace. I found the following differences in undoubted females:—The mantle crossed by dusky-bordered cinnamon bars; throat paler; breast broader, with dusky margins to the feathers in front. Hab., Java, Lombok, and N. Borneo.

According to Mr. J. Whitehead (The Ibis, 1893, p. 232) these pigeons nest in open localities in dead bracken only a foot or two above the ground, its plumage assimilating perfectly with the dead fern.

An example of this pigeon was purchased by the London Zoological Society in 1866.

**PEHAjANT-TAILED PIGEON (Macropygia phasinella).**

Chesnut-brown; flights brown; tail reddish-brown, the three outer feathers brighter reddish, especially on the inner webs, the outermost also on the outer web; all three with a broad black belt extending towards base of inner web; forehead and throat paler chestnut; back of head and hind neck metallic lilacine shot with green; throat faintly tinged with vinaceous and narrowly barred with blackish; upper wing-coverts, axillaries, and inner margins of primaries reddish-cinnamon; bill dark olive-brown, meanly at base; feet pinkish-red; irides bine with an outer circle of scarlet; orbits meanly bluish-lilac. Female chestnut-brown, the upper part of head much redder, as well as the edges of the upper wing-coverts; sides of head and neck rufous barred with brown; under surface finely streaked with dark brown. Hab., "Australia, from Cape York to Victoria and S. Australia." (Salvadori.)

Gould says ("Handbook," Vol. II., pp. 148, 149): "The interior of the dense brushes are the favourite haunts of this bird, but it occasionally resorts to the crowns of the low hills and the open glades of the forest, where it searches for its food on the ground; on being disturbed it flies to the branches of the nearest tree, spreading out its broad tail at the moment of alighting. From Illawarra to Moreton Bay it is a common and stationary species. It is a fine, showy bird in a state of nature, and exhibits itself to great advantage when it rises from the ground to the trees. While traversing the brushes I frequently saw this bird busily engaged searching on the ground for fallen seeds and berries. Rarely were more than four or five seen at one time, and most frequently it occurred singly or in pairs."

"As its lengthened tarsi would lead us to imagine, it spends much of its time on the ground; and when flushed in the depths of the forest it merely flies to the branch of some low tree, and there remains with little appearance of fear."

"Its note is loud, mournful, and monotonous."

A. J. Campbell "Birds and Eggs of Australian Birds," p. 674) says: "Nest.—A primitive structure, being simply a few sticks placed crosswise, without any cavity, and barely sufficient to retain the egg in position. (North.)"

"A nest found in the Richmond River district was large for that of a pigeon, being 6 inches across, with a cavity about 1 inch deep in depth; but the foundation tapered to a point, making the structure appear like an inverted triangle, which was inserted in the topmost forked branches of a buoyong (Turritelia) sapling, at a height of about 30 feet from the ground.

**Eggs.—Clutch, one to two; elliptical in shape, varying in size, shell from thin and brittle; surface glossy; colour white, with a faint creamy tone. Dimensions in inches of single examples

(1) 1.36 x .96. (2) 1.33 x .96. (3) 1.38 x .97."

Mr. Campbell says that this species feeds on the berries of the common ink-weed, and that the nest is sometimes placed in the centre of a bird's nest fern or the crown of a fern-tree.

The London Zoological Society purchased two examples of this pigeon in 1874; the Amsterdam Gardens possessed it as early as 1856.

**DORKY CUCKOO-PIGEON (Macropygia dorega).**

Above chestnut-brown; nape and upper mantle bright metallic green, more or less shot with purple; three outer tail-feathers, lower terminal blackish band; head vinous, crown and back of head somewhat greyish; front of head and throat pale rufous; breast rich vinaceous shot with purple, with two blackish bars across each feather, shading into tawny buff on the abdomen and deepening to cinnamon on the vent and under tail-coverts; under wing-coverts, axillaries, and tibiae, with dark vinaceous edges; head reddish-chestnut; under surface rufous very faintly barred and flecked, especially on the breast, deepening to cinnamon on the flanks, vent, and under tail-coverts. Hab., "New Guinea, with the surrounding North-western Islands—Waigiuon, Guebeh, Batanta, Salawatty, Mysoel, Mysori, and Jobi, and also Ara Islands."

I have found no notes respecting the wild life of this species. Three examples reached the London Zoological Gardens in July, 1896.

The sub-family Ectopistes contains only a single species.

**Passenger Pigeon (Ectopistes migratorius).**

Upper surface bluish-grey, paler on the rump; back and sides of neck metallic golden and lilacine violaceous; scapulars, tertials, and median wing-coverts with about twenty-five velvet black spots; flights brownish-black edged with greyish; the inner primaries grey at the base of outer web; central tail-feathers dark grey, the others pearl grey, with a patch of cinnamon followed by a black spot at base of inner web, their extremities nearly white; chin whitish-grey; throat and breast cinnamon-reddish, changing to pale vinous on sides and abdomen; flanks pale grey; vent and under tail-coverts.
white; under wing-coverts bluish-grey; bill black; feet lake-red; irides orange; orbital skin red. Female above mostly pale brown; rump and upper tail-coverts grey; sides of neck metallic lilacine violaceous; median and greater wing-coverts brownish-grey; the median coverts, scapulars, and tertials with about fifty-one velvety black spots; flights brown, the inner primaries dull greyish at base of inner web; central tail-feathers browner, otherwise the tail as in the male; throat reddish-white; back of fore neck and breast pale brown, fading into white on the abdomen and under tail-coverts. Hab., "Eastern North America, from Hudson's Bay southward, and westward to the Great Plains, struggling westward to Nevada and Washington Territory. Accidental in Cuba." (Salvadori.)

Major Charles Bendire ("Life Histories of North American Birds," Vol. I., pp. 133-138) says that "the extermination of the Passenger Pigeon has progressed so rapidly during the past twenty years that it looks now as if their total extermination might be accomplished within the present century. The only thing which retards their complete extinction is that it no longer pays for the farmer to shoot them, being too scarce for the bill, at least in the interior settled portions of the country, and also, perhaps, that from constant and unremitting persecution on their breeding grounds they have changed their habits somewhat, the majority no longer breeding in colonies, but scattering over the country and breeding in isolated pairs."

"In order to show . . . the immense destruction of the Passenger Pigeon in a single year and at one nest only I quote the following extract from an interesting article "On the habits, methods of capture, and nesting of the Wild Pigeon," with an account of the Michigan nesting of 1878, by Professor H. B. Roney, in the Chicago Field, Vol. X., pp. 345-347: "The nest area, situated near Petoskey, covered something like 100,000 acres of land, and included not less than 150,000 acres within its limits, being in length about 40 miles by 3 to 10 in width. The number of dead birds sent by rail was estimated at 12,500 daily, or 1,500,000 for the summer, besides 80,352 live birds; an equal number was sent by water. We have," says the writer, "adding the thousands of dead and wounded ones not secured, and the myriads of squaws left dead in the nest, at the lowest possible estimate a grand total of 1,000,000 Pigeons sacrificed to Mammon during the nesting of 1878."

"The last-mentioned figure is undoubtedly far above the actual number killed during that or any other year, but even granting that but a million were killed at this nest, the slaughter is enormous enough, and it is not strange that the number of these Pigeons are now few compared with former years."

When one contemplates such wholesale massacres as the above, one cannot wonder at the stringent laws for the protection of their wild birds that have been enacted in the United States. The author continues: "Mr. Frank J. Thompson, in charge of the Zoological Gardens at Cincinnati, Ohio, gives the following account of the breeding of the Wild Pigeon in confinement: "During the spring of 1877, the society purchased three pairs of trapped birds, which were placed in one of the outer aviaries. Early in March, 1878, I noticed that they were mating, and procuring some twigs, I wove three rough platforms, and fastened them up in convenient places, in the same time throwing a further supply of building material on. Within twenty-four hours, two of the platforms were selected; the male carrying the material, whilst the female busied herself in placing it. A single egg was soon laid in each nest and incubation commenced. On March 16, there was quite a heavy fall of snow, and on the next morning I was unable to see the birds on their nests on account of the accumulation of the snow piled on the platforms around them. Within a couple of days it had all disappeared, and for the next four or five nights a self-registering thermometer, hanging in the aviary, marked from 14 deg. to 19 deg. In spite of these drawbacks both of the eggs were hatched and the young ones reared. They have since continued to breed regularly, and now I have twenty birds, having lost several eggs from falling through their ill-contrived nests, and one old male.'

"Their food consists of beechnuts, acorns, wild cherries, and berries of various kinds, as well as different kinds of grain. They are said to be very fond of, and feed extensively on, angle worms, vast numbers of which frequently come to the surface after heavy rains, also on hairless caterpillars.

"Their notes during the mating season are said to be a short 'coo-coo,' and the ordinary call note is a "kee-kee-kee," the first syllable being louder and the last fainter than the middle one."

"Opinions differ as to the number of broods in a season; while the majority of observers assert that but one, a few others say that two, are usually raised. The eggs vary in number from one to two in a set, and incubation lasts from eighteen to twenty days, both sexes assisting. These eggs are pure white in colour, slightly glossy, and usually elliptical oval in shape; some may be called broad elliptical oval.

"The average measurements of twenty specimens in the U.S. National Museum collection is 39.5 by 28.5, the smallest 33.5 by 26 millimetres."

The first example of this species to arrive at the Regent's Park Gardens was a female received in exchange in 1852; this was followed by a male in 1857, and others were added in later years, the last recorded in the ninth edition of the "List of Animals" being three examples presented by F. J. Thompson, Esq. (probably of the Zoological Gardens previously referred to), in 1895.

CHAPTER XVII.

TURTLE-DOVES AND ALLIES

(Peristeridae).

This family is characterised by the length of the foot proper being equal to, or longer than, the middle toe; the number of tail-feathers ranges from twelve to twenty. Although Count Salvadori classes these birds generally as "Ground Pigeons," very many of them are distinctly more arboreal than terrestrial in their habits. The family is divided into seven sub-families, the distinctive characters of which appear to me to be for the greater part quite unimportant, being based largely upon coloration; a study of the habits would yield far more reliable differences upon which to base the groups. The sub-families Zenaidinae and Turturinae are so closely related that I do not hesitate to include them in the same chapter.

In their wild state they feed upon seeds of weeds, sometimes grain, green shoots, beech-nuts (in some cases small acorns), wild peas, berries, small worms, and smooth caterpillars. In captivity
they do well upon a diet of white millet, dari, a few hampsteads (especially during the molt or when pairing), and an occasional small earthworm. The *Zenaidae*, or so-called Ground-Doves, chiefly come to the ground to feed; they have twelve to fourteen tail feathers, the tail is either long and with the feathers graduated, or of moderate length and rounded; some of them have the scapulars and innermost upper wing-coverts spotted with black (*Zenaithara, Zenaida*, and *Nesopelia*), others have the two first primaries emarginate towards terminal third of inner web, the tail rather broad, a white patch on the outer upper wing-coverts, and no black spots on the scapulars (*Melicyntus*). Take it all round, it is a group which seems to need definition. In many respects the genus *Leptoptila* (family *Peristeridae*) seems to approach the Tortoise-Doves; though perhaps, in spite of its New World origin, it comes nearer to *Turtur* than to *Zenaida*, though I cannot help thinking it would have looked more natural in the *Zenaidae* than in the same group with *Phileogenas*. Happily it is not necessary for me to concern myself with its natural affinities; all I have to do is to follow the more experienced lead of Count Salvadori.

**Sub-family Zenaidae.**

**Carolina Dove (Zenaithara carolinensis).**

Above bluish, but suffused with pale brownish olive, excepting on the top of the head, the outer portion of the wings, and the upper surface of the tail, which is slightly tinged with this colour: wing-coverts and scapulars with, mostly concealed, black spots; tail above blue, with black sub-terminal bars, excepting on the seventh feather; the tips, excepting on the sixth feather, grading from white to pale blue; the sides of head and neck and the under surface generally pale brownish-red, washed with purple on the breast, paler behind and changing to brownish-yellow on the vent, tibiae, and under tail-coverts; a black dash below the ear-coverts; sides of neck metallic purplish-red; sides of body and wings below pale clear blue; tail feathers below black, with the outer web of the outermost one white, the others with white tips becoming bluer towards the inner feathers, which are brownish-grey; bill black; feet lake-red; irides brown; naked orbital skin livid bluish. Female rather smaller, the breast greyish brown like the back, but paler; head and neck less brown, and not so iridescent. Hab., "North America, from Southern Maine, Southern Canada, and Oregon, south to Panama and the West Indies." (Salvadori.)

Some examples have the sides of the neck more golden than purple.

J. G. Cooper, in his "Ornithology of California," p. 513, says: "They arrive from the south in large flocks in March and April, and spread over the whole country, even those barren desert mountains towards the Colorado, where scarcely any birds are to be found. I there noticed them in May coming from all directions, and, I may say, not infrequently with the ears which are scattered at long intervals in that region. From early in April to June their nests and eggs may be found in various situations, on the ground, on fences, stumps, large branches, and among the foliage of trees and bushes. The nest consists of a few twigs carelessly laid together, is about 4.50 inches wide, with scarcely any depression, and so open that the two white eggs may be seen through the bottom. There measure about 1.12 by 0.90 inches."

The London Zoological Society purchased an example of this Dove in 1861, and received two in exchange in 1886.

**Martincan Dove (Zenaithara aurita).**

The male is brown above, with the head somewhat vinous; the sides of the head and lower part of throat cinnamon reddish; two steel-blue spots on the sides of the head; two patches of shining ultramarine blue shading into violet on the sides of the neck; chin and centre of throat white; breast, sides, middle of abdomen and under tail-coverts white slightly washed with vinous, especially towards the sides; flanks, axillaries, and under wing-coverts pale grey; quills black, the primaries narrowly edged with white; the secondaries with broad white tips; inner upper wing-coverts, inner secondaries, and some of the scapulars black-spotted; tail centre tail-feathers brown, indistinctly beld with dull brownish towards the tip; the preceding feathers grey, with broad pale terminal belt, the outer feathers more or less white; tail below grey at the base, blackish in the middle, pale grey at the extremity; bill black; feet deep reddish.

The female is rather smaller than the male, and has more restricted and less vividly-coloured patches on the neck. The young are duller and without the neck patches. Hab., Lesser Antilles and St. Croix; it is frequently imported from Barbados.

In the Island of Montserrat this is called the Mountain Dove.

Mr. P. R. Lowe (The Ibis, 1909, p. 306) says that this Dove is fairly generally distributed over the island of Barbados; he does not, however, tell us anything about its habits, nor have I been successful in discovering any field-notes relating to it. There can be no doubt that its wild life would closely resemble that of *Z. auricapilla*. In captivity it seems but little inclined to sit steadily, though often eager to pair and build. I purchased a pair on May 6, 1906, and secured a second pair by exchange on the 24th of the same month, the males of which are as vigorous as any Dove living. When inclined to breed they become extremely aggressive, the male bird chasing and attacking even the much more powerful Bronzewing Pigeons, and making their lives a burden for days together. The song is soft and pleasing—*ooma, ooom; ooom, ooom*. Early in June, 1897, Mr. O. E. Cresswell reared a young one of this species by putting it up with the Domestic Dove. I tried the same thing on several occasions, but without result.

When my first outdoor aviary was built I tried a pair of *Z. aurita* with other Doves in the open, but they did not attempt to breed beyond building a nest in a small pigeon-pen with nest-pan, therefore I brought them indoors again. I did not find this species especially long-lived, partly, perhaps, because they were much persecuted by other Doves. A female which died in September, 1902, had developed a snow-white feather in one wing, which gave it a curious aspect.

Six examples of this Dove from Union Island, one of the Grenadines, were presented to the London Zoological Society in 1875, and a great many examples have been presented to the Regent's Park Gardens since that time as a new species in the trade, and formerly could be purchased at about 10s. a pair, but of late years many dealers have raised their prices considerably.

**Zenaithara Dove (Zenaithara amabilis).**

Above brown; upper tail-coverts slightly rufescent; innermost upper wing-coverts, scapulars, and inner secondaries spotted with black; flights black, the primaries with narrow whitish edges; tips of secondaries conspicuously white; central tail-feathers brown, with an ill-defined dusky band at the terminal third; lateral feathers grey with a subterminal black band,
the outer webs of the inner feathers partly brown; head dull vinous, darker at back; cheeks and throat rufescent; chin whitish; two steel-blue spots, one above and the other below the ear-coverts; breast, abdomen and under tail-coverts deep vinous; sides, axillaries, under wing-coverts, and sides of rump grey; bill black, carmine-red near the gape; feet carmine-red; irides dark brown. Female not differentiated, but probably smaller and less brightly coloured. Hab., "Florida Keys, Bahamas, Cuba, Isle of Pines, Jamaica, Little and Grand Cayman (?), Haiti and San Domingo, Mona, Porto Rico, Tortola, St. Thomas, Virgin Gorda, St. Croix, St. Eustatius, Barbuda and Antigua." (Salvadori.)

Gosse says ("Birds of Jamaica," pp. 307-309): "The open pastures, or the grassy glades of pimento pens, are the favourite haunts of this pretty Dove, where it walks on the ground singly or in pairs. In such open situations it can discover and mark the motions of an intruder, and long before he is within gun-range it is upon the wing. Few birds are more difficult of approach, unless the intervention of a wall or a thick bush permit a concealed access. Its flight is rapid and forcible, and performed with a peculiar whistling of the wings, by which it is at once recognised, though unseen."

"The Pea-dove is frequently seen in the middle of dusty high roads, but whether they resort thither for the purpose of dusting, or to procure gravel, I cannot say, as they usually fly as soon as seen. When the rains have ceased, the increasing drought renders these, as it does many other birds, more familiar; and they may be seen lingering on the borders of streams and ponds. Indeed, they seem, of all our Doves, to haunt most the vicinity of water; particularly those dreary swamps or morasses which are environed by tall woods of mangrove. In the winter months, when the pastures are burnt up with drought, we may hear all day long their plaintive cooing, proceeding from these sombre groves, though it is not much heard in any other situation. The coo consists of five deliberate notes, loud but mournful, 'Sary-coot-true-blue,' all in the same tone, save the second, which is short and elevated. It resembles the note of the Carolina Dove.

"The Pea-dove subsists on various fruits and seeds; pimento berries, orange pips, sop seeds, caster-oil nuts, physic-nuts, maize, and the smaller seeds of pasture-weeds are some of its resources. His flesh is white and juicy, and when in good condition is in general estimation."

Mr. Gosse kept several of these birds in a cage, and he says: "They were jealous of other birds, and, notwithstanding their gentle physiognomy, irritable and pugnacious." This is true of all the species of Zenaida, and, in fact, of most of the Columba.

Mr. J. L. Bonhote met with this species in the Bahamas "in pairs on the pine-barrens." (The Ibis, 1899, p. 517.)

The London Zoological Society acquired the first example exhibited at Regent's Park in 1861; subsequently many others were added. Russ, however, states that it is rare in the trade, though he himself possessed a pair in 1899, and several were exhibited in later years at the exhibitions of the "Ornis" Society.

**Bronze-necked Dove (Zenaida auriculata).**

The head is vinous with grey crown and two black spots on the side, one behind the eye, the other below the ear-coverts; the neck and breast are vinous, but the sides of the neck and nape are metallic violet, changing to glittering brass in certain lights; remainder of upper surface brownish-olive; vent and under tail-coverts buffish-white, slightly washed with vinous; extremity of tail below white. In other respects the plumage nearly resembles that of Z. aurita.

The female is smaller and rather browner than the male; the metallic neck patch smaller. In the young the upper parts and breast have the feathers streaked and edged with white, the primaries and their coverts edged with rufous; no metallic neck-patches. Hab., South America, on the west from Pearl Island to Ecuador, Peru and Chili; and on the east from Fernando Noronha to Brazil, Argentina, Patagonia, and perhaps the Magellan Straits. In its wild state this Dove is seen abundantly in fields of lucerne, probably attracted by the tender green shoots in which many doves delight; the seeds of the giant thistle are also said to be much relished.

The nest consists of a slender platform of sticks, through which the two white eggs can easily be seen, situated in the fork of a tree, and by preference not far from the habitations of man; the destruction of their eggs and young by birds of prey having, it is stated, driven them to seek the protection of the human species. The five sobbing notes of this Dove are soft and pleasing.

Speaking of it as observed in Chili (The Ibis, 1897, p. 298), Mr. Ambrose A. Lane says: "This Dove is very plentiful throughout Central Chili. I saw only a few near Concepcion on going south in June (1890), when it was mid-winter there, and further south I found it only occurred as a summer visitor."

"It arrived at Maquequa (as a summer visitor) about the end of August. On going to Valdivia in September, I did not find it there, nor in any other locality I visited until I got to Rio Bueno, where it was plentiful on the banks of the rivers, on the margins and pebbly beaches of which it constantly appeared to be feeding."

"In Central Chili it breeds from November to December, and at Rio Bueno from Christmas till March."

"The nests are like that of the European Turtle-dove; those I found at Rio Bueno being usually placed in a thick bush or the fork of a tree overhanging or standing in water.

"I got a young bird to rear in January, 1891, at Rio Bueno; we took it from a nest in a 'quila' whilst going along the Rio Conta in a boat; but soon after we were shipwrecked on a rapid, and all my specimens, and most of my clothes, were swept away. I subsequently got a pair from another nest, but they were too young, and I could not get them to thrive; they died in consequence after I had had them a week."

Speaking of it as observed by him on Fernando Noronha, Mr. M. J. Nicoll says (The Ibis, 1904, p. 39): "This small Dove is the most abundant bird on the island. It is very difficult to find it when shot, owing to the dense undergrowth. I saw several large flocks sitting on the branches of a species of fig-tree which grows all over the island. Its note is a loud, rattling 'coo.'"

The late Mr. Cresswell described the nesting of this species in captivity in The Avicultural Magazine, First Series, Vol. III., p. 206.

I purchased a pair of Zenaida auriculata on June 10th, 1897, and turned them into my garden aviary, where they assisted a pair of Necklaced Doves to incubate their eggs; so that I hoped I was about to breed some remarkable hybrids. In this, of course, I was disappointed. In 1898 I brought the birds indoors, putting them into one of my birdroom aviaries, where they remained till they died some years later; they are pretty birds, but very quarrelsome. The London Zoological
Society purchased its first five specimens of this Dove in 1870, and received many others subsequently; it reached the Amsterdam Gardens in 1886. Being freely imported, many private aviculturists have owned it, though I fancy the Martinican Dove is even better known. Russ keeps Z. auriculata and Z. maculata distinct in his work, and speaks of the latter as rare in the market.

**Galapagan Dove (Nesopelia galapagonsis.)**

Upper surface brownish-olive; scapulars and upper wing-coverts brown, each with two black spots, one on each web; the centre of the feathers often whitish; outer web of outer upper wing-coverts whitish; primary-coverts and flights blackish, the latter with narrow pale edges and tips; tail greyish-brown, with a black subterminal band; forehead deep vinous; ear-coverts silvery grey with a black edging above and below; feathers of cheeks vinous edged with black; sides of neck with golden and lilacine reflections; throat pale rufous, changing to deep vinous on the breast; abdomen rufous vinous; under tail-coverts greyish; more or less tinged with rusty; under surface of flights greyish; bill black; feet pink; iris dark brown; eye-lids pale blue. Females rather smaller and paler. Hab., Galapagos Islands.

I have not succeeded in discovering any published notes on the wild life of this Dove. Four examples were presented to the London Zoological Society in 1893.

**White-winged Zenaida Dove (Melopelia leucoptera.)**

Upper surface, throat, and breast pale greyish olivaceous brown; back of head and nape somewhat purplish; the latter shot with golden-green; sides of neck shot with golden-green and lilacine; a broad white belt on the wing, from the bend to the tips of the greater coverts; bastard wing, primary-coverts, and flights brownish-black; primaries narrowly edged with white; secondaries margined with white at the tips; inner secondaries brown like the back; central tail-feathers rufous-brown; lateral feathers grey, broadly tipped with whitish-grey and with an ill-defined subterminal blackish band; a spot of black below the ears; throat and upper breast tinged with ochreous; lower breast, abdomen, under wing and tail-coverts pale grey; lateral tail-feathers below black with the broad tips greyish-white; bill black; feet pinkish purple; iris purple. Female rather smaller, and with scarcely a trace of purplish on back of head and nape. Hab., "Southern border of the United States, from Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, and Lower California, southward to Costa Rica and the West Indies" (Salvadori).

J. G. Cooper ("Ornithology of California," pp. 515, 516) says that: "Not much is known of the habits of this Dove." According to Mr. March, the species is gregarious, sometimes collecting in very large flocks. The eggs are white, like those of all the pigeons; size 1.30 x 0.90." Major Bendire says ("Life Histories of North American Birds," Vol. I., pp. 146, 147): "The mating season begins early, usually about the middle of March, and the cooing and love-making of the male can be heard and seen almost any day during a stroll among the shrubbery found along the borders of the water courses, which seem to be favourite resorts for many of these birds.

Their call notes are varied, much more so than those of any other species of this family found with us; they are somnorous, pleasing, and rather musical. On this account the natives keep many of them as cage-birds, calling them Paloma cantador, Singing Dove. They soon become very gentle and reconciled to captivity, feeding readily out of one's hand and allowing themselves to be handled without fear.

"One of their most characteristic call notes bears a close resemblance to the first efforts of a young cockerel when attempting to crow, and this call is frequently uttered and in various keys. While thus engaged the performer usually throws his wings upward and forward above the head, and also spreads his tail slightly. Some other notes may be translated into 'cook for you,' or 'cook for two,' 'cook-kara-coo,' besides a variety of calls; one of these, a querulous harsh one, resembles somewhat the syllables 'chá-chá.' " Nickification usually begins in the latter part of April in southern Arizona, and sometimes later. The nests of the White-winged Dove, like those of most of the members of this family, are as a rule rather frail structures, consisting of a slight platform of small sticks and twigs interlaced with each other, and lined more or less with bits of old weeds, stems of [<i>Cacti</i>, and dry grasses. Mr. G. B. Sennett found a nest of this species made of Spanish moss. No particular preference seems to be shown for certain trees. I have found many of my nests in mesquite trees, the most abundant in that locality; others were placed in walnut trees, willows, and [<i>Cacti</i>, at various heights from the ground, from 24 to 50 feet. "I believe but one breed is usually raised in a season. As near as I can judge, incubation lasts about eighteen days. The males relieves the females somewhat in these duties, but does not assist to any great extent; he, however, assiduously helps to care for the young.

"Their food consists of insects, small seeds, grain, if procurable, berries, mesquite beans, and the fruit of the <i>sahura</i> cactus, <i>Cereus giganteus</i>, which seems to be a favourite article of food; with many birds in Arizona.

"In the late summer these birds collect in small parties, and I found them not at all shy. I have frequently seen as many as a dozen feeding among the cavalry horses along the picket line in my camp, allowing the men to walk within 10 feet of them without flying off.

"The eggs are generally two in number, seldom one. They are mostly elliptical oval in shape—that is, equally rounded at each end; a few may be called oval. Their colour is a rich chestnut tint, only a little light visible. The eggs are almost perfectly globular, but slightly susceptible then, but in many specimens, especially in such as were considerably advanced in incubation when taken, this delicate tint fades, in time leaving the egg a dull white."

Mr. C. F. Underwood, writing on the birds of the Volcano of Miravalle (<i>The Ibis</i>, 1895, p. 447), says: "Very common by the roadside, where they can be seen in flocks feeding on the ground, at which times I have got as many as a dozen at a shot."

Russ asserts that hitherto it has only existed alive in the Amsterdam Zoological Gardens; he overlooks the fact that the London Zoological Society received two specimens in exchange in June, 1874.

This Dove was bred in captivity by Mr. J. S. Alderson in May-July, 1898, who published an account of her success in <i>The Avesculural Magazine</i>, First Series, Vol. VII., pp. 295-297.

**Sub-family Turturinae.**

We must now proceed to the typical Turtle Doves, birds generally admitted to be more easily bred than any other <i>Columba</i>, and capable of producing among themselves fertile hybrids to almost any extent; I can
well conceive that, if the whole of the species could be arranged in a natural linear series, the most nearly related species being paired up from first to last, it might be possible to unite the whole of the species of Turtur in one bird. In The Avicultural Magazine Second Series, Vol. II., pp. 191-198, Mr. T. H. Newman has published a very interesting paper "On Some Turtle Dove Hybrids and Their Fertility," and he summarises the results at the end of his article showing that hybrids between T. turtur and T. risorius, and T. tigrinus and T. risorius, were perfectly fertile when paired with T. risorius. I bred some hybrids between T. tigrinus and T. risorius, and subsequently I received a hybrid, I think with T. humilis, which I gave to a lady friend who possessed a number of T. risorius (the white variety); when I last saw them there were hybrids in several degrees of relationship between the two forms I gave her and the white Doves, proving that there is practically no limit to the fertility of these mixed types; and, just as Mr. J. L. Bonhote succeeded in uniting five distinct species of Ducks in one individual, so I feel convinced, might several (if not all) of the species of Turtle Dove be combined. The Turturinae, or typical Turtle Doves, have a rather broad tail, consisting of twelve feathers, and the upper part of their tarsus is naked. Other characters which are given are not even of generic importance, since they only relate to coloration and marking.

**Barbary Turtle Dove (Turtur risorius).**

The prevailing colour of the cage form is a little paler than the supposed wild original, its upper surface being pinkish buff. The crown of the head, secondaries, base of primaries, lateral tail-feathers, lower part of abdomen, flanks and under tail-covers bluish-grey; a black half-collar round the back and sides of the neck, the under parts pale, the greater part of the primaries dark brown; under surface of tail blackish, with white terminal band; bill blackish; feet deep flesh pink; iris crimson, orbital skin whitish. Female practically indistinguishable from the male, the sexual differences having, apparently, been bred out.

The white form of the species, which Mr. Abrahams informed me was produced by in-breeding, is much more highly prized than the common type; it has no black collar, and its plumage is pure snow white, the bill being flesh pink. Why this sport should be called "White Java" it would be difficult to say; but this is the name under which it is usually exhibited at our shows. As might be expected, it breeds freely with the common variety, and the result is generally one chick of each form.

The origin of this Dove, which is analogous to the Canary among Finches, is, according to Salvadori, uncertain, some naturalists having assigned it (as a fancy variation) to one species and some to another. Being practically a fancy bird, it would have little interest for the foreign bird-keeper were it not for its usefulness in hatching the eggs and rearing the young of many breeders among foreign Doves.

"The Collared Turtle or Laughing Dove" is the most popular of all the family, simply from the fact that, up to the present time, a pair can be obtained at any bird-shop for about 3s., and that they are no sooner established in a good-sized cage than they will go to work to rear a family.

The sneering laugh which the Barbary Turtle Dove indulges in whenever it alights is amusing until one becomes accustomed to it, and then it sometimes comes in so opportunely as to be more or less irritating. After keeping and breeding the species for two or three years I grew weary of its stupidity, and sold the birds for what they would fetch. A friend of mine who took five of them informed me that whenever he made an extraordinary fluke at billiards the Doves were certain to laugh, so that sometimes he felt almost inclined to wring their necks. In order to breed them a pair should be placed together in a cage about 2 ft. in height by 18 in. square, and a box about 2 in. deep and 6 in. square half-filled with sawdust or bran should be hung up in one corner near the top. No extra food is required, but a little old mortar or crushed cuttle-fish should be sprinkled on the sand. In a very short time two white eggs will be laid, incubated by cock and hen alternately, the cock sitting all day, and in about eighteen days the hideous naked squabs will leave the shell and be greeted with the liveliest demonstrations of satisfaction by the parents. No sooner are they large enough to leave the nest than they make themselves such a nuisance to their parents, by racing after them clamouring for food all the livelong day, that it is hardly to be wondered at that, when able to feed themselves, the parents resent these incessant worries. This is the signal for removing the young Doves to a separate cage; the old birds will then immediately set about preparations for the second family. Of course, in an aviary many pairs may be associated, always having due regard to its size, and the multiplication will then be very rapid. This species has been successfully paired with the British Turtle Dove. I hoped, indeed, to try the experiment myself, and having taken a fresh egg from a Kentish nest, I carefully bedded it in sawdust, brought it home, and substituted it for one of my Collared Doves' eggs. Alas! either it was unfertile, or the jarring of the train had destroyed its life, for it failed to hatch, and thus my intended experiment was nipped in the bud. In its wild state a supposed progenitor of this bird builds a platform of sticks for a nest on trees or bushes, cypressess being selected in preference to others. Being perfectly hardy, it can be safely quartered in an outdoor aviary, and is still the stronger for it (the same may be said of many other birds which are rendered liable to all kinds of diseases by heat and coddling, the Canary being a striking example of the delicate constitution thus developed). Indoors in a warm building I found the Barbary Turtle Dove liable to catarrh, accompanied by a cough, lassitude, ruffled feathers, and want of appetite. The cold
I cured by dropping a couple of peppercorns down the birds' throats, and cold treatment during the following winter completely restored them to health. The only food required for this species is a mixture of two parts white millet to one of dari (Indian wheat), a little white kidney-shaped seed sold by most corn-chandlers.

Some years after I had sold my common Barbary Doves, I purchased a pair of the white variety in the hope of making them useful in hatching out and rearing the young of other Doves. The white birds speedily increased to eleven, and I subsequently tried them with the eggs of various species of foreigners, but unfortunately without any success; other aviculturists have, however, found them very useful. Eventually, after breeding several hybrids between these and the Neck-laced Dove, I gave away the whole of them, the white birds to one friend, the hybrids to another who already possessed a sufficient stock of White Barbary Doves; with the latter, as already stated, they inter-bred freely.

**Ashy Turtle-Dove (Turtur ferrugio).**

Back and rump ashy-brown, more ashy on the latter; wings dusky, the edges of the scapulars and borders of the upper wing-coverts dark rusty rufous; tail bluish-black, with a broad terminal, nearly pure-white belt; head bluish-ashy, rufescent on sides of neck lavender-grey; below brown, becoming whitish on the abdomen and white on the under tail-coverts; bill blackish; feet dull purplish-lake. Female not differentiated.

"S.-W. Siberia, Turkestan, Cashmere, and Nepal; it winters in Central India; straggler in Ceylon." (Salvadori.)

Hume says of this species ("Nests and Eggs of Indian Birds," Second Edition, Vol. II., pp. 549, 550): "Our Indian Turtle-Dove breeds throughout the lower ranges of the Himalayas, from Afghanistan to Sikkim at any rate, at elevations of from 4,000 to 8,000 feet. It is for the most part only a summer visitor to these hills. A few pairs linger during the winter in the lower valleys, but the great majority migrate at this season to the Central Provinces and Central India, where it may at times, in the cold weather, be found associated with the next species." (T. meena.)

"I have found eggs early in May and late in August, but the great majority lay in June. It makes a loose, but rather more substantial, twig nest than many of its congeneres, placed on some horizontal branch of a large tree, usually not far from the extremity.

"Colonel C. H. T. Marshall, writing from Murree, says: 'This species breeds in June in the pine forests, but I have found their nests in all kinds of trees. The eggs are invariably two in number. I conclude, from the very different dates on which I have found the eggs, that they have two broods, but I am not certain of the fact.'"

According to Captain Hutton, this is a "summer visitor at Mussorie, where it arrives early in April, when every wood resounds with its deep-toned cooing.

Respecting the eggs, Mr. Hume thus describes them: "Regular ovals, pure white, and very glossy. In size they exceed those of T. risoria, and are slightly smaller and decidedly less pointed than those of Crotopus phasianepterus and C. chlorigaster.

Their length they vary from 1.1 to 1.34, and in breadth from 0.65 to 1.0; but the average of twenty-one eggs is 1.22 by 0.93."

An example of this Dove reached the London Zoological Gardens on May 11th, 1907.

**Eastern Turtle-Dove (Turtur orientalis).**

Differed from the preceding species in its vinous-red abdomen and grey under tail-coverts; the tail with lavender-grey terminal belt. Female probably smaller and duller than the male. Hab., Himalayas to Central India, through Burma to Formosa, Mandarina, Corea and Japan; accidental in Europe. (Salvadori.)

Hume says of this species ("Nests and Eggs, Second Series, Vol. II., pp. 550, 551): "Sykes's Turtle-Dove is, as far as I have been able to ascertain, a permanent resident of the hilly portions of Southern India, of the broken belt of hills and forests that stretch across the Continent of India from the northern portion of the Western Ghats to Cuttack; thence it extends to Eastern Bengal, Cachar, Assam, and along the bases of the Himalayas (which it does not ascend to an elevation of above 4,000 feet), as far west as the Sikkim and Nepal Terais, and again southwards to Arracan, Pegu, and the north of Tenasserim.

"It appears likely that they fly from December to April."

"Mr. V. Irwin sent me a couple of eggs from Hill Tipperah, taken at the end of March; and Mr. F. R. Blewitt says: This species certainly breeds in December and January. In the beginning of the latter month a pair of young birds was brought to me from the magnificent forest-covered hills some fifteen miles south of Sumbulpore."

"Here I found the birds in great numbers, and in the early mornings and evenings the forests resounded with their thrice-repeated, deep, guttural 'coo,' so unlike that of other Doves.

"At this time the Doves were single or in pairs—a certain indication of the breeding season. My experience leads me to suppose that this species congregates in flocks after the breeding season, for in March, 1869, I found a flock some twelve miles south of Seoni (Central Provinces).

"Apparently the nest is circular, neatly constructed of twigs, and with a somewhat deep egg-cavity; the eggs, two in number, are broad regular ovals, pure white, and fairly glossy.

Russ observes that this species reached the Zoological Gardens of London in 1864, and has since that time been continually in the market, though rarely and singly. At the exhibition of the Ornith Society, in the year 1895, two pairs, from H. Schulze, of Altenburg, and C. Reiss, of Berlin, were presented.

The London Zoological Society has altogether owned a fair series of this species, and it is surprising that it should not have been bred at the Gardens.

**Madagascar Turtle-Dove (Turtur picturatus).**

"Head grey, paler on the chin, and gradually shading into ashy-vinous on the remainder of the neck and breast; feathers of the hind neck and sides of the neck have concealed bases black, and tips greyish-vinous; the vinous of the neck shades into chestnut on the upper back, portion of the scapulars, and the smaller upper wing-coverts; apical portion of the scapulars, remainder of the wings, upper tail-coverts, and central tail-feathers brown; primaries with narrow white edge; lower back and rump slaty-grey; abdomen pale vinous; under tail-coverts white; marginal under wing-coverts vinous, the inner ones and axillaries greyish-brown; lateral tail-feathers slaty-grey, with an obsolete subapical black band and a broad terminal grey band, which, on the inner web of the two outer feathers, is almost white." (Salvadori.)

"Iris yellowish-brown; beak pinkish horn-colour; nostrils and skin..."
round the eye and feet lake-red.” (E. Newton.) Female “considerably smaller, the purple patch on the back and wings duller and less extensive, and all her colours are less bright.” (T. H. Newman.) Hab., Madagascar. Probably introduced into Réunion, Mauritius, the Seychelles, and Chagos Islands.

Grandier says (‘History of Madagascar, Birds,’ Vol. XII., p. 462): “These Turtle-Doves are very common in all the Island of Madagascar, particularly in the plantations and cultivated fields, where they are found in pairs, and sometimes in little bands of from six to eight individuals. Like their allies of Europe, they walk well and fly with rapidity without noise; they engage in quick turnings to baffie the pursuit of their enemies; their cooing is soft and monotonous. They feed on grain, and make great ravages in the rice fields at the time of sowing and at the season of harvest. Their flesh is very delicate. Their nest, like that of all pigeons, is flat and roughly made of grasses and small roots; it is placed in a tree at a low elevation; their eggs are white and measure 20 mm. by 22. The Malagasy call this Turtle-Dove Demohina, Lemojina, or Dimohny.”

In The Avicultural Magazine, Second Series, Vol. VI., pp. 79-84, Mr. T. H. Newman has published a most instructive account of his success in breeding this species in his aviaries. The article is illustrated by a characteristically colored wood engraving, in which the author has set forth in graphic form the essential features of the structure of the nest. This shape this is the least graceful of any Turtle-Dove that I have seen, being of a sturdy build, with relatively short tail and longish legs, which points to the fact that it spends much time on the ground.” These characters certainly seem to correspond pretty closely with at least some of those of the Geotrygonina, and to support my view of the affinity of Leptotis to Turtur.

Russ quotes the following observations by Schlegel and Pollen—“It is one of the commonest Doves, and lives in companies of ten to thirty individuals in cultivated neighbourhoods. Its flight is very rapid. It feeds upon grain, and at the sowing and reaping of the rice commits great havoc in the fields. Its flesh is tender and much relished. At Réunion it is still somewhat rare, and inhabits the mountain forests, where it is shyer and more difficult to shoot than in Madagascar. Its voice sounds short and monotonous. The nest resembles that of the European Turtle-Dove. It permits itself to be easily tamed, and therefore is much kept in cages by the Creoles.”

Two specimens of this Dove reached the London Zoological Gardens in 1856, and one in 1867. Russ says that it is extremely rare at the present day, and only arrives singly in the German market. Mr. Newman saw those from which his pair was selected advertised as "Alabarda Doves," which, however, they proved not to be.

ALABARDAN TURTLE-DOVE (Turtur alabranus).

Upper surface mostly brown, slightly olivaceous; upper mantle and lesser upper wing-coverts chestnut; tail and outer tail-feathers with a broad pale terminal band, becoming nearly white on the outside feathers; head, neck, and breast, as well as front of abdomen, vinous; feathers on back and sides of neck black at base and lilacine at tips; centre of abdomen and under tail-coverts white; flanks broadly greyish-brown; under wing-coverts rufescent brown; axillaries greyish-brown; tail below black, a broad terminal greyish white; bill lead-colour tipped with yellowish; feet flesh-colour; irides red. Female smaller. Hab., Alabara Island.

Mr. C. E. Bewsher says (cf. "Proceedings of the Zoological Society," 1877, p. 300) that the nearly related T. comorensis is common in woods, and that its native name is Shukerron Dhungow.

T. alabranus was described and figured by Dr. Sclater in 1871 from a pair of Doves presented to the Zoological Society of London in June of that year. Dr. Sclater says ("Proceedings of the Zoological Society," 1871, pp. 692, 693): "The pair of this Dove which Mr. Newton sent us were in good health; but the hen had an injured wing, which prevented her from flying off the ground. Notwithstanding this, when placed in the large Western Aviary, they quickly showed symptoms of breeding, and about three weeks after their arrival built a nest in the interior of the compartment assigned to them. A few days after this, as our head keeper, Mr. B. Misselbrook, informs me, two eggs were laid, and incubation was commenced, the male taking turns with the female on the nest. In sixteen days one young one was hatched, on the 17th or 18th of July, and is still living in the aviary. The other egg turned out to be added; and I now exhibit its shell, which, like that of all pigeons, is of a spotless white. It measures L.35 inch by .96 inch. About the end of September the hen sickened and died."

Russ observes that "our German bird-dealers only occasionally advertise this Dove"! He does not mention a single aviculturist or foreign Zoological Society which has possessed it, and it is quite likely that the birds advertised were not Alabardan, but Madagascar Turtle-Doves.

HALF-COLLARED TURTLE-DOVE (Turtur semitorquatus).

The adult male has the crown grey, tinted with reddish-buff in front and at the sides, the forehead being almost white; rest of head, neck, and chest pink, pale on the chin and throat; a broad black collar partly grey-margined at the back of the neck; the back, inner half of upper wing-coverts, inner secondaries, and two centre tail-feathers olivaceous brown; outer wing-coverts bluish slate-coloured; rump washed with grey; bastard wing and primary-coverts blackish; primaries similar but partly edged with a pale tint; outer secondaries dark grey; lateral tail-feathers brownish-grey with a blackish central belt and bluish tips; flanks, abdomen, thighs, and under tail-coverts leaden grey; under wing-coverts darker; tail below black at base, pale grey towards the extremity; feet lake-red; bill blackish; iris reddish-orange.

The female is very like the male, but the forehead is not so white; it is possible to note the difference when the sexes sit side by side. Africa generally from about 14° N. lat. southwards. In its wild state this bird usually nests in the forks of Acacias or silk trees during and after the rainy season; it feeds on stone-fruit, berries, grain, and small seeds.

In Stark and Sclater's Birds of South Africa," Vol. III., p. 109, we read——"The Woodwards state as follows: 'These Doves are very common throughout the country, and their loud and pleasant cooing is heard wherever there is any cover for them during the warmer months of the year. They are sometimes seen in large flocks, but, as a rule, go about in pairs, and feed principally on tree berries. The natives have no love for these birds, as they do not like the considerable quantity of grain during the planting season; but there would not be much loss if care were taken to plant the seed deeper. They get very fat during the summer, and are excellent eating. This Dove lays its two white eggs on a few sticks, which are merely an apology for a nest, generally placed in a low tree.'"

Two eggs taken near Durban on June 1, by Mr. A. D. Millar, now in the South African Museum, are
pure white, smooth, and rounded oval in shape; they measure 1.20 by .95."

My friend, Mr. Frank Finn, gave me a pair of these Doves in the spring of 1893, and I turned them out into an aviary with two English Starlings and a Mocking Bird. I housed a hamper lid near the roof in one corner and they soon commenced to lay, and continued to do so from time to time until I parted from them. Unfortunately, constant interruptions, due to the playfulness of my Mocking Bird and the terrified rushes of the Starlings to escape him, kept the unfortunate Doves from sitting in peace; so that all the eggs got either broken or added. Eventually, I exchanged them for other birds in 1895. In 1899 Major Horsbrugh brought home a batch from West Africa, and I became possessed, through his kindness, of a second "pair"; these I turned into an outdoor aviary, and a year or two later into a fowl-run adjoining (later thrown into the said aviary). Here one of them died on the 12th November, 1902, and was identified by the British Museum authorities as *Turtur decipiens*; the other escaped, together with two examples of *Geopelia humeralis*, my servant having entered the run to feed the fowls and left the door open behind her.

The London Zoological Gardens first exhibited three specimens of this species in 1870, since which date many specimens have been added to the Regent's Park collection.

Mr. T. H. Newman has published a long and interesting article on this Dove in *The Agricultural Magazine*, Second Series, Vol. V., pp. 318-324.

**Deceptive Turtle-Dove (Turtur decipiens).**

Above pale earth-brown, slightly tinged with vinaceous on the front of the mantle, darker from the centre of back posteriorly; bastard-wing brownish-black, partly slate-grey on outer webs; flights brownish-black, darkest on outer webs; outer wing-coverts, excepting the primary-coverts, which are brownish-black, pearl-grey, more or less tinged with brown and with paler edges; lateral tail-feathers slaty-blackish on basal half, pale brown shaded with grey and becoming gradually paler from withinwards, the outermost feathers being broadly grey whitish at tips; front of head ash, bluer at centre of crown, then shaded with vinous at the back of all the feathers and becoming quite vinous on the back and sides of neck and the back of crown. The feathers of head and wings washed with grey, scaly black feathers in front of the eyes; chin and centre of throat white; a black half-collar, partly edged with grey-whitish in front, at back of neck; sides of rump and of abdomen leaden-grey, the latter faintly tinged with brownish; centre of abdomen whitish; under tail-coverts pearl-grey with white borders; under wing-coverts leaden-grey; basal half of tail below black; terminal half pale pearl-grey, becoming gradually lighter towards the tips; bill apparently slaty-blackish; feet red; irides probably brown; orbital ring orange. Female probably a trifle smaller and with whiter forehead. Hub., "Dongola." (Salvadori.)

Possibly Count Salvadori might regard this as *T. ambigius*; but he himself says of the latter: "It is quite possible that a good series of specimens will show that it is not a true *T. decipiens*, the former being only somewhat smaller and more grey on the sides of the head or cheeks; but I find that in two specimens from Sobat (Emin Pasha) . . . . the amount of grey on the cheeks is rather variable, and although the difference in size seems constant, I do not think it is sufficient to indicate specific difference." Hub., "Zambesi, Benguela, and Sobat River, at about 9 deg. N. lat." (Salvadori.)

Heuglin says ("Ornithologie Nord-Ost-Africains," Vol. I., p. 580) 'the bird, in pairs and in small and larger flocks; preferably, in company with acacias and Naboy-trees. Its note is just as loud, and like a mocking laugh, as that of *Turtur semitorquatus*. At the wells of the Baida Desert in October we came across vast flocks of this laughing Dove. It is not timid, and is fond of visiting the encampments of the caravans, where it searches for food in the manure. Its food consists besides ivory grubs, maize in the car, berries and fruits of *Zizyphus*, *Morinda*, and the like.'

As previously stated, an example given to me by Major Horsbrugh was identified as *T. decipiens* by the authorities at the Natural History Museum; so also was a specimen received by Miss Alderson (cf. *The Agricultural Magazine*, Second Series, Vol. I., p. 257). In May, 1906, Mr. Meade-Waldo presented six specimens to the London Zoological Gardens, and doubtless others have, from time to time, been confounded with *T. semitorquatus*. I believe Mr. T. H. Newman has also had this Dove.

**Double-ringed Turtle-Dove (Turtur bitorquatus).**

Above mostly earth-brown; outer wing-coverts leaden grey; bastard-wing, primary-coverts, and flights brownish-black; lateral tail-feathers bluish-grey, darker towards the base, the outer feathers with the entire outer web bluish-grey; crown grey, paler in front; chin whitish; sides of head, neck, and breast rich vinous, fading to white on lower abdomen, vent, and under tail-coverts; a broad black collar, edged in front with white, on hind neck; under wing-coverts and flanks leaden-grey; tail below black on basal and whitish-grey on terminal half; bill black, red at base of gape; feet coral-red; iris orange-yellow; orbital ring red. Female probably with the forehead paler than in the male. Hub., "Java, Lombok, Sumbawa, Flores, Solor, and Timor." (Salvadori.)

Mr. Frank Finn (The *Ibis*, 1901, p. 443) speaks of so great a number of this species being imported into Calcutta as cage-birds that they were quite a drug in the market.

I have not come across any notes respecting the wild life of this bird, nor does Russ quote any in his work. He says: "It is only rarely imported alive; in the year 1839 it arrived in the Amstel, and in the year 1853 in the London Zoological Gardens. In Germany, the chemist Landauer has possessed it, and in the year 1883 Bode, of Leipzig, imported it; since then it has always come to hand here and there singly." The last example recorded in the ninth edition of the "List of Animals" as having found its way to the Regent's Park Gardens was presented in November, 1894.

**Cape Turtle-Dove (Turtur capensis).**

Upper surface mostly greyish-brown, changing to leaden-grey on outer upper wing-coverts and sides of lower back and rump; primary-coverts and flights blackish, with pale narrow edges; central tail-feathers browner, the lateral feathers black on basal half, grey on terminal half of inner feathers and white on outer ones; crown leaden-grey, paler on the forehead, changing to vinous-grey on sides of head, neck and chest; front of cheeks and throat grey; a more or less defined black loral line; a broad black collar, partially edged in front and behind with grey, on the hind neck;  

* Described from a male example identified as this species at the British Museum; it differs very slightly from Salvadori's description, which was based upon a single example.
middle of abdomen buffy white; under tail-coverts white; under wing-coverts leaden-grey; tail below with the basal half black, the terminal half white; the outer feathers with the outer web white; bill black; feet pinkish-red; irides brown. Female probably with greyer forehead. Hab., Cape Colony to Natal and Southern Transvaal.

Messrs. Stark and Sclater say ("Birds of South Africa," Vol. IV., p. 171): "The Cape Turtle-Dove is one of the commonest birds in Cape Town and the suburbs, where its constant harsh cooing becomes somewhat wearisome; it is generally about in pairs, though a good many may sometimes be seen together feeding on the ground; it is comparatively tame, and allows a quite near approach. Its food consists of grain and seeds, and is almost entirely obtained on the ground.

"It nests near Cape Town in September; a little later, from October to December, in Natal; while Eriksson and Marshall state that it can be found breeding at almost any time during the year. The nest is constructed of a few sticks, so loosely put together that the eggs can usually be seen through when looked at from below. The sticks form a flat platform, and on it are laid two shiny white eggs of oval shape with equally round ends, measuring 1.10 to 1.20 by .37 to .90."

Two specimens of this Dove were presented to the London Zoological Society in 1885. Russ does not mention the species.

**Damaraland Turtle-Dove** (*Turtur damaresi*)

Differs from the preceding in its generally paler colouring, the forehead and front of cheeks being almost white; the grey shade absent or ill-defined on the cheeks, neck, and breast; it is also a rather smaller bird. Hab., Angola, Damaraland, and East Africa from the Transvaal to Mount Elgon, also the Comoro Islands and Madagascar.

This is regarded by Messrs. Stark and Sclater (I think rightly) as a mere race or "sub-species" of *T. capicola*. They quote the following account of its habits from Andersson: "This is the most abundant species of Dove in Damaraland and the parts adjacent. It cannot be strictly said to be a gregarious species; yet numbers are often found in close proximity, both on trees and on the ground, and rise in one flock when flushed, producing a great noise by the rapid concussion of their wings above their backs. They seek on the ground for their food, which consists almost exclusively of insects. They build in small trees, generally at the extremity of a bough, constructing a rough nest of a few twigs, with no lining of any kind. The eggs are two in number, of a pure white. I have observed these Doves building on Aug. 20, and have found their eggs abundantly at the end of December, so that it is probable they produce two broods in the year."

Miss Alderson gives a specimen of what she believed to be this Dove, in a consignment of birds from Africa. She says that it agrees with the description given in the British Museum Catalogue. The birds went to nest soon after they were received, and continued to do so later, but either the eggs were broken or the young came to grief.

**Vinaceus Turtle-Dove** (*Turtur vinaceus*)

The adult bird has the head and neck wine-pink; the forehead paler (especially in the male); the crown somewhat greyish; a black line in front of the eyes, and a broad black collar on the back of the neck, edged with whitish above; the back, scapulars, tertials, and inner half of wing-coverts, earth-brown; rump and upper tail-coverts greyer; outer upper wing-coverts pale grey with lighter edges; bastard-wing, primary-coverts and primaries black, with pale edges; secondaries smoky-grey with narrow pale edges; two centre tail-feathers earth-brown, the rest black towards the base, white towards the extremity, the outer feathers also white-edged externally at base; below, the chin, throat, lower abdomen, vent, and under tail-coverts are white; the under wing-coverts are grey; the tail below is black towards the base, but with the terminal half, as also the edge of the outer feathers, white; feet brown; bill black; iris reddish-chestnut. Hab., Tropical N. Africa from Senegal and the Gold Coast on the west to Ngar and Bogan on the east. It is also believed to occur at Loango.

Lord Lovat thus describes the soft parts: "Iris brown; bill black; feet red."

When feeding on the ground or drinking, this species collects in countless numbers, but during the heat of the day it is seen in pairs or family parties; its food when free consists chiefly of tufted maize and grass-seeds. The song is said to resemble that of the common Barbary Dove, but to be less penetrating.

This species has been, since 1858, when it first began to breed there, one of the commonest and most abundantly bred species in the London Zoological Gardens; it certainly continued to breed there as recently as 1900, and, from first to last, I should think the Society must have possessed quite six dozen examples. Yet Russ says: "With us this Dove is very rare in the market." I must admit that I have never myself seen it in a London bird-shop, but then I have never asked for it.

**Burmes Collared Turtle-Dove** (*Turtur xanthocephalus*)

Upper surface pale brown, changing to pearl-grey on the outer upper wing-coverts and secondaries; rump partly suffused with grey; bastard-wing and primary-coverts pearl-grey with brown tips; primaries dark brown, with more or less partially pale edges; lateral tail-feathers leaden-grey, gradually fading to white towards the tips; head, neck, and chest pale vinaceous, fading to white on the chin; forehead paler; broad black line on the base of the tail; scapulars and coverts black, edged above and below with white on the hind neck; the vinaceous colour of the chest changing to grey on the flanks, abdomen, and under tail-coverts; under wing-coverts pearl-grey; flights below brown, becoming ashy-white towards base of inner webs; tail below with the basal part black, abruptly changing to whitish-grey on the terminal part; bill black; feet dark pinkish-red; irides red; orbital ring broad and yellow. Hab., Burma, and possibly China.

Mr. T. H. Newman, in a highly interesting illustrated article in *The Agricultural Magazine*, Second Series, Vol. IV., pp. 321-326, gives cogent reasons for separating this Dove as a sub-species from the Indian Collared Turtle-Dove. The only question in my mind is, supposing that the Chinese bird should prove to be the same as the Burmese, whether Severtzoff's name of *chinensis* should not stand as a synonym of the base. Hume says ("Nests and Eggs of Indian Birds," Vol. II., p. 358): "The nest has been taken at Thayetymo." Describing the Indian form (which he calls *Turtur risorius*), he says: "I myself have taken the eggs in every month from December to August, and I have no doubt that others have found them (though the bird is so common that no one writes about it) in the remaining quarter."

"The nest is placed on any bush or tree, prickly and thorny sites, such as are afforded by the *Zizyphus*,
wild date, babool, *Euphorbias*, etc., being often, but by no means universally, selected. Generally the nest is within 15, but very rarely within 5 ft. of the ground; but, again, I have found it 30 or 40 ft. up in a large tree. The nest is placed indifferently in a fork, in amongst numerous prongs, on a broad horizontal bough—anywhere, in fact, where a secure and sufficiently wide basis can be found, and is usually a mere platform some 6 inches in diameter, composed of thin twigs and lined with grass-stems, with a slight depression in the centre. Occasionally the nest is rather more saucer-like, a few roots or grass-stems are not unfrequently intermingled, and I have seen nests composed wholly of grass. "Like our other Doves, they lay two eggs as a clutch, and rear several successive broods."

"The eggs are usually broad and perfect ovals, white and glossy." Three examples of this Dove were received at the London Zoological Gardens in October, 1896. Mr. Newman had a young one produced between this species and a Half-collared Turtle-Dove.

**DWARF OR RUDDY TURTLE-DOVE (Turtur humilis).**

The adult male is vinous-red; the head, lower back, rump, and upper tail-coverts grey; the head, especially the forehead, is paler; a black collar on the back of the neck; outer greater wing-coverts dark greyish; primary-coverts and quills blackish, with pale margins; chin whitish; throat vinous-red; breast and abdomen paler; the flanks grey; lower abdomen ash; under tail-coverts white, more or less greyish; tail below greyish, with a broad whitish terminal band, the central feathers brownish; outer web of outer feathers white; feet purplish-red; bill black; iris dark brown.

The female is very distinct, the general colour being a pale brown, the vinous-red tint of the under-surface being much greener than in the male, and the black collar on the hind neck edged above with ash. H., Continent of India, from Assam through Burma to the Andamans, and eastwards through Cochin-China and China to the Philippines.

Jerdon says ("Birds of India," Vol. III., p. 483): "It affects large groves of trees near cultivation, often feeding under the shade of trees, but also betaking itself to fields, grass downs, and bare spots near rivers or tanks. Its **coo** is short, deep, and grunt-like. Blyth states that he has bred them in confinement in an aviary, and that their cages full of newly-hatched birds are often to be seen in the Calcutta bird-shops."

Hume, who evidently regards this and the extremely nearly related *T. transquebaricus* as identical, says of it ("Nests and Eggs," Vol. II., pp. 359-362): "The Western Ruddy Dove breeds in all parts of India, but is very capriciously distributed, and I am unable to say what kind of country it prefers, and why it is common in one district and rare in a neighbouring one in which all physical conditions appear identical."

"It is very common in the bare and treeless region that surrounds the Sambur Lake. It is common in some dry well-cultivated districts, like Etawah, where there are plenty of old mango groves. It is very common in some of the comparatively humid tracts, like Bareilly, and again in the Sâl jungles of the Kumaon Bhabur and the Nepal Teral. On the other hand, over wide extents of similar country it is scarcely to be seen. Doubtless there is something in its food or mode of life that limits its distribution, but I have never yet been able to make out what this something is."

"Eggs may be found any time between January and July, but my impression is that normally they have only two broods, and lay for the first as a rule in January, for the second in May or June."

"I have always found the nests at or near the extremities of the lower boughs of very large trees, at heights of from 8 to 15 ft. from the ground, and laid across two or three horizontal branchlets. As a rule, the nests are excessively slight structures, composed of a few slender sticks or grass-stems, or both, so loosely and sparsely put together that the eggs can generally be spied from below through the bottom of the nest."

"Two is the number of the eggs."

"The eggs (as a body, the smallest of all our Doves' eggs, except those of *T. senegalensis*, which are of much the same size) are, I think, typically slightly more elongated ovals than those of our other Indian species of this genus. They are, of course, spotless and glossy, but, though I have myself taken pure white ones, by far the greater majority of them are of a pale ivory-white, which is very conspicuous when they are placed alongside china-white eggs, such as those of the Blue Rock pigeon. In length the eggs vary from 0.98 to 1.1, and in breadth from 0.75 to 0.85; but the average of twenty specimens is 1.02 nearly by 0.8."

Miss Alderson purchased two cocks of this species in 1902, but she says that it is not often imported. Russ also states that it is very rare in the German market, "though on one occasion G. Bozé, of Cologne, imported a considerable number. It was present in the Amsterdam Gardens in 1844, and it arrived at the London Zoological Gardens in 1862, and went to nest successfully in 1864," in which year six examples were presented to the Society; two examples were also bred in the Gardens in 1900. Mr. T. H. Newman, who had examples of this species, gave me a hybrid between it and the Barbary Turtle-Dove in 1905. This I eventually gave away, and I believe it continued to breed with Barbary Doves.

**CHINESE TURTLE-DOVE (Turtur chinensis).**

Above pale brown; outermost wing-coverts leaden-grey; tail with the two feathers next to the central pair blackish-brown, greyish at base; next feather black, tipped with grey; three outer feathers black, broadly tipped with white; head grey, paler on the forehead; back of head with a vinous tinge; nape black, spotted with white at the tips of the feathers; under surface rich vinous, paler on chin and abdomen; inner under wing-coverts nearly black; marginal under wing-coverts, axillaries, sides, and under tail-coverts grey; bill brown; feet rose-red; irides orange-red. Female rather smaller, and with the irides yellow. H., "Eastern China, from Canton to Shanghai; Formosa and Hainan." (Salvadori.)

Mr. J. D. de La Touche, writing on the "Birds of Formosa" (*The Ibis*, 1895, p. 338), says: "Abundant on the plain. Occurs sometimes in very large flocks. Native name, 'Katsul.'"

Mr. J. C. Kershaw (*The Ibis*, 1904, p. 244) speaks of it as the commonest resident Dove on the Quangtung coast.

Messrs. La Touche and Rickett, speaking of the "Nesting of Birds in Fokhien," say (*The Ibis*, 1905, p. 57): "A very common resident. The nest is the usual flimsy structure of sticks, placed in a tree, high bush, or thick creeper. The eggs are elliptic oval in shape, with (sometimes) one end more pointed than the other."

"Seventeen eggs average 1.14 by .67 in.; the largest, 1.20 by .89, the smallest 1.06 by .65."

Mr. J. D. de La Touche, in his "Field Notes on the Birds of Chinkiang" (*The Ibis*, 1907, p. 16), says:
"Abundant and resident. I have obtained eggs all through the spring and summer. On May 28 I found a Dove of this kind sitting on two much-incubated eggs in an old nest of Dryopantes perpuscillatus placed on a bamboo some 12 ft. above the ground. A nest with two fresh eggs, found on May 29, was built in the upright fork formed by the two main boughs of a tree. It was fully exposed to view, and was practically suspended between the two branches."

Russ says that although this species was already in the Amsterdam Zoological Gardens in 1843, and in those of London in 1859, it is extremely rare and only appears singly in the German market. At Regent's Park a fair number of specimens has been exhibited, the last recorded in the ninth edition of the "List of Animals" having been presented in 1891. The first examples which I received of T. tigrinus were sold to me as this species.

**Necklaced Dove (Turtur tigrinus).**

The adult male has the head bluish-grey, washed on the crown, nape, and sides of neck with vinous-brownish; the mantle is black, each feather in front spotted with white, but towards the back with buff; the upper parts rufous-brown, the feathers of the back with paler fringes; the scapulars and upper wing-coverts paler, the lesser coverts with conspicuous black shaft streaks; secondaries and tertiaries deep rufous-brown, with black shaft streaks; outermost coverts with grey-brown inner webs, black shaft-streaks, pearly grey outer webs, fading externally to a pure white margin; primaries blackish with pale outer margins; two central tail-feathers brown, next pair black with slightly greyish terminal band, succeeding pair black with ash-grey terminal band, remainder black with broad terminal white belte; lores black; chin and centre of throat white; breast dull vinous, becoming paler on the abdomen, and partly white on the vent and under tail-coverts; feet reddish flesh-coloured; bill black; iris reddish pearl.

The female is barely distinguishable from the male, but is perhaps a little smaller.

The young in first plumage is altogether more ashy in colour, and shows no trace of the spotted black mantle, the under parts, especially on the abdomen, more buffish, with the vent and under tail-coverts white; feet dark flesh-pink; bill dark leaden grey; iris pale straw-yellow. Hab., Burma, the Malay Peninsula, Sunda Islands, south of Timor, and the Moluccas probably in winter only.

In Hume's "Nests and Eggs of Indian Birds," Vol. II, pp. 356, 357, we read:—"Writing from Upper Pegu, Mr. Eugene Oates remarks that this bird is common everywhere except on the hills, where I did not meet with it. It seems to breed at all times of the year. Two eggs measure 1.21 by 0.88 in. They are, of course, pure white. The nest is generally placed low—i.e., under 15 feet from the ground, in bamboo bushes or shrubs."

"Again, writing from Wau, in Lower Pegu, he remarks:—'The nest of this bird is to be found all the year through. It is a common bird in the plains, but becomes rather rare in the various hill-tracts. The nest is built dimly of fine twigs, so loosely put together that the eggs may be seen from below. It is generally placed in thick bamboo brakes at various heights, but most frequently at from 10 to 20 feet from the ground. Eggs invariably two in number. A good thick jujube-tree is often chosen by this bird for the purpose of nesting."

"Two eggs sent me by Mr. Oates measure 1.2 by 0.88, and 1.22 by 0.77."

In all probability, like its near ally, the Indian "Spotted Dove," this bird breeds everywhere. It is admitted to be an easy species to breed in captivity.

In 1894 I bought a supposed pair of this bird and turned them into a garden aviary, where I soon discovered that both were cocks, one killing the other. In 1897 I purchased a female, hung up a box with bran in it and a few twigs scattered over the top, and early in August I found a broken egg on the floor, probably dropped by Zenaida auriculata, a pair of which took turns with my pair of Necklaced Doves in hatching their eggs.

The first young one left the nest on August 28th, and, owing to a misunderstanding, was kept without food for the best part of the day: the second bird flew the following day, though not fully fledged. One of the young was killed by a Nicobar Pigeon on September 9th, and the second died through catching cold on the 17th.

About the middle of September I fixed up a series of pigeon coops, in one of which the hen again laid, and the pair incubated the eggs steadily, but they proved to be clear. In the following spring the cock died; the hen, however, lived some years later.

On the 15th February, 1900, I bought a reputed pair, which, however, were not only two cocks, but appear to have belonged to the next species, for when I sent them to the London Zoological Gardens some years later they were identified there as T. suratensis. The supposed male was constantly showing off to the supposed female, a slightly smaller bird, but naturally without result. The Doves seem to be singularly deficient in discernment, males frequently behaving to other males precisely as though they imagined them to be females. In many of them undoubtedly the colour differences are very slight, but one would imagine that the birds themselves would be able to see differences. The coo is usually a rattling "Gwar, go," but sometimes it is trisyllabic—"Who-hoo-hoo."

An abundantly imported species, first purchased by the Zoological Society in 1884.

**Spotted Turtle-Dove (Turtur suratensis).**

Above brown; each feather of the upper back and scapulars with two pale vinous-isabelline terminal spots, expanding upon each side of the feather; wing-
coverts with only a blackish central streak; sides of lower back and rump tinged with leaden-grey; edge of wing and anterior wing-coverts grey; flights brown, the secondaries tinged with grey on outer web; central tail-feathers brighter; next pair grey-brown; fourth pairs grey with a blackish central band and whitish tips, four outer pairs black with the terminal half white, tinged with grey on the fifth pair; head vinaceous, greyish on the forehead; feathers of nape and sides of neck bifurcated, black, each with two white spots; under-surface vinous, whitish on the throat, and fading into white on the vent and under tail-coverts; bill dull leaden-black; feet deep purplish-red; tarsus dark hazel (perhaps with reddish orbital ring). Female slightly smaller. Hab. “Yarkand, Afghanistan, Cashmere, through the Himalayas to Assam and Manipur, the whole of India, and Ceylon.” (Salvadori.)

Col. Legge says (“Birds of Ceylon,” Vol. II., pp. 706, 707): “Wherever there are trees surrounding, or encircled by, open places, this familiar little Dove is sure to be found. It delights in the bushy trees which here and there have been left standing in the cinnamon-gardens, and after it has satisfied its appetite on the grass-seeds which it finds in abundance in this locality, it flies about from tree to tree, or takes up its perch on an outspreading branch and coos to its mate. When perched it is very wary, and scarcely ever lets one approach it within gunshot, but when feeding in a newly-cut paddy-field, or about the native threshing-places (which it frequently frequents, even months after the grain has been gathered in), or on a road where it scrutinises the dished-up droppings of cattle or horses, or while elegantly tripping over some newly-burnt jungle-clearing (another favourite resort), it will not rise till approached within a moderate distance, when, taking a few hurried paces, it will fly off with a Pigeon-like clapping of its wings and settle down in the nearest inviting tree. In the interior every paddy-field, every clearing in the forest, and every chena under cultivation has its attendant flock of Doves, which find abundant sustenance in the grain or grass-seeds of such resorts. Its coo is a plaintive note, not nearly so deep as that of the last species” (the Indian Collared Turtle). “It is, as Blyth remarks, difficult to express in writing, and he likens it to the syllables out-taw-oo out-taw-oo.

“ Its flight is swift and graceful; and during the breeding-season it indulges in sundry carcerings on the wing, rising in the air and the circling down with outspread wings to its perch, these performances being apparently for the mutual gratification of the happy pair during the joyous time of their existence.”

“They feed in the mornings until about 9 a.m., and then again in the afternoon, commencing about 3 o’clock, when they may generally be seen on the ground at the edges of woods, copses, and groves, or in native compounds often not far from the cottages.

“In the Western Province this Dove begins from March until June, after which it no doubt lays again, for the eggs may be taken almost at any time of the year. I have found the nests in bushy umbrageous trees at about 10 or 15 ft. from the ground, generally situated near the end of the branch, also on low date-palms (a favourite situation), placed near the trunk at the origin of the frond. They are made of fine twigs neatly laid over one another, some of them interlaced so as at times to form a firmly-constructed fabric, in the centre of which there is a just perceptible hollow. The eggs are two in number, exact ovals, glossy, and pure white, measuring from 1.0 to 1.12 in. in length by from 0.8 to 0.15 in. in breadth.”

Mr. P. W. Munn, writing on the birds of Calcutta (The Ibis, 1894, p. 55), says: “They probably breed all the year round, for I have taken eggs in January, February, March, April, June, August, October, and November, but by far the greater number in April; they will often lay again in the same nest from which the first clutch of eggs has been taken; and sometimes the old bird, on being disturbed from the nest, will sham lameness in order to draw the intruder away from it.”

There is no doubt that dealers often sell this species as T. tigrinus, and therefore it is quite likely that the examples which I purchased as Necklaced Doves in 1900 may have belonged to this species (I had no living authenticated specimens of T. tigrinus to compare with them), and about 1906 or 1907 I sent them to Regent’s Park. The London Zoological Society received a pair in 1874, and bred from them in 1877 and 1878.

**Senegal Turtle-Dove (Turtur senegalensis)**

The adult male has the head, neck, and breast vinous, with the centre of throat and chin paler; the abdomen, vent, and under tail-coverts white; flank grey; a broad collar of rust-tipped notched black feathers encircling the front and sides of neck; back and scapulars lilacine chestnut; lower back, rump, upper wing-coverts, and secondaries leaden-grey; upper tail-coverts grey-brown; some of the inner wing-coverts and tertials with a chestnut tinge; bastard-wing and primary-coverts and primaries black, the latter with narrow pale margins; under wing-coverts and axillaries whitish grey; central tail-feathers brownish-grey, the next two pairs leaden-grey, the remainder slate-black at base, getting gradually grey and then white at the extremity, the white being broadest on the outermost feathers and extending along the margin of the outer webs; tail below black at base, white on the terminal half; feet crimson; bill dull black, slightly tinged with vinous; iris orange-red. The female is slightly smaller and duller in colour than the male, but otherwise similar. Hab., all over Africa, the island of Socotra, the Canary group, and somewhat modified in Palestine. The North African birds are said to be somewhat larger, and have been named T. egyptiacus. Those from Egypt and Palestine are said to be intergrades from the Senegal to the true Cambayan Turtle (T. cambayensis).

This Dove is abundant in all cultivated districts, building and breeding not only in the trees and hedges which are planted in lanes and plantations, but in holes and on rafters, in ruins, walls, churches, and other suitable places in the midst of towns and villages.

As a rule, the species is seen in pairs or family parties, not in large flocks; it seems to breed almost throughout the year, both when wild and in captivity, the nest being formed of twigs and roots; the eggs are two in number, and white.

The coo of this Dove is not unlike that of the Half-collared Turtle or the rarer trisyllabic note of the Necklaced Dove—Roo-hoo-hoo. Like most Doves when nesting, this species becomes aggressive towards other members of the family, easily driving away more powerful birds by the vehemence of its attacks; it has frequently been bred at our London Zoological Gardens, and specimens liberated there bred in the Park in freedom.

This species is freely imported, but I never myself possessed it until the 6th August, 1902, when my
friend Mr. D. Seth-Smith gave me a male which is still living as I write in 1909.

It is not clear when this species was first acquired by the London Zoological Society, but it was bred in the Gardens at Regent's Park in 1861, 1862, 1863 and 1865, and many others in later years, the last recorded in the 9th edition of the "List of Animals" having been bred in 1892.

Cambayan Turtle-Dove (Turtur cambayensis).

Differing from the preceding species in the absence of any reddish tinge from the upper parts, which are of a more uniform pale earthy brown colour; the rump is also never purer bluish, but uniform with the back, though more or less blue on the sides. Hab., "Constantinople, where probably it has been introduced, and Asia Minor, to Turkestan and Central India." (Salvadori).

Hume observes ("Nests and Eggs," Vol. II., p. 551 and 553):—"The Brown Turtle-Dove breeds pretty well all over the plains of India and in the outer ranges of the Himalayas to an elevation of 4,000 or 5,000 feet.

"The earliest nest I ever obtained was at Etawah on the 1st January, and the latest at Agra on the 2nd August; the first contained one, the second two fresh eggs.

"The nest is a very slight one, commonly placed in low trees or shrubs, often thorny ones, at no great height from the ground, but occasionally about the roofs or in niches of buildings. The nest is composed of thin twigs, grass-stems, and sometimes a root or two, but has no lining.

"They build at times in palms. I have found several nests of this species in the bristling crowns of young wild date-trees (Phormis sylystra)."

"They have certainly two broods, and often, I think, three, in the same nest, successively.

"Two is the regular complement of eggs, but I have very often found only one incubated, or a single young bird in a nest.

"These eggs are, as usual, pure white and commonly very glossy. They vary comparatively little in shape, though a good deal in size, and are typically rather broad, nearly perfect ovals. Although in all this family the size of the egg varies greatly, those of these species are, as a body, smaller than those of T. pulchra, Chalcocephalus indica, and T. eurantensis, but about the same size as those of T. tranquebaricus. They are a very pure white, seldom, if ever, exhibiting that creamy tinge typical of T. tranquebaricus and not common in T. risorius.

"In length the eggs vary from 0.88 to 1.18, and in breadth from 0.75 to 0.9; but the average of forty eggs is 1.01 barely by 0.86 full."

Mr. T. H. Newman has possessed this species, and has recorded its period of incubation as fifteen days (cf. The Avicultural Magazine, Second Series, Vol. II., p. 211). The London Zoological Society acquired two specimens on June 11th, 1901.

The next two sub-families have been popularly known as Ground-Doves, but they are far more arboreal than terrestrial in their habits; only flying to the ground to feed as many other Doves do; therefore, in my little work, "How to Sex Cage-Birds," I proposed to treat them as aberrant Turtle-Doves and Metal-spotted Turtle-Doves, which I think is much better.

CHAPTER XVIII.

ABERRANT TURTLE-DOVES (Sub-family Geopeliinæ).

In these birds the wings are rounded, the primaries not being much longer than the inner secondaries; the tail is rather long, and consists of from twelve to fourteen feathers; the tarsi are sealed in front. In captivity they may be treated in the same manner as Turtle-doves; they are far more quarrelsome.

Bar-shouldered Dove (Geopelia humeralis).

The adult bird has the forehead almost to the centre of the crown, the sides of the head, front of neck and breast bluish-grey, the chin and throat paler, almost white; the centre and back of crown to the nape greyish-dusky brown, each feather with a pale subterminal and black terminal band; back of neck and mantle bright cinnamon, each feather with black tip; back, rump, upper tail-coverts, wing-coverts, inner secondaries, and tertaries olivaceous, shading into greyish-brown, each feather with black terminal crescentic bar; primaries blackish-brown, the inner web widely chestnut excepting towards the extremity; secondaries olivaceous brown, the inner webs somewhat chestnut in tint; tail greyish-brown in the centre, becoming gradually more and more chocolate and white tipped to the outermost feathers; hind breast and front of abdomen delicately washed lilac, becoming more cinnamon on the flanks where they overlap the bend of the wing; abdomen, vent, and under tail-coverts, white; sides of abdomen washed with greyish-lilac; bill slaty bluish, paler towards the tip; feet flesh pink; naked skin round eye mealy lavender; iris ochre yellow. The female is slightly smaller than the male (but there is a good deal of variation in size in the males); her breast is of a darker and duller grey colour. Hab., Australia, excepting in the south-west, and in Southern New Guinea.

Gould says of this bird:—"As the structure of its legs would indicate, it passes much of its time on the ground, feeding on the seeds of various kinds of grasses and leguminous plants. Not only is it one of the most elegant of the Dove tribe inhabiting Australia, but it is also one of the most tame and docile, if I may judge from the few I observed on the heated plains of New South Wales. Their confidence was such that they sometimes perched within two yards of the spot where I was sitting. Extreme thirst and a scanty supply of water may, however, have rendered them more tame or bold than they otherwise would have been."

In its wild state this bird breeds in August, making a flimsy nest of thin twigs on the lower leaves of Pandanus; two white eggs are laid.

In December, 1896, I purchased a pair of this species, the female of which lived exactly a year, dying on the 8th December, 1997. In April, 1896, I purchased a supposed female—a bird decidedly smaller than my male—and turned the two into an aviary apart from other doves; as I found the cock Bar-shouldered Dove a perfect tyrant towards all other Columbæ. Gould states that the female is smaller than the male, but he should have said that she was more so, for it soon became evident, from the manner in which the larger bird tormented and placated the smaller, that both were cocks; indeed, after I had separated them they would constantly call to each other, both cooing exactly alike—a song which.
has a most impudent, conceited sound, *a-hooy, huckoo,* the *ch* sounded rather hard; indeed, the latter part of the call has been mistaken for that of a Cuckoo.

I tried my old cock bird with a hen Necklaced Dove, but had to remove her to save her life. I then placed him in my Weaver aviary for a year or two, and eventually turned out both cocks with a pair of Half-collared Turtle-Doves in a fowl-run, from which they finally escaped into the garden and were never recovered.

With a genuine pair in a good-sized garden aviary I should anticipate no difficulty in breeding this species. It was first purchased by the London Zoological Society in 1863, and was bred three times the same year, five young ones resulting from the three nests; two more were bred in the year following.

**Peaceful Dove (Geopelia tranquilla).**

Upper surface ashy-brown, each feather barred with black at the extremity; the bastard wing and primaries dark brown; shoulders below chestnut; the face and throat are grey; the breast, sides, and back of neck grey, narrowly barred with black; abdomen and flanks vinous; the four central tail feathers ashy-brown; the remainder black, broadly tipped with white; the bill and orbits bright greyish-blue, the iris of the eye bright ash-grey; the legs greenish-grey in front, reddish flesh-coloured behind. The length of this bird is 8½ inches. The female is smaller, less slender, and less alert than the male. Hah., Australia.

Mr. Gould says that this bird is "chiefly observed on the ground, feeding on the seeds of various plants under the shelter of thinly-timbered forests bordering plains." A local variety of the above—which only differs from it in size, being nearly a third smaller—is *Geopelia placida,* a small Dove abundantly and evenly distributed over the Cobang Peninsula and the neighbouring islands. Its favourite haunts, Mr. Gould says, are "moist meadows or the grassy banks of small streams"; it feeds principally on the seeds of grasses, and is seen "in flocks of from twenty to fifty, which, when disturbed, generally fly to the nearest tree. On alighting they jerk the tail very erect, and utter a slowly-repeated and monotonous double note; at other times they coo very faintly."

I think I purchased my first pair of this pretty little Dove in 1891, and I found them singularly dull in their behaviour; far from spending the greater part of their time on the ground, they never left a branch excepting to feed, and were by no means large eaters. In spite of their usually seeking for their food on the ground, the species of *Geopelia* and *Cuneata* kept in aviaries, spend more time in the branches cooing, bowing one another's feathers; at any rate, that is my experience of them.

A pair of Zebra Doves which I purchased in 1895 made things so uncomfortable for my first pair of Peaceful Doves that the cock died, and I had to remove the hen, which died in April, 1896; a second pair bought that year I put in thenext aviary, where the cock lived until August, 1901, but the hen died earlier. I bought a third pair in 1896, and lost the hen in January, 1898. The hens of all these Doves seem more delicate than the cocks.

Being kept from first to last in indoor aviaries, none of these birds made any attempt to breed; but, in an outdoor aviary, I believe there is no difficulty in multiplying them.

This species actually is the most peaceful of its genus; as the name "Peaceful" has been applied to it, one naturally expected it to be one of the most vicious of all Doves, the names applied to birds being rarely descriptive either of their true characters or colours. If a bird is called "All-green" it is sure to have about half-a-dozen colours in its plumage; if it is spoken of as "Indigo," it is a combination of cobalt, ultramarine, and green; if it is said to be "Ultramarine," it is indigo, sometimes with a greenish tinge; if "Scarlet," it is sure to be vivid carmine, and so on; then, as I have pointed out more than once, the so-called Ground-birds are frequently more arboreal than terrestrial; the reputed songsters (like the Melodious Finch) have the barest apology for a song—indeed, I don't consider that our Song-Thrush is a singer; it is rather a talker, and (though cheerful and bright) warbles one at times with its four-times repeated utterances.

The London Zoological Society acquired this Dove first in 1854, and recorded it in the "List" as *Geopelia placida,* distinguishing it from *G. tranquilla,* supposed to be first received four years later. It is a very freely imported bird, and used to be readily purchasable at about 5s. the pair.

**Zebra Dove (Geopelia striata).**

The general resemblance of this bird to the preceding is so great that it will, perhaps, be most useful to point out the chief distinctive features. The back of the crown is somewhat redder; the black and white bands crossing the neck only extend over the sides of the breast; the feet are vinous or purplish-red; the bill slaty-black, the iris brown. The female is smaller than the male, and shows less reddish tinting on the crown. Hah., Southern Tenasserim, the Malay Peninsula, and Indo-Malayan Archipelago; from the Philippines southward to Ambon, and Borneo. It has been introduced into the Seychelles, Madagascar, Mauritius, Round Island, Réunion, and St. Helena.

Writing respecting the nests and eggs of Philippine birds (*The Ibis, 1898, p. 246*), Mr. Ogilvie Grant thus describes the egg of *G. striata:* — "Shape perfect oval. Twenty grams white. Measurements 27 mm. x 21 mm."

Mr. J. Whitehead also describes the nidification as follows: — "This species nests in the lower growths of old forests, the frail nest of twigs being often placed among the hanging creepers. Generally two eggs are laid."

In *The Ibis* for 1899, p. 492, Mr. Whitehead says that this Dove "is often kept as a cage-bird throughout the Malay Islands." This species, unlike its near relative, *G. tranquilla,* is quarrelsome and spiteful. I purchased a pair in 1895, and after they had made them-
selves objectionable to their more placid relative, they were in turn attacked by my Steel-barred Doves (C. picus), a female being so badly plucked that she died on January 14th, 1901. The male, I suppose, died later, or else I gave it away; at any rate, I have no skin of this species.

According to the late Mr. Cresswell (The Avicultural Magazine, First Series, Vol. III., p. 205), young birds of this species are often reared up to the age of 16 to 20 days, when they jump out of the nest and dwindle away through neglect, or the dampness of the climate. However, he reared one, with some trouble, in 1897. It is not Geopelia striata only that ignores its young after they leave the nest; Doves in captivity, owing to the constant supply of food in an aviary, are very liable to this stupid trick.

Russ states that "In the birdroom they are more peaceful than several of their relatives. They nested in mine together with Passerine and Diamond Doves. This is very remarkable, because Passerine and Diamond Doves are both as a general rule fidgety and quarrelsome birds. The Zebra Dove is one of the most abundantly imported of all the Doves, and, at times, can be obtained at a particularly low price. It first reached our Zoological Gardens in 1863, and bred there in 1865.

Maugé's Dove (Geopelia maugii).

Back and upper wing-coverts greyish-brown, with black edges to the feathers; flights brown, the primaries cinnamon on inner web, and with the outer web very narrowly edged with cinnamon-grey; four central tail-feathers greyish-brown, lateral feathers black, broadly tipped with white; front of head, cheeks, and throat grey; back of head pale brown; neck, breast, and sides with numerous narrow black and white bands, the pale bands on the hind neck greyish; under wing-coverts cinnamon; abdomen and under-tail-coverts white; bill leaden-grey; feet ashy-blue, marked with violet; irides pale yellow. Female smaller and less slender in appearance than the male. Hab. "Timor, Flores, Sambawa, Wetter, Lettie; Tenimer Islands, Ké Islands, Koohr, and doubtfully Ternate." (Salvadori.)

Dr. Guilemard says ("Proceedings of the Zoological Society," 1885, p. 510) that this Dove is "extremely common round the town of Sambawa." I have, however, not come across any notes of it in the wild. In 1867 the London Zoological Society purchased three examples of this species, and in 1868 a specimen was bred in the Gardens; in 1870 five examples were added by purchase; but Russ says: "It has not yet been offered for sale in our market."

Diamond Dove (Geopelia cuneata).

The cock bird has a delicate grey head, neck and breast, which fades into white on the belly and under tail-coverts; the back and shoulders are cinnamon-brown; the wing-coverts dark grey; each feather of the wing-coverts and scapulaires has a white spot near the tip of each web, narrowly edged with black; the bastard wing and primaries are brown, the latter, with their inner webs, rufous for two-thirds of their length; the four central tail-feathers are grey, shading into black at their extremity, and with black shafts; the remaining tail-feathers are greyish-black at the base and pure white for the remainder of their length; the iris of the eye is a bright brown; when picked up, the red surrounted bill made a can of the same colour, or greenish-yellow on a similarly-coloured ground; the bill is dark olive-brown; the legs, reddish flesh-colour or yellowish. The hen differs from the cock in its slightly inferior size, the browner tint of the back of the head, neck, and upper surface generally, and the larger white spots on the wings; the orbital ring is also a trifle narrower. Hab., Australia, with the exception of Cape York and Rockingham Bay. (Salvadori.)

Mr. Gould says of it: "I sometimes met with it in small flocks, but more often in pairs. It runs over the ground with a short bobbing motion of the tail, and while feeding is so remarkably tame as almost to admit of its being taken by the hand; and if forced to take wing it merely flies to the nearest tree, and there it remains motionless among the branches. I not infrequently observed it close to the open doors of the huts of the stock-keepers of the interior, who, from its being so constantly before them, regard it with little interest. The nest is a frail but beautiful structure, formed of the stalks of a few flowering grasses, crossed and interwoven after the manner of the other Doves." It lays two white eggs. Mr. Gould describes its song as very plaintive; but at times he says that it utters a singular note which much resembles the distant crowing of a cock.

The coo of the cock bird sounds like "Cho-chorav, cho-chorav," but that of the hen is shorter and softer, consisting of only two syllables. In colouring it is prettier than its peaceful relative, and its much smaller size renders it charming. In the breeding season, however, it is very pitiful towards its own kind.

I purchased two pairs of this species in 1896, which were constantly at war, or, rather, the two cock birds were, and the death of one of the hens increased the disaffection, so that from morning to night the stronger cock bird chased the weaker up and down the aviary, either in the air or on the ground. It was a pretty sight to watch these most active of the smaller Doves turning and twisting in the air, in the attempt the one to capture, the other to evade.

From time to time nesting was commenced and eggs were deposited, but I suppose the incessant quarrelling interfered with incubation, for no eggs were ever hatched. In 1899 the hen and later the weaker cock bird died, so that I was left with a solitary male. On Sept. 8, 1903, I purchased a third pair, and in 1907 turned them out into my larger garden aviary, where they went to nest five times, but only reared four young. The nests were the most ridiculous little copies that I ever saw, consisting merely of a tiny pad of hay and fine twigs, about 5 to 6 in. in diameter. I did not succeed in persuading the hen to remain near the eggs and on them if they remained on it (they did not always). I had heard such wonderful tales about the absolute hardiness of this Dove that I left both old and young out-of-doors all the winter, and, in consequence, lost the cock bird and all the young. In 1908 I turned out the remaining cock; but that year only two young were reared, and one of these died about a month later. That year I brought the three Dove indoors before the winter. In 1909 I turned out the hen with one cock bird, but the latter was evidently her son; at any rate, she persecuted him continually, tearing out bunches of feathers and hunting him from pillar to post. On July 5th I found him dead.

Mr. Seth-Smith, who has bred many pairs of this Dove, told me that he thought several pairs together, in a fairly large garden aviary, did better than a single pair. Judging from his unvaried success, I should think this was the case. It has been freely bred by many aviculturists, mostly, I think, in the open; though the fact that in 1905 I twice bred single birds indoors, though they died when three days out of the nest, seems to indicate that breeding under cover may be possible; in fact, I suspect that in Germany most birds are bred in heated birdrooms. The London Zoological
Society acquired five examples of this species in 1868 and added two more in 1870, when they bred one young one, adding a second in the year following; in 1874 three more were purchased, and that year two pairs were bred and a third pair acquired by exchange. This seems to bear out Mr. Seth-Smith’s view that breeding is more successful when several pairs are turned out together.

**SCALY DOVE (Scardafella squamosa).**

Above greyish-brown with black edges to the feathers; upper wing-coverts pale brown, becoming white towards the tips and edged with black; bastard-wing and primary-coverts black; flights brown; primaries with the inner webs cinnamon tipped with brown; inner secondaries greyish-brown, with a narrow white edge to the outer web; two central tail feathers greyish-brown, the next two pairs brown at the base, but with black towards the tip, the three outer pairs black, with increasingly broad white tips; below white, with a pinkish tinge on the lower neck, sides and breast, each feather edged behind with black, excepting the under tail-coverts; under wing-coverts dark brown, edged with black; bill brownish-black; feet flesh-coloured; irides carmine-red. Female rather duller in colouring; and, I think, with the black edgings to the feathers less strongly defined. Hab., Brazil, Venezuela, and Colombia.

Burmeister observes (“Systematische Uebersicht,” Vol. II., p. 295): ‘I only once found this graceful Dove, in a little flock near the Fazenda of Caraças in Minas Geraes; the individuals were always together in pairs, but so shy that we could only get a shot at them by exercising the greatest caution.’

Mr. W. A. Forbes says (The Ibis, 1881, p. 356): ‘I first met with this pretty Dove in some of the gardens in the outskirts of Parahyba. Afterwards, when riding between Caraças and Garanhuns, I several times flushed little coveys of it, which rose up from the road and took refuge in the nearest tree. Usually these parties consisted of about four. When rising they make, apparently with their wings, a curious rattling noise; whence they are called by the Brazilians “Rola Cascavel,” Cascavel meaning a rattle, and being also the name applied by the natives to the Brazilian rattlesnake (Crotalus horridus), which is by no means rare in the district.’

I have found no account of the nidification of this species in a wild state, but in 1903 Mr. Seth-Smith procured a pair of the species from a consignment received by Mr. Thorpe, of Hull, and in 1904 he successfully bred a specimen. A full account of Mr. Seth-Smith’s experience is published in The Avicultural Magazine, Second Series, Vol. II., pp. 278, 279.

Russ says that he was the first to breed this species, and on several occasions: “at the nesting season, in April the male calls the female morning and evening rukukuk; the female then settles on any kind of shrub or on the upper surface of a Hartz nesting-cage, spreads out her tail like a fan, bends her head low down, and coos softly. The male carries up all kinds of twigs, fibres, threads and strips of paper, and the female constructs therefrom a careless nest. With Mr. Langheinz, the dentist, they went to nest several times, but invariably without result, because the nest and eggs were every time torn down by clinging to the bird as it flew.”

This Dove was first acquired by the London Zoological Society in 1867.

**METAL-SPOTTED DOVES.**

(Sub-family Peristerinæ.)

These small Doves, which I have characterised as “metal-spotted,” have twelve tail-feathers, and, as a general rule, their primaries are not much longer than the secondaries. Although the structural distinctions between them and the Geopeliinae do not seem very striking, they appear to be a natural group; they are about the most quarrelsome of all the Doves, and being very courageous are apt to make themselves very obtrusive to Pigeons of nearly twice their length and ten or twelve times their bulk.*

**STEEL-BARRED DOVE (Columba picui).**

Adult male above brownish ash, the forehead nearly white, the crown grey; beneath, pale vinaceous brownish; the chin, throat, and centre of abdomen white; from the upper mandible to the eye is a straight dusky line, almost black; outer upper wing-coverts and inner secondaries with white borders to the outer webs; outer lesser wing-coverts barred near their extremities with steel-blue, forming a straight bar across the wing; quills, primary coverts, bastard wing, and under wing-coverts, black; two central tail-feathers like the back, the succeeding ones more slaty and longitudinally streaked, and bordered towards the tips with brownish and white; then two white feathers on each side washed, excepting towards the tips, with grey on the inner webs, and with a tapering, slaty grey border to the outer webs; outer feathers, white, feet, lake-red; bill, ashly at base of culmen, otherwise pale bluish at base and slaty-black on the apical half; iris, claret-coloured.

The female is a little duller and distinctly browner above, the breast also is browner. Hab., S. Brazil, Paraguay, Argentina, Chili, and Bolivia.

In its wild state this bird is usually seen in pairs, although occasionally from a distance to a score may be seen in one flock. According to Hudson, its notes are rather loud and somewhat monotonous. In captivity they either consist of a prolonged rattling coo, or are just audible and more like a subdued moan than a coo. The nest is quite normal, and the eggs, two in number, are small, white, and rather short and hardly oval. In their native haunts these tiny Doves breed two or three times in the season, the last brood being sometimes

---

* Like other tiny Doves, the Peristerinæ do well upon white millet and canaryseed only.
produced as late as May. I have had eggs laid by a
crippled hen in my bird-room during the same month.
I purchased my first pair of this species in December,
1896, but could not keep them together as the hen had
a drooping wing and flew with difficulty, so that she
was at the mercy of my Bleeding-heart Pigeons, which
would have killed her had I not removed her from that
aviary. In January, 1900, I purchased two more pairs,
of which one female died two or three days afterwards,
although no cause of death could be discovered. I was
thus able to identify the bird with certainty. Later on
a cock bird died in good condition.

Writing to the late Mr. Cresswell, he informed me
that his experience of these so-called Picui Doves
was that they died suddenly and unaccountably; oddly
enough, my original pair survived until about 1905. I
then lost the hen, and bought two more, which proved
to be cocks. These three birds were always at war; two
of them set upon the third and literally skinned it, so
that it died; the others I sent away (I think to the
Zoological Gardens).

The London Zoological Society first purchased three
examples of C. picui in 1883, and in the following year
two others were deposited at the Gardens. Miss Alder-
son, who had six examples of the species, speaks of it
as “seldom imported,” but when I purchased my first
pair in 1896 there were, I believe, plenty in the market,
and they were offered at a cheap rate; if I remember
rightly the price did not exceed 10s. a pair, and I rather
think I got them at about half that price. As Miss
Alderson says, the females are undoubtedly delicate,
far more so than the males.

PASSERINE DOVE (Chamaepelia passerina).

The adult male has the forehead, sides of head and
neck, breast and abdomen vinous; crown and nape
bluish-grey with dark edges to the feathers; this is also
the case with the feathers at the sides of the neck;
upper wing-coverts vinous; flights cinnamon, bordered
externally and tipped with dull brown; the inner
secondaries and outer greater wing-coverts chiefly of
this colour; the wing blotched with steel-blue shading
into violet; remainder of upper surface olive-brown;
the lateral tail-feathers greyish at base, black at ex-
tremities, the outermost tipped with white; feathers of
lower throat and front of breast with dusky centres;
middle of abdomen and base of under tail-coverts
whitish, the longer coverts dusky; feet flesh-coloured;
bill orange with dark brown tips; Iris purple, eyelids
pale ochreous.

The female is browner, showing little or no vinous
tinting; the young are still duller, but the upper parts
are barred with white at the ends of the feathers.

Hab., South Atlantic and Gulf States, Texas, New
Mexico, Arizona, California, the West Indies, Central
America, and South America, as far as Peru and Para-
guay. The most brilliantly coloured examples are said
to occur in the Socorro Islands and Jamaica.

The above description and list of localities are taken
from Count Salvadori’s, with the exception of the soft
parts, which I took from a female specimen which I
purchased in 1909, the male of which is still living as
I write (more than ten years later). I am not at all
sure that the Count is correct in regarding all the local
forms as mere sports of one variable species. Not only
is there little doubt that the colouring of the soft parts
differs locally, but in the two females of which I have
preserved skins the plumage differs remarkably, one
being reddish-brown above, the forehead, chin, and
throat chalky-whitish; pure white at centre of throat;
the breast-feathers small, mostly pearl-grey (a few only
blackish), with white to greyish-white borders; the
other olive-brown above, the front of crown and fore-
head greyer, the chin and throat browner, and with
delicate brown edges to the feathers; the breast along-
getter brown, much more coarsely feathered, many
of the feathers being blackish with brownish-white
borders; this bird also is distinctly larger.

In The Ibis for 1908, pp. 107-115, Mr. P. R. Lowe
has written a very instructive paper upon the various
named forms of Passerine Doves, in which he appears
to regard all as species.

In C. portoricensis, the bill has the base crimson for
two-thirds of its length, and the tip brownish-black
to black; the iris varies from hazel to light stone-yellow,
according to sex and age, and there is a narrow stone-
yellow edging to the eyelids.

In C. azantha, from Cuba, the bill is blackish, black
at tip, with only a faint wash of dull crimson at the
extreme base; tomium narrowly pale crimson.

In C. bahamensis the bill is constantly and wholly
black.

In C. terrestris, from Florida, the base of the bill is
bright orange, the nasal prominence clear yellow, and
the tip of the bill horn-coloured.

In C. jamaicensis, the typical Passerine Dove, which
is strongly vinaceous on the under parts, the basal two-
thirds of the bill varies in the male from bright orange
to yellow, according to age; in the female it is yellow,
and the tip varies from brownish-black to black.

In C. pollescens, from the South-Western United
States, the bill is red at the base, and the plumage is
pale.

C. socorroensis, from the Socorro Islands, is not
differentiated in Mr. Lowe’s paper.

In C. hermudiana the irides are light hazel, with an
inner ring of yellowish; the eyelids edged with a narrow
ring of yellow; the bill is black or dark horn-colour,
the nasal prominences dull horn-colour, and the
edges of the mandibles narrowly light crimson.

In C. insularis, from the Cayman Islands (which
nearly approach C. bahamensis), the basal half (or
more) of the bill is distinctly orange or yellowish.

In C. perpalida, from Curagao, Boni in Aruba,
Blaquilla, the Los Hermanos group, and Margarita,
the basal two-thirds of the bill vary from orange and
orange-yellow to yellow (according to age), the tip being
nearly black; the iris is reddish. Females have no
orange at the base of the bill.

In C. exigua, from Mona Island, Puerto Rico, West
Indies, the bill is wholly black; it is smaller than
C. bahamensis, and much paler above and below.

I cannot say whether my first female with purple
irides and pale ochreous eyelids was the Florida bird,
or what it was; it is not likely to have come from
Jamaica, to judge by the almost entire absence of vin-
aceous colouring in the plumage and the fact that the
ture C. passerina is described by Dr. Robinson (Gosses’
“Jamaica”) as having a ring of yellow, then
one of black, a narrower black ring, and then
a broader yellow ring in the iris. However, as
it is better to deal with typical C. passerina,
I quote the following notes on the habits from Gosses’
“Birds of Jamaica,” pp. 311-313:—“In pairs or small
companies of three or four, it frequents pastures, on
the short turf of which it runs with considerable speed,
and is rather loth to take wing, often allowing a person
to approach within a few yards. If one fly, however,
all fly, but seldom go far, alighting either on the ground
again or on some neighbouring tree of small elevation.
As it runs along the tail is usually erected, which gives it the aspect of a miniature fowl.

"I have found the craw full of small seeds of grasses; they also eat the seeds of the *Lactuca*, and of the castor-oil plant, and particularly those of the gamboge thistle (*Argemone*), so common in pastures. They are fond of picking about the beds of shallots and escalions for minute seeds exposed in the newly turned earth. They are, therefore, readily taken in springers made of horse-hair. They are more commonly caught by the neck than by the feet, and not seldom, as I am assured, is the neck quite cut off, though I presume the spring in such cases must be of stronger material."

"The Ground-dove is numerous all the year round. In March I observed it particularly abundant on the banks of the Rio Cobre especially on a flat gravelly bed, partially surrounded by the bending stream near Spanish Town."

Mr. Gosse gives no account of the nidification, but J. G. Cooper, in his "Ornithology of California," p. 517, says of the Florida form: "I found their nests there, both on the ground and in trees, built like those of the Common Dove, and with two white eggs. They are in miniature very similar, both in appearance and habits, to the Common Pigeon, and are often kept in cages—mostly to fatten for food."

I purchased a pair of this pretty little Dove on July 10, 1899, but the female, unhappily, died egg-bound (having paired with a Picui or Steel-barred Dove) on Dec. 28. I purchased a second female about February, 1900, and turned her into a large cage with the male bird, which constantly quivered its wings and showed her great attention, trying his utmost to induce her to nest in a Canary nest-box containing the shed foliage from a pine which he carried into the box; she did not, however, lay. Finding an egg of a Steel-barred Dove in my bird-room, I placed it in the nest-box, and the pair incubated it steadily, but without result. Later on I substituted a small saucer-shaped woven nest given to me by Mr. Abrahams, and after a time the birds adopted this, but did not sit steadily. The hen died in December. I secured a third female by exchange early in March, 1902, and on the 27th of the same month it died egg-bound. Subsequently the male tried to pair with a hen Zebra-finch and made its life so miserable that I took the little torment out and put it into an aviary with my Bronze-winged Pigeons. From that time to the present it has persecuted the hen with its attentions.

There is usually not much trouble in inducing this tiny Dove to breed in captivity; provided that the hen does not become egg-bound, it is probably only a matter of time.

It is funny to watch these birds on the ground, as they often run with the tail standing quite upright; their ordinary note is a soft *hoo, hoo*; but Russ says they have also a loud call which sounds like *keho*! This Dove first reached the Gardens at Regent's Park in 1860.

**Pigmy Dove** (*Chamaepelia minuta*).

Back greyish-brown; upper tail-coverts ash; upper wing-coverts greyish-vinaceous; the inner ones with some steel-blue blotches; bastard-wing and primary-coverts black; outer webs and tips of flights dusky black, inner webs cinnamon; two central tail-feathers greyish-brown; lateral feathers grey with a subterminal black belt; outer feathers edged with white at the tips; crown and nape ash; back of head with a brown tinge; forehead slightly vinaceous; throat, breast, and abdomen vinaceous; lower abdomen whitish-grey; under tail-coverts grey with white edges; under wing-coverts and axillaries cinnamon; bill brown; feet flesh-coloured; irides violaceous-red. Female above pale greyish-brown tinged with olive; forehead paler; greater upper wing-coverts edged with white; throat and abdomen whitish; breast and flanks pale greyish-brown; under tail-coverts pale buff with dusky grey centres; central tail-feathers rather browner, otherwise the plumage is as in the male. Hab. Southern Mexico and Central America to Guiana, Brazil, Paraguay, and Peru.

I have found no field-notes relating to this little Dove; in 1899 W. H. Thomas observed it for sale in France, and in 1900 the Rev. Hubers said that he had secured a pair. In July, 1906, Mr. E. W. Harper presented a specimen to the London Zoological Society.

**Cinnamon or Talpacot Dove** (*Chamaepelia talpacti*).

General colour brownish-vinaceous-red, becoming nearly white on the breast; forehead and crown grey, paler on the forehead; several steel-blue-black blotches on the inner wing-coverts, scapulars, and inner secondaries; bastard-wing, primary-coverts, and flights brownish-black; central tail-feathers brownish-vinaceous-red; lateral feathers brownish-red towards the base, black towards the tips, the outer feathers edged with pale reddish on outer webs towards the tips; axillaries and under wing-coverts black; bill dark brown; feet flesh-coloured; irides dull yellowish-red. Female paler and duller, the mantle tinged with brownish; some specimens very slightly tinged with vinous, but tinged with brownish-grey, the middle of the abdomen being whitish and the under tail-coverts dull rufous edged with whitish. Hab. Venezuela, Guiana, Brazil, Paraguay, Bolivia, and Peru.

Burmeister says ("Systematische Uebersicht," Vol. II., p. 297): "Everywhere common in the whole of Brazil, even in the villages and towns; runs on the ground and comes into the highway of the suburb of Rio de Janeiro."

Mr. W. A. Forbes (The *Ibis*, 1881, p. 357) says: "The Rola, as this little pigeon is called by the Brazilian, is a very common bird all over the parts I visited. It is found solitarily or in pairs, and is much esteemed for the pot, and persecuted in consequence."

Mr. E. W. W. Willson ("Proceedings of the Zoological Society," 1882, p. 626) observed that chocolate-coloured Doves fly in pairs, and at this date were found constructing their nests in the orange groves: they are sometimes seen on the ground busily in quest of seeds, but are very wild and not at all common.

Four examples of this little Dove were purchased by the London Zoological Society in 1866, and a pair of young ones was bred in the Gardens the same year; in 1873 these more were purchased, and in 1877 two more, a pair being again bred that year and three the following year. Mr. Castle-Sloane reared three broods in his aviary in 1903 and 1904; he says that incubation lasts sixteen days.

**Ashy Dove** (*Peristera cinerea*).

General colour bluish-grey, paler on under-parts; forehead and throat nearly white; lesser and median upper wing-coverts, some of the innermost greater coverts, outer scapulars and inner secondaries with roundish or quadrangle blue-black spots on outer webs; bastard-wing, primary-coverts, and flights black, the secondaries with their edges in part narrowly grey; lateral tail feathers black, but the inner ones above greyish towards base;
METAL-SPOTTED DOVES.

bill yellow; feet red; irises with an inner red ring and an outer yellow one. * Female above brown, almost cinnamon on upper tail-coverts; paler on forehead; spots on upper wing-coverts and inner secondaries brownish cinnamon, the larger ones on the median and greater coverts with a pale posterior edging; central tail-feathers brownish cinnamon; lateral feathers black, the inner ones tinged and the outer pair edged with rufous on outer web; throat whitish; lower fore neck and breast pale brown shading into grey on remainder of under surface; under tail-coverts greyish-cinnamon, under wing-coverts grey. Hab., Southern Mexico, Central and Southern America, southward to Paraguay and Peru.

T. K. Salmon says of this Dove (“Proceedings of the Zoological Society,” 1879, p. 544): "Iris dark. Seeds in stomach. The nest is made of small twigs, and is exceedingly small and slight; it is placed on the outside boughs of low bushes."

Stolzmann observes (Taczanowski’s “Ornithologie du Pérou,” Vol. III., p. 253): "It keeps in the bushes at the margins of the rivers, in pairs or little coveys. At Palma one found it more frequently in the ricefields and never in the depths of the forest."

Mr. Walter Goodfellow, in his notes on the Birds of Ecuador (The Agricultural Magazine, First Series, Vol. VI., p. 268) says: "At Santo Domingo we obtained some of the exceedingly pretty little pale grey Peristera cinerea. They were always in pairs, running about the paths near the huts, and they had a slight peculiarity in their habits, which I have not noticed in other Doves. When alarmed, instead of taking flight as most Doves do, they remained immovable, skulking as near to the ground as possible. At times, when they must have seen my approach long before I got to them, and had plenty of time to clear off, although I had not noticed them, they startled me by dashing up almost from under my feet."

This species reached the Amsterdam Zoological Gardens in 1857, the London Gardens in 1886, and a pair arrived at the Berlin Gardens in 1893; the German chemist Lendauer and the dentist Langhein each possessed a pair for more than two years, but neither succeeded in breeding the species, but the latter gentleman observed that this Dove was quiet and peaceful in the bird-room; if this is always the case it should be a far more satisfactory bird to keep than most of its family.

GEOFFROY’S DOVE (Peristera Geoffroyi).

The adult male above is bluish grey, nearly white on the forehead; the wing coverts crossed by three oblique bands, edged with blue-black, that on the lesser coverts blue, the two others on the median and greater coverts purplish chestnut; these bands are edged behind with pale grey; bastard wing and primary coverts black; flights brown with pale margins; all the tail feathers excepting the central pair with white tips increasing outwardly in depth; throat whitish; breast grey; abdomen, vent, and under tail-coverts pure white; under wing coverts black; feet blood red; bill blackish; iris deep brown, wing coverts black.

The female and young are reddish brown, paler on the forehead; the wings browner than in the male, the two outer bands chestnut edged behind with fawn colour; the flights with reddish margins; all the tail feathers, excepting the central pair, greyish at base, black in the middle, and reddish-fawn towards their extremities; the throat and abdomen pale reddish brown, the breast deeper; the vent and under tail-coverts fawn coloured. Hab., S.E. Brazil.

Tolerably abundant in New Freiburg, where it feeds not only upon seeds but upon fleshy fruits, according to Burmeister. Stolzmann met with this Dove in the valley of Huayabamba, at 5,400 feet elevation (Taczanowski’s “Ornithologie du Pérou,” Vol. III., p. 251): "I have met with this Dove many times on the margins of the temporary lakes, in little companies or in pairs. It is stated that it is much more numerous at the period of the drying up of these water reservoirs, where a certain spring plant shoots up. The natives have given it the name of Palmita-azul = little blue Dove.

I have discovered no other notes dealing with the wild life, but there is no doubt that the nest of this bird consists of a platform of twigs, and that the eggs are white and two in number.

The London Zoological Society purchased a pair of this Dove in 1874; in 1876 three males and two females were added; in the same year four young ones were bred from three nests; in 1877 five young ones were bred, and in 1878 six more; others were added and bred in later years. Rusé says that it is very rare in the German market.

BLACK-WINGED DOVE (Metriopelia melanoptera).

Above greyish-brown, changing to grey on the edges of the outer upper wing-coverts, and into white on the bend and front edge of the wing; bastard-wing, primary-coverts, and flights black, inner secondaries greyish-brown; central tail feathers greyish-black; lateral feathers black, becoming grey towards the base; sides of neck and under-parts pale violet; flanks grey; under tail-coverts dark grey, the longest ones nearly black; inner under wing-coverts black, outer ones white; bill black; feet brown, with the toes nearly black; iris slivery whitish; a naked primrose-coloured loral spot; according to Stolzmann the iris is dark brown, and according to Taczanowski the naked orbital skin is milky orange behind and below, with flesh-coloured papille, in front and above with black papille. Female without the vinous tinge on the under-parts; wings greyish-brown, becoming nearly white on the chin and middle of abdomen. Hab., “Western South America, from Ecuador to Chili, and also on the Argentine side of the Cordilleras.” (Salvadori.)

According to Burmeister this Dove “is found in the high valleys of the Cordilleras on the Argentine side, from 6,000 ft. to 12,000 ft. in altitude, and, along with Phrygitus fruticeti, is one of the birds seen at the greatest altitudes by the traveller over the passes of the Andes.” (Cf. Slater and Hudson, “Argentine Ornithology,” Vol. II., p. 142.)

Mr. Ambrose A. Lane says (The Ibis, 1897, p. 298): “This Dove occurs at Huasco, Sacaya, and other localities in Tarapaci. I only observed it between 8,000 ft. and 12,000 ft. On first going to Huasco, in January, I noticed one or two flocks of upwards of a dozen on the sierras, but subsequently I met with only odd pairs, and they were scarce.

Mr. Walter Goodfellow says (The Ibis, 1902, p. 227): “These Doves are numerous near Cotopaxi, at about 13,500 ft., among the rocks and lava. As nothing but a few tufts of coarse grass grew there, it was difficult to imagine what they could find to eat. The stomachs of two that we shot were quite empty. In life they have a primrose spot in front of the eye.”

The Zoological Society of London purchased eight specimens of this strikingly coloured Dove in 1870, but the species does not appear to have bred there. As
travellers do not appear to have described the nidification of this Dove, it would be all the more interesting to breed it in captivity.

With this species we come to the end of those sub-families regarded as nearest to the Turtle-doves, although, as I have already stated, *Leptotila* not only has a general look of some of them, but takes more notice of them itself than of other Doves (as though itself claiming some kinship). On the other hand, the *Phabinae*, which Count Salvadori places next in his classification, strike one as utterly dissimilar from the *Peristerinae*, unless be simply on account of the more or less metallic spots on the wings. Personally I should have felt happier if the *Phabinae* had been placed between the *Gonystygoninae* and *Calaoeninae*.

CHAPTER XIX.

BRONZE-WINGED PIGEONS

(Sub-family Phabinae).

These are somewhat stoutly built Doves, with spots and patches on the wings, which are generally more or less metallic; but it is not clear from Salvadori’s catalogue how they are structurally distinguished from other sub-families of the *Peristerinae*. They are all Old World types, but differ from one another considerably in their bulk, plumage, notes, and disposition. The smallest forms feed chiefly on millet, or millet and dari, the larger ones on millet, dari, hemp, smooth catarpillars, insects, and earthworms; the largest will also accept wheat and maize, though they do very well without it.

Harlequin or Cape Dove (*Enea capensis*).

The adult male has the anterior half of the head, including the chin, throat, and centre of breast in front, covered by a black mask bordered behind by a diffused white band; remainder of body above and two central tail-feathers olivaceous brown, the outer tail-coverts and these tail-feathers tipped with black; two black belts, with a broad pale sandy greyish belt between them across the rump; the lateral tail-feathers bluish ash with a broad subterminal black belt; the two outside feathers with the outer web, from the base to the belt, pure white; wing-coverts whitish ash, the scapularies indistinctly barred with olive-brownish; the inner-coverts with large blue-black patches; primaries bright mahogany-red with the greater part of the outer web and the tips black; secondaries pearl-grey, dusky internally, the innermost feathers sandy brown; breast and abdomen white; under tail-coverts blackish towards the centre; primary coverts and primaries below mahogany-red, tipped and partly bordered with black, secondaries and tail below mostly black, the two outside tail feathers with a white outer stripe as above, feet deep flesh red, bill crimson towards the base, orange towards the tip; iris, chestnut-brown.

The female differs from the male in having the facial mask almost white; the ear-coverts, sides, and front of neck and crop pale ash-brown.

The young nearly resemble the female, but the crown and neck are banded with blackish; the wing-coverts are greyish-brown, banded with blackish and with buff-whitish terminal spots, feet deep purplish, bill black.

Hab. Tropical and Southern Africa, Madagascar, also near Jeddah and Aden, in Arabia.

This is a strange-looking bird, the head, when viewed in profile, being almost square, or, as only the two upper angles are distinguishable, perhaps one ought to say that the crown is flat-tish and truncated.

In Northern Africa this confiding little bird is met with, not only on wooded steppes, but round farm buildings, hedges, and gardens. It nests from June to September, when it is seen in pairs, but at other times in small flocks. The nest is placed in palms, Parkinsonias, and acacias, being formed of a few dry twigs. During the breeding season the males are quarrelsome.

The flight of this Dove is rather weak and undulating, but graceful. In its wild state it spends much of its time on the earth, but in captivity it sits nearly all day stupidly upon a branch, only flying down at regular times to feed. The cry sounds like *Hoo-roo-roo*, the tail being spread and jerked upwards at the same time.

Messrs. Stark and Selater (“Birds of South Africa,” Vol. IV., p. 177) says—“The Namanga Dove is a most abundant and familiar bird in the interior of the country, and is generally to be seen in the neighbour-
years' experience of this species in captivity. It struck me as, without exception, the dullest and least interesting dove I ever had. Doubtless if I could have obtained a hen things would have been livelier. Although this bird has been bred in Germany, Dr. Russ considers it a difficult bird to rear, as the brood is especially likely to be lost through misadventure. He, however, had a pair which nested on the floor behind a large cage, and brought up the young.

The London Zoological Society first purchased eight specimens of this dove in 1855, and has had many others since that date. Writing in 1903, Miss Alderson says:—"I have never been successful in breeding this dove, though my hens have laid eggs."

**Tambourine Dove (Tympanistria tympanistria).**

The adult male is brownish-grey above; the forehead, eyebrow stripes, cheeks, and under surface pure white; the lores dark brown; two broad brown belts across the rump, with a pale greyish-brown belt between them; a similar indistinct band bordering the second dark belt; inner wing-coverts and secondaries spotted with very dark green or purple; primary-coverts and primaries cinnamon, the outer webs and tips dark brown; six central tail feathers deep reddish-brown, the outer three on each side shading into grey and having a black subterminal belt; under wing-coverts and axillaries cinnamon; lower flanks washed with brown; tail below brown, with indistinct subterminal belt; the central feathers with pale brown tips, the outer ones with grey tips; feet dull crimson; bill dark purplish; iris hazel to dark brown.

The female has the forehead, cheeks, and under surface somewhat greyish, and the wing spots blackish without metallic shading.

I described the young at nine days old as follows (The Avicultural Magazine, Second Series, Vol. II., p. 101):—"The skin, where not feathered, is of an ash-grey colour, the crown of the head sparsely covered with straggling sandy-coloured hairs, the neck and sides of breast below clothed with half-developed white-brown downy feathers, those of the breast with broad, indefinite subterminal blackish transverse bands; the flanking feathers of the abdomen are also downy, but pure white; all the feathers of the wings and tail are of a very light cinnamon colour, with broad sub-terminal irregular transverse black bands; the bill is black with bone yellowish tip; the feet dark horn-brown, becoming almost black on the toes; the claws reddish-horn colour."

In 1906 (The Avicultural Magazine, Vol. IV., p. 309) I described the young at nineteen days of age, thus:—"Colouring of upper parts largely brownish-black, but the feathers barred with buff and black; flights reddish-chestnut; tail chiefly vinous brown, the outermost feathers white. Forehead and broad eyebrow streak buff; the feathers at sides of crown standing in curved rows so as to produce a sort of divided crest, buff-brownish; ear-coverts and cheeks leaden-grey, the former apparently narrowly barred white and buff; but this appearance is probably partly due to the sheaths still remaining on the feathers at this part of the head; sides of neck, throat and breast buffish-brown, with narrow black bars; abdomen white; bill dull black; feet dark leaden-grey; a faint sub-tint of flesh colour; the eye was too sunk in to describe." Hab., South Africa generally; on the west coast northward to Casamanca, and on the east to Mombasa; also Madagascar, the Comoro Islands, and Fernando Po.

Misters, Stark and Sclater say of this Dove ("Birds of South Africa," Vol. IV., pp. 179, 180):—"The Tambourine Dove is only met with in thickly wooded districts, such as are usually found near the coast. It derives its name from its note 'coo coo,' repeated slowly at first and afterwards more quickly, till finally it ends in a more or less prolonged rattle resembling that of a tambourine. Its note is often heard in the middle of the day, when other birds are silent. According to Ayres it is seen in pairs or singly, but not in companies. It is very active and lively, of rapid flight, and feeds on the seeds of trees which have dropped on the ground, the principal one being that of the castor oil plant.

"The nest is built in a low tree, and consists of the usual rough platform of sticks, on which are laid two yellowish-white eggs.

"A clutch of two, taken by Mr. A. D. Millar, on Dec. 10, at Umgeni, near Durban, and presented by him to the South African Museum, are oval, smooth, and ivory-white, measuring .95 x .75 x .54."

After 1883 this Dove was imported freely for a time, and then again it disappeared from the market. A pair was brought home by Lient. Horsbough in 1899 and given to my friend Mr. James Housden, of Sydenham, on condition that if they bred I should have the first pair of youngsters; unfortunately, they did not breed, and so for a time I was without this charming species. However, Mr. T. L. Bonstow, noting in the second part of my "Foreign Bird-Keeping" that I had never possessed it, brought home a pair (together with a female Emerald Dove) and gave them to me in August, 1902.

Up to November, 1903, although many eggs were laid by my hen *Tympanistria*, none were hatched either in the bird-room or my larger garden aviary; then one young one was hatched in the bird-room and fed until nine days old, when its parents deserted it.

After 1903 and up to 1906 no eggs were hatched by these birds; therefore, as I desired to give them every opportunity, I again turned them out in the spring of 1906 into my lower though longer outdoor aviary, having previously moulded a sort of shallow basin of elden branches and twigs about 4 ft. from the cement floor, in the thicket of dead branches which partly fills the more remote covered part of the aviary.

The birds were turned out on May 3 and eggs were laid in the nesting site which I had prepared on June 5 and 8, the birds beginning to sit on the 8th, the cock turning the hen off the nest and taking her place at 9.30 a.m. and the hen returning to the nest at about 2.45 p.m.

On June 20 I found the first half-shell on the floor, and on the following day the second half-shell was brought out, there being just a day between the hatching of the two young birds. That *Tympanistria* should have hatched out on this occasion on the thirteenth morning, whereas in the considerably cooler bird-room the egg hatched in 1903 took four days longer to incubate, was to me a matter of great interest.

Of the two birds hatched, one fell out of the nest and evidently injured itself, as it died on July 9; the other (a cock bird) was successfully reared. The parents went to nest again, and reared two young ones until they left the nest, when they neglected to feed them, so that both died. In 1907 they again nested twice, but only fed one of the four youngsters which left the nest; this proved to be a hen. In 1908 they nested three times, but again behaved as before, so that one hen only was reared. In 1909 the weather was so unfavourable that the first nest appears to have come to
grief and a second pair of eggs, which I found dried up, were not fertile; therefore no young were reared that year. It was very satisfactory to me to breed this Dove, not only because it had never previously been bred in Europe, but because several of my avicultural friends, with far more suitable aviaries and with much more experience in the breeding of the Columba, had failed in the case of this species. Like all the African Bronzewings, the Tambourine Dove is perfectly peaceable. It is a singular fact that whereas the Asian and Australasian Bronzewings are all more or less pugnacious, the males of the various African forms dwell together in perfect amity. There is also a good deal of similarity in their notes, which, by the way, are far more like the sound of a tomtom than a tambourine. That of the Tambourine Dove I have described as "Hoo-hoo-hoo-hoo, hoo-hoo-hoo-hoo-hoo, ug-gug-gug-uggle-uggle," but I am not sure that the terminal rattle would not be better expressed by "gregreggregregregreg." It is very rapid. The answer of the hen is "perjih, perjih, perjih," and then a soft, long-drawn "herrrrrrrrrr." 

**Blue-spotted Dove (Chalcopelia afras).**

The adult male has the crown leaden-grey, changing to white on the forehead; the upper surface of the body pale brown with two black belts across the lower back and between them a pale brown one; upper tail-coverts narrowly tipped with black; bastard wing black; primary coverts and flights cinnamon, edged on outer web and tipped with dark brown; some inner median coverts and axillaries ornamented with bold spots of steel-blue and emerald-green; four central tail-feathers brown, becoming black at the tip, remaining feathers grey with black terminal belt, the outer ones with whitish base to the outer webs; chin and middle of throat buff-whitish; sides of head, neck, back of throat, and breast vinous, fading to buffish-white on the abdomen and vent; under tail-coverts, excepting the outer ones, black; axillaries and under wing-coverts bright cinnamon; bill dusky with broad orange tip; feet brownish-red; irides brown. Female slightly smaller and a trifle paler. Hab., Africa. I do not know the distribution of this species, as it has been confounded with the allied Emerald Dove (which is now separated into five slightly differing sub-species). For the same reason it is difficult to attribute the published field notes to the proper species, but I believe that Henglin's notes refer to the present species, and therefore I shall assume that it is this Dove which makes its nest in the lower-growing acacias or Zizyphus bushes, sometimes placing it close to the main trunk a few feet from the ground, sometimes in the outer branches. As usual, the nest is carelessly constructed from a few twigs, and two yellowish-white eggs are laid.

The bird is seen in various places feeding upon wild stone-fruits, berries, tufted maize, and other seeds.

The breeding season is at the beginning of the rainy season, and then the very melodic song is heard. According to Von Henglin, it is "Dwa-dwa-dwa-dwa-dwa-dwa-dwa;" but putting it down one day as the bird was uttering it, I made it, "Tor; tor-tor; tor-tor-tor; tor-tor-tor-tor-tor." I think it was in 1903 that I purchased what purported to be a pair of Emerald Doves, the male being the present species, and the reputed female (which proved to be also a male) the form of C. chalcopelia, now regarded as typical.

**Emerald Dove (Chalcopelia chalcopoeia).**

Differs from the preceding species in its inferior size, rather less rufescent colouring, the metallic spots on the wings varying from deep emerald to golden-green (locally, I believe); the chin, middle of throat, and abdomen without buffish tinting; the bill dull black. Female smaller and paler than the male, with less alert and more squat appearance. Hab., Africa.

Messrs. Stark and Slater say ("Birds of South Africa," Vol. IV., pp. 161, 192): "The Emerald-spotted Dove resembles the Tambourine Dove in its habits, but frequents somewhat more open ground, such as broken bush, clearings near the banks of rivers, and such-like localities; it obtains its food, which consists chiefly of grass-seeds, on the ground, and has a gentle cooing note — Hoo hoo hoo-hoo—in gradually descending scale, which is very characteristic, and once heard is never likely to be forgotten. Its nesting habits resemble those of other Doves. Anderson writes as follows: 'This Dove constructs a nest of a few rough sticks, in a bush or at the extremity of a bough of some low, stunted tree. The sticks composing the nest are so loosely put together that a person looking at it from below may see the two white eggs through the nest. It is seldom that more than one egg is hatched. The young are usually fledged by the middle of January.' Eggs in the South African Museum, taken in November, near Durban, are smooth, oval, and white with a creamy tinge; they measure 1.0 x 0.75.

I should not describe the note of this Dove as in a gradually descending scale, but rather as gradually halting to a finish, thus: "Hoo-hoo, hoo-hoo, hoo-hoo-hoo; hoo; hoo; hoo: hoo." It is very like the song of the Maiden Dove, but not so loud. As already stated, my first specimen (from South Africa) was a female, given to me by Mr. Bonstow in 1902. At first the cock Tambourine Dove was very attentive to her, neglecting his own wife shamefully, but nothing came of the liaison beyond a broken egg or two. When I purchased a male (from West Africa) about a year later, I put the pair together in another aviary indoors. The hen occasionally laid a delicate pinky-white egg in a basket-nest fixed on the top of a cigar-nest-box, but she never sat for more than a day or two, the cock bird seeming disinclined to relieve her, so that all I could do was to blow the eggs for my collection. When blown they are of a dead-crimson or even sometimes buffish-white tint. Possibly the fact that the male C. afras and later on a pair of Calopelia puella were in the same aviary may have had something to do with the male bird's disinclination to sit. From time to time the hen became very feeble and temporarily lost the power of flight, but she constantly recovered until June 8th, 1903, when I found her dead.

The London Zoological Society purchased two pairs and received a third pair on deposit in 1906; in 1886 and again in 1897 a specimen was bred in the Gardens; so that I have little doubt, had I turned my pair by themselves into an outdoor aviary, I should have succeeded in breeding from them.

**Maiden Dove (Calopelia puella).**

The prevailing colour of the adult male is rich coffee-brown, paler and more cinnamon below; the head and back of neck are coals blue; the forehead and throat whitish-blue; lores black; lower part of neck and mantle with a cinnamon tinge; inner greater wing-coverts and secondaries spotted with golden green, or glittering
cupreous crimson; flights smoky-brown, their inner webs cinnamon towards the base; three outer tail-feathers more or less grey at the base and with a subterminal black belt, the tips coffee-brown like the rest of the upper parts; feet dull lake-red; bill dull slate-colour, dull lake-red at base; iris brown. Female rather smaller, but stouter; the chin cordial white, the throat slightly tinged with cinnamon and opaline, not blue; and the remainder of the under parts distinctly paler than in the male. The young bird has black bars on some of the scapulars, wing-coverts, and secondaries.

Hab., West Africa, from the Gold Coast to the Gaboon.

Count Salvadori divides this into two species, regarding the bird with the coppery-lake spots and red base to bill as distinct from _C. quella_, but Captain Shelley says that they are not specifically distinct. The birds usually imported certainly belong to the latter form, and should, strictly speaking, be called Brehmer's Dove (_Calopelia bracheri_). Count Salvadori describes the spots as golden coppery; but there is nothing golden about them, the colour being metallic lake-red, with a slight glint of copper in certain lights. It is evident that Dr. Sharpe agrees with Count Salvadori in regarding _C. bracheri_ as distinct, for he records it as one of the interesting species obtained by Mr. G. L. Bates on the Rio Benito, French Congo (cf. The Ibis, 1900, p. 534). In a letter to me on from Efulen in Cameroon,” Dr. Sharpe says: “It is interesting to find _C. quella_ and _C. bracheri_ inhabiting the same country, and I incline to the idea that the latter may be the young of the former.” This is certainly not the case, however.

Russ asserts that in West Africa this Dove lives in the bush, and that is the only note relating to its wild life which I have discovered. Its song is louder than that of the Emerald Dove, but otherwise very similar. When showing off to the hen neither this, nor any of the allied African Bronze-wing Doves, raises the wings over the back like the Asiatic and Australian Bronze-wings. Why Salvadori separated the African forms, putting the genus _Chalophaps_, with its booming coo, between _Calopelia_ and _Calopelia_, I am unable to guess.

The London Zoological Society first received an example of this Dove (but whether of the variety with green or lake-red spots is not clear) in 1870; in 1877 four more were purchased, all males. In 1884 the species reached the Amsterdam Gardens, and Cross, of Liverpool, received specimens, two of which he sent to Dr. Russ. In 1888 Miss Hagenbeck, of Hamburg, exhibited two specimens at the exhibition of the “Ornis” Society. A pair purchased by the London Zoological Society in 1884 probably came from Cross’ consignment; others were presented in later years. In 1905 Hamlyn imported nearly a dozen examples, from which I purchased the first selected pair, Mr. Housden purchased a second pair, and I believe Mr. Seth-Smith secured the others. Most of these Doves died soon after their importation.

I purchased my pair on September 6. The female was taken ill early in November, but got better by the 23rd, then she had a relapse and died on the last day of the year. The male seemed rather pleased than otherwise when his wife died, and, for the first time, cooed and quivered his wings vigorously. I fancy that this quivering of the wings is intended to display the scintillating metallic spots to advantage. For some time this handsome bird paid court to the much smaller female Emerald Dove, and possibly her death in June, 1908, may have affected his health more than that of his natural mate, since he died on November 28 of the same year in nothing like such good plumage as he had previously exhibited. On the other hand, it is far more probable that this is the most delicate, as it is the most beautiful, of the African Bronze-wings, and that the chilliness of our climate at the beginning of winter has a disastrous effect unless the individual happens at the time to be in perfect health.

Mr. Seth-Smith, who eventually succeeded in establishing a healthy pair for a summer in his outdoor aviaries, perhaps had as good a chance of breeding this Dove as anybody; but, so far, I believe that no one has succeeded either here or on the Continent.

The Maiden Dove is in all respects charming in its colouring, its peaceful disposition, and its musical, though somewhat monotonous, notes. In an aviary it spends most of its time on a branch, like the other African Bronze-wings, chiefly descending to the ground for food or drink.

**Australian Green-winged Dove** (_Chalophaps chrysochlorus_). HE prevailing colour of the adult male is rich vinous, with a chocolate sub-tint, the nape slightly more purplish, the back and wings emerald green, with the bend of the wing snow-white; lower back, with two grey bars; outer tail feathers grey; feet dull crimson; bill bright red, with yellower cere; iris brown.

The female is slightly duller than the male, more chocolate in tint; the patch at bend of wing greyish or almost absent; tail above chestnut brown, the lateral feathers with a black subterminal belt; the outer feathers as in the male. In the young the outer webs of the flights are washed with chestnut. Hab., the Timor group, Moluccas, Papua, New Hebrides, New Caledonia, Australia, and Lord Howe’s Island.

Gould says of this species (“Handbook,” Vol. II., pp. 118, 119):—“The brushy districts are the localities peculiarly adapted to it, and these, I believe, it never leaves for the more open parts of the country; hence it is but little known to us, and seldom seen by, the colonists, a circumstance the more to be regretted, as the beauty and brilliancy of its plumage and the neatness of its form render it one of the prettiest of the Australian birds. When flushed, it flies very quickly through the scrub, but to no great distance, and readily eludes pursuit by rising suddenly to the ground, and remaining so quiet that it can rarely be discovered.”

Mr. A. J. Campbell says (“Nests and Eggs of Australian Birds,” p. 679):—“I first made its acquaintance in Northern Queensland (1885), where it is fairly numerous, and where we bagged several beautiful pairs. Again I met it in the ‘Big Scrub,’ New South Wales. Here it was frequently noticed flying quickly and low through the under-scrub. Being of terrestrial habits, it lives on fallen seeds and fruits.” “Its call is a melancholy bellowing sound, two or three times repeated.” He thus describes the nidification:—“Nest. A frail, flat structure of twigs, placed in a low tree. Eggs. Clutch, two; elliptical in shape; texture of shell fine, except on the smaller end, which is slightly granular; surface glossy; colour, light creamy white, but darker in tone than that of _Platopus superbus_. Dimensions in inches of
proper clutches: A (1) 1.12 × .87, (2) 1.05 × .84; B (1) 1.11 × .85, (2) 1.08 × .87."

A freely, but irregularly, imported species, of which I purchased a pair in December, 1896. I found the singularity pathetically, though occasionally the male would attack my pair of Australian Bronzewing Pigeons. They never showed the least inclination to breed while kept in an indoor aviary, although the hen would sometimes lay an egg on the ground, where it usually got broken unless already cracked when dropped. At length she lost the use of one of her wings, and I believe I gave her to Mr. Newman, in whose aviary she recovered. I replaced her by a second female, and on March 6th, 1906, the pair built in a shallow box, the male constantly driving about the cock Bronzewing Pigeon. However, nothing came of this attempt. On May 9th, 1907, I turned the pair into my larger garden aviary. The cock occasionally rocked with a curious pitching motion on a perch and boomed at the hen, but throughout the year they never bred. During the winter the hen succumbed to the cold and wet, and I found her bedraggled, muddy, and dead on the floor of the aviary. I brought the cock bird indoors again late in the following autumn, and on March 15th, 1909, he died, having been in my possession twelve years and four months.

This Dove was first purchased by the London Zoological Society in 1861, and others have been added to the Regent's Park collection from time to time. Russe says that Bode, of Leipzig, imported several examples in 1833. Mr. Seth-Smith was successful in breeding it in his aviaries in 1906.

Indian Green-winged Dove (Chalcophaps indica).

In the adult male the forehead and eyebrow streak are white, shading into bluish-green on the crown and nape; bill coral-red with dusky cere; feet dull purplish-crimson; orbit livid fleshy; iris dark brown; otherwise very similar to the preceding species.

The female has the forehead dull grey and the eye-brow stripe narrower; the crown, nape, and upper back brown; under surface reddish-brown finely speckled with grey; bend of wing brown; four central tail-feathers brownish-black, two next with a chestnut tinge towards the base; outer feathers grey with black sub-terminal belt.

The young is said to be dusky brown above, with little green, and barred below. Hab., India and Ceylon, through Burmah and South China, through Malaysia to Western New Guinea and the islands in the Celevink Bay.

Jerdon observes ("Birds of India," Vol. II., p. 485): "This beautiful Ground-Dove is found throughout India, in forest countries, occasionally in well-wooded districts, as in lower Bengal, extending to Assam and all the countries on the east of the Bay of Bengal, as far as, at all events, to Tamarigr. It is very partial to bamboo jungle, and occurs from the level of the sea up to 3,000ft., or perhaps higher. It feeds mostly on the ground, often on roads in forests and bare spots under trees, walking along with a rapid motion, and allowing a moderately near approach. Its flight is very rapid. It is generally seen alone. Its voice is a plaintive moan, or "lowing coo," as Layard calls it. Its eggs are said by Layard to be pale yellowish drab-colour, but Blyth says that they are merely a less pure white than those of ordinary Pigeons or Doves. It soon becomes reconciled to confinement, and caged birds are usually for sale in Calcutta."

Colonel Legge says ("Birds of Ceylon," Vol. II., p. 717): "I have seen a number of Pigeons in a series of breeding in June, but I have taken its eggs in the Kurumegala district in February, so that it probably breeds at no regular period, and very likely has more broods than one in the year. The nest I found was near the stadium, built at the extremity of the lateral branch of a small tree at about 6ft. from the ground. It was made of small sticks, and slightly more cup-shaped than that of a true Dove (Turturtus). It contained two eggs, regular oval in shape, and of a warm buff or cream colour."

"Mr. Hume describes the nests as more regular spacious than those of the Doves, composed of roots, grass, or twigs, but comparatively neat and devoid of lining, with a decided central depression. It breeds in India from February till July. The eggs are said by this gentleman to vary from creamy white to white, and to measure from 1.0 to 1.1 in. in length by from 0.82 to 0.86 in. in breadth."

The Malays are said to give the name of "Fool Pigeon" to this bird on account of the ease with which they capture it. Concealing themselves behind an arbour of branches in a clearing, they scatter rice around, and the birds crowd round in such numbers and with so little suspicion that they are seized one after the other by hand and drawn into the arbour, the remaining Doves being too much absorbed to notice the disappearance of their comrades. On the other hand, in Upper Assam this bird is described as being shy.

Numbers of individuals of this species are sold in the Calcutta market; and, from time to time, consignments reach the London dealers. In 1893 or 1899 I had an opportunity of purchasing examples, but they were in very rough condition, and as I already possessed the nearly related Australian species I did not care to secure doubtfully healthy representatives of the Indian one.

The London Zoological Society first received this Dove in 1855, and has had numerous specimens of both sexes since that date, but, up to 1865, appears never to have succeeded in breeding it; but Dr. Russ bred it freely in his bird-room, the nest being formed in a wire cage hanging high up; Mr. Seth-Smith also bred it in his aviaries in 1904 and 1905.

Christmas Island Green-winged Dove (Chalcophaps notialis).

The male closely resembles that sex of C. indica, but the female has the neck, upper back, and breast coffee-coloured ("fuscous-cinnamon"—Salvadori); the upper tail-coverts and central tail-feathers pure cinnamon; and the under tail-coverts similar and without blackish tips. It is about 1 in. shorter than C. indica. Hab., Christmas Island.

Dr. C. W. Andrews says ("Monograph of Christmas Island," p. 39): "The Ground-Pigeon is by far the most brightly coloured of the birds of Christmas Island. It usually feeds on the ground, and can run rapidly. Though generally seen in pairs, small flocks are sometimes seen, particularly near water. The food consists of small fruits. The nest is said to be placed in thickets of screw-pine (Pandanus), but I never saw either the nest or the egg. At pairing time the males fight fiercely, and are said to kill one another occasionally. Young birds are seen in April. In spite of the brightness of the colouring the bird is difficult to see, the green of the
INDIAN GREEN DOVES.
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Bronze-winged Pigeon (Phaps chalcoptera).

The adult male has the anterior half of the crown ochreous buff; behind this is a dull purplish band which extends on to the sides of the crown; posterior half of the crown, back of neck, and upper surface brownish-grey; the scapulars, feathers of back, rump, and upper tail-coverts with paler edges; three outer rows of wing-coverts with large patches of metallic emerald-green, changing in certain lights to burnished fiery copper; the inner secondaries with large patches of shining violet, changing to greenish Prussian-blue; inner webs of flights reddish-cinnamon towards the base; two central tail-feathers like the back, the remainder greyer excepting at tip and with subterminal black belts; lores black, an angular buffish line partly enclosing the eye above; and, below the eye, a white line which extends over the ear-coverts; the latter, the cheeks, and sides of the neck are bluish-ashy; throat white; breast vinous, changing to grey on the abdomen; flanks brownish-grey; axillaries and under wing-coverts cinnamon; feet salmon-red; bill slaty-black; iris chestnut-brown.

The female lacks the buff anterior half of the crown, which is uniformly coloured, the margins to the feathers of the upper parts broader and reddish-grey; the breast greyer with brownish edges to the feathers. The young is said to resemble the female. Hab., Australia and Tasmania.

Gould says of this species ("Handbook," Vol. II., pp. 123-124): "It is a plump, heavy bird, weighing when in good condition fully a pound; and is constantly eaten by every class of persons resident in Australia. Its amazing powers of flight enable it to pass in an incredibly short space of time over a great expanse of country, and just before sunset it may be observed winging its way over the plains or down the gullies to its drinking-place. During the long drought of 1839-40, when I was encamped at the northern extremity of the Brezi range, I had daily opportunities of observing the arrival of this bird to drink; the only water for miles, as I was assured by the natives, being that in the immediate vicinity of my tent, and that merely the scanty supply left in a few small natural basins in the rocks, which had been filled by the rains of many months before." "Seldom, if ever, however, did the Bronze-wing make its appearance during the heat of the day, but at sundown it arrived with arrow-like swiftness, either singly or in pairs. It did not descend at once to the edge of the pool, but dashed down to the ground at about ten yards' distance, remained quiet for a short time, then walked leisurely to the water, and, after drinking, winged its way to its roosting-place."

"The Bronze-wing feeds almost entirely on the ground, and finds the fruits and seeds of leguminous plants that constitute its food. It breeds during August and four following months, and often rears two or more broods; the eggs are white, and two in number, 1½ in. long and 1 in. broad.

"Its nest, which is very similar to that of the other members of the family, is a frail structure of small twigs, rather hollow in form, and is usually placed on the horizontal branch on an apple or gum tree near the ground, those trees growing on flat meadow-land near water being evidently preferred."

I purchased a pair of these pigeons, at rather a high price, on July 5, 1897, and both sexes soon came into perfect plumage. Unfortunately, the cock proved to be rather an old and gouty-footed individual, so that (with the best intentions to assist his wife in the duties of incubation) he invariably breaks the eggs which from time to time are deposited. I have thus been unfortunate enough not to breed this bird, though I entrusted the eggs, from time to time, to Barbary Doves; but my friend Mr. D. Seth-Smith successfully bred the Bronze-wing in 1897, and Miss Alderson and others have been equally lucky.

As regards its behaviour in captivity, when first received it is rather wild and nervous, but it soon settles down and becomes as steady as any Dove, except, perhaps, the "Bleeding Heart" and the "Barbary." When nesting it is inclined to be aggressive; but, being an instant coward, the much smaller Zenaida aurita made its life such a burden, by incessantly chasing it from pillar to post all over the aviary, that I had to remove a pair of these tormentors to another enclosure, where, however, they were equally disagreeable to other Doves. The coo of the Bronze-wing is like the gron of a horse wounded to death—a weird and awful sound.

My birds are still living as I write this account in July, 1909, so that they have been twelve years in my possession. I tried them for two years in my larger outdoor aviary, where they stood the cold of winter perfectly, but never attempted to breed. In the summer of 1906, and again in 1909, the hen was plucked bare as regards her neck and back by a pair of Tree-Sparrows in the same aviary, who used the feathers for building purposes, but apparently without laying. Whether this treatment has weakened her I cannot say, but she has, to all intents and purposes, lost the use of one leg, and hobbles about in a distressing fashion.

The London Zoological Society acquired its first example of this beautiful pigeon in 1859, and bred it in the Gardens two years later; since that date..."
YOUNG BRONZE-WINGED PIGEONS.

numerous specimens have been added to the collection by presentation, exchange, deposit, and repeated breeding. On May 1, 1897, I and other members of the Avicultural Society accompanied the Editor of the Society's Magazine to the Southern Pheasantry of the Zoological Society's Gardens to witness the liberation of a number of foreign Doves with a view to their acclimatisation in Regent's Park. On that day eleven Crested Pigeons, four Bronze-wings, three Half-collared Turtle-Doves, four Necklaced and one Senegal Dove were set free, and others were liberated ten days later; so far as I have heard, there is no evidence that the Bronze-wings nested at liberty, though the Crested Pigeons and some of the Doves did; indeed, I saw one or two nests myself later on. Some of the birds made their way to the Botanical Gardens.

BRUSH BRONZE-WINGED PIGEON (*Phaps elegans*).

Hind neck and upper back chestnut; scapulars, lower back, rump, and upper tail-coverts olivaceous-grey; upper wing-coverts also olivaceous-grey, but the smaller and outer ones tinged with chestnut, the innermost median and greater coverts metallic green on outer webs and broadly tipped with grey; the metallic patches on the median coverts shot with copper and the innermost of those on the greater coverts with steel blue; flights brown, cinnamon at base of inner webs; the primaries with the base of outer webs edged with the same colour; central tail-feathers olivaceous-grey, the next two pair brownish-chestnut towards the base, the remaining pairs grey; all the lateral tail-feathers with a subterminal blackish band and greyish-brown tips; forehead ochre-yellow; crown and back of head grey; a broad chestnut stripe from back of eye round back of head; a black loral line; upper cheeks and upper ear-coverts whitish; lower cheeks and under surface of body olivaceous-grey, becoming greyish-brown on tibial feathers and vent; a triangular chestnut spot on the throat; under wing-coverts cinnamon; feet bright lake-red; irides dark brown. Female duller throughout and with the forehead much less buff; decidedly paler than in the male.

Gould says of this bird ("Handbook," Vol. II., pp. 125,

126): "It affects the most scruffy localities, giving preference to such as are low and swampy; and I have never seen it perch on the branches of trees. When flushed it rises very quickly, with a loud burring noise similar to that made by the rising of a Partridge. The shortness of its wings and tail, and the extreme depth of its spectral muscle, render its appearance more plump and round than that of the generality of Pigeons. It is a very difficult bird to shoot, from its inhabiting the denser parts of the scrub, from which it is not easily driven. It flies but little, rarely for a greater distance than to cross a gully or top a ridge before it again abruptly descends into the scrub.

"Its food consists of seeds and berries of various kinds, particularly in Tasmania of a plant there called Boobyalk. I believe it never migrates, but merely removes from one locality to another, as food may be more or less abundant.

"Its note, more lengthened than that of the Common Bronze-wing, is a low and mournful strain, and is more often repeated towards the close of the evening than at any other time."

"In Western Australia it has been observed to breed sometimes on the ground, and in a fork of the *Xanthorrhoea* or grass tree; the nest being formed of a few small sticks, and the eggs, as usual, being white and two in number, fifteen lines long by eleven lines broad."

Mr. D. Seth-Smith secured three examples of this Pigeon from a London bird-dealer in January, 1904, and a pair went to nest in his aviaries almost immediately, the first egg being laid ten days after their arrival; one young one was hatched in February, but was not reared. The birds nested again, and two young were nearly reared when the parents began to build a third time, and neglected the nestlings, one of which consequently died, but the other was reared. The hen was then paired up with the second cock in a suitable outdoor aviary, and on April 26th the first egg was laid, another being laid the next day; both young flew on June 3rd.

In an aviary this species roosts on trees quite as much as the commoner Bronze-wing; its usual nesting season is from October to January in its own country. Although a nice species to breed, and not frequently imported, there is no great demand for the young birds.

The Brush Bronze-winged Pigeon reached the Amsterdam Zoological Gardens in 1857, the London Gardens in 1881, and the Berlin Gardens in 1893.

HARLEQUIN BRONZE-WINGED PIGEON (*Histriophas histriohona*).

Upper surface cinnamon brown; the marginal wing-coverts bluish-grey; edge of wing white; bastard-wing primary coverts, and primaries grey tipped with white; the latter tinged with pale brown on outer webs and with the basal part of inner webs cinnamon; inner secondaries with a patch of metallic purple on outer webs; the two just also with a white subterminal spot; lateral tail-feathers bluish-grey at base, becoming black towards extremity, which is white; forehead, a stripe from back of eye encircling the ear-coverts, and a gorget snow-white; rest of head, throat, and ear-coverts jet-black; breast and abdomen bluish-grey; under tail-coverts grey at base, pale buff at tip; under wing-coverts bluish-grey; bill black; feet lilacine-red in front, flesh-red behind; irides dark brown; naked orbital skin purplish-black. Female without white on the fore-
head, which is of the same colour as the rest of the upper surface; ear-coverts and throat dull blackish; the gorget and a patch below the ear-coverts whitish buff; lower throat pale sandy-brown; tips of primarys and lateral tail-feathers whitish buff. Hab. “Interior of Australia, and also Ports Darwin and Derby, N.W. Australia.” (Salvadori.)

Gould quotes the following remarks by Captain Sturt (“Handbook,” Vol. II., pp. 129, 130):—“This beautiful Pigeon is an inhabitant of the interior. It lays its eggs in February, depositing them under any low bush in the middle of the open plains. In the latter part of March and the beginning of April, they collect in large flocks, and live on the seed of the rice-grass, which the natives also collect for food. During the short period this harvest lasts the flavour of this Pigeon is most delicious, but at other times it is indifferent. It flies to water at sunset, but, like the Bronze-wing, only wets the bill. It is astonishment, indeed, that so small a quantity as a bare mouthful should be sufficient to quench its thirst in the burning deserts it inhabits. It left us in the beginning of May, and I think migrated to the N.E., for the further we went to the westward the fewer did we see of it.”

Mr. A. J. Campbell (“Nests and Eggs of Australian Birds,” p. 684) describes the eggs as follows:—“Clutch, two; elliptical in form; texture of shell fine but strong; surface glossy; colour, white, with a slight creamy tinge. Dimensions in inches: (1) 1.52 x .93; (2) 1.24 x .96.”

According to Mr. A. J. North this species has bred in captivity in the avairy of the late Hon. William Macleay, of Elizabeth Bay, during 1887-88. Mr. North asserts that July and August are the usual breeding season of this species, but Mr. Campbell seems to think that this statement lacks proof.

The London Zoological Society secured this Pigeon in 1865, and bred it the year following; it also nested in the park of Beaujardin, near Tours, where, in 1881, a pair brought up six young. It is a rare bird in the market.

**Partridge Bronze-winged Pigeon.**

*Geophaps scripta.*

The adult male above is pale brown, the upper wing-coverts with paler tips; the forehead somewhat ash; outer webs of several of the greater coverts with a patch of purple shading into greenish, and obscured by darker base; tail-feathers, excepting the two central ones, greyish-brown at the base, and broadly tipped with black; lores, black; a broad stripe from the lower mandible to beneath the eye, a second from the posterior angle of the eye down the side of the neck, a spot on the side of the neck, the chin and throat snow-white; the intervals between these markings jet-black, this colour surrounding the eye and forming a crescent across the lower part of the throat; abdomen, grey; flanks, white; feet, deep purplish-cinnamon; bill black; naked skin round eye, bluish leaden, the corners of the iris milky wine-red; iris black.

The female resembles the male in plumage, but is slightly smaller. Hab. North-Western and Eastern Australia, from Rockingham Bay through the interior to Victoria.

In its habits this bird is very aberrant, behaving in some respects more nearly like a Quail than a Pigeon. Gould says that he usually observed it in small companies of four to six in number, which, when approached, ran off with great speed and crouched down on the bare plain or among scanty herbage, where it often remained until almost trodden on. When finally flushed it flies rapidly, with much noise, either alighting on another part of the plain or upon the branch of a tree, on which it squat, like the Nightjar, in the same line with the limb. The eggs—two in number—are deposited upon the bare ground. The food consists of grass and other seeds, and at certain seasons insects and berries.

According to Dr. Ramsay, the nest consists of a shallow hole in the ground beside a tuft of grass, and lined with a few blades of dry grass. The eggs—two in number—are creamy white.

The coo, according to Dr. Rass, is either short or prolonged, but he believes that its flight is wild and exceedingly swift, and that at night it roosts upon a tolerably high branch, but neither Mr. Seth-Smith nor Mr. Newman mentions this habit. The Partridge Bronze-wings are far more terrestrial than arboreal. This Pigeon was first presented to the London Zoological Society in 1883, the following year a specimen was purchased, and three more were added in 1891, in which year two young were bred in the aviary of the Society. In 1893 the Arsenio Pigeon was secured and bred at the Royal Zoological Society of London. In 1883 and 1884 Baron von Cornelius bred it at his castle in Beaujardin; young were reared at the Melbourne Gardens in 1904; Mr. Seth-Smith possessed specimens, but failed to breed from them; they then passed into the possession of Mr. T. H. Newman, who bred three times (four young birds) in 1906; he says that the young when hatched are not more covered with down than several other species of Pigeons. Incubation lasts seventeen days. A study of Mr. Newman’s article (“The Avicultural Magazine,” Second Series, Vol. VI., pp. 337-343, and Vol. VII., pp. 40-45) will be found both interesting and instructive. Mr. Seth-Smith says that these birds are perfectly hardy, and that they live on good terms with other birds excepting their near allies, such as *G. smithi* or *Lophophaps.*

**Smith’s Bronze-winged Pigeon.**

*Geophaps scripta.*

Upper surface brown tinged with olivaceous; outer webs of inner greater wing-coverts and inner secondaries rich purple shot with green; flights brown, with narrow buff edges to outer webs; lateral tail-feathers with a broad subterminal black band; a white line from the nostrils passing over the eye and a second from base of lower mandible passing under the eye enclosing the red eye; rump and inner secondaries brownish-grey; throat white surrounded by a narrow grey band; sides of breast white; feathers on centre of breast clear grey with black edges at tips, those on lower breast with a narrow subterminal dark band and whitish edge; middle of abdomen and vent fawn-coloured; flanks and under tail-coverts dark grey edged with fawn or tawny; flights below grey; bill blackish-grey; feet bluish-grey; yellowish-grey at back and on scapulars; iris red, a central purple one, and an outer broader ring of pure white narrowly encircled outside by a grey ring. Female similar to the male, but smaller. Hab. “N.W. Australia, from Derby to the Gulf of Carpentaria.” (Salvadori.)

Gould says of this Pigeon (“Handbook,” Vol. II., pp. 133, 134): “Like the *G. scripta,* this bird, which at Essington Hall, the Partridge, differs considerably from its congeners in its general habits, flight, voice, mode of incubation, and the character of its newly-hatched young. It is rather abundant in all parts of the Peninsula, is mostly seen in small families, and

*Mr. Seth-Smith says that the eggs were hatched under Barbary Doves, but apparently not reared, yet they are entered in the society’s list.*
always on the ground, unless when disturbed or alarmed; it then usually flies into the nearest tree, generally choosing the largest part of a horizontal branch to perch upon. When it rises from the ground its flight is accompanied with a louder flapping or burring noise than I have observed in any other Pigeon.

"Its note is a coo, so rolled out that it greatly resembles the note of the Quail, and which, like that bird, it scarcely ever utters but when on the ground, where it frequently remains stationary, allowing itself to be almost trod upon before rising. Its favourite haunts are meadows covered with short grass near water, or the edges of nearly-burnt brush. It would seem that the species migrates occasionally from one part of the country to another; for during the months of September and October not a single individual was to be seen, while at the time of my arrival and for a month after they were so abundant that it was a common and daily occurrence for persons to leave the settlement for an hour or two and return with several brace; in the latter part of November they again appeared as before, but were not so numerous as before; and in the January and February following they were rarely to be met with, and then mostly in pairs inhabiting the long grasses clothing the moister parts of the meadows.

"It incubates from August to October, making no nest, but merely smoothing down a small part of a clump of grass and forming a slight hollow, in which it deposits two eggs, which are greenish-white, one inch and a quarter long by seven-eighths of an inch in breadth. The young bird on emerging from the egg is clothed with down like the young of the Quail."

Mr. Seth-Smith says that a pair in his aviary which persisted in nesting in the winter, scratched a depression in the ground (in which they placed a few bits of hay or small sticks) close to the door of the aviary, so that it was impossible to enter without disturbing them. The birds took turns in incubation like other Pigeons, but the young, which died when about to hatch, were thinly covered with whitish down.

The London Zoological Society has possessed one pair of this species, Mrs. Johnstone had another pair, and Mr. Seth-Smith had four specimens.

**Plumed Ground-Dove (Lophophaps plumifera).**

Pale cinnamon; back of neck and mantle with obsolete brown bars; upper wing-coverts and scapulars grey at base, brown in the middle and with cinnamon rays at tip; the outer web of first primary brown; otherwise the primaries are cinnamon; secondaries brown, edged with rufous, cinnamon at base of inner webs; three of the inner secondaries with an oblong bronzv-purple spot on their outer webs; central tail-feathers earth-brown; lateral feathers with the base of outer web brownish-cinnamon, of inner web greyish, the terminal portion black; forehead and a line on the sides of the head brown grey; naked lores and orbital skin crimson or orange-red; edged stripe and below it by a narrow black line; centre of crown and crest feathers cinnamon, the latter becoming whitish-buff towards the tips; upper part of ear-coverts silvery-white, lower part silvery-grey; cheeks and throat white; chin, a central stripe on the throat, and gorget, black; a crescentic band of grey on the chest edged behind by a narrower black bar; centro of abdomen pure white; flanks cinnamon; underwing-coverts cinnamon and under tail-coverts brownish-grey with whitish outer webs; bill olivaceous-black; feet greenish-grey, ash between the scales; irides yellow. Female slightly smaller than male. Hab., S. Australia and Victoria River, N.W. Australia.

Gould quotes the following notes by Elsey ("Hand-book," Vol. II., p. 136): "This lovely little bird was abundant on the Victoria, especially about rocky holes and exposed hot gullies and on the hot sandy beds of the broad rivers of the Gulf, where it was strutting about in the full glare of the sun, with its crest erect. I have shot six or eight at a time on those rivers."

Mr. A. J. Campbell thus describes the nidification ("Nests and Eggs," p. 691): "*Nest*: A slight depression in the ground, sheltered by herbage—spinifex, etc. *Eggs*: Clutch, two; elliptical in shape; texture of shell fine; surface, glossy; colour, light creamy-white. Dimensions in inches, 1.0 by .79."

The species probably lays at any period of the year, but the principal breeding months, no doubt, include those from October to March. Dr. W. MacGillivray, who has found these Pigeons plentiful in the Cloncurry Ranges, took eggs usually in October. They were placed on the bare ground, under a spinifex tussock, on the seeds of which the birds feed.

Russ says that this Pigeon reached the Zoological Gardens of Amsterdam in 1863; G. Bosz, of Cologne, offered two pairs at a high price in 1853, a coloured illustration of which was forwarded to him and identified as this species; these two pairs found their way to the Zoological Gardens of Cologne and Berlin; in 1894 several specimens were imported, no less than three pairs being exhibited at the show of the "Aegintha" Society, and in succeeding years others came into the German market; a female in the possession of Nagel, a chemist, laid several eggs, but invariably soft-shelled. The ninth edition of the London Zoological Society's "List of Animals" records a pair purchased in 1894, and two pairs received in exchange, and in 1895 four young ones bred; but Mr. Seth-Smith tells us that all these belonged to the white-banded form, L. leucogaster, and he believes that all subsequently imported, including a large consignment in 1904, belonged to the latter species; he also expresses a doubt whether L. plumifera has ever been seen alive in this country, if, indeed, in Europe. It would, however, be rather odd if the directors of the Zoological Gardens of Amsterdam, Berlin, and Cologne, as well as Dr. Russ (who probably got his coloured illustration named at the Berlin Zoological Museum) should all have fallen into the same error.

**White-bellied Ground-Dove (Lophophaps leucogaster).**

Dives from the preceding species in its paler and duller cinnamon colour, a distinct whitish band in front of the grey pectoral band, the whitish centre to the breast and the buff abdomen and vent. Female slightly smaller. Hab., S. Australia and Victoria River, N.W. Australia.

From Mr. A. J. Campbell's account of this bird, it is evident that its habits resemble those of *L. plumifera*. He thus describes the nidification ("Nests and Eggs," p. 694): "*Nest*—A slight hollow in the ground, with a few loose blades of grass in or around, and sheltered by a tussock. *Eggs*: Clutch, two; elliptical in shape; texture of shell fine; surface glossy; colour, light creamy white. Dimensions in inches of a proper clutch: (1) 1.05 by .8, (2) 1.03 by .81; of another pair: (1) 1.04 by .8, (2) 1.05 by .8."

Doubtless Mr. Seth-Smith is correct in identifying all the birds imported since 1894 with this species, and it

* Did these notes relate to *L. plumifera* or *L. leucogaster*?

It is certain that Elsey obtained the latter on the Victorian River.

† Dr. Stirling says that the eggs are dull creamy white, with a rather rough surface and lacking the usual glossy surface of Pigeon eggs.
is probable that a male owned by Mrs. Rathbone a year earlier, and a pair belonging to the Contessa Baldelli at Florence in 1904 were also of this species. In 1905 Mr. Seth-Smith obtained five specimens, and in The Agricultural Magazine, Second Series, Vol. V., pp. 51-54, he has published some interesting notes on the Plumed Doves, illustrated by a coloured plate and a cut representing the display of this species. In April, 1907, ten specimens found their way to the Regent's Park Gardens.

AUSTRALIAN CRESTED PIGEON (Ocyphaps lophotes).

The adult bird has the entire head, breast, and abdomen grey, but the crest on the head black; back and rump olivaceous grey; upper tail-coverts greyish-brown with white tips; sides of neck and breast rosy; small and median upper wing-coverts sandy-grey, the outer ones pure grey; each feather with a subterminal black band; greater wing-coverts metallic green with white borders; primaries greyish-black; secondaries broadly white edged, the inner ones with their outer webs metallic violet shading into blue; two central tail feathers brown; the others blackish-brown, faintly glossed with purple, blue, and green on their outer webs, and tipped with white; under wing-coverts pale grey; flanks brownish; under tail-coverts deep grey; tail below brownish-black, tipped with white; feet crimson-pink; bill olive-blackish; naked skin round eye pink; iris orange.

The female resembles the male, but is perhaps very slightly smaller; the young bird is also similar. Hab., Interior of Northern and Eastern Australia, from Port Darwin and Port Essington to Southern Australia.

Gould says of this species ("Handbook," Vol. II., pp. 139, 140): "It frequently assembles in very large flocks, and when it visits the lagoons or river-sides for water, during the dry seasons, generally selects a single tree, or even a particular branch, on which to congregate before descending simultaneously to drink.

"Its flight is so rapid as to be unequalled by those of any member of the group to which it belongs; an impetuus being acquired by a few quick flaps of the wings, it goes skimming off apparently without any further movement of the pinions. Upon alighting on a branch it elevates its tail and throws back its head, so as to bring them nearly together, at the same time erecting its crest and showing itself off to the utmost advantage.

"I met with the nest of this species in a low tree, on the great plain near Gundermein on the Lower Namoi on the 23rd of December, 1839; like that of the other species of Pigeon, it was a slight structure of small twigs, and contained two white eggs, which were one inch and a quarter long and nearly an inch broad, upon which the female was then sitting."

I purchased a pair of this handsome Pigeon in December, 1896, and shortly afterwards the hen laid an egg on the earth; but from that time onward, in spite of every opportunity being afforded, no attempt at nesting was made; yet the cock bird was constantly bowing to her with tail elevated fanwise, and the wings thrown up over the back, the secondaries opening and closing, so that, combined with the brilliant greater coverts, they formed a nearly perfect rainbow of metallic colour, set off by the tail. As it bows, the male utters its monotonous grunt-like coo, repeating it to each movement of head, wings, and tail.

The late Mr. Abrahams assured me that my birds were two cocks, and when I asked him how he accounted for one of them having laid an egg, he at once turned red and said they must be two hens. If they were, one of them certainly showed off to the other most indefatigably. I got tired of keeping these profitless and somewhat boisterous birds at last, and, after having had them nearly seven years, I sold them on September 26th, 1903.

Probably no Pigeon is so nervous and wild in captivity as this, and yet it has been frequently bred both in zoological gardens and by private individuals. During the breeding season it is aggressive towards other Doves, but I do not at all agree with Dr. Russ that it is a dangerous bird to keep either in bird-room or aviary, for I know no Dove which quarrels with birds of other orders, excepting perhaps the spiteful little Paserine Dove.

This Crested Bronze-winged Pigeon appears to adapt itself to acclimatisation more readily than any other, breeding freely at liberty both at Woburn Abbey and in Regent's Park. Whether it would be able to get its own living, if not supplied with seed, remains to be seen. There seems no reason why it should be less capable of providing for itself than our native Doves.

It is said to have been bred in the Zoological Gardens in 1859, and again in 1865, 1866, 1867, 1869, 1870, 1871, 1872, 1873, 1874, 1875, 1876, and so on up to at least 1895.

CHAPTER XX.

GROUND DOVES AND PIGEONS.
(Sub-family Geotrygoninae).

Most of the birds placed in this sub-family are of robust habit with stout and rather long legs; the wings short, broad, and rounded, but the primaries distinctly longer than the secondaries. They may be fed in captivity much in the same manner as the Turtle-Doves. The species of Phloganus and Leucosarcia are essentially ground birds; that is to say, they spend much of their time running about on the earth, not going there merely

![Australian Crested Pigeon]
to feed like the species of Leptoptila when in captivity.*

Rufous-necked Wood-Dove (Haplopelia larvata).

Upper surface brownish-olive; interscapular region slate-colour, with green-shot coppery edges to the feathers; flight greyish-brown; four central tail-feathers of the same colour, but the outer pair greyish towards the extremity; remaining feathers blackish-brown, with a broad dark grey terminal band; front of head and upper throat white; cheeks and ear-coverts also white, but tinged with vinous ash; back of head and neck coppery-purple, sometimes with green reflections, most defined at back of hind neck; foreneck and breast dull vinous, the former with metallic purple shades, the latter pasing into dusky brown on the sides of the body and into cinnamon on lower breast, abdomen, and under tail-coverts; bill black; feet dark pink; irides with an inner dusky circle and an outer pink one; eyelids and orbital skin pink. Female slightly smaller and duller. Hab., South Africa.

Messrs. Stark and Skelton say ("Birds of South Africa," Vol. IV., pp. 185, 194): "The Lemon Dove is confined to the forest and thick bush, and is seldom or never found outside. It is generally seen on the ground seeking its food, which consists chiefly of forest berries; it is shy and by no means easy to see or procure, but can often be heard rustling among the fallen leaves, and thus causing disappointment to the sportsman who is lying in wait for buck; it has a peculiar, short, melancholy coo. Shelley found two nests of this bird on April 11th in the bush near Durban; they were placed about 4ft. from the ground in low creepers close to the path, and contained two eggs each. The nest was a flimsy structure of sticks. "Eggs in the South African Museum, taken near Durban by Mr. Millar in November, are oval in shape, white, with a slight tinge of brown, and measure about 1.0 x .75."

Two specimens of this Dove were presented to the London Zoological Society in 1892.

In the Report of the additions to the animals in the London Zoological Society's collection for 1907, it is stated that eleven specimens of Verreaux's Dove (Leptoptila verreauxi) were presented by Sir William Ingram; but Mr. T. H. Newman writes that he believes them to be only L. reichenbachii. He has two of the latter. Under these circumstances I think it would be premature to claim Verreaux's Dove as an imported species.

Red-underwinged Dove (Leptoptila rufazilla).

Above olive-brown, the hind neck and upper mantle purplish-violet, and the back slightly purplish; primaries slate-brown, bases of inner webs of all the flights more or less washed with cinnamon; central tail-feathers olive-brown, lateral ones blackish, the two outer pairs with white tips; forehead whitish-grey shading into bluish-grey on the crown, into dull purple on back of head, the last colour merging into the violet of the hind neck; chin and centre of throat white; sides of head and upper throat reddish; sides of neck and lower throat vinous, paler on the breast; sides and flanks olive-brown; abdomen white; under tail-coverts with the outer webs more or less brown, the inner ones white; under wing-coverts cinnamon; bill black; feet probably lake-red. Female doubtless a trifle duller in colour, and with grayer forehead. Hab., "Guiana, Amazonia, Peru, Ecuador, and Colobmia." (Salvadori.)

According to Russ, Burmeister states that this Dove is abundant in the forest region of Brazil, "not in open situations, but on narrow forest-paths, and can generally be seen when a narrow path is met with on the earth. It also nests in the forest, and at a moderate height, and lays two small white eggs." Its breeding season, according to Euler's statement, falls in the months of September to May, and he believes that it has four broods in the year.

Dr. Goeldi met with this Dove during a visit to South Guyana "in the low campos grass behind the 'sito.'" (Cf. The Ibis, 1897, p. 164.) Taczanowski only tells us that it inhabits the forests of Eastern Peru.

Young Rufous Doves.

This Dove first reached the Regent's Park Gardens in 1860; two examples also were presented in 1865, and another was purchased in 1891.

Rufous Dove (Leptoptila reichenbachi).

Above glossy brownish-olive; back of head, nape, and upper mantle brown glossed with purple; primaries brown, the inner webs washed with cinnamon; four central tail-feathers brownish-olive, the others more slaty, becoming blackish towards the tips, the three outer pairs with white tips; forehead whitish, shading into bluish-grey on the crown; cheeks, sides of neck, lower throat, and breast deep reddish-vinous; chin and middle of throat whitish; sides and flanks brown; middle of abdomen white; under tail-coverts brown, their inner webs whitish towards the tips; under wing-coverts cinnamon; bill black, feet probably lake-red. Female doubtless slightly duller and with the forehead greyer. Hab., South Brazil and Uruguay.

Burmeister says ("Systematische Übersicht," Vol. III., p. 305): "Of all the Doves which I have seen in my travels this is the commonest in the forest region; it also moves about a good deal on the earth, but one does not see it in open spots, where C. talpacoti is everywhere running in the road, but only in the narrow forest-paths, where it can tolerably easily escape under shelter. It nests in the forest, tolerably high, and lays
two white, rather short eggs, of which I have only brought one home; the second got smashed on the journey."

It almost looks as if Russ had obtained his information respecting L. rufaxilla from Burmeister's account of the present species. The species of Leptoptila have certainly been a good deal muddled over by naturalists; but fortunately the Museum catalogue has disentangled the confusion. Miss Rosie Alderson successfully bred this Dove in her aviaries in 1904, and has published an account of her experiences in The Avicultural Magazine, Second Series, Vol. II., p. 273. Mr. Castle-Sivane, who bred it subsequently, says that incubation takes seventeen days.

Apparently this is the Dove of which Sir William Ingram gave eleven specimens to the London Zoological Society in November, 1907, and of which Mr. Newman possesses two specimens.

**Bronze-naped Dove** (*Leptoptila chalcocnemis*).

Upper surface greyish-brown; top and back of head and hind neck leaden-grey, with glittering bronze-green edges to the feathers; flights brown, cinnamon towards base of inner webs, and with narrow pale edges to outer webs; centre tail feathers brownish-grey, the others grey at base, blackish towards tips, white at tips; the outer feathers with a narrow white edge to outer webs; forehead and chin whitish; throat and breast pale vinaceous, fading to white on abdomen and under tail-coverts; under wing-coverts cinnamon; bill black; feet pink; irides orange. Female doubtless with greyer forehead. Hab., South Brazil, Paraguay, Uruguay, and Argentina.

According to Hudson ("Argentine Ornithology," Vol. II., pp. 144, 145):—"This Dove . . . inhabits the woods of the Plata district, and never, like other Pigeons, seeks the open country to feed. It is solitary, although, where many birds live in close proximity, three or four may be sometimes seen in company. It spends a great deal of time on the ground, where it walks about under the trees rather briskly, searching for seeds and berries. Their song is a single uninflected and rather melodious note, which the bird repeats at short intervals, especially in the evening during the warm season. Where the birds are abundant the wood, just before sunset, becomes vocal with their curious far-sounding notes, and as this evening song is heard as long as the genial weather lasts, it is probably not related to the sexual instinct. The nest is a simple platform; the eggs are two and white, but more spherical in shape than those of most other Pigeons."

Miss Rosie Alderson bred this species in 1904 (cf. *The Avicultural Magazine*, Second Series, Vol. III., pp. 133, 154). In November, 1907, Sir William Ingram presented three specimens to the London Zoological Society, but this *Leptoptila* seems not to be a common one in the market.

**Orange-winged Dove** (*Leptoptila ochroptera*).

Differing from the preceding species in its inferior size; it may therefore be regarded as a local form. Hab., Brazil.

I have found no notes on the wild life of this Dove, but it is not likely to differ from that of typical *L. chalcocnemis*. A specimen was purchased by the Zoological Society of London in 1877, and another was presented in 1883.

**White-fronted Dove** (*Leptoptila jamaicensis*).

Above olive, more or less glossy, according to the light, hind neck cupreous red, glossed behind with bronzy or golden-green, changing to purple-blue close to the mantle; flights greyish-brown, partly edged with whitish on outer webs; two centre tail feathers olive, the others greyish-brown with white tips, the outer ones also with white edge to the outer webs; shafts of feathers pale reddish-brown; forehead white, shading into grey on the crown and bronzy-grey on back of head; throat whitish-grey, pearly-white on the crop-region, especially at the sides; lower breast, abdomen, and under tail-coverts white; sides slightly greyish-brown; under wing-coverts, axillaries, and inner webs of flights below cinnamon. Hab., Jamaica.

Gosse says ("Birds of Jamaica," pp. 313-316):—"This lovely Pigeon is chiefly confined to the upland districts, where its loud and plaintive cooing makes the woods resound. The negroes delight to ascribe imaginary words to the voices of birds, and indeed for the cooing of many of the Pigeons this requires no great stretch of imagination. The beautiful Whitebelly complains all day, in the sunshine as well as the storm, 'Rain come-weather through!' each syllable uttered with a sobbing separateness, and the last prolonged with such a melancholy fall, as if the poor bird were in the extremity of suffering. But it is the note of health, of joy, of love; the utterance of exuberant animal happiness; a portion of that universal song wherewith 'every thing that hath breath may praise the Lord.' The plumage, as usual in this family, is very soft and smooth, the expression of the countenance most engagingly meek and gentle. And it is a gentle bird; I have taken one in my hand, when just caught in a spring, full grown and in its native wildness, and it has nestled comfortably down and permitted its pretty head and neck to be stroked, without an effort to escape, without a flutter of its wings.

'This is one of those species which habitually live on the ground. In unfrequented woods as well as those which are open, as those which are choked with underbrush. The Whitebelly often runs in pairs, picking up various seeds. About Content, a densely wooded mountain side, it is very numerous in June and July, feeding on sop-seeds, and many are taken in springs. The physic-nut forms a large portion of its food, as well as orange-pips and fragments of the large seeds of the mango chewed by hogs. Its flesh is generally esteemed: it is white, juicy, and well-flavoured, without being liable to bitterness.

'As it walks to and fro, it frequently flirts the head and tail, but not so markedly as the Pea-Dove. If flushed, it betakes itself to a low tree not far off, whence, if un molested, it is soon down again. Often when seen in the woods it runs a few yards, and then rises to fly, but as if trusting less to its powers of flight than to those of running, alights again immediately, and runs swiftly off among the bushes. It has no regular roosting place, often spending the night on a stone, or a log, or a low bush that happens to be near the spot where it was feeding at nightfall. This is not the case with the other Doves.

'The aspect and air of the Whitebelly are unlike those of its kindred. Its round head, the prevalence of light hues, and its height upon the legs, contribute to this peculiarity. Essentially a ground Pigeon, its length of tarsus enables it to take flight on a stone, or a log, or a low bush that happens to be near the spot where it was feeding at nightfall. This is not the case with the other Doves.

'Unlike the tree Doves, the Whitebelly usually builds in rather a low situation; often a logwood, a favourite
tree with this and the Whitewing. If in the large woods, one of moderate height is chosen. The nest consists of a few loose sticks, with some leaves in the centre; the eggs are white."

Of late years, a fair number of examples of this Dove has been imported. In 1902, Mr. W. E. Parker recorded the loss of one in his possession, and the following year Miss Rosina Alderson bred the species and published an account of her experience in The Avicultural Magazine, Second Series, Vol. II., pp. 28-30; Mr. Castle-Sloane also bred it, and he says that incubation lasts fifteen days; others have been successful since then. An illustrated account by Mr. Seth-Smith was published in Vol. III., of the same magazine (pp. 87-89).

A pair of this Dove reached the Gardens in Regent's Park as long ago as 1867, and others have been added to the collection there in subsequent years.

**WELLS' DOVE (Leptoptyla selli).**

The adult bird has the upper surface of a brownish-olive tint; the forehead pinky-white, shading into grey on the breast; the head and back of a more dusky brown, washed with purple; flights brown, the inner webs cinnamon; tail olive-brown, the shafts of the feathers blackish, the outer feathers darker and tipped with white; chin and upper throat white; cheeks, lower throat, and breast, dull vinous; chest, abdomen, and under tail-coverts white, the last slightly tinged on the outer webs with brown; sides, brown; axillaries and under wing-coverts, cinnamon; feet, crimson; bill, black; naked skin round eye, blue; iris, brown (?). The female is very similar, the forehead less white, and the colouring generally, perhaps, a trifle duller. Hab., Island of Tobago, W. Indies. I have found no field notes relating to this species. It is supposed to inhabit also the Island of Grenada, but this may be an error.

The latter locality for the species was given to the Zoological Society by Mr. S. Wells, who, in August, 1886, presented a pair to the Gardens; in any case the species appears to be not uncommon in Tobago.

This Dove, which has very much the character and habits of Zenaida, probably spends much of its time on the earth in search of fallen seeds and berries, like the other species of the genus, but in captivity the term Ground-dove is not descriptive of them, since they often spend nearly the whole day upon a branch, only visiting the ground to feed.

In May, 1898, I obtained what I then supposed to be a pair of this species from Mr. J. C. Pool, of Birmingham, in exchange for other birds. One of these, a hen, had been pinioned, and was killed two years later by my Crested Pigeons; the other, which I regarded as a male, but which eventually proved to be a female, was for some years associated with two species of Zenaida in my bird-room, and agreed fairly well with them, probably because it did not happen to be a male. For this reason also it never uttered a note, and I came to the conclusion the "Dove with "Bird-keeping," Vol. II., p. 98) that it was rather a stupid bird. Later I transferred it to one of my indoor covered aviaries, where it had a pair of Bronze-wing Pigeons and a pair of Australian Green-winged Doves for companions. It used to take a great deal of notice of some Tartle-doves in the next aviary until I eventually turned in a male of one of them with it, when it entirely ignored its presence. In 1905 this bird began to lay and sit without interruption throughout the entire year. The eggs being unfertile, I was able to save several, and, thus supplied a desideratum to the National and other collections, but the bird wore herself out with her self-imposed labours, and died early in 1906. Unhappily, the skin was not worth preserving.

**RED GROUND DOVE (Geotrygon montana).**

Above bright rufous, with a purple tinge, which is more defined on the back of head, nape, sides of neck, and mantle; flights rufous-brown, more rufous on outer web and towards base of inner web; tail purplish rufous with paler tips to the lateral feathers; a pale reddish stripe from the base of the lower mandible to the ear-coverts, below the eye and underneath this a second reddish purplish band passing to back of head; throat and a band on sides of breast whitish-fawn colour; breast reddish-purple; abdomen, vent, and under tail-coverts fawn colour; under wing-coverts rufous; bill horn colour, above carmine-red at base; feet reddish-white, with dark carmine scales, barely red on the toes; orbital skin dull carmine; eyelids bright carmine; irides brownish-orange-yellow. Female above dark olive, with a golden gloss; flights brown, with cinnamon base to inner web; tail of brown, with the base more rusty, or under surface; forehead and cheeks rufous, the latter bounded by an olive band; throat whitish-rufous; lower throat and breast olive-brown; lower breast and abdomen buffish, more or less tinged with brown. Hab., "Tropical America in general (including West Indies), north to Cuba (accidentally at Key West), and Eastern Mexico (Mirador), and south to Paraguay, Bolivia, and Peru." (Salvadori.)


"This bird, the female of which is the least beautiful of all our Doves, is generally scattered. It affects a well-wooded country, and is found in such woods as are more choked with bushes than such as the Whitebelly prefers, though they often dwell together. It is essentially a ground Pigeon, walking in couples or singly, seeking for seeds or gravel on the earth. It is often seen beneath a pimento picking up the fallen berries; the physic nut also and other oily seeds afford it sustenance. Sam once observed, a pair of these Doves eating the large seed of a mango that had been crushed. With seeds I have occasionally found small slugs, a species of Vaginulus, common in damp places, in its gizzard. Often when riding through the Cotta-wood, a dense and tangled coppice near Content, I have been startled by the loud whirring of one of these birds, and at the same instant its short, thick-set form has shot across on rapid wing, conspicuous for a moment from its bright rufous plumage, but instantly lost in the surrounding bushes. When on the ground it is wary and difficult of approach, but if it takes to a tree it seems less fearful, and will allow the aim of the sportsman. It is in the dry season, and particularly during the parching months that prevail at intervals from November to March, that the Partridge, as well as one or two other species of Dove is numerous in the lowland woods. In the summer it is much less frequently seen, and then only in the deep woods."

"On the Short Cut of Paradise, where the sweetwood abounds, the Partridge is also numerous; in March and April when these berries are ripe their stomachs are filled with them. Here at the same season their cooing resounds, which is simply a very sad moan, usually uttered on the ground; but on one occasion we heard it from the limb of a cotton tree, at Cave, on which the bird, sitting with its head drawn in, was shot in the very act. But at a little distance the sound is completely distinguishable from the moan of the Mountain Witch."

"One day in June I went down with a young friend
into a wooded valley at Content, to look at a Partridge's nest. As we crept cautiously towards the spot the male birds flew from it. I was surprised at its rudeness; it was nothing but half a dozen decayed leaves laid one on another, and on two or three dry twigs, but from the sitting of the birds it had acquired a slight hollowness, about as much as that of a skimmer. It was placed on the top (elightly sunk among the leaves) of a small bush, more than 3 ft. high, whose glossy foliage and small white blossoms reminded me of a myrtle. There were two young, recently hatched; callow and perfectly helpless, their eyes closed, their bills large and misshapen, they bore little resemblance to birds.

"On another occasion I saw the male bird while sitting; the nest was then placed on a slender bush about 5 ft. from the ground. There were but two eggs, of a very pale buff colour; sometimes, however, they are considerably darker."

Major Charles Bendire says ("Life Histories of North American Birds," Vol. I., p. 159): "Seven eggs of this species are in the U.S. National Museum collection, all taken in the West India Islands. They are oval in shape, and rather more rounded than is usually the case with Pigeon eggs. In colour they vary considerably, from a pale cream to a salmon-buff. The average measurement is 27 by 21 millimetres."

Russ observes: "From 1860 to 1875 this beautiful and delightful Dove arrived from time to time at the Zoological Gardens of London, and had already nested there in the year 1863, and after that on several occasions successfully. Reiche, of Alfeld, imported it in a considerable number in the spring of 1866. I received a pair from him for identification." "In recent times this species has only rarely arrived in the market."

In _The Avicultural Magazine_, Second Series, Vol. I., p. 231, Miss Alderson mentions a pair which she purchased at from 30s. to 35s, the pair, but she says she has since seen these Doves offered at a lower price, but is not certain that they were of the same species. It is most probable that they were.

_Cuban Partridge-Dove* (Geotryon chrysia)._ Above chiefly cinnamon, with bright metallic purple edges to the feathers; these become duller and more golden on the lower back, rump, and upper tail-coverts; on the lesser coverts and the lesser upper coverts have purple edges; the primaries have brownish terminal margins; lateral tail-feathers with brown dots near the tips, which have whitish edges; forehead brownish-red, changing to metallic green shading to violet on the crown, back of head, nape; a white band below the eyes and throat; reddish-brown cheek-strips; lower throat and breast pale vinaceous tinged with greyish and becoming whitish on the abdomen and under tail-coverts; axillaries pale reddish; under wing-coverts cinnamon; bill red; feet pale red; irides pale brown. Female generally duller, and with a good deal of pale brown on the wings. Hub., Haiti, Cuba, Bahamas, and Florida Keys.

According to Gundlach ("Beitrage zur Ornithologie Kubas"), the habits of this Dove nearly resemble those of the "Blue-headed Quail Dove," preferring rocky and wooded regions. He says: "I scarcely ever met them outside of the forest. In the densely-timbered portions it may be seen scratching among the leaves for food. It likes to perch on horizontal limbs, especially on limbs of the zacazs.

"Its rather doleful call-note resembles the syllables hu-up. The nest, consisting of a slight platform of sticks, is usually placed on the top crown of certain parasitic creepers found in the more open but shady primitive forests. The eggs are two in number, of a pale ochre yellow colour, and measure 3.15 by 24 millimetres. I found nests between the months of February and July."

Mr. T. H. Newman mentioned this species to me as having been imported, and referred me to _The Avicultural Magazine_, Second Series, Vol. VII., p. 59. Miss Alderson's description of the "Black-headed" or "Spanish Partridge-Dove" differs greatly from that of the present species, and would, I should imagine, better accord with Gundlach's "Blue-headed Quail-Dove" (Starnenas cyanosephala), but I am a good deal puzzled, respecting the identity of the Black-headed Dove, which Miss Alderson describes as rich brownish-maroon, lighter on the breast, cobalt blue cap, and dark metallic blue chin-bib, unless perchance it is _Starnenas cyanosephala_. Nothing is said respecting metallic purple edges to the feathers of the upper parts, or of the green shot with violet on the crown and nape. There is probably a resemblance of this species to those of the genus with a dark blue patch on the chest; however, _G. cyanosephala_ was identified by Mr. Newman as in Mr. Astley's collection.

_Moustache Ground-Dove (Geotryon mystaceus)._

Hind neck and mantle metallic green, becoming bright purple on upper back; lower back, rump, upper tail-coverts, wing-coverts and inner secondaries olive-brown; primary-coverts and primaries cinnamon or coffee-coloured, becoming brown towards the tips; tail above dark olive-brown, with the lateral feathers mostly cinnamon, especially towards the base; forehead brownish, shading to brownish-green; a broad stripe on the cheeks and the middle of throat whitish; a second stripe on the cheeks brown; front of neck and region of crop reddish, shot with metallic green and purple; breast pale vinous, fading to whitish on middle of abdomen; sides, flanks, and under tail-coverts pale cinnamon, the latter with paler tips; under wing-coverts cinnamon; tail below cinnamon tipped with brown; bill reddish towards base, whitish towards tip; feet clear flesh-red; irides red.

I have come across no notes respecting the wild life of this Dove, but it is not likely to differ much from that of other species in the genus. Speaking of it in captivity Russ observes:

"In its entire behaviour this Dove is in the highest degree peculiar. Although it is palpably a Ground-Dove, it is very fond of moving about high in the branches or roosting there. Meanwhile it remains silent for a long time, hunched up and motionless on a high branch. When, however, it once raises itself it rocks its body several times, and especially the tail, up and down, scratches its eye or bill with its foot and begins to move backwards and forwards, lifting its feet high and constantly swaying its body, behaving itself quite like a Rail. Then it seems that fresh food and water have been brought, and with two or three leaps it is on the ground, where, with outstretched head and drooping tail, it trots about thoughtfully but nimbly between the food-panes. Now it begins to eat, and it is certainly no Dove's meal which it consumes, certainly not such a one as we have been accustomed to witness in the case of other Doves. First a piece of raw meat is taken; then it runs to a dish of wet-hulled egg and bread and takes several morsels from it; it next puts away some seed, then two or three red caymans, now again a piece of meat, finally a good drink of water.
and at last it is satisfied—no wonder! Between every mouthful it has waggled its body, as if it would say, "That tastes good," and presently would begin to wrangle a little with the other Doves which approached it and drive them all away, giving them quick blows. Moreover, it so pursued a pair of wild fowl, birds of an entirely different kind, that they withdrew to the farthest corner of the aviary. It is a shame that I can procure no female for the Dove, as it is broody and keeps carrying twigs about. Breeding it would certainly be very interesting."

The above is necessarily a somewhat free translation, as Russ has a trick of abruptly changing his tenses, and in any case a strict verbal translation would sound comical in English.

The London Zoological Society first purchased four examples of this Dove in 1864, and has added others to its collection certainly as recently as 1885, if not since that date.

Mountain Witch Ground-Dove (Geotrygon cristata).

Interscapular region and upper wing-coverts purplish-chestnut; lower back, rump, and upper tail-coverts dark greenish blue shot with purple; primaries cinnamon, greenish-black at the tips, especially on the inner webs; secondaries and tail above blackish-green; forehead blackish-grey, shading into olive-brown towards the back; a broad, dull reddish stripe on the cheeks; throat rufescent; neck golden-green shot with purple; breast dark grey; middle of abdomen pale vinous; sides, flanks, and under tail-coverts chestnut, the latter with pale edges; under wing-coverts cinnamon; tail below brown; bill black. Female with paler thighs and under tail-coverts, as also the primaries. (Gosse.) Hab., Jamaica.

Gosse says ("Birds of Jamaica," pp. 317-320): "This magnificent bird inhabits the most retired mountains, and the deepest woody glades there; places difficult of approach and rarely traversed. In the dense and lofty forest that clothes the brow of Bluefields Peak it is very numerous, usually seen singly or in pairs, walking on the ground; the freedom of the forest there from underwood allowing it to exercise its fleetness of foot to advantage. If alarmed, it generally seeks to escape by running, its bulk and shortness of wing rendering its flight burdensome and ineffective. Its coo consists of two loud notes, the first short and sharp, the second protracted and descending with a mournful cadence. At a distance its first note is inaudible; and the second, reiterated at measured intervals, sounds like the groaning of a dying man. These moans, heard in the most reclusive and solemn glens, while the bird is rarely seen, have probably given it the name of Mountain Witch."

"Various seeds and nuts I have found in the gizzards of many that I have examined, some hard and elastic, others farinaceous and comminuted. The seed of the lance-wood is said to afford it food."

"I had been assured by intelligent men, very familiar with these birds, that the Mountain Witch says in March, in the angle of the roots of a tree, on the ground; that the young leave the nest about a week after they are hatched, and are led about by the mother, who scratches for them in the manner of a fowl. Some have declared that they have been eye-witnesses of this, persons who have never heard that this pigeon has any systematic affinity to the Gallinacea. I made many inquiries, and found the statement very general, almost universal. A female shot in March had an egg in the oviduct, shelled and perfectly ready for exclusion; it was of a dull reddish-white, unspotted, and measured 1 1/4 by 1 1/2 in."

The London Zoological Society first acquired this Dove in 1860, and purchased three more in 1861, and four in 1869. Russ does not mention its occurrence in any of the Continental bird-markets.

Venezuelan Ground-Dove (Geotrygon venezuelensis).

Above rufous-brown; mantle purplish-blue; lesser wing-coverts tinged with purple; primaries satiny-brown; forehead rufous, becoming vinous on the crown and on the centre of the back into purplish-vinous, bounded at the sides by grey; back of neck purplish-brown; sides of head whitish, rufous towards base of lower mandible; a blackish line below the cheeks; throat whitish, changing to dull greyish-vinous at back of throat and front of breast; rest of undersurface reddish-brown, becoming much whiter in centre of abdomen; flights below greyish-brown; under wing-

Bleeding-heart and Barranquilla Pigeons.

In the cock bird the crown of the head is bluish ash-grey; the back of the neck purplish maroon; the remainder of the upper surface is of a bronzy greyish-brown, shot with emerald green; the upper wing-coverts are shaded with crimson, and broadly tipped with pale bluish ash-colour; the shoulder clouded with the same colour; the primaries and secondaries slightly rufous tinted on outer web; the throat pure white; the breast with a deep blood-red central diffused patch, the remainder of the breast being stained with pale salmon, which also tints the front of the belly; the sides ash-brown, changing into olivaceous clay-brown on the belly; the feathers round the vent white, stained with pale sandy-brownish round the sides, the under tail-
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The hen is slightly smaller than the cock, has the forehead less inclined to white, and the crimson heart on the breast smaller.*

Mr. Goodfellow writes to Mr. Newman that they "are by no means common in their own country, and are very locally distributed around the somewhat drier parts of the coast lands." "They are forest birds, but do not perch in the trees." Mr. Newman adds: "They doublet roost and nest in bushes and low trees at a great distance from the ground."

Four examples of this very beautiful Bleeding-heart Pigeon were purchased for the London Zoological Society in 1865, and in 1864, 1865, and 1867 young were bred in the Gardens. Dr. Slater describes the nidification as follows ("Proceedings of the Zoological Society," 1865, p. 239) :- "As I have already stated, four specimens of this beautiful pigeon were purchased by Mr. Bartlett from Liverpool, in August 1864. In the following spring the male male paired with one of the three females, and bred five times during the summer of 1864. The female deposited only one egg on each occasion, making a very slight nest of small sticks in a flat basket placed 8 ft. above the ground in the Western Aviary. The period of incubation was fifteen days. Two of the young birds were successfully reared, and are now in adult plumage; two others died immature, and are now in the British Museum. On the remaining occasion the egg was addled."

In 1907 Mr. T. H. Newman purchased a pair (imported by Mr. W. Goodfellow) from Mrs. Johnstone, and successfully bred a young one. Unhappily, he subsequently lost the entire family. He gives a very complete and fully-illustrated account of the species in The Avicultural Magazine, Second Series, Vol. VII., pp. 225-255.

STAIR'S GROUND-PIGEON (Phlegornas stauri).

Glossy brown, shot with bronze and purple; back of head and neck dark slate-colour, shot with green; back and wings magenta; lesser wing-coverts edged with purple; flights and tail feathers brown, the laterals deep vinous-grey at base; forehead, sides of head and neck, and breast vinaceous-rufous, becoming white on the throat and round the breast; the breast bounded behind by a deep maroon band; feather at sides of breast edged with purple; middle of abdome vinaceous-brown; sides, vent, and under-tail-coverts coffee-brown; under wing-coverts and base of inner webs of flights cinnamon; bill black; feet deep crimson; irides reddish-brown. Female smaller, with shorter bill; the forehead and breast wholly dull pale chocolate; back of crown darker; back and wings washed with olive; abdomen brownish-ash, with no definite dark maroon band between it and the breast; tail paler than in the male, the lateral feathers redder and with a subterminal brown bar. Hab., Fiji and Tonga Islands. Mr. E. L. Layard says ("Proceedings of the Zoological Society," 1873, p. 438) :- "Unlike any other Pigeon of these islands, it seeks its food entirely on the ground. Here it runs as quickly as a Quail, springs to its wings on the least alarm, and glides through the underwood to a place of safety with the rapidity of lightning."

Mr. Kleinschmidt has kept it in captivity for a long period; but it is so timid that on the approach of anyone to its large cage it instantly runs into a corner and crouches down, just as a Quail or other game

* Miss Alderson says that the crimson on the breast varies in extent in individuals apart from sex, and this doubtless is so, but, taking one with another, I believe there is always less of it in the females.
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Although Russ does not mention this species in his work, it has been represented in the London Zoological Society’s collection more than once, and recorded both in the 8th and 9th editions of the “List of Animals.”

WONGA-WONGA PIGEON (Leucosarcia picata).

The upper surface, including the wings and tail, of the adult bird is leaden-grey, quills dark brown, outer brown; the white bands from the shoulders across the sides of the breast broader, and the black spots on the under surface more numerous, often divided into pairs (on each side of the shaft), characters noted in living female. Hab., Eastern Australia, from Rockingham Bay, through the interior, to Victoria.

Tolerably abundant in the brushes of New South Wales, where the woods, according to Dr. Ramsay, resound with its monotonous, deep, and melancholy call. It frequents both dry and damp localities, is strictly a ground feeder, only taking to the trees when disturbed. It lays two comparatively small white eggs.

For many years I coveted a pair of this species, but had I known I should never have indulged my fancy. I purchased a pair on March 25, 1905, and turned them out into my larger outdoor aviary. There they built two nests in a small fir tree, but laid no eggs. The cock sang from dawn to dark, with hardly any intermission, and as the performance consists of a measured repetition of a perfectly monotonous penetrating hoo-hoo-hoo, sometimes one or two hundred times without a pause, it may well be understood how my neighbours blessed me. Eventually, in September, I brought the pair indoors and turned them into one of my bird-room aviaries, at the back of which, near to the ceiling, was a platform of branches and sticks, about a foot wide and six feet long. There the hen laid four or five
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eggs without making any proper nest, and, of course, nearly all of them fell through the interstices and were smashed. The hen made some attempt to incubate those nearest the surface, but without result. About November 18 she was taken ill and died on the 22nd. On the 27th I exchanged the cock bird for two pairs of Cockatiels.

After chasing the hen, the cock bird often flew up to a lofty perch and sat pitching forwards and rhythmically tilting his whole body forwards, evidently as an invitation to the hen to approach him. I noted the same trick later with other Australian Pigeons.

The Wonga-wonga Pigeon first reached the London Zoological Gardens in 1859, and bred there the same year. It has bred repeatedly since then; in fact, I saw a hen sitting the last time I visited the collection. Why my hen did not lay when out of doors I cannot imagine, but perhaps it is as well that she did not, as I might have found it rather difficult to dispose of the young birds.

**Blue-headed Pigeon** (*Sturnaenas cyanoccephala*).

Above olive-brown; mape and mantle more olivaceous; crown dull blue, bordered with black; a broad white band from chin, below eye, to back of head; throat and chest black, bordered behind by a semi-circular narrow black stripe edged with black, the front and sides of the black area tipped with blue; remainder of under surface dull fernigrous, the breast tinged with purple; bill corral-red at base, bluish-grey at tip; feet dull reddish-white, with the tarsal scales bright carmine and those of the toes deep bluish-red; the skin at the joints of the toes sky-blue; irides dark brown. Female not differentiated, but probably smaller and duller. Hab. Cuba and Florida Keys.

According to Gundlach this species "is not uncommon in the extensive forest, especially in such in which the ground is rocky, but is scarcely ever found in cultivated fields or open prairie country. It moves slowly, with the neck contracted and tail erected, while searching for food among the dead leaves on the ground. This consists of seeds of various kinds, berries, and occasionally insects. After feeding, it usually flies into a tree, and perches on a leafless horizontal limb, or on one of the leafless parasitic vines, to rest. In the early mornings, should its plumage, perchance, have become wet while travelling through the dew-laden shrubbery, it selects a sunny spot to dry itself. From time to time this Dove utters its call-note, consisting of two hollow-sounding notes—*hu-up*—the first syllable long drawn out, the second short and uttered very quickly. Besides this note a low muttering is occasionally heard. Its call-notes are deceptive, appearing near when distant, and distant when close by. Its flight is noisy when starting, like that of the European Partridge, from which it receives its misleading name—*Perdiz.*"

"It nests in April and May; the nest is a simple affair, consisting of a few twigs. It is usually placed in the tops of parasitic vines—*Trilobaria.* It lays two white eggs, measuring 35 by 25.5 millimetres."

The London Zoological Society first purchased two examples of this pigeon in 1864, and has, from first to last, possessed quite a number of examples, the last recorded in the ninth edition of the List of Animals having been presented in 1887; it bred in the Gardens in 1870. In the Amsterdam Gardens this species was represented as long ago as 1854; Russ and Landauer both possessed single examples purchased from German dealers, and Russ says that at that time "Ornis." Exhibition of 1895 the price asked was only eight marks for a pair.

**HACKLED PIGEONS**

(Sub-family Caloenadinae).

This group is characterised by the long, narrow, hackled feathers of the neck; the feathers on the head are short, and give these birds a naked aspect; the powerful hooked bill and strong feet, with formidable curved claws, produce altogether a remarkable Vulturine-looking type, and remind one somewhat of the Vulturine Guinea-fowl. In captivity they should be fed upon maize, wheat, dari, and hemp; they are especially fond of maize.

**Nicobar Pigeon** (*Caloenas nicobarica*).

The adult male is metallic green, with golden coppery reflections, the under parts duller and bluer; the feathers on the hind neck long, and tapering, like those of Gunea-fowls; head, neck, and front of breast with close, hair-like feathers, and blue-black; quills black, with blue outer web, below brownish; longer upper tail-coverts, tawny, and under tail-coverts pure white; feet crimson, powdered with white, and whitish at the back, claws ochreous; bill black, a knob just behind the nostril on the culmen; iris hazel.

The female is slightly smaller, and sits less erect than the male; the neck-feathers are somewhat shorter; the bill viewed in profile is much more slender, and the frontal knob at the base of the upper mandible is small and little developed; the plumage generally is duller, less varied with metallic golden copper above, and with gleaming emerald green below. Hab. Nicobar Islands and Mergui Archipelago, through the Malay islands, eastwards to the Solomon group.

In an article on birds from Duke of York Island and New Britain ("Proceedings of the Zoological Society, 1879, p. 14), Dr. Otto Finsch says that the native name for this species is Parreparre.

Dr. Guillemand ("Proceedings of the Zoological Society, 1885, p. 576) describes the soft parts thus: "Iris greyish pink; bill black; tarsus dark coral red; soles of feet yellowish;" from Obi. At p. 663 he describes them as follows: "Iris dull red, or reddish brown; bill and cere black; feet dull reddish, yellowish beneath," from Waigiu and Salwatti. It would therefore seem that, as with many other birds, the colouring of the soft parts is of local significance.

Speaking of it as observed in the Nicobars, Mr. Hume observes ("Nests and Eggs of Indian Birds," Vol. II., pp. 365, 366): "Its home, its breeding headquarters, which we had the good fortune to discover, are in the little, almost absolutely inaccessible island of Batty Malve.

"Of this I said in my account of our cruise amongst the Nicobars ("Stray Feathers," Vol. II., p. 95):—"The island appeared to be almost wholly composed of coral, resting unconformably on a base of sandstone. It was low, nearly level, bore a certain amount of high tree-jungle and a few patches of coconut, and was in most places covered by an excessively dense undergrowth of some thorny, bramble-like shrub, here and there interspersed with a few open plots of grass. The moment the level of the land was gained the mystery of the black birds was solved—they were Nicobar Pigeons, and this was par excellence the home and stronghold of this magnificent bird. Thousands were flying about from tree to tree or feeding on the seeds of the undergrowth (with which we found their crops mostly full). Their nests were as thick upon the trees as ever nests are in a rookery at home. Young ones in every stage of growth, from naked blind things to birds fully fledged, were to be seen in or alongside the

---
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nests. They were perfectly tame at first, and fed upon the ground just like other Doves. Though silent birds as individuals, yet from their immense number their occasional croak, now blended into a continuous murmur heard distinctly above the grinding surf.

‘Hundreds might easily have been shot. As it was, the whole party, native and European, were loaded; and, despite unavoidable losses at the time of re-embarking, some seventy were safely brought on board.’

‘Mr. Davison, who was one of the party, and zealously climbed numbers of the trees to scrutinise the nests more closely, has remarked: *Calocorus nicobaricus* builds a regular pigeon’s nest, and always on trees; on Batty Malve, where we found this bird in thousands, almost every thick, bushy tree contained several nests. I counted thirteen on one tree, and I must have examined a couple of dozen of these nests. We visited the island rather late. Nearly all the occupied nests contained young, and hundreds of young had left the nest. I only succeeded in finding two eggs—one partially incubated, the other ready to hatch off—the former of these unfortunately got broken on the island, the latter I succeeded in preserving by cutting a hole in one side, and then placing the egg in a small paper tray near an ants’ nest. The nests were, as I have mentioned above, regular Pigeons’ nests—merely a platform of twigs, very loosely and carelessly put together, and without lining of any kind, and in no single case contained more than one young one or one egg; so I think we may safely assert that the normal number of eggs laid by this bird is only one.’

Mr. Hume describes the egg as follows:—*The egg is, of course, spotless and pure white, but the shell, though compact, is very finely, almost microscopically, pitted all over, and it has scarcely a trace of any gloss. It measures 1·94 by 1·57.*

The London Zoological Society first acquired this species in 1864, when six specimens were presented; it was bred in the Gardens in July, 1865, May and July, 1866, July and August, 1868, and June, 1870; it bred again in September, 1869. It has also been bred freely by Mr. Meade Waldo. I purchased a pair on July 5th, 1897, and placed them in my outdoor aviary, where they sat out under the open wire netting and summer and winter—two eggs one or one egg. I think we may safely assert that the normal number of eggs laid by this bird is only one.’

Beautiful as the Nicobar Pigeon is in colour, it is hardly graceful either in form or action; it is also an arrant coward and bullying; my birds were so nervous when I first received them that when I entered the aviary they flew about recklessly, not looking to see where they were going; the cock bird one day broke a wing in its frantic efforts to get away from me, and had perforce to sit quietly on a box for a fortnight before he could use the wing again. I think this somewhat sobered him, but he continued nervous and excitable for some time. He took no notice of his hen at all, and they were not even on a perch cover to feed. In severe weather the snow piled up on their backs as they roosted, and they took no notice. I never heard them utter a note beyond a gruff sort of grunt, like the surly “wuff” of a large dog when irritated.

LITTLE DODOS (Didunculus).

Characterised by a hooked bill, the lower mandible serrated near the tip, which is truncated, the nostrils oblique; the front of the tarsus very imperfectly scaled. The family consists of one species occurring on the Samoan Islands. In captivity it would probably be most suitably fed upon banana, potato, apples, etc. It will however, also eat bread, almonds, hemp-seed, etc.

TOOTH-BILLED PIGEON (Didunculus strigirostris).

Head, neck, and mantle metallic blackish-green, the feathers of the two last somewhat greyish on the edges; back, rump, and upper tail-coverts blackish-brown; base of tail-feathers blackish-brown, especially on the inner webs; flights above, excepting the inner secondaries, brown; chin, throat, and upper breast metallic blackish-green; lower breast and abdomen brownish-black; under tail-coverts brownish-chestnut; flights below greyish-brown; under wing-coverts brown; bill orange; base of under mandible cinnamon-red; feet ochreous-red; naked orbital skin flesh-red; iris brown. Female not differentiated. Young brown, with crescentic rufous bands on feathers of upper parts and breast. Hab., Upolu, Savai, and Tutuila.

According to Russ, this Pigeon has the power of moving the upper mandible like the Parrots. In 1866 Professor Newton exhibited an egg of the Tooth-billed Pigeon at a meeting of the Zoological Society, and the same year the second volume of Gould’s *Handbook to the Birds of Australia* was published, in the appendix to which pp. 557—560, a full account of this singular pigeon is published. From this I culled the following:—*It is named by the natives ‘Manu-mea,’ or Red-bird, from the most predominant colour of its plumage being chocolate-red. It was formerly numerous, and we may therefore be surprised that it should not have been seen and procured by the early navigators; now it is nearly extinct. It feeds on plantains, and is partial to the fruit of the ‘Soi,’ a species of Dioscorea, or yam, a twining plant abundant in the islands, and producing a fruit resembling a small potato. In disposition it is exceedingly shy and timid. Like the Ground-Pigeons, it roosts on bushes or stumps of trees, and feeds on the ground. It also builds its nest in such situations. During the breeding season both parents aid in the duty of incubation, relieve each other with great regularity, and are so intent on the performance of their duty that, when sitting on their eggs, they may be easily captured by the hand. Two living birds were obtained in this way by Mr. Stair. They are also taken by the natives with birdline or snares, and shot with arrows, the sportsman concealing himself near an open space in which a quantity of the ‘soi,’ their favourite food, has been placed. The first living bird obtained was accidentally killed; the second, when placed in confinement, at first was sullen and refused food, but soon became reconciled to captivity and thrived well. The natives fed it upon*
boiled taro (the root of the *Caladium esculentum*), rolled into oblong pellets, in the same manner as they fed their pet Wood-Pigeons and Doves. The power of wing of most of the Pigeon tribe is very great, and it also obtains in this bird. It flies through the air with a loud noise like the Topknot Pigeon (*Lopholaimus antarcticus*) of the Illawarra district, and many others of the Australian Pigeons; and Mr. Stair describes it as making so great a noise with its wings on rising that, when heard at a distance, it resembles the rumbling of distant thunder, for which it might be mistaken. Mr. Stair considers that the bird may yet be found at Savaii, the largest and most mountainous island of the group, but thinks it does not at present exist on that of Upolu."

The first example of this rare Pigeon to reach the Gardens at Regent's Park was presented by Dr. G. Bennett in 1864, a second was presented in 1874, and a third was purchased in 1876; the last recorded in the ninth edition of the "List of Animals" was presented in 1887.

So rarely does this bird come to Europe that Dr. Russ says that it has no meaning at present for aviculture, but he hopes it may eventually arrive in greater numbers, in which case it will be of the highest interest. I am afraid that hope is destined never to be realised.

This bird, then, brings my task to a conclusion, and I can only regret that, however much pains one may take, and however zealously one may work, the rapid yearly influx of new forms renders it impossible to make a work of this kind absolutely complete. However, up to the end of 1908, I think very little is lacking, excepting those species which, being now unattainable, were purposely omitted, and I believe, as stated in my Preface, the Doves are complete up to the end of 1909. The majority of the new forms imported in 1909 have been secured and brought home by collectors specially sent out by wealthy aviculturists and the London Zoological Society; consequently it is probable that many years must pass before they are likely to be offered for sale in the open markets of Europe, if, indeed, the ever-growing mania for excessive bird-protection does not ere long put a stop altogether to aviculture, and thus inflict a severe blow upon biological science by greatly narrowing the circle of students of bird-life.
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>257</td>
<td>persico</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>boliii</td>
<td>260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>257</td>
<td>persico</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>cariboa</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>257</td>
<td>persico</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>dvoersmanni</td>
<td>253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>257</td>
<td>persico</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>inornata</td>
<td>257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>257</td>
<td>persico</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>fasciata</td>
<td>269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>257</td>
<td>persico</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>guinea</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>257</td>
<td>persico</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>euryphthalus</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>257</td>
<td>persico</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>laurivora</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>257</td>
<td>persico</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>leucocephala</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>257</td>
<td>persico</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>leuconesta</td>
<td>253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>257</td>
<td>persico</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>maculosa</td>
<td>255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>257</td>
<td>persico</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>picauro</td>
<td>255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>257</td>
<td>persico</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>plumbea</td>
<td>261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>257</td>
<td>persico</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>rufina</td>
<td>258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>257</td>
<td>persico</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>speciosa</td>
<td>257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>257</td>
<td>persico</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>squamosa</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>257</td>
<td>persico</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>trocaz</td>
<td>260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>278</td>
<td>Columbula picui</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>Conuropsis carolinensis</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>278</td>
<td>Conurus acuticaudatus</td>
<td>155</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Conurus nanday</strong></td>
<td>157</td>
<td><strong>Furnarius rufus</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pertinax</td>
<td>159</td>
<td><strong>Galerita cristata</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rubritorquis</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>Gallirex chlorolumajus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rubrolavatus</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>porphrycoelor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solstitialis</td>
<td>156</td>
<td><strong>Garrulus bispecularis</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wagneri</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>lanceolatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coracops barklyi</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>Geospis cucuta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nigra</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>humeralis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vasa</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>maugie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corcorax melanorhampius</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>striata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corone americana</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>tranquilla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>avialis</td>
<td>64</td>
<td><strong>Geopsittaca occidentalis</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>splendens</td>
<td>63</td>
<td><strong>Geotrygon chrysia</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corvus byronii</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>cristata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corvus cuvinatius</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>montana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scapulatus</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>mystacea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cotiga cinta</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>venezuelensis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cricetis destructor</td>
<td>79</td>
<td><strong>Gymnogongrus melanicterius</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>picatus</td>
<td>79</td>
<td><strong>Gymnorhina leuconota</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crocophus chlorogaster</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>haematoxilus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phoenicopterus</td>
<td>245</td>
<td><strong>Haploperdix latrata</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cryptorhina atra</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>Henpedina leptorhyncha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curves aterrimus</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Heteropas acutus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyanocitta comora</td>
<td>73</td>
<td><strong>Histiopis histrionica</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cristata</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>Icterus abeillei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diademata</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>bahama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyanocompsa coculeus</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>crocopterus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chrysops</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>giraudi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cyanomelas</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>gularis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cyanopogon</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>jamaicai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyanousus byroni</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>pectoralis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>patagonus</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>pyrrhoterus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyanopolus cyanus</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>spurius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyanops asiatica</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>tibialis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>caniceps</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>vulgaris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>franklini</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>wrightii</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lineata</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>xanthornus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>formica</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>Lamprocolius chalarus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyanopsis spixi</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>chalybey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyanorhampius auriceps</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>chrysonotis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>malherbei</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>phoenicopterus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>napezalandiae</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>purpureiceps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bassei</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>purpureus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unicolor</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>Lamprotornis caudatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dacelo cervina</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>meyes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gigas</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>purpureopus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leachi</td>
<td>108</td>
<td><strong>Leistes guianensis</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dendrornis himalayensis</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>superciliaris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rufa</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>Leptopilina chalcaencha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sinensis</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>jamaicai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dendrocopos villosus</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>ochropus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deropteryx acippitrinus</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>rochenbachii</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Didunculus striigrosia</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>rufaxilla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diphorus carunculatus</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>wellsi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diphylloides hunsteini</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>Leucophasia picta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>magnifica</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Licmetis melanaca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dives sumichrasti</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>pastinator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolichonyx oryzivora</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Lopholomus antarcticus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dryotonous pileatus</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>albignarius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ectopistes migratorius</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>Lopholomus leucogaster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empidias fuscus</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>plumifer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eos fuscata</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>Lophorina superba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>histrio</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>Loria maria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inthisa psittaca</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>Loriculus chrysonotus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>riciniata</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>galgulus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rubra</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>indicus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epimachus meyeri</td>
<td>50</td>
<td><strong>Loriculus striitius</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elubies intermedia</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>Loriculus chrysonotus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>javanensis</td>
<td>49</td>
<td><strong>Melanerpes candidus</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ptilogenes</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>erythrocephalus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>religiosa</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>sanctus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loriculus capensis</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>vagans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loriculus chlorocerosus</td>
<td>132</td>
<td><strong>Loriculus melanotis</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dorcicol</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>santacruzi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flavo-palatius</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>tricolor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>garrulus</td>
<td>132</td>
<td><strong>Malacoceradina</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hypnoclous</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>mongolica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lory</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>yeltoniensis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tibialis</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>Melopelia leucotera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macelomas rixiosa</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>Melopsittacus undulatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macroprora doreya</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>Melopsittacus undulatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>emilia</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>Melopsittacus undulatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leptogranimica</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>phasianella</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manucodia chalybata</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>Megaceryle virens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megaryhynchus pictangia</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>Melanerpes candidus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melanerpes candidus</td>
<td>100</td>
<td><strong>Myiagra leucotera</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melanopis calandra</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>Myiagra leucotera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melanopis calandra</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>Myiagra leucotera</td>
</tr>
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<td>Melanopis calandra</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>Myiagra leucotera</td>
</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Parocornis alexandri</strong></td>
<td>206</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>cyanoccephala</strong></td>
<td>202</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>derbyana</strong></td>
<td>204</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>docilis</strong></td>
<td>201</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>eques</strong></td>
<td>201</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>fuscia</strong></td>
<td>193</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>fuscia</strong></td>
<td>193</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>fusica</strong></td>
<td>203</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>fusica</strong></td>
<td>203</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>indoburmanica</strong></td>
<td>208</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>longicauda</strong></td>
<td>208</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>magnostra</strong></td>
<td>208</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>modesta</strong></td>
<td>206</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>nepalensis</strong></td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>nicobarica</strong></td>
<td>206</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>peristerodes</strong></td>
<td>202</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>schisticeps</strong></td>
<td>203</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>torquata</strong></td>
<td>201</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>tyleri</strong></td>
<td>201</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Paradisea apoda</strong></td>
<td>58</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>raggiana</strong></td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>sanguinea</strong></td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Paradisornis rudolphi</strong></td>
<td>58</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Paroaria</strong></td>
<td>230</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Phyoga chalybeata</strong></td>
<td>230</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Phlogonias criniger</strong></td>
<td>238</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>luzonica</strong></td>
<td>297</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>stair</strong></td>
<td>298</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pholidaeus leucogaster</strong></td>
<td>58</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>purpureo-violaceus</strong></td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pica mauritana</strong></td>
<td>66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Picumnus cirrhatus</strong></td>
<td>103</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pionopsittacus pileatus</strong></td>
<td>166</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pionus chalcopterus</strong></td>
<td>134</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>corallinus</strong></td>
<td>133</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>fuscus</strong></td>
<td>184</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>fusica</strong></td>
<td>184</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>maximiliana</strong></td>
<td>183</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>menstruus</strong></td>
<td>183</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>sernis</strong></td>
<td>183</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>spiorcis</strong></td>
<td>183</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pitangus sulphuratus</strong></td>
<td>83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pitta brachyura</strong></td>
<td>86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>cucullata</strong></td>
<td>86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>streptiana</strong></td>
<td>86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Platycercus adelaidae</strong></td>
<td>220</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>amaethusia</strong></td>
<td>222</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>browni</strong></td>
<td>222</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>elegans</strong></td>
<td>222</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>erythropalus</strong></td>
<td>224</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>eximius</strong></td>
<td>224</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>isabellosus</strong></td>
<td>221</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>leucocercus</strong></td>
<td>225</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>leucoceras</strong></td>
<td>225</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>maxililopteryx</strong></td>
<td>225</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>maximiliana</strong></td>
<td>225</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>menstruus</strong></td>
<td>225</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>sernis</strong></td>
<td>225</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>spiorcis</strong></td>
<td>225</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Plicolaris andamanensis</strong></td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>blythii</strong></td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>cinereus</strong></td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>malabaricus</strong></td>
<td>41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>sericus</strong></td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Polyborax andamanensis</strong></td>
<td>208</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>melanura</strong></td>
<td>209</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Porphyrocephalus spurius</strong></td>
<td>225</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prionitis platirus</strong></td>
<td>197</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Psophotus chrysoparygius</strong></td>
<td>230</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>hematochrous</strong></td>
<td>227</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>hematochrous</strong></td>
<td>227</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>multicolor</strong></td>
<td>158</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>pulcherrimus</strong></td>
<td>226</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>xanthorhous</strong></td>
<td>158</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>xantheridius</strong></td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Psitaccula guianensis</strong></td>
<td>166</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Psittacus erithacus</strong></td>
<td>191</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>timneh</strong></td>
<td>156</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Psittaeles chlorolepidotus</strong></td>
<td>138</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>euteles</strong></td>
<td>138</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>versicolor</strong></td>
<td>138</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Psittinus incertus</strong></td>
<td>213</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pteroglossus aracari</strong></td>
<td>116</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>inscriptus</strong></td>
<td>116</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>auriceps</strong></td>
<td>116</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>wiedi</strong></td>
<td>115</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ptilonorynchus violaceus</strong></td>
<td>51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ptinopus bellus</strong></td>
<td>248</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>coronulatus</strong></td>
<td>248</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>fuscatus</strong></td>
<td>247</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>jambu</strong></td>
<td>247</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>melanophalos</strong></td>
<td>249</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ophyrhaceus</strong></td>
<td>248</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>superbus</strong></td>
<td>248</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ptilorhynchus intermedius</strong></td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>magnifica</strong></td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>paradisea</strong></td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ptilorhynchus personata</strong></td>
<td>212</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>spindles</strong></td>
<td>212</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>tabuis</strong></td>
<td>212</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pyrhrhula leucotis</strong></td>
<td>85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>verticilis</strong></td>
<td>85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pyrhulopsis personata</strong></td>
<td>212</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>tabuis</strong></td>
<td>212</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quiscalus lugubris</strong></td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>macrurus</strong></td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>major</strong></td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>versicolor</strong></td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rhamphastos ariel</strong></td>
<td>114</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>brevicearinus</strong></td>
<td>113</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>carinus</strong></td>
<td>113</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>culminarius</strong></td>
<td>111</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>cuvieri</strong></td>
<td>114</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>dicolurus</strong></td>
<td>114</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>erythrophronchus</strong></td>
<td>114</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>tacord</strong></td>
<td>114</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>toco</strong></td>
<td>112</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>vitellinus</strong></td>
<td>115</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rhamphocorys coltobius</strong></td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rhincocoris affinis</strong></td>
<td>64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rupicola croea</strong></td>
<td>93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sarcops calvus</strong></td>
<td>47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Searedella squamosa</strong></td>
<td>273</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Schizorrhis africana</strong></td>
<td>127</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Selenedra maculirostris</strong></td>
<td>116</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Seleucides niger</strong></td>
<td>57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sericulus melinus</strong></td>
<td>56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spatephigorhynchus</strong></td>
<td>220</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sphenocerus sphenurus</strong></td>
<td>242</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spero pulcher</strong></td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Staromenas cyanoccephala</strong></td>
<td>300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strepera argata</strong></td>
<td>65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Capricornis</strong></td>
<td>66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>fuliginosa</strong></td>
<td>66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>graucilla</strong></td>
<td>65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RETURN TO the circulation desk of any
University of California Library
or to the
NORTHERN REGIONAL LIBRARY FACILITY
Bldg. 400, Richmond Field Station
University of California
Richmond, CA 94804-4698

ALL BOOKS MAY BE RECALLED AFTER 7 DAYS
2-month loans may be renewed by calling
(415) 642-6233
1-year loans may be recharged by bringing books
to NRLF
Renewals and recharges may be made 4 days
prior to due date

DUE AS STAMPED BELOW

NRLF DUE JAN 17 1990

OCT 17 1990